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THE AERONAUTICAL WORLD.
This journal will devote its space to the

vastly grand, universally interesting and sur-

passingly important subject of Aeronautics,

which is to-day deservedly attracting so much
general and anxious attention throughout the

world.

The aims and efforts of the journal will be

directed to the setting forth of all facts, theor-

ies, discoveries, experiments and all matter of

importance or thought of value, or likely to

be of interest to its readers, and strong legit-

imate efforts will be made to create a greater

and more general interest in, and further ad-

vance the science by doing everything possible

to encourage and promote the study. Space will

be given for the free interchange of views,

mutual instruction, advice, correspondence,

and questions and answers on all aeronautical

subjects.

A brief history of the most successful ma-
chines will be given with reasons for their

success, partial success or failures, and all

things worthy of recording will be chronicled

in its pages, so that the Aeronauticai. World
may become a complete, progressive history of

the conquest of the air by man.
All matters will be recorded in a simple,

clear and concise manner, so that readers may
acquire with agreeable ease and pleasure and
the utmost facihty the greatest amount of

good sound general knowledge, and much use-

ful information relating to aeronautics.

The pages will be filled with authentic, help-

ful intelligence, including facts, theories, fig-

ures, suggestions and lessons, which will, it is

hoped, make the Aeronautical World not

only a technical journal and magazine, but an

elementary text book and scientific guide, and
in the end a valuable treatise on the subject.

It will further aim to stimulate pubhc in-

terest in aeronautics and remove the prejudices

and skepticism too generally prevailing.

A journal such as this, which will record the

world's progress and all that transpires from

day to day, everywhere in this vast and im-

portant field of science, is specially desirable,

but more particularly so just at this time, as

interest in this great and vast subject is not

confined to any particular class or any section

of the community, but the whole human race

is more or less desirous of acquiring informa-

tion, and we hope to be able, with assistance

from our readers, to make the Aerial World
the medium through which everyone may be

able to obtain it.

Co-opEration.

To this end the editor solicits the kindly

aid and co-operatic-n of all those able to supply

information or make suggestions, and all those

seeking advice, the editor cordially invites to

write and freely receive the best he and his

staff may be able to offer.

Correction oe Serious Misconception and
Errors.

The Aeronautical World hopes to prevent

others from experiencing the costly failures

and the trying experiences of those who have
worked in the wrong direction, and to correct

the many mistatements which have unfortu-

nately been so universally disseminated, and
done so much to retard progress by making the

world so skeptical of the possibilities of aerial

navigation.

A few good simple illustrations would
doubtless convert many of these skeptics to the

correct belief, that practical aerial navigation

is a possibility infinitely easier of accomplish-

ment than is generally supposed, and such
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illustrations the Aeronautical World hopes

to give.

It is the general belief of the most eminent

scientists, thinkers, experimenters and work-

ers on the problem, that successful aerial nav-

igation is possible and simply awaits the de-

velopment of a properly designed machine.

Divided Among Themselves.

Unfortunately, perhaps, for the good cause,

scientists, aeronauts, experimenters and inven-

tors are very greatly divided in their views as

to the best means of obtaining aerial naviga-

tion. Amongst them are those who advance

the theory that machines which are very much

lighter than the volume of air they displace,

are the only kind practically possible, as ex-

emplified bv a balloon driven by some me-

chanical motor, as the airships of Renard,

Gifford, Tessandier, Krebs, Santos Dumont,

Zeppelin, etc., while there are others who main-

tain that an aeroplane system, vastly heavier

than the air it displaces, driven through the

atmosphere by a mechanical motor at consider-

able speed, is the only feasible one as repre-

sented by the aeroplane machines of Langley,

Maxim, Chanute, Alexander, Irish, LiHionthal,

etc. Then there are those who advocate a

7nule arrangement, or a machine which com-

bines the light aerostat and the heavy aero-

plane, which will in air appear to have little

or no weight, such as the machines of Stevens,

Barton, etc. The advocates of this mule sys-

tem also claim that it affords the only prac-

tically sound means by which men can hope to

navigate the air. A vast number of other ma-

chines have been designed, ranging from the

most simple aerostat to the most complicated

mule combination, and from the dual combina-

tion to the most simple aeroplane. The front

page illustration, past, present, and future,

represents the three main types of machines

and the three great steps in the progress of

the art of flight. ,

The DiEFICULtlES.

As the practical difficulties of steam and elec-

trical railroads, the steamships, telegraph and

telephone, etc., have all been overcome or swept

away, so are all the practical difficulties in the

way of submarine navigation, wireless telegra-

phy and aerial navigation being swept away.

The Conquest of the Air by Man.
By W. E. I.

High Balloon Ascent.—Dr. Suring and

Berson ascended from Berlin to a height of

35,000 feet, thus beating all previous records.

It is not the present intention to do more
than set forth some of the many advar^tages

of the gliding flight of man, as a bird when
sailing on the air, the possibility of which has

been proved beyond question by practical de-

monstrations, which crown man undisputed

monarch of the atmosphere as well as the

earth and seas.

What can possibly be conceived more worthy

of the attention of man, than his power to

navigate the air after the manner of a bird.

It would do more than anything else conceiv-

able to improve his condition morally, physic-

ally and intellectually, and be the greatest help

in his struggle for existence.

Such machines are destined to open up a

grand, new, and wonderful era in the world's

history and make mankind much more cos-

mopolitan. They would sow the seeds of

morals and enlightenment and plant the tree

of knowledge everywhere and leave no spot on

earth outside the pale of civilization. They
would buoy up the weak, inspire new hopes in

the afflicted and greatly benefit everyone. They
will be the means of equally distributing man-

kind over the earth's surface, relieving over-

populated districts and peopling the uninhab-

ited portions of the earth's surface They would

be the mainspring of commercial activity, chris-

tian mission and the unity of mankind. They

will lead to an equal distribution of the pro-

ducts of the soil, the seas, and the manufactur-

ers, and likewise relieve and benefit the fam-

ine stricken and the glutted markets. They
would be available at all seasons for making

short cuts between points anywhere on the

earth's surface. They would greatly help in

magnetic, electric, meteorologic and astronomic

observations, weather forecasting and weather

controlling and otherwise aid in the further in-

terrogation of nature. They would do more

than anythmg else to promote friendly and

commercial intercourse and remove all barriers

from between the peoples of the earth. These

are only a few of the very many and great ad-

vantages an aerial machine would afford.

The gliding flight of man will be the dawn
of a new era, at the dawn of a new century,

and its advent will create such a revolution

as the world has never before witnessed.

Think for • a moment of its vast possibilities

and you are staggered by their magnitude.

The aerial machine is destined tg dominate
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over the aflfairs of man, bring mankind into

closer and more amicable relations, and vastly

increase his happiness, comfort, prosperity and

knowledge.

Aerial navigation has been the study of man

from remotest antiquity, before, during and

ever since the dark ages, yet up to 1900 A. D.

little progress had been made in this, the most

important of all aids to his happiness and

prosperity. But as the locomotive and electric

motor superseded the horse, the automobile

the velocipede, and the steamships the sailing

vessel, so are they in turn destined to be super-

seded by the aerial machine, which possesses

enormous advantages over them all.

Eminent authorities no longer question the

possibility of aerial navigation, for they now
realize that man should more easily travel in

air than on land or water, and they consider

the solution was to be found, as it has been,

in an aeroplane machine and motive power.

Santos Dumont, Count Zeppeline, Renard

and many others have proved the possibility

of directing and propelling balloons to a very

limited extent, but such contrivances can never

be of much general utility until very considera-

bly modified.

Although the atmosphere offers the greatest

possible facility for rapid transit by means of

aerial machines, the efforts to accomplish suc-

cessful aerial transit by means of balloons is

simply wasted, fcT such devices are contrary to

the economics of nature and mechanics. If

these efforts vainly directed to accomplish eco-

nomical universal transport through the air

in all directions by means of balloons, were

devoted to aeroplanes, the difficulties and cost

would be considerably less and the possibili-

ties of success infinitely greater, for the princi-

ple of the aeroplane is in accord with the laws

of nature and mechanics as the numberless ex-

amples presented by all creatures that fly

testify.

To be able to invade the aerial regions and

fly anywhere and everywhere with the graceful

ease, quick decision, speed and safety of a bird,

while gratiously harnessed to the always avail-

able, free and inexhaustible forces of nature,

has for thousands of years been one of the

greatest ambitions of man- -and no wonder

—

for there is nothing within his ability to con-

trive or within the power of his imagination

to conceive, which would render such valuable

service or impart such supreme pleasure to

mankind, as his power to fly and enjoy life

on the glorious aerial ocean.

If, as eminent scientists aver, the flight of

man—not floatatic^n as in a balloon—is possible

by means of aeroplanes, then man's ingenuity

should be capable of devising some such con-

trivance. He has successfully accomplished

the feat of travelling and remaining for con-

siderable time under the surface of the briny

ocean, the dangers and difficulties of which

appear vastly greater than would be incidental

to attempts at aerial flight, but the advantages

of the sub-marine boat would be infinitely

small in comparison with those of the gliding

aerial machine.

Aerial navigation performed glidingly after

the manner of a bird in sailing flight, under

the intelligent and complete control of man.

governed instinctively by impulsive and natural

movements of his body, as employed to main-

tain his equilibrium in athletic, equestrian and

other exercises would give him command ot

the boundless expanse of the atmosphere as

well as the seas and lands of this globe, and

place at his disposal the use of the free forces

of nature which would furnish the power to

support and gracefully transport him any-

where, over the perfectly level, smooth, elastic,

limitless aerial highway, as lord and conque-

ror of the wonderful aerial world and supreme

master over earth and seas.

Here man elevated above the masses could

enjoy the invigorating influence of a pure at-

mosphere, sunny sky, restful silence and the

most delightful seclusion, all C'f which would

impart to him renewed life and energy, and

new and peculiar, 5'et undefinable pleasures,

far beyond his past experiences or his mind's

conception.

While thus luxuriating, lounging and bask-

ing in the sunshine of pleasure, in a shielded

car, casting his shadow over church spire and

mountain top, he could view and supremely

enjoy the enchanting spectacle and the glorious

splendors of the ever varying landscape, and

the many diversified pictures of nature, and the

wonderful works of nature and man as they

pass in review below% while all around him he

would find an endless number of new and
strangely interesting and marvelous mysteries,

ready to feed his intelligent mind with new
and delightful crumbs of knowledge.

Unlike railroad trains, these aerial craft will

have unlimited range over the unlimited zone,

and be perfectly free to glide smoothly, with-

out shock or vibration, anywhere in the bound-

less expanse of the aerial ocean, unobstructed

by mountains, valleys, jungles, or deserts, or
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by rivers, seas, lakes or oceans, independent of

bridges, tunnels, cuttings, viaducts, rails or

permanent way of any kind, and therefore free

from the enormous outlay incidental to them,

and quite regardless of the conformation or

inequalities of the earth's surface;, or the

condition of the weather. The aerial machine

also offers innumerable advantages over steam-

ships or sailing ships, which are strictly con-

fined to the surface of water, and have to

travel partially immersed in and plough

through two vastly unequal elements—air and

water—which differ one from the other eight

hundred times in weight and greatly in density

and resistance. These two unequal elements

frequently contend and often unite to exert

their tremendous forces as wind and tide

—

tempest and turbulent sea— sometimes favora-

bly, but more often adversely, to the ship's

progress.

The fury of these elementary forces with

their power to overcome vast resistances and

opposing influences necessitates the employ-

ment of enormously strong and heavy hulls to

the ships, the carrying of a vast dead weight

as ballast and the expenditure of prodigious

mechanical power to overcome the resistances

caused thereby, so as to make headway, and

these entail a vast investment of capital as

well as labor, whereas the infinitely lighter

aerial machine, which need be no more limited

in size and carrying capacity, will travel in the

one light element, air, anywhere above and

within a few miles of the earth's surface, bur-

dened with no useless dead weight ballast,

weighty hulls, large crews, or great horizontal

resistance.

Such machines may be sustained and pro-

pelled free of cost by the unbalanced forces of

nature, which are always at their disposal,

but if desired they may be assisted by mechan-

ical power, at trifling expense.

Thus all the requisites for successful and

practical aerial navigation without limit to

size, speed, or carrying capacity of craft, with

all its Hnlimited advantages, can be obtained

for a comparatively insignificant monetary in-

vestment.

Aerial navigation by means of gliding ma-
chines is no Utopian idea but ^ sound prac-

tical reality, and one which will greatly help

to solve the big problem of political economy.

The light elastic properties of air make it

an ideal medium for economical transit

whether for heavy or light loads or high or

low speeds, although all successful aerial

machines will be much heavier than the atmos-

phere they displace.

Shortly an aerial machine will be described

which will smoothly and serenely glide in and

upon the atmosphere, in which it will ascend,

descend, turn and perform all the most simple

manoeuvers of a bird, with nearly its easy

grace, perfect safety and animated activity.

It responds as promptly obedient to every im-

pulsive movement of the intelligent ballast at

the center of gravity which controls it, as an

instinctively directed natural denizen of the

atmosphere.

The gliding aerial machine is not wafted

about and at the mercy of the capricious winds

as is a balloon, but it is as perfectly under the

control of the aeronaut as the bicycle is under

the control of its rider.

Balloons displace a greater volume of air

than equals their weight and thus obtain sup-

port, whereas the gliding aerial machine is

many hundred times heavier than the volume

of the atmosphere it displaces, except in tran-

sit, when at a given velocity the upward pres-

sure of the atmosphere on the aero-surfaces

will equal the downward force of gravity,

and weight of machine, and thus it is in ac-

cord with every example of flight to be found

in nature. Thus, then, while the balloon de-

pends for support upon a light gas, the glid-

ing machine relies for support on speed.

Every living creature that travels upon the air

testifies to the soundness of, the lines upon

which the aerial gliding machine is construc-

ted, but in all the wondrous and infinitely

numerous designs of nature we find no ex-

amples that are in any way comparable to

the balloon, except as existing in fish and

other aquatic creatures. It may be said that

neither is there anything in nature resembling

the locomotive, electric motor, etc. This may
be correct, so far as it relates to their special

design and method of applying their power,

but the world abounds in examples embodying

the same principles , which are vastly more

economical than any designed and constructed

by the art of man.

Kekp Posted cn thk R.^pid Progress of

Aerial Navigation.

The Aeronautical World is full of interest-

ing matter relating to balloons, airships and

aerial inventions. To keep posted on the rapid

progress now being made in mechanical flight,

read the Aeronautical World.
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The Aerial Transit of Man.
BY W. E. I.

Few people to-day have any true conception

of the enormous possibiHties of aerial naviga-

tion for general transit and other purposes, in

war and peace, as well as in the arts and sci-

ences and commercial, domestic and social ser-

vice. Apparent insurmountable barriers have

been removed, the unattainable has once again,

as so often before, been attained, and one of

the greatest desires of man since his creation

accomplished, without cheating gravity, the

laws of nature, or the common practice and

laws of mechanics, but instead utiHzing them

and the forces of nature transformed to im-

part, support and motion to machines carrying

man in air. In the vast aerial space enclosing

this globe man can now glide in perfect safety

at any desired altitude, in any direction and at

any desired speed, from continent to continent,

to pastures new, regardless of wind or weather.

Here he can travel easily, agreeably, luxur-

iously and economically, and while thus jour-

neying below the clouds he can view and enjoy

the ever varying and enchanting scenery and

vast grandeur of nature at the earth's surface,

seen as one immense, magnificent, moving
picture, brimful of delightful and agreeable

surprises, which thrill and elevate the soul and

impart unalloyed joyous pleasures, which are

new and delightful, and only thus attainable;

or sailing through cloudland where he can

enjoy, among the clouds, wonderful views of

phantom formed mountains, valleys, deserts,

ruins, lakes, seas, forests, cities and castles,

and enjoy all the enchantment these phantom
pictures and fantastical dissolving views af-

ford; or gliding above the clouds in silent

sohtude, where nature is all tranquiHty and
where the aspect of the intensely blue firma-

ment is new and impressively magnificent, and
there enjoy the sublime grandeur of the un-

veiled canopy of heaven, or quietly and safely

watch and observe the effects of the grand
and imposing fury of the hurricane below, or

the awe inspiring violence of the electrical

storm, the cloudburst, waterspout or sand-

spout, or the curious and astonishing sight

of the phantom cloud-mountains, forests,

rivers, etc., silently meeting and disappearing

one within the other, as a mountain or city en-

gulphed in a sea and other such "Pepper's

Ghost" illusions.

In this charming and magnificent etherial

paradise the aeronaut, perfectly free, and un-

shackled, may examine the gorgeous tints and

harmonies of the foilage, the beauties of the

landscape or the special grandeur of the rising

or setting sun, which are greatly enhanced by

his high elevation. Here he may one minute

examine the lofty peak of some previously in-

accessible mountain and the next with equal

delight, some dark, direful, yawning abyss,

the sight of which ordinarily would be enough

to create in him the greatest trepidation, but

instead of being overwhelmed with fear, he

now makes his inspection, serene and happy

and perfectly free from every unpleasant sen-

sation of dread, giddiness, sea-sickness, depres-

sion of spirits, or faintness, for gliding flight

removes all depressing influences, buoys up

the spirits, imparts activity and strength to

the mind and body, while it delights all the

senses beyond the power of expression.

Transportation will enormously and rapidly

increase as a result of aerial navigation, as

producers and consumers all over the world

will have a main and direct highway and easy

and rapid access to all the markets. Thus the

gliding aerial machine is evidently destined to

become the most popular and economical

means of rapid transit for all persons and all

purposes.

A few successful public flights is all that is

necessary to interest all mankind and instill

general confidence in its practicability, utility,

safety and economy. It is the greatest gift

ever conferred on mankind, as calmly sailing in

the atmosphere man will be able to enjoy a

taste of that perfect liberty which previously

he had only heard or dreamed of.

As the speed of aerial transit may reach

several miles a minute man will practically be

able to annihilate space and circumnavigate and

explore the whole surface of this globe with

independence, ease, dispatch and economy, or

travel from pole to pole, or wherever his fancy

may dictate, unhampered by restrictions of

any kind.

While comfortably seated or reclining or

standing at ease in his car, shielded from the

direct effect of the wind, rain and the rays of

the sun, yet having a clear and unobstructed

view, often extending one hundred miles in

radius, far away from the madding crowd, igno-

ble strife, and the busy haunts of man, and free

from the noisy bustle and confusion, and the

dirt, dust and bad odors of restricted and con-

gested thoroughfares, with which on the

earth's surface he is always more or less in

contact, and far too familiar with. Here he
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can soar and manoeiiver in perfect bliss with a

serenity such as he can never experience on the

earth's surface.

It is here that man, as an aerial voyager,

can enjoy a taste of heavenly bliss, exhilaration

of spirits and freedom from cares and anxie-

ties such as he never before enjoyed or thought

possible.

By this means of rapid transit man will be

greatly benefited physically, morally, intellec-

tually, socially and financially, while always

enjoying the benefits of the sovereign remedy

and restorative—pure air and change of climate

and scenes. Prof. Tyndall said, "We live in

the sky." This and future generations may
say, "We live in the air."

oo

The Fallacy of Buoyant Machines.

By W. E.

Man long ago succeeded in making a contriv-

ance whereby he could support himself in air

after the manner of a thistle or milkweed seed,

as, however, the balloon must always be more

or less at the mercy of the winds, in spite of

the fact that Santos-Dumcnt succeeded with his

dirgible balloon in carrying away the prize for

aeronautical navigation, their usefulness must

ever remain very limited, while their cost will

ever continue to be exceedingly great as com-

pared with aeroplane machines having the

same carrying capacity.

Gas inflated balloons of every conceivable

form and description have been equipped with

motors and propellers of every kind, in the

hope of navigating them. Such contrivances

may certainly be made to overcome the force

of gravity for a time, and even the great hori-

zontal resistance of a calm atmosphere, but

whether any conceivable form of aerostat

driven by mechanical power would be able to

withstand and overcome even a light adverse

wind, to be of general utility, still remains a

very doubtful problem.

Yet after this manner scores of experiment-

ters have hoped, and many still expect, to

achieve success. Although under favorable

conditions several have succeeded in directing

their flimsy, bulky, and ungainly contrivances

to a limited extent, but their successes are

only of scientific interest, their machines

being far too costly, unreliable, and slow for

any general utility service.

The practical and economical value of such

combinations can easily be tested, at little

cost of money and time, by properly securing

to a pigeon a small gas inflated balloon, buoy-

ant enough to support itself and bird in the

air. The two are carefully united to form a

complete system, but so as not to interfere

with the freedom of the pigeon's wings or

its muscular movements. When released,

the bird buoyed up by the atmosphere, will

make strong efforts to fly, but if it ever

reaches its home alive, unless during perfect

calm, and over an exceedingly short course,

in very slow time, then there may be in the

distant future, some hope of practical

success, with the help of considerable im-

provements, for those who advocate aerial

transit by such means.

00

A Simple Aerial Machine.

A flying kite is simply a captive aeroplane

machine, oscillated about its axis by several

contending forces. These forces constantly

work to intermittently perform their respec-

tive functions, but just as one force is on the

point of prevailing, it creates and brings into

play new factors and new forces, which neu-

tralize and overcome it. Then just when

these new forces are on the point of prevail-

ing, they, likewise, create new conditions,

which destroy their power and, so on does

this circle of events continue so long as the

kite remains in air. The results of all this

is an irregular, sea-saw motion, in which the

string limits the oscillating of the kite on its

axis.

Now if a man, as an integral part of a free

kite in air. could maintain the same oscillat-

ing motion as imparted by the taut string

of a tethered kite, he would demonstrate the

practicability of the aeroplane. The ques-

tion then arises, is it possible for a man,

when so situated, to weaken and C'verpower

the force tending to prevail, immediately be-

fore it actually predominates ?

The writer knows from experiments that it

is not only possible, but as easy of accom-

plishment as for a cyclist to maintain his

equilibrium on his travelling machine. That

being the case, what further is requisite to

make aerial navigation, by means of aero-

planes, practical ? To this question the

writer's answer is nothing more than a simple

and properly constructed areoplane machine,

and an intelligent, cool, cautious, man, pos-

sessing the courage to make the first at-

tempt. It would be simply necessary for the

aeronaut to move his body and center of

gravity of the system, so as to vary the resis-
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tance and inclination of. this aero-surface

against the force of the wind, the horizontal

pressure of the atmosphere, the attractive force

of the earth or the upward pressure of the air,

and this he would do instinctively as in walk-

ing, running, or riding, etc. Thus he would

transform the force of gravity into horizontal,

or progressive motion, and utilize the wind,

whatever its direction, for lift and advance-

ment, and the upward pressure of the atmos-

phere, for sustainment. To emphasize the

above, the statement is repeated in another

way, thus : If a person forming a low down
center of gravity, and a part of a kite-like

contrivance supported in air, will render the

same simple service as the boy on the

ground and the kite string, by swaying his

body back and forth of the axis of the system,

and so change the position of the center of

gravity and alter the angle of incidence of

the aeropane relatively to and against the op-

posing forces, he will be able to ascend, de-

scend, or glide through the air, either with,

against, or across the wind, and thus prove

aerial navigation is no longer a hopeless

enigma, as so many people suppose, but an

easily accomplished and practically established

fact, wherein the momentum required from the

earth attractive force during descents, may be

utilized as a direct power to again lift and ad-

vance him W. E.

How to Fly.

By "Aerial.^^

The creatures of air and their physi-

cal economy, arc most perfect guides to aid

man in designing aerial machines, they show
him the mode and means, and most effective

forms, and where strength, lightness and
area of surface can be most advantageously

employed, dispensed with, or modified to suit

the purpose of man, in his mechanical con-

trivances for navigating the air.

While it is conceded that there must
always be a great disparity between the sim-

plicity of design and construction, and the

economical capabilities of the absolutely per-

fect animated natural machine and man's
best efforts to imitate them, yet repeated
trials with primitive experimental models
up to practical machines, have demonstrated
that mqn can quite easily and efficiently per-

form gliding flights, after the manner of sea-
birds, when sailing on expanded wings.
From a careful study of the unerring

science of nature which has been persever-

ingly watched and interrogated with patience

to learn the secret of flight, much useful in-

formation has been acquired, and the writers

believe that man, by mechanical contrivances,

can navigate the air after the manner of

large sea birds. A properly constructed

aero-surface supported by a thread, will ad-

vance with or against the wind, according to

the inclination of its surfaces and the posi-

tion of its low down center of gravity rela-

tive to the center axis of the system. This

little experiment appears to prove that a

bird can travel against the wind, or in any

other direction, in a wind or still air, with

very trifling muscular effort. One success-

ful little experiment of this nature is worth

far more than volumes of theories. The
proof of this aspiring properly in suspended

inhert surfaces suitably balanced in a light

wind, can be easily demonstrated anywhere,

at trifling cost by suitably mounting on a

light frame, the extended wings of a bird or

a stuffed bird, rigidly set as in flight.

-00-

Laws and Conditions Governing Prac-

tical Airships.

By "Aerial.''

Man, aided by nature's laws and mechani-

cal contrivances, already excels in strength,

fleetness and endurance, all the animals of

the earth, and all the fish of the sea, and
there is no known reason why, he should not

likewise, excel all the winged creatures of

the atmosphere, and thus dominate over all

the denizens of the earth, the air and the sea,

imdisputed lord of creation.

The navigation of the air by man should
be far less a miracle than his riding a bicy-

cle. It may appear incredible, but he is

constantly performing infinitely more mar-
velous, miracles than navigate the air as a

bird.

In nature we find creatures that can rapid-

ly travel in the exceedingly dense medium
water, as well as in the light subtile atmos-
phere, as the fiying fish, and we know of
many aquatic rapid flying birds, that can dive
and travel considerable distances under, as

well as upon, the surfaces of water, as the
duck, and why should not man do all these
things ? The laws of nature do not prevent him.
If such performances as the flying fish and
duck were not familiar facts, a naturalist first

making the statement would be ridiculed, and
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skeptics would ask, as to what becomes of,

or from whence do these creatures derive

the difference in their specific gravity, to ad-

mit of their performing such miracles

f

Movements equivalent to those of bird

flight are common to all the creatures that

swim in water, fly in the air, or travel on

the earth's surface. For instance, a man
when walking a level road lifts his body

upward and pushes himself forward at every

step, thereby throwing his center of gravity

in advance of his axis, and only when motion-

less is he in equilibrium. A bird in flap-

ping horizontal flight, also moves its center

of gravity upward and forward with every

depression of its wings ; while the fish with

adjusted fins and working tail, advances and

raises its center of gravity as it propels itself

horizontally through the water. To change

the direction of their course, the man, the bird

and the fish, as all other living creatures,

move their centers of gravity accordingly,

and more or less to one side, and in the

direction they wish to turn, as also in their

ascending and descending movements, they

correspondingly advance or drawback their

centers of gravity in proportion to the angle

they desire to travel above or below the

hcrizontal ; as a man when walking up hill

throws his body increasingly forward, as the

grade of the hill increases, and when walk-

ing down hill inclines his body and center of

gravity increasingly backward as the de-

scending grade increases. All these bodies

are far more unstable than any well designed

aerial machine need be.

The laws governing the movements of all

living creatures, whether in the air, or sea,

or on the earth's surface, need not be de-

viated from in the least, in a well designed

airship, and man's mechanical contrivances

should be able to perform sailing flight

equally as fleetly, safely and almost as effi-

ciently as the strongest and most rapid

fliers. The bird to arrest its forward mo-

tion inc -eases its horizontal resistance by

depressing or elevating its tail, at the same

time drawing back its center of gravity and

its axis. No great skill would be needed to

equip an aerial machine with a like appendage

to serve the same purpose.

No animated creature or inaminate body,

having a fixed center of gravity, or in perfect

equilibrium, can find support in the air, or in

water, for any appreciable time, therefore

the advocates of the theory, that a fixed cen-

ter of gravity and perfect equilibrium are es-

sential to flight, are at variance with the

evidence of nature, and not in accord with

successful demonstrations made to test the

theory. The successful aerial machine will

be vastly more stable than a bicycle, and man
will much more readily learn to rely on it

for support rnd safe transit, for the r=t^^y.i

that his center of gravity will be placed below

the center of support, where he can more
easily, conveniently and safely rock his sup-

porting aeroplane surface than he could main-

tain his balance on a bicycle or rock a canoe

on the water.

The most practical and efficient aerial ma-
chine will be one instinctively controlled by
its intelligent ballast, the aeronaut, who will

be located low down, and near the center

axis of the system, so that by instinct or

design he can move to alter the set of his

aeroplane surfaces, and SC' vary their resis-

tance. The movements will be made as

quickly and unconsciously as a person when
walking, trips and recovers his balance, or

places one foot before the other.

On these lines strange as it may appear,

aerial ship-builders wi 1 design and construct,

and aeronauts will launch and navigate, aerial

crafts of one-man capacity up to, and even

greater tonnage, or cargo-carrying capacity,

than the largest vessels now traversing the

seas.

Digest of Recent Aeronautical Litera-

ture.

THAT AIRSHIP.

There are those who are ready to believe

that the partial success of Santos-Dumont

in navigating a dirigible balloon is the first

step toward a revolution, in the present cen-

tury, such as the world has never witnessed.

Dumcnt has propelled, under perfect control,

his balloon, or airship, a mile, say. Extend

that success to cover ten miles, or the range

of the largest guns, and what does it mean?

The End cf War.

What will battleships, fortifications, armies

amount to, if a machine is perfected which can-

drop tons of explosives upon them, unper-

ceived, in the night? How useless and in-

effectual all land and water armaments for

offense and defense, when wholesale destruc-
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tion can be carried about in the night over-

head !

At first though it might seem that war might

be transferred to the air overhead and battles

be fought between the airships of nations, in-

stead of by their battleships and armies. But

the room overhead is limitless for the opera-

tion of aerial navigators. While an aerial

battle was going on, a detached airship could

destroy a nation. In short, the possibilities of

destruction in a single airship would destroy

destruction itself, by the common consent of

all humanity, and the perfection of such an

airship would be the signal for the unanimous

decision and agreement of the nations to not

use such in war.

But the knowledge of such a means of com-

plete destruction would exist; and, hence, no

nation knowing that it was safe, all nations

would turn from war as a recourse for the ac-

quisition of territory or commercial advan-

tages, and for the settlement of disputes. This

means the end of war, and Mars must trade

his sword for a hC'C and his shield for a bushel

basket.

The end of war ! Sit down a minute. Dear

Reader, and imagine, if you can, all that this

would signify. Think how many millions of

people are poor and needy because battleships,

fortifications, standing armies, and pension lists

are costly. Think of the saving in human
lives. Think of the prevention of human mis-

ery which the ending of war would mean.

But this would be only one feature of the rev-

olution.

Eliminate war, and the nations must turn

to close, amicable intercourse. The brother-

hood of man will include all men. Evil will

be fought less, the good more earnestly, in-

telligently and unitedly worked for. Bayonets

will be turned into plowshares. The school

house and the church will di e-tly, visibly

and powerfully dominate the affairs of the

world as never before in all history. The
average of human comfort and happiness the

world over will rise with great leaps, for it

is nations' and individuals' ability and oppor-

tunity to take advantage over their fellows that

create distinctions and dififerences.

The difference between what Santos-Dumont

has done and wdiat may be done in the com-

paratively near future is great. But, had a

Santos-Dumont, 50 years ago, told the wisest

thinkers, scientists and mechanics, I will ride

without steam or animal power, overland,

from St. Louis to New York; I will, in Paris,

at II a. m, deliver a message in Boston at 5

a. m. of the same day ; I will, in Chicago, talk

with Cleveland, by word of voice ; I will light

the City of Cincinnati, without candle, gas,

petroleum or bonfire; I will make Niagara

Falls turn machinery at Hamilton, Ont. ; I

will fly around Eiffel tower, he would proba-

bly have been locked up as a harmless idiot.

But these wonderful things, even in the in-

fancy of our knowledge of electricity, can be

and are done.

Is it not reasonable to believe that Santos-

Dumont's little success are the forerunners of

that mighty revolution referred to above, with

its grand changes in the lives and purposes of

men?—Cleveland Press.

Leo Stevens Thinks He Can Beat Santos-

DUMCNT.

Leo Stevens' dirigible balloon, which is prac-

tically completed, is 84 feet long and 36 feet

high. Its total weight, including Stevens' 142

pounds, will be about 600 pounds. The frame,

of thin steel pipe, is attached to the balloon

firmxly by piano wire. A gasoline engine,

seven and a half horse power, set in the center

of the steel* frame, before Stevens' seat, turns

a shaft that extends forward to a wheel. The

wheel's wings will revolve 2,700 times a

minute.

The gasoline, sufficient tO' carry the ship

75 miles, is stored in a tank above. This tank,

like a larger one below filled with water, moves

back and forth on a steel rail and, when

pushed forward, causes the ship to descend.

When they are shoved back, as shown in the

illustration, their weight tips the ship back-

ward and drives it higher in the air.

While in the center of the frame the equi-

librium of the machine is perfect. The water

tank is used for ballast and the track on which

it runs is charged with electricity, which power

moves it back and forth at the will of the

aeronaut. Back of the frame is a rudder, to

gr.ide the ship from side to side.

The balloon, inflated with gas, is, in reality,

a balloon within a balloon. A small one in-

side will, by its expansion force, prevent the

main balloon from becoming flabby or un-

wieldly, when the gas escapes.

At the sides of the main balloon hang loosely

8-athered wings. These open automatically

when the machine descends, and, on the par-

achute principle, induce an easy drop to earth.

Stevens says his machine is radically dif-

ferent from the Santos-Dumont ship, in that
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it is as firm as though in one piece. His

frame, of rope, hangs down from the balloon

35 feet and the balloon drags behind when it

is in motion. Mine will move forward as

stanchly as a steamer Then, the parachute at-

tachments will drop me easily, while Dumont

has never been able to make a safe descent.

I have overcome all the weak spots in the

Dumont airship and I feel certain that I will

win out over it at the St. Louis Exposition

race.

All airships are in the experimental stage,

I admit, but the day is not far off when they

will become practical. My machine has cost

me nearly $10,000. I think I shall be able in

a few years with that amount of money to

build one to carry a dozen people. The air-

ship will succeed the automobile as the auto-

mobile followed the bicycle.—Cleveland Press.

Akriai. Navigation by Bodies Heavier Than
The Air.

On this subject Sir Hiram Maxim read a

paper at a recent meeting of the Aeronautical

Society of Great Britain, a full report of

which, with the discussion which followed,

will be found in the Aeronautical Journal.

"I have thought it best to point out some

of the many difficulties which stand in the

way of successful aerial navigation.

"Shortly after the Franco-German war, the

French government decided to experiment

with a view of producing a dirigible balloon,

and the work was put in the hands of Com-
mandant Renard, who seems to have con-

ducted his experiments in a thoroughly scien-

tific manner. He commenced his experiments

with cigar-shaped balloons, but as his experi-

ments progressed, he ascertained that fish-

shaped balloons, that is, those full forward,

and slim aft, required less power to drive

them through the air than balloons which

tapered off equally at both ends. In his exper-

iments. Commandant Renard, has for the

most part used electric motors driven by ac-

cumulators, which, unfortunately, are so heavy

as to make it impossible to carry sufficient

power to propel a balloon against even a light

wind. It is, however, a fact, that on several

occasions Commandant Renard succeeded in

making short excursions and returning safely

to the point of departure, but this has always

been done in what is known as a dead calm.

"Count Zeppelin, however, appears to have
had both the pluck and the cash necessary to

carry out a gigantic experiment of this kind.

Still, I think it must be admitted that Count

Zeppelin's experiments have not brought the

solution of the question any nearer, or con-

tributed anything to our knowledge of the

subject.

"As far as navigating the air with balloons

is concerned, it has often been said that Com-

mandant Renard reached the end of the tether,

and accomplished all that could be accom-

plished in this direction. But it appears that

Commandant Renard was rather chary about

using petroleum motors in the presence of a

large amount of highly inflammable gas. At

any rate, I am not aware that he has ever at-

tempted to navigate the air with a balloon

driven by petroleum engines. It is said

that Commandant Renard had at his disposal

an unlimited amount 01 skill and cash, but M.

Santos-Dumont went one better, for it would

appear that he possessed not only the neces-

sary skill and cash, but also personal pluck

to a remarkable degree. M. Santos-Dumont

has taken advantage of the new and light

petroleum motors which have been developed

for the purpose of driving motor cars, and by

attaching one of these to an elongated balloon

has succeeded in driving the balloon through

the air at a pace considerably greater than ever

has been done before. This has enabled M.

Santos-Dumont to make short excursions, and

to return to the point of departure, even in the

face of a slight wind, and this has never

been done before. The work of M. Santos-

Dumont has been done with balloons as light

and strong as it is possible to make them.

"I think we may therefore conclude that as

far as balloons are concerned, it will not be

possible to greatly improve upon what M.

Santos-Dumont has already accomplished. He
has advanced the science of ballooning fur-

ther than it has ever gone before; in fact, I

think he has come very near the boundary line,

beyond which it is impossible for anyone to

go.

Although the difficulties which have been

encountered by the balloonist in order to re-

duce the science to its present degree of per-

fection have been very great, the troubles which

beset the men who would make a flying

machine are still greater. The action of the

air appears to be very erratic, and I propose

to show some of the phenomena that one who
conducts experiments with true flying ma-

chines may expect.

"My first experiments were made with what

might be called a 'merry-go-round'—that is,
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I had a long arm mounted on a pivot which

described a circle exactly two hundred feet in

circumference. To the end of this arm I at-

tached a cigar-shaped apparatus driven by a

screw and arranged in such a manner that

aeroplanes could be attached to it at any angle.

This apparatus was provided with various in-

struments which enabled me to accurately as-

certain the thrust of the screw, the power re-

quired to drive the screw, the lift of the aero-

plane, and the speed in miles per hour. The

first aeroplane attached was about 4 feet long,

and 16 inches wide, the underneath side being

slightly concave, and both the edges being

made sharp, it being understood that the aero-

plane was driven sidewise through the air. I

first attached it with an inclination of i in 14

and fastened to each of the corners strong

wires so as to prevent the plane from being

deformed by the lifting. Each of these wires

was strong enough to stand about three times

the total lift of the aeroplane. However, when
the apparatus was started, and when a speed

of about 45 miles an hour had been attained,

it was found that the lifting effect was very

uneven indeed, due probably to a light wind,

and eddying currents of air. The result was
that one of the wires was broken, the aero-

plane destroyed, and the broken fragments de-

stroyed the screw. After this I employed

much stronger wires.

"In these experiments I found that I could

lift and carry at the rate of 133 pounds to the

horse power, whilst I also found that it was
necessary to have a speed of at least 40 miles

an hour in order to produce good results.

"With my 'merry-go-round' I was able to

produce fourteen times as much lift as drift,

but when I made an aeroplane a foot wide,

slightly concave on the underneath side, and
sharp at the edges, and mounted it on a strong

blast of air blown through a discharge-pipe 3

foot square at a velocity of 42 miles an hour, I

was able to obtain a lift eighteen times as great

as the drift, and I think Mr. Horatio Philips,

who is a very careful and clever experimenter,

has also obtained a lifting effect eighteen times

as great as the drift. In a true flying machine,

the screw thrust must, of course, be equal to

the drift, and it would be an exceedingly sim-

ple matter to make a flying machine on the

aeroplane system provided we were able to

produce on a large scale the same amount of

lift in proportion to the drift that we are able

to produce in a small experimental apparatus.''

—Sir Hiram S. Maxim—Aeronautical Journal.

The Scientific Aspect of M. Santos-Du-

mont's Experiments.

This was the subject of a paper by E. S.

Bruce, M. A., recently read before the Aeron-

autical Society of Great Britain. Mr. Bruce

is Honorary Secretary Aeronautical Soc''/ty

and Editor Aeronautical Journal.

It may perhaps throw light upon the ques-

tion if we look back upon the past history of

navigable balloons. M. Giffard was the first

to devise a navigable balloon. He discarded

the ordinary spherical shape of the balloon

and adopted an elongated form pointed at

both ends. He employed steam for the motive

power, making a Hght engine and boiler.

The engine worked a screw i feet in

diameter. Behind the screw there was

a rudder, a kind of triangular sail. M.

Giffard ascended in his balloon on the 24th

September, 1852. There was a strong wind

blowing at the time, and he never attempted

to struggle directly against it, but only made
circular movements and lateral elevations. I

have often wondered why, after these elaborate

preparations no further experiment was made.

The brothers Tissandier, in 1883, devised a

balloon of somewhat similar form in which

the motive power was electricity, and it is

stated that with this balloon they held their

own against a wind of nearly three meters a

second.

Thus Capts. Krebs and Renard in 1885 suc-

ceeded in steering a balloon, making return

journeys in such very light winds as amounted
to calm weather. Possibly the question may
occur to some whether, if in 1885 there had
been a prize offered for a navigable balloon

that would go from a certain point, round
a certain point, and back to a certain point

in a certain time, it might not have been

won by the balloon "La France." In prin-

ciple there is nothing against such a

supposition. I would, however, suggest that

the bichromate electric battery used for the

purpose of working the electric motor would
have been a very unsatisfactory method of

obtaining power for the screw, for any lengthy

series of experiments.

Next we come to the experiments of Count

Zeppelin with his enormous airship, 420 feet

long and worked by means c-f two Daimler

petroleum motors of 16 horse power.

The next series of experiments are those of

M. Santos-Dumont. I have no hesitation in

saying that we are now considering the work
of a very remarkable man, and this much can
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certainly be said, that he is the first aeronaut

in the history of aerial navigation who has

steered a balloon from a given point, round a

given point, and back up to time. Thus if he

has not advanced aeronautics in principle he

has undoubtedly in practice. There is also

much to admire in the personal qualities of

M. Santos-Dumont. What qualities are dearer

to the heart than pluck, courage and dog-

ged determination to attain the object

sought? All these qualities have been vigor-

ously displayed in M. Santos-Dumont's work.

To him temporary failures which would have

crushed and defeated less manly spirits have

been merely instructive stages of airship con-

struction.

But the main point in a navigable balloon

experiment is the wind force overcome. How
has M. Santos-Dumont made any advance over

his predecessors in this important respect?

It is now proved that a balloon can be navi-

gated in a very light wind; but we must go

further and test by experiment whether, as

Sir Hiram Maxim thinks, the limit has been

reached. This may seem a cruel suggestion,

for if the limit has been reached, in such a

competition the balloon will burst when forced

against a wind of even breezy proportions.

—

Eric S. Bruce—Aeronautical Journal.

The War Balloon in South Africa,

Major B. Baden-Powell says: "South

Africa generally happens to be a most

unfavorable country for the war balloon First,

because as a rule it is very open and undu-

lating, so that a general on a hill-top has a wide

and extensive view of all around, and there is

then comparatively little use for an observer

perched in mid air. Secondly, the atmospheri-

cal conditions are seldom very favorable.

The wind is usuall strong, has a way of blow-

ing in very evident gusts, and "devils" or

wnirlwinds are frequent. I remember seeing

a balloon, when close to the ground, caught

in one of the latter at Modder River. It was
only with the greatest difficulty that it could

be kept in hand, and had it not been very ably

handled would certainly have been torn to

shreds. Shortly afterwards, I believe, a bal-

loon was ripped up under similar circumstan-

ces.

"As regards the tactical employment of the

balloon I am inclined to think, from the

limited amount I saw of their working, that

they were not utilized to their full advantage.

Being ignorant of the orders given or the

circumstances governing particular cases, I

would not wish to imply blame to individuals,

but only to criticise the principles. Usually

the balloon was very far from the enemy's

position. It is easy to realize how dangerous

this form of reconnaissance has become with

r'fles shooting accurately up to a mile and a

half. But something must be risked if we are

to obtain good results."—Aeronautical Journal.

Photography From a Balloon.

Miss Gertrude Bacon says : "I think

what chiefly strikes one with regard to

balloon photography is not so much its pos-

sibilities, though these are great, as its

very strict limitations. The work of a camera

aloft is bounded most severely by several

natural obstacles which it is quite impossible

to surmount, and certain very special condi-

tions, not by any means always to be com-

manded, are necessary before a really good

negative can be secured. The element of

chance unhappily enters largely into the matter,

so that it is impossible to count witn any cer-

tainty upon the obtc^ining of satisfactory re-

sults, even when all things seem, to the eye at

least, to be entirely favorable.

"In pursuing this most fascinating branch of

photographic art the first point is naturally the

equipment; and here at once w^e are met by
one at least of the limitations mentioned. All

exposures made in a balloon must, of necessity,

be instantaneous, for a balloon is always one

of the most unstable of standpoints, and never

for a single moment absolutely at rest. It

follows, then, in the first place, that none but

a "snap-shot" camera, or one that can be

adapted for snap-shot work, is any use aloft.

Further than this the camera should be espe-

cially light and portable, for heavy apparatus

is little loved by the aeronaut, who knows the

importance of every ounce of extra weight

in a balloon, and the effect it has upon the

length of the vovage. For the sake of light-

ness, films, although less reliable and easy to

handle, are certainly preferable to plates, in a

balloon, more especially taking into account

the ever possible contingency of a rough land-

ing. In view of rough treatment the camera

chosen should be a fairly stout one—not liable

to be readih^ broken or injured, and the shut-

ter arrangement should be such that the very

nrobable accident of the introduction of a grain
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or two of sand from the ballast shall not im-

mediately ruin its instantaneous action.

"One more requirement necessary in the

ballooning camera is that the films or plates

can be rapidly shifted, for once aloft, and the

fair and unique views which we long to per-

petuate follow each other so fast that it is

well-nigh impossible to keep pace with them.

More particularly at the commencement of a

voyage when the balloon is travelling, not

only onwards but upwards, at a very consid-

erable rate, do we want to secure pictures in a

hurry: and such views, showing the rapid

change of altitude, are generally the most in-

teresting to be obtained in the air.

"When the balloon is traveling rapidly near

the ground, say as near as 300 feet, it needs a

quicker exposure than there is ordinarily light

enough to allow with an ordinary hand-camera,

to prevent the photographs taken showing
traces of motion. Speaking generally, 250
feet is the inside limit of balloon photography,

except under very exceptional circumstances.

We, at least, have no photographs taken under
that height which are of the least value.

"At 3,000 feet aloft we begin to approach
the outer limit of what I may perhaps be al-

lowed to call the "photographic stratum" of

our atmosphere, although Mr. Percival Spen-

cer has secured very fair pictures taken up

to a height of 5,coo feet and higher; but these

have, if I mistake not, been taken either over

or in the vicinity of the sea, when conditions

are certainly unusually favorable to balloon

photography from the increased presence of

water vapour in the air, and in several of his

pictures, moreover, the distinction between

land and water has made sufficient contrast to

give some features to a view, taken from a

height when all things are generally reduced

to a dead level of color and "texture" (if such

a term may be permitted in this connection)."

—Miss G. Bacon, Aeronautical Journal.

Barton's Airship.

Dr. Barton thus describes his new airship,

as illustrated on front page:

"I believe I was the first to hit upon this

idea of interposing moveable aeroplanes on a

suitably-constructed frame between the bal-

loon and the car, and after an exhaustive

search by myself and others at the patent

office and in aeronautical literature I can find

no anticipation of it.

"I tried at first in the Public Hall at Becken-

ham on the loth of March, 1899. It ascended'

with the greatest ease from the platform at'

one end, and was driven to the balcony at the;'

other end. from which the plane having been

reversed by hand, it was driven back, descend-

ing steadily to its original starting point. The

plane was then placed horizontally and the

vertical aeroplane or steering rudder put hard

a-starboard, when the machine went round

the hall, which was only ^s feet wide, five

times in succession, keeping the same level

throughout. The rudder being then reversed

it went about four times round in the opposite

direction, when the power of the clockwork

was exhausted.
'

"This experiment showed me that I had

solved the question of aerial navigation, as

the aeroplanes and steering apparatus an-

swered in every respect the purposes for which

they were intended.

"A few days later I tried the machine out

of doors, when there was a strong gusty east

wind blowing. The balloon immediately rose

about 50 feet in the air, and went away dowb
wind about 300 yards, the limit of the line at-

tached. Various experiments 'were' thfeti

made, and though the power of the fan was
nothing like sufficient to drive the balloon

against the strong wind blowing, one import-

ant point was proved, that the action of the'

fan and aeroplanes kept the balloon perfectly

steady and horizontal even in the strongest'

gusts. Before the balloon was started, in-

spite of its being held by two or three people,"

it pitched violently up and down and rolled

from side to side. Directly it was started' it

kept perfectly steady, and it remained always

quite level.

"Fourth Airship.—Having found that the

principle was correct, I made a larger balloon

about 35 feet in length, adding various im-

provements that suggested themselves.

"This machine was tried first on the 12th of..

May, 1899. There was a gentle breeze blow-

ing, but too strong for the clockwork, which

only weighed 4 lbs. in all, to drive the balloon

against it. The clockwork was the same as

had been used for the smaller balloon, but

with a new fan, which gave better results.

"I first experimented with it as a captive

balloon, trying its lifting power, etc. I then

wound the clockwork up to the fullest extent,

set the horizontal aeroplane so as tC' cause

the balloon to ascend and the vertical aero-

plane to starboard so as to steer the ballooii'''
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across the wind. Having opened a small hole

in the top of the balloon I started the clock-

work and cut the balloon adrift. Although

thei'e was but little lifting power in the balloon,

the action of the aeroplane caused it to ascend

as it gathered way, and in ten minutes it had

reached an altitude estimated by onlookers at

800 or 1,000 feet. I found not only that the

balloon kept quite level but that it steered per-

fectly, sailing straight away across the wind.

As the clockwork gradually became exhausted

the balloon took a course nearer the direction

of; the wind, until in about 15 minutes the pro-

pellers ceased to revolve, when a most notice-

able change took place, and the balloon began

at once to turn round and round c-n its axis

like an ordinary balloon and drift away with

the breeze, finally descending at Bickley Park

a distance of about 31^ miles after a flight of

about 22, minutes.

"I carried out altogether some three or four

series of experiments with this balloon to sat-

isfy myself on various points that were nec-

essary for the successful working of one of

full size, and considerably improved my origi-

nal arrangements, modifying them so as to

meet the difficulties that arose from time to

time and working out the practical details.

"Few people have any idea of the many ques-

tions that have to be settled in order to pro-

duce a successful airship, and it is only by

continuous application and retaining the very

best experts on the different kinds of wc-rk re-

quired, that this result has been achieved. I

would like to-night to publicly acknowledge

the invaluable help that I have received from

those who have assisted me.

"The aeroplanes you will observe are ar-

ranged in an entirely novel manner, and are

also made to work in a new way to any tried

previc'usly.

"The position they now stand in is that which

would be used when the machine is intended

to maintain an exactly horizontal position in

the air, other things being equal. You will

notice that the planes are perfectly flat and

offer no resistance in the air on either their

upper or under surfaces.

"We will now suppose that it is required to

bring the airship down to a lower level or to

keep it on the same level when the lifting

power of the balloon is greater than required,

as, for instance, when the sun comes out from

behind a cloud. To accomplish this the

posterior end of the aeroplanes is raised by

means of a wheel on deck, and you will now

notice that instead of being aeroplanes they

are aerocurves with a resistance on their upper

surface which either causes the machine to

descend or to keep the same level by increasing

the weight to be lifted by the balloon as the

case may be.

"When it is required to take the airship

higher or to keep it at the same level when the

gas contracts, as, for instance, at nightfall,

or even in the daytime, when the sun goes

behind a cloud, the opposite proceeding to that

which I have first shown you is done, namely

:

the back part of the aeroplane is lowered, and

this forms an aerocurve which gives a still

larger resistance on its under surface. I say

a "still larger resistance" because you will

notice that the end can be lowered three inches

but only raised two and a half, that is to say,

it has a rise of one in five and a fall of one in

four. The posterior vertical aeroplane is

worked like any ordinary ship's rudder, by a

wheel on deck. The top of the aeroplane

frame is covered with a fine cotton net to pre-

vent the balloon coming in contact with the

steel of the aeroplane frame.

"The only parts now remaining to be noticed

are the propellers, which are six in number,

arranged on different levels in pairs on each

side of the car.

"I think this machine will prove efficient,

and above all safe, and will give us a grand

opportunitv of being able to experiment with

aeroplanes without the danger which has

hitherto attended their use; and that ulti-

mately we may be able to reduce the size of

the balloon very considerably."—Aeronautical

Journal.

00

Sounding the Air by Flying Machines

Controlled by Hertizan Waves.

In a short article by Patrick Y. Alexander,

which appears in the Aeronautical Journal he

gives some very interesting and valuable infor-

mation on sounding the air.

By arrangement balloons and kites are

floated from Batheaston, Berlin, Paris, St.

Petersburg, Moscow, Crackau^ Vienna,

carrying self registering instruments which

record pressure, temperature, and humidity

of the atmosphere. The instruments are

tested with standards before leaving, and all

are furnished with notices in several languages

praying that the instruments may be taken

care of on landing, and returned at once to
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their starting place; the records are then sent

to headquarters for comparison.

I have two types of instruments, one for

work at low altitudes and the other for high;

and having already done good work at 14

miles high.

As the instruments, balloons and kites are

subject to various mishaps, it becomes neces-

sary to devise means whereby they can be

launched from the station, sound the atmos-

phere, and return to the station with the rec-

ords in safety.

Fortunately, in the Hartizan Waves we have

a power that lends itself to control the direc-

tion of small flying machines which are fur-

nished with their own propelling power, upon

which the instruments can be slung, and if the

wind is not blowing too strong, the flying ma-

chines can sound the air within a radius of 20

miles both by day and night.

They are provided with a compass that in-

dicates their course, and with apparatus that

will give their direction and distance from

the station, for it may be necessary to send

away instruments in a fog or by night, when

they would not be visible, to ascertain the

thickness of a snow cloud, to test a cloud for

atmospheric electricity, etc.

The instruments having been tested and fixed

and the flying machine sent up, the compass,

which, in connection with automatic gear,

gives the course to the station ; but if it is

not correct, signals are sent to the machine

which actuate apparatus that instantly guides

the machine until she is steering the correct

course.

Selenium being sensitive to light. I have

also arrangements for steering by sensitive

flames and also by peculiar sounds. The chief

point I claim in this system is automatic ap-

paratus to make regular contacts and a given

number every revolution of a revolving arm.

It is hoped these machines can be used for

various purposes, for instance, carrying mes-

sages, exploring, and camera work, for relays,

land and marine, can be arranged to control

the flight of the machines, even if they are

going at the rate of upwards of 1,000 miles

an hour.

Notes, Jottings and World's Aerial

News Briefly Told.

Fell 1,000 Febt akd Lives.—Frank Mattox,

when testing his balloon and parachute the

other day fell to the earth. At an elevation

of 1,000 feet he cut loose, but his parachute re-

fused to open and he struck the ground with

great force, but was not killed.

J. vSpies' Flying Machine.

Mr. J. Spies says he has worked and exper-

imented 40 years without outside financial as-

sistance. That as a local earnest worker on

the great problem he is shy to publish parti-

culars of his machine until he can practically

demonstrate all he claims. He states that

actual trials of his model has given him posi-

tive knowledge that the wings will raise it

from the ground and keep it flying as long as

they flap, and he promises to furnish material

facts, which will be interesting to any one who
thinks of flying.

G. Farr Airship.

Mr. G. Farr, whose patent is No. 678,114,

July 9, '01, claims a combined balloon and aero-

plane, which can be readily converted from a

balloon into an aeroplane or vice versa, thus en-

abling the same part of the apparatus to be

utilized for ascending to the desired height, and

subsequently collapsed, partially or wholly, and

employed as an aeroplane which serves to

maintain the propelled machine in the air.

A Serious Loss to the Cause.

Mr. J. T. Waglom, author of "Parakites"

and "Aerial Photography," written as a pas-

time and recreation, outside business hours,

says he does not seek journalistic publicity for

his diversion. Mr. Waglom could give very

valuable and practical information which would

be of great service to aeronautic experimenters

and all those interested in aerial transit, but

after 62 years of busy life he says he needs

rest—which he has so well earned—and begs to

be excused.

Mr. Pilcher's Eeeects.

The Aeronautical Society of Great Britain

has been presented with the photograph note

books, lantern slides and apparatus left from

the eft'ects of the late Mr. Pilcher, who lost

his life in aerial experiments. The presenta-

tion was made by Miss Pilcher.

The Aeronautical Journal.

The last issue of the Aeronautical Journal

contains a very interesting letter received by
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the Aeronautical Society of Great Britain

from the Directors of the St. Louis' World's

Fair. A paper on the "Development of

Aerial havigation in Germany," by Major W.
L. Molderbeck. "Photography from a bal-

loon," by Miss Gertrude Bacon, a description

and discussion on the Barton Airship, etc.

Claims to Priority.

Mr. J. E. Green, according to reports, has

placed with the Director of Works, Tyler, of

the World's Fair, plans and specifications of

an airship, the original drawings of which he

claims were stolen from him nearly two years

ago, by a Frenchman, and he claims they have

been reproduced in Santos-Dumont's famous

craft.

International Balloon Ascents.

Ascents will be made in Austria, France, Ger-

many and Russia, during the months of Sep-

tember, October and November, 1902, as dur-

ing the same months in 1901.

Santos Dumont.

Santos Dumont is the man who made an

aerial flight and circled the Eiffel Tower,

covering the distance of ten miles in 30 min-

utes, and was awarded the M. Henri Deutsch's

prize of $20,000 ; one half of which he gave

to the poor of Paris and the other half to

his employes.

His many narrow and noteworthy escapes

in Paris, his recent wreck and narrow escape

from drowning during a squall while attempt-

ing to cross over the Bay of Monaco ; the

failure of his trip to the United States to

interest capital in his schemes to tour the most

important cities lecturing about his airship ; his

inability to found an aeronautical institute

endowed with $300,000 which he hoped would

provide the means for experiments which

would completely solve the problem of aero-

nautical navigation within three years. The

vile act of the vandals at the Crystal Palace,

London, who cut, hacked his airship to pieces

and stole much of its silk covering, under the

very eyes of several of his trusty caretakers,

and his vast expenditure of money, time and

labor, have eac*h done something, and collective

very much, to cool the ardor and hardihood

of this courageous, generous, ingenious man,

who has done more to advance the practice

than any other individual.

During his experiments he has completely

wrecked many machines, spent tens of thous-

ands of dollars, and repeatedly escaped seri-

ous accident and death only by mere chance.

Yet we hope he will continue his efforts that

he may meet with still greater success.

00

A Wind Locomotive.

As a child tumbles in its efforts to walk, so

will Prof. Eddy's wind locomotive tumble over

the surface of the earth in its efforts to fly and

accompany the winds. This machine plays

the game of Ducks and Drakes as it travels

over its course after the manner of the tumble-

weed of the prairie. We are not advised as

to the intention of the Professor to enter this

wind locomotive in the World's Fair airship

contest.

A Simple Machine on Sound. Lines.

The claims made by Mr. Chaunte, the emi-

nent author, engineer and scientist, for his

aeroplane machine, are very modest, and his

machine is exceedingly simple, but nevertheless

it is, we believe, designed on perfectly sound

lines.

Airship Entries eor the World's Fair

So many new entries are daily being made
for the World's Fair airship contest that the

Directors are becoming uneasy, as it begins to

look as though, during the tournament, the

light from the sun, moon and stars would be

eclipsed, and all direct natural light from

above the exposition grounds cut off, to the

confusion and consternation of everyone.

Airship Builders.

A
,
new company has been incorporated

under the laws of W. Va., with an authorized

capital of $100,000 to manufacture, build,

operate and equip airships, and to engage in

the business of transporting passengers

through the air.

Division of the World's Fair Prize Money.

The winner of the first prize at the Exposi-

tion will receive $100,000 of the $200,000 to be

appropriated. $50,000 will be divided into

subsidiary prizes, and the balance devoted to

the payment of expenses.
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Whitehead's Experiment.

It was recently reported that Gaston White-

head had successfully traveled a distance of

half a mile, at a height of 50 ft., on his flying

machine. This machine was described as

being like a ship with large bat-like wings.

Leo Stevens Dirigible Baeeoon.

From the description of this machine it ap-

pears as though it will very much resemble

Santos Dumont's airship. But with it Stevens

hopes to accomplish much greater things than

those attained by Dumont.

A Machine on a New Principal.

I. H. O'Donnell hopes to enter the World's

Fair contest on what he describes as a simple

aerial contrivance built on a new principle.

A Trial Trip Around the Moon First for

THE Prize Winner.

Just before the great contest Mr. A. Wood, if

he gets back safely from his trial trip around the

moon, may leave Ohio and pilot his aerial ma-

chine to St. Louis, which he hopes to reach in

time to enter the contest, when he will fly over

the course to return burdened with the ad-

ditional weight of $100,000, the laurels of

victory and the cares and worries attend-

ant on their possession. Mr. Wood is

now offering for sale certificates to be ex-

changed for stock in a company to be organ-

ized after the machine has been made and

tested. The machine appears to depend on

rotated air surfaces for support, and screw

propellers for advancement. Its design ap-

pears novel.

Making Room for the $100,000 Prize.

Farrell and Milford's airship has been en-

entered for the World's Fair contest, and

ditional weight of $100,000, and the cares and

clearing out of their pockets to make room
for the prize, they appear to be confident of

winning. Their machine is equipped with

twin screw propellers astern and two side

wheels forward.

Poor Count Von Zeppelin.

It is reported that Zeppelin's airship is to be

broken up, for breaking up its designer who
will retire from the active field of aeronautics

for a well earned rest. The balloon had a gas

capacity of 12,000 yards and the hydrogen gas

alone cost about $12,000 to inflate it for a trip.

A large fortune was spent in building it and
experimenting.

A Prolific Aerial Machine Inventor.

We are informed that Wm. Redieske pos-

sesses several good ideas of different airships

which he is ready to submit to capitaHsts who
will furnish the money to build them in returti

for interest.

Uncle Sam's Experiments.

PrO'f. Langley still continues his exhaustive

experiments on aeronautics for the U. S. Gov-
ernment. To this eminent scientist we may
look for sound information, if not for the

solution of the great problem O'f aerial transit.

A Good Chance for Capitalists.

Mr. W. T. Crittenden says he possesses a

partly completed model of his proposed air-

ship, which shows his principle improvements

over Dumont's and others, and which employs

the only true method by which air can be

navigated successfully. He further states

that the War Office authorities examined plans

of it and pronounced them feasible, etc. Mr.

Crittenden sends us the following brief des-

cription of his airship : The machine will re-

semble Santos Dumont's, but is provided with

a man-hole in the under side of balloon to

admit of entering for repairs, and with twt

wings extending the whole length of the ship

to act as an aeroplane, when traveling, ano

serve as a parachute when descending. The

forward part of these planes are moveable, so

that they may be inclined above or below the

horizontal. He claims superiority over others

by reason of his non-collapsible frame, man-

hole for repairs, duplicate valves, his method

of generating gas in transit, and his arrange-

ment of wings as a parachute. Mr. Critten-

den, who is a machinist residing at Carthage,

would be glad to superintend its construction,

and assign interest on any reasonable terms.

Aerial Trespassers Take Notice.

The assistant corporation council of one of

our big cities says airships will have to travel

above the highways or their owners will be

liable to prosecution and arrest for trespass,

as the rights of the owners of land extends to
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the sky. Aeronauts who have the temerity to

disregard this notice should not travel without

first providing themselves with ample funds

with which to bail themselves out, or they may
be put to considerable inconvenience.

To Those Who Don't Ykt Know How to

Fly.

We would like to direct the attention of

all those who don't yet know how to fly, but

who are desirous of gleaning solid knowledge

on the subject, to read all that Mr. J. Lancas-

ter, the naturalist and all-round scientist, says

on the subject.

Endorsement oe the Aeronauticai. Society

oE Great Britain.

The airship contest to take place at the

World's Fair has received the above endorse-

ment.

President Roosevelt's Aerial Trip.

Ii is now considered doubtful whether the

President and his daughter will make their

promised tour of the United States in the air-

ship Santos-Dumont IV. The aerial comman-
der, navigator, pilot and crew of the airship

on this trip and aerial voyage of discovery

was to have been Santos-Dumont.

Balloons and Aerial Machines in Demanp.

We have received several inquiries from

persons who require the use of balloons and

aeronauts and aerial machines to make ascents

for advertising purposes and pleasure resort

attractions. Parties who have such tO' offer

should write us.

A Long and Rapid Balloon Trip.

Few aeronauts, in an uncontrolled balloon,

can reasonably expect to exceed the speed at-

tained by Herr H. Silberer and Ermile Carton,

who traveled a distance of 530 miles in 14

hours, thus beating train time.

U. S. Aerial Mail Service.

An enterprising German inventor of an air-

ship has offered to carry the U. S. mails

across the Atlantic from New York to South-

ampton, Eng., within 50 hours. As the offer

of the German has not yet been accepted by the

postal authorities, there is a chance still left

for the hustling American who can do better.

r An Aerial Cruiser.

Space at the St. Louis World's Fair has

been applied for by Mr. F. Cameron in which

to exhibit his aerial cruiser. This cruiser will,

it is stated, be made of aluminum and steel.

It has been designed for coast defenses and to

carry a crew of eight men. Uncle Sam's

enemies had better beware of this annihila-

tor.

Progress oe the Aerial Locomotive.

According to Professor G. Bryan, who
should know, the progress of aerial locomotion

is exceedingly slow. So it is Professor, alto-

gether too slow, not only for you but for

most of us who are trying to push it along.

Nevertheless, we are surely getting there.

Give it another boost, professor, and keep at

it.

A Straight Flight Across America.

A machinist named Alfred Panyard, ex-

pects to be able to cross the American conti-

nent in the airship he has designed and which

he is now engaged in building. When com-

pleted this machine is to consist of four cigar-

shaped balloons which will be driven by two

propellers.

To Swim in Air.

A dirigible balloon has been designed by

Isaac Smyth which is shaped like a bass with

controllable head and tail, a dorsal fin and an

opening and closing aeroplane on each side.

The body of the fish is to be inflated with

hydrogen gas. It is expected that this artifi-

cial aerial fish will swim in air as naturally as

fish swim in water and that the aeronaut will

be infinitely better off in the belly of this aerial

monster than Jonah was in the belly of the

whale.

Santos-Dumont's Success.

Twelve months have passed since Santos-

Dumont was awarded the prize of $20,000 for

circling around the Eiffel Tower in a contest

open to the world, and no one has yet beaten

his record, although there are numbers who
think they can.
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The Russian Government.

Prof. Damlewsky still keeps pegging away

at his experiments under the auspices of the

Russian government. If he should succeed

in building an airship we hope it will never

be degraded by carrying poHtical offenders

to the mines of SiJDcria.

Louis Roze's Aeroplane Machine.

The many accidents which befell Santos-

Dumont, the fatal fall of Severo and his assis-

tant and other serious mishaps which have

recently occurred in Paris, may have had

something to do with delaying the flight of

Roze on his airship. Mr. Roze is an elderly

French gentlemen who beheves he has solved

the problem of aerial navigation with a ma-

chine heavier than air, and that he will shortly

receive reward for his fifteen years of study and

work. Mr. Roze, like many others, looks to

the World's Fair for his reward.

Accident to an Experimenter.

While testing his aerial machine which is

reported to have floated on the air serenely

when it was first launched, but would not

submit to control, F. Plankey was seriously in-

jured. In the contest for supremacy which

followed the launching between intelHgent

man and his mechanical contrivance, and the

forces of nature, the latter was victorious and

threw the former with such force to the earth

as to smash machine and one arm and several

ribs of the inventor, while the attendant es-

caped unhurt. Mr. Plankey hopes to conquer

these rebellious forces in his next attempt and

prove his ability to win the World's Fair

prize. In the mean time he will repair his

airship, and the doctors will try to mend him.

beat all records for length of time, 41 hours,

in air. He hopes and expects to be more suc-

cessful in his next attempt.

Still They Come.

Another Paris airship. The serious acci-

dent which recently happened in Paris to Au-

gosto Severo, the Brazilian who was dashed to

death in the presence of his wife and friends

after spending over $200,000 in constructing his

machine, does not appear to have cooled the

ardor of Frenchmen, for it is reported that

Count Henri de la Fauix is constructing a

new machine, also to cost $200,000. Although

the Count and his companions recently failed

to carry out their project of crossing the

Mediterranean in a balloon, they nevertheless

Fatal Accident to Augosto Severo.

Severo fell with his assistant and machine

from a height of 1,500 feet and was dashed

to death before the eyes of his wife and

friends.

Severo started on his dirigible balloon, Le

Paix, intending to make experiments in the

suburbs of Paris. The balloon ascended

easily tC' a height of 1,500 feet when the gas

caught fire and the balloon exploded with a

frightful report. At the time of the explo-

sion Severo was attempting to steer his ma-

chme. In appearance Severo's machine was

like Santos-Dumont's byit differed somewhat

in details.

The W^^r Balloon in South Aerica.

The Aeronautical Journal publishes an inter-

esting article by Major Baden-Powell on the

war balloon in South Africa.

Chicago Enterprise and Cash.

It is Chicago again which we find has the

enterprising spirit, with courage and the requi-

site cash to help push along an aerial machine.

It is reported that William Reiferschelk will

be furnished with means to construct his tur-

bine run airships by Chicago capitaHsts. This

machine is made to ascend and descend or be

horizontally propelled and turned by one or

more of its six turbines.

Aerial Machines for $2,000 Each.

A man in Connecticut named Weiskopf,

under the firrr. conviction that he has theoret-

ically solved the problem of flight, is

preparing to accept orders for machines. An
aerial machine to carry six persons he

estimates he can manufacture and sell for

$2,000. The machines, which are to be

furnished with immense wings are to be pro-

pelled by steam. Pie claims to have good

financial backing and that his model traveled

at the speed of 45 miles an hour. It appears

that Mr. Weiskopf has Anglicized his name to

Whitehead.

Lightning Struck a Balloon.

In Bavaria recently a captive war balloon

was struck by lightning when at an altitude of
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1,500 feet and set on fire. The aeronaut, who
was an army officer, escaped with his life but

had both feet crushed.

$250,000 For a Flying Machine.

A London paper, the Daily Express, is re-

sponsible for the statement that Sir Hiram
Maxim has offered $250,000 for a flying ma-

chine and good sound patents covering it,

which will travel at a speed suitable for mili-

tary purposes.

Maxim says the flying machine is sure to

come. He has had some practical experience

and very costly experience too, for some one,

and would be better able to render good ser-

vice to the cause was he less vain and sarcas-

tic.

International High Kite Flight Competi-

tion.

Under the auspices of the Aeronautical So-

ciety of Great Britain an international high

kite flight competition will take place next

year of which particulars will be given later.

The Development oe Aerial Navigation in-

Germany.

The above was the subject of a paper by

Major W. L. Moedebeck, read before the

Aeronautical Society of Great Britain and

published in the Aeronautical Journal.

Doctor Barton^s Airship.

The xA-eronautical Journal publishes a long

paper by Dr. Barton on his airship which was

read and discussed at the last meeting of the

Aeronautical Society of Great Britain. Ex-
tracts from this paper appear on page 15.

Strictly Scientific Balloon Ascents.

It is stated that the council of the Aeronaut-

ical Society of Great Britain intend to arrange

in the near future, for some strictly scientific

balloon ascents. The direction, strength and

thickness of the air currents encountered dur-

ing the voyages will be investigated and care-

fully noted and many other important observa-

tions made.

To Cross the Sahara in a Balloon.

Captain Deburian will attempt this feat and

hopes to accomplish it in five days. The cap-

tain would find a trip across the American

continent much more delightful.

Aerial Navigation and the Telephone.

M. Duerelet claims an invention for wire-

less telephonic or telegraphic communication

l)etween balloons or aerial machine and earth.

Who on earth, will have the courage to attempt

to talk with people traveling through the air

chased by streaks of lightning.

Aerial Navigation by Means oe Bodies

Heavier Than Air.

Sir Hiram Alaxim read an interesting and

instructive paper on the above subject at the

last meeting of the Aeronautical Society.

The Scientific Aspect oe M. Santos-Du-

mont's Experiments.

Mr. E. S. Bruce, M. A., the Honorable Sec-

retary to the Aeronautical Society, contributes

an interesting paper on this subject which is

published in the Aeronautical Journal of which

he is editor.

Atmospheric Currents.

An article on this subject by W. Marriott

will be found in the last issue of the Aeronaut-

ical Journal.

A Strange Accident.

When Hellman, the aeronaut, ascended in

his balloon at Ballingham recently his assis-

tant's foot was caught by a looped guy rope

and he was carried 300 feet high, but descended

into a tree a mile away unhurt. The assist-

ants name being Crozv, we assume, he as other

crows would just as soon alight on a tree as

elsewhere.

The Aeronautical Society oe Great Britain.

This society was founded in 1866 to give a

stronger impulse to the scientific study of

aerial navigation, which it is doing right

along.

Almost Dropped Into the Sea.

At the Business Men's Carnival, July 3, at

Long Branch, N. J., Charles Litchfield, who
made a balloon ascension and was carried sea-

ward, had to cut himself loose when at a

great height. He alighted without injury, on

a chimney above the Ocean Wave Hotel. The
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balloon was fished out of the water a mile and

a half from shore, less inflated than its owner

when fished down from the chimney top.

the committee, we believe, will not answer by

saying, "no Irish need apply."

The Human Bomb.

James Duel had his back broken by falling

to earth inside his bomb at Louisville, Ky.,

July 2. The bomb failed to explode promptly

and the performer was not released until too

late to make efi"'ective use of his parachute.

The thrilling performance consists in explod-

ing a bomb containing performer and his par-

achute in the midst of a shower of fireworks.

The bomb is lifted a height of 500 or 70G

feet by a gas balloon, and then released.

Fell to Death.—An aerial performer named
Hollbrock who made a balloon ascension at

Mt. Vernon, 111., on July 4, was killed. His

parachute failed to work.

A FccE Wager—Miss M. Ward, at her

debut as an aerial performer, fell from her

parachute and sustained serious injuries at

Woonsocket, R. I., July 4th. She wagered a

box of candy that she could perform the trick

and lost.

Balloon Photography.—Percival Spencer
has built more balloons and made more free

practical balloon ascents and taken more pho-
tographs from them than any other person.

Many of his pictures have been taken at an
elevation of 9,000 feet.

Notes.

While the King of Wurtembuig was cruis-

ing in his yacht on Lake Constance, the other
day, a balloon with three occupants fell into

the water nearby. The king and his crew
hasten to the spot and rescued them, none the
worse for their bath, and highly pleased with
the result of their mishap, which was the
means of their being presented to his majesty.

Irish-Alexander Aerial Machine.—We
look forward with intense interest to the ad-
vent of the Irish-Alexander machines,
ail the principal points of which are im-
portant, as will be seen by a brief study of
the illustrations on the front page. If appli-
cation is made to enter the World's contest

Contributions.—We shall be glad to receive

contributions on the subject of aeronautics and

pay for such as are accepted.

-00-

Record of Aeronautical U. S. Patents.

643.975.—Airship. J. F. Pickering.

648,544.—Kite-Hke Aeroplane. G. T. Wog-
lorn.

648,634.—Flying Machine. Louis E. Roze.

653,221.—Electric Traction Balloon. Marie

J. A. Deydur.

659,264.—Airship. Charles Stanley.

661,826.—Co-ntrollable Balloon. L. Stevens.

666,2v)6.—Aerial Navigation Machine. J. H.

Dillon-Gregg.

668,375.—Airship (aeroplane). A. F. Hub-

bard.

670,807.—Airship. J. Olsen.

—Collapsible Balloon. C. M. Farr.

—Wind Motor. Henry Bradbery.

—Airship. John Spies.

—Airship Propeller. F. W. Dufua.

—Airship. C. M. Richmond.

—Airship Propeller. C. Groom-

678,114

686,200

688,135

694,356

695,580

697,403

bridge.

698,643.—Aeroplane. S. J. Couyne.

701,359.—Airship. C. T. A. Klotz.

701,510.—Airship. P. Samorski.

702,120.—Airship. PI. B. Van Voorhis.

00

British Patents Applied For Since

December, iqoi.

December.

25,760.—Improvements in or connected with

navigable balloons. Howard Lane.

25,867.—Improvements in and relating to bal-

loons and the like. Carl Riller von

Blumeucron.

26,125.—Improvements in or relating to means

and appliances for directing the navi-

gation of the air. Alex. Winter and

Joseph Levi.

26,390.—Improvements in or connected with

navigable balloons or flying machines.

John Lenn.

January.

245.—Improvements in UNavigable aeroplanes.

Henry Charles Oscar Manhood.

623.—Flying apparatus for toys and other

purposes. William G. Hicks.
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693.—Improvements relating to aerial as-

censions and propulsions. William

Arthur Percy Werner.

1.281.—Improvements in appliances for rais

ing and moving bodies in the air.

William Miller Walters.

2,812.—Improvements in navigable airships.

Anton Neumayer.

2,845.—Improvements in or relating to aeor-

astats. Cesari Feroci.

2,923.—Improvements in the employment of

the movement of the recoil of arms

for propelling balloons or other aero-

static vessels. Edmcnd David.

5,020.—The flapping or paddling flying ma-

chine. Andrie Delport.

5,261.—Reversing Gear for Motor Launches,

Airships, etc. Gardley Delauney Billing.

6.300.—Developments in Connection with

Aeronautical Machines. Alfred Hardie.

Foreign Aeronautical Periodicals.

The Aeronautical Journal, London, Eng.

Illustriete Aeronautische, Mithulingen.

L'Aeronaute, Paris.

Revue Ampere, Paris.

L'Aerophile, Par s.
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The Aeronautical World.

Recent great and rapid improvements have

been made in man's attempt to obtain sov-

ereignty over the aerial regions, such as he

now possesses over the land and waters of

the earth.

Although the brothers Mcngolfier in 1783

were among the first to construct and experi-

ment with balloons filled with hot air, many

previous attempts had been made by man, to

navigate the atmosphere as a bird, by means

of artificial wings which were generally in-

tended to be flapped by the muscular contrac-

tion of the arms "'instead of the legs," of the

wculd-be navigator. The Mongolfier's and

all the thousands who have since experimented

on the same lines, learned, or should have

learned, that no form of aerial craft which

rises by virtue of its own buoyancy, or rela-

tive lightness, can be made strictly dirigible,

as it must be more or less at the mercy of

the wind, and offer great horizontal head re-

sistance and be subject to considerable drift,

and consequently, such contrivances, which

are always very costly, can never have a great

commercial value Hollow envelopes con-

structed of materials which are light and im-

permeable to the hydrogen gas with which

they are generally inflated, no matter what

their form, can not be readily propelled or

steered, although on a calm day they may
succeed in making a circuit when driven by

great mechanical power, as did M. Santos-

Dumont when he carried off the Paris prize

by rounding the Eiffel Tower. Although a

dirigible balloon may not be an impossibility,

it would be a very costly toy, and as a means
of transit, of very little commercial interest or

value.

In our last issue, under the head of the

"Fallacy of Dirigible Balloons," a very sim-

ple, inexpensive and practical experiment was
described, for testing the practicability or

otherwise, of airships, of Dr. Barton's type,

which are generally admitted to be a step in

advance of all the airships of Santos-Dumont,

except his last, because they are furnished

with some kind of aeroplane system.

This proof-test, simply consisted in securing

a toy balloon, of any desired form, inflated

with hydrogen gas and large enough and
buoyant enough to lift a pigeon in air when
fastened to the bird in such manner as not to

interfere in any way with the free movement
of its head, tail or wings. It was argued that

if such pigeon, thus practically relieved

of its own weight, being in fact a trifle lighter

than the air it displaces, is now released to fly

home either, with, against or across a wind of

average force, its clearly observable but ineffi-

cient eft'orts to do so, will do much to prove
the value, or otherwise, of -such contrivances.

Now a pigeon thus equipped is a vastly more
promising aerial navigator than either Dr.

Barton or M. Santos-Dumont, and their dir-

igible balloons, for the bird is possessed of a

natural aeroplane system and rudder, and
means of controlling them, which are of the

highest order of perfection, and these organs
are specially designed and modified by the

unerring hand of nature, so as to enable the

bird tC' instinctively propel and control its every
movement, more freely in air than upon the

earth. Under these circumstances it would
appear that if the bird fails in its efforts to

reach its home in fair condition and reasona-

ble time, it would be permissible, if we judge
there would not be a very promising future
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for airships constructed on similar lines. If,

on the other hand the bird was little incon-

venienced by the balloon, then for machines

employing aerostat, aeroplane and motor,

there might yet be seme possible chance of

practical success. But the writer's opinion is

that no matter what the form of the aerostat

or balloon and complete aerial machine may
take, it is bound under these conditions to be

acted upon as a moving ship on the water

would be, when dragging a heavy mushroom
anchor.

The experimenters of centuries ago, with

their artificial wings flapped by the arm mus-

cles, had a far better prospect of success than

the present day dirigible balloon experimenter.

But those who wish to test the value of move-

able Vv'ings thus operated—before incurring

great needless expense, might figure out the

weight of their propC'Sed appendages, and

with an equivalent weight on their shoulders,

rapidly mount a hundred rundle ladder. If

they will continue this exercise for half an

hour they will have some idea of the exertion

necessary to simply lift them to the same ele-

vation, by means of wings, but without the

power tc' maintain them suspended in the at-

mosphere or drive them forward through it,

but in spite of all this the heavy man fur-

nished with suitable constructed wing-like

aeroplane surfaces, the horizontal inclination

of which are capable of being readily control-

led forward and laterally by the instinctive

corresponding movement of the body, is a

practical sailing flight possibility, and although

such machines might be slowly driven hori-

zontally forward in calm air by the muscu-

lar effect of a tread motion applied to a screw

propeller, it would be far less simple, practical

and effective, while it would be more costly

than one entirely dependent for support and

progression on its own inertia, the inertia of

the atmosphere and the effect of the forces of

gravity, wind and vertical atmospheric pres-

sure, acting against its weight, momentum
and vertical resistance.

00

Practical Flying Machines.

The most practical aerial machine is, and

will remain, one that is heavier than the vol-

ume of air it displaces, possessing a series of

£xcd, narrow, wing-like, surfaces, having their

angle of incidence altered simultaneously by

instinctive body movements of their intelli-

gent centers of gravity, or equivalent means,

as in Irish's aerial machines. (Alexander)

II, III, V. A simple form of which will be

more fully described in our next issue.

These gliding machines are either driven and

supported by the natural forces, as wind, grav-

ity and the plus and minus atmospheric pres-

sure, and instinctively controlled by the body
movements of the intelligent aeronaut, or they

may be driven by mechanical power.

Practically the machine combines aero-

surfaces, motor, rudder, propeller, adjustable

ballast and the intelligent aeronaut, who, at

the center of gravity, instinctively or with in-

lent controls the whole.

ihe aeronaut with a forward, backward or

lateral body movement alters the angle of

incidence of the aero-surfaces so as to cause

the machine to ascend, descend or turn tC' the

right or left.

Without the motor the machines, after being

launched upon the atmosphere, make pro-

gress by vertically inclined up and down tacks,

after the manner of soaring birds or sailing

ships, except that the latter tacks horizontally.

Thus it utilizes the wind and gravity for pro-

pulsion and the upward pressure of the atmos-

phere for sustainment.

Any person possessed of ihe courage neces-

sary to ride on steam and electric cars can

safely initiate themselves into the art of glid-

ing flight in a few hours by practicing on such

a machine while it is held captive.

The aerial transit of man affords pleasures

fascinating beyond compare, while it is in-

flnitely safer and more delightful than bicycle,

auto or horse riding, or any other means of

transit, and there is nothing about it to per-

plex or embarrass one. No long apprentice-

ship is necessary to safely pilot this machine

anywhere over the earth's surface at a speed

which would far outstrip all other means of

transit. When launched upon the atmosphere

this aerial craft rides and manoeuvers as

proud, exultant, safe, and fleet, as the eagle,

and with all the equanimity and unconcern

of this heretofore monarch of the air, and

equally as indifferent, and equally as little

influenced by stormy or calm weather or the

wind's course, while it responds as promptly

obedient to the instincts of nature as the

bird, with the advantage that it is further

aided by the intelligence of the aeronaut who
forms an integral part of the machine and con-

trols it. This animated craft, even after an

unbroken journey of many hundreds of miles,

will be no more fatigued than at the start, and

will be ready and able to continue the journey
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or make the return trip, without rest or com-

plaint.

During its aerial course it makes vain

attempts to establish its equilibrium, which

fortunately are as often defeated by the rest-

less wind and other varying and contending

forces, which, acting upon the ever changing

resistance of the aero-surfaces cause the ma-

chine to imperceptibly oscillate or tilt about its

nicely poised axis, thus making aerial naviga-

tion possible under the instinctive control of an

intelligent human being, with or without the

aid of mechanical power. The craft without

motive power is governed by the swaying body

movement imparted to the system by the in-

stinctive movement of the intelligent center of

gravity. The shifting of the center of gravity

varies the resistance of the aero-surfaces acted

upon by the natural forces, so as to obtain the

desired results. Through the action of these

variously contending forces the craft is con-

stantly sea-saw4ng about its axis, and rarely in

perfect equilibrium. If maintained in per-

fect equilibrium the force of gravity would

prevail and the machine would descend as

any other inert body would do. Contrary to ac-

cepted theories, saiHng, and in fact all forms

of flight, is the result of successful efforts of

the animated creatures to upset and for short

periods maintain upset their fore and aft and

lateral stabilities, by moving their centers of

gravity accordingly, so as to alter the inclina-

tion of their wing surfaces and vary their re-

sistance against the natural forces, wind,

gravity and atmospheric pressure, and cause

these forces to act in one direction more than

any other upon these surfaces.

Progressive motion is imparted to motor-

less machines by the direct and counter force

of the wind acting above and below the more
or less inclined concave-convex, wing-like,

aero-surfaces, on opposite sides of which it

acts reversely but with one united and direct

effect.

With the aero-surfaces at a lifting angle

the underlying strata of air is increasingly

compressed until it escapes at their flexible

back edges, where bending the tips of the

feathers upward and thrusting them forward
as it rushes into the partial vacuum created

above the surfaces, and more especially near the

tips, it imparts continuous forward push as well

as upward lift. With a reverse or dipping angle

of incidence, the action and effect, although

reversed, on the wing surfaces will be the

same in progressive effect, but with a down-

ward instead of upward course. This force

of the wind alone does not, however, act pow-

erfully enough to maintain a machine in the

air and propel it, horizontally, for this purpose

it is necessary to fall back on either the mech-

anical vapor motor or some other, but for

tacking flight we may safely rely on the wind,

the direct and transformed force of gravity

and the inertia of the craft and of the air.

If the attractive force ' of the earth

is utilized and the force is accumulated dur-

ing descending tack, and used as impetus or

momentum in upward or horizontal progres-

sive motion. Then the momentum aided by the

wind and difference in atmospheric pressure

above and below the aero-surfaces, combine to

furnish the excess of power which enables the

craft to ascend or travel against the wind.

The Stanley Airship.

This most interesting and novel American

Airship^ will doubtless greatly concern our

readers everywhere over the earth, but more
particularly Americans, who will have the sat-

isfaction of knowing that, there are among
them, citizens who are fully as capable and

even further advanced in the science of aero-

dynamics than their foreign compeers, and

why not? Americans are not lacking in either

sound knowledge, ability or enterprise, and al-

though the American public may occasionally

appear to be more interested in foreign than

in home productions of a novel character, it is

quite the reverse as a fact. M. Santos-Dumont
has had a most remarkable public innings, a.-=^

he well deserved, but both he and his obso-

lete airship, have been so repeatedly hashed

and re-hashed, that there is no substance left

to appease the appetite of newspaper editors,

or their readers who are hungering for some-

thing fresh and novel, on this all absorbing

sub j ect.

Much, however, that is refreshing and new to

most of them may be found in a study of the

vStanley airship. It is a big American infant,

conceived in America by an American and i>

now being fostered by Americans in America,

with the aid cf American dollars and Ameri-
can practical common sense and skill.

Unfortunately everyone cannot accept the

Stanley Aerial A^a'Z'itj^atioii d^inpaiiy's general

invitation and enjoy the privilege of witness-

ing the very interesting and satisfactory per-

formance of their working model, which the

public arc invited to inspect and criticise, or
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examine the big' practical airship in course of

construction and rapidly nearing completion.

a^^

The Stanlky Airship.

As the illustration above shows this air-

ship, which is constructed of aluminum, is

cylindrical in shape and sharply pointed at

both ends. When completed it will measure

over all, 228 ft. in length and 56 ft. in diame-

ter, and weighs 13,000 pounds. Its carrying

capacity will be 30 passengc-rs with their bag-

gage and in addition 1,000 pounds of mail and

1,000 pounds of ballast. While its gas lifting

capacity will be 21,000 pounds, which is far in

excess of the total load, and its maximum
speed will be 130 miles an hour.

The cylinder is divided longitudinally into

two parts, the partition being 12 feet above the

keel. The upper division carries the hydrogen,

contained in six compartments, which have

an inner silk skin to prevent leakage, while the

lower division carries the motive power, ma-

chinery, freight, mails and fuel.

The rigid conical shaped metal head, easily

ploughs its way into the atmosphere, which, as

it advances is increasingly pressed back out of

the way of the cylindrical \-essel.
.
The air

thus offers to the advance of this rigid, sharp

pointed, metal cone, infinitely less horizontal

resistance than it docs to the flimsy, yielding-

heads of fabric, which increasingly belly in-

wards with speed and resistance, SC' as to make
dirigible balloons employing fabric envelopes,

impracticable for high speed, or for making

headway against a strong wind.

This craft is horizontally driven by two pro-

pellers which are carried on a shaft passing

through the apex of each cone. This arrange-

ment possesses a marked advantage over the

arrangement of propellers of other airships,

inasmuch as they exert their forces directly

in the line of draught and right along the hor-

izontal axis of the system. The one in ad-

vance as it cuts into the new air, drazvs itself

directly forward, dragging the ship along after

it, while the propeller in the rear acts with

a pushing effect, to drirc the craft directly

ahead, in line with its horizontal axis.

Many dirigible airships carry their propel-

lers a long way below their horizontal axis the

result of which is, that their buoyant gas bags

act as a dragging resistance, which increases

with increased speed, lifting the forward end

of the heavy suspended, mechanically driven

frame, to a more and more vertically inclined

position above the horizontal, and imparting to

it a tendency to rotate around its own aero-

stat. The very great advantage of the im-

provements in the Stanley arrangement is

therefore clearly obvious.
,

A rudder is carried on the underside of each

cc'ue which are easily and conveniently opera-

ted from within, to change the horizontal di-

rection of the craft, to the right or left.

Another very important and valuable fea-

ture in connection with this remarkable air-

ship, is its power to ascend and descend, or

change its vertical course, at the will of its

captain, without loss of either gas or ballast.

This very desirable performance is effected by

two screw propellers, which are located on the

top and midway between the ends and center

of the cylinder. When these propellers are re-

volved in one direction they cause the craft to

rise and when the direction of their rotation is

reversed, they cause the craft to descend, at

speeds corresponding with the power expended

in driving them.

Still another very important advantage pos-

sessed by this airship must be mentioned, as

M. Santos-Dumont and others are availing

themselves d a similar arrangement which to

them is a new departure; I refer to the side

planes which are by no means the least among
the many advantages possessed by the Stanley

airship, as they can l)e easily and readily oper-

ated to lift the system far above the buoyant

capacity of the gas. But not only do these

side planes afford lift as and when desired,

and always an additional supporting surface,

but, when they are caused to present a dip-

ping or a lifting inclination, they will carry the

craft down or up, a more or less gentle grade

accordingly, while in direct descents the planes

act in a measure as a parachute and oppose the

force of gravity.

Thus it will be seen that the craft is really

controlled horizontally as well as vertically and

that it will ascend or descend any desired

degree above or below the horizon which are
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improvements greatly in advance of the airships

which have held the public's attention for the

past year or more.

The whole combination is novel and the lines

upon which it is constructed meclianically

sound, and therefore there appears no reason

why the Stanley airship should not be a prac-

tical and commercial success.

In regard to this airship Mr. Edward Mur-

phy, a well known Pacific coast marine engi-

neer of vast shipbuilding experience says

:

"The successful airship is here, and it is an

absolutely engineering certainty."

This immense and almost completed craft

which is being constructed in the company's

extensive airship building yard, which is

bounded by Baker, Fell, Lyon and Hayes

streets. San Francisco, Cal., will well repay a

visit of inspection.

For further particulars see top of inside

back cover.

Irish's Aerial flacliines

—

Alexander 1=2.

By Aeri.\l.

This rapid transit aerial machine possesses

marked characteristics and many great ad-

vantages over other aerial and rapid transit

systems. It will be found always ready, obe-

dient and able to perform a journey with end-

less powers of endurance, quite regardless of

the wnnd or weather. It will require little at-

tention, will never get tired, and will be a

general departure from existing practice. It

will conform closely and possess many of the

characteristics of the bird, after which it is

partly designed. As a universal rapid transit

machine, it will have high commercial value

and be of great public service. In its simplest

form it is entirely devoid of moving parts and

is instantly and perfectly directed and con-

trolled by the body movement of the aeronaut,

who forms a part of the complete system.

As it possesses very great scientific and com-
mercial possibilities it will awaken much inter-

est and great curiosity. It will reduce the risk

of travel to a negligable quantity and its mar-
velous speed and performances will astonish

everyone. It will create a great revolution

and prove one of the best remedies for over-

crowding as well as for too scanty a population.

It w^ill bring producer and buyer together and
form a connecting link between all points of

concentration and distribution. While greatly

reducing the cost of travel and the necessaries

of life it will greatly increase wages and the

demand for labor. Complete with aeronaut

the coml^ination practically forms a reasoning

human Hyer, as instinctively controlled as a

bird. Rapid, easy, economical transit as this

machine affords, is one of the greatest and

most important desiderata of the age.

It would be difficult, if not impossible to

trace the date of man's first attempts at aerial

navigation. They undoubtedly extend back

many thousands of years We know for a cer-

tainty that for ages man has unsuccessfully at-

tempted to fly by means of flapping wings

actuated by his own muscular power^ but

should flight, by such method and means ever

be proved possible, it can never be as simple,

effective, economical, convenient, practical or

safe, as an aeroplane system, instinctively con-

trolled by intelligent man, and sustained and

driven by the always available and unlimited

power of the natural forces. This desirable

result is obtained by simply changing the resis-

tance of the specially formed aero-surfaces,

by varying their inclination, first against the

wind, second against the horizontal resistance

of the air. third against the attractive force of

gravity, fourth against the upward pressure of

the air, fifth against the downward pressure of

the atmosphere, and by otherwise utilizing the

forces of gravity, momentum, the plus and

minus atmospheric pressures and wind, against

and upon, the variable resistance of the w^ing

formed aero- surfaces.

Used as a kite it will rapidly rise toward

the zenith and soar cut of sight. This ma-

chine is the result of a careful study of the

unerring science and laws of nature, wdiich had

been pcrscveringly watched and investigated

wnth patience to learn the secret of flight.

But in aerial navigation, as in all other

branches of science, there still is and ever will

be considerable for man to marvel at. W^e

know that a tender pea shooting up from the

ground can raise a stone or clod of earth, per-

haps a hundred times its weight, wdiich under

other conditions would crush the plant

;

l)ut w^c have yet to learn how' it does it

;

doubtless the growing pea is one of nature's

hydraulic machines. We also know that some

birds will travel for many hours in the air.

at great speed with but trifling muscular effort,

and we are only now beginning to realize how
it can be done by man. Flight is performed

by numberless creatures, including insects,

birds, an'mals and fish, and any one of these

examples, selected by man as a pattern, ought
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surely to have been successfully imitated, for

it does not appear, and certainly is not, a diffi-

cult feat to glidingly fly, yet up to 1900 man

had utterly failed in all his weak and half-

hearted attempts to acquire the power, as a

bird, to travel the aerial ocean.

The organs upon which gliding flight de-

pend, and the method and means whereby

the power of the natural forces are enlisted

and utilized, and the muscular power of the

animated being applied to make them effi-

ciently operative, can all be so easily imitated

b}^ man that the marvel now is, that he did

not avail himself of the services of such val-

uable contrivances thousands of years ago,

for it must then have been realized, as it is

to-day. that such means of transit would

vastly excel all others.

Carefully considered experiments, success-

fully made and often repeated, gave the writer

the courage necessary to submit particulars

of them to many of the most eminent author-

ities on the subject in Europe and America

for criticism. Most of these scientists ex-

pressed themselves as greatly interested and

very favorably impressed with the soundness

of the lines governing the principles advocated,

as well as with the general design and un-

doubted simplicity of the entire machine, which

ihey considered both practical and effective.

The}^ strongly advised the continuance of ex-

periments but on a much larger scale. But

to reach this point required long series of

carefully arranged and conducted experiments

M'ith models patterned after the best selected

examples to be found among the tenants of

the air, after interrogating nature, on the earth

and in the air and sea, as well as, the past

works of man, and only then was the experi-

mentor sufficiently convinced of the practi-

cability of man flight and felt able as he now
does to say: Tlic difUcultics of aerial naviga-

tion arc more imaginary than real.

The successful, graceful sailing flight of

sea birds, is due to the conformation and con-

struction of their wings, the stiffness, strength

and thinness of the front edges, and great

rlexture of the l)ack edges and wing extremi-

ties, as well as to their adjustable center of

gravity, the instinctive movements of which

change the angle of incidence of their ex-

panded wings, forward and laterally with up-

ward and downward inclination.

No such great muscular effort is therefore

necessary to maintain these birds in flight, as

is generally supposed. Irish's aerial craft is

based on much the same lines and therefore

there is no sound reason why it should not

travel in air and become the rapid transit ma-
chine of the world, and as such advance the

sphere of human activity; or why, by its

means every man, woman and child should

not become, as much denizens of the atmos-

phere as the earth, or why every one should

not be able tc' construct craft for themselves,

in which they would navigate the atmosphere

as captain, engineer, pilot and crew, without a

long apprenticeship or special training, and

control and operate them, as instructively as

the bird, bv natural impulsive movements and

then, without mental effort, muscular exertion,

bodily fatigue or personal risk, sail anywhere

above the earth's surface, fro^m point to point

in any direction, independent of other means

of assistance.

A few successful public flights is all that is

necessary to interest all mankind and instil

general confidence in the possibility, practi-

cability, efficiency, utility and safety of aerial

navigation by means of gliding machines.

Such in part is the almost gratuitous offering

held out to man for his acceptance, but the

question is, are the people of this generation

appreciative and courageous enough to forth-

with accept this, the greatest gift ever con-

ferred by the great Creator on mankind, or

is it to be held over for the benefit and ad-

vancement of the next or some future genera-

tion?

On this machine man will be able to rise

from the surface of earth or water, glide

through the air in any direction and descend

at his own sweet will, as lightly as a bird,

on land or water, at any point he may de-

sire, free from shock or vibration, or he may
travel at any speed and elevation for hun-

dreds of miles, without experiencing the fa-

tigue and inconvenience that would be oc-

casioned by a few miles ride on a railroad.

A small machine to carry one or two per-

sons, adapted for long and rapid flight, at a

speed up to 200 miles an hour, and capable of

performing a continuous jo'urney lasting many
hours, measures through its center axis from

stem to stern seven feet, in lateral spread or

l)eam twelve feet, and in height through

center axis twenty feet.

The complete hull with its 400 superficial

feet of aero-surface, without engine, weighs

only 60 lbs. It is exceedingly strong, light,

simple, compact and stable, and can be oper-

ated, controlled and made effective by the nat-
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ural impulsive movements of the aeronaut,

who as the ballast about the center of gravity,

executes slight compensating movements of

his body as a skater, cyclist, or equestrian, to

maintain their equilibrium, and so automati-

cally counteract the other constantly varying

and disturbing forces and influences which

effect his machine.

The slight and slow, periodical fore and aft

rocking motion of the aeronaut's body, as in

a rocking chair, imparts to the aero-surfaces

the desired angle of lift or dip, which govern

the ascending and descending tacks, while

the lateral swaying of his body imparts a

side tilt, which controls the horizontal and

vertical direction.

The machine tapers to an acute angle, ver-

tically up and down from its center axis, as

well as laterally from the center of its hori-

zontal axis, as also to the front and stern

from center axis, thus forming a rhombus

figure.

The center of gravity is located well be-

low the center of mass and support, so that

the intelligent center of gravity can, instinct-

ively move to restore the equilibrium of the

system without sacrificing support.

The machine consists of a series of ex-

tended wing-like surfaces, measuring one foot

from quill end to tip. or from point to back,

arranged so that each system of four wings

is secured one foot above and below the next,

and one foot before or behind it. The right

hand top figure en front page represents a

front view of the complete machine which may
also be considered as a cross section through

the lateral and vertical axis.

Rudders can be made to serve the purpose

of the instinctively adjustable and intelligent

ballast, and such will be generally used in

larger machines, they will be attached to the

helmsman who as he instinctively moves to

control his own equilibrium, will correspond-

ingly alter the set of the rudder and thus con-

trol the craft without even expending a

thought.

The propelling power, whether due to the

forces of nature, or to the mechanical motor,

is exerted all along the longitudinal axis of

the system, just below the center of support,

while the lifting effect is exerted all around
and along the vertical axis, from bottom to

top and from front to rear, and thus the pro-

pelling and lifting efforts are perfectly dis-

tributed throughout the whole system and an

ideal.aim is realized.

Heretofore the difficulty with areoplane ma-

chines, or rather "Areodroms" which is the

much more appropriate name given by Prof.

Langley, has been want of stability, chiefly

due to the employment of large flat surfaces,

which are bound to be exceedingly unstable.

Such surfaces offer bad support at all times,

and pitch and dart about in even a light

breeze as uncontrollably as a badly balanced

kite, and all such contrivances lack a ready

means of control, and there is generally great

difficulty in quickly akering their inclinations

with any degree of safety, and usually they

have an exceedingly bad and faulty distribu-

tion of their parts and application of their

power. A large rigid flat aeroplarie surface

to start with, is in itself a very grave error, a

gigantic mistake, for a more unreliable form

it would be impossible to conceive; a double

convex surface would be even better, but sur-

faces patterned from the wings of the butter-

fly, which in flight is not flat, would be infin-

itely better, although for efficiency these would

fall far short of the arrangement advocated

and employed in this machine.

The method of instinctively controlling this

craft and the forces of nature, by the feeble

power of man, is exceedingly simple, conven-

ient, quick, reliable and effective and avoids

all delay, as no time is required either to think

or act, as would be necessary if indirectly gov-

erned, through the agency of even the most

perfect and direct acting mechanical contri-

vances it is possible to devise, as all such,

however perfect, depend, first, upon the quick

decision and activity of the aeronaut's mind

and muscle, and of his knowledge as to what

to do and when to do it, and his skill to

perform the necessary operation ; secondly,

upon the time occupied in reasoning out the

best way to apply the mechanical means, to

serve the desired purpose ; thirdly, upon time

spent in transforming and applying the power

to make it effective. Whereas, in Irish's aero-

drome, the intelligent pilot, by unconscious

body movements, as though riding a bicycle,

simply shifts the position of his center of

gravity and angle of incidence or his areo-

surface, at the same time he raises the center

of gravity of the system forward, rearward,

or right or left laterally, when he will ascend,

descend and turn accordingly. This combina-

tion of aeronaut and aerodrome, or aeroplane

system, thus forms a -practically automatic

machine, instinctively controlled by intelligent

man, with less muscular and mental effort than
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he is required to exercise even in walking.

The weight of air as a coknnn supporting the

system in flight, equals the weight of aero-

naut and machine. The wind effect, due to

the parallelogram of forces, acts on the aero-

surfaces to lift or depress as well as to pro-

pel the machine.

The effect of the wind and vertical pressure

of the atmosphere on the rearward aero-sur-

faces, has been found to be little less effective

than on the front and advancing series, they do

not appear to suffer to any appreciable extent

through the slight disturbances C'f the air

caused by the passage of the forward system

of surfaces for the reason that every inch of

the entire surface finds its own undisturbed

strata of air for support.

The downward compression exerted on the

atmosphere, by the passage of the forward part

of the aero-surface system, recoils with up-

ward effect as released, to give additional sup-

port to the rear surfaces as they enter the air

passed through by the first series, and this

reactive effect, fully compensates for any slight

loss due to the disturbed condition of the air

they travel on. To overcome the force of

gravity and inertia of motorless machines on

first starting, the system must be rapidly driven

forward down a steep incline, by the force of

gravity, and preferably against the wind, with

its aero-surfaces directed above the horizon

through the aeronaut inclining his body back

of the axis of the system until lifted in air,

when on a light wind, it will rise as a kite and

almost vertically. On arriving at a safe al-

titude, say 2,000 ft., the journey may be con-

sidered as commenced, when the aeronaut in-

clines his body forward, so as to direct his

machine a trifle below the horizon, when it

will make a long and gradual descent, gather-

ing momentum as it advances, until it has

descended say 1.500 feet, and traveled several

miles. At this point the aeronaut will again

incline his ])ody back, thereby changing the

angle of incidence from below to slightly

above the horizon, where the craft will be

driven up a gradual incline by the momentrnTi

acquired during its previous descent, and by

the wind force, when it can again ascend to

a height cf 2,000 feet or more, and in doing

so continue its advance and so on ; that there

may be no misunderstanding the meaning cf

the statement, which is a most important one.

It is restated thus: On descending from an

elevation of 2,000 feet, the craft will acquire

increasing momentum and speed, during its

gliding downward course of 1,500 feet, and

advancing say five miles, when the vertical

direction is changed from slightly below, to

slightly aliove the horizon, by the aeronaut

inclining his body backwards and so shifting

the center of gravity of the system when the

force accumulated as momentum, aided 1)y

the wmds, will again drive the machine glid-

ingly upward and forward, free from all the

spasmodic eff'orts of the locomotive electric

motor or steamship, to its original elevation

or higher, over a distance of say 7 miles. We
have only to remember the forces of the wind

and of matter in motion which is the first

great physical law learned by the child, who,

in walking fears to fall, we remember its dire-

ful effects in the Spanish and South African

wars, as monientum of solid masses, and daily

experience its effectiveness in the yielded

hammer, to realize that, in those two forces

alone man can find all the power he needs to

drive his aerial craft.

As the aerial craft glides down the atmos-

phere its aero-surfaces cut into and increas-

ingly compress and utilizing the air for sup-

port, lift and propulsion. After each strata

of air has exhausted its efforts in lift it

passes out in the rear of the aero-surfaces

considerably compressed and in its efforts to

rebound or escape upwardly, it acts upon the

flexible back edges of the aero-surfaces so as

to impart a continuous push or progressive

forward impulsion, and thus may this machine

be launched from the earth, obtain support,

make vertically inclined tacks and be propelled

through the air, without the aid of a mechani-

cal motor. To change the direction of the

course, the aeronaut simply inclines his body

in the direction he wishes tO' travel, this move-

ment will cause a lateral deflection across

the liorizontcU path and the craft will accord-

ingly make a short turn or a long sweep, right

or left, or up or down, accordingly.

In form this machine is almost an oblique

angled parallelogram, or diamond shape, which

travels through the air with its longest axis

almost ^ertical. its next longest axis horizon-

tally across the ])ath of advance and the

shortest axis directed front and rear.

In a wind of 25 miles an hour this little

craft is able lo carry over i.coo pounds and at

TOO miles an hour over 3,000 pounds. Its

stability is of the highest possible order as

the center of gra\ily is brought well below the

center of buoyancy or lift. During its flight

all the forces contending are maintained in
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equilibrium by reason of the unbalanced forces

being made available and being utilized by the

aeronaut as he may direct for navigating the

machine.

The machine in full horizontal flight pre-

sents little more than a thin cutting edge for-

ward to the horizontal resistance of the at-

mosphere while it offers about 400 superficial

feet or surface against the upward pres-

sure of the atmosphere. Here is another point

of fundamental importance for it will be

noticed that as the speed increases so must

the angle of incidence decrease to maintain a

horizontal course and so in proportion will the

horizontal resistance of the atmosphere be

decreased and the speed increased. Another

advantage is that as the speed increases so

will the lateral spread decrease by reason of

the elastic properties of the wing-like surfaces,

which as the resistance due to speed increases

will correspondingly close ni more and more

toward the body, proportionately reducing both

the horizontal and vertical resistance. The
aero-surfaces consist of one foot wide bands

of natural feathers, arranged after the manner

and made in form to imitate the extended

wings of birds having abnormal spread of

wing. Everything between perfect success in

flight and absolute failure, depends on these

supporting surfaces, for if they are formed

after the manner of the wings of the frigate

bird and other strong fliers, success may be

confidently looked for, but if formed of large

flat surfaces complete failure will surely re-

sult. These compound wing-like bands are

arranged in superposed, ar open step-like

order, from center to top of frame, but from

bottom to center the steps are reversed, so

that the machine forms a hollow open cage-

like diamond shaped contrivance, within which,

at the lowest part and extending rearwards,

is the aeronaut's platform. The main struc-

ture, composed of steel and wood, is endowed
with some degree of stiffness, yet, whenever

requisite it possesses the desirable flexibility.

Dynamically considered this aerial craft is as

sound as a steamship.

It travels free irom all vibration and un-

pleasant jerky movement and does not lose

support, as many birds do, in making their

return stroke and in no case is the mus-
cular power of the aeronaut or the strength of

the machine unduly taxed.

One great advantage of givmg machine and

the aero-surfaces abnormal lateral spread or

beam, which is nearly three times the length

fflfore and aft, is that it prevents side rock and

|ri||in consequence the craft travels much steadier^

'"'HThis arrangement offers the same advantage

as a broad over a narrow kite or the long

narrow wings of rapid fliers over the short

broad wings of slow fliers, or a lofty, narrow

yacht sails over broad low ones, and nature,

practical mechanic and every day practice in

many and various ways, shows this method

correct in principle.

The lift of these specially designed and care-

fully built aero-surfaces is simply astonishing,

being incomparably greater than the same area

of flat surfaces, and greater than Langley,

Maxim and PhilHps' experiments indicate. The

wind and atmosphere acts upon these feather

aero-surfaces in quite a different and vastly

more effective manner, but feathers have the

objection without varnishing of getting wet

and thereby becoming less effective and var-

nishing makes them less effective than feathers

in their natural state. Then, again, they are

more costly to make up than sheet material,

which may be substituted for them, as for in-

stance wood, horn, ebonite, .celluloid and metal

thinned to nothing at the back edge.

The aero-surfaces are carefully spaced and

arranged so as not to interfere one with an-

other and so that each shall give its own in-

dividual support to the entire system, and this

arrangement and multiplicity of effective sur-

faces, acting in unison, make them infinitely

more effective than a simple flat surface of

double their area. These concave-convex

feather surfaces act, as the extended wings of

birds, and they also act and fulfill the duty in

air that scales and fins of fish do in water and

the scales of reptiles on land. They greatly

aid in gripping the air, preventing slips, and so

enable the craft to aspire and travel with

greater ease and effectiveness than surfaces of

other material. Fifty superficial feet of this

feather surface would lift a man of 150 pounds

weight, in a wind traveling at the rate of

25 miles an hour, yet the machine intended to

carry only one man, offers over 300 feet.

As the craft enters upon the air with an

upward incHnation of the front edges of its

aero-surfaces, or on a lifting angle, the air

is wedged and pressed down increasingly under

the surfaces as they advance, while above an

increasing vacuum is Created, thus we have an

upward sucking effect on top, and below a

powerful lifting effect. On descending this

action and effect is reversed, the air being

wedged or increasingly crowded above the
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surfaces while an increasing vacuum is crea-

ted below, and thus in a='^ending is lift and

upward suction, and in descending a down-

ward pressure and a downward suction im-

parted to the aero-surfaces, which are further

influenced in their upward career, by the

wind, and in their downward career by the

attractive force of the earth. The projectile

effect is due both to the force of the wind

and compressed air as it escapes from beneath

or from above, at the flexible back edges, or

tips of the feathers, so as to bend them up-

ward or downward and then act upon them

with horizontal projectile effect, which may
be augmented by the force of momentum ac-

cumulated in process of descent, or by the

power of a mechanical motor.

and well in hand, and attain a speed of over

200 miles an hour in a wind or calm, and in

any direction with the aid of a mechanical

motor, and in perfect safety. Without motor,

and simply relying on the natural forces, and

by making vertically inclined up and down
tacks, the craft can be made to attain a speed

of lOO miles an hour. These vertical tacks

may be of like degree and duration up and

down or they may vary in angle and time.

How Man will vie with Birds.

All winged creatures in flight advance over

a wavy or undulating course, or by alternate

vertically inclined upward and downward

tacks, which vary in length and height and

It will be observed that the supporting resis-

tance is very great, while the head resistance

is exceedingly small and that the stability of

the craft is greater than that of a bird in

flight, or a well ballasted boat on the water.

With a set or inclination of one inch in twelve

the head resistance of machine would be about

30 superficial feet, but such an angle would

only be required in rapid ascensions. In direct

horizontal flight, the angle would be about

one in 30, which would reduce the total head

resistance to less than 15 feet, and at very high

speeds, the resistance might be cut down, on

well constructed machines, to five or six feet.

At an angle of one in thirty, the aeronaut

would be able to hold the forces jn equilibrium

depth, according to their species, their in-

stincts or their desires, or upon the power and

direction of the wind, and their method of

flight, and while some are assisted by contrary

winds, as the birds of paradise and most of the

strong fliers, others are more or less inconveni-

enced by them, while others again, are almost

at the wind's mercy, being quite unable to

resist its force or make headway even against

a light breeze.

There are birds weighing seven hundred

times the weight of the air they displace which

normally carry three pounds to each square

foot of their wing surface that often add to

their weight, bulk and resistance considerably,

as the eagle in soaring to its nest with a lamb
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or kid possibly weighing almost as much as

itself.

Many of the marine birds and strong fliers,

as the frigate-bird, can cover 200 miles an

hour, and at a speed of one hundred miles they

will sail on the air for many consecutive days

and nights without once alighting, almost en-

tirely sustained and impelled by the natural

forces. For hours they will glide and sleep

without a single flap of their wings or more

muscular movement than is necessary to in-

stinctively maintain their wings extended and

move their heads, their bodies and their tails so

as to impart new inclinations to- their wings.

Birds advance and draw back their centers of

gravity, or shift it right or left in ac-cordance

with their desire to fly horizontally, ascend, de-

scend, turn in their flight, also govern the aerial

transit of man on this gliding machine. In

addition man will have the advantage over

natural fliers, of intelligence and the use

of mechanical aids, with half the bulk

resistance and weight, while his machine

will offer greater supporting surface. There

is, therefore, nothing marvelous in the success-

ful navigation of the air by man.

The time is near when the aerial machine

will be as common as the cycle, automobile,

electric and steam train or ocean steamer, all

of which it is undoubtedly destined to super-

sede.

Motorless and Motor Driven Aerial

Machines.

By W. E. I.

The time has arrived when all doubt and
speculation should be removed regarding

mechanical flight, which may easily be done
by performing simple, consistant experiments

with realistic models, which would call for no
great expenditure of either time, money, labor

or ingenuity.

For the aero-surfaces of these experimental

models the larger feathers of birds afford a

ready, convenient, cheap and desirable material,

when their quill ends are glued in tight fitting

holes drilled into a piece of wood which is

intended to represent the body or hull of ma-
chine.

With such models well conceived and care-

fully made, experiments can be carried out
which will be infinitely more instructive, much
more consistent and vastly more valuable than
the very costly, commercially impracticable and
dangerous dirigible balloon experiments.

The intention is to suggest simple, inexpen-

sive and sound ways and means of construct-

ing competent aeroplane models, and then leave

the experimenter free to carry out his own
idea on modified lines, according to the best of

his desire. This has already been done, but

without some information which is given below

regarding the most important laws affecting

birds in soaring flight, these suggestions would

be incomplete, and in consequence, the experi-

mentor's troubles in his efforts to reach his

goal might be increased, and the time required

prolonged. The experimenter, when wishing

to design a modification of the mechanical mo-
torless aerial craft, or when testing its capabil-

ities, should remember that the speed or force

of the wind and the weight and speed of his

machine are to be considered as forces furnish-

ing the power to lift, sustain, control and pro-

pel it; also that a small angle of incidence of

the aero-surfaces imparts a far greater lift than

a large angle and admits of greater velocity for

a given power. That as the angle of incidence

of the aeroplane system is increased, so will its

horizontal resistance increase, and its speed and

length of journey be reduced. The designer

should always aim to reduce both weight and

bulk, and increase both the strength and stabili-

ties of his craft,

A model such as above suggested having

a lowdown adjustable center of gravity which
is automatically caused to intermittently shift

back and forth from one side of the axis of

the system to the other, will correspondingly

change the inclination of the aeroplane from
above to below, and from below to above its

horizon, and accordingly, impart lift and dip,

and cause the craft to make alternate ascending

and descending or vertically inclined tacks after

the manner a sailing ship on the ocean makes
horizontal tacks. For high speed the descend-

ing tacks are made shorter, quicker and at a

greater angle than the ascending tacks.

Machines of this description, so controlled,

can be made to work automatically by means of

a mercury scale beam, or by means of a small

wind or electric motor which is continuously

caused to pump mercury from one side of the

axis to the other.

Such automatic, motorless propelled ma-
chines as these or similar ones, furnished

with motor for direct flight, may be used as

aerial torpedos, or as automatic messengers.
In the commercially practical machines of

small capacity, intelligent man takes the place

and fulfills the duty of the pump and mer-
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cury in the automatic machines and the

bird's body in the natural aeroplane machine,

and in the same manner as the bird, man can

instinctively control his system by shifting his

center of gravity backward for lift, forward

for dip, and laterally right or left to turn.

Mr. J. P. Holland, in a most valuable arti-

cle which appeared in Cassier's Magazine,

Feb. '93, asks the following questions, "can we

build a kite or its equivalent, large and strong

enough, and push or tow it fast enough,

through the air to support itself, its motor

and accessories and some weight besides its

operator? Can we cause it to rise from a

level and descend without accident and travel

steadily in any desired direction?"

Mr. Holland beheves in the possibility of

such a machine, and so does Professor Lang-

ley, Chanute, Maxim and all the most emi-

nent scientific experimenters who have given

such a machine careful consideration. The

writer has experimentally proved to his own
satisfaction, that all these conditions are effi-

ciently met in his simple aerial machine, and

therefore feels justified in boldly answering

these questions in the affirmative.

Nature has been resorted to for the laws

upon which these machines are constructed,

and the endeavor has been to adopt nature's

methods of launching her" craft on the air

from the earth, and causing it to ascend,

descend, turn, advance and vary its speed at

will, all by instinctively performed move-

ments of the animated body as the man at the

center of gravity. In this machine man, as

the animated center of gravity can instinc-

tively and intelligently control his aerial craft

and perform in air after the manner of a

natural denizen of the atmosphere. Wherein

then lies the difficulty of practical aerial navi-

gation? To obtain this desirable knowledge

and satisfactorily verify it by experimental

demonstrations, has proven a long and costly

undertaking, in which the experimenter has

exhausted his means, and that is the reason

why a large and strong enough machine to

enable him to perform a journey under

analogous conditions to those of a carrier

pigeon, but on rigid, expanded wings, has not

been undertaken, and the mechanical applica-

tion governing flight proved beyond all ques-

tion, as being the most practical, efficient, rea-

sonable and simple for the aerial transit of

man. These mechanically motorless, aerial

machines travel by vertically inclined tack-

ing flight through air as a sailing ship travels.

by horizontal tacks on the sea, but vastly

more advantageously. While the motor

driven aerial machine can travel a direct

course, as a steamship, and with a given load,

and like power at infinitely greater speed and

efficiency.

Roughly the comparative cost of construc-

ting an airship and a steamship of equal

cargo-carrying capacity would be as i to 100

in favor of the aerial machine.

For direct horizontal flight and high speed,

an exceedingly simple, light, effective, direct-

acting, automatically fed, pistonless motor,

which practically employs no moving parts

and which exerts a well-directed, powerful

and almost continuous pushing force, which

is applied all along, but immediately below

the longitudinal axis of the system from stem

to stern, is employed to drive these aeroplane

systems.

Full particulars of a two-man capacity ma-
chine will be given in the next issue.

Now when such an eminent scientist and

engineer as the president of the Royal Socie-

ty, Prof. Ewing, privately and disinterestedly

criticises the complete systems as being on

sound and effective lines, and when such opin-

ion is undisputably supported, as it has been by

a score or more of other eminent scientists

of the world and prominent authorities on the

subject, the author, who has repeatedly con-

firmed by experimental demonstrations, the

correctness of these views, feels justified in

making the bold statement that, mechanical

aerial transit by this system is by far the most

simple, safe, rapid and efficient of all known
means of transit.

Hargraves' Flying flachine.

The box kite was one of Mr. Hargraves'

inventions and we hope his aerial machine will

be no less successful. Mr. Hargrave recently

described his flying machine at the Engineering

Association, New South Wales, during which

he said: The presumption to-day is that all

engineers have read about the experiments

made by Maxim, Langley, Chanute, Walker,

Wright, Pilcher, Lilienthal, Kress, Phillips,

and others; and have so far assimilated the

matter that is now common knowledge that

power-driven machines will glide through the

air supported by surfaces of metal, wood and

fabric. The reason that no machine has as

yet made a flight of any length that might be

called successful is that the relations of weight,
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power and area have not been rightly com-

bined. Nature shows an infinitude of combi-

nations, and it is safe to say the variety of

hand-made machines will be equally diverse.

The machine before you may not be one of the

successful fliers, but it is hoped that it will

push the art a stage further forward.

The fir^t thing to provide for is safety. It

is worse than useless to take any risks. A
man may spend years in getting to the trial

stage^ and then break his neck by being too

adventurous. The method of procedure in

this case is to float the machine on water,

drive the engine for all it is worth, put the

horizontal rudder in the lifting position, and

it either flies or it does not. If it does rise

from the water, two things have to be at-

tended to ; the steering up and down and from

side to side ; the up and down needs the most

care; the steering in azimuth is to be solely

effected by the movement of the principal

weight, and it is further complicated by the

lifting due to there being only one screw,

but direction is unimportant, as, off this point

(Woollahra Point), there is a clear track on

most of the course.

I will now give dimensions of the various

parts

:

Main float is 25 feet 7^ inches long, 10

inches diameter under the boiler, and tapers

to 4 inches at the tail and 6^ inches near the

bow. It weighs 25 pounds.

The balance is kept whilst afloat by two

outriggers, they are each 5 feet, 6 inches long,

and 6^4 inches diameter, ''Usplacing about 60

pounds each. The width outside the outrig-

gers, is 7 feet 6 inches, the two outriggers

weigh 5 pounds.

The framing consists of 2-inch tin tubes.

Boiler consists of 191.35 feet of copper pipe;

it is arranged in a 4 stranded plain coil io->^

inches diameter. The bore of the pipe is .27

inch, and thickness of metal ^ mill. The
whole of it has been turned down from stock

Sydney sizes. There are 13.5 square feet of

heating surface. The safety valve is on the

water end of the boiler and the steam pipe is

K-inch. The coil and mountings weigh 13/2

pounds; and a sheet of asbestos card forms

the casing.

Fire, is a sort of ''Primus" lamp.

Fuel, kerosene.

Engine, is a 2-cylinder Whitehead, 3^ inches

diameter and 3^ inches stroke cut off at .7 by
i^ inch piston valves driven by one eccentric.

Shaft is I inch.

Feed pump, same stroke as engine, .52 inch

ram ; stroke can be regulated and pump
worked by hand to start the engine.

Screw, made of clear pine of the Mangin-

Walker-Hargrave type, 6 feet diameter, with

provision for altering pitch, diameter, and

aera. Pitch angle for first trial is 30°. Total

area of 4 blades is 6^ square feet. Boss ol

screw is aluminum. The wood is sewn to-

gether saddler fashion. Weight of 4 blades is

Sl/i pounds.

Rudder, horizontal, 5 feet by i foot right

forward.

Lifting surface, 50 yards of muslin 38 inches

wide weighing 9}^ pounds, arranged in two 3-

decked cells, say 470 square feet surface.

The total weights at present are:

Engine, boiler, floats, framing,

screw, etc
, .. ..94 pounds.

Water 55 pounds.

Kerosene 3^ pounds.

Muslin. 9^ pounds.

Self 162 pounds.

Total .324 pounds.

leaving 147 pounds available for booms and

rigging for musHn and rudder before the load

on each square foot is one pound.

GO

The Art of Flight.

The art of flight by mechanical means hav-

ing passed through the test of common sense

reasonings, supported by f?cts gleaned by ex-

periments, is now rapidly enlisting the atten-

tion of most intelligent minds, as being of

the greatest scientific and commercial interest

and public importance and the greatest ques-

tion of the age, for successful aerial navigation

will improve the physical, intellectual and

moral condition of mankin'"^ everywhere. Now
that the laws governing flight are better un-

derstood, scientists hope to be able to deter-

mine the requirements necessary to make arti-

ficial flight as practical as natural flight, and

the application of these laws, as they exist in

a bird when in soaring flight, to man's me-

chanical contrivances, will be a grand, yet

easy step in the world's progress. No fact is

wanting to prevent the complete consummation

of such a contrivance. As heavy birds avail

themselves of, and greatly depend upon the

upward pressure of the atmosphere, the force

of the winds and the inertia of their own
bodies, as well as the inertia of the air, for

power to rise from the earth and maintain
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their flight, while they depend upon the varia-

ble horizontal and vertical resistances, caused

by changing the angle of their aero-surfaces

laterally and longitudinally, to increase their

velocities as well as, for increasing or decreas-

ing their speed and changing the direction of

their course, either vertically up or down or lat-

erally right or left, without calling into action

their internal source of power. So may heavy

intelligent man, likewise avail himself of these

same natural forces to support and transport

him, on his intelligently thought out and pro-

perly constructed contrivances, without even

an effort of volition or tax on the mind to

influence the machine. If we view the aero-

plane machine as a bird on expanded wings,

and in our mechanical design of such we ar-

range a series of similar aero-surfaces and

connect them as one united system, with all

parts working in unison as one pair of wings,

instinctively controlled, and give it an internal

source of propelling power as a bird, we will

have all the elements which will enable us to

impart impulsive motion and all the properties

and powers the bird possesses embodied there-

in, and be able to manoeuver in air by the

energy of the wind and the attractive force

of the earth alone. One of the greatest living

authorities, Professor Langley, has well said

in regard to the practical solution of the prob-

lem of mechanical flight: "It cannot longer

he considered beyond our capacity to reach."

Is it not then strange that with all the boast

of skill and scientific know'^edge of this great

age, it should be so backward on this all im-

portant subject. We see on one side of the

scale a few scientists who lend their energetic

efforts to the solution of this great problem,

while in the other scale there are numberless

skeptics who unfortunately, by their numbers,

almost nullify the efforts of the few, while

at the fulcrum is the great inactive majority

ready to flop on either side according to events

but having no common sense reasoning mind

of their own. The scientific worker must al-

ways depend on the capitalist to furnish the

funds to enable him to prove his ideas are

practical and of commercial value, but each

capitalist is as one very shy bird of a covey,

easily scared with the rest by the empty guns

of the skeptics. Thus fresh game has to be

hunted to furnish the dollars upon which all

ideas must be fed, until they are successfully

developed to take care of themselves and thus

is all progress handicapped. More time has

been spent in seeking finanaal help by inven-

tors than in the solution of many of the great-

est problems which have so much advanced

the condition of man. Scientific societies have

done a great deal to remedv this evil, but not

nearly as much as they should. Unfortunately

for the science of Aerodynamics, it .is like a

sick, weak baby, suffering from some malig-

nant infectious disease, shunned by all but a

few, but now fathered in America by a baby

society of a few weeks existence of which we
can learn nothing. Nevertheless we sincerely

trust the American Aeronautical Society will

develop quickly into a st^-ong and vigorous

body and be endowed with all the energetic

vitality of the most advanced society, so that

aeronautical problems may be intelligently

threshed out with flails wielded by competent

men of science, as medical, mechanical, elec-

trical and mining problems are. Individual

workers in Aeronautics need advice and their

contrivances intelligent criticism so that they

may learn of errors before launching out into

large fruitless undertakings. To-day there are

numberless experimenters working completely

in the dark, over ground repeatedly proved

unproductive of good results. Fertilizing with

gold will not cause dead seed to grow.

The heavy, commercially practical, aerial

machine must be built on sound mechanical

lines and as nearly as possible approach in de-

sign the most perfect natural fliers. It should,

although propelled by mechanical means, be

capable of employing the forces and laws of

nature for sustainment and progression, and

of being governed by the animal instincts and

human intelligence of the aeronaut, and it

should offer little head or horizontal resistance

which should decrease with speed, and offer

but small surface to the force of drift. Such

a machine is possible and practicable, and

would be infinitely superior in every respect

to any form of buoyant airship, which is bound

to be mechanically unsound, because it is op-

posed to all natures examples and at variance

with her laws. Such machines must entirely

depend for support, progression and horizon-

tal and vertical direction, upon great mechani-

cal power to overcome the vast head resistance

which enormously increases with speed, and

the drifting effect which likewise increases, out

of all proportion to the drifting force.

Embodied in the bird and the natural forces

we have all the fundamental principles neces-

sary to a correct and clear understanding of
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what is required by man to make aerial naviga-

tion practical. But the most perfect device the

ingenuity of man can construct will be

valueless without courage and confidence

on the part of the aeronaut who' pilots it, for

as with swimming so with flying, confidence

is essential to success.

When these important principles are well

established the eyes of man will be opened and

he will then clearly see the absurdity of aero-

static air ships and the simplicity, efficiency,

practicability, economy and safety, of aerial

machines based on the lines advocated, which

will be many hundred times heavier than the

atmosphere they displace.

Digest of Aeronautical Literature.

Bali.cons and Flying Machines From an
Engineering Standpoint.

We give a brief review of this interesting

and very instructive paper by Octave Chanute,

which appeared in Cassier's magazine, June,

"91. All aeronautical experimenters should

read it.

As M. Santos-Dumont and his airship is at

present the great aerial attraction and this

article very intelligently treats of dirigible

balloons, as well as aeroplane machines a re-

view should be specially interesting at this

date.

Mr. Chanute deals generally with aerial ma-
chines and their performances. His opinion is

that Zeppelin would have attained better re-

sults if he had imitated the busiform shape

of the 1885 French pattern.

He goes on to say : "The resistance of this

balloon was given by Renard as R=:0.oi685

D2 V2 in metric units, and amounts to

R=o.coo6876 D2 V2 in British units, in which
D is the diameter of the balloon in feet; V
the speed in miles per hour ; and R the re-

sulting resistance in pounds. This amounts
to 18 per cent, of that of a thin plane equal to

the largest cross-section in area.

Zeppelin having obtained a speed of 18

miles an hour, as stated by himself, the re-

sistance of his ship is

32 H.P. X 375

= 667 pounds.

18

which is 34 per cent, of that of the disc 39
feet in diameter with a pressure of 1.62 pounds
to the square foot; this pressure being that

due to the speed. The equation for his airship

is therefore, R=oooi353 D2 V2 in British

units, but he might have attained about 22

miles an hour had his shape been the same

as that of Renard; and stiM more had it been

that of a fish, say a salmon."

"The size must be great, even to the verge

of impracticability, the form must be that of

least resistance, and the length should not be

more than ten times the diameter in order to

insure stability. Moreover, the propeller must

be effective and preferably at the front, and

the motor, including its supplies, should de-

velop great power in proportion to its weight.

If all these conditions be observed, the French

experts allow that the ultimate speed may at-

tain 44 miles an hour in the distant future.

This is about the speed with which motor

driven flying machines will begin.

"Gliding machines, it is true, using gravity

as a motive power, show 89 to no pounds sus-

tained per horse power, but these figures must

be considerably reduced when an artificial

motor is substituted in order to cover the

inevitable mechanical losse'^ in the machinery

and in the propeller. Mi^di has been done

within the past decade towards reducing the

weight of motors. Steam engines have been

produced weighing but ten pounds per horse

power, and the latest gasoline motor, that of

Buchet, is said to weigh only 12^ pounds

per horse power ; but much remains to be done

to render machines working so nearly up to

the limit of endurance absolutely reliable and

safe in the air. It now seems probable that

the successful aerial motor will be some form

of gasoline engine using air instead of water

as a working fluid, and thus saving weight

"The underlying principle of maintaining

equilibrium in the air is that the center of

pressure upon the sustaining surfaces shall

at all times be upon the same vertical lines

as the center of gravity, due to the weight of

the apparatus. In calm air this is fairly se-

cured, but in a wind the center of pressure is

constantly shifted by the turmoils of the air,

for it advances or recedes with the diminution

or increase of the angle of incidence. There
are several ways of counteracting this diffi-

culty. The center of gravity may be shifted

back or forward to coincide again with the

vertical line passing through the new center

of pressure; this is the method employed by
Lilienthal and by Pilcher, M^hich they applied

by shifting the position of their personal

weight. Or the center of pressure may be

brought back into a vertical line with a fixed

center of gravity either by changing the angle
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of incidence, or by shifting the surfaces them-

selves. These latter are the methods which

have been experimented upon by the writer in

three different ways

:

"i. Affixing a horizontal tail (the Penand

tail) at an angle to the supporting surfaces.

This catches the air on its upper or lower

surface, and shifts the angle of incidence of

the wings, and, consequently, the center of

pressure.

"2. Pivoting the wings at their roots so as

to move horizontally. These are arranged so

that the impact of the air shall bring them

back into the proper position.

"3. Pivoting the surfaces so as to rock

vertically. This is arranged so that the im-

pending air shall automatically shift the angle

of incidence, and, therefore, the center of

pressure.

"The third arrangement is believed to be

the best, but one cannot be sure, inasmuch as

all the adjustments above mdicated are most

delicate. Simple as the principles seem to be,

it requires years of experiment to apply them

properly. The positions of the pivots, the

strength and adjustments of restraining

springs, and the best position for the center of

gravity involve thousands of cut-and-dry ex-

periments, first with mcdds and then with

full-sized gliding machines carrying a man."

THE WORLD'S AERIAL NEWS
BRIEFLY TOLD.

GRAHAM BELL'S MACHINE.

Prof. Graham Bell, who is now at Cape

Breton, is devoting his time to the great prob-

lem of aerial navigation by flying kites of dif-

ferent designs and sizes and noting their be-

havior. These experiments, he hopes, will

furnish data for the construction of a large

flying machine on the aeroplane principle

which he contemplates building.

SIR HIRAM MAXIM.

There is a popular impression that

Sir Hiram Maxim has offered ^50,000

for the plans of a practical flying ma-

chine This is quite incorrect. Sir Hiram
is prepared to pay £50,000, but it is to be for

a practical and satisfactory flying machine,

which will do certain things, and the plans

and the patents must be vested in him.

ROTARY KITES.

Mr. Patrick Y. Alexander has had something

to say before the Aeronautical Society of Great

Britain about rotary kites, and there is always

gist in whatever he does or says. He
rightly claims that a rotary kite possesses a

better lifting effect than kites which simply

ride on the winds. It may astonish many of

our readers, who have not experimented with

rotary kites, to learn that the lift of a fairly

well constructed one is certainly half as much
again as that of a good ordinary flat surfaced

kite of equal area, constructed to ride steadily

en the wind.

The flight of a good and properly con-

structed rotary kite is exceedingly interesting

and aft'ords considerable instructive amuse-

ment. It acts reverse to a ship's screw propellen

inasmuch as it travels backwards and draws

itself higher and higher in the air, whereas

the screw propeller thrusts itself forward.

Space permitting, the writer will endeavor to

describe one or two very effective rotary or

windmilll kites, with which he has extensively

and successfully experimented, and which are

quite novel.

Small kites of this description are quite easy

to make, and as they always afford, both in

doors or out, and with or without a wind, an

endless source of healthy exercise and amuse-

ment, combined with instruction, they will well

repay for time and cost spent in their construc-

tion.

AIRSHIPS TO CROSS THE ATLANTIC
IN THREE DAYS WITH 200 PAS-

SENGERS.
Santos-Dumont claims that although his pres-

ent machine is only large enough to carry two

persons he could construct a ship which would

accommodate 200 passengers that would be

able to cross the Atlantic in three days.

A GREAT FLYING WHALE.
It is stated that Mr. Rauck intends to use

the passenger car of his great flying whale as

the rudder. Run his machinery throughout

on ball-bearings and employ a motive power

which is neither gasoline, naphtha or other

explosive fluid^ but what it is he desires to

keep secret.

THE OVER-SEA FLIGHT
A description is given in McClure's July

number, of Santos-Dumont's attempted flight

across the Meditteranean from Mont Carlo.
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AERLVL CONTEST PROGRAM.
The Louisiana Purchase Exposition Com-

pany have issued its rules and regulations gov-

erning the aeronautical contests to be held at

the World's Fair in 1904. Two hundred thou-

sand dollars has been appropriated by the com-

pany for the contests. Of this sum $100,000

is offered as a grand prize for a race of not less

than 10 miles with a vehicle carrying at least

one person.

SANTOS-DUMONT.
yi. Santos-Dumont is endeavoring to find

$i.oco,cco with which to continue his flying

machine experiments, it is said. Li other

words, his ability to fly seems to depend upon

his success in "raising the wind."

—

Albany

Argus.

AERONAUT DUMONT AN AUTHOR.
A book on the subject of dirigible balloons, by

]M. Santos-Dumont, to be published in France, is

now in the hands of the. printer, but will not

be issued for a month or more.

BALLOONS FOR SURVEYING.
The somewhat novel use of balloons

for hydrographic surveys has been tried

at the suggestion of twC' French en-

gineers. It is well known that shallows and

rocks in water can be seen from an elevated

point directly above them, and the aeronaut

saves much time by picking out the shoals on

dangerous coasts. These spots are then

further studied bv the usual soundings.

THAT Si.ooo.coo AIRSHIP.

M. Santos-Dumont, who w^ants $1,000,-

oco with which to fly across the ocean

in two days. v,-ill take the million be-

fore flying, if it's all the same to the

confiding philanthropist who will give it up

—

which would be a guarantee that the money

would fly. e\cn if the ship didn't.

—

N. Y. Press.

COXGRESS OF THE INTERNATIONAL
AERONAUTICAL COMMISSION.

The congress of the Aeronautical Com-
mission recently held in Berlin under

the presidency of Prof. H. Plorgesell,

was reported as being a great success. The
program Vv-as a long and scientific one. One
of the most interesting subjects discussed was
; -cents to extreme heiofhts.

APPARATUS FOR SUPPLYING OXY-
GEN DURING HIGH ASCENTS.

Professor Cailletets has designed a new
apparatus for inhaling oxygen at high

altitudes. The oxygen is carried in a fluid

condition of about the same density as water.

The gas is carried in a double walled metal

flask, the space between being filled with air.

By means of a rubber ball and tube air is

driven through the intermediate chamber

which in escaping carries with it a regulated

supply of oxygen which is allowed to escape

into the air chamber, another rubber tube con-

nects the air chamber with the breathing mask
after the air and gas have been well used. The
mask is held over the face by means of elastic

bands.

AEROPLANES.
Santos-Dumont appears to see something-

new in the aeroplane, for he says

:

"When first I became interested in aerial navi-

gation I had no use for the aeroplane, for i-

appeared to me a useless encumbrance, but I

realize my mistake now, and intend to employ

aeroplanes in future, so as to make an air ship

as steady in the wind as a steamer. This

will overcome the undulating motion inherent

in all my previous machines.

A $1,000,000 Airship.—The airship Santos-

Dumont proposes to build to carry him across

the ocean in two days provided some o^ne or

more persons will furnish the 1,000,000 dollars

is, according to report, likely to be commenced.

BIRDS AS MODELS AND MR. BENBOW
ON PROF. LANGLEY.

Mr. Benbcw is a young man who
does not believe in using birds as mC'dels for

aerial machines. If experimenters and doc-

tors always agree there would be ver}^ little

use for either. We should infer from the

meager description given of this machine that

its designer was perfectly sincere in his state-

ment, for v/e know of no bird that carries over

one gas bag tC' help or hinder it, whereas IMr.

Benbow's airship is to be provided with two.

The car is to carry two sets of propellers

placed two on each side, which "run to a point

after the manner of a bird's zcing:" These

collapsible wings open and close at certain

poivits in their e-i'oluti:>n." The means by which

his airship rises is a curious and complicated

one." This young man is quoted as saying.
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when giving his opinion of Prof. Langley's

aerodrome, ''that it would never amount to

much." The professor he said : "Can study

the flight of birds for years but he will never

make any headway." Now if we had only

seen this statement before our last issue we
might have hesitated before we credited Prof.

Langley as being unquestionably the greatest

authority in the world on aeronautics, and pos-

sibly have substituted Mr. Benbow's name,

but it is now too late to make this correction,

and therefore, the professor will continue, for

the present at least, to remain on the altar

where the most eminent scientists of the world

have justly placed him.

THRILLING AERIAL ADVENTURES OF
A BOY.

The crowd at Hashagen's Park, St. Louis,

Mo., were recently disappointed because the

balloonist scheduled to ascend, at the last mo-

ment refused. A boy 14 years old volunteered

to make the ascent if his father would give his

consent, although he had never been up in a

balloon previO'Usl}^ At the last moment he

shouted, "good bye, father." and rushed

upwards, while the crowd turned their heads

and shuddered. When about 4,000 feet high

the parachute cut loose and the boy safely

landed at Compton avenue and North Dakota

street, after an enjoyable trip lasting six minu-

tes.

HIRAM MAXIM'S NEW MACHINE
Sir Hiram, whose belief in final success in

constructing airships, is as strong as ever, has

advised Pres. Francis, of the World's Fair,

that as soon as health permits he will make
new experiments for a flying machine. His

belief is in a machine having nc' relation to a

balloon.

FOUND A HUSBAND FROM A BAL-
LOON.

Miss Zercross, of Dorchester Co. Md., sent her

photograph with a letter away in a toy balloon,

on July 4th. The letter was addressed to the

finder of balloon, and explained that she would

like to communicate if he should be a man un-

encumbered with a wife. The fortunate finder

was Ralph Missic, of Ocean City, who replied

to the letter, and now they are married.

FARE.

"Got a puncture, sir! One o' them 'ere wire-

less telegrams, I expect, gone slap through my
balloon -Punch.

M. DEUTSCH THROWN FROM AUTO-
MOBILE, SEVERAL RIBS BROKEN.
M. Deutsch, donor of the prize of ioo,ooof

($20,000) offered for the invention of a steera-

ble balloon, which,_ was won by M. Santos-

Dumont, was seriously hurt in an automobile

accident in a suburb of Paris, Aug. 5.

Several of his ril)s were l)roken and he was

otherwise iniurecl.

A MADMAN'S AIRSHIP.

An illustration is given in Public Opinion of

a madman's painting of a dirigible balloon.

THE PRESIDENT OF THE AERONAU-
TICAL SOCIETY OF GREAT BRITAIN.

The termination of the South African

A\"ar ^^'as w^elcome news to everyone,

e\'erywhere, but members of the Aero-

nautical Society of Great Britain should

especially rejoice, since their president. Major

Baden- Powell^ who during the whole cam-

paign played such an unceasingly active, suc-

cessful and prominent part in the operations,

has returned to England, to again fill the chair,

Here by his striking, energetic example we
hope he may succeed in stimulating to greater

efforts of a practical nature, his council, and

all the members of his own as well as kindred

societies, and through them the public in

in general.

PIGEONS RECORD BREAKING
FLIGHT.

A thousand miles in a little over eight days

was the performance of two homing pigeons

whc; on July 23, flew from Abilene, Tex., to

Fort Wayne, Ind. It is claimed that these

birds beat the world's best records.

"I say, what's gone wrong? Why are

vou going down here?" Santos 100

—

THE PHYSIOLOGY OF ASCENTS.
The influence of great reduction of air on

the human organism has been systematically

studied by Dr. Von Schrotter. The experi-

nients were made in the pneumatic cabinet of

a hospital in Berlin, in which the pressure

could be reduced to 230 mm. mercury. These

experiments showed that even in the smallest

pressure attainable—the most of the experi-

ments having been made at 260 mm. press-

ure—the inhalation of oxygen had the effect of
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invariably bringing back the full bodily and

intellectual capacities after a certain time, vary-

ing according to individual. The pathologi-

cal phenomena are also individually different.

The experimenter felt pains as if girded too

tightly with a belt and general symptoms oi re-

laxation.

THE SINEWS OF WAR.
Like most other experimenters Santos-Du-

mont is looking for the sinews of war in the

shape of hard cash to enable him to continue

his experiments in aerial navigation.

AERIAL WORLD.
The scope of the Aerial World is so great

thai the earth only limits its area, but its

subscribers are net so numerous as to leave

no copies of this journal for new subscribers.

Single copies sent to any address for price.

SALE OF AIRSHIP.
It is reported that M. Santos-Dumont has

sold his airship to the Brighton Beach Com-
pany for its cost to himself.

AERONAUTICAL CONGRESS.
TJie Berlin Congress of the International

Aeronautical Commission recently held under

the Presidency of Prof. H. Hergesell, was an

uncmalified success.

AIRSHIP PRIZE CONTEST.
The rules and regulations to govern the air-

ship tournaments at the World's Fair are pub-

lished in pamphlet form with diagrams of

the course. The contest is for airships, bal-

loons and kites. Of the $200,000 appropriated

there will be a first prize C'f $100,000 also

minor prizes. There will be no limit to the

number of competitors. The balloons and

airships must carry one passenger each,

and -the competitor must have made a

trip of not less than a mile with a

machine similar to the one entered in the con-

test. The entrance fee is $250, which will

be refunded when the entries appear on the

day of the races. The entire course must be

traveled three times at a speed of not over

twenty miles an hour. The course will not

be less than ten miles nor more than fiftfeen

miles in length. The contests will take place

between June i. and September 30, 1904. For

Copies of the Rules and Regulatic^ns, address

the chief of the Department of Transporta-

tion Exhibits, Louisiana Purchasing Exposi-

tion, St. Louis, Mo., U. S. A.

THE VARIATION OF TEMPERATURE
WITH HEIGHT.

M. N. Shaw, in "Nature," discussing the

question of the scientific use of Balloons

says that the primary meteorological question

to be determined by balloon ascents, is the

rate of variation of temperature with height.

SOMETHING OF UNIVERSAL INTER-
EST.

The Aeronautical World is a scientific jour-

nal of great interest to every man, woman and

child. All appreciate it. After reading your

copy, send it to your best friend, who as an

intelligent man, is bound to be interested in

the latest developments in aerial navigation.

WOOD'S AIRSHIP.

It is reported that Mr. Alanson Wood has

obtained financial assistance and expects to

complete his airship in about five weeks.

AERIAL TORPEDOES.
The Swedish government has for some time

been making experiments with Major

Unger's. An official report declares that

Major Unger has satisfactorily solved the

problem of discharging an aerial explosive

projectile without the danger of an explosion

taking place before the desired time.

EDISON AND THE AERIAL MACHINE.
Edison sees no commercial future for aerial

navigation. We remember the time when most

people said the same thing of the telephone,

incandescent lamp, the talking doll, the elec-

tric pen. Mr. Edison appears to have for-

gotten these days and gone over to the side of

the skeptics, who hampers the way to all pro-

gress.

A PROSPECTIVE RACE.

M. Santos-Dumont says he will sail all

around the Statue of Liberty Enlightening

New Yorkers, and T. C. Benbow says he

will at the same time sail all round Santos-

Dumont enlightening Americans, while Leo
Stevens undertakes to travel around them both

and show the world what Americans can do.

Wig—I see by the papers that Santos-Du-

mont is a teetotaler. \^''ag—I suppose he's

afraid of taking a drop too much.—Phila.

Record.
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Octave Chanute*s Aerial Machine.

CHANUTE S AERIAL, MACHINE.

The above illustration represents a simple

aerial machine designed by Mr. Octave Cha-

nnte, ex-President of the American Society

of Engineers. Mr. Channte is one among

the most progressive students of the great

problem of aerial navigation, and as an au-

thority on the subject he is justly accorded a

place in the first rank. He possesses that

varied scientific and mechanical knowledge

which is so requisite in one who would in-

telligently consider all the important points

leading up to a soluticii of this great problem,

which he believes will be solved by means of

aeroplanes. The illustration is very explana-

tory, and sufiicicnt in itself to make this beauti-

fully simple aeroplane perfectly clear to the

understanding of most, and we hope to every

one, of our readers without the necessity for

further description. During one of the ex-

perimental tests of this aeroplane recently

made near Dunn Park, Indiana, the machine

traveled with Mr. Chanute a distance of 400

feet in descending sailing flight.

An American Airship.

Leo Stevens, an American, intends to make
a practical demonstration at Manhattan Beach,

N. Y., of his new airship, which he has en-

tered to contest, at the St. Louis Eair. The

ship is housed in a big shed behind the Man-

hattan Beach Hotel, until the end of this

month, when it will be shipped to St. Louis.

Mr. Stevens is not inclined to talk much
about his invention, 1)ut that he feels that he

is the owner of a ship that will prove its

ability to fly just as he wishes, is known to all.

Unlike Santos-Dumont's ship, Mr. Stevens'

invention is in what may he termed one piece.

There is a l)allocn to furnisli the ascending

l)owcr, a steel framework from which the ship

is worked, and tanks to carry the gasolene by

which the ship is operated. The steel frame

is closely attached to the balloon by strong

steel wires.

The balloon is eighty-five feet in length,

made of silk, with heavy twilling. Inside

the large balloon is a smaller one that is filled

with cool air, Nvhich can be emptied and filled

again while the ship is in transit. Electric-

ity is used l^y Mr. Stevens as the power for

the steering gear. This is comprised of a

large rudder made of steel, and so fitted to the

vessel that it cannot be mo\-ed except by the

operator's hand. Heavy currents of air will

have no effect en it.

As a precautionary measure Mr. Stevens has

equipped his machine wdth a parachute.

To make the vessel go either up or down
Mr. Stevens has equipped it with a sliding

weight, which moves on a single track of steel.

Men of money are interested in the airship,

and it was throught their efforts that he was

enabled to locate it at Manhattan Beach. But

all things are not running as smoothly, for

only a few days agO' the machine almost

escaped to enjo^' a free flight on its own ac-

count, which doubtless would have completely

upset the contemplated plans as a more recent

accident has done when the doors of the

great shed were blown upon the machine and

not only wrecked it but injured a workman. If

the American public show as much interest

in Leo Stevens's American airship, as they

ha^'e done in the foreign one, when Stevens has

proved the superiority of his craft, it will be

a just acknowledgment.

Aeronaut in Burning Balloon.
A plucky aeronaut with his balhxin in flames

above him, Aeronaut Calloway, clung desper-

ately to the ropes Aug. 15, at Burr Oak. wait-

ing pluckily on the hazard that the balloon

would go high enough before collapsing to en-

able him to cut loose his parachute with a

chance of its checking his fall before he

reached the earth. The balloon shot up nearly

2,000 feet and then Calloway dropped, landing

with the parachute in safety. almO'St at

the spot whence he started. The fire oc-

curred through the carelessness of a

man who held the rope. Calloway discov-

ered the flames at the moment of starting and

cried: "Let her go. I think I can reach a

safef height before she falls."
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Airship Contest Rules.

Frizes and Conditions for St. Louis Trials

.>^T 1904

—

First Prize $ioo,coo for the

Competitor Traveling a Ten-mile L-

Shaped Course at Better than 20 Miles

AN Hour— iNIore Prizes for Gliding and

Kite Flying.

The principal prize will be $100,000, and

$50,000 will be awarded in minor prizes. Each

entrant will have to pay a fee of $250, which

will be refunded as soon as satisfactory appara-

tu? is set up on the fair grounds.

The competition is open to all without limi-

tation as to the power used or mechanical

principals involved. All preliminary entries

are to be contidential.

Xo vehicle requiring- any support from the

earth and not perfectly free in flight is to be

admitted. Also, no applicant will be admit-

ted to the competition who does not pre-

sent evidence of having made a flight over at

least a mile course and return with a machine

similar in principle to that which he proposes

to use in the competition. The aeronautical

jury may rule out. after due investigation, any

machine deemed too hazardous to life. Each

vehicle must carry at least one person in the

contests.

The competitor making the best average

speed, provided that he has made the entire

course three times at an average speed of not

less than twenty miles an hour each time, will

receive the grand prize of $100,000, together

with suitable diploma, medal or certificate.

There will be four minor prizes. First,

$3,500; second, $3,000; third, $2,000; fourth,

$1,500. These will be awarded in order of

speed, to the four competitors coming nearest

to the record of the winner of the grand prize,

provided each of them shall have made the

full course at least three times, and each

time at an average speed of at least ten miles

an hour. Each winner of one of these prizes

will receive a suitable diploma, medal or certi-

ficate recording his achievement.

The prescribed course will begin and end

in the athletic amphitheater adjoining the

aeronautic stabling grounds in the exposition

enclosure. The course will be shaped like

the letter L. one leg being shorter and in ftill

view from all parts of the Exposition grounds.

It will be marked by three captive balloons.

The aeronaut will have his choice of the di-

rection in which to start, but he must turn

around the captive balloons in opposite direc-

tions, that is, one to the right and the other to

the left.

The length of the entire course will not be

less than ten miles (sixteen kilometers), nor

more than 15 miles (24 kilometers), reckoned

in an air line from center to center of the cap-

tive balloons. The exact length and direc-

tion will be determined and accurately meas-

ured by the international jury having charge

of the contests.

Every competitor will make as many trials

as he chooses within the prescribed dates.

No trial will be considered by the judges in

which he does not go around the course once,

and the navigator must make in the period al-

lotted for the contests at least three complete

trips around the course. The average- time

made on each of his three best trips must be

at the rate of at least twenty miles an hour,

including the time consumed in the starting

and landing, reckoned from the time the vehi-

cle parts free of the ground or starting stage

until his car again touches the earth within

a radius of fifty yards from, the starting point

without serious injury to either man or appar-

atus.

The average speed of the machine will be

computed for the actual airline distance over

the ground, making no allowance for the wind
or for deviations from straight lines to or

from the captive balloons.

The starts must be made between 6 o'clock

in the morning and sundown, and the compe-
titive flights must take place between June i

and Sept. 10. The specific weeks for the

trial will be determined by the international

jury, and announced in advance. Each com-
petitor must make at least one trial within

each week, but he may choose his own day or

days, which must be days on which the Exposi-
tion is open to the public.

If. there is a tie, it must be sailed off, and
the successful competitor must give three

public exhibition after Sept. 30. In addi-

tion to the competition for the grand prize,

others are ofi'ered..

A prize of $2,500 is offered for the flying

machine, not carrying an operator, making a

straightaway run of a mile and return to ap-

proximately the starting point in the shortest

time of actual flight.

A prize of $2,000 is offered for the gliding

machine, moimted by an operator, which shall

advance in a calm or against the wind at a

vertical angle most acute with the horizon.
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It shall take at least twenty glides of not less

than 400 feet each. A prize of $1,000 is

offered for the gliding machine, mounted by

an operator, exhibiting the best automatic sta-

bility in the wind during at least forty glides,

not less than 400 feet each, under the rules to

be prescribed by the judges.

A first prize of $2,500, and a second prize

of $1,000 are offered for the airship motors

—

other than the exact machine winning the

grand prize—having the least weight and the

greatest efficiency in proportion to their power.

One prize of $3,coo is offered for a successful

attempt to drive an airship motor by energy

transmitted through space, either in the form

of electric radiation or in some other form of

electrical energy, to an actual amount of one-

tenth of a horse power at the point of recep-

tion and at a distance of at least 1,000 feet.

Four prizes of $5,000 each are offered to the

aeronauts who win in the following contests

open to balloons and airships or aeronautical

vehicles of any type to carry at least one per-

son :

For the greatest altitude attained, starting

from the Exposition grounds.

For the longest time in the air, starting from

the ExpO'sition grounds.

For landing nearest to the Washington

Monument in the city of Washington, D. C,

the start being made from the Exposition

grounds in St. Louis.

For the longest distance traveled in one

flight in any direction, starting from the Ex-

position grounds.

There will be two classes of competitors

for kites, for kites of 800 feet of line and for

kites going one mile high. In the competition

with 800 feet of line the prizes will be : First

prize, $500; second prize, $300; third prize,

$200. In the competition to a height of at

least one mile: First prize, $800; second

prize, $500 ; third prize, $200.

Each contest must be two hours in duration,

and all the kites must be maintained in the air

during this entire period.

All hot-air balloons are barred. The jury

will be made up of men of all nations.

The committee of experts in charge of the

aeronautic contests for the St. Lowis Exposi-

tion of 1904, has formulated the rules which

will govern the contests. The committee is

composed of Thomas W. Mosher, of New
York, Prof. A. L- Rotch, of Harvard, Octave

Chanute, of Chicago, Prof. S. P. Lang-

lev, of the Smithsonian Institution, Prof. Cal-

vin M. Woodward, of Washington University,

Robert Moore, of St. Louis, and F. J. V. Skiff,

Director of Exhibits.

New U. 5. Government Balloons.

An order was recently given for ten captive

balloons, by the U. S. Government, to be

chiefly used in naval demonstrations off the

Atlantic coast.

Major Ruber and a detachment of the Signal

Service Walloon Corps, under First Lieut.

Clifton and Sergt. Bledsoe, of Fort Myer, near

Washington, are now stationed at Frankfort,

in the interest of the Government, in super-

vising the construction of eleven captive hy-

drogen gas balloons, being made by Prof.

Carl Meyers, for use in the naval demonstration

to be made by Rear-Admiral Higginscn with

the squadron off the Atlantic coast, late in

August.

The first balloon has been practically com-

pleted, and a successful test has been made by

the Government officials. During an entire

afternoon and evening the sphere was kept in-

flated, making trips to dizzy heights. Con-

trolled by a kerosene oil motor or windlass, the

balloon made flights of nearly a quarter of a

mile in thirty to forty seconds, and then was

slowed, checked and reversed, and was brought

to the ground in three or four minutes, with

two or four passengers each time, none of

whom could immediately detect the stop or

reversed movement at the top, though the wind

was brisk and at times quite severe.

Another interesting feature was a novel

airship model, a sort of sidewheel aerial craft,

propelled by electric motor having been

brought by its inventor, Thomas Benbow,

from his cattle ranch at Red Lodge, Montana.

for completion of its gas buoyancy chambers

at the balloon farm.

The captive war balloon used in the test was

practically completed last month and the re-

maining ten silk balloons will be finished this

month. Ninety-eight hydrogen gas balloons

have previously been built at Frankfort, for

the Signal Service and the Weather Bureau or

Agricultural Department.

Balloons in War.
•

The war balloon in South Africa is credited

with playing a very prominent part in the at-

tainment of peace—more power to the ballooPi

c'md less to the sword.
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It Will be Entirely Different From
Santos=Duniont's Airship.

Prof. Alexander Graham Bell has nearly

completed his flying machine, which he expects

to test very shortly. The machine is being

built under his personal direction and is radi-

cally different from Santos-Dumont's ma-

chine.

Every efifort has been made to keep secret

not only the details of the construction, but

the fact that such a machine is being built.

Nevertheless, it is reported to be 20 feet long,

and to be composed of twenty-five distinct

parts. It is celled internally with canvas, and

in places with linen stretched on piano wires.

Five miles of this wire were used in the con-

struction.

The principle of the kite will be utihzed to

a considerable extent. This means that the

aeroplane system not used in any of Santos-

Dumont's airships will be a feature of Prof.

Bell's machine.
00

Ornrthological Observations From
Balloons.

Some very interesting observations from bal-

loons have been made relating to ornithology.

Inquiry resulted in the assumption that 401

M was the limit to which birds rise above

the surface of the earth, and that there was,

therefore, no ground for the assertion of a

well known zoologist that there were birds

which raised themselves 8,000 M above the

surface of the earth. The lowest limits of the

clouds seem to be the highest of bird flight.

More comprehensive observatic^ns are yet nec-

essary^ especially in countries where many
birds of passage cross, as for example, Italy.

00

Records of Aeronautical Patents.

U. 5. Patents

643.975.—Airship. J. F. Pickering.

648.544.—Kite-like Aeroplane. G. T. Wog-
.lorn.

648,634.—Flying Machine. Louis E. Roze.

653.221.—Electric Traction Balloon. Marie

J. A. Deydur.

659.254.—Airship. Charles Stanley.

661.82'').—Controllable Balloon. L. Stevens.

666,266.—Aerial Navigation Machine. J. PI.

Dillon-Gregg.

668,375.—Airship ^aeroplane). A. F. Hub-
bard.

670.807.—Airship.—J. Olsen.

678.114.—Collapsible Balloon. C. M. Farr.

686,200.—Wind Motor. Henry Bradbery.

688,135.—Airship. John Spies.

694,356.—Airship Propeller. F. W. Dufua.

695,580.—Airship. C. M. Richmond.

697,403.—Airship Propeller. C. Groom-

bridge.

698,643.—Aeroplane. S. J. Couyne.

701,359.—Airship. C. T. A. Koltz.

701,510.—Airship. P. Samorski.

702,120.—Airship. H. B. Van Voorhis.

British Patents

25,760.—Navigable Balloons. Howard Lane.

25,867.—Balloons and the like. Carl Riller

von Blumeucron.

26,125.—Means and appliances for directing

the navigation of the air. Alex. Winter and

Tc'seph Levi.

26,390.—Navigable Balloons or Fljang Ma-
chines. John Lenn.

245.—Navigable Aeroplanes. Henry Charles

Oscar Manhood.

623.—Flying Apparatus for Toys and Other

purposes. William G. Hicks.

693.—Aerial Ascensions and Propulsions.

William x\rthur Percey Werner.

1,281.—Appliances for Raising and Moving
Bodies in the Air. William Miller Walters.

2,8t2.—Navigable Airships. Anton Neu-
mayer.

2,845.—Aerostats. Cesari Feroci.

2,923.—The Employment of the Movement of

the Recoil of Arms for Propelling Balloons

or Other Aerostatic Vessels. Edmond David.

5.020.—The Flapping or Paddling Flying

Machine. Andrie Delport.

5,261.—Reversing Gear for Motor Launches,

Airships, etc. Gardley Delauney Billing.

6,300.—Developments in Connection with

Aeronautical Machines. Alfred Hardie.

8,016.—Airship. Leon Rothstein.

8,681.—Flying Machines. Theo. Haas.

8,875.—Flying Apparatus. George Kirby.

9,037.—Aerial Machines. James J. Wales.

6,706.—Flying Machine Propellers. A. H. P.

Blunt.

10,207.—Airship. James Eraser.

10,349.—Twin Balloon. La Socete Anonyme.
io,6i2.—Aeronautics and Aerostatics. H. A.

Le\-ens.

10,816.—Flying Machine, Airship. W. E.

Sykes.

11,277.—Navigable Balloons. A. C. Spencer.

ii,6t6.—Aerial Machines. J. De Lipkowski.

11,744.—Twin Balloon Airship. Lars J. An-
derson.
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IT
IS evidently time for intelligent men to

employ common sense reasonings on the

subject of aerial navigation, as on other

things, and cast aside their prejudices and
lend a practical helping hand to prove either

its practicability or impracticably, instead of

wasting their time shrugging their shoulders

and discussing the subject from the skeptics

groundless standpoint.

The principles of aerial navigation and aerial

transportation are perfectly sound and practic-

able, but unfortunately a very great number of

the devices, both designed and built, manifest-

ly lack the sound mechanical characteristics

essential to their successful performance.

Practicarengineers and scientists appear to

have kept themselves aloof from the subject

through dread'of being ridiculed, and the great

trouble has been that experimenters without
mechanical or scientific knowledge, and having
only the most remote conception of the many
difficulties to be overcome, have in their way
attacked the problem, but invariably at the

wrong end.

Many of these experimenters" have 'to their

sorrow favored the combination of a large,

light, buoyant envelope, inflated with gas, and
a heavy boat, carrying the motive power, sus-

pendended from it.

We have repeatedly discussed the inefficiency

of such systems and the same has been so

often demonstrated that we trust experimenters

will carefully consider their similar designs in

future before persisting in their determination

to build them.

The practical and efficient aerial machine is

assured, but by means of devices constructed

on consistent lines and in quite the opposite

direction to a dirigible balloon.

In a letter to the New York Herald, Professor

S. P. Langley, of the Smithsonian Institution,

and one of the most eminent authorities in the

world on the subject, says :
—

*

' While I am constantly making experiments

in aerial navigation and perfecting my model

flying machine, I have accomplished no results

very recently that are deserving of especial

commeht. My airship has been sufficiently

noticed and described in the Herald up to the

present time, and until I have completed some
more experiments of a novel nature I do not

care to talk further about my machine. Re-

garding the feasibility of aerial navigation for

passenger transportation and commercial pur-

poses, there can be no question. I have dem-

onstrated the practicability of the airship, as

has been described at length in various pub-

lications. I am confident that the right

principles of construction have been arrived at,

and, in my opinion, it will be only a matter of

a short time, possibly a few years, before air-

ships will be in common use for purposes in

reconnoitering in war and for individual trans-

portation generally. Larger airships will ul-

timately be constructed, on rational models and
with the strength of materials" and motive

power perfectly adjusted, and these ships will

be used for freight and general transportation.

If popular confidence and enthusiasm regard-

ing the subject could be aroused, as it is going

to be, sooner or later, it would very much
hasten the development of the vehicle."

Such a letter emanating from such a source
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is of vast importance, and if, reader, you have

carefully pursued it, you would not waste your

valuable time by doing so again. It is a liter-

ary gem on the greatest question of the age,

and one in which all mankind is so greatly

interested that in justice to their readers every

newspaper and journal published should copy it.

The feat of Stanley Spencer m navigating

his airship above London, as he did on the 19th

of September, when he dropped in route rubber

balls intended to represent high explosive

bombs, should prove to the nations of the

world the advisability of immediately coming
to a mutual agreement as to the future settle-

ment by arbitration of all disputed questions.

If Spencer, on the occaston of his 30 mile

aerial trip above London, had carried a maga-
zine filled with lyddite bombs, he would have
destroyed in a few hours St. Paul's Cathedral,

the Bank of England, Tower of London,
Whitehall, Horse Guards, the House of Parlia-

ment, Westminster Abbey, Buckingham
Palace, Knightsbridge barracks, the gas and
water works, the river bridges, tunnels, under-

ground railroad system and docks, Grenwich
observatory, V/oolwich arsenal, Chatham dock-

yard and barracks. In fact within a few brief

hours he could have fired London with his

missiles in hundreds of places, destroyed all

means of communication, cut off the water

supply, and practically destroyed most of the

population, and left nothing but a smouldering

mass of ruins, to mark the site where once

stood, the greatest citj- the world had ever

known.
Whether aerial navigation is today consider-

ed the Fad of Philosophy or the Phylosophy of

Fads matters little, for whatever it may be

considered by the majority, it is destined to be-

come the greatest institution of all ages, not

alone as an engine of war or destruction,

but as a universal education and agent, to

broaden the mind and lives and supply the

needs of humanity.'

Bird and Man Flight.

BY DE. CHAS. ZTMMEBMAN.

ON THE 26th day of August, 1902, a

buzzard was seen without tail feathers,

save one, it soared, apparently, as

well as when this appendage was
complete. On another occasion a buz-

zard was observed with almost half the

feathers missing from one wing, it too sailed

without'apparent inconvenience,

Many buzzards are daily seen soaring over

and about this location, and often they come
within ten to twenty feet of my position.

Their roosting place is about five miles from
this station at the Sugar Loaf Mountains. They
have been seen to arise from the level ground
by flapping of their wings, without running, as

is so often stated to be a necessary adjunct in

order to get off the ground.

If there is no wind whatever, as is often the

case in early morning and late in the evening,

they are seen to continuously flap their wings

in order to sustain themselves in the air. At

all times they soar either in circles or a straight

line, with only an occasional single wing-flap

of about one-sixth amplitude.

In watching the flying machines of nature

we cannot get rid of the thought that if we
were up in the air on a machine patterned after

their design , we too could perform the same
evolutions ; the question then arises how to

get there.

Evidently, it seems to us, we must construct

our machine to approximate these animated

flyers of nature.

We would advocate a one piece machine

without moving parts, because they absorb

energy without any adequate return in work
done ; we must also eliminate all brace wires,

cords, etc., and arrange our supporting fabric

to brace itself, because these wires, cards, etc.

take more power to force them through the air

than does the machine proper.

The design should be such as will not re-

quire over 10 to 20 pounds tractive power for a

speed of 20 to 30 miles per hour. The wind

should provide this most of the time ; when the

wind fails the operator can spring up and

down on the machine, or work transversely,

back and forth. Thus his slightest movement
should affect the machine and produce propul-

sion. This can and should be attempted, and

then our problem will be very nearly lolved.

The statement has often been made, that if

we had a light motor we would be able to fly.

Well, we have the motor, and still seem to be

as far from 'the goal as ever. Evidently, it is

not [the ''motor, nor is it the material that is

wanted, but it is the proper construction, com-
bination, and adaptation of machine to the

operator and to the air. Such a combination

could wrest from the atmosphere the power to

elevate and transport it from place to place, and
enable it to circumnavigate the globe, if need be.

The simple soaring, gliding or coasting down
hill on the air machine has accomplished^more
for practical aeronautics than any'motor driven
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machine ; this machine can be develoyed into

the true flying machine.

We are on the threshold of the solution of

man flight, and during the past eighteen years

the writer has constructed several machines in

volving the above ideas, each one seems to ap-

proach nearer to it. We are now constructing

another one and hope to have something to

report in the near future.

Prof. S. P. Langley's Aerodrome.

WE reproduce a very interesting and ex"

planator^ letter written by Prof. A. G.

Bell relatiig to Prof. S. P. Langley's aero-

drome, which appeared in the Smithsonian

report for 1897, with sketch of machine No. 5,

This letter although from one of the most

eminent scientists of the da)-, upon an experi

mental aerial machine designed by another

equally distinguished philosopher and ex

perimentalist, may be new to many of our

readers, who have not had access to these re-

ports, it will however be found well worth re-

persuing by those more fortunately situated.

This letter may instil new vigor in lagging

aerial machine experimenters and give them
pointers to help them over their temporary

difl&culties, and it may be the means of chang-

ing the opinion of many of the bigoted skep-

tics, to a belief in the possibility and prac-

ticability of aerial navigation.

A full description of this machine can be

found in "Story of Experiments in Mechanical

Flight" by Prof. S. P. Langley, in the Smith-
sonian report for 1897; also in the Washing-
ton Star December 12, 1896.

The successful flights of Dr. Langley's

aerodrome were witnessed by Dr. Bell, and
described by him as follows :

"Through the courtesy of Dr. S. P. Langley,

Secretary of the Smithsonian Institution, I

have had, on various occasions, the privilege

of witnessing his experiments with aero

dromes, and especially the remarkable suc-

cess attained by him in experiments made up-

on the Potomac River on Wednesday, May 6,

1896, which led me to urge him to make pub-
lic some of these results.

"I had the pleasure of witnessing the suc-

cessful flight of some of these nerodromes
more than a year ago, but Dr. Langley's re-

luctance to make the results public at that

time prevented me from asking him, as I

have done since, to let me give an account of

what I saw.

"On the date named two ascensions were
made by the aerodrome, or so-called 'flying

51

machine,' which I will not describe here

further than to say that it appeared to me to

be built almost entirely of metal, and driven

by a steam engine which I have understood

was carrying fuel and a water supply for a

very brief period, and which was of extraor-

dinary lightness.

" The absolute weight of the aerodrome, in-

cluding that of the engine and all appurten-

ances, was, as I was told, about, 25 pounds,

and the distance from tip to tip of the support-

ting surfaces was, as I observed, about 12 or 14

feet. The method of propulsion was by aerial

screw propellers, and there was no gas or other

,
i-8^—t-angie^

SCftLt Drawings of LsNGters Aerodrome Na 6,

aid for lifting it in the air besides its own in-

ternal energy*

" On the occasion referred to, the aerodrome,

at a given signal, started from a platform about

20 feet above the water, and rose at first direct-

ly in the face of the wind, moving at all times

w^ith remarkable steadiness, and subsequently

swinging around in large curves of, perhaps,

a hundred yards in diameter, and contiually

ascending until its steam was exhaust-

ed, when, at a lapse of about a minute and
a half, and at a height I judged to be between
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80 and 100 feet in the air, the wheels ceased

turning, and the machine, deprived of the aid

of its propellers, to my surprise did not fall,

but settled down so softly and gently that

it touched the water without the least shock,

and was in fact immediately ready for another

trial.

^' In the second trial, which followed direct-

ly, it repeated in nearly every respect the ac-

tions of the first, except that the direction of

its course was different. It ascendea again in

the face of the wind, afterwards moving

steadily and continually in large curves accom-

panied with a rising motion and a lateral ad-

vance. Its motion was, in fact, so steady, that

I think a glass of water on its surface would

have remained unspilled. When the steam

gave out again, it repeated for a second time

the experience of the first trial when the steam

had ceased, and settled gently and easily down.

What height it reached at this trial I can not

say, as I was not so favorably placed as in the

first ; and I had occasion to notice

that this time its course took it over a

wooded promontory, and I was relieved of

some apprehension in seeing that it was alread}^

so high as to pass the treetop-^ by 20 or 30 feet.

It reached the water one minute and thirty-

one seconds from the time it started, at a

measured distance of over 900 feet from the

point at which it arose.

"This, however, was by no means the length

of its flight. I estimated from the diametef- of

the curve described, from the number of the

turns of the propellers as given by the auto-

matic counter, after due allowance fur slip, and

from other measures, that the actual length

of the flight on each occasion was slightly over

3,000 feet. It is at least safe to say that it ex-

ceeded half an English mile.

" From the time and distance it will be

noticed that the velocity was between 20 and

25 miles an hour, in a course which was taking

it constantly * up hill.' I may add that on a

previous occasion I have seen a far higher velo-

city attained by the same aerodrome when its

course was horizontal.

" I have no desire to enter into detail further

than I have done, but I can not but add that it

seems to me that no one who was present on

this interesting occasion could have failed to

recognize that the practicability of mechanical

flight haa been demonstrated."
" AI.EXANDER Graham Bki.i.»"

The centre and lowest figure in the illus-

tration on the front cover page af the Aeron-
autical World, represents Prof. Langley's

aerodrome in flight.

WORLD.

The Mellin Airship.

The building of the Melling airship which is

similar to the Santos-Dumcnt, could not be

be in better hands than the Spencers. The
aerostat having a capacity of 20,000 cubic feet,

is 75 feet long, 20 feet maximum diameter, and

weighs complete with netting, 290 pounds.

The framework carying the car, motor, etc.,

is 42 feet long and is swung 20 feet below the

balloon. It is very rigidly built and well stayed

with steel wires.

This dirigible balloon is driven by a water

jacketed ''Simms" vapor motor, running at

2,000 revolutions and driving the 8 feet pro-

peller, which is 4 feet wide and weighs 28

pounds, 200 revolutions per minute.

The driving gear is very simple and acts al-

most direct. The propelling shaft carries a

a spur-wheel of ten times the diameter of the

direct driven pinion gear, and all revolving

parts run on ball bearings. A free wheel start-

ing clutch and gear is employed.

;:' '..r'--'
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Spencer's Navigable Balloon.

Mt. Stanley Spencer's airship has been mak-
ing successful demonstrations above the Crystal

Palace grounds, London, piloted by its

constructer, Mr. Spencer. On several of his

trips the aeronant was accompanied by his

nine-year-old daughter, who enjoyed the treat

immensely. Mrs. Spencer has also successful-

ly navigated the craft.

The illustration and description of the Mellin

airship given above practically represents the

Spencer airship.

On the 19th of September Stanley

Spencer, the builder and aeronant, started

from the Crystal Palace grounds, Sydenham,
and sailed direct for Clapham Common, after

circling which he directed his coursed over the

Park, Battersey, rounding it and heading
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across the Thames for East Dulwich and Earls

Court Exposition grounds, passing around the

big Ferris wheel several times and then dart-

ing for Hammersmith and after much man-

oeuvering and circling, to test his control, he

eventually descended in a selected spot in a

field at Harrow, where he says his craft alight-

ed as gently as a butterfly.

Thus in plain view of hundreds of thousands

of people thronging the streets of London,

Spencer has done more than any other to

prove the practicability of aerial navigation.

He traveled a distance of over 30 miles more

successfully than Santos-Dumont covered 10

miles. He claims to have always had his

machine under perfect control and says the

people in the crowded streets looked like

streams of black ants. From the time of as-

cending to delivery of his airship at the fac-

tory it was always in perfect order. To illus-

trate what might be done with an airship in

time of war he dropped in route a number of

rubber balls which were intended to represent

high explosive bombs. Witnesses say that

during the time the airship was under their ob-

servation it appeared to be under the complete

control of the aeronaut.

Spencer said that at one time he feared an

explosion, but apart from that everything

worked perfectly. Although this is only a one

man machine, Spencer claims that he can

make one to accommodate twenty persons

more or less. It was driven by the drawing

action of the propeller which was placed in

front.

Story of Experiments in Mechanical

Flight.

Samuei, Pierpont Langi^ey.

We have taken the liberty of borrowing

from the Aeronautical Annual, 1897, the above

title and folllowing narrative : "The subject of

flight interested me as long ago as I can re-

member anything, but it was a communication

from Mr. LancBster, read at the Buffalo meet-

idg of the American Association for the Ad-

vancement of Science, in 1886, which aroused

my then dormant attention to the subject.

Whathe said contained some remarkable but

apparently mainly veracious observations on

the soaring bird, and some more or less para-

doxical assertions, which caused his com-

munication to be treated with less considera-

tion than it might otherwise have deserved.

Among these latter was a statement that his

model, somewhat resembling a soaring bird,

wholly inert, and without any internal power,

could, nevertheless, under some circumstances,

advance against the wind without falling
;

which seemed to me then, as it did to mem-
bers of the association, an utter impossibility,

but which I have since seen reason to believe

Is, within limited conditions, theoretically

possible.

It has taken me, indeed, but a few years to

pass through the period when the observer

hears that his alleged observation was a mis-

take; the period when he is told that If it were
true, it would be useless ; and the period when
he is told that it is undoubtedly true, but that it

has always been known.
May I quote from the introduction to this

book what was said in 1891 ?

" I have now been engaged since the begin-

ing of the year 1807 in experiments on an ex-

tended scale for determining the possibilities

of, and conditions for, trrnsporting in the air a

body whose specific gravity is greater than

that of the air, and I desire to repeat my con-

viction that the obstacles in its way are not

such as have been thought ; that they lie more
in snch apparently secondary difficulties, as

those of guiding the body so that it may
move in the direction desired and ascend or

descend with safety, than in what may appear

to be primary difficulties, due to the air itself,"

and, I added, that in this field of research I

thought that we were, at that time (only six

years since), " in a relatively less advanced

condition than the study of stg"am was before

the time of Newcomen." It was also stated

that the most important inference from those

experiments as a whole was that mechanical

fiight was possible with engines we could

then build, as one horsepower rightly applied

could sustain over 200 pounds in the air at a

horizontal velocity of somewhat over 60 feet a

second.

The first stage of the investigation was now
over, so far as that I had satisfied myself that

mechanical flight was possible with the power
we could hope to command, if only the art of

directing that power could be acquired.

The second stage (that of the acquisition of

this art) I now decided to take up. It may not

be out of place to recall that at this time, only

six years ago, a great many scientific men
treated the whole subject with entire indiffer-

ence, as unworthy of attention, or as outside of

legitimate research, the proper field of the

charlatan, and one on which it was scarcely-

prudent for a man with a reputation to lose f
enter

The record of my attempts to acquire the art

of flight may commence with the year i88f

,
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when I procured a stuffed frigate bird, a Cali-

fornia condor, and an albatross, and attempted

to move them upon the whirling table at Al-

legheny. The experiments were very imper-

fect and the records are unfortunately lost, but

the important conclusion to which they led was

that a stuffed bird could not be nj,ade to soar

-except at speeds which were unquestionably

very much greater than what served to sustain

the living one, and the earliest experiments and

all subsequent ones with actually flying models

have show^n that thus far we can not carry

nearly the weights which Nature does to a

given sustaining surface with a power much
greater than she employs. At the time these

experiments were begun, Penaud's ingenious

but toy-like model was the only thing which
could sustain itself in the air for even a few

seconds, and calculations founded upon its

performance sustained the conclusion that the

amount of power required in actual free flight

was far greater than that demanded by the

theoretical enunciation. In order to lean

under what conditions the aerodrome should be

balanced for horizontal flight, I constructed

over thirty modifications of the rubber-driven

model, and spent many months in endeavoring

from these to ascertain the laws of "balanc-

ing;" that is, of stability leading to horizontal

flight. Most of these models had two propel-

lers, and it was extremely . difficult to build

them light and strong enough. Some of them
liad superposed wings; some of them curved

and some plane wings; in some the propellers

were side bo side; in others one propeller was
at the front and the other at the rear, and so

ever}' variety of treatment was employed, but

all were at first too heavy, and only those flew

successfully which had from 3 to 4 feet of sus-

taining surface to a pound of weight, a pro-

postion which is far greater than Nature em-

tdIovs in the soaring bird, where in some cases

less than half a foot of sustaining surface is

used to a pound. It had been shown in the

""Experiments in aerodynamics" that the

center of pressure on an inclined plane advanc-

ing was not at the center of figure, but much
in front of it, and this knowledge was at first

nearly all I possessed in balancing these early

aerydromes. Even in beginning, also, I met
remarkable difficulty in throwing them into the

air, and devised numerous forms of launching

apparatus which were all failures, and it was
necessary to keep the construction on so small

a scale that they aould be cast from the hand.

The earliest actual flights with these were

extremely irregular and brief, lasting only

from three to four seconds. They were made

at Allegheny in March, 1891, but these and al

subsequent ones were so erratic and so short

that it was possible to learn very little from

them
It was necessary to make a beginning, how-

ever, and a compound engine was planned

which, when completed, weighed about 4
pounds, and which could develop rather over

a horsepower with 60 pounds of steam, which
it was expected could be furnished by a series

of tubular boilers arranged in "bee-hive" form
and the whole was to be contained in a hull

about 5 feet in length and ten inches in

diameter. This hull was, as in the construc-

tion of a ship, to carry all adjuncts. In front

of it projected a steel rod, or bowsprit, about

its own length, and one still longer behind.

The engines rotated two propellers, each about

30 inches in diameter, which were on the end
of long shafts disposed at an acute angle to

each other and actuated by a single gear driven

from the engine. A single pair of large wings

contained about 50 square feet, and a smaller

one in the rear about half as much, or in all 75

feet, of sustaining surface, for a weight which
it was expected would not exceed 25 pounds.

From the very commencement of this long

investigation the great difficulty was in keep-

ing down the weight, for any of the aerodromes

could probably have flown had they been built

light enough, and in every case before the con-

struction was completed the weight had so

increased beyond the estimate, that the aero-

drome was too heavy to fly, and nothing but

the most persistent resolution kept me in con-

tinuing attempts to reduce it after further re-

duction seemed impossible. Toward the close

of the year (1893) I had, however, finally ob-

tained an aerodrome with mechanical power, as

it seemed to me, to fly, and I procured, after

much thought as to where this flight should

take place, a small house boat, to be moored
somewhere in the Potomac

In the latter part of 1894 two steel aerodromes

had already been built, which sustained from

40 to 50 per cent of their dead-lift weight on
the pendulum, and each of which was ap-

parently supplied with much more than suf-

ficient power for horizontal flight the engine

and all moving parts furnishing over one

horsepower at the brake weighed in one of

these but 26 ounces

Aerodrome no. 5 (1896).

Dr. Langley had two successful aerodromes,

No. 5 and No. 7; the former made the flights of

May 6 and the latter of November 28. The
Plate gives scale drawings of No. 5. The
weight of this, with fuel and water sufficient
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for the flights described, is about 30 pounds.

The weight of the engine and boiler together

is about 7 pounds. The power of the engine

under full steam is rather more than i horse-

power. There are two cylinders, each having

a diameter of i^ inches. The piston stroke is

2 inches. The two screws are 39 inches from

tip to tip, and are made to revolve in opposite

directions; the pitch is i^; they are connected

to the engines by bevel gears most carefully

made; the shafts and gears are so arranged

that the synchronous movement of the two

screws is secured. The boiler is a coil of

copper tubing; the diameter of the coil ex-

ternally is 3 inches; the diameter of tubing ex-

ternally is three-eights of an inch; the pressure

of steam when the aerodrome is in flight varies

from no to 150 pounds to the square inch.

The flame is produced by the aelopile, which

is a modification of the ni^ptha "blow torch"

used by plumbers; the heat of this flame is

about 2,000 ^ F. Four pounds of water are

carried at starting, and about 10 ounces of

naphtha. In action the boiler evaporates

about I pound per minute. Flights could be

greatly lengthened by adding a condenser and

using the water over and over again, but, as

Dr. Langely says, the time for that will come
later."

The Aerial Transit Company's Steam Aerial

Machine.

The above is an illustration of the late Aerial

Transit Company's navigable airship of 1844.

This company was organized with the object of

transporting passengers and merchandise from

r^'^'^Ss^

point to point on their aerial vessels, which
were to have been driven at great speed by
steam power.

Although neither the company or their air-

ship proved successful, we consider the latter

is well worth illustrating, for it appears to

have possessed many sound points of practical

interest, infinately greater than can be found

in many of the so called dirigible balloons of

today. We make this statement in spite of the

fact that in a recent publication the author

caW^di it 0. '' wiefd contrivance, in which the

principle ofthe aeroplane, the ordifiary ship,

the tail of a bird orfish and other incompatible

things were all associated''' We fail to see in

what way this craft would be more wierd than

the present diay improved airship of the Mont-

golfier type, and we are unable to find in such

an association and arrangement of parts any-

thing that is inconsistent. We consider the

hull of the ship as comparable to the bird's

body, the aeroplanes as substitutes for the bird's

wings and the tail or rudder to the bird's tail.

We do not, however, pretend to claim for this

machine, the perfection of design or the stabili-

ties requisite for successful aerial navigation,

but we do consider the lines upon which it

was designed to be sounder, more consistent

and more mechanical than any power driven

dirigible balloon.

United States Qovernment and

Flying Machines.

THE United states government is making
an intelligent effort to solve the problem

of aerial navigation. The money is

being expended with the expectation of im-

proving the scheme for national defence. The
War Department does not believe in balloons.

It is partial to flying machines. Prof. S. P.

Langley, head of the Smithsonian Institution,

who devised a toy machine which did fly, has

been placed in charge of the investigations.

It was six years ago that he demonstrated at

Quantice, below Washington, on the Potomac,

that a machine properly balanced in the air

with spreading planes could be made to fly.

It was not a sufficient success to cause men
with money to start flying machine routes,

and to plan for the carrying of freight and

passengers, but it clearly showed that a

machine could fly through the air. He said at

the time that this experiment was the end of

it as far as he was concerned, as he was not

commercially interested in flying machines,

but that he took an interest as a scientific man
in showing that they were possible. Later the

War Department secured an appropriation of

$10,000 to perfect flying devices as machines of

war. The army engineers said they did not

believe in balloons. They had definite
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and practical initiations which were known,

and development seemed impossible. But if

the flying machine could only fly it could be

developed amazingly. The proposition is not

to make a fighting machine of the flying de-

vice. It is merely a scout of the air. It is

to spy on the enemy. The European

notion is to develop the balloon which does not

offer important improvement, but within its

limitations it is capable of certain clumsy

service.

When Mr. Langley took charge of the obser-

vations for the War Department, he began

what thousands of others interested in flying

machines have done. He tried to find out how
a bird flies. He did not depend upon ocular

and indefinite observations. He erected high

towers in the Zoological park and in cages at

the top placed photographers who were to get

snapshots of eagles in their flights. These

eagles were managed by other employes who
endeavored to released them in such ways as

to give the right kind of pictures. Careful

notes were made of starts and endings of flights,

of wind speeds, soaring, swooping, ascending,

and all the phases and features of flying birds.

These photographs were classified and the con-

clusions are being worked out on inanimate

model, wheels, and tests are made at various

speeds, angels and sizes. Records are made
of resistances, lifting power and driving power.

All is being nicely calculated: In the end it is

hoped to determine just how the planes should

be fixed to the body of the flying machines in

order to give the best results.

When this has been done the engineers will

turn their attention to motors. Mr. Langley

says the suitable motor will be easy to find. He
claims that automobiles, dirigible ballojns and

other means of transportation demanding
light and powerful engines indicate that the

motive power for an aerodrome will be an easy

matter. The main problem is to learn how to

use the planes. This the government is at-

tempting to do in a scientific manner. It is

held that there is a discovery to be made to

make flying machines, which will carry men,
possible, and that the development of the

Langley idea is all that is necessary. This de-

velopment requires patience, persistence and
scientific application. The progress will not

be sensational nor specially interesting. In

fact, it is nothing short of drudgery.

The government undertakes the problem
just as it undertakes how to rifle a cannon.

Cannons must be rifled and the question is

how to do the work to get the best results.

On this alone the government spends much
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money. Langley has demonstrated that ma-
chines will fly. The government proposes to

perfect one of these machines so that it will

fl}', be under control and carry men. Its ex-

periments are being carefully guarded, but
going on all th(ttime.—Telegram, Kalamazoo.

Petersen's Flying Machine.

The above illustration gives a fair idea of C.

W. Petersen's flying machine. The tapering_

body of this craft was 40 feet long with a beam
running up to 5 feet. Through the centre cf

this boat-like car passed a crank shaft intended

to be operated by manual tread power, after

the manner of a bicycle, to impart beats to the

wings. On each side of the boat was hinged a

light but strongly constructed framework of

wood, on which cotton cloth was stretched and

varnished to form the wings.

Petersen also designed an airship very much
resembling the notorious craft built later by
Count Zeppelin. Although considerable study

had been given these machines and consider-

able expense incurred in experimenting and

partly constructing them, they never reached

the stage of development necessary to demon-

strate their practicability. Perhaps they were

wisely abandaned. Man will never be able to

depend on his own muscular strength alone to

attain flight by means of flapping wings, for

it requires about 4 H. P. to operate them so as

to support and lift a 150 pound man and the

complete system in the air. and man can only

exert one fcurth horse power for a few minutes

at a time,

MISS I.UI,U GT^ASER'S AERIAI, TRIP.

Miss Glaser has expressed her desire. to make
a trip in an airship and to be the first woman
to do so in America. With this object she has

written a request to accompany Leo Stevens

after his first successful flight.

THE EXPI.OSION OF A MII,ITARY BALI^OON.

During the military manoeuvres near Rome,
Italy, on the 6th of September the aerostat of

a large airship employed for making observa-

tions exploded, injuring one officer and twenty-

five men.
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The Use of Balloons in War.

THIS was the subject of a very interesting

lecture given by Mr. Erie Stuart Bruce,

M, A., at a recent meeting of the Aeron-

autical Society of Great Britain, of which he

is the Honorary Secretary.

The lecturer said :
" The object which has

most stimulated the practical invention of the

balloon is its use in war. He said practical in-

vention, because in theory the balloon dates

back as far as the elucidation of the principle

of the pressure of fluids by Archimedes of Spra-

cuse. But it was its use in war which fired

Montgolfier, the paper-maker of Annonay in

1 7 73) to fill his paper bags with heated air, and
Charles, the Parisian, in the same yaar, to

eclipse the fame of the former by the invention

of the gas balloon. Ten years after the experi-

ments of Montgolfier and Charles,balloons were
first used by the French Government. It was
Guyton de Merveau who first suggested their

use to the Committee of Public Safety ; and the

first, experiments were so successful that a

regular company was formed called "Aeros-

tiers," and the School of Ballooning, establish-

ed at Meudon. The first military balloon made
was called the " Entrepenant." This was used

at the Siege of Maubenge and Charleroi, also at

battle of Fleurus. On this latter occasion it is

recorded that the balloon remained in the

air ID consecutive hours, every movement of

the enemy being seen and signalled. It was
again used at the Seige of Mainz. In 1796 the

French Government manufactured some more
war balloons, which were sent to the armies of

Dusseldorf and Stuttgardt. Altogether, it would
seem that better work with captive ballons in

war was done at that early period than during
the whole time which elapsed between those

wars and the South African campaign, in which
the use of the balloon was so conspicuous.

Concerning the question of the chance of a

balloon being struck by the enemy's fire ; to

illustrate that, a balloon may be perforated with
bullets in its lower part, and yet remain in the
air ownng to the upward pressure of the hy-
drogen gas ; the lecturer perforated a small
captive balloon over and over again in its lower
part, with a steel needle, and yet the balloon

remained in the air throughout the evening. It

was mentioned that many of the balloons at

Aldershot which had been at the seat of war
showed signs of the bullet perforation. Several
facts showing the usefulness of the observation
balloons in the recent war were then quoted,
stress being laid on the discovery made from
the balloon that the British troops were about

to march into a death trap at Spion Kop. Con-

cerning that observation, Mr. Bruce said, "on
reflecting on the narrow escape of a great dis-

aster averted by the ballons at Spion Kop, the

thought forces itself upon the mind what would

have happened had it not been for that happy

aerial observation at the critical moment ?

What might have been the effect of depression

on our army and exhilaration on the part of the

Boers ? I will not go so far as to hint that

Ladysmith might have fallen, for the sieges of

Ladysmith and Mafeking show how difficult it

is to find the limit of British endurance ; but I

will say that this brilliant achievement of the

balloonists faciliated the relief of the hard-

pressed garrison."

Speaking of the utility of a free balloon in

war, the lecturer urged that its usefulness

would be largely increased if it could be steer-

ed against a wind of considerable power.

"Aerial warfare in navigable balloons is the

prophecy of the past. Tennyson has written of

'the nation's airy navies grappling in the central

blue.' But science, as yet, has not produced a

navigable ballon capable of fulfillling this vision

of fancy, and even if it had, it is probable that

our international convention would prohibit the

discharge of explosives from aerial vessels. 'The

rain of ghastly dew' as being too barbarous

even for modern warfare. Though I do not

wish to speak in defence of such a system of

warfare, yet I would ask whether torpedo war-

fare, which is generally accepted, is not equally

uncivilize. But if never used as a floating bat-

tery, a balloon that could navigate the air

against even a moderate breeze would be a

great advantage to an army for scouting pur-

poses."

The various experiments with navigable bal-

loons, from the steam balloon of Giffard to the

petroleum motor balloon of M. Santos-Dumont,

were then described and illustrated by lantern

slides. With regard to the wind forces over-

come by M. Santos-Dumont, it was stated that

when these were examined they amounted to

about 4^ to 5 metres a second, an advance of

a metre and a half per second on the experi-

ments of Captains Krebs and Renard in 1085.

It was pointed out that the latter had only 6

horse-power, whereas the former had 20 horse-

power.
'

' With present knowledge a balloon can be

steered in calm weather, but the question how
to navigate it in any wind is absolutely un-

solved. This working model shows you the

principle of a navigable balloon, jn the calm
air of this room, by means of its rudder and
screw, we can navigate it where we wish. To
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further the sohition of the problem of a navi-

gable balloon, capable of being useful in war,

careful quantitative experiments will be more

useful than an)- number of the more sensational

journeys under the conditions of money prizes,

in which the scientific desiderata are not suf-

ficientl}' taken into account. When I say this,

I do not belittle the work of such heroes of

aerial navigation as M. Santos-Dumont. By his

bravery and perseverance he has winged the

petroleum motor, and shown possibilities for

the future. But in future the problem must be

more seriously attacked than for the purposes

of sport. The time has arrived for the Endow-
ment of Aeronautical Research. In conclusion,

ma}' I expess the hope that before long the

British nation will apply to aeronautics some of

its engineering skill, and launch into the air a

navigable balloon which will be able to over-

come a sufficiently strong wind to add to the

resources of our national defences.
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"Photography From Balloon.''

Stentzel's Bird=like Flying Machine.

In this bird-like aeroplane machine, the

principles of a bird's motive mechanism
was to have been imparted, by means of wings

having a spread of 22 feet, which it was intend-

ed to operate by some novel form of mechani-

cal motor, in which compressed carbonic acid

gas was to be employed as the energiser.

It was claimed for this machine that it

would move through the atmosphere at great

speed while successfully imitating a bird in

flapping flight. The chief objection to such a

machine is the flapping wings, which, even if

feasible, could not be made efllcient. If the

wings had been fixed and the power employed
to operate them had been utilized in driving a

screw propeller this flying machine might have
proved a practical help in the solution of the
great problem.

THE AERONAUTICAI^ WORI^D.

Today the Aeronautical World, as also the
science of aerodynamics, are but as pygmies to
the colossal things they are destined shortly to
become.

PERCINAL Spencer recently read an in-

teresting paper before the Aeronautic

Society on " Balloon Photography."

Percival, who is a brother of Stanley Spencer,

the aeronaut, who on the 19th of September

made a successful aerial voyage in his airship

from the Sydenham Palace grounds asross Lon-

don, Said : "One of the most useful assessories

of the modern aeronaut is the photographic

camera, for, by its use, he is enabled to place

before the world productions—meagre and

inadequate it must be confessed—of the extend-

ed panoramic views and glorious visions which

are ever before his lofty gaze. The Frena

camera which I carry, contains forty films on

celluloid, packed flat like a deck of cards, and

I am enabled to expose and develop any num-

ber of these as circumstances require. The

advantage of films over glass plates for balloon

work is obvious, the saving of weight, the ab-

sence of danger of breakages at a breezy des-

cent, and the very large extra number of

pictures which may be taken are all in their

favor.

In photographing views on the ground, the

aeronaut has to use his discretion in the selec-

tion of the subject ; and, moreover, pay atten-

tion to the foreground, the middle distance,

and the far distance, in order to secure a

pleasing result.

To one uninitiated in photographic work, an

open position with undulating hills and a view

as far as the eye can reach might appear a

splendid subject for a photograph, but the

experienced picture-maker would avoid such a

view, and select one in which the foreground

and middle distance contained some object of

interest.

The balloon photographer, however, has no

such discretion. As soon as the balloon leaves

the earth the picture becomes a distance one
;

he can'snap one or two views at the very start,

and afterwards he has distance only, the grand-

est view it is possible for mortal eye to see, the

horizon extending for twenty miles or more ,

but everything in diminutive proportions.

He becomes a student of a distance photo-

graphy only, he studies the light and shade,

and looks out for interesting features to include

in his pictures, and his object is to secure

interesting "bird's-eye views."

With this object in view, the most important

consideration is the altitude and the clearness

of the body of atmosphere through which the

photograph is to be taken.



In a misty state of air one may expose a

picture at a low altitude, a few hmidred feet,

and obtain a result, whilst at a few thousand

feet the result on the film would be absolutely

nil, the reason being that at the small height

the picture itself reflects sufficient active light

to produce the impression, whilst at the great

height the mist intervening reflects the light

and is photographed instead of the view on the

earth. To the human eye the view may be

possible, but to the eye of the camera all is

blank.

In a clear air photographs are practicable as

high as the balloon can ascend, and it only

becomes a question as to whether any suitable

subject for the purpose lies beneath. For

instance, in a balloon trip across the English

Channel, one may be for hours at a height of

thousands of feet in sight only of the sea be-

neath, a very fine situation undoubtedly, and

one which gives ample opportunity of specula-

tive considerations. Where are the vast fleets

of steamers which ply continually ? where are

the ocean-going vessels ? where even the

humble fishing craft ? Nothing to be seen but

the deserted waters for the whole range of

view. Even if an occasional boat passes in

sight it forms no subject for such a distant

photograph, but when one crosses the shore

and passes over dockyards, piers, buildings

and rivers, there certainly are t^ie subjects for

snapshots from the eagle eye of the Frena. For
such a subject one gives a rapid exposure, say

i-40th or 1-80 of a second, and uses a small stop

to the lense, say F-32. The exact details grow
on one instinctively and vary with the time of

da}- and of year, and in after process of de-

veloping the latent picture one gains experi-

ence for future work. To practically demon-
strate this w^ork I now show lantern slides

made from my negatives.

Slides were shown of :
—

I and 2. The balloon ready to start from
the Crystal Palace Grounds.

3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9. The Crystal Palace and
Grounds, taken from the balloon car at

varying heights, from 250 feet to 1,000

feet.

Charlville Circus and Sydenham, from a

height of 1,000 feet.

Lower Sydenham and Gas Works, from

1,500 feet.

Honor Oak Station and Cemetery and

District, from 2,000 feet.

The Thames and Greenwich, from 1,500

feet.

14. Greehwich Hospital, from 1,000 feet.
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to the Ar-

10.

12.

13-

16,

20.

22.

23-

24.

In

Woolwich and the entrance

senal, from 3,000 feet.

17, 18, 19. Views of Hastings and St,

Leonards, when passing out to sea at a

height of 9,000 feet.

An immense crowd of spectators at

Wolverhampton, from 250 feet.

The City of York, with buildings. Old

Wall, Bootham Bar, and Old Minster,

from 1,000 feet.

Boulogne and Harbor, from 5,000 feet.

Dover Harbor, from 2,000 feet.

The fortified French town of Gravelines,

from 5,000 feet.

conclusion, I think these views have

shown the truth of my early remarks as to the

utility of the camera as an adjunct for the bal-

loonist. The modern improvements in cameras

and photographic work render the process

certain and simple, and the aeronaut photo-

grapher therefore has much greater surety

now than was possible but a few years since.

The views which are secured, too, often show
details and points of interest which may
escape notice when taking the fleeting view

which one is enabled to get with the human
eye. These photographs, under many circum-

stances, may prove of use to the surve3^or and

military man, and all the laws in the world

cannot prevent the passage in the air,

thousands of feet aloft, of a balloonist with his

camera, although he may be over most import-

ant strategic positions and fortifications.

It is, howeqer, mostly as a means of increas-

ing the interest in balloon trips and obtaining

interesting records of enjoyable balloon

voyages, that I hope to see my passengers,,

friends, and members of this Society who
accompany me and my brothers aloft, armed
with photographic cameras, so that they may
obtain mementoes of what all balloonists know
to be the most delightful experience which is

possible for mankind—to soar aloft into the

air in which he lives and breathes.

Aeronautical Society of Great Britain.

The concluding general meeting of the

sessions was held on July 6th, when the Brazi-

lian minister and his staff were present, and
the following papers were read :

" The
'Peace* Balloon of the late Senor Augusto
Severo," by Dr. Carlos Sampaio. "Balloon
Ascents in Thunderstorms," by Rev. J. M.
Bacon. "A Performance of the Bristol War
Balloon during the South African War," by
Capt. H. P. Jones, R. E. "The Cycala Flying

Machine," by Chas. Zimmerman, etc.
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To THE Editor Aeronauticai. Wori.d.

Sir: — I have just completed a novel and ex-

ceedingly simple, safe, economical, indepen-

dent and effective rapid transit machine, which

eminent scientists and authorities in their criti-

cisms, say is sound and efficient, and I know to

be practical, and beiieve to be destined to

supercede cycles, autos and all other contriv-

ances for rapid transit, either for business or

pleasure, peace or war. It will afford, for

every purpose, the most delightful of all known
means of transit, as it will manoeuvre and
travel in the air as smoothly and serenely as a

gliding bird, while under the perfect and in-

stinctive control of its intelligent pilot. Every
man, woman and child on earth will want one,

and governments, armies, navies and postal

authorities, and express companies, shippers,

explorers, miners, travelers and all others will

require large quantities of them,of various sizes,

up to the capacity of the largest ship

afloat, down to automatic machines of one
pound capacity.

This machine will ascend and descend any-

where as directed. It is always ready and at

all times forms a dirigible parachute, which
will descend, when loaded and uncontrolled, as

slow as ten feet per second, and then run for-

ward on wheels, but under intelligent control

it can descend a long grade at a speed up to

i,ooo feet per second and in perfect safety.

With motor it will attain a horizontal speed of

from loo to 150 miles an hour, and without

motor, by vertically inclined tacks, and driven

by the ever available free forces of nature, it

can be caused to travel up to 60 miles an hour.

Skill to operate can be acquired on machine
held captive, but it is equally as safe to acquire

this knowledge in actual free flight, the same
as may be said when learning to ride a cycle.

These aerial machines may be used as auto-

matic messengers from disabled ships to shore,

or sent out from a besieged city, etc., and as a

means of destruction in war it will be the most
terribly effective of all means known, either

as an automatic aerial torpedo, which will de-

liver 100 pounds or 100 tons of high explosive

at any point within 100 milles and with a

japidly increasing velocity, far exceeding the

muzzle velocity of any gun, the projectile velo-

city of which rapidly decreases with distance
;

or as a means for dropping high explosives to

destroy a fleet, citidel or city. An automatic

torpedo, to carry a ton charge a distance up to

100 miles, and capable of completely destroy-

ing a large fleet or city, could be manufactured

for I500, whereas a big gun to carry a much
smaller charge 15 miles and deliver it infinite-

ly less effectively, would cost $1,000,000,and be

a practical fixture, and a good submarine fish

torpedo would cost up to $1,500.

This machine will completely revolutionize

the art of war, and the means of transit for all

purposes, During my experiments I have also

made a number of beautifully simple, effective,

natural feather aerial toys, which I originated

and developed during my experiments, which

as kites will travel indoors or out and without

the aid of wind. They afford endless delight-

ful, instructive, recreative exercise and would

interest everyone at all times and seasons.

These toys emulate the flight and motion and

have the appearance of animated creatures of

the atmosphere. Children and young people

would go frantic to possess them for the

pleasure they offer, while parents and adults

would become greatly interested by reason of

the healthful, joyful, novel and variable exer-

cise they afford, and scientists and students go

into raptures as they witness their performance,

as each design appears to them as another key

to the solution of the great problem of flight,

and in their exubrance of spirits they forget

all else.

These wonderful toy machines imitate the

undulating flight of the sparrrow, the extra-

ordinary zigzag darting flight of the dragon-

fly, the soaring flight of sea birds, the curious

flight and performance of the tumbler pigeon,

the smooth gliding flight of the gull, the poise

of the skylark and humming bird, the peculiar

flight of the snipe, etc., etc., while others move
with a vibratory, oscillating, quivering or

rotary motion, and give out the hum of the fly,

musical sounds, and peculiar noises. These

toys also include novel kites of all sizes up to

man lifting and all have a useful application.

The one man capacity gliding aeroplane ma-

chine could be manufactured, in quantities, for

less than cycles, yet would travel vastly faster,

more gracefully and delightfully, and in a pure

atmosphere, free from dirt and dust and crowd-

ed thoroughfares. The aeronaut could mount

his machine at his own door and at his own time

and convenience, and make a delightful, re-

freshing, stimulating and restful journey, any

distance in any season, in any weather, at a

speed up to 150 miles an hour. By its means

the explorer could reach the north pole and re-

turn within ten days, or explore central Africa,

and the excursionist could cross the Atlantic or

take a bird's-eye-view of the highest mountain

peaks, etc., etc., anywhere on the face of the

earth, in a few days.

The first public exhibition . of this ma-

chine will afford sudden favorable impres-
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sions, and lastingly attract every human
creature's attention to aerial navigation.

My claim may appear preposterous, but so have

the claims of every man who ever introduced a

novelty, nevertheles aerial transit is practical,

and as sure of realization by this means as that

the steam locomotive travels on rails.

I need assistance to enable me to make an

unquestionably successful public demonstra-

tion, by contesting in a loo-mile race against

all other rapid transit contrivances, whether

they travel on air, water, railroad or highway
;

secure better protection for my rights and a

suitable building in which to prepare for dem-

onstration, and I will be greatly obliged for

any suggestion you may favor me with.

Possibly you know someone sufficiently in-

terested in the subject to investigate, with a

view to small investment, if you do, kindly

send him this letter and greatly oblige,

Yours respectfully,

"Br.ANK."

Captain Renard's Airship.

We consider it desirable to call attention to

Commandant Renard's airship of 1885, which

successfully made a retiurn trip of fourteen

miles, within one hour carrying two passengers.

This elliptical aircraft was constructed for the

French government under the directions of

Commandant Renares. It measured 165 feet

long and 28 feet at its greatest diameter, and

complete with two passengers it weighed

about sixteen hundred pounds. There is

practically no difference between Renard's

machine of 27 years ago and the Speucer air-

shid, which recently sailed across London.

The Spencer balloon is smaller, a trifle more
blunt at its ends and it is furnished with much
greater motive power. Renard placed his pro-

peller in advance of the system and Spencer

did tne same. Both these airships are con-

sidered by the most eminent authorities on the

subject, as being superior to the much talked

of dirigible balloons, which have all summer
promised to exhibit their aerial navigating

powers in New York, but failed.

Thrilliog Ride Above the Clouds.

Roy Knabeuschue and his brother Paul fur-

nished a balloon to give passengers a 500 feet

lift at Toledo Fairs, but getting disgusted at

their failure to obtain patrons from the timid

crowd of sight seekers they jumped into the

ballon and cut loose. The balloon shot rapidly

upwards until it disappeared among the clouds

and reached an elevation of two miles. Here

the boys were overcome with fear and clung

with desperation to the ropes. After traveling

30 minutes and covering a distance of fifteen

miles the balloon settled as lightly as a bird on

the top of a tree, from which the boys lost no

time in reaching mother earth.

Awful Aerial Adventure.

At the County Agricultural Fair, Mass., Sept.

24th, in view of 25,000 persons, Aeronaut Staf-

ford, his wife, and their assistant Girard at-

tempted to make an ascent, but the ballon had

scarcely left the earth when Mrs. Stafford dis-

covered that something was wrong and released

her hold ; the balloon then shot upward carry

ing with it Stafford and Girard. At 500 feet,

Stafford cut loose and by means of his para-

chute landed in safety. Immediately after, the

balloon burst and Girard was seen to make
frantic but fruitless attempts to release his

parachute, failing in this he fell like a stone

and sustained fatal injuries, from which he

shortly after died.

That Aerial Trip Across The Sea.

Again Count de la Vaulx has failed in his at-

tempt to cross the Mediterranean Sea in his

balloon.

On the 22nd of September the count, accom-

panied by four other members of the Aero Club,

ascended from Palavas on the French coast
^

with the intention of crossing the sea and test-

ing his novel steering apparatus. The balloon

took the direction of Port Vendres and w^as fol-

lowed by a torpedo boat, which was instructed

to render assistance if need be.

The aeronauts failed in their attempt to find

a favorable wind and therefore descended at

Cette without accident.

Hunt's Airship.

From the claims of the inventor this appears

to be a most marvelous aerial machine. It is

claimed that it will remain stationary in the air

at the will of its commander. This feat alone

is far beyond the reach of our imagination, but

the source of power appears to be even more

marvelous, for it is nothing more or less than

atmospheric air.

Mr. Hunt appears to have advanced in

knowledge far ahead of most men and we very

anxiously await further developments of this

wonderful aerial craft.
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Balloons and Kites for Wireless Telegraphy.

Mr, Marconi says he has failed in his en-

deavors to utilize balloons and kites for trans-

mission owing to the winds' force experienced

at the elevation of the balloon or kite. It

may be that balloons, owing to the detri-

mental effect of the wind on the etherial

waves, are not perfectly satisfactory fo^ dis-

tances of thousands of miles, unless elevated

above the wind, but we are surprised at

Marconi's broad statement, for balloons and

kites have been and are, satisfactorily employ-

ed for the purpose.

The first record of wireless telegraphy and
the first record of balloons being employed in

its service, will be found in an article on Mili-

tary Field Telegraphs, by W. E. Irish, which
appeared in the Electrical World, July, 1886.

The editor commenting on this article said :

" And Mr. Irish even goes so far as to state

his belief in the possibility of transmitting

telegraph messages through air independent

of a metallic circuit." It is clear the editor

was at that date skeptical, as the rest of man-
kind, because it was stated as a fact. Mr. Irish

had proved the possibility as well as the prac-

ticability of wireless telegraphy, ten years

previous to the date on which the article re-

ferred to appeared, and more than 20 years

prior to the reinvention by Marconi, whose
company is trying to claim precisely the

same means.

Marconi, with ample backing, has, however,

been able to improve details and benefit by

improved apparatus and the experiences and

knowledge of others and to a more per-

fect and general knowledge on the

subject, but he is not the first dis-

overer of wireless telegraphy, or the

first to employ balloons and kites for the pur-

pose, and neither he or his company possess

any monopoly beyond what may be afforded

by some patented apparatus. Any company
or any person is free to employ wireless tele-

graphy without paying tribute to any Marconi

company.

In the use of balloons and kites it may be

that the great difference in the conductivity

between land and the waters of the sea, may
have something to do with Marconi's bad

success with balloons for long distance trans-

mission.

In spite of Marconi's statement to the con-

trary, we believe kites, balloons and airships

and even aerial machines, will prove impor-

tant aids in practical wireless telegraphy.

The Dust Above London.

The dust above London has been examined

by the Rev. J. M. Bacon in the course of his

many balloon ascents made this summer. Dur-

ing his interesting observations he found it

was chiefly composed of fibrous particles,

similar to those produced by the wear of cotton

cloth or other fabric. In connection with these

observations it has been pointed out that the

lungs of London birds are frequently found

clogged with wool and glue, while those of

country birds are entirely free from such im-

pediments to respiration.

Santos=Duniont.

The airship inventor is said to be a teeto-

taler and a wag says this fact accounts for

his taking to the water when last he

attempted to fly anyway. — M. Santos-

Dumont is quite right in proposing to

amuse the public—for a consideration.

In this country the laborer is worthy of his

hire. So why expect the enterprising Brazi-

lian to be in the game only for his health ?

A New French Airship.

M. Surcouf has just completed at his balloon

works, Billancourt, an immense cigar shaped

airship, which measures 180 feet long and 22

feet in diameter. It is equipped with two very

powerful motors to drive the two propellers.

Airship's Bearings.

M. Fave, hydrogaphic enginetr-in-chief,

suggests a method of taking bearings which

promises safety to aeronauts from their prin-

ciple danger, that of drifting unintentionally

over sea, when at great altitudes or above the

clouds. The method was deduced from long

series of magnetic and astronomical obser-

vations.

Free Balloon, Return Certificate.

The sub-connnittee of the Aeronautical Com-

mission consider it advisable to again point out,

the permanently advantageous nature of facili-

ties it has obtained, for the free return carriage

of blloons, which may fall in the same or other

Dountry than the one in which they are sent

up, by the presentation of a certificate of

origin, guaranteed by the maker and vised once

for all by the comission.
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Airship Resistance Eccential.

Acro-Xaiight, in a letter to the New York

Herald says :
" I am not an aeronaut, and,

fact, know little either practically
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m
or theore-

tically upon the subject of aerial navigaaion,

but I have been very greatly impressed with the

account in your issue of September 20, of the

success of Mr. Stanh^ Spencer in London.

It would seem to me that he has at last hit

upon a shape that has alwaj^s appealed to my
limited knowledge as being absolutely essential

to success. I mean the non-pointed style of

balloon or airship. It seems but reasonable to

suppose that the weight of the ship, being sup-

ported by the balloon with pointed ends, offers

no resistance to the atmosphere, hence tha

action of the propeller is similar to that of au}^

engine racing "^dthout load. It cannot be driven

at a sufficiently rapid speed to cause any ap-

preciable resistance from the atmosphere unless

bulk is directly opposed to the line of force

exerted, and this bulk, in my judgment, must

be opposed directly to the forward motion of

the airship. I believe that Mr. Spencer has

finally evolved a shape permitting the power
applied to propulsion to exert an influence on

the motion of the airship through the medium
of resistance.

I have often noted the alighting of the

pigeon. The wings are spread and rapidly

moved. The tail is depressed toward the legs

and spread its full width, and it would seem
that every motion is to obtain greater resist.

ance, by interposition of bulk, to help it alight

while the force is increased. In rising no such

postture is taken, and in soaring its body and
feet seem to form a weight dragging it down-
ward, while its wings and tail present the bulk

for resistance.

I think that it is as necessary to present ap-

preciable bulk, located at*the bow or stern of

an airship, in travelling through the easily com-
pressible air, as it has been proven to be ob-

jectionable in pushing a vessel through the non-

compressible medium of the sea.

Where it possible to construct an airship

with a divisible bow formed of planes of greater

or less dimensions within the control of the

operator, he could, by extending or contracting

these planes, present the necessary bulk of re-

sistance to permit a slight compression, and
thus afford something against which his propel-

lor could exert its force.

ploying aeroplanes. The war office authorities

have ordered one, which will be immediately

commenced so as to be completed early next

year.

The intention of the British government is

to experiment with this airship by first varying

and then increasing its aeroplane surfaces to a

maximum,and reducing the gas capacity, size of

bag and its horizontal resistance to a minimum.

We have little doubt but what a most valu-

able service will be rendered the cause by such

a series of experiments. It is a sure and a safe

way of reaching the desired goal, but too cost-

ly a one for private enterprise. If the authori-

ties do not fetter the experimenters and the

machine with a superabundance of red tape,

the early solution of the problem of practical

aerial navigation,- we predict as certain, if not

as efficient as might be.

For illustration of Dr. Barton's original air-

ship see top centre figure on front cover page»

Dr. Barton's Airship.

The British government appears in earnest

in regard to the improved Barton airship em-

The Terrible Experience of Three Men in a

Boat of a Balloon.

A balloon called "Old Glory," with three

men aboard, sailed out of Denver harbour at

5 p. m. Sunday, September 2nd, under the

command of Captain Baldwin. The object of

the expendition was to beat the world's long

distance balloon voyage record and journey

direct to New York. After a fair trip of about

four and a half hours a storm struck the bal-

loon and carried it 28,000 feet high and 15,000

feet above Pike's Peak and then the conflicting

currents blewthe monster here, there,and every-

where, like a feather, up and down and in and

out the Rockies, where many times it narrowly

escaped being dashed to pieces against the

mountain sides.

At daylight the following morning a landing

was successfully made, after one of the most

dangerous and tempestuous aerial voyages on

record.

All the travellers were more or less serious-

ly bruised and exhausted.

Accidents of a similar nature have previous-

ly been recorded. They are supposed to be due

to the variable density of the air, often met

with in the vicinity of mountain ranges, and

doubtless this was the cause of the early and

unpleasant termination of the adventures of,

three men in a ballon.

It was stated that the balloon was three

times driven back and forth over Pikes Peak
and that on several occasions the car struck

the mountains.
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Farr's Airship.

Mr. Farr describes his airship as follows :

" One of the principle objects of this airship,

which I patented in 1901, is to provide a com-

bined balloon and aeroplane, so constructed

that it may be readil}- converted from a bal-

loon into an aeroplane, or vice versa, thus en-

abling the same part of the apparatus to be

utilized for ascending to the desired height, and

subsequently collapsed, partially or wholly,

and then employed as an aeroplane, which, as

the machine is propelled, serves to maintain it

in the air, thus becoming an object to resist

air curaents. The propellers are four in number,

on the electric fan order. When the desired

elevation is reached the engine is started, and

when the machine attains the necessary velo-

city, and in order to increase the speed of the

machine and reduce the aera of resistance of

the balloon, the latter is partially deflated.

When the balloon is thus wholly or partially

collapse, the bottom large plate will act as an

aeroplane and prevent the machine from des-

cending. Descent may be made by inflating

the balloon and decreasing the speed. The
balloon is long, wide and flat and pointed at

the end, with a rudder situated between the

two rear propellers.

C. H. Mallory's Machine.

A demonstration was made with this

machine recently when, after skimming along

a considerable distance a few feet above the

ground, it suddenly capsized and was com-
pletely wrecked, but Mallory escaped unhurt.

Many were present to witness the flight and
were greatly disappointed at the sudden ter-

mination of the experiments. The wings of

the machine were operated by tread and hanii

power and measured 25 feet from tip to tip.

They were constructed of wood and fine wire

covered with cotton cloth varnished. It was

stated that the accident was due to an over-

looked guy wire. Mr. Mallory informs us

that he intends to build a new machine in

the spring, his fourth, which will offer 1,000

square feet of surface and be without rotary

motion or floater.

We hope shortly to be in a position to illus-

trate and fully describe this very interesting,

simple and novel gliding machine.

Kite Flying Contests.

Last month a great kite flying contest took

place at Gordon Park, Cleveland, in which there

were several hundred competitors flying

almost as many different designed kites. The
tens of thousands of spectators present and the

contestants considered it the greatest of all

grand sports. Boys and girls and men and

women, of all ages, participated in the fun

with equal zest.

It was a very pretty and interesting sight to

watch these variously tinted aeroplanes of all

sizes and shapes, floating in the air at different

angles and attitudes, and the many upturned

anxious little faces of their owners as they

coaxingly and dexteriously munipulated their

lines in their efforts to urge their aerial crafts

to greater efforts, or tried to restrain them in

their frantic attempts to free themselves from

their owners' restraint.

We trust this delightful, healthful sport, will

be very generously encouraged by city authori-

ties, who should throw open their parks and

offer small prizes, for no other equally inex-

pensive, enjoyable and universally recreative

outdoor amusement, for all ages and classes, can

be found.

Exploration of the Atmosphere by Means of

Kites.

Prof. A. Lawrence Rotch recently carried

out a series of meteorological observations,

while experimenting with kites at sea, and sub-

sequently submitted a paper on the subject,

which was read at the last meeting of the

British association at Glasgow.

Briefly, Prof. Rotch's method consists in in-

stalling the kites and apparatus on board a

steamship which is propelled at about 12 knots

per honr and so as to make the kites lift the

meteorological apparatus to the desired height.

The kites can be flown at all times in equatorial

regions, as should the wind be too strong the

steamer alters its course so as to travel in the

direction of the wind.

ZIPPEUN AND HIS AIRSHIP.

It is reported that the count and his cele-

brated and colossal airship will be invited to

attend the World's Fair as a guest of the com-

mission.

Attempt to Cross Above the Alps.

M. Spelfernil failed in his attempt to cross

the Alps in his balloon from Geneva on the

24th of September. After the balloon had

reached an elevation of 4,000 metres the wind

drove the P'rench aeronaut and his balloon

back. The attempt for the time had therefore

to be abandoned.
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W. A. Eddy and His New Parachutes.

The Professor has recently been busy experi-

menting with his novel dirigible parachutes.

They are equiped with rudders so that a person

when descending from a balloon can direct

their course to a selected point for landing. It

is well known that by attaching a rudder to

the ordinary parachute it will be caused to

rotate as it descends, for the reason that it acts

practically as a weather vane. Mr. Bddy divides

his parachutes fore and aft. He elevates them
by means of a balloon and releases them with

a time fuze. It is not feasible to direct a des-

cending parachute of the ordinary type by

means of a rudder, but a good dirigible para-

chute can be designed,which may be controlled

to land at any selected point with great

exactness.

We wish Mr. Eddy success in his efforts, for

a good dirigible parachute would be of great

service to professional jiunpers, although the

expert can generally, in some measure control

the direction of his descent, by instinctive or

intelligent movements of his own centre of

gravity, relative to the centre of support.

Paul J. Reid's Aerial Machine.

On the ist of September at Elizabeth, N. J.,

quite a crowd gathered to witness the experi-

mental flights of Reid's unique looking aerial

machine. When the craft was exposed to the

elements it became very restive and struggled

and floundered terrifically in attempts to gain

its libertyand sail away on the aerial ocean,

fluttering and tugging at the ropes which
tethered it, to such an extent that the crowd be-

came frightened and stampeded, and the ma-
chine eventually fell exhausted, sustaining such

injuries that further experiments had to be

abandoned, until after repairs could be made.

This great bird-like craft with its 360 feet of

aero-surface, but weighing only 23 pounds,

should have rested peacefully on its wheels,

which are employed to launch it, until all was
ready, before cutting up such capers. It is

provided with a two blade propeller.

were conceived by him, but a far less pre-

eminent one. We question very much if he has

ever given one of them a single thought, for the

Professor himself says, he is not yet ready to

publish anything in regard to the subject of

Aerial Navigation.

Professor Alexander Graham Bell's Flying

Machine.

The number and variety of aerial machines

illustrated and described by newspapers and
journals within the last few months, and credit-

ed as having originated in the mind of Prof.

Alexander Graham Bell, are legion. He would
indeed be a prolific inventor if all these devices

Leo Stevens' Airship.

Experiments were made on Sept. 15 with

this airship at Manhattan beach, New York.

The craft was allowed to ascend about 80 feet

when an attempt was made to turn on the

motive power, but for some cause it fail to act.

One reason given for this failure was that the

motorwas geared too high. It is understood

that another attempt will be made just as soon

as the motor can be made to act effectively.

Ilofman's Flying Machine.

This simple experimental machine, which is

constructed on the principle of the aeroplane,

is furnished with three large square flat aero-

surfaces. It is supported on a tripod or bridge-

like stand resting on wheels which are employ-

ed both in landing and taking off. The ma-
chine is driven by a twin screw, which is also

capable of and employed to impart, a turning

movement to the craft.

Professor Alexander Graham Btll.

Under the portrait of Professor Bell and a

picture to represent an airship in flight, the

Citizen, of Brooklyn, says ''the professor will

test his flying machine at his summer residence

on the island of Cape Breton. He is sure he

has solved the problem of navigating the air

after years of research."

Another New Flying Machine.

S. Byerly says he has been working on a

novel flying machine, which, he is confident

will fly when finished. We hope it may and

we hope to be able to give particulars of this

machine and the many new features said to

been introduced to make it capable of flight.

Lipton's Aerial Trip.

The Aeronautical Society of Great Britain has

added Sir Thomas Lipton to its roll of members
and the yachtman has undertaken to accom-

pany the Hon. C. S. Rolls, who is an experi-

enced aeronaut, on a trip accross the English

Channel.
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F. Buchaman's Airship.

We would like to said something more
about this airship which was to measure loo

feet long, and to have a fish-shaped body and

a bird-like head. The monstrosity was to

carry its motive power and its cabin passen-

gers, where the whale carried Jonah. The
upper part forming the aerostat was divided

into three compartments, the center portion

being filled with 45,000 feet of hydrogen gas,

and the fore and aft compartments contained

simply air enough to distend the compart-

ments, so that the whole took the form of a

fish. Portholes fore and aft afford a look out,

and admission is gained by a door at the side,

from the side also the two propellers project.

Each blade of the propeller will be about

five feet long by three feet wide, and a

very important fenture of the propeller's

blades will be, that they are to be covered

with minute grooves running diagonally out-

wards. It is claimed that these grooves in-

crease the grip of the propellers on the air,

and so give a much greater thrust. A gasoline

motor is to supply the motive power.

Beedler's Airship.

This cylindrical derigible balloon is to have

a diameter of 16 feet, and a length of 100 feet,

and is intended to carry two persons when
driven by its 28 horsepower, four cylinder

motor. The airship is divided into five com-

partments, filled with hydrogen gas. Six

alumimum hoops encircle the balloon at the

junctions, and three horizontal lengths of

steel tubing help to stiffen it longitudionally.

These tubes also support the motor, car and

propellers. The capacity is 18,000 feet of

hydrogen gas, which will lift a dead weight

of 1,200 pounds. This machine is also to be

equipped with a propeller for controlling the

vertical movements of the craft without vary-

the amount of gas or ballast. The craft is

driven forward by the stern propeller, and

turned by the forward propellers.

Horizontal Magnetic Meter.

Professor Ebert has designed an apparatus for

the measurement of horizontal intensity of the

earth's magnetism from a balloon. It is an im-

provement on Heydweiler's appajatus, and en-

ables the observer to notify the changes in the

intensity without the knowledge of the direc-

tion of the astronomical and magnetic meredian.

This apparatus is of extreme sensitiveness, and

promises to be of the highest scientific value.
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Cody's Man Lifting Kite.

The form of this kite is that of an
frame or box without top or bottom,
such formed kites, but of decreasing

tions, are employed to lift a man who
ried in a basket, supported from the

kite, which measures 27 feet long, 5}4 feet

high, and 13 feet wide, and offers an aero-

surface of nearly 700 square feet of stretched

linen cloth. The three similar but decreasingly

smaller kites are attached to the main cable,

at intervals of about 100 feet. The main cable,

which is 2 000 feet long, is carried on a reel

furnished with windlass and brake, to facili-

tate the paying out and taking in, and the

whole is mounted on a convenient, portable

carriage.

This tandem kite arrangement will lift and
support a man in air during a steady breeze,

after the maner of a captive balloon.

M. Santos=Duniont's Great Flight Across the

Atlantic.

M. Santos has taken a flight, not on his

aerial machine from Brighton Beach around
the Battery, as all New York hoped to witness,

but on the S. S. Tourain across the Atlantic

to France, M. Santos left America suddenly

on Aug. 15th, disappointed and disgusted,

and under the impression that he had been

played with, as he failed to learn whether the

talked of prize of $20,000 for a successful

aerial trip was to be paid in gold, silver,

greenbacks, or I O Us.

The Balloons=Sondes Experiment

Regarding the monthly ascents of the bal-

loon-sondeSj Professor Hergesell states that

it had been resolved that the ascents of at

least one balloon at each respective place, was

to be made an hour before sunrise, so as to

prevent any inaccuracy in the registering ap-

paratus through radiation, and so that the

balloon can be seen when alighting. In these

ascents the Teissere de Bort Thermograph
will be used.

A Flight Across the Bailie Sea.

Captain Unge in a small balloon recently

crossed from Stockholm to Novgorod in Russia

a distance of nearly 600 miles in 14 hours. The
gas bag was enclosed in a loose fitting water-

proof sack, berween this sack and the bag air

freely circulated, so that the gas was maintain-

ed at a more even temperature.
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New Aeronautical Apparatus.

Herr Gradenwitz's gyrometer, gives at a

glance, the direct speed of the wind in metres

per second, without having to look simul-

taneously at the watch. The instrument at its

axle has a cylindrical glass vessel, closed up

and half filled with glycerine, to the exterior of

this cylinder is adapted a ring-shaped scale,

and an ordinary wind guage* When the in-

strument revolves, the face of the rotating fluid

assumes the shape of a rotary paraboloid, which

sinks in depth according to the speed.

Maps for Aeronauts.

To enable the aeronauts to recognize their

location when approaching the earth the Sub-

Aeronautical commission, at the suggestion of

Comte de la Valette, is considering the publish-

ing of a map, or plan, giving data and a char-

acteristic plan of the aeriel aspect of the

earth's surface, in addition to aeronautical

charts.

Fell 1,200 Feet and Still Lives.

At a balloon ascension which took place

at Danville the balloonist, L. W. Sartwell,

fell 1,200 feet through the failure of his pora-

chute to act. He struck the ground with

such force that his feet were driven six inches

into the earth and although not killed he

sustained compound fractures of both legs,

from which he is expected to recover.

The International Aeronautical Congress.

Prof. A. Lawrence Rotch has made a report

on the third meeting of the International Com-
mittee for Scientific Aeronauts recently held in

Berlin, which will be found in ''Science^'' for

August last.

AERONAUTS FEIyL TWO MILES.

Two civil engineers made a balloon ascension

on Sept. 19 at Stockholm. The balloon ascend-

ed very rapidly and when at the height of

about two miles burst. The aeronauts

and car then fell at great speed

until almost reaching the earth, when
the balloon took the form of a parachute and
lightly landed them safely without injury.

WOP.LD.

NOTES AND JOTTINGS
or

The World's Aerial News Briefly Told
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AERIAI, MACHINE EXPERIMENTERS.

Every experimenter who possesses a well

conceived aerial machine should send a full

description of same along with electrotypes or

photographs to the editor, Aeronautical World,

so that public attention may be properly drawn

to its merits. The editor will be pleased to

receive any and all practical and new and

original suggestions.

A REMARKABI.E COINCIDENCE.

Our last issue only reached the 5,000 mark,

which was about the number of cards and long

letters we received, difiicult to read and mostly

overflowing with unintelligible questions, re-

questing full answers and that free copies of the

Aeronautical World to date be immediately

forwarded. Now it would afford us great

pleasure to employ the necessary staff to

decipher and answer the letters in full, send

free copies and pay the postage. In fact we
would like to vie with the late Mr. Peabody or

Mr. Carnegie as philanthropists, but we can't

persuade our unsouled butcher, grocer, doctor,

landlord, help and others to start the game
;

just as soon as we can educate these stupid

people to some of our correspondents' views

we will remember and send them copies of our

issues to datey><?(?.

THRII,I.ING EXPERIENCE OF A BAI,I.OON

JUMPER.

W. E. Donnelly recently made an ascent at

Port Chester^ When he reach an elevation of

1,000 feet he cut loose and dropped with his

parachute, but while holding by the horizontal

bar ready to perform his usual gymnastic feats,

the wind carried him out over Long Island

Sound. In an attempt to change his hold on

the bar so as to alight in the water on his feet

he missed and fell from a height of 200 feet

into the water, sustaining, it was feared, in-

ternal injuries. He was, when rescued, un-

conscious.

Considerable attention had been attracted to

Donnelly in consequence of his daring feats

high in air on the horizontal bar attached to a

parachute.

THAT NEW YORK MISTY AIRSHIP CONTEST.

The aero club must be strong to withstand

the clubbing it has been receiving from all

quarters in connection with the much talked

\
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of Brighton Beach airship ascensions and con-

tests. We have been promised daily for

months past under the auspices of this chib,

great and wonderful aerial exhibitions, feats

and contests. The general public are not the

only ones who have just cause for complaint

;

all these who are sincerely, and honestly work-
ing to develop the science and prove the pos-

sibility and practical utility of aerial navigation

have far greater cause of complaint, for the

actions of this club has done vastly more to

injure the cause than the sad fatal accident

which recently occurred in Paris to Senator

Augusto Severo and his balloon " Peace."

THK SRCRETARY OF THE AERO CI.UB OF
AMERICA.

It is reported that Mr. Geo. Kerr has an-

nounced that an attempt will shortly be made
to fly and manoeuvre an airship, not only above

Brooklyn and New York, but about the harbor

and under and above Brooklyn bridge.

THE BRITISH WAR AIRSHIP.

The construction of this monster machine
undertaken by the British government, will be

commenced as soon as the shed can be erected

in which to build it. It will be the first ma-
chine since Renards to be constructed in a

carefully considered and business like manner.

We have described it elsewhere, as Dr. Barton's

airship. The site of the shed, near the old

Alexander Palace, is a well chosen one as it

practically overlooks lyondon. Dr. Barton

wanted to make the first flight across St. Paul's,

but Mr. Spencer on his new airship has al-

ready accomplished this. The shed during the

airship's construction will be open free to the

public.

AN AERONAUT RECEIVES "SHOCKING"
TREATMENT.

During a balloon ascension at the Orange

Agricultural Society fair at Derby, Conn., on

Sept. 12, Daniel Barnell dropped in his para-

chute among the wires of the American Tele-

graph Company's trunk line. He abandoned

his parachute to find himself in a worse place

than in a hornets' nest and soon began to

squirm in his efforts to crawl along the live

wires to the nearest pole. During his feat of

walking among the sixty-four live wires hun-

dreds of confidential communications were

passing in and out and through every part of

his anatonomy, yet he retains no remember-

ance of their purport, but he clearly remembers

yelling with pain as the sparks shot in and out

his elbows, fingers, nose and toes, Wheu

WORLD.

Barnell slid down the pole into the doctor's

care he was found to be covered with records

of telegraph messages, but we are glad to say,

that although he was badly shocked, he was in

no way seriously injured.

A EADY BALOONIST WINS A PRIZE.

Mile M. Savalle recently made her first aerial

voyage and won a prize cup offered to any lady

aeronaut who traveled in a balloon the greatest

distance out of Paris in the shortest time. She
covered a distance of 350 miles in about 15

hours and was so delighted with the trip that

she is desirous of obtaining the opportunity to

enjoying another.

TOURING IN BAI,I,OONS IS

RAGE.
THE EUROPEAN

There is now in Paris a regular balloon

pleasure transit service, which sends up a pas-

senger balloon on schedule time every other

day, from the grounds of the Aero Club, St.

Cloud, but often on one day as many as six

balloons will be sent up. The destination is

of a course unknown as the balloons are at the

mercy of the winds, but this very uncertainly,

is the greatest feature of the sport, although

the object is to cover the greatest distance.

The number of applicants asking to be
favored with tickets,is far beyond the capacity

of the balloons.

In London they have an aerial excursion

line leaving the grounds of the Crystal Palace,

but the airships are limited in numbers. The
Aero Club of Paris could send up 20 to 30 bal-

loons at one time to England's three or four.

The balloons are always held partly filled with

gas and practically ready on short notice for an

ascent.

One of the best long distance records was

425 miles in a little over eighteen hours made
by Count de la Vauex. Presently Americans of

means will be able to enjoy the delightful

sport of riding on ballooon excursion lines,

which will afford them a far greater source of

pleasure than excursions on the automobile or

yacht.

Foreign Aeronautical Periodicals.

The Aeronautical Journal, London, Eng.
Illustriete Aeronautiche, Mittheilungen,

Strassburg, Germany,
L'Aeronaute, Paris.

Revue Ampere, Paris.

L'Aerophile, Paris.

Lutschriff fur Luftscreff'fahrt und Physick der
Atmosphare, Berlin.

Revue de L'Aeronautique, Paris, France.
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NEW BOOKS.

PROGRESS IN FlvYING.

happens to be convenient to copy,

but because it combines logical correct-

ness with so many practical advantages which

no other principle of flying could furnish me."

By O. Chaunte, C. E., M. N. Forney, New

York. 300 pages. Price ^2.50.

Mr. O. Chaunte, the well known engineer,

ex-president of the society of American En-

gineers and author of several most valuable

books, has recently produced ''Progress hi

Flying Machines, " which is a very instructive,

interesting and well and agreeably written

book of 300 pages and nearly loo illustrations.

It is a clear, concise complete and thorough

up-to-date illustrated history of man's at-

tempts to solve the problem of flight. The
general treatment of the subject is excellent.

It is full of interesting accounts of experi-

ments with wings, aeroplanes, parachutes,

screws, etc., etc., and reasons are given why
the machines failed.

The author considers the principles involved

in flying machines and their practical appli-

cation and utility from a sound engineering

standpoint.

Technical and non-technical readers will

find Progress in Flying an exceedingly in-

teresting and valuable resume of the most
fascinating and most promising branch of

modern engineering. It should be caretuUy

read through by everyone who wishes to ad-

vance in knowledge with the times.

The book is written in a most agreeable,

popular style and in well chosen language, so

that everyone will find it very interesting and

instructive reading on a very attractive sub-

ject. The author appears to have analyzed all

the flying machines worthy of note and to

have carefully classified, described and illus-

trated them. If experimenters in flying ma-

chines will be guided by the advice and criti-

cism given by the author in this book they

need not go far wrong in their attempts to

produce a practical flying machine.

The author at the end of his book says :
" In

closing, I would express the wish that the pub-

lication of my results may incite others to take

up the problem of flight practically. I repre-

sent merely but one certain line of thought

which has led me so strongly to the imitation of

flying birds, that I have even been accused of

"aping" them. Such accusations cannot, how-
ever, divert me from the path I have chosen. I

do not imitate the flight of the birds because it

AERIAI, NAVIGATION.

By Frederick Walker C. E. New York, D. Van
Nostrand Company, 8 vo Cloth, 151 pages

and many diagrams. Price $3 net.

The title clearly indicates the subject of this

valuable Practical Handbook, on the Construc-

tion of Dirigible Balloons Aerostats, Aero-

planes, and Aeromotors, but it does not convey

the least idea of its scope or of the vest amount
of useful information which is crowded into

its few pages.

Chap. I deals with the Laws of Flight, with

special reference to.—Fundamental Laws; Con-

dor; Albatoss; Birds' Wings; Bats; Coleoptera,

Wings; Hymenoptera, Wings; Nervures.

Chap. II is on Aerostatics, generally.—The
Atmosphere; Altitude and Pressure; Barometer;

Tables; Aerial Flotation; Forces; Buoyancy;

Calculations; Temperature; Weight and

gravity.

Chap. Ill clearly describes various Aerostats.

Chap. IV relates to the science of Aero-

dynamics.—Air as a Medium; Displacement

and Weight; Comparative Tables; Experiments;

Wave of Flight, Diagrams; Reaction, Diagrams;

Experimental Data; Mechanism for Double

Movement; Theory of Manumotive Wings.

Chap. V covers Scfew Propulsion, Paddles

and Aeroplanes.—Air Resistance; Power; Wind
Resistance; Velocity and Power; Tables; Screw

Propellers; Types; Structure; Laws; Slip; Pitch;

Area; Paddles; Jets; Aeroplanes; Angles and
Pressure; Various Types.

Chap; VI treats of Motire Power.—Fuel;

Thermic Values and Weight; Tables; Gener-

ators; Burners; Internal Combustion Engines;

Value of Liquid Fuels; Chemical Constituency;

Residuum; Vaporising; Engine Tests; Weights;

Electrical Motive Power; Weight.

Chap. VII deals with the Structure of Air-

ships and Materials.—Models; Wing Action;

Rudders; Framework; Strength and Weight:

Calculation of Strains and Stresses; Castings;

Light Alloys; Soldering and Brazing; Bearings;

Thrust Blocks; Torsional Strain on Shafts;

Hollow Shafts; Velocities and Friction; Wire

Rigging; Strength and Weight; Wood, Various

Kinds, Nature, Strength and Weight; Aero-
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planes, Fabric and Metal Sheet

Weight.

Chap. VIIT gives us the latest Airships.—
Illustrated Types up to date, Full Descriptive

Details.

An Appendix contains, — Corrections for

lyatitude; Trigonometrical Equivalents; Dia-

grams; Form of Aerostat Ends; Plotting Temp-
lets; Useful Logarithms for Calculations in

Chapters; Photographs of the Santos-Dumont

Trial. Index.

This book, which is very practical and ex-

ceedingly well written, should be consulted by
all who wish to acquire useful aeronautical

knowledge.

THE AERONAUTICAL WORLD.

Strength and

Records of Aeronautical Patents.

Wog-

Roze.

Marie

U. S. Patents.

643,675.—Airship. J. F. Pickering.

648,544.—Kite-like Aeroplane. G. T.

lorn.

648,634.—Flying Machine. Louis E.

653,221.—Electric Traction Balloon.

J. A. Deydiur.

659,264.—Airship. Charles Stanley.

661, 826.—Controllable Balloon. L. Stevens.

666,266.—Aerial Navigation Machine. J. H.

Dillon-Gregg.

668.375.—Airship (aeroplane). A. F. Hub-

bard.

670.807.— Airship. J. Olsen.

678.114.— Collapsible Balloon. C. M. Farr.

686,200.—Wind Motor. Henry Bradbery.

688,135.—Airship. John Spies.

694,356.—Airship Propeller. F. W. Dufua.

695,580.—Airship. C. M. Richmond.

697.403.—Airship Propeller. C. Groom-

bridge.

698,643.—Aeroplane. S. J. Couyne.

701,359.—Airship. C. T. A. Koltz.

P. Samorski.

H. B. Van Voorhis.

701,510.—Airship.

702 , 1 20.—Airship.

British Patents.

25,760.—Naviagble Balloons. Howard Lane.

25,867.—Balloons and the like. Carl Riller

von Blumeucron.

26 125.—Means and appliances for directing

the navigation of the air. Alex. Winter and
Joseph Levi.

26,390.—Navigable Balloons or Flying Ma-
chines. John Lenn.

245.—Navigable Aeroplanes. Henry Charles

Oscar Manhood.

623.—Flying apparatus foj Toys and Other
Purposes. William &. Hicks.

693.—Aerial Ascentions and Propulsions.

William Arthur Percey Werner.

1,281.—Appliances for Raising and Moving
Bodies in the Air. William Miller Walters.

2,812.—Navigable Airships. Anton Neu-
mayer.

2,845.— Aerostats. Cesari Feroci.

2,923.—The Employment of the Movement of

the Recoil of Arms for Propelling Balloons or

Other Aerostatic Vessels. Edmond David.

5,020.— The Flapping or Paddling Flying

Machine.— Andrie Delport.

5,261.—Reversing Gear for Motor Launches,

Airships, etc. Gardley Delauney Billing.

6,300.—Developments in Connection with

Aeronautical Machines. Alfred Hardie.

8,016.—Airship. Leon Rothstein.

8,681.—Flying Machines. Theo. Haas.

8,875.—Flying Apparatus. George Kirby.

9,037.—Aerial Machines. James J. Wales.

6,706.—Flying Machine Propellers. A. H.

P. Blunt.

10,267.—Airship. James Fraser.

10,349.—Twin Balloon. La Socete Anonyme.

10,642.—Aeronautics and Aerostatics. H. A.

Eevens.

10,815.—Flying Machine, Airship. W. E.

Sykes.

1 1,267.—Navigable Balloons. A. C. Spencer.

1 1. 616.—Aerial Machines. J. De Lipkowski.

11.744.—Twin Balloon Airship. Lars J. An-

derson.

11,982.—Flying Machines. Joseph Sieberl.

12,222.—Art of Aerial Navigation. Ernest

A. Le Sueur.

12,866.—Flying Machines, Horatio F.

Philliips.

12,986.—Propulsion of Aerial Transit. Fred.

W. Jones.

13, 397.—Tractoes for Aerial Machines. Wil-

liam MacLeod.

13,499.—Steerable Flying Machine. A. K.

R. A. Krakow.
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AdvertiSCrnentS wanted.—a smart, active business man
with $5,000 to invest. Good position. One-

fifth interest in rapid growing new business.

Address B. A., Aeronauticai. Wori,d.

Ordinary Rates.

Inside pages, each insertion, per line $ .75 -r^ • j i, n 1Wanted.—Experienced balloon maker.
Inside Cover, i.oo Qne thoroughly understanding the business

Back Cover, 2.00 and willing to make occasional ascents. First

Count eight words per line. class position for right man. Address G. Den-

Engravings, Heading Advertisements at the man, AeronauTicai> W0RI.D, Glenville, O.

same rate per agate line measure,

Wanted, Sale, Position.

Under the above headings, 25 words

dollar and fifty centy each insertion,

ditional words, five cents each.

Advertisements must be received by the

for the following month's issue.

one

Ad-

2oth

Wanted.—Steam or gasoline 3 H. P. auto-

mobile outfit complete ; must be light, strong,

simple and efficient. Address 'Airship,' care

Aeronauticai, W0RI.D, Glenville, O.

Wanted.—A Clever Parachute performer

with up-to-date balloon and apparatus, for

three months engagement on the Pacific

Coast. *Ajax,' care AeronauTicai, Wori;d,

Glenville, O.

Wanted.—A smart, all round handy man,

who has had practical experience in the con-

struction of an airship. State experience and
remuneration wanted for services of 10 hours

daily. Apply by letter to G. Wood, care

AERONAUTICAI. WORIvD.

Aeriai, Machine.—A successful inventor

having proved the practicabity of his aerial

machine seeks financial assistance to public-

ally demonstrate that he can navigate the air.

Write "Practical Airship," Care Aeronau-
TiCAi. World.

Wanted.—To purchase balloons, kites,

machines and aerial novelties of utility ; also

all kinds of aerial toys or kites, balloons and
special fliers. ^Address with particulars ''In-

vestor," care Aeronauticai< Wori^d.

Wanted.—5 H. P. about, high speed special-

ly light, good second hand auto motor outfit,

complete for airship. Send full particulars.

Address "Airship," Aeronauticai, Wori<d,

Glenville, O.

Position Wanted.—Aeronaut and good

steady mechanic with experience wants posi-

tion to superintend or assist in the construction

of airships. Address "Aerial Mechanic,"

AERIAI, WORI.D.

Wanted. —Gasoline Engine, complete 5-6

H. P. outfit, must be very light and suitable

for driving air propellers and navigable balloon.

Address "Airship," AeronauTicai, Wori,d,

Glenville, O.

Wanted.—New or good second-hand auto

motor, 15 H P., with all appurtenances. State

weight, make, condition and price. Address

"Engineer," Aeronauticai, Wori,d.

For Sale.

For Sai,e.—A light 2-horse power gasoline

engine and special air propeller suitable for

driving aerial machine. "E. A. J.," care

Aeronauticai, WorIvD.

For SAI.E.—A very limited number of shares,

at par, J5i.oo, of the Stanley Aerial Navigation

Co. Address W. E. Irish, Glenville, O.

Scientific Kites and Bai,i,oons.—Scien-

tific kites and small model captive balloons for

amusement, instruction and experiment. Kites

from ten cents. Captive balloons from fifty

cents, post prepaid. E. Irish, Glenville, O.





STANLEY
Aerial Navigation Co.

#'si '^^,

A Good Investment
Our Airship Embodies all the Elements of

Practicability, Reliability, Simplicity and

Safety.

Call and Inspect Working Model.

Also 30 passenger ship building in

our Shipyard on

BAKER, FELL, LYON and HAYES STS.

A Limited Number of Shares

for Sale at Par $1.00.

Apply to

H.5RUCK/VlANN.Sec'\J
46 Nevada Block,

SAN FRANCISCO, • CAb.

Aerial /Vlodels
We Undertake the Cont

/Vlodel Airships
jt Jt AND ^ .*•

Aerial /\lachines.

We Undertake the Construction of

For Inventors and Others. Send
Sketch and Dimensions fcr Es-'

timates. jt ^ ji ji

Inventions Developed and Put Into

Practical Shape.

Advice and Criticisms Given.
TERMS REASONABLE.

M. DUKE & CO.,
145 Burton Avenue, QLENVILLE, OHIO.

BOOKS AMERICAN
AND

FOREIGN
ON

A. Weedon & Company.

BOX 105,

Glcnville, Ohio, U. S, A.

Engineers and Experts.

SPKCIALTV:
Airships and Aerial Machines,

Consulting:, Designing,

Testing, Contracting.

AeRONAUTICAb SU5JECTS
Sent post paid to any address,

upon receipt of price.

Progress in Flying Machines, - =. $2.50

Aerial Navigation, .... 3.00

The Conquest of the Air, = . , = 1.00

Aeronautical World CompanxJ,
QLENVILLE, OHIO, U. S. A.

Progress m Flying Machines
By O. Chanute, C. E.,

AND PROCEEDINGS OF THE CONFERENCE ON

Aerial Navigation
$ Held in Chicago, August 1, 2, 3 and 4, 1893.

The two best books on Aeronautics in the
English languajj^e. Sent by mail on receipt

of price, which is $2.50.

M. N. FORNEY, SOI Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.

TO REACH ALL INTERESTED
IN

BALLOONS, AIRSHIPS,

AERIAL MACHINES
Advertise in

Aeronautical World.
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Spies' Air Ship.

Mr. Spies, in his airship described in this

issue, appears to have got over the wing
feathering motion difficulty in an exceedingly

clear, simple and effective manner, unattended

with the great friction and uneven movement
experienced by most other experimenters, who
have endeavored to benefit by feathering the

wings of their aerial devices Correctly speak-

ing, his method is not feathering, but rather

an equivalent, in which the feathers of the

wings open out on the up stroke, to present

their edges with a vertical inclination, which,

while imparting lift, reduces the wings' upward
resistance, by allowing the air to pass through
at an angle. On the down stroke the overlaps

are firmly pressed together so as to offer the

greatest area of close surface. His method and
means of utilizing wing surfaces should give a

fair degree of efficiency. Altogether his ma-
chine is by no means a badly conceived one.

It is designed on simple and sound, if not the

most efficient lines, and if skillfully and pro-

perly constructed, it should prove, if the wings
can be flapped rapidly enough, a practical

machine. If the wings make four or five

strokes per minute the machine will make a

good showing, but they must be operated by
mechanical power, as no man could maintain

such a rapid movement hy his muscular effort.

Sir Hiram Maxim believes that the wing-beat

principle of birds' wings is the key to the

solution of flight by machinery.

A great feature which should not be lost

sight of, is the fact that, although the aerostat

maintains the system floating, it will neverthe-

less fall on the up stroke and rise on the down
stroke, which will result in an undulating and
not a strictly horizontal flight. There is no
apparent reason why this machine should not

prove to be commercially practicable as com-
pared with the airships we have recently heard

so much about and seen so little of, in the air.

Aero Club.

The suggested American and International

Aeronautic Club (see page 85) is a good idea,

for if established, it would doubtless be the

means of bringing investigators together, so

that they might compare notes for mutual

benefit, and in every way it would greatly aid

in the furtherance of the cause. Friendly

criticism is always desirable and often very

beneficial, and we trust that good sound sug-

gestions will flow in from every source to guide

the founders of the Club and ensure its

establishment on a solid foundation.

The Club appears pretty well assured, and it

doubtless will have the support of all seeking

the solution of the great problem, as well as

the help of many non-workers who may be

disposed to assist along the cause.

We sincerely wish the scheme the fullest

measure of success and will do all in our power

to help make it such.

International Aerial Race.

It is reported that a purse of ten thousand

pounds has been subscribed by a British syndi-

cate for an aerial contest between lyondon and
Paris, and that M. Santos Dumont is desirous

of entering for the race, but will require one
year to prepare. The syndicate, however
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wants the contest made by the first of next

year.

Here is an opportunity for those who have

air ships completed, or well on the way, to

enjoy a flight, earn $50,000 and show the

world what progress is being made in the art

of aerial navigation. Who is the man that

will represent the United States ? There are

far more promising machines in America than

in Europe, but most of their designers lack

the necessary funds to construct them of

large enough dimensions to enter such a

contest. Those who want America to win this

purse from John Bull should lend a little effort

to that end, and then they would surely see

the thing accomplished.

Spies' Practical Flying Machine.

BY J. SPIES.

IF
AN ARTIST painted a horse with horns

and wrote under it, " This is a cow," his

picture would be considered ridiculous 5

but it would not be more so than many air

ships which are intended to perform the work

of birds on the air. If art must be true to

nature in the one case why not in the other?

All air ship experimenters claim to have close-

ly observed birds, but by their contrivances

very few of them show that they have gleaned

wisdom from their observations, or if they

have, they appear specially careful not to make
use of their knowledge so acquired. If

observations are for the purpose of gaining

information, why not imitate and try to repro-

duce the action of the thing observed, which

gives the most desirable results ? We cannot

reasonably expect tc obtain what we desire by

trying to reverse the laws, designs and prac-

tices of nature, if our object is to gain the

same end.

essential parts of all natural fliers, why would

they not be desirable in man's mechanical

flying contrivances ?

As nature shows and constantly proves to us

that wings are ir.dispensible to all creatures

that fly, wings should form the foundation of

all man's attempts to construct mechanical

flying machines.

This most important question then arises :

How should wings be constiucted and how
best can they be made to perform their work
to obtain the greatest efficiency ? I will

presently direct your attention to one good

means, but there are thousands of others. The
wings of all natural fliers form a very flexible

and always integral part of the creatures' sys-

tem, and they appear almost endowed with life

and are altogether more perfect than the stiff

inert contrivances of man. To this life they

owe a great deal of their power, whether in

flapping, soaring or sailing flight.

The position in which the wings are held and

moved, their peculiar form and construction,

all play very important parts in the perform-

ance of flight, whether natural or mechanical.

All birds' wings are formed by uniting a

niimber of very light and strong feathers to-

gether so that they overlap each other. These

feathers are reversely formed in each wing
and are readily distinguished as rights and
lefts. A left wing feather would be as much
out of place in the right wing as a left glove

on the right hand. During the downward
stroke of a bird's wing the feathers, or laps,

are firmly closed to prevent the passage of air

through them, whereas on the up stroke, the

feathers independently incline their edges

vertically instead of horizontally as in the

downstroke, and open out so as to foirfi a

series of small aeroplanes, which offer little

resistance to the vertical downward pressure of

the atmosphere, as the air freely passes be-

tween them with little depressing effect on the

Birds in form are much alike and all have

wings. Insects and creatures that fly far out-

number all others and are often far from alike

in form, but all have wings, which greatly

vary in many respects. If then, wings are

wing system. Thus the wings in their down
stroke afford maximum lift and vertical resist-

ance against the upward pressure of the

atmosphere, with minimum horizontal resist-

ance, and in their return stroke they afford
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minimum vertical resistance against the down-
ward pressure of the atmosphere with increase

of horizontal resistance and lifting inclination.

In bats' wings, the covering of the framework

folds together with the frame on the back

stroke and spreads horizantally to its utmost

on the down stroke, which is the cause of their

fluttering flight. The bat's wings in flight open

and close and act more on the principle of the

web feet of aquatic birds when swimming, and

on the principle of the parachute.

They divide the air, so that the portions pass-

ing both under and above the upwardly in-

clined wings and the entire system everywhere

imparts to it lift.

If we intend by mechanical means to imitate

the actions of birds in flight, or wish to attain

like powers as aerial navigators, why not take

the bird as our model ? We know that it ©an

fly, easily, gracefully and perfectly.

Nature is perfect in everything, but with all

our boasted knowledge we are perfect in noth-

WINGS PARTI^Y EI.KVATED,

According to the natural construction of

birds' wings, the lighter and most effective

part is toward their extremities, where their

movements have much greater effect on the

air, and whether the stroke is up or down, it

alw^ays carries the bird forward. Although
a bird cannot remain stationary while on the

wing, or fly backwards, it can to a limited

extent regulate the speed of its advance by
varv'ing its elevation and horizontal resistance,

or by increasing or decreasing the rapidity of

its beats and by varying the force expended.

The down stroke, which imparts lift to

elevate the bird from the ground, may be con-

sidered as the first position of flight and the

one in which the overlapping feathers close

firmly together, so as to effectively pocket and
act on the underlying air. In this stroke the

air displaced and acted upon to impart lift,

escapes from under the wings and rushes up-

ward to meet above the wings, where it creates

an upward lifting effect. The head, breast and
front edges of the wings act as wedges, with

their thin ends directed to the line of progress.

ing, and can never hope to reach nature's

perfection ; but we can get nearer and will be

none the less wise, if we more closely follow

her examples.

If we carefully observe nature, with the

intention of being guided by her examples in

aerial machines, we would scarcely be so

absurb as to make immense gas bags, and

similar ridiculous contrivances, which no more
resemble the thing observed than an elephant

resembles a swallow. We cannot reasonably

expect a clumsy elephant-fotmed craft to

cleave and fly through the air as effectively as

a swallow-formed one.

We fill these great bags with gas enough to

enable them to lift many times the weight re-

quired to carry us up in the air, and then we
let this valuable gas escape in order that we
may descend, and after descending wait per-

haps days for a renewed charge to be manufac-

tured before we can again ascend.

If we force additional air into a fish it will

helplessly float on the surface of the water,

powerless to swim and quite unable to dive. If
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the fish is deprived of all air it will sink to the

bottom, where it will be confined almost as

powerless as when on the surface. To enable

it to swim naturally in the water we must

remove the excess of air, or make good the

deficiency. Fish to swim must be balanced

below the surface of water, and birds, insects

and men, to successfully fly, must be properly

balanced in the atmosphere, so as to overcome

the force of gravity. When man succeeds in

making a light, strong and properly balanced

aerial machine, after the pattern of a bird, he

may expect to fly as a bird. In my machine I

have consistently approached the examples of

nature, and from data to be obtained by practi-

cal demonstrations with such a machine a

much more perfect and effective one can doubt-

less be constructed. This has been the founda-

tion of all my attempts at flight, through a

period of over 40 years, during which I have

been a close observer and earnest experimenter.

I have encountered many difficulties, but have

never doubted the certainty of success by
perseveringly working on these lines.

World, and all persons interested, with the

perfect knowledge that the power of elevation

is held by the pedal operator, and that vastlj-

better results can be obtained by mechanical

power, and I feel certain, that if the machine is

properly constructed the aerostats may be

reduced to approximate in proportions, the

bodies of birds, or altogether dispensed with,

with the advantage of higher efficiency and

speed.

I claim that my machine covers all that is

requisite for bird-like flying and I trust the

illustrations with the remarks will be found

perfectly explanatory and convince the reader

of the soundness of my practical machine.

Fig* I. Represents the complete machine

with wings partly elevated.

Fig. 2. Is a front view of machine with wings

on the balance.

Fig. 3. Shows a diagonal view of the machine
in flight, with wings depressed.

Fig. 4. Gives a clear view of the complete

frame, cap, wings, rudder and driving machan-
ism of my model machine. All this the illus-

FRONT VIEW, WINGS BAI^ANCED.

I have worked with a view of employing man
power in place of mechanical power, for the

reason that it was less costly and financially

more suited to my limited means ; not because
I expected to obtain better results.

I employ tread power such as used to drive

bicycles for imparting beats to the wings, but
would naturally prefer a good mechanical
motor.

I now present an illustrated description of

my Flying Machine for the inspection and
criticism of readers of The AeronauticaTv

tration makes self explanatory,but a description

will be found below.

Fig. 5. Is a complete and general view of

the frame and mechanism, but when consider-

ing the practical machine of one man capacity,

for the clockwork shown, imagine bicycle

driving gear consisting of two sprocket wheels
operated by tread power, the wheels being
respectively connected by means of shafts to

the rocking arms Y Y, which operate their

respective wing blades. The other ends of the

rocking arms carry rods, which terminate in
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the wing balance weights, Z Z, Also imagine

a seat not shown, on which the operator sits,

and in front of this seat, a wheel or handle bar

for moving the endless rope which works the

rudder, and then you will have a good general

idea of my machine. A rod extends through

the center from end to end of the horizontal

oval part of the frame, which is firmly secured

to the vertical portion of the frame. On this

rod a balance weight X, which is free to travel

along the rod, as caused to, by the operator,

according as he moves a wheel controlling an

constiuclion and working more fully. As shovi n

in Figure 4, a right wing is atta' h- d to the

blade on the right side of system and a left

wing on the left side. The framework of these

wings is preferably of bamboo and iheir cover-

ing is composed of strips of silk three or four

inches wide, which are fastened to the wing
frames in such manner that each strip overlaps

the next by one inch. These overlaping edges

are loose. All the strips are arranged on the

underside of the cross ribs so that the strips

will open and allow the air to pass freely

CROSS VIEW, WINGS DEPRESSED.

endless rope attached to the weight, shifts the

position of the centre of gravity of the system

and changes the vertically inclined direction.

The back end of this rod carries the rudder,

which is also governed in a similar manner, by

means of a wheel and endless rope, to alter the

horizontal dirt ct' on.

through on the wing making its re' urn cr up
stroke, but firmly close and resist the air on

the down stroke. Thus I obtain a simple but

perfect form of wing, which can be made in

one or more sections, as fully described in my
patent specification.

The c.ip W is simply to cover and protect th

MACHINE WITH AEROSTATS REMOVED.

The wings are the most important part of the

whole contrivance, for without them flying by
means of this machine would be out of the

question. I will, therefore, try to explain their

working parts at the top of the frame. The
side covering, or junction V, which consists of

two hoops, one on each end of the frame,

serves to unite the two aerostats and enclose
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that part of the frame.

The wing balance weights also form a very

important part of my machine, as without

them no regular and even working of the

wings would be possible, as discovered to my
great cost. The weight of the extended wings,

assisted by the air pressure on the up stroke,

when not employing the wing balance weights,

cause a fearful jarring of the machinery, and

on the down stroke all force added appeared

only to increase the gravitation of the wings,

without any approximate gain in the lifting

power. As shown, these weights on the end of

their rods are about on a level with the oper-

ator, where they impart stability to the system

and prevent jarring. To prevent swinging, the

rods are held in ball bearing guides, U U,

which also prevents friction during their up

and down movements.
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FRAME AND MECHANISM.

I have experimented on aerial machines for

over forty years, during which time I have

made many costly errors, but I am now con-

vinced that flying is no longer a mystery, be-

cause my machine will rise from the ground

and continue in flight as long as the power
lasts and the wings continue to flap. With the

small power and great weight of machinery

employed to drive my model air ship, it will

soar like a bird, and with increased power,

rapid flight can be attained, and this will admit

of smaller balloons and greatly reduce the

horizontal resistance.

A full size machine should be of the following

dimensions :

The balloon should each measure lo feet

long and 15 feet in diameter and be capable of

holding 2,000 cubic feet of hydrogen. The
framefiom top to bottom should measure 21

feet and the cap 3 feet high, with sufficient

length to accommodate the width of wing to

be used. This, with the space between the

balloons, 3 feet, will give a height of 24 feet

and a length of 27 feet over all. The spread of

the wings, with intervening space, 27 feet.

The weight of complete machine, without

mechanical motor, will be 100 pounds, with

160 pounds aaded for aeronaut. The lifting

power of the hydrogen gas per 1,000 feet is

about 65 pounds, which corresponds with the

weight of a fully equipped one man capacity

manual operated machine.

The estimated cost of such a machine does

not exceed |i,oco.

The Dirigible Balloon.

Does the fragile dirigible balloon, which

depends on calm and fair weather, promise in

the future a practical, everyday means of rapid

transit, in every direction, in all weathers?

What is the prospect of their ever being made
to overcome and withstand the wind and pres-

sure of the atmosphere when driven, say, 25

miles an hour? A contemporary says, they

are simply toys for the gale to play with

and devices with which to fool the public. He
thinks they make the best attraction out for

Fairs, but believes it will greatly retard pro-

gress in the practical solution of the problem

of flight.

The Sad Airship Calamity.

Another sad French fatal accident has oc-

curred near the spot where the adventurous

Severo recently met his fate, in which M. de

Bradsky and M. Morin were dashed to death,

in their attempt also to solve the problem of

aerial navigation. This unfortunate calamitj'-

will cast great gloom everywhere, but more
especially among aerial machine experimenters,

but it will in no way deter the latter from

repeating like demonstrations in the future,

for aerial machine developers are like soldiers.

When soldiers fall in battle their comrades rush

to fill their places, excited by the fact, to

greater effort. When aeronauts, with all the

courage of soldiers, fall to death, among their

fellow-experimenters, their co-workers likewise

rush forward to fill the vacancy in their ranks,

grief shocked, but also aroused to greater

effort.
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Aerial Mobile or Flying Machine.

BY JOHN SCHNEPF.

MAN has ever envied the birds and has for

ages longed to be able to navigate the

unlimited ether of the heavens, to be

able to soar above the clouds and to travel

upon the wings of the wind.

A man to work a pair of wings that would

lift him from the surface of the earth, could

not endure the exertion an hour, if he had to

work them with his own energy.

How can man navigate the air? and how
should an air ship be constructed ?

The problem has taxed the ingenuity of the

scientific world for years.

We are, however, nearing the solution. The
wonderful light and powerful machinery we
now possess points the way to ultimate success.

An air ship must be controlled by its machinery

in like manner to an ocean liner, for it depends

upon the screw propeller, and if that gives way,

it is at the mercy of the wind and waves.

An air ship, we must be enabled to raise or

lower without being controlled by any medium,
such as hydrogen or other gases; in fact, it

must be manipulated by machinery, otherwise

it cannot be a success.

Ballast is dead weight, to allow gas to escape

i>
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means a loss and only acts for the time and for

the climate sailed in.

The gas bag is ever controlled by the chang-

ing currents of air, and not even machinery

could manage it against the wind, its bulk

offering too great a resistance to the elements.

To obviate these difficulties, I have designed

and constructed a machine which fully demon-

strates the p7'inciple which will govern the

successful navigation of the air.

CONSTRUCTION.

A frame work of steel tubes carries two

hollow rotary shafts—each shaft carries three

sails, which are drawn in and out as the shafts

are rotated by power from an engine in the

ship, at every third of a revolution of the

shafts—two sails are drawn out and forced

down on the air, when two are fully exposed to

the air—two others -are drawn in, the third set

being in full action, this motion is kept up as

long as the shafts revolve, hence pressing down
upon the air, which lifts the ship.

The lifting power of these rotating sails

depends on the speed andpower of the engine

.

Power is transmitted by chain gear, which

also regulates the sails. The propeller acts as

a fly wheel for the motor, and it is entirely un-

like any others, it being a long screw, almost as

long as the ship itself, thereby exposing a large

surface to the air, which is the necessary agent

to propel an air ship.

THE AEROPI^ANES.

The aeroplanes at the top of the frame are

regulated automatically by a pendulum, which

hangs in a vertical position and is connected

by a chain to them. As soon as the ship gets

out of its horizontal position the pendulum
regulates the aeroplane automatically and
thereby keeps the ship always level and it

cannot tilt or dip.

THE RUDDERS.

The ship is provided with two rudders, which
are connected by a chain and can be worked
from the center of the ship. They are at the

lower pirt of the frame and at each end of the

hull.

THE SMAI,!, BAI^I^OON.

The small balloon, which is on the top of the

frame, is a small and cigar-shaped affair, which,

however, is not intended to lift the ship, but to

balance it, the rotary sails giving the lifting

power.

THE CAR.

The car, which contains the machinery, also

acts as a float on water. The motor which
drives it is also very light and powerful and

is supplied with a portable generator, which is

an electric secret, held by the inventor only.

The parachutes are automatic and are on the

principle of the sails. They can also be

regulated from the ship at will.

FLIGHT PROBLEM.

Nearing a Solution.

MANY of those who a short time ago were

very skeptical on the most prominent

subject of to-day, aerial navigation,

begin to realize, since Spencer's 30 mile trip

across London in his dirigible airship — which
is of the kind scientific authorities claim can

never be more than a partial success— that

there is some prospect of a solution of the

problem and a promise of practical utility in

devices which will navigate the air. They are

now ready to admit that considerable progress

is being made in the science and that the

resources and efforts of the present day pioneer

experimenters are by no means exhausted. In

this belief they are perfectly right, for scien-

tists, engineers, aeronauts and experimenters

will be found persistent and daring enough to

carry aerial navigation to a practical issue,

which in utility will eventually lead far beyond

that of the most modern locomotive or steam

ship.

When this grand triumph has been achieved

and the atmosphere above is invaded by man
as by the natural denizens of the air, what a

profound impression will have been created.

This frightful terror to warfare will make use-

less the costly armies, navies, fortifications,

battleships and all other means of offence and

defence of to-day, for the reason that any

determined individual will, with comparative

safety to himself, be able to ascend, and by

dropping explosives, completely destroy his

enemies.

The coming aerial craft will mean the end of

wars and the founding of universal free trade,

for it will remove all barriers between countries

and thus break down their tariff systems, as

every spot on earth will affor>i a port, where

the proper collection of customs would be

impossible. It will not only revolutionize all

present systems of taxation, and force all

nations to adopt free trade, but it will create

and make necessary a very great number of

other changes in the military, political and
social systems of every nation, so that its scope

and influence will be far beyond the power of

our imagination.

To say that the aerial machine will supercede
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the locomotive drawn train and automobile

over land, and the steam ship and yacht over

th- ocean, to many persons may appear pre-

posterous, but that day is not far distant. It

will rob explorers as well as soldiers and others

of their occupation and deprive the world of

much of its romance, but for all that it will

immeasurably benefit all the human race.

Through its agency every mile of the earth's

surface will be explored and her peoples

Tarought into close tonch for their mutual
henefit.

Some readers may consider these conclusions

very visionary, but if they know anything of

the past history of science and mechanics, they

will also know that vastly greater wonders have
been accomplished than the aerial transit of

man.

As recent as 1814 Robert Stevenson accom-

plished a feat which up to that date had been

considered impossible. After its accomplish-

ment it was heralded as a most marvelous

achievement, for he demonstrated the practica-

bility of his locomotive by drawing eight

loaded cars of 30 tons weight at the terrific

speed of four miles an hour.

Spencer's air ship traveled across London at

the rate of ten miles an hour and to-day locomo-

tives will draw many hundred tons at the rate

of sixty miles an hour without creating wonder,

and in the near future the aerial craft will

carry more weight in quicker time, a given dis-

tance, with greater efficiency and economy than

the train.

About the date of Robert Stevenson's suc-

cessful demonstration our own "Robert"
Fulton constructed his steamship, which at-

tained much about the same rate of speed as

the locomotive, and at that date both were
considered as accomplishing marvellous per-

formances. Stevenson and Fulton worked for

many long weary years, aud always under great

difficulties, before they were able to make the

practical tests referred to, the demonstrations of

which laid the foundation of the practical and
commercially successful railroad and steamship

systems of to-day.

Are there not, among the students of the art

of aerial navigation, a few such men to-day as

these two ? We believe there are many and that

they will shortly lay the foundation of practical

commercial aerial transit.

The progress of the locomotive and the

steamship after their commercial and practical

advent was remarkably slow, as they enlisted

the earnest attention of very few men outside

the prime movers and those actually engaged
in experimental demonstration.

So it was with electric railroads, which had

been successfully worked in Ireland and Ger-

many for more than 20 years prior to their

practical adoption in America.

We state these facts simply to show the slow

progress made in most new and great engineer-

ing enterprises, and to point out that the

aerial craft is now going through just the same

kind of generating and developing process, to

presently burst forth in such magnitude and

with such suddenness and vigor as to overthrow

all existing customs and overwhelm mankind
with the vastness of their importance.

Then the aerial cra!t, by reason of its sim-

plicity, low cost, wonderful capabilities, the

vast variety of its useful applications, its unsur-

passed spet d and great efficiency, will bring

about the immense revolutionary results above

mentioned, which will all tend to improve the

condition and further the comforts of mankind.

The martyr Cans, in the i6th century, it may
be remembered, was thrown into a lunatic

asylum because he said he could build a steam-

ship that would cross the ocean and a steam

coach that would run on roads, and the

Marquis of Worcester, who visited him there,

almost shared the same fate for attempting to

obtain his release, and making the statement

that Cans was not a kmatic, but the greatest

genius of the age. Thus we find that there

have been but few adherents at first to all

great revolutionary improvements, and that

these few have been in their time the only

competent judges of the improvements they

advocated.

These are the men who had the courage to

prove the practicability and utility of their

conceived ideas at great personal sacrifice and
in spite of the ridicule of the "great majori-

ty," who, through want of knowledge on the

subjects, have never been, or ever will be,

competent to pass judgment thereon, until

after repeated practical demonstrations have

convinced them. In these days of boasted

enlightment, we might reasonably expect to

find less narrow minded conservatism shown
investigators, experimenters and demonstra-

tors of aerial machines and to the subject of

aerial navigation generally, than we do.

One o'" the first duties every man owes to

himself and his fellow man is to further the

science of aeronautics as far as lies in his

power. Reader, if you have doubts as to the

future possibilities and practicability of aerial

navigation, permit us respectfully to suggest

that you give the subject a little earnest

consideration and we will vouch for it, that all

your doubts will roll away from your mind as
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freely as water from a duck's back. Thus you

may be able to render service ia this great

cause and bring nearer the time when the

practical solution of the problem of flight, the

greatest question since the creation of man
will be solved, to enhance your comforts and
pleasures a thousand-fold and benefit the race

immeasurably.

Interesting Balloon Adventure.

By a. r. knabenshuk.

BALLOONING looks easy to those who
know little about the art, but to those

engaged in the business, it is very hard
work.

During the week of Sept. 15 I was engaged
by the Toledo Exposition Co. to operate my
Captive Passenger Balloon on their grounds,
but owing to bad weather, there was a very
poor attendance, which made the venture
unprofitable. Saturday dawned cold and damp,
and disgusted with the fair and everything in

general, I resolved to pack up and quit busi-

ness for the season
; but it occurred to me that

I might take advantage of the opportunity and
enjoy a free ride in the balloon. With this in

view, I invited my brother to go with me.
The balloon had been standing since Wednes-

day night without additional'gas, and owing to
th- buoyancy of pure hydrogen, a considerable
quantity had escaped, leaving the balloon in a
rather collapsed condition.

About 10 a. m. an attempt was made to get
away, but fouad the balloon would not carry
with ballast. We decided to wiit until some-
time after dinner before making another effort.

Naturally, anxious about the condition of the
valve, I decided to examine it before starting.
With thct aid of some of the Fair employees, I

turned the balloon over until I could get at it,

but in so doing managed to empty about a tub
of water on myself, which had been standing
on the top of the b illoon, in a depression
made by its weight. This lightened the balloon
considerable and at 2 p. m. we both stepped
into the car and threw out all the sand ballast,

with the exception of about ten pounds.
Since 11.30 a. m. the sun had shone on the

balloon, expanding the gas, which increased
its buoyancy considerable. We, therefore,

made a good start.

Just before leaving the ground I pulled the
valve line to assure myself that everything
worked perfectly. This broke the seal on the

valve and the gas leaked out slowly from the

start.

We left the ground at a speed a little better

than a horse will trot, and ascended until the

top of the balloon pierced the clouds. In

order to go through it was necessary to dispose

of ballast. Not caring to waste the sand, I

threw out my heavy cap. Relieved of this

weight, we passed on through and ascended to

about a half mile above, where we encountered

another set of clouds. We started from the

grounds in a southwesterly direction, but at this

point found the balloon to be traveling to the

northwest, at a greatly increased speed.

The balloon soon commenced to descend, and
in order to prolong the ride as much as possible,

I threw over my shoes tied in my brother's

shirt. A clearing in the clouds below revealed

the earth, and 36 seconds was consumed by the

shoes in reaching ground. Relieved of this

weight, we passed through the clouds to a

quarter of a mile above in the clear sky.

While at the highest point we could hear

voice below, the rattle of wheels on the stones,

and various other sounds, of which we would

otherwise have taken no notice.

A passenger train coming in over the track

had the appearance of child's toys, but the roar

was as loud to us at that height as it would

have been on the ground.

I tried shouting and received three distinct

echjes at the highest point. While in the

clouds my voice sounded similar to shouting in

a cistern, but would still hear the echo from

the earth. Below the clouds we would receive

a sharp, distinct echo, very different from that

above the clouds.

At the highest point it was 26 seconds before

we heard the faint echos.

To attempt to describe the beauty of the

scene would be out of the question. I never

before realized what a beautiful world we lived

in. The clouds below looked like bunches of

white cotton, and when there was a clearing,

dense woods looked like well kept lawns,

houses and barns like children's building

blocks. Off in the distance we caught a

glimpse of Lake Erie like an immense mirror,

while Maumee river resembled a silver thread.

We noticed a rather chilly condition in the

atmosphere, but not what you could call real

cold, while both going up and coming down.

We experienced the change in pressure on our

lungs and ear drums ; this we relieved by
swallowing and yawning.

While enjoying the scenery, the balloon

began descending, and in a comparatively small

length of time passed through both sets of
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clouds. I immediately commenced to look for

a place to land, estimating the spetd of our

descent with the drift we were making. I saw

that, unless w^e made a very rapid descent, we
would land in a stretch of woods about three-

quarters of a mile long. I, therefore, opened

the valve and kept it open until the breeze

whistled in the netting. We were coming down
faster than I anticipated, and as a consequence,

landed on the top of a large elm tree, in which

I had intended hooking my anchor. Just be-

fore we struck my brother threw out all the

remainder of the sand, together with his shoes

and some clothing, which greatly reduced our

speed. The car was constructed of a round

board platform, with rope netting to a large

iron ring, resembling a bird cage. Had we
been in a wicker car undoubtedly we would
have been tumbled out to the ground and pos-

sibly had some serious injuries. The balloon

relieved of the anchor rope and the articles

thrown out by my brother, rose and gently

drifted over the tree. I then opened the valve

and we settled slowly to the ground in a corn

patch, I let out gas enough to reduce our

combined weight and carried the balloon to the

road a short distance away, where I emptied

the remainder of the gas.

It was amusing to see the farmers watch us,

seemingly afraid to speak, but ever ready to

lend a hand.

I hired one of them to haul us home again,

stopping along the route to recover our cloth-

ing. My shoes, wrapped in my brother's shirt,

failed to materialize.

Thirty-five minutes was consumed in making
the trip, landing six miles distance, as the

crow flies, but estimating our height and
course taken, we must have traveled twelve

miles, the last mile coming down being made
in a little less than one minute.

We both thoroughly enjoyed the trip, and
will make another at the first opportunity.

Aerial Transit Machines.

Prof. G. Bryan.

FOR more than a century the balloon, as a

means of ascent, has been thoroughly
under command, and it is natural that

inventors should have long strained their minds
to the task of guiding. In itself the balloon is

quite at the mercy of the winds. Something
can be done to guide it by seeking a favorable

current, but not enough to make it a practical

conveyance. The problem is analogous to that

of taking a raft and turning it into a sailing

vessel or a steamer. Unfortunately it is com-

plicated by the fact that the balloon is wholly

immersed in the air, and has not, like the ship,

the advantage of a denser fluid in which the

rudder or the screw can work. Its journey is

lee-way. Hitherto the attempts to produce a

dirigible balloon have been -most seriously

undertaken by military students, especially in

France and Russia. In both countries they

have attained a certain measure of success,

though for obvious reasons the details are l^ept

secret. It is not likely that they have gone

farther than Count Zeppelin, whose dirigible

balloon has drawn so much attention to this

branch of aeronautics. No one has yet pro-

duced a really navigable balloon, in the sense

in which a steamship is navigable— that is, a

balloon which can make any required journey

independently of the weather. But it is quite

possible that in the next European w. r an

important part may be played by bal-

loons of the Renard type. The moral effect

of such a machine, able to steer its way across

a hostile camp or city and drop a ton or so of

high explosives into it, would be considerable,

though the effect on the balloon itself w^ould

probably be disastrous. It is only in war or

exploration that the navigable balloon is likely

to show its powers. As for trade or traveling*

its expense is likely always to be out of

proportion to its usefulness.

The flying machine is quite another story.

The balloon floats in the air and can with diffi-

culty be steered or driven against the wind.

The flying machine relies on traveling against

the wind—or faster than the wind, which is

practically the same thing—to keep it from

falling. The boy's kite and the albatross alike

show that this is possible, and model machines

have actually flown with success. But the

dangers and difficulties are so great that Mr.

Maxim has never ventured to set loose his great

machine, though he is morally convinced that

it would fly all right. The difficulties are two :

how to balance and how to alight wnth safety.

What seems to many people the chief difficulty,

to keep a body that may weigh several tons

floating in the air, is not one at all. Thin and

yielding as it is, the air will readily support the

body of the largest bird, or the framework and

cargo of the largest flying machine yet con-

ceived, so long as they are traveling through it

fast enough. As someone says, "the air is

solid if you hit it hard enough." The air-

resistance, which is so annoying to cyclists and

express trains, is invaluable to the flying

machine.
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Professor Langley's model "aerodrome" has

actually flown half a mile at a time, and Mr.

Maxim's machine lifts itself wholly from the

ground and strains to get away from its con-

trolling guides when in motion. The insuper-

able trouble hitherto has been in the balance.

It is obvious that the moment a flying machine

ceases to keep an even keel it will come down
by the run, like a kite whose string has broken.

The experiments of Lilienthal and Pilcher were

directed to the comparatively simple business

of learning to balance a single aeroplane, and
both ended in disaster. Everyone who has

learnt to ride a bicycle can imagine how diffi-

cult it is to balance a flying machine. A single

fall is probably fatal to the experimenter, and
certain ruin 1o the machine. It is not easy to

see how this obstacle is to be overcome.

Learning to swim on dry land is easy in

comparison.

The St. Louis Air Ship Contest.

AMONG other aerial events booked for the

St. Louis Exposition is a great kite

competition. It is to be a free-for-all

contest, with no limit to the size of the kites

or to the number put in by any individual

contestant.

There are to be two classes in the competi-

tion, one for an altitude of 500 feet to be
reached with a line 800 feet in length, and one
for the greatest height, but not less than one
mile, attained by a single kite, with any length

of line. In this last competition there must be
at least two contestants. All the kites are to

be sent up simultaneously in each contest, the

operators being so situated as not to interfere

with each other.

For the 800-foot line contest there are three

prizes of $500, $300 and $200 respectively.

Each contest is to be two hours in duration,

and all the kites are to be maintained in the

air during the entire period. For the 800-foot

contest each competitor may furnish his own
line, but there are no conditions as to material,

size or weight of line. In making the awards,

the jury will measure the angle made with the

horizontal by the line of sight from the end of

the kite line to its point of attachment to the

kite and will also judge and estimate the

stability of the kite. Equal importance will be
given to the greatest angle attained and to

Stability.

In the contest for the greatest height each
competitor has to furnish his own reel and

lines, and the jury is to determine the heights

attained by the rules of trigonometry. No
kite is eligible for the first prize which does net

attain a height of one mile at an angle of at

least 45 degrees. No entrance fee is required

for the kite contest, but each competitor must
take care of his own apparatus.

In addition to the kite contest and the great

air ship contest, in which last M. Santos

Dumont is expected to take part, there are to

be four contests for all sorts of contrivances

for aerial navigation.

For the winner of each of these four compe-
titions there is offered a prize of $5,000. The
bal'oon, or whatever the air vehicle may be,

must carry at least one person, and the prize

will be, first, $5,000 for the greatest altitude

attained, starting from the Exposition

grounds; second, $5,000 for the longest time

in the air; third, $5000 for landing nearest to

the Washington Monument in the City of

Washington, and fourth, $5,000 for the longest

distance traveled in one flight in any direction,

starting from the Exposition grounds.

These four contests will take place on four

different dates, to be announced by the jury at

least six days beforehand. In the race to the

City of Washington, D. C, each contestant

may make as many subsequent trials as he

chooses prior to Nov. i, 1904, at which time

the prizes will be awarded. An entry fee of

$250 is required from each of the contestents,

but the money will be refunded after the con-

testant takes possession of his space and is

ready for the contest.

Chas. A. Geddes' Air Schooner.

The inventor of this three-mast air schooner

appears confident that he has designed some-

thing quite novel and quite capable of excelling

in speed, carrying power, safety and dirigibility,

such toy affairs as Santos Dumont and others

have recently been experimenting with. He
further says that his 200-foot air schooner will

travel 200 miles an hour against Spencer's ten

miles, ajid that shortly he intends to run aerial

excursion trips between Philadelphia, New
York and Boston, carrying on each journey

twenty paseengers.

Mr. Geddes appears to have little doubt as to

who would win the St. Louis aerial contest

prize, if he can but succeed in raising the

necessary $50,000 which is required to build

his schooner.

We anxiously await further information re-

garding this craft, which we will give our

readers the benefit of in our next issue.
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lnternational=American Aeroauto Club.

We act upon suggestions received and gladly

invite all who are in anyway interested in

aeronautics to send any suggestions with their

views as to the desirability of establishing an

International-American Aero Club,

The object of the Club wiil be to promote ir-

tercourse between its members, furnish infor-

mation and aid with advice on the subject, and

do everything to give impulse to the

study of aeronautics, by loaning books,

giving lectures, holding meetings for

the reading and discussion of papers,

which, when of sufficient interest, will be print-

ed and circulated among the members. Models

of aerial contrivances will be solicited on loan

to be exhibited for the information of members

and others interested.

The membership fees will be nominal.

All desirous of joining should send for par-

ticulars and application form for membership,

which will be mailed as soon as the organization

is completed.

For the present, address all communications,

Hon. Sec'y Aeroauto, Ci;ub,

Care AkronauTicai. W0RI.D,

Glenville, O., U. S. A.

Aerial Versus Wheel Machines.

The pleasures of the cycle and auto rider, in

flying through the air on their wheels,* over

rough, dusty, muddy roads, full of curves, ruts

and obstructions, will cease to be the favorite

means of transit for pleasure trips when the

gliding aerial machine appears.

The expert wheelma:.i, who controls himself

on his narrow based machine with the greatest

dexterity, does so instinctively and practically

as a person walking a rope, and inversely as a

bird in flight, or an individual on an aerial

gliding machine. The centre of gravity of the

wheelman is high above his very small base

and centre of support, whereas the centre of

gravity of the soaring aeronaut and his

machine is well below the centre of support.

If the graceful and swiftly moving wheel-

man feels delight in his rapid transit,

to maintain instinctively, the equilibruim

of himself and wheel, over uneven,

crooked and dusty roads, how much greater

will be the pleasure of the aerial glider, who
will have no such restrictions and who will be
free as a bird to sail over the smooth, trackless,

elastic aerial highway everywhere with infinite-

ly less effort, at greater speed and vastly great-

er safety, while always free to enjoy a clear

view of all things below within a radius of

many miles.

On the wheel the cyclist, perched high above

the centre of support, must always balance

himself on the small base offered, which he

can only do while moving, for just as soon as

he stops he falls, and he must always overcome

the great tractive resistance of the rough roads,

whereas the aeronaut being at the axis, below

the centre of his support and at the point about

the centre of gravity of the system, travels

comparatively free from tractive resistance on

a surface which at high speeds will be as

smooth and solid as glasslike ice On this he

can instinctively balance himself against the

wind and other contending forces, or utilize

their power by varying the inclination of his

aero surfaces, and then he will be able to coun-

teract the undesirable and utilize to best

advantage the desirable resultant effects of the

contending forces for support, propulsicm and

direction.

Aerial transit will be a clean, healthy, novel,

delightful, safe and inexpensive means of

transit, and as an exciting sport will be

unexcelled by all others combined.

De Bradsky's Air Ship.

This ill-fated dirigible had, just previous to

its first and last ascension, been housed in the

balloon shed from whence Severo started on

his fatal journey only a few weeks previous.

It was egg-shaped, measured 20 feet at its

greatest diameter and no feet in length. A
girdle of wood, forming the framework, encir-

cled the balloon and supported the steel tubular

car, which was attached by means of steel

wires. It was equipped with a 16 H. P. motor,

which was calculated to drive the 14-foot pro-

peller 350 revolutions per minute, to support

and propel the machine, which, loaded, had

just the weight of the air it displaced and could

not rise by reason of its buoyancy. A
catastrophe to this machine was predicted.

Lebandy's Steerable Balloon.

This machine so nearly resembles Santos

Dumont's that a description of one will answer

for the other. The only noteworthy difference

is that Lebandy's aerostat is composed of a

double thickness of cotton cloth cemented

together with marine glue.
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Improvements in Kites.

Although most Chinamen are expert kite

fliers and skilful kite constructors, and able to

make them to represent all kinds of creatures,

from a beetle and gnat to a whale or elephant,

of any dimensions,and successfully fly them, yet

they do not advance in the art. For all their

ability to build and fly kites, they adhere to

the same old st3'le and principle of many
passed generations, but these kites fully answer

their maker's purpose, which is simply one of

amusement.

In other parts of the world, where kites are

emplo3^ed for practical purpose, very consider-

able improvement is being made in their con-

struction. Hargraves' box-like kites, the Blue-

Hell tandem kites and Irish's compound or

superposed kites are great improvements over

the elementary class of flying machines, with

which a few years ago we were alone familiar.

These moiiern kites have considerable power

and serve a very useful purpose in the service

of weather bureaus, where they are extensively

employed for lifting to great heights meteoro-

logical recording apparatus. The kites enable

the apparatus to furnish very valuable scientific

information not otherwise obtainable, except by

the aid of costly balloons, or such structures as

the EifTel tower, Paris.

The Scotch Antarctic expedition, under W. S.

Bruce, is taking out quite a number of improved

kites, which are to be used to carry up into the

high attitudes, self-recording meteorological

instruments and photographic apparatus. Four

miles of steel wire, to be used as kite strings,

form part of the expedition's equipment.

Santos=Dumont's New Dirigible.

A model of this machine, which is egg-

shaped, has been completed on a scale of one-

tenth size, and from this, it is judged that the

full sized craft will far excel all other air ships

in every desirable point.

The dimensions of the new air ship are 76

feet long overall and 35 feet in diameter. It is

claimed for this machine that it will have power
to remain in air for several hours during calm

weather.

Although it will afford accommodation of a

kind, for ten passengers, it is not likely to

carry more than half that number. It is ex-

pected that its speed will be considerably

greater than any other dirigible yet floated on

the air.

We wish the enterprising Brazilian every

success and trust that he will be able, in all

weathers, to strictly steer and propel his craft

over a previously defined course at his

calculated speed of 30 miles an hour.

This dirigible is very like the ill-fated air

ship which caused the death of De Bradsky

and his assistant in Paris on October 13th.

L. Hoste's Air Ship.

This airship is just now attracting consider-

able attention among aerial machine experi-

menters, in Paris more particularly, as it differs

greatly from any other type of craft, being

operated by huge moving wings. The machine

is cigar shaped, but the whole contrivance,

which is chiefly constructed of aluminum, has

quite a bird-like appearance in spite of its five

pairs of wings. The pairs of wings rise and

fall alternately, so that some are engaged in

lifting and propelling while the others are mak-

ing their return beats, which should prove a very

advantageous arrangement.

Maxim's Machine.

Maxim's machine of 1891 was a colossal mis-

take, excepting that it proved beyond quest ipn,

the fact that nature's ways are vastly more

efficient than any of the most successful ways

of man. It had one gigantic flat plane, no feet

long and 40 feet wide, two side and several

minor flat planes, which offered a combined

surface of 5 500 square feet. This equipped

aerial contrivance, which weighed 6,000 pounds

and measured 145 feet in length, was furnished

with two steam engines, which were estimated

to be able to furnish for a short time 300 H. P
,

although 40 H P. was supposed to be enough

to dave the machine when once started on the

air.

This machine, which must have been ex-

ceedingly unstable and inefficient, is simply

mentioned to avoid confounding it with

Maxim's later developments.
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Balloon For Crossing the Sahara.

The French government has ordered an

attempt to be made to cross the Sahara by

means of a novel double balloon, carrying

pigeons only for passengers, the object being

to learn, if possible, the probable chances of a

successful passage by similar means for man.

A tank of water is to form the ballast and the

water is allowed to flow automatically by means
of an arrangement actuated on the principle

of a cistern float. When the balloon alights

the float will be lifted to allow water to escape,

until the balloon is again light enough to rise,

when the weight of the float will again close

the outlet. The car is to be equipped with

photographic apparatus, controlled by mechan-

ism, which will operate every fifteen minutes,

to take a photograph. Registering thermome-

ters, barometers, hygrometers and other

scientific instruments, will also form part of the

equipment.

The cage containing the pigeons, with mes-

sages, will be well supplied with grain and

water and at each descent one or more of the

pigeons will be released to carry their messages,

which in several languages offer a reward to

the finder. The balloon carries a similar

message, offering a much larger reward to its

finder.

Kites As Life=Savers.

It is proposed by a French ofiicer, that all

ships be provided with kites to fly in event of

their being driven toward the shore. In such

case the kite will be driven over the shore, and

should the vessel become wrecked, the kite

can be brought to earth by hauling on a loose

line suspended from it, and communication

established over the kite string proper. The
kites are to carry signal codes and telephonic ap-

paratus, and a wire in the kite string will afford

metalic connection between the telephone on

board ship with those on shore. The line

also affords means whereby the life-saving ap-

paratus can be put in operation. It is claimed

that the system has proven satisfactory in

repeated trials.

Rev. Cannon's rScripturalj Flying Machine.

Mr. Cannon has very ingenuiously construct.

ed a model machine from information contained

in the Book of Ezekiel, which appears to be a

most wonderfully interesting craft. The Rev
gentlemen believes that the plans upon which
this model is built admit of no improvement

and intends to at once commence the conLtruc-

tion of a full size machine. Full particulars of

this full size machine, built to the specification

of Ezekiel, we hope to be able to give in our

uext issue.

Villard's Unibrella=Shaped Air Ship.

This air ship is constructed on novel lines

and takes the form of a flat parachute measur-

ing 22 feet in diameter, having a stiff heavy

outer rim, which is supported by umbrella-like

ribs. This parachute does not rest in a per-

fectly horizontal position, as a pitch is given it

that it may act when rotated as a screw propel-

ler to raise and lower the system accordingly as

rotated. Two rods extend downwards from the

centre of parachute to support the horizontal

propeller and the rudder, and below them they

terminate in a cross bar, which supports the

motor and operator. To ascend, the combined

parachute and vertical propeller is put in

motion to impart upward movement, and to

rapidly descend, the direction of rotation may
be reversed while progressive motion is

imparted by the horizontal propeller.

Mr. Villard believes that the parachute can

be made to rotate and act as a gyroscope and

thereby maintain the system in its horizontal

position.

How the Transit to the North Pole Can Be

Accomplished.

By F. F. ATKINSON.

The navigation of the air by the Aerial

Mobile can materially assist in the discovery of

the North Pole.

In the Arctic regions gas-bag balloons are

useless, but the machine shown in the picture

is lifted and controlled by the speed and power
6f its engine, fed by gasoline, which can be

stored in quantities to last a considerable time.

Several of these machines should be employed

to travel from fixed points, backwards and for-

wards, to supply commissariat and other neces-

saries and to be in communication with each

other, by means of wireless telegraphy, which
can be done by a method known to the

inventor, John Schnepf.

A combination of a sleigh and boat can act

as a tender to each Aerial Mobile and can be

towed by it either over the ice or in the water.

Should any obstacle be seen by the Aerial

Pilot a signal is made to the crew of the boat

below and the machine will ascend with them
in the air till the difficulty is passed.
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Prof. A. L. Rotch's Method of Ob=

taining Meterological Data.

PROF. A. L. ROTCH, director of the Blue

Hill Meterological Observatory, proposes

to explore the upper regions of the air

above the equator, by means of kites and bal-

loons raised from ocean steamers.

It seems that while more or less accurate

knowledge has been obtained of the trade winds

and doldrums which flow near the surface, very

little is known of the winds which flow higher

up. It is known that a great current of wind

called by weather men the anti-trade, flows

directly over the trades, but in an opposite

direction. The trade winds blow from the east

and are supposed to push along the great stream

of water known as the equatorial current.

But above these blows the anti-trade wind

from west to east It varies its direction slightly

during the year, and, of course, it has a great

influence on general weather conditions. It is

thought that if its movements could be known
as accurately as those of the trades, weather

prognostications would be more certain, says

the New York Times.

Prof. Rotch proposes that the over- lying anti-

trade winds be explored and a map made of

their courses. How important this question is

regarded by meteorologists is shown by the fact

that a method of exploration was discussed by
the International Aerona^utical committee at its

recent meeting in Berlin. Prof. H. H. Hilde-

brandsson, of Upsala, Sweden, has written to

Prof Rotch, outlining a course of exploration,

accompanied by a map on which is traced the

route to be steamed over by the United States

weather bureau in its review of the month.

Prof, Hildebrandsson said in part, as follows:

ANTI-TRADE WINDS.

"It is only on the peak of Teneriffe (i2,i8o»

feet) that the anti-trade can be observed the

whole year. Its mean lower limit is at the

hight of 9,000 feet, and its hight is greater in

summer than in winter. In October it sinks to

6,000 feet. Our knowledge is very limited. We
know that the anti-trade exists over the trades,

at least in the North Atlantic and at the Sand-

wich Islands, but no one has found this upper

current in Central America, or in Ecuador,

while the smoke of the highest volcanoes

around Quito constantly indicates a strong

wind from the east. There is a broad upper

stream flowing from the east, both above and
on each side of the thermal equator. At Manila

the direction is east-northeast, in India south-

east, Congo east-southeast, Guiana and Costa

Rica due east, Jamaica and Havana, east-

southeast, though in winter it is west- southwest

at Havana,

"The first experiment could best be per-

formed in July and August, for at that season

the thermal equator is at its most northerly lati-

tude, and, of course, the doldrums, and the pro-

longed southeast trade winds are broadest and
best developed. Besides, we have then a fixed

point in the Azores, exactly in the center of the

barometric-maximum in the North-Atlantic and
a party landing there could do much interest-

ing work in studying the central region of a

tropical anti-cyclone. The expedition should

leave Boston, Mass., and follow the indicated

track to the English Channel.

"By means of vertical soundings with kites

you will probably obtain the same results as at

Blue Hill under the same weather type, al-

though I confess that this part of the experi-

ment would probably be more conclusive in

winter when the gradient between the Azores

and Iceland is steeper.

"From the English Channel go directly to

the Azores, and, if possible, land a party at San
Migual to observe the clouds and make kite

soundings in the very center of the barometric

maximum. Then go by way of Madeira to

Teneriffe, namely, over that part of the ocean

where the anti-trade is always found at a height

of about 9,000 feet, and try to find its inclina-

tion, if any, with the underlying sea surface

the vertical variations of temperature and
humidity in the two currents. Then, proceed"

ing south past the Cape Verde islands to the

doldrums, avoid the irregular conditions in the

Gulf of Guinea, and go west to the South Amer.
ican coast at about right angles to the southeast

and southwest monsoons.

UNKNOWN FIEI.DS TO EXPI^ORE.

"You will have a totally unknown field to ex-

plore, but I think that you will find the surface

winds becoming more and more easterly with in-

crease in height without any port of anti-trade,

as at Teneriffe It will Be of greatest interest

if in steaming against the southeast tr?de to

the latitude of Ascension you can find any evi-

dence of the anti-trade. It is curious that at

Mauritius the upper winds are from west-north-

west, against the southwest trade; in summer
there are uo doldrums in the Indian ocean, thti

southeast trades at Mauritius and the southwest

monsoon of Indian form an uninterrupted sur-

face wind. Does there then exist a different

wind above the southeast trade of the south

Atlantic ?
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"If the kites do not reach up far enough, and

if, as I fear, there are no cirrous clouds to ob-

serve, trv' to send up from Ascension island, a

baloon without instruments—a true baloon-

perdu—to the greatest possible height and

watch its drift. From Ascension return over a

more easterly track through the calms south-

west of Guinea and the doldrums, thence over

a more westerly track to the Azore and thence

home Thus in a few weeks you will be able

to solve some of the most important problems

in meteorology."

MONT PKI,EE VOI.CANIC DUST.

The weather bureau is just now watching

with interest the flight of the volcanic dust

which came out of Mont Pelee, because of the

evidence it will give concerning the equatorial

wind currents. Volcanic dust and ashes fre-

quently blow around the world, and the speed

of the complete passage bears an important re-

lation to the steadiness of air currents. Thus
as Prof. Hildebrandsson points out, the dust

that was propelled skyward during the erup-

tion of Krakatoa, in August 1884, went around

the world and the equator in a few days, but

did not reach the midd e latitudes until two or

three months later.

The bureau is also conducting some impor-

tant cloud observations in southern latitudes

by means of the nephoscope. This is a mirror,

the face of which is toward the sky. The sur-

face is marked with two cross lines, and the ob-

ser\'er by looking down into what has the whole

on a restricted patch of sky reflected for his ob-

servations. The lines upon the face of the

glass enable him to calcula:^e the area and
speed of the clouds.

But of all means of observation tried this one

of flying kites and baloons from an ocean-going

vessel, is the most novel and should be produc-

tive of great benefit to the weather service.

The Tragic Death of M. de Bradsky

and M. Dorin.

BARON DE BRADSKY-LABOUN, diplo-

mat, traveler and aeronaut, and his

assistant, M. Morin, ascended for a

trial trip in the former's air ship, from the

Vaugerard Aerostatic Station, near Paris, on

October 13th. After manceuvering for about

two hours, and where about to alight, the wire

ropes from the aerostat supporting the car

suddenly broke and the aeronauts fell to detth.

The N. Y. Herald gives the following account

of this disaster :

The majority of Paris aeronauts are unani-

mous in saying that after the terrible tragedy

involved in the accident to M. Bradsky 's air

ship and the recent one of Senor Severo, which

have added four more victims to the long list of

martyrs to aeronautic science, it would be bet-

ter to give up the steerable balloon and cease

the attempt to solve a problem which many
savans regard as un solvable-

M. Emmanuel Aime, a well-known aeronau-

tic expert, yesterday gave the following

description of the accid nt to M. Bradshy's air

ship and its probable cause :

"When the word was given to let go, said M.

Aime, "the air ship rose majestically in the

air, thanks to the lifting power of the hydro-

gen, dilated by the heat of the sun, and to the

action of its ascensional propeller, placed

under the car. It hovered for a minute or two

over the balloon park of Vaugirard and little

by little drifted off under the influence of the

wind toward the Champ de Mars, the Invalides,

the Place de la Concorde and the Avenue de

I'Opera.

"As the air ship advanced slowly, at an atti-

tude of two hundred metres, turning round

and round as it went, sometimes advancing,

sometimes moving backward, swinging to port

and to starboard, in spite of the rudder, of

which M. Morin held the tiller, and, in spite of

its propelling screw, which was under the

direction of M. de Bradsky, it was only too

easy for the spectators to perceive that it was
drifting at the mercy of the wind.

FAUI.T OF ASCENSIONAI, SCREW.

"In reality, though the air ship obeyed

neither rudder nor propelling screw, it obeyed

only too well the disastrous action of the

ascensional screw, the perturbing influence of

which would have sufficed to paralyze the

effect of both the propeller screw and the

rudder, even if the motor had been strong

enough to resist the light breeze from the

southwest. The ascensional screw turned ver-

tically under the car at a rate of five hundred
revolutions per minute and made the air ship

swing round at a rate of about one turn per

minute. Under these circumstance the

propelling screw and rudder were powerless.

"What was necessary was a second vertical

screw, turning in a contrary direction to the

first, to neutralize the tendency to rotation.

M. Bradsky, however, had to give up the idea

of making these changes on account of the ex-
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tra weight it would have entailed. In spite of

the recent augmentation of volume of the bal-

loon, its lifting power was still too feeble to al-

low of any addition to the motor.

TO MUCH TENSION OF WIRES.

"The ascensional screw provided another and

still more disastrous effect, which did not es-

cape the attention of those versed in aerona-

tics. From the Place del'Opera it was plainly

visible that under the influence of this screw

the axis of the balloon, obliged to tum'by the

resistance of the air, ceased to be parallel to

the axis of the car. and that, in consequence,

the steel wires which fastened the car to the bal-

loon underwent a tension which tested their

solidity.

"At this moment the balloon, being com-

pletely inflated and the lace of steel wires be-

ing completely stretched, their tension was not

of great importance. But one asked oneself

with anxiety what would happen when the bal-

loon, which had no interior air ballonnet to

compensate for loss of gas, should come to

earth partly deflated with its silk flabby and

the steel wires suspending the car unequally

stretched and easy to twist into a tangle. The

catastrophe which took place an hour later

showed that these fears were only too well

founded.

"The airship, which drifted to the vicinity

of the Sacre Coeur, had to be lightened of its

ballast to pass over the roofs of Montmartre and

escape from a damp fog hanging over the butte.

"The aeronauts were seen to throw out two or

three sacks of ballast, and the balloon rose, al-

ways revolving on its axis, and disappeared in

the mist. Shortly afterward the catastrophe

took place.

THE DISASTER.

"The statement of Aubert, the only witness

of the catastrophe, that he heard a sound like

the tearing of cloth, confirms what I have just

said in regard to the cause of the catastrophe.

The balloon had swung round, and the tearing

sound was that of the. steel wires giving way

under a.final and more pronounced twist while

they were hanging slack. Therefore, unable

to offer enough resistance to the force of the

propeller, they broke one after the other at the

point at which they were fastened to the silk,

as can be seen by examining the debris of

the car."

forming some wonderfullly daring, if not fool"

hardy, feats, during which he narrowly escaped

with his life. It is reported that on one occa-

sion he dropped 800 feet with fearful velocity

before his parachute opened. Eaton is shot

from a torpedo and from a cannon, when he

reaches a height of 6,000 feet. On another

occasion, it is claimed, he had a remarkable

ascension, as he alighted within 80 yards of

the spot he ascended from after a drop of 2,000

feet.

The Empire of the Air.

The British, since Spencer's 30 mile trip

above London, have been considering the

advisibility of at once annexing the thin rind

which encloses the earth and making Edward,
emperor of the air, but the questions that

worry them is, where to place the flag and as to

whether th'e flag shall be a Union Jack or

Royal Standard.

U. S. Balloon Service.

It is suggested that the balloon branch of

the signal service be considerably extended and
that Congress be asked to furnish funds to

further experiment and test the utility and
efficacy of balloons for purposes of war.

The balloon detachment, under the command
of Col. Samuel Reber, which operated between

the arm}^ and navy during the war game, on

the Long Island coast, are reported to have
rendered such valuable service that General

Greely, chief signal officer, proposes to petition

Congress for additional money to increase the

present ontfit and continue a series of

experiments to further prove their value for

the p)urpose.

Lipton Again.

Thrilling Aerial Performance.

At the Brockton, Mass., fair grounds, J. Eaton

has been making balloon ascensions and per-

It is to be hoped that Sir Thomas Lipton will

be more successful in his new international

aerial venture than he was in his old aquatic

one. Although he repeatedly failed to win the

American cup, he exhibited a good manly

spirit throughout. Therefore, let us be mag-

nanimous and wish him better success in his

aerial efforts at the forthcoming St. Louis Fair.

For ourselves, we wish that he may soar in his

British balloon higher than the price of Ameri-

can coal, provided he does it without entailing

on others any of the like dire consequences.
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NOTES AND JOTTINQS.

The World's Aerial News Briefly Told.

Father Lepore's Flying Machine.

It is reported that a syndicate will furnish

125,000 to enable Rev. F. Lepore to construct

his machine and enter the contest for the Brit-

ish prize of |;20o,qoo. The prize will be

awarded to the airship that makes the best all

round records. The ascents will be made in

London and the contest will be open to all air

hips.

Spencer Makes Another Trip.

Stanley Spencer, who recently traveled across

London on a 30-mile aerial jaunt on his dirigible

balloon? made another aerial trip on the 20th

October of 25 miles. He ascended at Black-

pool, with the intention of traveling in a north-

westerly direction, but the wind was against

him, and after several fruitless attempts to

keep in the teeth of the current, he was carried

almost helplessly in a southeastern direction and

landed near Preston. In landing, the aeronaut

ouled a tree, but escaped without injury to

himself or much damage to his balloon, al-

though he had a narrow escape from being run

over by a train. This trip again demonstrates

that su?h a craft can never make headway
ag-ainst even a moderate wind.

The Graphic's Voyage.

The balloon Graphic, on Sept. 18, made the

first attempt of a series of long distance voy-

ages, but for want of a favorable wind, it failed

in its object to cross the English Channel, and
the following evening, finding no suitable

wind, it alighted at Uckfield. As soon as a

N. W. wind prevails another attempt will be

made.

Kite Flying.

Mr. S. F. Perkins made a good exhibition of

kite flying at the Brockton Fair. Among the

50 kites was a 10 foot malay, a 4 by 5 foot box
kite and a large hummer.
He supported in air, by means of kites, a

four times life size portrait of the President

and took many pictures of the Fair grounds
with apparatus elevated by kites and operated

by time fuze. The greatest elevation reached

was 4,000 feet.

A New Statoscope.

M. Borde's new statoscope records the slight-

est rising or falling movement of the aerostat,

and his field glass enables balloonists to

accurately observe the horizon.

Balloon Ascension Risks.

The prevalent idea is that the sport of bal-

looning is .attended with great risk, but in spite

of the fact that several aeronauts have recently

met with fatal accidents, it is not more hazard-

ous than cycling. Out of 600 ascents made
from Paris during the exhibition not a single

accident occurred. Almost every newspaper

published records balloon accidents, but only

local newspapers mention deaths due to cycles.

Wireless Telephones.

M. DuCretet has invented an apparatus

which enables aeronauts, while in air, to com-
municate with other aeronauts in the air, or

with persons at the earth's surface, and M. De
Fonvielle has pointed out, that with such

apparatus fitted to air ships, orders could be

transmitted to the aeronaut and ccmmunica-
tions received from him during military or

naval operations.

To Aerial Machine Experimenters.

Every experimenter who possesses a well

conceived aerial machine, should ssnd a full

description of same,along with electrotypes or

photographs, to the editor AeronauTicai^
WORI.D, so that public attetion may be pro-

perly drawn to its merits. The editor will be

pleased to receive any and all practical and
new and original suggestions from anyone,

anywhere.

Ballooning For Anaemics.

Dr. Naugier, of Paris, in a paper read at a

recent meeting of the Academie de Medicine,

made astonishing claims as to the tonic and
blood-forming effects of balloon ascensions.

A two hours' voyage in the air, he declared,

causes a marked increase in the number of the

red corpuscles, and the condition persists for

ten days after an ascension. Five such ascen-

sions in the course of six or seven weeks, he

said, are more beneficial to an anaemic than a

sojourn of three months in the mountains.

The good effect begins to be felt almost immed-
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lately, and a lengthened stay in the a'r is of

no value, and in the case of many is actually

detrimental in causing nervous irritation.

Dr. Naugier urged that the municipal council

be asked to provide a large balloon, capable of

taking to the upper air daily fifty patients who
are too poor to afiford a change of climate.

We Hear From Santos.

This time M. Santos Dumont offers to make
an attempt to travel in his new air ship from

Paris to London, if he is paid $50,000 after

successfully performing the feat, or, he says,

he is willing to make a voyage from Paris to

San Francisco, Cal., provided $200,000 is paid

to him on arriving there. Santos undertakes

to defray his own expenses, but wants the

prize-money put up in escrow.

The Spencers.

Stanley Spencer, who accomplished the 30-

mile trip across London, can trace his aeronau-

tic ancestry back two generations. He is one
of the firm of Spencer Bros., Aeronauts and
Balloon Makers, Highbury, London. The gas

to inflate his balloon for this trip cost about

$10.00 per mile.

Balloon and Cycles' Competition.

The Rev. J. Bacon had another of his balloon

versus cyclists competitions' on the 4th Oct.,

from the Crystal Palace, London. The balloon,

which carried Messrs. Bacon, Knox, Densham
and Spencer, ascended at 4.30 p. m,, and was
driven rapidly away on a wind of 30 miles an

hour in a S. W. direction. The cyclist left ten

minutes in advance of the balloon, taking the

best S. W. road as their route. They did not

ride independently, but together, and under

one commander. The balloon rapidly ascend-

ed and disappeared behind the clouds and thus

practically keeping out of view of the pursuing

cyclists, soon left them hopelessly out of

the race. The balloon traveled rapidly across

Surrey and safely landed near Godalming, on

the boarders of Hampshire, as darkness set in«

A Thrilling Experience.

C. Bennett, who has been exhibiting his

balloon and making ascents at Southport fair,

alighted on a live electric railroad wire and

narrowly escaped death by electrocution. Al-

though severely burned, he walked back to the

fair grounds and was able to resume his occu-

pation on the following day. How he managed
to form a path for the electric current has not

been satisfactory explained.

American Balloon Record.

America has not yet been so far behind in

aeronautics as her brothers in the French Re-

public profess to believe. As far back as 1859

one of the Icngest balloon journeys ever made
was from Watertown, N. Y., to the wilds of

Canada, a distance of 300 miles. The aeronauts

were Mayor John A. Haddock and Prof. La
Mouniain. But this was quite a short trip

compared with the journey made by Prof. John
Wise, who ascended at St. Louis, Mo., and

after traveling over iioo miles northward,

landed on the shore of Lake Ontario. This is

the American long-distance record, but Wise

also held the record for the greatest number of

balloon ascensions. Like a title captain, he

died in his last descent, as did Donaldson, who
after making 140 ascents, descended in Lake
Michigan and was drowned.

At this date America can only boast of two

or three completed air ships, but the number
in prospect are legion.

The Attractive Influence of Balloons in Air.

Few people can resist the temptation to

watch a balloon in the air. This in a measure

may be due to the more or less novelty and

curiosity, as with the first few trains that run

over a new section of railroad, to witness which,

neighboring people travel many miles, but

beyond this the balloon possesses some kind of

indescribable influence over us. To whatever

the cause may be due, the fact remains, that

the watching of a balloon and aeronaut travel-

ing through the air is most fascinating and

thrilling and holds our attention very firmly.

Its effect on many people is to keep them
spellbound, while it inspires most of us with

an inexpressible feeling oscillating between

great delight and great dread.

Before the aerial automobile becomes as

common as the locomotive is to-day, this influ-

ence will have all passed away and the passage

of air ships overhead, loaded with their human
freights, will give us no more concern than the

passing trains in the suburbs of large cities.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR.

Motionless Wings Without Power.

To THK Editor Aeronauticai, Wori.d :

Sir,—I have been reading your article in

the second issue of The Aeronauticai.

WORi,D, and my impression is that you have a

way of sailing through the air from one point

to another on motionless wings without any

power whatever, and cite cases where birds are

known to do the same thing with ease. Now,

I want to tell you, that there is no bird living

that can retain its height in still air, or in a

wind that is blowing in a horizontal direction.

I have seen the sea gulls follow a steamer for

days at a time, on motionless wings, but in

doing so they always found a position behind

the steamer where there was an ascending

current of air, through which they were virtual-

ly sailing down hill, though moving at a

constant height above the water.

I have flown kites from the windward side of

a hill where the string would stand vertical,

all due to the ascending current of air, as the

wind rushed up the hill. Had an aeronaut

dropped from his balloon in a parachute, where

the kite was flying, it is plain to be seen that

he would have descended quite slowly, if at all^

Hawks make use of these ascending currents,

when they are seen sailing around a circle>

even rising higher and higher at every revolu-

tion. When an eagle soars on motionless

wings to its nest on the cliffs, he does so by

keeping on the windward side, allowing the

ascending currents to do the work for him.

Birds soon learn to take advantage of these

ascending currents, and we poor mortals, who
stand and watch them from solid earth, seem
to think they are soaring in still air and wonder
why we can't make a sailing plane to do the

work in still air, when there is no still air about

it.

There is no advantage whatever in this sailing

upward, downward and tacking in vertical

lines, if the air is still or moving horizontally,

but should an ascending current be found, that

ascends as fast as a sailing plane descends, then

we can hope to soar after the fashion of birds,

but not before.

I have made many experiments in this line,

and believe the day is coming when we will be

able to sail through the air and save power, by
employing the energy that can be derived from
the wind whenever it takes an upward course,

but the machine must have power of its own to

rise with ease in still air, and speed enough to

combat with the wind and adverse currents.

I shall look with much interest for No. 3 of

The AeronauTicai, Wori.d. I believe and

hope the A^<?ze^ World will lead to much good

in the advance of flying machines.

F. M. CI.ARK.

The Editor AeronauticaTv Wori^d :

Sir,—I received the copies of Aeronautical
WorIvD with feelings of gratification and

pleasure, and having read them with great

interest, now anxiously await the next issue.

A journal like the Aeronauticai, W0RI.D,

which marks the advancing steps of progress in

aeronautics, was needed, but as no one could

reasonably expect to make a commercial suc-

cess by its publication, because likely sub-

scribers would be few, and those few widely

scattered, its appearance did not seem likely.

I wish The Aeronautical World hearty

success.

I believe that faith in aerial navigation has

been considerably damped in this city, if not

elsewhere, by the action, or rather want of

action, of a few braggarts, showmen and rash

speculators,whose sole object appeared to be, to

make money at any cost and personal risk to

others.

I would like to point out that the successes

claimed for the S3-called derigible balloons

recently exhibited in our suburbs were nothing

more than complete failures in attempts to

repeat some of the minor performances made
by Captain Renard over 20 years ago.

Captain Renard, acting for himself and the

French government, by his demonstrations,

satisfied both, that the union of a light aerostat

and heavy suspended mechanically driven car

formed an incompatible and unsatisfactory

combination, with which to imitate natural

aerial machines. To nature we must look to

furnish the key to her secret of flight before

we solve the problem of aerial navigation and
in this aerostats will not help us.

I hope in the course of a few days to be able

to submit for publication an article on this

subject, which you may consider sufficiently

interesting to print.

A. R. DiCKERSON.
New York, N. Y.

editor aeronautical worlo

Sir:—
Please inform us, if you can, why Leo Stevens

packed his dirigible baloon on the railroad, to

make the journey from New York to the future
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world's fair city, instead of piloting it through

the air?

He does not thereby show much confidence

in his machine, or inspire confidence in others

and it looks as though he had no intention to

enter for the long distance race,

I hope to be able to show and enter a ma-

chine, that will travel through the air anywhere,

and be quite independent of raih'oads, or I will

offer it as a sacrifice to the Goddess of Fire.

H. G. HONEYWELI..

Queries to Readers.

NEW BOOKS.

The conoukst of the air.

By John Alexander, New York, A. Wessels
Company, 12 Mo. Cloth, Illustrated, 160

pages. Price 75 cents.

This book, which is prefaced by Sir Hiram

Maxim, contains a great deal of valuable and

interesting information. It is a complete little

history of events and contains most things

worth recording up to date.

The author says, "The more we know of

invention and human ingenuity the more we

are constrained to the admission that Solomon

was everlastingly right when he said that there

was nothing new under the sun."

We are limited to three kinds of aerial

machines—the simple balloon, the balloon

combined with machinery for steering and

propelling it, and the air ship which dispenses

completely with the balloon and relies solely

on machinery for raising, lowering, flying and

directing its course

There can be no doubt that the future of

aerial navigation is with some such machine as

that on which Sir Hiram Maxim is experiment-

ing. It may be many years before perfecticn

is attained, but attained it will be some day,

and we may live to see it.

The book winds up thus : The ordinary

balloon will only be partially directable when
the air currents have been chartered. The
balloon dirigible of the Zeppelin and Santos

Dumont type will never be controllable in

strong head winds. To the heavier than air

fnachines using aeroplanes we must look for the

final solution of the problem of aerial

navigation.

Cost of Aerial Experiments.

The French government has spent $500,000

within the last two years in efforts to solve the

problem of flight.

All couiDimiications should be brief and ad-
dressed to the Editor the Aeronautieal World,
Clenrille, O., U. S. A.
Please prefix all questions with a title and all

anszuers luith their number and title.

[i]. Spencer's London Fi^ight.—Stanley
Spencer is credited with navigating the air by
means of Mellin's air ship and traveling

wherever he pleased, but did he? I would
like to know whether he or the wind directed

his course on his memorable journey of 19th

September? If he was able to direct his

course, it would also be interesting to learn

why he did not return to the Crystal Palace

instead of landing in such an out-of-the-way

and inconvenient place as Harrow, only to be

wagon hauled back.
Ante Dirigible.

[2]. Motor eor Air Ship.—If someone
of our readers will kindly recommend the

lightest, most efficient and best , all round
motor for driving air ships by means of stern

propeller, and give weight of outfit for 10-

H. P., they will greatly oblige,

MOTORLESS.

[3]. Soaring, Etc.— Will any reader be

kind enough to explain the difference between

soaring, sailing and flying?

T. Berry.

[4]. PROPE1.1.ER. — Whatis the best position

for the propeller of an air ship such as

Renard's, forward or aft ? Please give reasons

for preference, if any.

Propeixer.

[5]. Lifting Power of Birds.— What is

the greatest weight an eagle, or other bird, has

been known to fly away with ? In answering,

please state the relative weights and bulks of

bird and load.

Birdie.

[6]. Kite BAI.ANCE.—If we attach a spring

balance to the string of a kite will it indicate

the force required to hold the kite in its posi-

tion ? Can this force be obtained from any

motor which the kite would be able to support ?

If so, where would we be able to obtain such

motor ?

Kite.

[7]. If we substitute for the wheels of a

cycle a suitable .screw propeller and equip the

whole with light aeroplanes, would we be able

to rise and travel on the air ? Query.
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Foreign Aeronautical Periodicals.
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The Aeronautical Journal, lyondon, Bng.
Illustriete Aeronautiche, Mittheilungen,

Strassburg, Germany.
L'Aeronaute, Paris.

Revue Ampere, Paris.

Lutschriflf fur Luftscrefffahrt und Physick der

Atmosphare, Berlin.

Revue de Iv'Aeronautique, Paris, France.

26,390.—Navigable Balloons or Flying Ma-

chines. John Lenn.

Records of Aeronautical Patents,

U. S. Patents.

643,675.—Airship. J.

648,544.—Kite-like Aeroplane

lorn.

F. Pickering.

G. T. Wog-

648,634.—Flying Machine. Louis B. Roze.

653,221.—Electric Traction Balloon. Marie

J. A. Deydur.

659,264.—Airship. Charles Stanley.

661, 826.—Controllable Balloon. L. Stevens.

666,266.—Aerial Navigation Machine. J. H.
Dillon-Gregg.

668.375.—Airship (aeroplane). A. F. Hub-
bard.

670.807.—Airship. J. Olsen.

678.114.—Collapsible Balloon. C. M. Farr.

686,200.—Wind Motor. Henry Bradbery.

688,135.—Airship. John Spies.

694.356.—Airship Propeller. F. W. Dufua.

695,580.— Airship. C. M. Richmoud.

697403-—Airship Propeller. C. Groom-
bridge.

698,643.—Aeroplane. S. J. Couyne.

701,359.—Airship. C. T. A. Koltz.

701,510.—Airship. P. Samorski.

7C2, 120. —Airship. H. B. Van Voorhis.

British Patents.

25,760.—Naviagble Balloons. Howard Lane.

25,867.—Balloons and the like. Carl Riller

von Blumeucron.

26 125.—Means and appliances for directing
the navigation of the air. Alex. Winter and
Joseph Levi.

245.—Navigable Aeroplanes.

Oscar Manhood.

Henry Charles

623.—Flying apparatus foj Toys and Other

Purposes. William &. Hicks.

693.—Aerial Ascentions and Propulsions.

William Arthur Percey Werner.

1,281.—Appliances for Raising and Moving
Bodies in the Air. William Miller Walters.

2,812.—Navigable Airships. Anton Neu-

mayer.

2,845.— Aerostats. Cesari Feroci.

2,923,—The Employment of the Movement of

the Recoil of Arms for Propelling Balloons or

Other Aerostatic Vessels. Edmond David.

5,020.—The Flapping or Paddling Flying

Machine.—Andrie Delport.

5,261.—Reversing Gear for Motor Launches,

Airships, etc. Gardley Delauney Billing.

6,300.—Developments in Connection

Aeronautical Machines. Alfred Hardie.

with

8,016.—Airship. Leon Rothstein.

8,681.—Flying Machines. Theo. Haas.

8,875.—Flying Apparatus. George Kirby.

9j037-—Aerial Machines. James J. Wales.

6,706,—Flying Machine Propellers. A. H.
P. Blunt.

10,267.—Airship. James" Eraser,

10,349.—Twin Balloon. La Socete Anonyme.

10,642.—Aeronautics and Aerostatics. H. A.

Eevens.

10,815.—Flying Machine, Airship. W. E.
Sykes.

11,267.—Navigable Balloons. A. C. Spencer.

11.616.—Aerial Machines. J, De Lipkowski.

11.744.—Twin Balloon Airship. Lars J. An-
derson.

11,982.—Flying Machines. Joseph Sieberl.

12,222.—Art of Aerial Navigation. Ernest

A. Le Sueur.

12,866.—Flying Machines, Horatio F.

Philliips

12,986.—Propulsion of Aerial Transit. Fred.

W. Jones.

13, 397-—Tractoes for Aerial Machines. Wil-
liam MacLeod.

I3)499-—Steerable Flying Machine. A. K,
R. A. Krakow.
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Wanted.—All persons wishing to join the

Aeroauto Club of America, to communicate
with the Hon. Sec'y American-International

Club, care Akronautical, World, Glenville,0.

Wanted.—All kinds of Mss. relating to

Aeronautics, and articles recounting exploits

of successful aerial navigators. A. Weedon,
& Co

,
publishers, Burton Ave., Glenville, O.

Wanted.—Steam or gasoline 3 H. P. auto-

mobile outfit complete ; must be light, strong,

simple and efficient. Address 'Airship,' care

Aeronauticai, W0R1.D, Glenville, O.

Wanted.—A smart, all round handy man,
who has had practical experience in the con-

struction of an airship. State experience and
remuneration wanted for services of 10 hours

daily. Apply by letter to G. Wood, care

AeronauticaTv World.

Aerial Machine.—A successful inventor

having proved the practicabity of his aerial

machine seeks financial assistance to public-

ally demonstrat« that he can navigate the air.

Write "Practical Airship," Care Aeronau-
tical World.

Wanted —To purchase balloons, kites,

machines and aerial novelties of utility ; also

all kinds of aerial toys or kites, balloons and

special fliers. Address with particulars "In-

vestor," care Aeronautical World.

Wanted.— Gasoline Engine, complete 5-6

H. P. outfit, must be very light and suitable

for driving air propellers and navigable balloon.

Address "Airship," Aeronautical World,
Glenville, O.

Wanted.—New or good second-hand auto

motor, 15 H P., with all appurtenances. State

weight, make, condition and price. Address

"Engineer," Aeronautical World.

For Sale.

For Sale.—A light 2-horse power gasoline

engine and special air propeller suitable for

driving aerial machine. "E. A. J.," care

Aeronautical World.

For Sale.—A very limited number of shares,

at par, ^i.oo, of the Stanley Aerial Navigation

Co. Address W. E. Irish, Glenville, O.

Scientific Kites and Balloons.—Scien-
tific kites and small model captive balloons for

amusement, instruction and experiment. Kites

from ten cents. Captive balloons from fifty

cents, post prepaid. E. Irish, Glenville, O.

Wanted.—5 H. P. about, high speed special-

ly light, good second hand auto motor outfit,

complete for airship. Send full particulars.

Address "Airship," Aeronautical World,
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Free! Free! Free!

/Wines and Investments,"

is a new Journal, devoted to

raining in general, and to the

Clear Creek District of Color-

ado in particular.

You should know more of this

—the oldest and safest field

for investment in the entire

West.
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To introduce this journal we
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Mines and Investments,
Room 150, Ex. Bank,

Colorado Springs, = = = Colorado.



STANLEY
Aerial Navigation Co.

Has Ncarl\> Completed
Its rionster Air Ship, to carry 30
passengers. It embodies all the
elements of safety, reliability and
simplicity. Call and examine it,

as also the working model in oper=
ation in our shipyard, (block
bounded) by
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Inventions Developed and Put Into

Practical Shape.

Advice and Criticisms Qiven.
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M. DUKE & CO.,
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BOOKS AMERICAN
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FOREIGN
ON
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Sent post paid to any address,

upon receipt of price.

Progress in Flying Machines, - = = $2.50

Aerial Navigation, = = . - 3.00

The Conquest of the Air, . = = • .75
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By O. Chanute, C. E.,
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English language. Sent by mail on receipt
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M. N. FORNEY, 501 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.

TO REACH ALL INTERESTED
IN

BALLOONS, AIRSHIPS,
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Aeronautical World.
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Cycala Gliding Machine.

By Dr. Chas. Zimmerman.

Supplementary to article in October, 1902,

number of Aeronautical Journal,

London, England.

Having sent a description of this machine to

the Aeronautical Society of Great Britain pre-

cludes my giving it to the readers of the Aero-

nautical World. Hov^ever, one or two points

omitted in that report may not be amiss here.

The accompanying photos are deficient in

detail and probably cannot be satisfactorily re-

produced ; they are, however, the best at hand,

as the machine has been dismantled and the

parts used in another now building.

The wings are hinged near their middle to

outer ends of the body piece. The operator

stands on latter with ends of wings in hand,

and vibrates them up and down. When suffi-

cient speed is attained it leaves the ground,

and operator's feet come into play. As he

pulls down the wings his weight is lightened

and machine rises. When the operator rises,

in lifting the wings, his weight increases,

thereby pulling down the whole machine. The
course of flight would be undulatory, and the

springing up and down of operator in vibrating

the wings alternately makes him heavier and

lighter and forces the apparatus to move in

the opposite direction.

This is beautiful in theory, but in practice

we are handicapped by the machine getting too

heavy and effectually preventing carrying out

all our intentions.

In this case this happened. The machine's

weight was about 75 pounds. I started out to

make it weigh not over 25 pounds, in order to

handle it to advantage.

I next detached one of the wings to test its

lifting power in the wind. One photograph

shows the operator lifted about 25 feet in a

wind of 20 miles an hour.

In my experiments I found that the long,

narrow wing will not turn end over end in a

wind as wiU a short and broad one ; also, that

if made flexible, the ends striking the ground
in falling breaks the impact and shields opera-

tor from injury. This should be the prime

factor in all experiments, viz : safety. It is

useless to make a martyr of one's self and in-

cidentally cast a wet blanket on further inves-

tigation in similar lines.

Last February, when the ground was cov-

ered with snow, photo No. 3 was taken. This
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is of a machine made previous to the one

above described. ' It is here given to show how

much time, labor, energy and money is spent

to be finally thrown on the junk heap. Not all,

however, is lost, for we have learned how not

to do it, and may serve as a guide-post to pre-

vent others trying it, in that particular way.

This machine also grew too heavy at com-

pletion for extended experimenting, as its

weight was somewhere about 80 pounds; also,

it was hardly large enough, covering only about

100 square feet of surface. The wings were

hollow, or umbrella-shaped, with the operator

in a space between them, sitting astride the

body, which in turn was hinged at its front

apex to top of frame beneath supported by

four small wheels on the ground; a pair of

spiral springs, 22 inches long, and tested to a

load of 300 pounds each, lying parallel in frame

on wheels and fixed at their back end, while the

front were attached to a lever projecting from

body above. The operator could vibrate him-

self and machin^ up and down on the springs.

In practice, however, it was found that the

air resistance to the wings prevented a rapid

down flap. This was due to the springs, as

they had to be stretched in addition to over-

coming the air pressure. When the machine

was pressed down the springs would lift it and

operator in a jiffy. It was thought to reverse

these motions, but finally concluded to dis-

pense with the springs altogether and depend

on the air to elevate, after getting forward

motion.

It will be noticed that this was a one-piece

machine; that the wings did not flap in the

popular sense of the term, and that the wings

were of the concave-convex variety. This lat-

ter quality w.as the best thing about it and de-

termined me to push experiments in that di-

rection. One day, when the wind was almost

a gale, 1 detached the machine from the

springs and frame on wheels, and held it up
overhead, facing the wind, when it was lifted

vertically with a decided push forward. The
machine was maintained in a horizontal posi-

tion by the wind, and my little finger was suffi-

cient to hold it and prevent it blowing back,

which occurred now and then, as the wind
seems to roll in billows, the front of which
tends to depress and blow back, while the lat-

ter part lifts and propels the machine.

We can see better at a distance what our

experiments amount to, as it is rather difficult

to appreciate them at the time of occurrence,

especially when a costly model is mercilessly

dashed to pieces at our feet. We generally

leave it and go home—to take it up again when
we feel better.

These things must of necessity occur, yet at

this writing we see no reason why we should

not be fortified in our belief that the coming
flier will be a machine minus a screw propel-

ler, movable wings or any moving parts, save

the operator, who will form an integral part

thereof. After that is an accomplished fact,

we will talk and write about motor application.

Dr. A. Qreth's Airship.
As the work of constructing this airship

progresses the inventer and the members of the

company controlling the enterprise, become
more impatient to make a demonstration. They
are confident that they have mastered at least

three of the prevailing difficulties of other air-

ships, as they have ample buoyancy, perfect

dirigibility and the ability to land safely. They
hope to send it on a voyage of discovery about

Feb. I., and expect to add another trophy to

American Inventors.

This airship is constructed on similar lines to

Santos-Dumont machine with a cylendrical

J



body 75 feet long having cone-shaped ends, but

it will be propelled and directed by four pro-

pellers arranged along the sides.
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From this demonstration it seems clear that a

dirigible air ship, built on the plan of the in-

ventor's ideas, can leave the ground for aerial

flights without momentum, if carefully balanced

before the start is i^ade. It is a noteworthy

feature of the model, that the propellers can be

operated from a given center by the sky pilot,

but when out of the operator's hand automat-

ically keep a level keel according to the pro-

pellers, reversing according to speed, pressure

and atmospheric conditions.

MODEL OF DR. A. GRIETH's AIRSHIP.

For several weeks the constructor has been

hard at work in the pavilion at Agricultural

Park oiling and making impervious to wind

and weather the Chinese silk to be used in the

manufacture of the big gas bag that is to float

above the aeroplane of the Eagle. A working

model of the big air navigator has come in for

a good share of the inventor's attention. This

model, as it swings in the air or travels on a

W. Q. Whitehead's New
Machine.

Since Mr. Whitehead's experiments last Jan-

uary with his machine, Fig. i.. he has been

working on his improved machine No. 24,

which will be ready for its first trial trip about

January i, 1903. •

A full description of and report on this

.1

i

,.^8^^'^

FIG. I, whitehead'

tight wire, attracts no little attention both from

the curious and those of a scientific turn of

mind.
The model is made of copper, and with the

motor, weighs thirty-five pounds, and has four

reversible and automatic propellers, one at each

corner of the machine. They revolve with

great speed and cause the model to act much
after the manner of a bird in flight. Sus-

pended in midair for the purpose of demon-
stration, and controlled by an operator, who
simply touches an electric button, the short

flight of the model sems almost human in its

aerial gyrations. Placed on a tight wire, with

an air and weight resistance equal to an air

voyage facing the wind, the machine with all

propellers turning rapidly traverses the wire.
At the end the propellers are reversed, and
gracefully and easily the model comes back to
the starting point.

S MACHINE NO. 23.

promising machine will be published in the

Aeronautical World after the first trials. For

the present we are only at liberty to state that

No. 24 machine will be built on the same lines

as. Nos. 22 and 23, but it will be provided with

two sets of wing surfaces in place of one set.

The most forward of the two pairs, or wing-

like surfaces, will be large and patterned after

the wings of a bat; the second, or hindmost

set, of wings will consist of three superposed

aero-surfaces, which will be concave on their

under side from front to rear. By means of

these different surfaces the inventor hopes to

be able to determine which of the two are best,

movable wings or adjustable aeroplane sur-

faces, and thus settle for all time this import-

ant point.

The machine will be equipped with a 40 H.

P. motor, designed by the same inventor, which
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will drive the two 6-foot propellers 600 revolu-

tions per minute. The wheels on which the

machine rests and runs on the ground, as well

as the propellers, can be iftstantly thrown in

and out of gear as the aeronaut desires. If

this machine proves as successful as the last,

the inventor intends to arrange a 9-foot screw

to raise the entire system from the ground to

a height of 50 feet or more in order to fly

from his present headquarters without having

to making a running start. Another new and

valuable arrangement will be apparatus for

measuring the screw thrust while the machine

is flying in the air, and at the same time re-

FiG. 2. whitehead's model.

cording the direction of the machine and air

currents.

The set, or angle, of the aeroplanes will be

altered and controlled by levers, which will

regulate the force of compressed air which

actuates them in order to deflect the aeroplanes

so as to incline or steer a circular course with-

out shifting the position of the ballast or aero-

naut. The tail or rudder will likewise be lov*-

ered or raised by means of compressed air con-

trolled by levers.

The screw blades will be made adjustable so

that during flight their set or angle may be

changed at will to any desired degree.

The machine will run on the ground as an

automobile, as illustrated in cut of the old

machine above.

Above is given an ilHistration of one of the

inventor's first experimental machines, which

is both novel and ir.tei-est'ng.

Leo Stevens' New Airship.
Fig. I is a perspective view of this dirigible

balloon. Fig. 2 is a detail section of the gear-
ing of one of the propellers. Fig. 3 is a plan

view of the car, and Fig. 4 is a front elevation

01 the apparatus.

The gas bag is covered by a netting, and to

the netting are attached a number of ropes

which pass downwards from the gas bag and
are joined to a longitudinally disposed beam,

whereby the beam is supported from the gas

bag. Attached to certain of the ropes and sit-

uated beneath the gas bag is a parachute, which

is elongated longitudinally of the machine and
curved transversely, so as to present a concave

underside. The parachute is guyed from its

edges downward to the beam and is thus held

TO OUR READERS.

You are invited to send your ideas relating

to aerial navigation to the Editor Aeronautical

World, Glenville, O.



in parallelism with both beam and gas bag. As
the balloon moves ahead or astern in the plane

of the parachute the parachute will offer no

resistance to the movement of the balloon ; but

should the balloon begin to drop the parachute

will tend to retard such movement and will in-

sure a gradual fall.

Connected rigidly with the beam is a car,

which is elongated and provided with windows
and doors. Within the car a motor is contain-

ed, which serves to drive the propellers.

The balloon is guided upwards or down-
wards by means of a weight which is arranged

to slide longitudinally on the beam by operat-

ing a cord which passes into the car. When
the weight is moved forward it will depress

the bow and impart a downward inclination.

To cause the apparatus to rise the weight is

shifted rearward, thereby depressing the stern.

The balloon is steered by a rudder of sailcloth,

which is free to be moved right or left.
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pable of being wound up by turning a crank,

and was wound up Hke a clock, the whole

thing being situated in the hull of the ship.

McQary's Airships

I herewith give, for the benefit of the anx-

ious inquirer, a brief description and sworn

statement of my airship:

We witnessed the operating of a small air-

ship by M. McGary, the inventor and maker

thereof, in the court room in the city of Mem-
phis, Mo.

The said airship consisted of a small boat

or ship about three and one-half feet long and

pointed at each end, with two wings on each

side and said wings are shaped like the

wings of a fly; they are ten inches long and

three inches wide, with flexible ribs placed in

the wings at suitable intervals. The boat is

partly supported by a cigar-shaped balloon five

feet long and eighteen inches in diameter, and

the boat is suspended from said balloon, fast-

ened by cords to the netting surrounding said

balloon, which is filled with hydrogen gas ; the

wings worked with a motion like the wings of

a bird and were operated by means of small

rubber bands connected with a crank shaft ca-

.^.fl_^if=f

When the wings were set in motion the ship

would rise from the floor and fly steadily

through the air in any direction designated by

persons in the audience, and when the power

was exhausted and the wings stopped moving

the ship would settle quietly and gently to the

floor. This was repeated many times during

the afternoon.

The ship was provided with a rudder in the

stern shaped like a fish tail, by which it was

guided or steered from right to left at the will

of the operator. When the rudder was set

straight the ship would move in a straight line,

and when it was desired to have the ship move

in a circle the rudder would be set either to the

right or left before starting. During its flight

it v^'as wholly unconnected with anything and

pas.scd through the air like a live bird. This

statement seems to have been first signed by

six persons and then attested before a Notary

Public.

Fig. 2 is a model which I have actually made

fly through the air like a live bird. It will be

entered in World's Fair contest.

Carl Myers at Cornell.

At a recent lecture by Prof. Carl E. Myers

of the balloon farm, Frankfort, N. Y., given

before the students of Cornell University at

Ithaca, N. Y., as part of the Sibley college

course of applied science, illustrated through-

out by numerous lantern slides and the actual

operation of apparatus for navigating the air,

Mr. Myers said in part

:

The recent fatal accident in Paris, France,

May T2, 1902, when the gasoline motor airship
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of Augusto Severo, a rival of Santos Dumont,
burst open in mid-air from over expansion,

and then caught the adjacent fire and exploded

its mixed hydrogen and air, would seem a rev-

elation and a warning to careless pioneers.

That an interval of 117 years exists between

this fatality and the sole other kindred one,

suffered by Philatre de Rozier, the pioneer

aeronaut, and first to attempt navigation of the

air by hydrogen and fire, would seem to indi-

cate a low percentage of risk.

That careful aerial navigation is not essen-

tially dangerous is proven by the fact that I am
before you to day, alive and unharmed-rafter

a quarter century spent in aerial travels, rang-

ing over thousands of miles, twenty-one of

these in the United States, the District of Co-

lumbia, and the Canadas. During all this time

the only real danger that I seem to have run

was from a single possible collision between

my air ship and a railroad locomotive. I had

made a flight with my skycycle from Pitts-

burg, Pa., in the presence of 300,000 spectators,

gathered at one Fourth of July celebration

when the temperature was 105 degrees in the

shade on the ground. It was a great relief to

get up in the cooler air and the scene below

me was the most wonderful of my experience,

for three great rivers united beneath me divid-

ing a labyrinth of winding roads encircling the

hillsides as do those here climbing high to your

campus, making the whole territory visible as

an enchanted landscape garden, flat as any map
or mosaic. After I had strolled about in the

air half an hour tracing the paths below me, I

sought a safe place for a landing, away from

the mob, which would have destroyed me in

their excitement had I landed in their midst.

The only space clear from trees or people in my
vicinity was the railroad track. I hovered close

over it while two long trains met and passed,

and then dropped just behind on the clear rails

and began emptying my gas, when along came

a wild cat locomotive with a terrible racket of

bell and whistle and I almost lost my life

through fright before I could hustle my half

empty spindle off the track. What would have

happened to that careless locomotive had my
wasting gas exploded I can't think.

This is the only time in my high career that

I have been "real scared," but at another time

I nearly frightened to death a young Cannuck
farm hand near Lewiston, Me., one November
day, when I landed in freezing weather and a

thirty-mile wind, and the only persoti in sight

ran away screaming when I called for help to

check my skycycle. He ran into the farm house

yelling, "Oh, Lord, come quick, the devil is

after me big as a house and talks like a man."

When you see the pictures of the various mon-

sters I shall show you on the screen you will

sympathize with that boy.

Mr. Myers then traced the gradual evolution

of the spherical hot air balloon and hydrogen

spindle showing that much of the reputed air-

ship inventions of today were very ancient in

an art now only 119 years old. All the airships

which had transported men were well shown,

and the fact made plain that the earlier efforts

of the steam airship of Henri Gifford and the

electric airship of Renard and Krebs had prov-

en superior to anything since, except in the one

feature of the modern light explosion motors

which gave increased speed. The lecture was

interspersed throughout with interesting inci-

dents of the career of Prof. Myers as an aero-

nautical engineer, and concluded with exhibits

of his original gas kite, the first machine heav-

ier than air to raise and transport a man
through mid air by his muscular efforts, and

culminated in the operation of his Electric

Aerial Torpedo which is a model dynamite air-

ship with a record of nearly 700 miles of mid-

air flight at St. Louis Exposition driven by 110

volt direct current and guided and governed by

an operator moving a switch at a distant sta-

tion.

Prof. Myers' theory of a symmetrical wave

line spindle body possessing no head resistance

in its passing through air, as exemplified in the

projectile form of the torpedo gas spindle,

made a sensation, and after a two hours talk

the audience stormed the rostum at the close

to examine the smallest details of the exhibit.

Another lecture at the same place is prom-

ised in the near future.

Alanson Wood's Airship.

This inventor promises to make a flying trip

around a lo-mile circuit on his machine He says

"Oh, that I had the wings of a dove." In

these words the Psalmist voiced the aspirations

of all mankind for all time. That man aspires

is a prophesy that he will attain. From the

Psalmist to a Icarus, from Icarus to Darius

Green, and from Darius Green to Santos-Du-

mont, in spite of all the doubting Thomases of

the world, in spite of the scientists who dem-

onstrate that it is impossible, mankind in gen-

eral has believed and still believes that the air

is for men to fly in as well as the bird. As the

nautilus was a prophesy of the modern bat-

tleship, the fish of the submarine boat, the birds

of the air are the prophesy of the airship—the
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fulfillment of which is even now at hand.

Already man has conquered the land and the

sea. It only remains to him to conquer the

air. Already from being the most helpless of

all the animals he has outstripped the fleetest

animal of the land and the swiftest fish of the

sea. It only remains to him to outstrip on the

unwearied wings of machinery the swiftest and

longest flight of birds in the air. To doubt

that he will do it, is to doubt the prophesy of

all the ages and the logic of all history.

The attempts at the solution of the problem

have heretofore been along the lines of the fish

and the bird. Those modeled on the fish have

been partially successful, while so far the at-

tempts to imitate the flight of a bird have been

flat failures.

After a careful study of this problem I long

since became convinced that no successful imi-

tation of either the fish or the bird will ever be

made. Man never has succeeded in accom-

plishing anything by mere imitation. He has

had to invent new and original means of sup-

plementing his own limited powers.

He has not succeeded in outstripping the

fleetness of the horse or the deer by imitating

the actions of their legs. It is as sensible for

him to try to do that as to try to reproduce the

action of the wings of the bird. If he tried to

provide a submarine boat with the fins and the

tail of the fish, it is certain that he would make
a dismal failure of it.

Instead, therefore, of trying to reproduce

mechanically the motion of wings, I turned my
attention to the mechanical achievements of

man, and have found the solution of the prob-

lem, as I fully believe, in one of the earliest,

and without question the greatest invention

ever produced by men—the wheel and axle.

It is not without a real and substantial basis

of fact the wheel is made the symbol of prog-

ress. Between the first crude wheel formed of

a section of a log by some unknown, unhon-
ored and unsung inventor back in the very

twilight of history, and its latest model of

strength and lightness—the bicycle wheel—lies

all of human progress. Without the wheel in

all its infinite forms of employment man in all

human probability would be a savage still. Civ-

ilization would be impossible. To-day it plows
the seas and thunders along continental lines

of steel with the commerce of the world. It

rolls along all the highways and byways; i^

hums in all the factories, and the noise of it

rises unceasing in all the marts of trade. With
it man has subdued the land and the sea. Shall

he not with it also subdue the realm of the air?

All the wonderful advancement of the 19th

century is due to it, would have been impossi-

ble without it, and points to it as the one solu-

tion of this great problem, as the realization of

this hope of the ages. Yet the world has been

strangely blind to that which is made plain by

every wind-wheel and demonstrated by every

ship propeller.

"Eyes have we but we see not." And yet

how simple a thing it is when we do see.

We have only to set two wind wheels with

vanes of opposite pitch upright on their axles,

attach power to the axles and drive them in

opposite directions at high velocity, and the

thing is done. Every one can see that it is

only a question of reversing the ordinary pro-

portion of weight to power and of strength to

weight The bicycle that weighs less than 20

pounds and carries with ease ten times its

weight demonstrates ''hat the problej« H re-

versing the proportion of strength to >veight is

already solved. And in the nick of time comes

Jackson DeNeal, a Toledo inventor, with an

engine and generator that are marvels of sim-

plicity, lightness and power. The manufactur-

ers of this engine—that makes the marvelous

speed of 2,000 strokes a minute—guarantee that

capable of furnishing 44-horse power, the com-

they will furnish me engines and generators

bined weight of which will be less than 900

pounds. This power will be sufficient to drive

ball-bearing aeroplane wheels, which, at a ve-

locity of 200 revolutions per minute, have a

lifting capacity of 8,000 pounds.

It will be readily seen, that equipped with

these engines, a machine constructed according

to the principles of my invention will have a

large margin of carrying '-apacity over the

weight of the power required to operate it, and

that by constructing the frame work of the ma-

chine on the principle of the construction of

the bicycle there will be left a large margin of

lifting power for a load over the weight of the

entire machine This margin will be sufficient

to maintain the machine at any desired eleva-

tion, while propellers drive it through the air

and a rudder guides it in any desired direc-

tion.

Without here attempting a detailed and

technical description of my invention, in view

of its tremendous possibilities, and of the fact

that mechanical construction has advanced to a

point where power, strength and' weight can

now be proportioned as to render its success

not only possible but highly probable—if rtot

absolutely assured—and in view of my inabil-

ity, unaided and alone to make such test of the
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principle of my invention as all who have care-

fully examined my plans are convinced it de-

serves,

The Investigation of the Upper
Atmosphere by Means

of Kites.

The committee on "the investigation of the

upper atmosphere by means of kites," made a

report on their useful work at the meeting of

the British Association at Belfast. It has been

decided to make the kite observations either in

thinly-inhabited parts of the country or over

the sea, so as to reduce the risk of any accident

to a minimum. Since nothing was known of

the vertical temperature gradient over the great

oceans, and thib knowledge was of supreme

importance for theoretical meteorology, it has

been decided to work on the west coast, since

the prevailing westerly winds make observa-

tions 111 such a locality equivalent to those

taken over the sea.

Linton's Aerodrome.
Mr. Linton, wnc says he has devoted his

spare time for tweive years to the study of

aerial navigation and means of overcoming the

force of gravity, believes that he has at last

evolved a practical machine. He says that he

has been greatly assisted in his efforts by the

successful demonstrations of others.

His machine consists of a gigantic fixed

aeroplane for sustainment, and smaller

aeroplane surfaces for lifting, guiding, and

propelling.

The driving planes are arranged at the front

and top of the sustaining plane, which is 30

feet long and nine feet broad at the ends, in-

creasing to II feet at the center. The frame

is of steel tubing and the fabric silk. The
stroke of the differential driving planes will be

downward and backward, and the return will

be made with little opposing resistance other

than what will import a lifting effect. These

planes are to make 120 to 220 beats per min-

ute, and to be capable of working independent-

ly. The complete system will have an area of

3CX) square feet of fabric.

At the rear there is another aeroplane which
is fan-shaped, and to be employed chiefly for

directing the course.

The 5J^-hofsepower motors, weighing about

200 pounds, are to form part of the equipment
They are estimated to lift the system during a

calm and propel it at a high rate of speed.

Lebandy Brothers Airship,

The aerostat of this dirigible balloon, which

is twice the size of Dumont's Paris Flyer, and

possessed of a flat bottom, measures 192 feet

long and 36 feet in diameter, and is capable of

holding 3,250 cubic yards of hydrogen. The
cotton-rubber envelope alone weighs nearly

1,000 pounds, and the platform or car which is

constructed of bicycle tubing and steel piano

wire, is 15 feet long. The car will accommo-
date three passengers, and a 45-horsepower

gasoline motor to operate the two propellers,

which are carried on each side of the system

and employed for progression and direction.

This craft during its first tests was reported

as behaving exceedingly well, but it appears to

have been held captive. More extensive trials

were made on the 13th inst., when several

free ascents were made, carrying four per-

sons, during which it is claimed the airship

was successfully manoeuvered and made to

perform evolutions in all directions which had

previously been agreed upon. After the

aeronauts had satisfied themselves as to the

effectiveness of the steering and propelling ap-

paratus they descended at the point from which

they ascended and gracefully alighted without

shock.

This aircraft traveled at the rate of 25 miles

an hour, but the wind was very light. In the

last trial the rudder was slightly damaged,

which necessitated a postponement of the

trials.

In event of accident a cloth covering is pro-

vided, which will open out as a parachute, and

so retard the fall. A guide rope 1,500 feet

long, which trails a heavy float on the water,

prevented perfect freedom and limited its

flight to a horizontal or downward course.

Dr. Langley's Aerodynamic
Experiments.

In a recent report of the Smithsonian Insti-

tution there appears a second edition of Prof.

S. P Langley's memoir containing the results

of his "Aerodynamic Experiments." The pro-

fessor therein says : "Since the preceding

lines were written, the writer has demonstrated

that mechanical flight is possible by actually

performing it with steel flying machines nearly

a thousand times heavier than the air, driven

by steam, and employing as a rule curved sus-

taining surfaces. These machines, which were

built by the writer, weighed from 30 pounds

to 40 pounds, and they have arisen and de-

scended in safety, their flight being limited to
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distances of from half a mile to three-quar-

ters of a mile, at speeds varying from 20 to 30

miles an hour. The inchoate art of aerody-

namics has since made a corresponding

progress, and while leaving a great deal to be

done, it is believed by the writer that the time

is now very near when human beings will be

transported at high velocities, though perhaps

at first under exceptional conditions such as

are demanded in the arts of war rather than of

peace.

The Unreliable Airship.

It is very doubtful whether the airship will

ever become a popular means of travel with

the masses, for the simple reason that the en-

joyment of flitting through the atmosphere is

somewhat marred by the realization that the

passenger does not know whether he will reach

the earth alive or merely as a grease spot, says

the Ohio State Journal.

Without beating about the bush, any modern

airship is erratic and eccentric. If an insani-

tary expert were to examine a full-grown air-

ship I have no doubt he would find it unbal-

anced and unaccountable for its acts. It has

been only lately since Santos-Dumont. the fa-

mous airship subjugator, was almost killed at

Monte Carlo by his airship, which began to

plunge and buck in midair. That's the great

trouble with an airship—you can never tell

when you have it well broken. Those who
have been riding in an airship when, it suddenly

jumped up and came down stifif-legged from a

height of four or five miles, say that the sensa-

tion experienced simply beggars description.

Summed up in a nutshell, then, the reasons

why the airship is not likely to become popular

with the traveling public are as follows :

It is not as gentle as a lamb; it cannot be

ridden or driven by any lady or child; it will

not stand without hitching; it is likely to stum-

ble and fall at any minute.

Leo Stevens at the Polytechnic

Association.

At the last meeting of the Polytechnic As-

sociation of the American Institute, New York,

Mr. Stevens was a speaker on "Aerial Navi-

gation."

He appeared optimistic as regards the future

of aerial navigation, particularly as accom-
plished by means of the dirigible balloon. For
the next season he is to have an engine of 22-

horsepower, about three times as powerful as

has used a wind of twenty-five miles an hour

was too strong for him to make headway, but

with his new equipment he hopes to beat all his

previous records next Monday.
Besides telling of his plans for the future.

Mr. Stevens gave some account of his experi-

ence in his former ascensions, which now num-
ber, he said, over seventeen hundred. He de-

scribed the construction and working of his

own airship, illustrating his points by photo-

graphs. The peculiar features of his machine,

he pointed out, were the propeller in front, the

sliding water tank for balance and ballast, and

the aeroplanes that only took efifect when the

machine was descending too rapidly.

In regard to parachute drops, Mr. Stevens

made assertions and gave figures that were

new to his audience. A parachute could fall

three thousand feet in three minutes, he said,

and a safe drop could be made in seventy-five

feet. Aeronauts believe that the parachute will

not open with a dead weight, as it will with a

live one.

Attempt to Cross the Channel
in a Balloon.

On November 10 the Rev. J. M. Bacon and

Mr. Percival Spencer, after being for several

days weather bound in the Isle of Man, suc-

ceeded in accomplishing a balloon voyage from

Douglas to the mainland. The passage in it-

self was not their one object; their idea was

rather to make experiments in diverting the

course of the balloon by means of a sail or

guide rope, and in signalling to a ship by Morse

code through a large collapsible drum. An-

other object was to make investigations as to

the depth of water that can be seen from a bal-

loon at various altitudes, with a view to^ discov-

ering the whereabouts of sunken rocks or sub-

marine boats. In the former purpose the ad-

miralty assisted by telling off the torpedo gun-

boat Renard as consort to the balloon; and the

signalling part of the scheme is stated to have

been satisfactorily carried out. But, inasmuch

as the balloon passed through the air at the

rate of fully 20 miles an hour, the Renard was

left far behind. As Monday drew to a close

the wind veered more and more westerly. The

balloon, therefore, crossed the Solway Firth

towards the Kirkcudbrightshire coast. It

passed over the town of Kirkcudbright and

then over the Galloway moors, and was swal-

lowed up in a thick Scotch mist. The descent

was made in the Newington Meadows, in the

the one he used this fall. With the engine he parish of Dunscore, 13 miles from Dumfries.
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The balloon touched earth at five o'clock, the

journey having thus taken three hours and a

half. Nothing definite has yet transpired as to

the practical results of the voyage, as the notes

taken in the balloon and in the Renard have

not yet been reduced to order and compared.

At a meeting of the Aeronautical Institute

and Club, held last Tuesday at St. Bride's

Foundation Institute, Ludgate-circus, Dr. F,

A. Barton presiding, Mr. O. C. Field, hon. sec-

retary, read a paper on "Recent Disasters and

the Factor of Safety."

Scientific Kite Flying.

The first Thursday in each month is the in-

ternational kite and balloon day established by

the international committee for scientific aero-

nautics. In scientific kite flying America leads

the world. When the kites go up from the

Blue Hill Observatory in Milton, Mass., dozens

of savants in France, Germany, Russia and

•jther parts of Europe are also flying kites and

flying them according to the methods devised

by A. Lavi^rence Rotch and his assistants at the

Milton observatory. The human significance

of this scientific kite flying lies in the very

important knowledge it will finally give us of

the conditions which determine the weather

changes. The certainty that the upper air holds

the secrets of these changes and that we can

get at those secrets through self-registering in-

struments raised by kites is thus far the most
important achievement of the Blue Hill Ob
servatory. Next in importance is Mr. Rotch's

success in securing the co-operation of foreign

governments in having systematic observations

made in the same way and simultaneously in

Europe. The Aeronautic Congress at Berlin

last May endorsed Mr. Rotch's plan for the

exploration of the tropical air by means of kites

sent up from steamers. Such explorations

would be expensive and application has already

been made to the Carnegie Institute for a grant

of $10,000, and a similar grant has been asked

from the German government to further this

tropical exploration. That region of air is

least known and its influence upon weather

conditions is probably greater and more con-

tinuous than that of any other part of the air

ocean. Doubtless the results of its exploration

would be vastly more valuable than the pos-

session of a dozen North poles. Fame awaits

the rich man who makes possible this new voy-

age into the knowable unknown.

What Aerial Navigation Heans

The problem that is now engaging many in-

ventors and that is one of the most prominent

before the public mind, is that of aerial naviga-

tion. Despite the great difficulties to be over-

come, there seems every probability that the

very near future will witness the accomplish-

ment of the task to which so many have so long

applied themselves.

Leaving aside the purely practical results of

the solution of this important problem, it may
be of interest to note, that with the advent of

the perfected airship, the explorer will find

himself like the Moor of Venice, his occupation

gone. No more Stanleys, Hedings and Nor-

denskjolds ; no more realms to explore and to

conquer. The poles will be visited and sur-

veyed, measured and inspected ; no mountain

top will remain unknown; no vale heretofore

hidden from human eye, no desert heretofore

untrodden by human foot, after the perfect air-

ship has been placed at the disposal of scientific

societies. A little more of romance will vanish

from the earth, but the race will be immeasur-

ably the gainer.

It has become the fashion of late, to ascribe

to nations and peoples whose verv existence is

almost lost in the dim ages of the past; that

they possessed a civiHzation as high and com
plex as our own; that they were advanced to

science and mechanical arts beyond the proud-

est achievements of our time. If that be true

it may be possible that the problem was solved

by another race of inventors many thousands of

years ago. If the myths of what we are wont

to describe as the youth' of the human race, if

the stories of the times, when history and fable

are inextricably mixed, do have a foundation

in fact, perhaps an Edison of ancient times

found means to traverse the atmosphere, and

the stories of Daeralus and Ikarus or the

Oriental tales of the rug, which takes wings

unto itself and soars away bearing to safety the

persecuted maiden and her lover, are but dim

reminiscences of aerial navigation of an earlier

age. And perhaps the great Roc ; the giant bird

of fable, was an airship that affrighted and dis-

turbed the early Greeks.

If theories such as these are founded in fact.

the great question still remains, how could all

that progress be lost, how could all such

achievements be forgotten, and the race com-

pelled to again laboriously solve the problems

and to climb the rugged heights, to again

struggle, with the heart-breaking work which

had once been accomplished?

i
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Will Men Ever Fly.

speaking of flying—and the recent dirigible

balloon experiments have set everybody to talk-

ing of such feats, it is a fact that the most

promising effort to master aerial navigation,

the one promising effort, indeed, has never be-

come public.

Any one, even the veriest layman, who will

pause to thmk a moment, will understand that

the dirigible balloon can never, in the very

nature of things, become much more than an

interesting toy. Composed, as it is, of a gas

bag and a motor, it must ever remain light and

fi-'gile and uncertain, incapable of resisting

such things as cyclones, and incapable of carry-

ing heavy cargoes or making great speed.

So, in considering the subject of aerial navi-

gation seriously, the dirigible balloon must be

dismissed—as it has been dismissed by the pro-

found scientists and students who are devoting

themselves to aerial navigation.

Dismissing it, the one bit of man-made

mechanism that has thus far succeeded in flying

at all. we do not dismiss the radiant hope of

sailing the heavens as we now sail the seas

—

in the aeroplane there is still left a chance, and

unless the calculations, the cold, hard figures

and the relentless tests of a coterie of cele-

brated ^American scientists, working quietly

and in absolute privacy, be not entirely wrong,

there will ere long be launched a great boat, a

hundred feet in length, and equipped with three

thousand horse power engines capable of sail-

ing through the air at the rate of a hundred

miles an hour and transporting a cargo of fifty

thousand pounds.

These scientists working on this airship, have

procedeed in the only truly scientific manner in

which the problem has ever been attacked. In-

genious artisans and persistent experimenters

have time arfd again, of course, gone at the

question, constructing a basic affair, and tinker-

ing here and tinkering there, and, in the end

accomplishing nothing. But these men decided

first and foremost what a practical flying

machine should be—a solid and substantial

ship, as reliable and as staunch in the air as an

ocean greyhound in the water, capable of" great

speed and capable also of carrying immense

freights. Ihen they set to work to ascertain if

such a machine could be constructed according

to the known laws of mechanics.

The question of equilibrium had to be faced.

And also the question of power—of making an

apparatus whose driving capabilities would ai

»nce be great enough to lift and drive such an

mmense and such a heavy mass of material.

Tn dealing with the questions they faced and

surmounted one might write columns of the

most absorbingly interesting facts. The story

of the discovery by calculation and the proof by

experiment of the inefficiency of the screw pro-

peller, and the invention of another wonder

driver, a driver which acts like one long unend-

*ing, unbroken oar stroke—the story of how the

difliculty of making a machine automatically

balance itself in the air perfectly and certainly

•—the story of how they explored the air,

weighed it and measured it, and mastered such

knowledge concerning it as the marine archi-

tect has to learn concerning water before he

could make an iron boat float upon the surface,

etc., etc., is each more than a romance. Suffice

it, however, to say that all thi^ they have done

and they believe they have now come to the be-

ginning of the end.

In a year, perhaps, or less, the work and the

triumph of these men will probably be an-

nounced in some scientific journal. And, mean-

while those whose hopes or whose hopelessness

hinges upon the dirigible toy, would do well to

consider the possibility of something infinitely

superior.

International Aeronautical

Congress at Berlin.

At the Berlin meeting of the International

Committee for Scientific Aeronautics a con-

gress was held under the presidency of Prof.

Hergesell. In his opening address the presi-

dent gave an interesting history of the work

somewhat as follows : Since November, 1900.

on the first Thursday of every month simultan-

eous ascensions are made at Paris, Strasburg.

Munich, Berlin, Vienna, St. Petersburg and

Moscow, and on May 5, 1902, the two hundred

and thirteenth balloon ascent of the Interna-

tional Committee was made. The results are

very important. Until very recently it was as-

sumed that at no great height there existed,

year in and year out, throughout the globe a

nearly constant temperature. This layer has

been proved to be non-existent. I'he changes

as regards temperature are as great at an alti-

tude of 10,000 meters as at 4,000.

Observations have proved that the tempera-

ture does not steadily decrease as you go up-

ward but that strata exist with great differ-

ences of temperature even at the highest levels.

Europe is now well covered by a network of

meteorological observing stations except Scan-

dinavia, Italy and Spain. It is hoped that India

may soon be included in the plan. It is also
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contemplated to obtain observations over thi

oceans by kites flown from a steamer.

Reports from the various countries were re-

ceived. In Russia kites have been flown to

heights of 3,000 metres and more, and un-

manned balloons had reached i4'200 metres. In

France 258 unmanned balloons reached alti-

tudes of more than 11,000 metres. In Germany
the greatest altitude atained was 19.500 metres.

Balloons are now constructed of Para rubber

which will expand to sixty-four times their

original volume before bursting and therefore

may be sent to a height of 38,000 metres. Italy

has established three stations for meteorolog-

ical kite-flying on Mount Cimone (2,165

metres), Mount Etna (2,942 metres) and

Monte Rosa (4,560 metres).

The Berlin observers have reached great

heights by the use of oxygen for breathing. Dr.

Suering and Mr. Berson (on July 31, 1901 j

reached the height of 10,800 metres.

To Corner Aerial Macheines
Dr. F. A. Barton, who recently sprang into

notice by reason of the British government

showing interest in his airship, appears to be

suffering very severely from swelled head.

As chairman of the Aeronautical Institute and

Club held in London Nov. 11, he is reported

to have said : "The man who attempted to in-

vent, make, and navigate an airship should have

made many ascents in charge of an ordinary

balloon, should be well equipped with a good

knowledge of meteorology and of the general

principles of motive power, as well as an abil-

ity to work out problems in the higher branches

of mathematics, statics and dynamics with ab-

solute accuracy. The members of the Aerc

Club, the Aeronautical Society of Great Britain,

and Aeronautical Institute and Club would be

asked to consider a scheme, of which the gen-

eral outlines were that there should be consti-

tuted a central board of aerostation, which

should have power to grant certificates to all

aeronauts who had had sufficent experience and

were able to take charge of an ordinary balloon,

and to appoint a committee of experts who
should examine every flying machine, navigable

balloon, or airship before it left the ground. If

every precaution had been taken the board

would issue a certificate to the owner, who
would then be empowered to send the machine

up with a crew, provided that it had at least

one certified aeronaut on board. If the board's

certificate imposed certain limitations as to

height and speed, and those conditions were

infringed, thereby causing an accident, the

owner would be liable to a criminal prosecu-
[um tor neglect; refusal of examination would
also be penalized. If the experts reported that

tl)f machine was impracticable and was certain

10 come to grief, the board should notify the

owner to that effect, and if he then attempted
to make an ascent he would be treated like an
ordinary homicidal or suicidal lunatic."

S. D. Motts Aerodrone.
As its name implies this machine is based

upon the principle of mechanically driven aero-

planes system. It measures 12 feet in diameter

and 6 feet high and consists of a tripod shaped
frame, supporting at its upper end two revolv-

ing wheels whicl:^ carry the aero-surfaces.

These wheels and surfaces are rotated by a

gasoline motor which, with its accessories, is

supported below and in line with the vertical

axis of the system. The aeronaut sits on a

revolving seat on one side at the base where by

reason of his weight he upsets the horizontal

position of the aeroplane system. By means
of a circular hand rail the aeronaut is enabled

to shift his position relative to the aeroplane

system and so change its angle of incidence.

This machine is designed on sound if not the

most economical lines, and as it promises to be-

come a practical thing, we hope to be in a posi-

tion to more fully describe it in our next.

The Bath Balloon Centenary.
The first balloon ascent made at Bath was on

September 8, 1802, and the centenary was cele-

brated by a balloon ascent at the same hour and

place September 8, 1902. This commemora-
tion was due to the energy of Mr. Patrick

Alexander, the British secretary of the Interna-

tional Aeronautical Commission.

The procedings, which opened by sending up

a number of small sounding balloons equipped

with automatic recording apparatus and a pilot

balloon, were participated in by the president

and many members of the Aeronautical Society

of Great Britain. The Centenary or Alexander
balloon, charged with 35,000 cubic feet of gas,

and carrying in the car Messrs. Gaudron and

Pool, ascended at 6:10 p. m. in a calm atmos-

phere and leisurely drifted in a westerly direc-

tion. The guests were then sumptuously enter-

tained at dinner by their hospitable host, Mr.
Patrick Alexander, during which a model of

the balloon floated over their heads. The
menus and everything served and about the

room were made in some way or other em-
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blematical of the occasion. The aeronauts

quickly descended, preferring the festivities of

the occasion to an aerial trip, and as they|joined

the guests, they were notified that the sounding

balloon with instruments had been recovered.

The following morning the guests were driven

to ]Mr. Alexander's . experimental works at

Batheston to witness the most interesting aero-

nautical demonstrations, among which was the

flight of ]\Ir. Cody's 20-foot kite, which steadily

ran out a mile of wire and remained apparently

motionless. On the wire holding the big kite

many small ones were sent along ; one carrying

a torpedo which was exploded in the air.

A Trip in the Air of 6,000 Miles.

M. Santos-Dumont contemplates making a

little aerial trip from Paris via New York to

San Francisco, Cal, to get soo.ooo Yankee

dollars to ballast him on his return journey.

We would gladly be appointed stakeholder,

particularly if it is stipulated that we hold it

urtil he successfully accomplish the journey.

Dumont also threatens to make a shox't voyage

m the air from Paris to London, which has

very much scared the British public and at-

tracted the attention of the government, who
dread a French invasion. The naval and mih-

tary authorities will doubtless be instructed to

be more watchful, and at any cost preserve, if

possible, the isolation of the isles.

Santos need not worry over a paltry $200,000

prize, for if he can make the first successful

triji across thf Atlantic he will, as one of the

most famous oi m?n. be able to coininand a

far greater sum and unlimited finan-^ial credit

throughout the v/orld.

Santos appears to be as ckver as Lipton in

keeping before the public. They have both

proved daring and accomplished advertisers,

who have no intention to amuse people gratuit-

ously.

The Flight of the Albatross.

Prof. F. A. Lucas in a foot note under his

most interesting paper "Great Flying Crea-

tures," which appears in the annual report of

the Smithsonian Institution, says

:

"Sailors sometimes catch an albatross, fas-

ten to it a tag bearing the name of the ship and

the latitude, longitude, and date of its capture,

and then release it. A specimen thus tagged

and subsequently taken by another ship, is pre

served in the Museum of Brown University,

showing that in twelve days it had traversed a

distance of at least 3,150 miles, probably more,

since the albatross rarely flies in a direct line."

Ballooning in a Thunderstorm.
Two German aeronauts, Dr. Miethe and

Lieutenant Hildebrandt, recently had a re-

markable experience in the heart of a thunder-

storm. They ascended from Tegel at 3 o'clock

in the afternoon, and passing through a mist

came suddenly into a thundercloud. From a

height of 650 feet the balloon was shot a mile

upward, and then as suddenly it dropped half

a mile. They made the curious statement that

although they did not see the lightning, they

were deafened by the thunder, while pelted

with rain, hail and sleet. The balloon leaped

and plunged so swiftly that at times the car

was on. a level with the gas bag, and the tow

rope was above their heads. After about half

an hour of this experience the balloon fell from

a height of 7,200 feet, descending upon a thick

wood of beeches, branches of which broke the

fall and saved the lives of the adventurers.

Sir Vincent Barrington.
This noted British aeronaut, and one of the

founders of the London Aerial Club, is now
on a visit to America, as a delegate from the

London Chamber of Commerce to the exer-

cises otf the 150th anniversary of the New York
Chamber of Commerce. He is an accom-

plished aeronaut who, having made scores of

very successful ascensions in Europe with Eng-

lish. French and German aeronauts, is now
desirous of taking a birdseye view of the Uni-

ted States on Leo Stevens' airship. Sir Vin-

cent's high-flight record is 3,400 feet, his long-

est aerial voyage about 260 miles, and his

greatest^ speed 50 miles an hour. He has had

the pleasure of alighting on tree tops, house

tops, and in fresh and salt water, and once

with a companion he fell over i.ooo feet, but

escaped injury.

Henry's Flying Machine.
The inventor of this machine. Mr. John

Henry, believes he has, after several years of

experimenting, designed a simple flying ma-
chine which will be capable of lifting from the

ground twenty times its own weight He is

now secretly and diligently working at it with

the hope of being able to demonstrate its ca-

pabilities before entering it for the World's

Fair contest.

The Conquest of the Air.

ilie air will be conquered and man will pres-

ently ride m the atmosphere with far greater

ease, comfort, speed, and safety than he now
does on railroads and highways on the earth.
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DIGEST
of current

Aeronautical Literature

THE TEAOE' BOLLOON OF THE
LATE SENHOR AUGUSTO

SEVERO.
By Dr. Carlos Sampaio,

I he conquest of the air, by solving the prob-

lem of the direction of balloons, is the subject

of the present day ; and its solution will be the

indispensable complement of the problem of

mechanical locomotion.

As may be seen, however, the final result

in the last point is not yet obtained, as great

velocity is required to oppose the wind, whose

force, often enough, is equal to 15m. per sec-

ond, or 54km. per hour.

We do not know what velocity will be

reached by the system of which we are nov/ to

treat, but we are far from believing that a

soeed of 25 metres per second, which we pre

promised by its author, will be attained. Wh.it-

ever the defects and inconveniences, however,

(f this system, the inventor proposes to him-

>elf the realization of two ideas, which, by

aerial navigation.

These ideas for which we have contended in

various articles we have written on the sub-

ject are of vital interest for the solution of

the problem.

(a) The coincidence of the centers of trac-

tion and resistance, not only to avoid waver-

ing, in order to annul the perturbing couple,

but also to use in a better way the motor's

force which is all employed m producing the

propulsion, instead ol benig partly aistracted

10 produce rotation.

(b) To form but one body of balloon and

boat, so as to propel only one single system,

mstead of two joined by flexible mtennedi-

aries, which was the case in balloons hitherto

constructed.

It is not easy to give a description of Senhor

Augusto Serviro's system, which is quite origi-

nal, and completely different from all until

now constructed, but we may be allowed to

present a conception easily to be conceived by

those who never saw it.

Let us imagine a melon from whose lower

part a slice has been cut out (a solid of revo-

lution with a spindle extracted), and we have

the exact form of the envelope intended to

contqjn the hydrogen which produces the as-

censional force.

The slice is substituted by a boat made of

bamboo, and ending into a dihedral angle in its

upper part, so that the apex of the angle coin-

cides with the largest axis of the balloon,

which is the axis of rotation of two propelling

screws placed at the stern and prow respec-

tively. The driving force is furnished by two

petroleum engines (Buchet system) of 16 and

24 horse powers. The propeller at the stern

is six meters of diameter, and that of the prow

of a smaller one, four meters, the latter hav-

ing the form of two wings whose purpose is to

suck in the air, and so diminish the pressure

on the walls of the balloon.

Besides these, we find a propeller in the boat

really a compensating screw, for maintaining

the airship in a horizontal position, or to de-

termine better the coincidence of the centres

of propulsion.

It is as easy to recognize the absurdity oi

certain ideas about aerial navigation as it is

difficult to foresee the results of a new rational

system of airshipping, aerial locomotion being

a science that has not yet the complete sanc-

tion of practice. It is, using the theories until

now established, supported by mechanical

laws, that we shall venture to enumerate the

qualities we consider defects in the present sys-

tem.

What most, ihowever, preoccupies our mind.

is the complete absence of resistance to flexi-

bility which presents the edge of the boat's

framework, from the longitudinal axis of the

balloon. Given the case that, as generally

happens, the wind is blowing in gusts, and,

therefore, constantly changing the magnitude

of its force; it is very probable that, in this

event the framework could never resist to the

bending force produced, especially when, be-

sides this, by the action of lateral screws, the

balloon should oppose the wind on the side.

We think, therefore, that the substitution of

the rudders by the two transversal propellers

is an unhappy one, particularly when their

axes are placed considerably below the bal-

loon's longitudinal axis. It is difficult to un-

derstand that Senhor Augusto Severe, who

makes so great a question of the coincidence

of the centre of traction with that of propul-

sion, sbould have forgotten that it is neces

sary to consider the same condition when

treating with lateral displacements, whether to

prevent pitching, or to revolve the system on

itself; for the very same reason that the pro-
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pelling screws should be placed so that the

direction of propulsion should pass through

the center of resistance, the directing screws

should have their axes on the horizontal plane

of the balloon passing through the center of

lateral resistance.

It being generally accepted that the whole

motive force should be employed in the pro-

pulsion, why, then, distract a part to obtain

direction? Notwithstanding our different con-

ception of several details we have the greatest

desire to see Senhor Severo's efforts crowned

with success. Whatever might be the results

of his experiments, he is the first to have

adopted a system in which balloon and boat

form one single body, and in which the pro-

pulsion is effected in the most convenient

place; this is enough to ensure Senhor Severe

a brilliant place in the history of aerial naviga-

tion.

DESTRUCTION OF LA PAIX.

By Eric Stuart Bruce, M. A.

Science does not measure progress by the

deceptive scale of a momentary success or fail-

ure. It regards both from the only safe point

of view—the Aristotelian mean.

It seems, therefore, fit, that on the occasion

of the universal consternation, that the de-

struction of "La Paix" has aroused, a society

which devotes itself to the scientific considera-

tion of aerial topics should point out that if

Senhor Severo failed in his attempt there was,

at any rate, one vital point in his system which

cannot be obscured even by the intense hor-

rors of the disaster, and is destined to arise

from the ashes of the ill-fated aircraft.

It is now for others to seek to apply that

vital point in a way that will not be danger-

ous. That point to which I refer is the one

already emphasized in Dr. Carlos Sampaio's

paper, which has just been read to you, viz.,

the combination of balloon and car in one sym-
metrical body, so that the propeller may be

placed in the position to propel the whole sys-

tem.

Such a system, however, necessitates the

adoption of a very small space between the

car and the balloon proper, and for this reason

the presence of petroleum motors in the car

cannot fail to be dangerous. The proximity

of the motors lo the borderland of the great

mass of gas, the distance being not above a

metre, was, indeed, the cause of the fiery end

of Senhor Severo's balloon. For it is the bor-

derland which is the place of danger where
there are oxygen atoms to combine with the

hydrogen atoms. I take this inverted jar of

hydrogen and plunge a lighted taper into it.

The hydrogen takes fire at the mouth of the

jar, but the taper goes out when I thrust it

upwards into the jar. Hydrogen gas takes fire

under certain conditions, but is incapable, of it-

self, supporting combustion The flame you

have just seen burning at the mouth of the jar

is the effect of the great affinity which exists

between the atoms of hydrogen and the atoms

of oxj'gen, which latter, in the atmosphere of

this room border upon the hydrogen of the

jar. Further up in the jar the hydrogen atoms

have no oxygen atoms wherewith to combine

The presence of flame or electric sparks on a

balloon near the borderland, where there may
be an escape of hydrogen either through auto-

matic valves, or even through the material of

which the balloon is made, must be an element

of danger. I fill this soap bubble with gas.

and when it is arising apply a flame to the

dangerous borderland. There is a conflagra-

tion of the miniature balloon. I cause electric

sparks to come in contact with the soap film

and we have another conflagration. These

simple experiments emphasize the danger of

the borderland. It is a fact not, perhaps, gen-

erally appreciated, that a little beyond the dan-

gerous borderland inside a balloon where there

are no oxygen atoms we might leave a red-hot

poker with impunity. Here I have a glass

globe through which a continuous stream of

coal-gas is passing. You see this must be so

for I have ignited the gas jet coming from this

globe. I have stretched a little piece of plati-

num wire across the terminals of an electric

battery and placed these terminals inside the

globe. Now I will cause the electric current

to pass through the piece of wire and it be-

comes red, hot with impunity. Again, though

an electric spark at the borderland is a source

of danger, it can exist harmlessly when the

borderland is passed. Here I have a naked

electric discharge sparking away harmlessly

in the center of another globe filled with roal-

gas. Senhor Severo had intended to apply the

Davy lamp principle to his balloon, and sui-

rounded his motor with wire gauze, but i'rom

some reason this precaution was omitted. It

is, however, likely that the application oi tht

Davy lamp principle to a navigable balloon

would be fallacious, as it is well-known that

the Davy lamp principle does not act under

pressure. Such pressure, however, would be

often afforded in the case of a navigable bal-

loon by the air current.

As it is clear that it is dangerous to employ

petroleum motors in close proximity to the
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balloon, it is also clear that if the grand idea

of propelling balloon and car in one body is

to sur^'ive its inventor other safer means of

deriving motive power for ilie screws will have

to be adopted. It would seem that for such a

combination there is, according to present

knowdedge. only one safe means of obtaining

power—that is electricity.

It will at once be urged that, with elec-

tricity, it is impossible to obtain sufficient

power for the screw owing to the weight of

the battery, wdiether primary or secondary.

To this I would reply, supply is regulated by

demand. Let aeronauts demand from electri-

cians a sufficiently light and portable battery

to provide power to combat light winds, and

the supply will be forthcoming.

[t must be remembered that in 1885 Cap-

rains Krebs and Renard experimented with

their navigable balloon "La France" in which

the motive power was derived from electricity,

and navigated their balloon against a wind of

3^ metres a second.

Since that time batteries have improved in

both efficiency and portability. At that time

such an excellent device as the ever ready dry

battery by which we can obtain an electric

light at will would have been thought an im-

possibility.

Bearing in mind the experiments I have

shown you, emphasizing the possibility of red

hot wire and naked electric sparks in the in-

terior of a gas balloon, perhaps, in the future,

that spot may be chosen for the position of the

batteries arid motors in airships.—Aeronaut-

ical Journal.

BALLOON ASCENTS IN
THUNDERSTORMS.

By The Rev. John M. Ba^on.

Several authentic instances are on record of

a balloon either approaching the neighborhood

where a thunderstorm is in progress, or of be-

coming actually enveloped in an active thun-

der pack. It is, however, to be regretted that

these exceptional experiences have for the

most part occurred to voyagers who, not being

trained observers, have failed to furnish in-

formation of much practical or scientific value.

All too obviously, for the most part accounts

have been overdrawn, an error to be extremely

regretted both in the commercial as also in the

scientific world. It is generally difficult to form

a true picture or estimate of the phenomena
recorded, and, perhaps, it would not be unjust

to urge that all newspaper reports should be

strictly estimated at their value as such.

But quite as vaulable a record is afforded by

Charles Green, senior, in an ascent from New-
bury in 1827. Green, describing the occasion

himself, relates that the morning was very

squally, and that the balloon could scarcely be

kept down even with the strength of a hundred
men. The force of the wind never abated,

and when, at 6 p. m., the balloon was released,

'it bounded off with great velocity in a S. E
direction, and in a very short space of time

was riding the gale at a height of {wo miles.

At this attitude we perceived two immense
bodies of cloud operated on by contrary cur-

rents of air, until at length they became united,

and at that moment my ears were assailed by

the most awful and long-continued peal of

thunder I ever heard. These clouds were a

full mile beneath us, but perceiving other

strata floating at the same elevation in which

we were sailing, which, from their appearance

I judged to be highly charged with electricity.

I considered it prudent to discharge twenty

pounds of ballast, and we rose half a mile

above our former elevation, where I considered

we were perfectly safe and beyond their influ-

ence. I observed, amongst other phenomena,

that at every discharge of thunder all the de-

tached pillars of cloud within the distance of a

mile round became attracted and appeared to

concentrate their force towards the first body

of cloud alluded to, leaving the atmosphere

clear and calm beneath and around us."

Charles Green's American contemporary.

John Wise, describes a similar appearance of

the storm-cloud as viewed from above. He
compares it to- a violent ebullition which soon

developed itself into uprising cloud columns

discharging flashes.

But no more instructive instance of a thun-

derstorm observed from above is to be found

than that reported last year in the Journal of

our Society. I refer to the occasion when

three lieutenants of the Prussian Balloon

Corps made an ascent from Berlin on June

5, 1900. In this case the balloon was moving

from the southwest at a height of 2,300 feet,

when it became enveloped in a thunder-cloud.

Sharp crackling sounds, as also loud hissings,

were heard, accompanied by sparks, one of

which was estimated as twenty-seven inches

long.

Commenting on this storm, Dr. R. H. Scott

points out that, though the thunderstorm at

the time passed over Westphalia to the west-

ward and over Pomerania to the eastward, yet

no storm was experienced at Berlin under-

neath. And his explanation is that over the

Valley of the Spree, the water being cooler
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than the air, there was a descending current of

air which counteracted the normal ascending

current of the squall, the consequence being

that the thunderstorm was kept up and so

jumped over the river. Dr. Scott adds, "the

barometer at Berlin at the time showed the

ordinary little jumps characteristic of the pas-

sage of thunderstorms, but no thunder or

lightning was noticed in the city."

The following is an occasion when, during a

balloon voyage from Newbury, L was unex-

pectedly enveloped in a severe thunderstorm,

and remained for some time a close observer of

the phenomenon. The date was July 27, 1900,

a day which, opening with fair promise, be-

came characterized shortly after noon by a

succession of heavy electric storms, increasing

in intensity and duration as the day wore on.

Wind vanes remained pointing eastward, while

cloud, at the height of some 2,000 feet, sailed

away from the west. At less than this height,

however, pilot balloons which started towards

the west became headed back. The ascent was
made at 5:15 p. m., at which time the clouds

had all dispersed and the wind had lulled. Our
course, which at first lay to the north and the

northwest, turned nearly due west, and fol-

lowed pretty closely the windings of the Ken-
net Valley.

It was about twenty minutes after the start

that the air below us, and yet more ahead of

us, began rapidly growing murky, while our

rate of progress became greatly accelerated.

At this period no well-defined clouds were no-

ticeable, our environment being veiled by the

curtain of gray haze around; but from the

starting ground at Newbury a vast thunder-

pack was seen to be already upon us. Then
the storm broke with a blinding sheet of hail,

and a downrush of piercingly-cold air, the pre-

lude to a terrific display of lightning, which

flashed with great frequency and on all sides

of us. Observers below informed us that we
appeared to be embosomed in the heart of the

storm, which completely enveloped us.

To ourselves, though the view overhead was
hidden by the vast bulk of the balloon, it was
evident that the flashes emanated from a re-

gion somewhat above our own level. Thus, to

the eye, the manifestations of the lightning

partook of the usual appearance, namely forked'

streaks of flame; but so bewilderingly brief

and brilliant that the mind could scarcely de-

termine whence they came or where they van-

ished. The thunder was no less remarkable,

being short, with little rolling. It was clear

that existing conditions stifled to us the usual

reverbration ; and this fact was confirmed by

an experiment. Just as the storm was gather-

ing I had fired a gun-cotton fog-signal below

the car, and had remarked how the long-roll-

ing echoes always evoked, had been almost en-

tirely quenched. Doubtless, then, the air was

in extreme turmoil, either the cause or conse-

quence of the electrical disturbance then being

manifested. Broadly, the atmospheric condi-

tions at this moment were a lower warm and

now fast current still setting westward, an up-

per current bearing the storm-cloud diamet-

rically opposed to the former, and, again, a

swift, overmastering down-draught of ice-cold

air, sweeping down the hail and carrying us

towards earth.

A question arises here of much interest to

aeonauts. Is a balloon entrapped in a thunder-

storm in special danger of being struck by

lightning? My own belief is that if it is being

held captive by a steel cable the danger is ex-

treme; and we heard of a fatal accident not

long since to soldiers in charge of a military

balloon kept flying while thunder was round.

On the other hand, I do not fancy that special

danger from lightning attends a free balloon

if only from the fact that I know of no record

of disaster, though balloons must have con-

stantly ascended in thundery weather.

A feather or other floating body in the neigh-

borhood of an electrical machine in action is

surely repelled rather than attracted. There

is, however, of course, always the possibility of

a floating balloon being in a line of low re-

sistance in which a discharge is preparing, in

which case it would surely encounter such dis-

charge.—Aeronautical Journal.

Dirigible ? Balloons.

These highly impractical, flimsy contrivances

which are of immense proportions to carry

even one passenger, are proving very

costly and dangerous playthings. It is a great

pity valuable lives should be so generously sac-

rificed in experiments which can have no

greater value than to prove their worthlessness

for the purpose of universal aerial transit. Di-

rigible (?) balloons meander about in the air

wherever the wind currents carry them.

The Balloon to Cross the Sahara.

The experiment to sail a balloon across the

Sahara, carrying four aeronauts, with the in-

tention of exploring the region, is to take place

this month if the preliminary experiment ter-

minates satisfactorily or gives prospect of suc-

cess.
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Notes and Jottings.

THE WORLD'S AERIAL NEWS
BRIEFLY TOLD.

The Aernautical Society of Great
Britain.

The address of this society will hereafter be

53 Victoria street, Westminster, London, Eng.

In future all communications should be ad-

dressed to the Honorary Secretary at this new
address.

The library will be open to members on days
not yet fixed.

Sir Hiram Speaks.
Sir Hiram Maxim says the day of the prac-

tical flying machine is not more than ten years

off. In a signed article he declares himself as

follows

:

"With the improvements now made, it be-

comes a relatively easy matter to construct a

flying machine, and I feel sure that such ma-
chines will make their appearance and become

a part of the military armament of the nation

inside of the next ten years. Experiments with

flying machines are enormously expensive ; in

fact, the expense is too great to be borne by

a single individual of moderate means.

"I think we can truly say, with Lord Ray-

leigh, that flying machines are only a question

of a lot of time and a lot of money; and at the

present time I am saving my pennies in order

to enable me to have another bite at the same

old cherry."

Medical Bolloon Lore.
Four balloon loads of Parisian scientists, so

American Inventor says, have acquired a fund

of medical lore gathered at high altitudes,

from observations on themselves and a col-

lection of animals, including a big St. Bernard.

The chief point investigated was the influence

of altitude upon the blood. When on the

ground a cubic millimeter contains 6,000,000

corpuscles. At 4,000 meters the number in-

creased to 10,000,000. A careful test showed
this increase to be only apparent. Rabbits and

dogs lost weight as the balloon mounted, and

regained weight on descending. This showed a

considerable diminution of water in their

bodies. Their blood was therefore more con-

centrated. The observations have a direct bear-

ing on mountain cure. Several experts jump
to the conclusion that the result demonstrates

the futility of mountain air in the cure of con-

sumption.

International Explorations of the
Atmosphere.

The Bayonne Kite Corps have commenced
the first of a series of kite and balloon flights

to ascertain temperature, etc. The flights are

made one hour before sunrise to have the ad-

vantage of the absence of the solar radiations.

These flights for the same purpose are being

made by the different observatories through-

out the land under the auspices of the Inter-

national Aeronautical Congress.

Benbow's Flying Machine.

A model of this machine was on exhibition

last month in Columbus and appears to have

inspired some degree of confidence by many
who inspected it.

The Paris "Fatal" Baloon Accident

Commenting on this shocking occurrence the

Charlotte Observer says:

"Along the track of civilization bleach the

bones of many men whose lives have been sac-

rificed to science, but science has gone steadily

on and will continue to go on. The flying ma-

chine must of course have its victims, as many
other great inventions have had theirs, and

there is no reason in the lamentable occurrence

of Monday for those who believe in final per-

severance to lose heart."

Progress in Aerial Navigation.

A good evidence of the progress of aerial

navigation is the number of bright minds now
studying this all important branch of applied

science. Scientists are usually endowed with

an enthusiasm which does not overheat the

brain. That the Mediterranean can be crossed

to Africa in an airship is quite cejtain. That

the time is nearly at hand when we can make
a descent upon the north pole is equally cer-

tain. A little patience, a little pluck, a little

more experimental science will bring us up

there.

International Kite Competion.

Under the auspices of the Aeronautical So-

ciety of Great Britian, there is to be held early

in 1903 an international competition for the

highest kite flight. ' The prize will be a silver

medal of the society. Full particulars will be

given in our next issue. We trust that in this

kite contest many Americans will enter, and

one will prove the winner, for such a prize

would be good company for the yacht cup.
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Prof. Eddy's Kite Photographs.

Recently Mr. Eddy practically demonstrated

the value of kites supporting cameras for tak-

ing birdseye pictures. As proof of his success

he owns several views taken from above New
York City which are very convincing.

The Effect of Wind on Birds.

In an article by Mr C. C. Trowbridge in the

American Naturalist, the writer states that the

effect of wind on the migration of birds, as ex-

emplified by the case of hawks, is to retard,

and sometimes completely arrest them when

opposed to their advance.

James Glaisher.

This noted meteorologist and aeronaut, who
has rendered such valuable service to science

and given such important information relating

to the upper region's of the air, is now 93 years

old. At the age of 50 he made some of the

most remarkable balloon trips on record.

Ballooning as a Medicine.

Ballooning is now receiving attention as a

possible remedy for pulmonary affections. The
conditions are not the same as chose of moun-

taineering, the change of altitude being more

rapid and muscular fatigue being absent. In

the trips of the French Society of Physiology

Dr. Henocque proposes to regard the atmos-

phere as divided into three zones. Up to about

three miles the surrounding air supplies all the

oxygen needed, but ascents beyond five miles

are held to require a closed car, as was first

suggested in 1871, or an aerial diving suit.

Attempt to Cross the Channel.

The Rev. J. M. Bacon and Stanley Spencer

in their attempt to sail from the Isle of Man,

to England was not a decided success for it

landed after a flight of 5 miles in the wilds of

Dumfrusshire Scottland, far north of the in-

tended goal. The aeronauts were followed on

their expedition by official representatives of

the military and naval authorities, on board the

the gunboat Renard, which was to render all

possible assistance in event of accident.

Mr. Bacon hodep to be able in a great meas-

ure to direct his course by means of a sail and

trailing rope, he claims his trip was a success

as he succeeded in the chief object of his as-

cension which was to navigate the balloon by
using the upper and lower air currents.

A New Dirigble Balloon.

The Paris Academy of Science appointed a

commission to investigate, among others, the

plans submitted by M. Torres, which the com-

mittee recommended for trial. The novel

features of this airship are similar to those of

Severo's, but it is abnormally long, and cylin-

drical in form, and contains compartments for

the gas and the motor. The car is hung im-

mediately below the balloon, leaving just space

enough between for the aeronaut.

Prof. Langleys Aerodrome.
According to the report of the Board of

Ordnance and Fortifications for the last year

150,000 was contributed toward the develop-

ment of Professor Langleys experiments. The
report states that the progress of Professor

Langleys work is satisfactory. Prof. Langley

has now been working, at available times, on

his aerial machine and we may look for start-

ling results in the near future, at prasent his

secret is carefull^y guarded and very few know
anything about it.

The Aeronautical Observatory
of Potsdam.

The Aeronautical Observatory of Potsdam has

just published a volume of results obtained in

the years 1900 and 1901, from which the fol-

lowing items are taken. The establishment

has four civilian functionaries and works in

harmony with the division of military balloon-

ing in the German Army. Its principal work
is in conducting ascensions by balloons carry-

ing observers, or otherwise, and also by kites.

Each ascension has a definite object and brings

results in meteorological data of all sorts. An
idea of the activity of the institution may be

had from the statement that, between Oct. i.

1899 and Sept. 28. 190T, there were 10 as-

censions of balloons carryi'ng observers; 67

ascensions of balloons carrying self-registering

instruments; and 42 flights of kites. The
highest ascensions during this period were: for

observers 10,800 metres; for free balloons,

17,345 metres; for kites, 4,255 metres. The
lowest temperature noted was on Feb. 7. 1901,

at 9,490 metres, namely 513^ ° C.

Aero-Club of San Francisco.

This club meets every first and third Tuesday

of each month at Pythian Castle, 909 Market

street, Central Hall, at 8 o'clock p. m. The
officers are David Thomas, president; S. J.

Jacobs, secretary.
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Fall of an Inexperienced
Balloonist.

A young woman, Dora Morrison, fell 2,0CX)

feet from a balloon on which she ascended at

Anna on November 4, and was killed. She
was not prepared for the ascent when the bal-

loon left the earth and was unable to get on
the trapeze bar or benefit by her parachute.

Boat Driven by Air Propeller.

A boat propelled by an eight-foot air screw,

placed at the stern, has recently been tested at

Berlin, with results anything but satisfactory

as compared with the ordinary screw propellers

revolved below the surface of water. The ob-

ject of this test was to find the best size and
pitch for a screw to drive an airship.

A Flight Across the Atlantic.

When an aerial transit above the Atlantic

from Europe to America is accomplished it will

give such an impetus to the aerial shipbuilding

business that will astound most people. Every-

one will then want to invest in the infant art,

but the more courageous who are sufficiently

interested to invest to-day, will reap the great-

est harvest.

Another Airship Company.

The Mexican Aerial Navigation Company
has filed articles of incorporation with the Ter-

ritorial Secretary, Phoenix, Ariz. The incor-

porators of this $500,000 company are: S. L
Jacobs, C. E. Clark, C. Stanley, John Stimir,

all of California. The object of the company
is to manufacture, operate and sell airships.

The principal branch office will be Mexico
City.

Dr. A. Greth's Airship.

This airship under the Doctor's personal di-

rection, is rapidly nearing completion. The
curious public which hitherto have been pre-

vented from witnessing the rapid growth of

this curious monster of the air are now per-

mitted to inspect the work.

It is expected that this airship will be ready

for its first flight about the middle of Janu-

ary. The Doctor considers it away beyond the

experimental stage, and says he is confident

of success and that his machine will enter into

the world's work as a potent actor, and that

when it does the world will wonder how it

ever managed to get along without it.

Man-Lifting Kites.

Kites capable of lifting a man in the air are

just now finding more favor with the naval

and military authorities of many nations for

reconnoitering than the war balloon. It is re-

ported that Mr. C. Lamson was recently lifted

50 feet high by means of a single kite.

M'Gary's New Flying Machine.
The inventor informs us that he will dis-

close particulars of his new flying machine

shortly. At present he is busy constructing a

large building in which to erect it next spring.

He further states that it is his intention to en-

ter it for the World's Fair contest.

Risks Run by Aeronauts.

When an aeronaut falls to death the daily

newspapers throughout the world give a thrill-

ing account of the accident and many people

are thereby impressed with the idea that ex-

traordinary risk is run by all who attempt to

travel the aerial ocean, but such is not really

the case, as shown by the thousands of suc-

cessful voyages made by such aeronauts as

Godard, Green and others, who have escaped

without fatal accidents.

Toy Miniature Aerial Craft.

The miniature airship and aerial machine is

now the great delight of the Parisian young

people. They are regarded by all as affording

the most delightful and popular source of

amusement ever placed within the reach of

boys and girls.

French Aeronuts After World's
Fair Prize.

Meetings of French aeronauts are being held

in Paris to devise a plan to compete for the

World's Fair airship prize of $100,000. The in-

ventor of the aerial machine "Le Papellon,"

M. Emillian Marceau, appears to be one of the

most active of the promoters. At the first

meeting, which took place in Paris on the 25th

of October, M. Marceau, who exhibited a work-

ing model of his machine, suggested that the

French should make a strong national effort

to win this prize, and proposed to raise funds,

by lottery if not otherwise obtainable, to build

the airships that a committee might select from

French designers, to enter the contest. There

appears some little jealousy between rival

aeronauts, and for this reason it is somewhat

doubtful whether the suggestions will be

acted upon.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR.

Editor Aeronautical World.

Sir:—I am much pleased with the magazine

and trust you will succeed with it ; in fact, the

interest that is becoming general in the aerial

transit question with the last few years assures

success to a publication on that line.

I think I have seen most everything to date

for aerial soaring and gliding, and there is not

a device made that is in the least similar to

mine in either principle or construction. No
machine that I have seen could be made as

strong and rigid, one-half its size, with the

same weight of material. And the very con-

struction that enables me to build it thus in-

flexible and rigid is the shape necessary to

cause the perfect self-balance described by

your enclosed slip.

I have made a number of models that work
fine. I could glide them 15 or 20 feet on an

upward incline of about 15 degrees, and they
would stop and glide back down the incline

into my hands every time without moving out

of my tracks. I could glide them out on the

same incline for five or six feet upside down
and they would turn over right side up, invari-

ably, and come back into my hands.

I can prove priority of invention in my No.

3 and No. 2 machines, if that will do any good

to secure to me what is rightly my own. As
this will be used all over the world, can hardly

see the use of trying to monopolize it with

patents, although it is patentable.

Only a few whom I could trust have seen

the full size machines or models ; in fact, my
endeavor to fly the thing in secret without suf-

ficient help was the main cause of my failure

to get them up and started, although my expe-

rience was very valuable to me in their con-

struction, etc. My No. 4 will surely be a fine

machine at a very low cost. Would like very

much to build it this fall, but have arranged to

build it the coming spring in South Dakota on

the windy prairie and take it up on the prairie

wind with an anchored rope on the kite prin-

ciple to an altitude from which I can start

gliding. It is so arranged that in case of ac-

cident it will automatically trip and convert it-

self into a parachute and come down gently to

the ground instead of gliding down. For this

reason I call it a safety glide.

Am not ready yet to let you have the device
for your magazine. Will give it to you for

publication when No. 4 is ready or under way
o^ con'truction.

Very r^snectlully,

CHAS. M MALLORY.

Dear Aeronautical World:
I was much interested in your October ist,

1902, number; it opened my eyes in many ways
to the extent of the practical evolution of
aerial navigation.

The thought occurred to me (as I did not
notice the suggestion in that number of your
interesting magazine—my only one) that the
sufficient power to operate a machine to sail
the air—preferably, as you indicate, the aero-
plane form—by simply laying an overhead
trolley wire, the same as now used for cars,
except that the trolley attachment should be
from above, and the wire support so arranged
as to permit this. Then a rigid pole for fifty

or more feet, and attached to that an insulated
copper wire, attached to the flying machine, to
carry the current for operating the motor to
work the propellers. Simply a trolley car in
the air, with a plane and wings or blades for
propulsion, instead of on the ground with
wheels.

Afterzvards, let the companies further devel-
op the machines so as to be air-"aM/omobiles."

Yours very truly,

TYRO.
To "Tyro."

'Tyro" is informed that Captain G. M. Chase
of California devised such a method of trans-
portation as he suggests in his letter. The
captain's system embodied the principles of the
balloon, cable, tramway and electric motor.
The car was barely supported by means of an
inflated balloon, which was charged with hy-
drogen, and was intended to be run on stretch-

ed cables, which served the double purpose of
rails and electric conductors.

Mr. R. T. Oney obtained a patent for an im-
provement in elevated railroads, which con-
sisted in suspending the car by means of a bal-

loon and employing the track which ran be-

tween the two as a guide and for tractive pur-
poses. The balloon* was expected to hold the

locomotive car up against the underside of the

single rail track.

Mr. W. Steward of St. Louis also invented

a similar rapid transit system or trolley-airship.

His idea was to employ a cigar-shaped balloon

and close hanging car. The balloon was to

contain just enough gas to lift the system with
passengers in the air and until it was stayed

by the two wire cables, which were connected
fore and aft and employed also as electric con-

ductors. The machine was intended to carry

its own electric motor to operate the stern pro-

peller.

Quite a number of similar systems have been
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devised for which the inventors as a rule claim

many advantages. They say that such systems

can have a strictly horizontal course, free from

all grades, and that such means of transit ad-

mit of speeds of lOO miles an hour and more.

EDITOR.

Queries to Readers.

Editor Aeronautical World.

Dear Sir:—Please accept my heartfelt

thanks for the very successful and beautiful

publication of the article explaining my air-

ship, also for the liberal criticism. It is more

than I expected, but at the same time (I sin-

cerely hope you will not be offended) it is nec-

essary that I differ with you as to the part

which says that the machine would make an

unc'ulating, not a strictly horizontal flight. I

had the same idea for a long time, but the ex-

periments proved that I was mistaken. I found

that the reversing of the air pressure on the

wings counteracted the sinking tendencies, and

it is now easily explained to me. You can see

for yourself that on the down stroke the wing

assumes this position; as the air pressure

raises the back portion, on the upstroke, it is

reversed and the wing will stand with the rear

portion downward. I found that the forward

pressure is even greater on the up than on the

down stroke, and as the position stated with

the air rushing against the lower or rear por-

tion, the same action takes place, as in a kite,

and the movement of the whole is not changed

in the least.

Excuse me for making these remarks; it is

not dissatisfaction with your article, but only

the desire to prevent wrong impressions.

Yours, etc.,

JOHN SPIES.

Thirty Rounds Fired at Balloon.

A series of experiments with shrapnel shell

fire at captive balloons were made recently in

England, on the artillery ranges over Knighton

Down. Large holes had been dug, into which

the gun trails were placed so as to allow of an

increased elevation. Firing commenced at a

range of 3,000 yards, the angle of sight being

8% degrees. The third shot exploded close to

the balloon, one of the shrapnel bullets striking

it. After firing from twenty to thirty rounds

the battery, firing a "salvo," struck and riddled

the balloon, causing it to sink to the earth.

The balloon was rigged up with a rope car,

and contained a dummy of a man. The experi-

ments are to be continued on some future oc-

casion.

AU communications should be bi-ief and ad.

dressed to the Editor, the Aeronautical World.

Glenville, O., U. S. A.

Please prefix all questions with a tittle and
all answers with their number and tittle.

In answering please give the number and
tittle of query referred to.

(i) Spencer's London Flight.—This airship

may possibly be dirigible in a perfect calm, but

even in a light breeze it would, in a great

measure be carried in the path of the current.

If Spencer could have returned to his starting

point he doubtless would have done so. The
reason why he did not is clearly evident.

CHALLENGE.

(3) Soaring, etc.—In soaring the bird cir-

cles, or moves in straight lines, being sustain-

ed by up trends of air currents. In sailing the

bird coasts down an incline, and in flying flaps

his wings to get forward motion and elevation.

CYCALA.
Soaring flight is an oscillating motion

against the currents of air, the bird gliding up

against the wind and down when traveling

with the wind. Flying is an undulatory mo-
tion caused by the wing flaps.

T. WHITE.

Soaring is flying without flapping; a steady,

progressive motion on the aeroplane surface.

Flapping flight is flying. Gliding is like coast-

ing. T. B. S.

"Soaring" and "Sailing" both signify

flight on motionless wings. There is no spe-

cial distinction between the two except that

soaring may refer more particularly to flight

in an upwardly inclined direction. "Flying"

indicates flight with moving wings or other im-

plements. G. F. T. MYTTON.

(4) Propeller.—The best position for a pro-

peller is forward, as the car is then drawn and

acts as a rudder, keel or tail to keep head on.

It is preferable to have the propeller in front

of balloon itself, as the air at axis immediately

back of propeller is drawn forward. This

would assist to prevent indentation of balloon

cover by wind pressure in front. CYCALA.
The best place for an airship propeller is in

direct line, or a trifle below the longitudinal or

horizontal axis in line of draught and in front,

as the air in rear being disturbed affords less

resistance. JONES.
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4. The best position is forward. The pro-

peller meets with an undisturbed mass of air.

G. F. T. MYTTON.
(5) Lifting Power of Birds.—The carrying

capacity of the golden eagle has been stated

on good authority to be 30 to 40 pounds, or

over three times its own weight.

MECHANIC.
(6) Kite Balance.—If a spring balance is

attached to a kite string, it wiU measure the

amount of pull up and back. It deoends on the

angle at which the kite flies how mnch of this

is back-pull. If the kite is overhead there is

no back-pull, but if it is flying at about 45 de-

grees, half of the pull will measure the neces-

sary force required to h Id it there. Now for

a motor to replace the cord and keep it in tha<-

position is a problem, the solution of which is

taxing to their utmost abilities all students of

this intricate subject. We think, however, tliat

it is not so much a question of motor as it is

hozi' to apply it. CYCALA.

6. Depends on angle of strength; if hori-

zontal the answer would be "yes," as the

"drift" would be indicated. The more it ap-

proached the vertical, the more the "lift" would

be indicated. If you convert your kite into a

flying machine it would probably have to fly

at a flatter angle, thus reducing the "drift"

which is equivalent to the propeller thrust re-

quired. For comparativ^y small apparatus,

your motor would probably be twisted rubber

or a steam engine. The engine would have to

be specially constructed to suit the require-

ments. G. F. T. MYTTON.

(7) Power of Propeller.—A screw propeller

is very wasteful of power. Its blades are con-

stantly rotating in air previously acted on by

the blade in advance. Aeroplanes propelled by

a screw are subjects of intense interest to all

students of aeronautics. No one has as yet

succeeded in traveling on the air by their

means alone. CYCALA.
7. The "Cycle" appears to be lost in the

shuffle. Why not convert a locomotive into a

steamboat, or sew a shirt onto a button? But

seriously, man-power is conceded to be insuffi-

cient. G. F. T. MYTTON.

Answers to Queries.
^8) Parachute.—If a parachute of 300 feet

surface and weighing 150 pounds is allowed

to fall 2,000 feet, at what speed would it reach

the earth ? What would be the difference in

the rate of speed if the weight was increased to

300 pounds, the surface of parachute remain-

ing the same? DAZED.

(9) Lifting Power of Hydrogen.—Will a

reader kindly state the exact lifting power of

hydrogen gas in the ordinary atmosphere? For

instance, how ma-ij cubic feet and inches to

raise from the ground one pound of dead

weight? H. E. H.

(10) Weight of Traveling Cycle.—Can any

one kindly inform me the pressure at center of

support of a cycle and rider weighing 200

pounds when traveling 10, 20 and 40 miles an

hour? I. ANDERSON.
(11) Light Motor.—I want a light, simple

and silent gasoline motor of 5 H. P. for driv-

ing an air propeller, and would be greatly

obliged for information as to where I can ob-

tain it. SILENT MOTOR.
(Silent Motor.—Replies to such queries as

the above can only be sent under cover, as such

open the way to free advertising.—Editor.)

(12) Lifting Power of Aeroplane.—At what

speed would a flat aeroplane measuring 50 feet

long and 5 feet de ^p, weighing 25 pounds, have

to be drawn to find horizontal support on the

air? The favor of a reply will be highly es-

teemed. AJAX.

(13) Kite Support.—What speed of wind

would be required to support a kite offering

250 feet of surface having a weight of 25

pounds? KITE SURFACE.

(14) Books.—I wish to study this new sci-

ence. Aerodynamics, and will be much obliged

for advice as to the best books on the subject

for a beginner. STUDENT.
(15) Silk for Balloons.—With editor's per-

mission I would like to ask where I can obtain

the light weight and strong silk as used in the

best balloons? EXPERIMENTER.
(16) Photographic Apparatus.—I would like

to take bird's-eye photographs by supporting

the apparatus by means of a kite, and would

be glad to learn where I can obtain informa-

tion on the subject and receive advice about the

•apparatus and where it can be obtained. How
is the lens exposed and closed?

J. MORRIS.

The Late French Airshiq Disaster.

The tragic results of De Bradsky's experi-

ment teaches the lesson that vastly stronger

and better arranged rigging is required for di-

rigible balloons. The accident was chiefly due

to miscalculating the strains.

The dirigible balloon is responsible for four

deaths in six months in Paris. It would be in-

teresting to know the number of deaths due

during the same period in Paris to automobiles..
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The Greatest Flying Creature.

By S. P. Langley.

(Introducing a paper by F. A. Lucas.)

A question of interest to all who are at-

tracted to the subject of aerial navigation by

flying machines (or things heavier than air,

and which, therefore, do not float like a bal-

loon, but are dependent entirely on some me-
chanical power for their support) is, "What
has nature herself done in the way of large

flying machines, and are the birds which we
see now the limit of her ability to construct

them?"
In former epochs of our planet's history

there were larger flying creatures than now,

notably the Pterodactyl, "a brother to drag-

ons," a reptile rather than a bird, but a reptile

with enormously great wings. We do not

know just how great this was in the living

creature, except conjecturally, for we have only

the skeleton. To take the expanse of the wing

skeleton of a bird as giving us the expanse of

wing of the actual bird would be \n greatly

underestimate it, the stretch of the skeleton be-

ing much less. The skeleton (which is all we
have left of the Pterodactyl, a featherless rep-

tile, and in that important respect different

from a bird) will be more nearly in expanse

that of the living creature.

We have in the illustration (PI. I) a larger

than ordinary specimen of Ornithostoma, a

Pterodactyl whose skeleton indicates a spread

of wing of about twenty feet.

It is compared with that of the condor, near-

ly the largest bird now on the planet.

For my immediate purpose I will recall to

the reader that birds are divisible into two

classes: (i) those who soar with little mo-

tion of their wings, and yet in some mysterious

manner keep their generally weighty bodies

afloat on the yielding air, and (2) those who
flap their wings,

Ornithostoma belongs almost unquestionably

to the first of these classes. Its weight is not

to be exactly estimated, but from a variety of

considerations, part of which are quoted by

Mr. Lucas in the ensuing paper, it is possible

that the average specimen of Ornithostoma, in

spite of its great wing space, did not weigh

over thirty pounds.

Now we wish for our especial purpose of

comparing this bird with other flying things.

to know (a) the supporting area in square

feet, (b) the weight, and (c) the power for

(i) a flying machine of man's invention, which

has actually flown for comparatively long dis-

tances. (2) like facts for this the largest of

nature's flying machines, and (3) for some of

our present birds. To recapitulate, we need

for our special purpose at least the following

data for any flying thing, namely, (i) the sup-

porting area in square feet, (2) the weight in

pounds, and (3) the horse powder which drives

it through the air.

It is evidently impossible to exactly recover

all of these for the Pterodactyl, and hard to

definitely establish all three even in living

specimens, but we may assume in the case of

the horse power that it is proportioned to the

area of the attachment of the muscles which

moved the bird in flight, an assumption which
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is doubtless only approximate!}' true, but may
serve our immediate purpose. With this un-

derstanding I present, together with an instan-

taneous photograph of a steel flying machine

in actual flight (see front cover) here repeated

from a previous publication a diagram (Pis.

III. IV) representing the above three facts in

the case of (i) the flying machine. (2) the

Pterodactyl (Ornithostoma), (3) the condor,

and (4) the buzzard, all soaring things, and

(5) the wild goose, (6) the pigeon, and (7)

the humming bird, which last three fly by mov-
ing their wings.

This steel flying machine shown in the

"center on front cover" had a supporting area

a soarer. Its stretch of wing is 9 to 10 feet.

its supporting area very nearly 10 square feet,

its weight 17 pounds, and the approximate

horse power it develops (inferred from the

facts already stated) scarcely 0.05.

Next comes the turkey buzzard, whose
stretch of wing is 6 feet, its supporting area a

little over 5 .square feet, its weight 5 pounds,

and the approximate horse power it develops

(as above) 0.015.

All the above are soaring birds. I now pass

to another order of birds, which flap their

wings. The wild goose, with a supporting area

of 2.y square feet, has a weight of 9 pounds.

and needs a proportionately greater power of

Plate 1 . Skeleton of the Great Pterodact}-! Ornithostoma Compared with that of the Condor

of 54 square feet, a weight of .'^o pounds, de-

veloped i^ horse power, and repeatedly flew

-from one-half a mile to three-quarters of a

mile. These facts are represented in the dia-

gram by three rectangular figures whose areas

are proportioned to these values. Immediately

after it comes nature's greatest flying machine,

the Pterodactyl. This may have been quite 20

feet from tip to tip of wing. The paleontolo-

gist says that approximately the wing surface

was 25 square feet, the weight something like

.30. pounds, and I infer from the consideration

-just quoted that the power was probably less

than 0.05 horse power; the immensely greater

economy and efficiency of nature in the respect

of power being most strikingly shown by the

^ize oi the. small rectangle as compared with

that in the flying machine of man's invention.

After this comes the condor, pre-eminently

nearly 0.026 horse power to drive it. as against

scarcely 0.02 horse power in the last example.

Next we have another familiar bird, the pig-

eon, which drives itself by flapping the wings.

This has an area of about 0.7 of i square foot,

a weight of i pound, and a horse power of

0.012.

Below this we come to the humming bird,

whose area, being shown on the same scale as

the others, is almost too small to be distin-

guished on the page, but which has a support-

ing surface of nearly 0.03 of a square foot, a

weight less than 0.02 of a pound, and a horse

power of probably not over o.ooi. (All 'these

values, as we have already said, are but ap-

proximate.)

Particular attention, is to be paid to the fact

tlmt regarding the ratios of sunnorting surface

to weight supported, these ratios are not only
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not the same in all the birds, but themselves

differ greatly, but systematically, with the ab-

solute weight. If we inquire how much i horse

power would support, for instance, supposing

the ratios of sustaining surface (i. e., wing
area; to weight to be constant, we find that i

horse power would, in the fiying machine, sup-

port 20 pounds with 36 square feet area of wing
(i. e., 1% square feci to a pound) ; and that,

passing to the flapping birds, if the wild goose

were to preserve the same relations on an en-

larged scale, its i horse power would support

346 pounds of weight with the use of loi

.square feet of wing surface or D.29 square feet
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to the pound ; that in the pigeon i horse power

would support 83 pounds of weight with the

use of 58 square feet of wing surface or 0.7

square feet to the pound, and that in the hum-

ming bird I horse power would support 15

pounds of weight with the use of 26 square

feet of wing surface of 1.73 square feet to the

pound. So that, broadly speaking, so far as

these few examples go, the larger the creature

the less relative surface and power is needed

for its support.

From the obvious mathematical law that the

area in bodies in general increases as the

square of their dimensions, while their weight

increases as the cube, it is an apparently plain

inference that the larger the creature or ma-

chine the less the relative area of support may
be (that is, if we consider the mathematical

relationship, without reference to the question

whether this diminished support is actually

physically sufficient or not), so that we soon

reach a condition where we can not imagine

flight possible. Thus, if in a soaring bird

which we may suppose to weigh 2 pounds we
should find that it had 2 square feet of surface,

or a ratio of a foot to a pound, it would fol-

low from the law just stated that in a soaring

bird of twice the dimension we should have a

weight of 16 pounds and an area of 8 square

feet, or only half a square foot of supporting

area to the pound of weight, so that if flight

is possible in the first case it would appear to

be highly improbable in the second. The diffi-

culty grows greater as we increase the size, for

when we have a creature of three times the di-

mensions we shall have twenty-seven times

the weight and only nine times the sustaining

surface, which is but one-third of a foot to a

pound. This is a consequence of a mathe-
matical law, from which it would appear to

follow that we can not have a flying creature

much greater than a limit of area like the con-

dor, unless endued with extraordinary strength

of wing.

But this apparently necessary mathematical

consequence is not the law of nature, for while

it is found that in the larger bird a smaller

area for each pound of the weight is given un-

der the law than in the smaller bird, it is also

found (what is another thing) that this small-

er area is nevertheless sufficient, and that from

the mathematical law just cited there does not

follow the apparently obvious consequence

(notably in the larger creatures like the con-

dor, perhaps less notably in such a creature as

the Pterodactyl) that the bird can not be sup-

ported, and while the fact is certain that it

can, the cause of this does not seem to be clear-

ly known.

Special cases, it may be said, may furnish

an exception to what in the nature of things

must be the general rule. Such, however,

again does not seem to be the fact. This

anomaly which is even now not generally ap-

preciated seems to have been first noticed by

a French observer, M. de Lucy, who about

1868 published a memoir, which I have not

seen in the original, but an English translation

of which was published in the Fourth Annual

Report of the Aeronautical Society of Great

Britain for 1869, and an extract from which is

here reproduced. The same facts are given at

greater length in an article by Dr. Karl Mul-

lenhoff, of Berlin, in the Archiv fur die Ge-

sammte Physiologic, Volume XXXV, from

which Plate V is taken.

M. de Lucy's Table.

I From the Fourlli Annual Report of the Aeronautical Society of Great Britain for 1869, page 63).

INSECTS.

Names.
Square feet of
wing surface per
pound O' weight

Gnat .'

49
30Dragonfly (small)

Coccinella (ladybird) 26.6

21.6
-

14.5
Bee :::.-::. 5-25
Meat fly 56
Drone (blue) 5.08
Cockchafer S-IS

4.66
Lucanus servus, stag beettle (male) 3-75
Rhinoceros beetle 3.14

BIRDS.

Swallo-w......
Sparrow
Turtledove:
Pigeon: .......

4.82
2'72

2.13

1-25
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In this table each creature is supposed to be

magnified or diminished in all its existing pro-

portions, till it weighs i pound. The surface

dimensions of its wings will then be as given.

The above insects and birds vibrate their

wings and do not soar. The table shows that

the law (i. e., the law that the larger the creat-

ure the less the necessary relative area of sup-

port to a given weight) holds not only in the

case of the large soaring bird, but in the case

of smaller ones which flap their wings, and

even in the case of insects. The explanation

may be very near at hand, but it is not to me
evident.

The accompanying table, from Mouillard's

L'Empire de L'Air, deals with the same facts,

and exhibits the paradoxical law that the

greater the creature the smaller the (relative)

supporting surface

:

Table Showing weight, wing area, and square

of wei

all others most at home in the air, lacks car-

rying capacity, being so far as mere muscle

goes comparatively weak, sailing by skill and

not by strength. Birds of prey, on the other

hand, which can carry away a quarry of very

nearly their own weight, fly when they do this

by labored strokes of their powerful pinions,

with an apparent expenditure of considerable

power, saiHng or soaring only when not en-

cumbered by extra weight.

The albatross, which has a maximum weight

of 18 pounds and a spread of wing of 11 feet

6 incnes, is the most notable example we have

of long sustained flight in a heavy bird,* and it

is the more remarkable from the fact that as

the wing is extremely narrow its area is very

small, not exceeding 7 square feet. The sur-

plus lifting power of this bird is quite small,

since the wing muscles on whose area we must

feet of wing surface which sustains 1 pound
ght.

I^'Jn Name. Common Name. Weight in pounds
Wing surface in

squa e feet.

Square feet of
wing surface
per pound
of weight.

vScops zorca
Acjipiter ni«us
Icarus melanocephalus
Astu- palumbarius
Otus brachyotus
Ibis fal^iiiellus

.Screech owl 0.33
.336— .619— 641

— .67— .806

— I-.34

— I 41— 2.80

-56
— 6 66
-6.34
-1652

16. S2

-17 76

0,776
.69

.92

.84

150
1.24

250
3-02
3.0 [

3.65

5-33
6.32

3.50

9'.80
II 99

2.35
2.05

1.49
1-31

2.34

2.14

.Sparrow hawk

Short-eared owl
01o-^«v-ibis . . .

Corvus corax Raven
Milviis aegyptincus Kite

.Scavenger vulture
Tirkey buzzard

•95

•95

•95

;S

Cat lartes aura

Phoenicopteru- antiquorum
Gyps fulvus
Sarcorhamphus sr^yphus
O.ogyps auricularis

Flamingo

Condor
Eared vulture :i

a I>ata compiled chiefly from Mouillard, I.,. P., L,'Air, Paris, 1881.

The curve (Plate V) shows the same facts

in a graphic form, and they seem to me to de-

serve a fuller explanation than has yet been

given to them.

I now invite the reader's attention to Mr.

Lucas's interesting paper.

S. P. Langley.

THE GREATEST FLYING CREATURE,
THE GREAT PTERODACTYL

ORNITHOSTOMA.
By F. A. Lucas.

United S,tates National Museum.
Not one animal combines all the best feat-

ures of weight, power and wing area needed

in a flying machine, for those with the great-

est expanse of wing are by no means the heavi-

est and strongest, while the most powerful

birds are not those of the longest sustained

flight or those which fly to the best advantage

if considered from an economical standpoint.

The Frigate Bird, which is perhaps the bird of

base our estimate of the amount of force ex-

ercised in flight are comparatively small. Both

the albatross and frigate bird, however, arc

of double interest from the very fact of their

great extent of wing and small amount of mus-

cle, since they thus throw some light on the

question of the length of wing that may be

manipulated with a given force.

The condor, and his cousin, the California

vulture, weigh about the same as an albatross,*

but the broad, rounded shape of their wings

gives them a much greater area, and this dif-

ference is, in turn, related to differences in

flight, for the great vultures soar high in the

a Sailors sometimes catch an Albatross, fa.sten to it a tag bea ing the 1 ame of the ship, date of < ai ture, latitude

and lontitude, and then release the bird. A specimen thus tagged and subsequently taken by another ship s pre-

.served in the mu.seum of Brown University, showing that in twelve days it had traversed a distance of at .east 3,150

miles, proliably more, since the Albatro.ss rarely fli s in a direct line.
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air, while the albatross skims the sea, rarely

rising to an elevation of 150 feet.

It is to be noted, however, that the question

of food has something to do with the mode of

flight, since the one bird seeks its food from

the surface of the water, while the other

mounts aloft to scan the earth in search of

something eatable.

Humboldt is credited with having seen a

condor soaring above the summit of Chimbo-

razo ; but that this or any bird ever attains

such an altitude* is more than questionable,

Smithsonian Rpport. 1501 —Grpatc-st r lying Creature

is continually called upon to wield its pinions

in the teeth of gales, and the successful man-
ner in which this is done calls forth the ad-

miration of the observer.

So far as carrying weight is concerned, tht

trumpeter swan stands at or near the head of

the list, for this bird attains a weight of 28

pounds, and carries this far and fast with a

spread of wing of 8 feet. Its mode of flight

is entirely different from that of the albatross,

being performed by powerful wing beats, while

the latter bird rarely flaps. its wings, but sails

Plate V.

Curve showing relative Decrease of Wing Surface with increased Weight of Bird.

and Whymper, the most recent and most care-

ful observer, puts the range of the great vul-

ture at from 7,000 to 15,000 feet.

The condor is said to attain a spread of wing

of 15 feet, but no bird of anything like this

size IS preserved in any collection, and even

10 feet 6 inches from tip to tip may be looked

upon as exceeding the normal or average size.*

As the albatross averages 10 feet from tip to

tip, and is said by good observers to reach 12

or even 14 feet,* it may be pretty safely set

down as having the greatest stretch of wing

of any animal now living. Certainly the alba-

tross stands first in length of wing bones, for

these measure 8 feet 3 inches in the great wan-

dering albatross, while the bones of a large

condor have a combined length of 6 feet i

inch. Moreover, the albatross inhabits the

wind-swept seas of the Southern Hemisphere,

one of the stormiest regions o£ the globe, and

over the water with little apparent expenditure

of -muscular power. In default of these birds

the wild goose (Bcrnida canadensis) and

turkey buzzard may serve as representatives

of differences in method and apparatus of

flight.

The goose, like his relative, the swan, flies

by means of the strokes of his wings and car-

ries a weight of 9 pounds, with a wing area

of 2.65 square feet and a muscle area of 8.84

square inches; the sailing buzzard, with a

weight of 5 pounds, has a wing area of 5.3

square feet and a muscle area of 5.12 square

inches. Thus the one bird has 0.3 square foot

area of wing per pound of weight, while the

other has 1.06 square feet per pound of weight.

Or, if we wish to compare th'e area of wing to

the area of sternum, we may say that in the

goose this ratio is 43 to i and in the buzzard

149 to I. The minimum of wing area, both

a A California Vulture, i year old, in the National Zoological Park, weighed iS% po n s,

b Birds are known to migrate at a very c msiderable elevation, but it is believed that none have as yet been re-

corded so high as 4 miles. The high of Chimborazo is 20,494 feet.

c A. fine Condo from Patagonia had a spread of spre d of only 8 feet 8 inches, and the California Condor in the

Nationational Zoological Park at Washington measures but 9 feet 2 j^ inches across the wings. I,ike most large

animals, Condors wofully before a tape line.

d The largest of four Albatrosses measured by the writer had a spread of wings of only 10 feet 3 inches, but these

were birds of i year and 2 years old, and many of the old birds seen were certainly much larger. The ship's car en-

ter claimed to have measured a bird of 12 feet spread.
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positively and comparatively, is reached in the

humming birds, which may be typified by a

species common in Barbadoes (Eulampis

chlorolacmiis) . This little bird, weighing 0.015

pound, has a wing area of 0.026 square foot,

and a muscle area of 0.33 square inch, a ratio

of 1 1.4 to I, while, if brought up to ounces,

the wing area per ounce would be but 0.76

square inch.

have been exceeded by any creatures of the

past. Harhagornis, the extinct eagle of New
Zealand, was larger and more powerful than

any existing bird of prey, although the South

American harpy eagle is a near second;* but

the more notable exceptions were the great

flying reptiles, or pterodactyls, which abounded

on the shores of the inland sea that during

Cretaceous time extended from the Gulf of

TIIK GREATEST

These differences are dwelt on at some
length in the introduction to this paper, where

they are graphically expressed by means of

diagrams and compared with the weight, horse

power, and supporting area of a flying ma-
chine.

The buzzard may be compared to a racing-

yacht wnth small hull and great spread of can-

vas ; the humming bird, like a torpedo boat, is

mainly engine.

Mammals may be practically left out of con-

sideration in discussing large flying creatures,

for while many of the bats fly with the ut-

most dexterity, none of them attain any con-

siderable size, the largest of the fruit bats

(Pteropus edulis) weighing under 3 pounds

and having a spread of wing of 5 feet. Almost

everyone is acquainted with the rapid fluttering

flight of small bats, and it need only be said

that the large species fly with measured wing

beats not unlike those of a crow.

Such are some of the flying forms of today,

and, with few exceptions, they seem not to

FI^YING CREATURE.

Mexico up the Mississippi valley and north-

westerly through Kansas. And as the huge

dinosaurs were the largest creatures that ever

walked, so the greatest of these pterodactyls

were the largest creatures that ever flew, their

outstretched wings having a spread of 20 feet

from tip to tip.

There is one possible rival, a bird supposed

to be a relative of the pelicans, described by

Professor Cope under the name of Cyphornis;

but as this bird is known from a small frag-

ment only and its wing area very far from

certain, Cyphornis may be ruled out of com-

petition.

The greatest of the pterodactyls, OrnitJio-

stoma ingens (PI. VI), has been described at

some length by Prof. S. W. Williston, of the

State University of Kansas, and from his ar-

ticles have been taken the facts relating to this

curious creature that are herein embodied.

The great moa marks one extreme of spe-

cialization, the disproportionate size of the

hind as compared with the fore limbs, for this

a. A specimen of this bird, 'Thiasactus Harpyia, in the National Zoological Park, weighs 19^ pounds.
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big bird had legs 6 feet long and no fore legs

at all; Ornithostoma marks the other extreme

with a wing 9 feet in length and a leg so small

and weak as to be of little use save tor spread-

ing the wing membrane. For, like other

pterodactyls, whose wings are accurately

known from their impressions in the fine-

grained lithographic stone of Solenhofen, this

species doubtless had a membranous wing
something like that of a bat. As for the body,

being that of a reptile, it must have been naked

and possibly covered with small scales like

those on the body of an iguana, so that on a

small picture the skin would appear quite

smooth. While the body was small in com-

parison with the extent of wing, the head,

which was principally beak, was very nearly 4
feet long, extending backward to form a large

but thin crest. This has a direct relation to

the enormous length of the beak, since it fur-

Hx)w the wing ot Ornithostoma is sup-

ported.

nished a point of attachment for muscles whose
pull counterbalanced the leverage of the front

part of the head. The beak was dagger-like,

being very narrow, pointed, and quite tooth-

less. Whether this beak was covered with a

thin, hard skin, like the epidermis on the head

of a crocodile, or with horn, like the bill of a

bird, is not positively determined, but the

weight of evidence is in favor of the former,

since none of the pterodactyls yet found show
any traces of a horny bill. In the peculiar

shape of the lower, back portion of the beak

there is a suggestion of the former presence

of a small pouch, like that found in cormor-

ants, and this would be in accord with the

supposed fish-eating habits of Ornithostoma.

Like other animals with long, narrow wings,

Ornithostoma doubtless sailed somewhat after

the manner of the albatross. This is inferred

not only from the size and shape of the wing,

but from the comparatively small size of the

breastbone, to which were attached the mus-
cles used in flight. Birds which fly by strokes

of their pinions have the breastbone deeply

keeled to furnish room for the attachment of

the wing muscles, and the size of this keel is

in direct relation to the rapidity of the wing
strokes, reaching its maximum in the hum-
ming birds, in which the wings are vibrated

so rapidly as to be invisible. Birds which sail

have the breast muscles much reduced, and the

extreme of reduction is found in the frigate

bird, which, with a spread of wing of 6 feet

4 inches, has a muscular area of only 3.50

square inches.*

There is another point in the anatomy of

Ornithostoma besides length of pinion that

lends strength to the supposition that it sailed,

and this is found in the structure of the fore

limb. It was pointed out by Mr. Huffaker that

in spite of the deficiency of muscle shown by

soaring birds the support of the wing was very

strongly built ; thus the frigate bird with its

small breastbone has the bones of the shoulder

joint firmly united with one another and with

the breastbone. In the albatross strength is

gained b}'- shortening and widening the bone to

which the wing is directly fastened and giving

it a broad base for attachment to the breast-

bone. In the great pterodactyls strength was

obtained by bracing the shoulder blade against

the backbone, in the manner shown in the dia-

gram; thus the body, so to speak, was slung

from the wings. In addition, three sections of

the backbone were united in one piece in order

to give a firm point of attachment, the whole

arrangement curiously suggesting the fore leg

of a turtle.

In spite of its great extent of wing, Ornith-

ostoma was not a heavy animal, possibly not

so heavy as the trumpeter swan, for the body

was small and the bones reached the extreme

of lightness, being far lighter than in any bird.

This may be appreciated by quoting Professor

Williston's remark that the bones were almost

papery in their character, one of the finger

bones, 26 inches long and 2 inches in diameter,

being no thicker than a cylinder of blotting

paper. The same authority, basing his esti-

mate on this extreme lightness of structure

and the small size of the body, places the

a. This is stated with some hesitancy, as tio s'ernuni of a large albatross is available, and it may be that, all things
considered, the albatross has the least amount of wine muscle. The ratio of wing muscle to wing is smaller in the
turkey buzzard than n he frigate bird, being respectively. 1:125 and 1:114. this owing to the much broader wing of
the buzzard. On the other hand, the great humming bird (Patagona gigas) has a ratio of muscle to wing area of
1:23, and a small .species a ratio of but 1:11.39.
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weight of one of these pterodactyls at only 25

pounds, and with this weight and its great

spread of wings the creature must have flown

as lightly as a butterfly. Even if we increase

the estimated weight by 20 per cent, we have

a creature weighing but 30 pounds, so that the

body was even more an appendage to the

wings than in the frigate bird, and seems to

have been just heavy enough to counterbal-

ance the weight of head and neck and insure

equilibrium.

As Ornithostoma was capable of long sus-

tained flight, and as its bones are found under

conditions indicating that it went far out

to sea, it is not improbable that it

fed largely or entirely on fish. That
they formed a part of its diet is cer-

tain, for fish bones and scales are found

with the remains of pterodactyls, and it is easy

to imagine this great reptile gliding over the

sea, with outspread wings, snatching up fish

right and left with its long beak as easily as

a museum assistant picks them out of a jar of

alcohol with a pair of forceps. The bird in the

foreground is represented in our illustration as

just turning to its right, the left wing being

advanced and raised to cause the turn.

With its small body and enormous wings

Ornithostoma may be looked upon as the king

of flying creatures, and as more highly spe-

cialized than any flying animal before or since

his time.

Finally, it is an interesting question as to

whether or not the condor, the albatross, and
the pterodactyl mark the limit of size attain-

able by flying creatures—are the mechanical

difficulties in the way of using wings so great

that evolution stops at a weight of 30 pounds
and a spread of wing of 20 feet? Would ani-

mals above that size have trouble in manipu-
lating their wings and be unable to compete
with smaller and more active forms, or is it

that the exigencies of life have never called for

the development of a larger creature?

These are queries that may not be settled

off-hand, and it may only be said that the vast

majority of birds are small and agile, and that,

although birds and pterodactyls flew side by
side over the Cretaceous seas and shores, the

birds never reached the size of their reptilian

associates, and, so far as we know, these mark
the limit of size among flying animals.

Balloons for Investigating
Volcanoes.

It has been proposed by a number of French
aeronauts to observe active volcanoes from a

captive balloon. What next?

Flying Machine Experiments.
By R. G. V. Mytton.

After constructing manv rubber propelled

toys and having decided upon the construction

of full-sized practical apparatus, my researches

lead me to find the general problem of dynamic

flight to be divided primarily into two others,

namely : The problem of devising a motor of

sufficiently light weight, and the problem of sta-

bility. The discovery of the greater efficiency

of the curved surface over the plane, increased

the problem of stability, as those who have ex-

perimented well know : the tendency of a

curved surface (when weighted for gliding)

being to pitch over forwards. After consider-

ing the various devices for gaining automatic

stability, the most promising among which ap-

pears to be that of Mr. A. M. Herring, I de-

cided that "the simplest is best" especially in

the case of a flying machine where simplicity

would naturally entail fewness of parts, light-

ness of weight, and reliability. My choice then

was for some form of curved surface which

without any moving parts would have self-

righting qualities, which I have termed "nat-

ural-stability."

This resulted in a long series of experiments

with gliding models made of paper stiffened

with shellac and weighted with thumb-tacks.

A very satisfactory form was finally arrived at

and made the subject of rubber propelled

models. The propelling mechanism consisted

of screw propellers of opposite pitch, set fore

and aft of the aero-curve, a tube of paper stiff-

ened with shellac attached to the aero-curve in

a fore and aft direction and closed at both ends

by corks pierced through their centers for the

wire stems of the propellers which terminated

in hooks in the interior of the tube, a rubber

band connecting the two, and small washers of

tin, capping the corks to enable the propellers

to revolve upon them. The propellers I some-

times made with paoer blades and a central rib

of wood, but later cut them out of solid wood
with better results. These models flew exceed-

ingly well even in light winds for a distance of

50 or 60 feet. When wound up to the same ex-

tent and released vertically they would be

barely supported in the air, and gave a good

illustration of the fact that it is not necessary

to have power sufficient to raise a machine ver-

tically, in order to propel the same machine at

a high speed in horizontal flight. So much for

the models.

My next work was the construction of a glid-

ing machine, the surface of which measured 20

feet by 6 feet, and which weighed complete 34
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pounds. It was composed of a frame work of

spruce, braced with niano wire and covered with

heavy sheeting, and constructed in such a way
as to be readily taken apart and put together in

the field. Its various metallic connections were

formed of bicycle steel tubing .bent to the re-

quired section. The frame consisted of two par-

allel bars running fore and aft at the center

of the machine, with just room between them

for the body of the operator; to them at front

and back were clamped sockets for the recep-

tion of the ends of the main arms of the

"wings." The main frame work of each wing

consisted of two ribs crossed in the form of an

X and pivoted to one another at the point of

crossing. Each pair thus formed the diagonals

of each wing. The outer ends of all four of

these ribs were provided with caps of steel with

their ends upturned, and to them were bolted

curved pieces of wood set edgeways and to the

under side of which the covering was attached,

the latter being also laced to the main ribs : a

triangular frame of wood set vertical and

hinged to the parallel bars bracing the centers

of both wings by means of a wooden strut

above, and a truss wire below, so as to hold the

frame work rigid. Wires also extended from

the four corners of the machine to the corners

the triangle above and below. In practice the

triangle proved to be too short, allowing the

wind (before a flight) to press down the for-

ward edges of the machine and spring the main
ribs in the wrong direction. The front and
rear edges of the aero-curve were formed of

wires threaded into the fabric. I found the

wire edges to be unsatisfactory, as a little more
tension in one or the other would distort the

entire frame-work of the machine.

In my new machine, the main aero-curve of

which measures 23 feet by 7 feet 6 inches, I

have eliminated all the bad features of the

first, discardng all wire edges and couching the

ribs themselves in the cloth, which construc-

tion, while giving greater rigidity to the struc-

ture, reduces head resistance. The ribs are

not crossed as in the former case, but are

placed parallel three on each side, the front and
back pairs forming the edges of the aero-curve.

There are three triangular frames hinged to the

central frame, and to the top and bottom of

which each pair of ribs is braced with piano

wire ; connection being made to each rib at four

points. The entire structure is otherwise braced

with piano wire so as to make of it a rigid

whole. Four curved strips of extended trian-

gular section, run fore and aft of each wing and

to their under sides the fabric is fastened.

These strips have been carefully made in pairs

so that both sides of the aero-curve will be of

exactly similar curvature at all points. They

are provided with metallic sleeves (of bicycle

tube) below, to connect them to the main ribs,

upon which they slide, and meet with stops,

each in its proper place.

The machine will be operated by means of

two oppositely revolving propellers of oppo-

site pitch, placed one on each side in front of

the machine; their line of thrust approximating

the chord of the aero-curve and being adjust-

able. The engine and propellers will occupy a

frame independent of that of the aero-curve,

and hinged thereto. The engine will occupy a

position immediately in front of, and a little be-

low the main aero-curve, and will be belted to

both propellers through the medium of

"jockey" or tension pulleys.

The operator occupies a reclining position

upon a light framework covered with fabric,

which gives additional supporting surface and

is attached to the triangular truss-framework

a short distance below the main surface. This

position of the operator places him within con-

venient reach of the engine and controlling de-

vices, and above all reduces head resistance to

a minimum.

The engine under construction is a double,

opposed cylinder 4x4 inch gasoline enp-ine, air

cooled, the weight of which when complete in-

cluding pulley wheels will be about 50 pounds,

and which at a thousand revolutions per jnin-

ute will develop 10^ I. H. P. It is designed to

possess more than ordinary efficiency in its

method of cooling and in the matter of power

developed, is in perfect mechanical balance, and

should be practically free from vibration.

The flying machine will be further provided

with light wheels for the preliminary run on

the ground and a means for steering same.

The wheels will be so mounted that they will

absorb the shock of alighting; the amount of

resistance or "cushion" being also controllable.

In flight, steering will ordinarily be accom-

plished by a slight movement forward or back,

or to one side or the other, of the operator's

body: a turn to one side or the other may,

however, also be made by partially releasing

the tension on the propeller belt on that side,

causing same to slip, and thus decreasing the

speed of the propeller on that side and increas-

ing that of the other. Vertical steering may

also be accomplished by varying the line of

thrust of the propellers by means of the hinged

fram^ework upon which they and the engine are

mounted.

The cross-section of the various elements of

the frame work approximates the form of least
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resistance. I do not expect to use either ver-

tical or horizontal rudders of any kind, but will

do so if in practice it develops that advantage

may be gained thereby : the same will also ap-

ply in regard to devices for accomplishing au-

tomatic stability.

The materials used in the construction of this

machine are for the frame-work spruce, steel

and aluminum tubing, and sheet aluminum

;

and for the covering heavy sheeting coated

with some kind of contractile varnsh. The
weight of the entire machine with supplies

ready for flight will not be over 140 pounds.

This machine, like the first, is so constructed

that it may be readily taken apart and folded

together for transportation when not required

for use, it may thus be stored away in quite a

small space.

wings, which are carried on two one and one-

quarter inch hollow shafts, which move on ball

bearings and extend for 22 feet on each side

of the body. This hollow shaft and the wings

are operated by means of two levers, the levers

being actuated directly by two piston rods

which cause the wings to make 90 beats of

fifteen, feet each per minute.

Each wing measures eight feet long and

forty-two inches across the widest part, and

they have their inside edges reinforced with a

six-inch wide feather, which gives to the wings

the desired amount of resiliency.

"A previous machine having only eight wings

gave splendid results when operated by man
power, but it was unfortunately destroyed on

the 17th of July last, just after being com-

pleted. This loss was a very severe blow to

me, but I immediately went to work on a new

Morgan's Flying Machine.

The illustrations below give a fairly good
idea of this flying machine. The inventor says

the body is a little over twenty-six feet long

and five feet in diameter, and the tail, which

is hung on a universal joint, is ten feet long

and seven feet wide, and free to be moved by

the aeronaut in any direction. The body is

equipped with six pairs of concavo-convet

one, harder than before, and now have it al-

most ready to launch on the air. It will be

a perfect flyer and the only question to be set-

tled is the speed at which it will travel.

The vapor motor is of 3^ H. P. and weighs

80 pounds, and the total weight of the machine,

which is constructed entirely of aluminum,

with engine, is 200 pounds. The car is five

feet high, eleven feet long and five feet wide.

Just a M^ord about wing motion : On my
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first machine, I put springs to help pull the

wings up, but on trial I found the air had a

tendency to push them up, and the trouble

was to bring them down. The weight of the

body would naturally fall first, and therefore

the wings would be forced up. I have built

wings with openings that would open as the

wing went up and close as it came down, and

I have noticed that if we blow smoke under

our open hand and lift the hand quickly, we
will find that the current follows the hand, and

so it is with the wing. The current that fol-

Airship Problems and Univer=
sal Free Trade.

"Commercial revolution will follow the ad-

vent of aerial navigation. Customs duties will

be wiped out, and social merging of the races

will come with the fading away of frontiers

marking the boundaries between nations," says

Robert J. Thompson, secretary of the United

Lafayette Memorial Commission, in speaking

of the universal discussion aroused by the St.

Louis exposition's offer of $100,000 for the

MORGAN'S FI^YlNG MACHINE.

lows the wing up is what gives the wing, or

bird, buoyancy; otherwise, if the wing is

closed while going up, the bird would be in-

clined to fall at that particular moment. The

wings of my machine are so constructed that

they have twice the resistance coming down

to what they have going up; the upward mo-

tion has a tendency to push ahead also. The

article in "The Aeronautical World," entitled

Flight Problem, is a splendid piece of encour-

agement, and it is just such men with just

such minds as its author that will give to man

the best there is in man. "

pioneer airship.

"The airship will have its conquests of peace

as well as of war. Universal free trade will

be established the day when the world is told

that some one has grasped the secret of the

air and that all may ride supreme through the

ether. Military students of foreign govern-

ments have long sought to discover a secret

whereby they might direct an aerial Craft at

will so as to destroy tjieir enemies from the

clouds. The science of war, therefore, is prac-

tically in the future airship.

The successful airship means the building of

countless crafts of the air.

"Commerce will awake to infinite .f^ossibili-

ties. The fine old honor of the world will not
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stop at escaping customs duties by smuggling

highly dutiable articles across the frontiers.

Who is to prevent the high class smuggler

from loading his pirate craft of the air with a

diamond cargo and darting from England into

France or from France to Germany, so hidden

among the clouds that no telescope of the most

alert customs observer may detect the contra-

band voyage? Then in some remote and un-

frequented spot a safe landing can be made
for the discharge of the illegal freight.

"Our quick witted friends may say that gov-

ernment aerial revenue cutters could do police

duty in the skies, arrest the pirate by board-

ing him in parachutes and drop down to the

fastnesses of prisons on terra firma. Very

good, but how about stolen flights in the night

or even in the day through the cloud wracks?

What a game of dodging among the mists of

midheaven would be played by the aerial smug-

gler, with the government cruiser lying to in a

gentle breeze, watchful for the contraband.

We who have studied the science of aerostatics

may see the difficulties which might confront

the chaser if he was not in the current at-

tained by the chased and could not reach that

current without such tacking as would con-

found the doughtiest skipper on the main.

"Then the merchant who stayed on the

ground and upheld the laws by shipping his

goods in the good old-fashioned way of steam

railway and ocean liner, would he be content

to pay his duty in the face of the enormous

competition arising from the successful smug-

gling of luxuries? Any one who knows the

frailties of the business world will laugh at

the idea. He would remonstrate ; he would de-

mand that the illegal traffic be stopped at the

expense of his purse. Then he would demand
that all duty be abrogated. And the pressure

of wealth and political influence would bring

about free trade, and the commercial policy

of English statesmen would have been vindi-

cated.

"The countries of the world would now have

to fall back on their internal revenue to sat-

isfy the national debt. The principles of those

who have long advocated that the individual

and the nation should be able to sustain them-

selves on what they produced themselves, with-

out resort to taxing external trade and its re-

ciprocal features, would have been set right by

that 'crank' idea of flying like a bird. In the

minds of aerostaticians who have made a life

study of aerial navigation the day of discovery

is not so far distant as the incredulous may as-

sume. Whether the dirigible balloon or the

aeroplane solves the problem the complete re-

vision of commerce and society is certain to

take place."

The theme of free trade being made possible

through the success of aerial navigation has

become the leading topic of discussion in the

Aerostatic Club.

Henri Maker's Airship.

A new airship which is attracting the atten-

tion of aeronauts is that of Henri Mager, the

well-known explorer, aiid the engineer, Charles

Cadet. The inventors claim their machine is an
extremely ingenious invention, based in spite of

its boldness, on simple and indisputable princi-

ples, and lias the merit of not being inspired by
any previous scheme. The inventors of this

airship, they consider, have accomplished a

really original work.

They have abandoned the idea of being able

to steer an ordinary balloon, in which opinion

they are supported by Hiram Maxim of the

Aeronautical Club of Great Britain, who has

recently shown that the fragile cover of bal-

loons filled with gas cannot resist the violence

of the wind and air currents. If a balloon

were attached to an engine, as long as the lat-

ter moved slowly, the balloon would follow

the powerful motor, but should the speed

reach fifteen to eighteen miles an hour the bal-

loon would lose its shape, the fore part would

be depressed and the cover would soon be torn

into ribbons.

The ordinary balloons, round, long or cylin-

drical, being thus of no use for aerial naviga-

tion, several aeronauts concluded to abandon

the use of gas-inflated covers, and endeavor

to construct flying machines, huge metallic

birds; others, who thought that a flying ma-

chine could not be made and that gas must

continue to be the greatest aid to the aerial

navigator in rising, have had to seek means of

protecting the covers.

The Mager Cadet protects the covers, in-

closing them in a sealed case made of light

aluminum gauze, bearing panels of aluminum

and mica.

Utilizing the gas thus inclosed, the Mager
Cadet can rise by means of it like an ordinary

balloon.

It can rise and descend at the will of the

aeronaut, which is one of its advantages, tjp

to the present time the aeronaut would throw

out ballast to descend, would let part of the

gas escape by opening the valves; and the bal-

last having been thrown out and the gas hav-

ing escaped the balloon could no longer rise.

But if the aeronaut, when in the Mager Cadet
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should want to rise higher, he could increase

the quantity of gas in the envelope and to

come down could diminish the quantity.

, But it may be asked how can this result be

obtained? It is very easy to vary the quantity

of gas contained in the envelope. The Mager
Cadet carries gas under pressure in vessels, and

if it is necessary to send gas into the balloon

envelope of the metallic chamber, the aeronaut

can open the valves of these vessels; and if ii

is necessary to let out gas from the envelope,

he can immediately put into action powerful

extractors, and the gas will immediately be

pressed into special chambers.

To sail in the air, to ascend or descend at

will, does not solve the problem controlling

it; the thing is to guide the balloon at a given

altitude, according to one's wish, at any point

on the horizon, no matter how violent the

wind, even if it be contrary.

The air ship is steered by seven screws, two

on the left and two on the right side; they

take the place of the rudder, allowing the ship

to turn to the right or the left and to fight

against side winds. The three others are

placed, one in front, another at the back and

the last under the ship. These screws have

a special shape ; they have six branches with

blades and interlaced cones.

To facilitate the action, four wheels with

blades are joined to the screws, two on either

side and two at the back, on either side of the

shaft of the back screw.

The control and movement having been

provided for, there remained the greatest dif-

fiulty of all to overcome : how to put them

into action. It was necessary to invent a motor

more powerful than those actually known, and

not so dangerous as the one used by Severo.

The motors invented by MM, Henri Mager
and Charles Cadet are double, consisting of

a wind motor combined with a mechanical

motor, practical and ingenious levers.

The wind motor is a large steel wheel car-

rying large aluminum cups ; it turns horizontal-

ly above the ship ; the stronger the wind the

greater the power of this motor. When the

wind increases the propelling power increases

;

thus the wind, which until now was a dreaded

enemy of the aeronauts,claim is a help to them
inventors.

. If the action of the wind is not sufficient,

the ship has a lever motor, contrived by the

inventors, and of extraordinary power. These

motors put the screws and the wheels into

action.

Thinking of everything, the inventors have

combined some hydraulic balancing apparatus

to avoid the pitching and rolling, so disagree-

able to those who go up in cigar-shaped bal-

loons; the hydraulic receptacles are provided

with manoneters, showing the pressure of the

gas, and have automatic valves. Above the

ship the inventors arranged a large sail, act-

ing as a parachute ; there are special para-

chutes as well, with automatic safety valves,

and balloons that fill out instantly.

Thanks to these gas envelopes and the re-

serve supply of gas, the Mager Cadet can rise

like an ordinary balloon. If the wind is slight-

ly against it, the ship will meet with no re-

sistance; its motors, its screws and its wheels

will insure its going ahead without any dif-

ficulty at the rate of ninety miles an hour. If

the wind is very much against the ship, more
weight is needed to overcome the resistance;

therefore some gas will be drawn into the res-

ervoirs and it will be moved by its propellers.

If the wind becomes too violent, more gas can

be withdrawn into the receivers, so that the

ship will become heavier than the air, the large

sails will be spread out and thus the ship will

glide in the desired direction ; it will not touch

the earth, but near the ground the aeronaut

will put on a pressure of gas and the ship will

rise again by the filling out of the gas cham-

bers as high as 1,700, 4,000 or 7,000 feet. On
repeating these movements it will again spread

its wings, put the retractors into action and
fly on an undulating course at a speed of 30 to

36 miles per hour. The Mager Cadet will be

III feet 8 inches long, but can be built on a

smaller proportion, and will carry, besides the

imolements, a few thousand kilogrammes of

weight or several dozen passengers. It can

remain a few days in the air, so that journeys

can be undertaken for hundreds of miles. In it

one can cross the Sahara from Algeria to Tim-

buctoo, and even cross the Atlantic from Brest

to New York. If the claims made by the in-

ventors of the Mager Cadet can be practically

demonstrated the problem of aerial navigation

will be solved.

A Lesson to Airship Builders.

The lesson of the tragic result of Baron de

Bradsky's experiment teaches the need of

stronger rigging for airships—rigging strong

enough to afford a wide margin of safety

against strains of all kinds. The test that the

ill-fated airship was put to was similar to the

cross strains upon grand stands that have

collapsed with fatal effect despite the exist-

ence of wide margins of safety in the bearing

of dead weight.
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The Botts Flying Machine.

By R. H. Botts.

Several years ago I became interested in the

study of aerial navigation and after a series of

experiments, my researches convinced me that

it is possible with the aid of logical scientific

appliances, to navigate the air. For many years

a safe and reliable means of navigating the

air has been sought for by scientists. My ma-

chine will do the work and is light and inex-

dred pounds of weight to be carried.

The great obstacle to be overcome is the de-

velopment of this power. After numerous ex-

periments with various devices for power, 1

have found that steam is the most practical

and convenient of all others, and with this fact

firmly demonstrated beyond quibble, I set to

work to devise something that would fill the

requirements and generate sufficient power and

yet keep within the limits of its carrying ca-

pacity, viz., two hundred pounds to each horse

BOTTS' MACaINE IN FI.IGHT.

pensive. It combines the flying machine with

the parachute, thus making it absolutely safe.

It can be started from any place and under any

and all conditions of weather. In short, it is

as near perfection as machinery can be made
by man.

My experiments have, to a great extent, been

based upon well established facts relating to

the laws of force and resistance, as demon-

strated by Messrs. Maxim, Chanute and Lang-

try. It has been demonstrated by actual experi-

ment that a force equal to one horse power

applied to aerial-planes or horizontal propel-

lers will raise and sustain a body weighing

two hundred pounds, traveling at the rate of

forty-five miles an hour.

With this fact well established it would

seem all that is now necessary for successful

mechanical flight would be the construction of

an apparatus with sufficient generative powers

to create one horse power for every two hun-

power, and the result of my work is a steam

boiler more powerful than any other now in

use. I have also constructed an engine of a

greatly improved type, to be used in connection

with my boiler. The whole, both engine and

boiler, weigh but ten pounds to the registered

horse power.

The construction of my airship's framework

is a coil of light aluminum pipe similar to a

bicycle tire. This is to hold the frame, the

engines working as in a hub. This pipe serves

as a steam condenser transforming the steam

into water, again and again.

After solving the power problem I set to

work on the airship and have confined myself

entirely to well known and established facts.

I have, however, made some radical departures

from my predecessors and co-workers in the

solution of the problem of aerial navigation

or mechanical flight. The mechanical features

of my machine consists of three sets of pro-
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pellers, a rudder and a stationary plane sur-

face, a canvas covering the framework outside

of the condensing coil acting as an aerial-plane

in flight and a parachute in descending. The
space above is utilized as a gas bag if any

should be required. The two propellers de-

signed to raise the airship are placed over the

condenser, running on masts standing perpen-

dicular. The frame which holds the engine is

fastened to this mast, acting as a hub, the out-

ward frame as a tire, the guys as spokes, the

entire construction being similar to a bicycle

wheel. Boiler, engine and tanks are all fas-

tened to this one mast which runs up through

the machine and on which the two horizontal

propellers revolve.

These propellers are constructed with two
tires, one arranged within the other, with

groups of vanes or blades stretched between

them, so that the advanced blade of each

group is on a lower plane than the next

succeeding it. This leaves the air above

undisturbed, thus getting better results

out of the same propeller. The upper pro-

peller is smaller than the lower one, but has

larger vane surface. These revolve in oppo-

site directions in order to abolish the twisting

motion of the airship and co-operate to raise

the same. The center of the propeller wheels

have no blades, thus giving no air resistance

on engine, boiler or operator. The propellers

are constructed on the plan of a bicycle wheel.

The stern wheel operates the stationary aerial-

plane and drives the ship through the air. It

is connected by line shaft to the engine.

The rudder is double gear acting and is op-

erated with two levers and will turn the ship

in any direction, make it ascend or descend,

and is perfectly flexible to support the entire

machine. When on the ground the ship rests

on pneumatic cushions fastened by rods to the

lower framework. To travel forty-five miles

an hour we would have at least ten pounds of

resistance pressure to the square foot. By
constructing the ship with a cone-shaped con-

tour this, of course, would be largely abol-

ished. To descend, as with a parachute, re-

quires one square foot of area to each pound

of weight to be sustained in order to be safe,

in case something became disarranged with the

machinery. Having an engine light and pow-
erful that runs without a jar, a boiler which

generates a great amount of steam with but

little weight and a small amount of liquid fuel,

and the strong framework of the general fabric

and utilized also as a steam condenser, acci-

dents are not at all likely to occur.

This machine embraces in the material for

its construction fine steel wire and pipes of

aluminum. The woodwork is of the best sea-

soned ash and the parachute is composed of

silk canvas. The engine and boiler registers

sufficient power to raise the complete machine

by the two horizontal propellers, with fifty per

centum additional to propel it through the air.

As will be seen by previous statements, one-

half the actual power still remains as a reserve

force. Suppose the machine were to stop in

midair, by accident or otherwise, it would de-

scend at a speed of about four miles an hour.

Each square foot of the parachute area will

sustain two pounds in weight traveling at the

speed of a bird's flight. It has five per cent

less resistance than any gas-bag machine thus

far constructed.

Sovereignty of the Air.

Aero-dynamics would appear to engross an

increasing number of men. The balloon has

become a recognized agent in war and meteor-

ology, and has recently been suggested by a

Paris physician as an agent in hygiene. The

airship which shall be effective, responsive and

safe, continues to be the aspiration of many

scientists, the hope of many cranks and the

means of notoriety for some adventurers.

Some students of aeronautics do not dis-

guise their impatience with those men who per-

sist in experiments along the lines of endeavor

begun by the Mongolfier brothers in 1783.

These were the pioneer practitioners of the

gas-bag principle and in their wake thousands

of men have fruitlessly followed. It is now

contended that no form of aerial craft which

rises by its own buoyancy or relative light-

ness can ever be made safely dirigible. It must

ever be at the sport of the wind and can never,

it is claimed, attain to commercial utility. It

is the conviction of many students of this sub-

ject that the only aerial machine which will

be practical will be the one heavier than the

air it displaces and possessing a series of fixed,

wing-like surfaces having their angles of inci-

dence altered simultaneously by their centers

of gravity.

Mechanical flight is a fascinating theme for

many men, and some progress has been made.

Hundreds of years before the first gas balloon

men sought to navigate the air with artificial

wings flapped by arms and legs. Long obser-

vation has made men familiar with the me-

chanical movements of bird flight, but at that

point human knowledge on this subject seems

to end. There are birds which weigh seven

hundred times the weight of the air they dis-
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place and which normally carry three pounds

to each square foot of their wing surface, but

nature keeps the secret of how they do it. The

"airships" of Santos Dumont, Von Zeppelin,

Dr. Barton and Stanley Spencer are amplifica-

tions of the Mongolfier gas-bag principle, while

the "airships" of Professor Langley, Chanute

and Irish are of the aeroplane or areodrome

principle. An American experimenter, by

name Stanley, is seeking to combine the two

principles, using an aluminum cylinder, gas

inflated and fitted with side planes.

One of the curious phases of the balloon idea

has developed in France, where it has been

seriously proposed to make the attempt to re-

store anaemic persons to health by giving them

balloon ascensions to great heights. It is ar-

gued that rarified air can thus be enjoyed at

but slight inconvenience in travel and expense.

Spencer's New Airship.

Stanley Soencer predicts that the north pole

will be reached by an airship such as he in-

tends to build next year. It will be construct-

ed on the same principle as the machine in

which he made his recent trial trip over Lon-

don.

Although satisfied with his present machine,

he did not return to his starting point. Thus

the "steerability" of his ship might still be

questioned. But he did make headway against

a contrary wind, and he rounded circles and

turned imaginary corners, demonstrating that

he had his ship under control. Speaking the

other day of his aerial flight, he said

:

"Probably my most exciting experience oc-

curred at an altitude of i,ooo feet. The gas

was expanding and rapidly blowing from the

automatic valve, the exhaust tube of the mo-

tor was red hot. It was quite visible from

the car, yet it dM not trouble me, for I knew

red hot iron could not set fire to the gas, but

the fearful blue flame which was pumping

from the end of the exhaust tube would have

been far more dangerous, had it not been for

the provision of the wire-gauze casing sur-

rounding it, which, on the principle of the

Davy lamp, minimizes the danger of conflagra-

tion, iou must not play with hydrogen when

there are flames about.

"There are some conspicuous points of dif-

ference between my balloon and that of San-

tos-Dumont. His is cigar-shaped; mine

bulges considerably at the forepart, and holds

a greater bulk of gas there than at any other

part. The bulk of gas in the front naturally

urges the ship forward. To help still more I

have put the propeller forward too, which

gives me a double impetus. In these two points

you have the superiority of my ship over the

French invention.

"No, I do not think airships will ever take

the place of electric cars, but they will, in

course of time, be used extensively by the mili-

tary, and by scientific exploring parties."

Aero =Hydrostatic Ship.

M. Cvetkovic, the well-known Croatian engi-

neer, has supplied the following details of the

aero-hydrostatic vessel which he has recently

invented and which he declares will enable

the journey round the world to be made in a

few days.

In shape and appearance the vessel resembles

an ordinary ship, except that it is flat-bottomed

and is constructed with bows that taper off

more finely to a point than other shios, in or-

der that the air pressure against which it has

to contend may be diminished as much as pos-

sible.

When at rest, says the inventor, the vessel

floats in water like any other ship, but when
driven forward it is raised to the surface and
glides along over the water like a skate skims

over ice. The motor power is gas and the

vessel is propelled by peculiarly constructed

screws. How the machinery works and in

what way the screws produce a lightning speed

is the inventor's secret, which he says he can-

not divulge further at present, because the pat-

ent laws in many countries do not sufficiently

protect his interests.

RESISTANCE IS SI^IGHT.

M. Cvetkovic claims that he has contrived

to combine the respective advantages of aerial

and hydrostatic navigation. The resistance

oflfered by the air to a vessel in motion is, he

points out, far less than the resistance offered

by water, so that if the machinery employed to

produce high speed in ships could be used for

airships a far greater velocity could be ob-

tained. This, however, is impossible, owing to

the fact that such heavy machinery cannot be

used in an airship.

Flis new aero-hydrostatic vessel, by resting

on the surface of the water, is enabled to

carry adequate machinery, and yet has only the

resistance of the air to overcome. There would

be, of course, the frictional resistance of the

water; but M. Cvetkovic has got over this by

a most ingenious technical contrivance.

M. Cvetkovic calculates one of his vessels,

which displaces i,coo tons of water when at

rest, could be driven at a speed of 30 miles an
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hour by engines of i6o horse-power. A vessel

of the same size would require engines of 660

horse power to obtain a speed of sixty miles an

hour, 1,500 horse power for a speed of 120

miles an hour, 3,500 horse power for a speed of

180 miles an hour, and 28,000 horse power for

a speed of 600 miles an hour.

[(VISIONS OF WONDERFUIv SPKKD.

M. Cvetkovic has visions of an immense
aero-hydrostatic ship carrying 1,000 passengers,

speeding along the surface of the sea at the

rate of 600 miles an hour, pushing all ordinary

ships in its course aside out of danger by the

air pressure which it produces, and capable of

circumnavigating the globe in two days. This,

however, is looking rather too far ahead for

the ordinary mortal, who will doubtless find

M. Cvetkovic's following suggestion, which

he asserts is strictly practical, enough for

them mentally to digest.

An aero-hydrostatic vessel displacing 1,000

tons when at rest would, says the inventor, be

able to carry 1,000 passengers, besides a large

cargo. He proposes that we should start with

one fitted with engines of 1,500 horse power,

which would drive it at a speed of 120 miles an

hour. This ship could thus circumnavigate the

globe in ten or twelve days.

The working expenses of the trip, according

to M. Cvetkovic, would be less than ii,50O,

so that the fare all the way round need not be

more than £2 or £3.

For the benefit of those who would be nerv-.

ous at the idea of navigation at 120 miles an

hour the inventor points out that his vessel

while gliding over the surface would be ex-

posed to none of the hidden dangers in the

shape of rocks, reefs, sunken wrecks and so

forth which an ordinary ship has to fear.

Aero-hydrostatic navigation could also be

tried on a smaller scale by way of a beginning,

says the London Express. M. Cvetkovic sug-

gests, for instance, that a vessel of five tons

with machinery of six horse power should

be constructed. Such a craft, he says, could

travel at the speed of thirty miles an hour

and would cost about £500 to build.

A vessel of twenty tons traveling sixty

miles an hour could be constructed for £1,000.

A vessel of thirty tons capable of doing 120

miles an hour could be built for £2,000.

Famous Balloonist Retires.

The retirement is announced of Colonel

Templer, the head of the School of Ballooning

at Aldershot. It is through his administra-

tion that our army stands second to none in the

use of balloons in war. Colonel Templer is

a veteran aeronaut, undertaking his first voy-

ages in the air while still a schoolboy at Har-

row. The terrible scars on his face are me-
morials of two of the most fearful tragedies in

the history of ballooning. On one occasion the

balloon was dashed against a gasometer; his

companion officer was thrown out and killed,

while Templer, with his face cut open, was en-

tangled in the ropes of the half-suspended

car, and carried aloft for 20,000 feet. Regain-

ing consciousness, he managed to pull the valve

rope and descended, more dead than alive,

miles away.

It was in company of Colonel Templer that

Mr. Walter Powell, M. P. for Leicester, as-

cended on the aerial voyage from which he

never returned. They rose from Bath in the

war office balloon Saladin, on Dec. 10, 1881.

They sailed safely south, and nearing the Dor-

set coast at Bridport, laughingly disputed

where they could stay that night. Descendmg

too hastily Colonel Templer and Mr. Gardiner

were jerked out of the car as it touched

ground. Relieved of their weight the balloon

with Mr. Powell soared up and away to sea.

Nothing was ever heard or seen of the luck-

less M. P., but some months later remnants

of the balloon were found on a mountain in

Spain.

Renard's New Airship.

Colonel and Major Renard, who won con-

siderable fame a few years ago with the bal-

loon La France, are constructing a new air-

ship under the French government's auspices.

An interesting group of attempts to solve the

problem of flight, made by Bernier,

Edison, Hureau de Villeneuve,

Dandrieux, and Bris.
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An Instructive Balloon

Voyage.

A very interesting and instructive account

of a large military balloon voyage from the

fortress of Osovetre, on the western frontier of

Russia is given by the Novoe Vremya. The

course taken was nearly due east, and after

a lengthened voyage of 450 miles, the balloon

descended in the government of Smolensk.

The journey lasted for nineteen and one-half

hours, and the greatest altitude reached was

slightly over 6,000 feet. The balloon landed

safely, but on the way the baloonists had

strange adventures. Passing over Vitebsk they

came nearer to the earth to obtain some photo-

graphs of the town, when two bullets whistled

close by the car. To escape this danger a rapid

ascent was made, but, later on, on again com-

ing down to a lower level, some 15 to 20 bul-

lets flew by them in unpleasant proximity. The

descent accompHshed, inquiries were set on

foot, when it was ascertained that the balloon

had been repeatedly fired at by peasants and in-

habitants of the districts passed over; by some

because it was believed to be an evil genius, by

others because it was taken for a flying fish,

and by others a?ain because it was regarded

as a harbinger of approaching misfortune.

Rev. Bacon's Views on Flying

Machines.

The Rev. J. M. Bacon in his book says : But,

leaving the balloon to its proper functions, we
turn to the flying machine properly so called

with more sanguine hopes of seeing the real

conquest of the air achieved. It was as it were

but yesterday when the air-ship, unhampered

by huge globes of gas, and controlled by me-
chanical means alone, was first fairly tried, yet

it is already considered by those best able to

judge that its ultimate success is assured.

This success rests now solely in the hands of

the mechanical engineer. He must, and surely

can, build the ship of such strength that some
essential part does not at the critical moment
break down or cam' away. He may have to im-

prove his motive power, and here, again, we
do not doubt his cunning. Motor engines,

self-contained and burning liquid fuel, are yet

in their infancy, and the extraordnary emula-

tion now existing in their production puts it

beyond doubt that every year will see rapid

improvement in their efficiency.

We do not expect, nor do we desire, that

the world may see the fulfillment of the poet's

dream, "Argosies of magic sails" or "airy

navies grappling in the central blue," We
would not befog our vision of the future with

any wild imaginings, seeking, as some have

done, to see in the electricity or other hidden

power of heaven the means for its subjugation

by man ; but it is far from unreasonable to

hope that but a little while shall pass, and we
shall have more perfect and reliable knowl-

edge of the tides and currents in the vast

ocean of air, and when that day may have come
then it may be claimed that the grand prob-

lem of aerial navigation will be already solved.

The Largest Balloon.

The biggest balloon ever made was by a Ger-

man named Ganswendt, about twenty years

ago. Its capacity was 20,000 cubic yards. It

weighed twenty-one and a half tons and would
raise three and a half tons in the air.

An Air and Water Ship.

Herr Gustav Koch, of Berlin, proposes to

construct a boat which will be able to fly. The
experiments, he says, will be conducted on

water, by means of which the dangers of cross

country trial trips would be avoided. He re-

cently showed to the German Society for

Aerial Navigation his invention, which con-

sists of a low, flat and light motor-boat float-

ing on the surface of the water. It has ad-

justable steering apparatus and horizontal sails.

Aeronautical Society.
The Aeronautical Society of Great Britain

held their opening meeting of the new session

at the Society of Arts, John St., Adelnhi, Lon-
don, on Thursday, December 4th. The Presi-

dent, Major B. F. S. Baden-Powell, occupied

the chair and delivered an address on "Re-

cent Aeronautical Progress." Dr. Shaw read

a paper on "The Contributions of Balloon In-

vestigations to Meteorology," and Mr, John
Anderson on "The Kite Equipment of the

Scottish Antarctic Expedition."

Ballooning Instructions.

Russia has a theoretical course for the in-

structon of army officers in ballooning, ex-

tending from December to May. The course

includes the history and present state of bal-

looning, and the use of military pigeons, me-
teorology, applied mechanics, photography,

fortress warfare, etc. The practical work con-

sists in the use of various balloon apparatus

and in the making of captive and free ascents.

Each officer must take part during the sum-
mer in two or three ascents.
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LITERARY NOTES.

JULES VERNE ON FLICxHT.

"Indeed I have," cried the author, enthusi-

astically, "and I dare say I dev^oted more study

to that one book than to any other three I

wrote. I will not make a prediction that fills

me with sorrow and anger at the same time.

Santos-Dumont will end like poor Severo if he

continues flying in death's company. How ab-

surd to believe that anything lighter than air

can conquer the air.

"Besides, think of the incongruity of travel-

ing in a gas-filled balloon attached to a motor

which is liable to explode at any moment. I

have no wish to discourage inventors. I

merely maintain and reiterate the idea ex-

pressed thirty-five years ago. that air is quite a

different element from earth and water. An
automobile may go to pieces while its passen-

gers escape with a few scratches; the vessel,

distressed by storm, has a hold on the water,

but air—what is air?"

The author gesticulated wildly for some
time, as if he meant to chop the un-understood

atmosphere into kindling wood and continued

:

"In 1872 I founded the Society of the Ve-

hicle Heavier Than Air, that indicates my
conviction that the aerial navigation problem

can be solved only on one principle, the prin-

ciple exemplified by the bird. The bird is

heavier than air, yet he circumnavigates the air

in all directions, at his pleasure."

"Speaking of imitating the birds," I said,

"there was Lilienthal in Berlin
"

"Yes, yes," said Verne. "I myself knew a

man of that sort. He constructed beautiful

wings, jumped into space and broke his neck.

His machine was perfect—in theory."

"You do not believe in Santos-Dumont, then.

Master?"

"I will believe in him on the day when
pocket watches are regulated by horse power."

YACHTING AMONG THE CLOUDS.
We have among us many young men of leis-

ure and means and nerve who find a certain

satisfaction in hazarding their lives at great ex-

pense of money. Their names are familiar to

all of us. None of them have as yet killed

themselves. It is extremely unlikely that any

of them will. They are all fellows of high

intelligence, quick wit and plenty of open air

physical development. Thus equipped they

can go hurling around a banked up track on a

snorting automobile with as much safety, and

more, than our aforesaid grandmother could

feel on a city trolley car. All the dangers and
complications whicn come with nervousness,

uncertainty, "the rattles," they are free from.

To such as these the instruction of the air-

ship as a practicable machine holds out the

pleasantcst possibilities. Let any of the in-

ventors now busy with the problem convince

our sportsmen of the very rich class that new
sensations, and new privileges, and new ways
of exercising the ever effervescent love of ex-

citement can be had, at only a reasonable risk

in the basket of a dirigible balloon or a ma-
chine-bird, and the mere matter of money ex-

penditure will be brushed aside as a mere de-

tail which must not be allowed to impede the

consummaton of the ideal.—From Yachting
in the Clouds, in Outing.

A Flying Machine to be Given
Away

James Call, the inventor of an airship, offers

to give model, drawings and patent to any per-

son who will develop the machine. To put it

into practical form, he estimates would cost

about $1,000.

C. H. Hoffman's Flying Machine.
This mysterious bird-like machine, which is

now about half built, will, it is stated, fly on

the principle of the aeroplane at the rate of 20

miles an hour, carrying one person. It is to

be equipped with a 16 H. P. gasoline motor

of novel design, to drive a forward propeller

and operate a system of rudders carried at the

stern.

The hull of this contrivance will be 16 feet

long and will have extending from each side

canvas wings having a spread of 32 feet.

Electric Energy for Airships.

Arrangements are being made in London for

the establishment of a series of European fac-

tories for manufacturing Edison's new auto-

mobile battery. It is predicted that within the

next year works for its exclusive production

will be erected in England, Germany, France,

Belgium and Austria. Patents have already

been secured in every country in the world.

The construction of the plants will begin as

soon as the inventor has finished the 5,000

miles endurance test to which he is now sub-

jecting his invention. Among others who are

interested in Edison's attempts to revolutionize

the motor industry is Mr. Balfour, the Brit-

ish premier, who is an ardent automobilist and

an intelligent student of electric traction.
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W. 0. Horgan's Flying Machine.

It is reported that this machine will be com-

pleted and make its first flight early this

month. The inventor claims that it will travel

150 miles an hour, relying entirel}'- for support

and progression on its six pairs of wings, when

they are actuated by the novel gasoline mo-

tor, weighing only 40 pounds, with which it

is to be equipped.

The body of this aerial conveyance is a coni-

cally ended cylinder, 26 feet long and 5 feet in

diameter, from each side of which extend the

wings ; while at the stern is a ten-foot tail. A
light frame to carry the engine and aeronaut

and. bicycle wheels upon which the craft rests

and runs on the ground is supported by the

cylindrical body.

It is claimed that although the body of ma-

chine weighs only 56 pounds, it is strong

enough to support a ton.

Judging Distance From a Balloon

A curious thing observed by balloonists is

the difficulty of estimating distances while up

in a balloon. After a certain height has been

reached it is all a matter of guess work to

judge of distances. But it is absolutely impos-

sible for a person on the ground to accurately

siqx '^]^ ^H^ "I uooiiBq b jo ;i{Si9q aq; 3:)^uipS9

is due to the fact that there are no fixed ob-

jects near that can be used as a source of

comparison. A balloon a thousand feet away

from the earth, a good judge of distances

may estimate at 500 feet and vice versa.

Santos-Dumont.
Santos-Dumont has achieved world-wide no-

toriety by the feats he has accomplished with

his partially dirigible flying machines and by

the undeniable coolness and courage with

with he has faced danger. But if he expects

the public to regard him as a serious inven-

tor, intent on solving one of the most difficult

of material problems, he will do well to stop

putting forth requests for cash donations as

compensation for spectacular displays.

In the meantime, no intelligent person will

believe that in the present stage of aeronautics

it is possible for any airship to cross the At-

lantic Ocean and the American continent in

obedience to the will of its navigator.

Airship on the Stage.

In "The King of Directors" at the Academy

Theater, Buffalo, one of the most interesting

features is the flying of a working model of

Santos-Dumont's derigible balloon.

Ballooning or Yachting, Which?
Sir Thomas Lipton having once tasted the

delightful pleasure of ballooning, now finds

yachting comparatively tame amusement. Sir

Thomas will doubtless be followed by scores

of other yachtsmen, who are after the greatest

amount of pleasure. We are pleased to say

yachtsmen and automobilists are rapidly rally-

ing around the standard of the Aeronautical
World.

Airship Progress.
The first efforts to navigate the air date from

mythology. The early experimenters tried

wing-like attachments on their Hmbs, Such at-

tempts to fly have all been failures. The kite

was the next principle tried. In the balloon

a great advance was made, as this structure

would actually float and carry considerable

weight to a high altitude. The fact, however,

that it could not be directed in its flight set

men experimenting again to overcome this

difficulty, but until recently all attempts to

build dirigible machines were worse than fail-

ures. Despite the fact that nearly all the ex-

periments of the present day are confined to

machines in which the buoyancy is imparted by

gas, scientists agree that a ship of this kind

can never be controlled in a high wind. They
say we must go back to first principles and

study the wings of the bird. A famous natur-

alist claims to have proved that the soaring

power of a bird lies directly in its feathers.

He has made a minute dissection of a feather

and says that it furnishes the floating force.

He contends that the air so circulates through

the fine, hair-like barbules that a power is cre-

ated sufficient to carry the bird along, and that

the bird's very weight is necessary to its flight.

But whatever the explanation of this strange

force, it is almost a certainty, with the greatly

increased facilities for investigations of the

present day, that an airship will be one of the

useful inventions of the future. The seeming-

ly impossible has been accomplished so often

that the solution of this problem is impatiently

awaited, and will cause no great wonderment
when. at last completed. The airship perfected

will no doubt revolutionize travel and even

warfare, but it will be adopted and utilized as

readily as have been all other great scientific

discoveries.
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Herr Koch's Novel Machine.
Hcrr Gustav Koch proposes to construct a

boat which will be able to fly. The experi-

nient. -he says, will be conducted on water, by

means of which the danger of cross-country

trial trips would'be avoided. He recently

showed to the German Society of Aerial Navi-

gation his invention, which consists of a low,

flat and light motor boat floating on the sur-

face of the water. It has adjustable steering

apparatus.

Mallory's Soaring Machine.

At Oakley on Nov. 23, C. M. JMallory failed

in his third attempt to soar through the air

on his new machine, but personally sustained

no serious injury. He was hauled to a height

of 35 feet by means of a derrick, and here the

wind acted so as to rock the machine quite se-

riously, but ]\Iallorv managed to hold on while

an effort was made to take his photograph, but

the wind tore a rent in the canvas and the

experimentor's nosition became so alarming

that he was lowered to the ground. After the

machine was repaired Mallory again got into

the rigging and was being hauled toward the

top of the derrick when the aeroplanes folded

back, burying Mallory in their folds, the whole

collapsed, and fell to the ground. His confi-

dence in his machine appears in no way
shaken for he is preparing for his fourth at-

tempt which he hopes to make shortly.

Theory of Aerial Navigation.

The hope for success in aerial navigation is

to find some means of overcoming what we call

gravitation. The repellent forces of electricity

and magnetism will accomplish this to a cer-

tain extent. It is on this line that experi-

ment should be conducted. We do not know
what gravitation is further than it is a force.

We call it weight, but there are forces like

•electricity which are powerful, but have no

weight. An electrified body does not weigh

any more than the same body non-electrified.

If we knew precisely what gravitation is, we
might discover its opposite or contrary, "levi-

tation."

There are enormous mysteries in that which

-we call force. It is energy developed in one

way or another, and capable of manifold uses.

We only know one side of gravitation. Elec-

tricity has its positive and negative qualities.

Magnetism has its north and south polarity.

We make use of tnese extremes or opposites

of -energy. Doubtless gravitation has its op-

posite also. To find it is the problem.

E. J. Pennington.
"Airship" Pennington has returned from

Europe and recently visited Cincinnati, where
it is reported he made the statement that it

would cost $5,000,000 to $10,000,000 to build an

airship of serviceable &ize. Why he believes a

practical airship must be fully fifteen times

larger than an ocean steamer or about 10,000

feet long, to.be able to properly float and travel

in the air is not quite clear.

Balloon Photography.
As a means of military map-making is be-

ing developed l)y Rev. J. AI. Baker, the Eng-

lish aeronaut. He uses a small balloon, and,

to avoid the trouble and expense of hydrogen,

this is quickly inflated by hot air from a pe-

troleum heater. A small automatic camera is

carried. In a recent trial the ascent was made
in two minutes after beginning to inflate the

balloon, and as everything is so simple and

easily portable it is predicted that the system

will revolutionize army observations.

International Kite Flights.
Running, boy fashion, with these kites is out

of the question, for each is some seven feet

wide, eight or ten feet long, and between two

and three feet deep. They fly in any wind

from twelve miles an hour up. Giv-en the wind,

and they start themselves, rising easily from

the position in which they are supported by the

observers, and at once taking up the line which

lias been laid on the ground. When the first

kite has risen, say, a hundred feet, the meteoro-

graph, an aluminurn case containing instru-

ments, is clamped to the wire line. More wire

is then paid out, and a second kite is attached

to it. This is done partly that the second kite

may lift the weight of the wire line, and partly

that it may save the instruments from falling

to the ground in case the leading kite should
break away.

Piano wire has proved to be the strongest

line for its weight and size. Weight is obvi-

ously important; size just as important though

not so obviously, because the wind pressure on

a wire a third of an inch in diameter might

seejii of little account. But a length of one

thousand metres—3,300 feet—of No. 17 piano

wire, offers fully a square yard of surface to

wind pressure. A pressure of sixty-five pounds

per one thousand metres of line is quite coni-

mon, and in a high flight in which io,oco me-

tres of line are out, the wind pressure may run

anywhere from 500 to 1,300 pounds, depending
on hte wind velocity. This shows how niany

difficult elements enter into scientific kite fly-

ing.
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Balloons as Targets.

During some experiments in Germany a bal-

loon was brought down, in daylight, at the

twentieth round, at a distance of 3,300 yards,

and elevation of 100 feet, by the exnlosion of

a shrapnel shell which was fired for the pur-

pose.

Langley on the Problem of Flying.

Professor Langley, of the Smithsonian Insti-

tution in Washington, says in his book that

the navigation cf the air will soon be a possi-

bility. He believes that the problem will soon

be solved, though he thinks flyng machines will

at first be used for extraordinary business,

like that of war. L'ltimately, however, the air

will be conquered by man and the problem

of traveling long distances in a short time in

any direction will be eft'ectually solved. This

is the opinion of one of the foremost experts

of the age. and is doubly valuable and interest-

ing because of the wide experiment and study

upon which it is based.

The German War Balloon.
The Germans have adopted a unique form of

balloon that is intended to overcome the de-

fects resulting from winds. They have what
is called a kite balloon of cylindrical shape

with rounded ends. The long under surface

acts like the face of a kite, weights being em-

ployed to keep it at an angle of about 20 de-

grees. On account of the long under surface,

vertical movements of the balloon are checked.

In order to overcome the lateral oscillations a

vertical rudder was invented, which holds the

main structure practically rigid, so far as yield-

ing to the winds is concerned.

Temperatures at high Altitudes.
The results of the recent experiments to test

the temperature of the highest altitudes have

just been made public by the university author-

ities of Berne, Switzerland. It appears that

the paper balloon burst after reaching a mod-
erate height, while the india rubber one passed

an altitude of 36,000 feet, but at this height the

instrument used to gauge the altitude stopped

working. The temperature at the time of the

start was i degree Centigrade, and it rose to 9

degrees in the first 980 metres ; from 980 metres
'- to 3,300 metres the temperature descended to

6 degrees Centigrade; when the balloon' tra-

versed 4,000 metres, the cold became intense,

' and at a; "height of 11,500 metres the thermom-
eter registered 58 degrees. Above 13.000 me-

trc> the thermometer was frozen.

Balloons.

A fairly good balloon of 150 cubic metres,

and capable of carrying one person, when in-

flated with hydrogen, can be purchased for

$300. A balloon to carry 20 persons would

cost about $5,000.

The Earth from a Balloon.

In looking at the sea from a balloon a couple

of thousand feet in the air the observer will

be surprised to note that the horizon is con-

cave instead of convex, as we are taught to be-

lieve is the case. This is merely an optical

illusion, due to refraction, but as a matter of

fact the sea under such circumstances ap-

pears curved like the inside walls of a bowl.

Balloon Materials,
The silk used in balloons is of various

grades, but the best balloons—such as are

used by the War Department and the United

States Weather Bureau—are made of the

coarse silk which the European peasants ob-

tain from the wild cocoons. Ordinarily bal-

loons are made of cotton only, but of the most

expensive kind. It is that known in commerce

as "long fiber South Sea Islands cotton."

And when a balloon is to be made the raw-

silk or Gotton is run through a machine, whose

construction is secret, where it receives from

thirteen to twenty-one different coats of var-

nish. This is the only place in the world where

balloons are varnished by machinery. Hand
labor is employed elsewhere, and a double coat-

ing of varnish is about the limit. Alachne

varnishing has this great advantage in that

none of the coats is thick enough to be detected

by the sharpest eyes. It takes 30,000 coats to

make a single inch in thickness.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR.

The Editor—The article in the Aeronautical

World entitled the 'T-^light Problem" is a splen-

did piece of encouragement, and it is iust such

men with just such minds as its author that

will give to men the best there is in man to

give. I will send my subscription to your ex-

cellent paper and would like to join the In-

ternational Aerial Club, which, I think, is just

the thing needed. While wishing my brother

workers in the problem of flight success, I hope

to be the winner at the World's. Fair contest. to

take place at St. Louis in 1904.

Yours, etc.,

w. c. morgan;
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Animated Motions.
Dr. J. Marey says, chronophotography means

a method which analyses motions by means of

a series of instantaneous photographs taken at

very short and equal intervals of time. By
thus representing, for example, the successive

attitudes and positions of an animal,, etc., this

art renders it possible to fellow all the phases

of the creature's fiight or gait, and even to

construct exact drawings of it to scale.

Fig. 5 represents the successive attitudes of

a duck in flight, which will enable us to under-

stand its real attitudes by reference to the three

dimensions of space.

Fig. 7 shows a series of l^ronze figures,

united each to the next, and representing the

successive attitudes of a seagull in flight.

Motions of the Air.—It is possible to render

visible by m.eans of smoke and the chronopho-

tograph certain fillets of air in the midst of a

regular current. We ascertain in that case,

by chronophotography, the changes of direction

and of velocity of this current when it meets

obstacles of different forms.

7"he following illustrations will be found

well worth a careful study, by experimenters

who contemplate the construction of aerial

craft intended to take a similar form. It will

be seen that A is a form producing very little

eddy, while B, a form not noticeably different,

produces a very great one. These seem to be

well calculated to show the importance and
the delicacy of the method.

Resistance of the Air to Flying Apparatus.—
One of the applications of the previous experi-

ments is to make comprehensible the action of

the air on apparatus of different forms which

move in this fluid. Fig. 30 shows more directly

the effects of this resistance. It shows how a

little paper soaring model left to fall verti-

cally behaves, and how it receives from the re-

sistance of the air changes of direction and of

velocity which are faithfully represented by this

model of paper left to fall vertically.

Fig. 36. Locomotion of a Fi^at Fish,
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Locomoiion in ihe Air.—Not only the flight

of birds, but that of insects, studied by chrono-
photography, shows the details of the mechan-
ism. The extreme rapidity of these motions

—

mechanism of insect flight, is shown in the

pictures on opposite pai^e.

Some examples of ;^he results obtained will

enable us to appreciate the progress which has

ATTlTUDEvS OF A SEAGAI, IN Fl.lGHT

several hundred per second—requires extreme-
ly short exposures. To avoid any defect of
sharpness due to the velocity of the wing, the

writer has reduced the duration of the flash

been made.
When there is no obstacle offered to the air

current the smoke threads remain rectilinear

and parallel. If we place an inclined plane in

Figs. A and B.—Air currents passing curved objects.

Fig. a.

to less than one twenty-thousandth of a sec-

ond. Only isolated photographs have been ob-
tained, but even these are highly instructive.

Fig. :\'j is a motionless crane-fly; Fig. 38 shows

Fig. B.

the current the smoke threads enlarge in meet-
ing it, which indicates that they lose velocity

before following opposite directions. Some
mount toward the upper edge of the plane, oth-

.^^^^5^

Fig. 30.

Fai,i,ing Paper Model.
it in flight. The torsion of the wing under the ers glide upon each other without mingling and
resistance of the air, a phenomenon which the^ escape by the lower edge. On each side of

ory had predicted, and which explains the the obstacles the smoke threads continue their
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motion very close together, leaving behind the

inclined plane a space where the air is motion-

less, and only gives a smoky cloud. This space

Motionless wing. Wing under torsion.

where the eddies or whirlpools occur is large

in proportion as the obstacle to the air current

is larger.

To note the speed of the air current in dif-

threads instead of being rectilinear present a

scries of lateral inflections which are preserved

during all their course. These inflections re-

main equidistant if the speed of the current

is everywhere the same, but if the current

speed diminishes the inflections arc close; if it

is rapid, they are more distant from each

other, and the space moved over in a given

time is measured by means of the metric scale.

We can not enumerate all the numerous ap-

plictaions of this method, since the form and di-

mensions of the bodies in the air current and

the velocity of this current itself can be varied

without end.

Locomotion in water has also been studied

by film photography. These photographs are

brought together in order to facilitate the com-

parison of them. The locomotion of the eel

(Fig. sy) shows the progression of undulations

of the body of the animal from head to tail.

Lines are drawn to show the direction of mo-

tion and the advance of the animal.

Fig 37. The Locomotion of An EeTv.

ferent parts of its course we repeat the experi-

ment, subjecting the smoke threads to the

above mentioned vibrations, and then the

In certain fish the undulations take place in

the lateral fins. The ray is shown in Fig. 36^
The locomotion of a flat fish.

Fig. 5—A Duck in Fijght.
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side view, swimming without advancing, its

progress being impeded. The same fish seen

from the front has motions which strongly re-

call those of a flying bird.

those overmastering air currents which prevail

most of Ihc tiiuc.

Proctor's Air Piercer.

(By D. R. Proctor.)

A year ago the promoters of the St. Louis

Exposition Company publicly offered a pre-

mium of $100,000 to any inventor who would

produce and put in practice a successful air-

ship. :j ., ,i;i!

From that time up to the present, scores of

inventors have made known their intentions

to compete for the grand prize. The import-

ant unsolved problem that today confronts

America's leading scientists is a way to safely,

practically and profitably utilize the vast high-

way of the atmosphere for travel where no

grading, rails or sidetracks are needed. Fol-

lowing are the expressed opinions of a few of

many famous men on the subject, from which

the reader may judge of the task an inventor

has before him to accomplish the desired ob-

ject.

Mr. Thomas Edison says, that in the present

state of science there are no known facts by

which one could predict any commercial future

for aerial navigation.

Mr. Hiram Maxim says, I do not believe the

air will ever be successfully navigated by bal-

loons, and that a successful airship could not

be built in time for the St. Louis Exposition,

and has publicly offered $250,000 for a genuine

practical airship.

Victor Silberer, of Austria, says he fears the

efforts made by the St. Louis Exposition to

promote aerial navigation will prove to be an

unqualified fiasco.

Mr, Garret P. Servis says the history of

Dumont's balloon airship is filled with thrill-

ing adventures and hair-breadth escapes. An-
other authority wisely says the theory of men
of science is that, if a successful airship is pro-

duced, it will be when the lifting and motive

power arc produced from the same source.

The three promient principles by which in-

^.entprs have had hopes of success in aerial

nafpation are, first, by the use of gas ; the sec-

3^, 'By the use of aeroplane, and the third by

the use of wings.

The objection to the use of gas is, that the

bulk of the balloon is detrimental to speed,

which is so necessary for commercial purposes,

it being generally agreed that the balloon type

of flying machine, is wholly at the mercy of

Proct(jr's Ci.oud Pikkc]<:r.

The objection to the aeroplane system, is that

it is unreliable, treacherous and dangerous.

The objection to the use of wings is that it

is not possible for man to adapt himself or his

appliances to their successful use in the invisi-

ble currents of atmosphere through which his

air piercer must pass, it is also generally ad-
mitted that the secret of the flight of birds

under the varying conditions of air, is yet an

unsolved mystery.

The time has come when it is safe to con-

clude that the possibilities of successful aerial

navigation rest solely with skillfully adapted

mechanical appliances operated by an engineer

familiar with the requirements of his special

calling. Such requirements should provide that

without regard to wind or calm, heat or cold,

rain or shine, the Air Piercer should start as

announced and arrive at its destination on

time, regardless of the favorable or unfavor-

able direction of the wind.

By the skillful appliance of the principle re-

ferred to, the engineer knows that he has at

his command a power superior to all resistance

in any current of air he may encounter, and

that he is not only master of his own air

piercer, but of the elements. Under
those circumstances he starts on his mission

fully prepared for any emergency; mechani-

cally he has at his command a power capable

of overmastering any possible opposition, his

confidence has been fully established, and what

he has promised to accomplish will be done.

The ability of the inventor to comprehend

the proper appliances and arrange them to the

convenience of the engineer, together with the

latter's familiarity with their use before mak-

ing an ascent and the control of his ship

through the clouds as announced, will establish

confidence in those who witness the perform-

ance, and prove that such an event was pos-

sible.
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As will be seen from the illustration the frame-

work closel}- resembles in outline a smart ocean

steamer above the water line. The framework

is, however, a mere skeleton, which in motion

offers a minimum of resistance to the air. The
power is generated in a squatty engine-room

amidship. The air ship is lifted not by gas, but

by the application of a simple principle known
as "lifting fans". These fans are the two rows

of circular disks shown on each side of model.

In the bow is the rudder. That is where all rud-

ders would be in ships were it not for water re-

sistance. In the stern is a deflector which is fan-

shaped, and can be shunted up or down at the

will of the engineer.

By the power generated in the engine-room
the disk fans lift ship to any desired height, and
hy the use of the deflector and also by the stop-

page of the front or rear disk fans the ship may
be sent soaring into the air or turned down again

toward the earth.

For propulsion I depend upon four of these

disk shaped fans, two on each side of the ship.

Though they seem unconmionly small on the
model, the inventor is confident they are suffi-

cient to develop an average speed of fifty-six

miles an hour, and even greater, if the number
of revolutions be increased.

The writer after fifty years of experience in

mechanical appliances plainly sees a safe and
sure way to adapt the system to aerial naviga-
tion. This conclusion was reached after a

year's devotion to models, experiments and
tests. All the principal features will be put in

working order and its practicability fully es-

tablished as rapidly as possible after the organ-
ization of interested parties is completed, so

that the cloud piercer will have been satisfac-

torily tested and in complete readiness for a
fift3'-mile excursion on the next Fourth of July,

Problems for Aeronauts.
Major B. F. S. Baden-Powell, president of

the Aeronautical Spciety, in an address on "Re-
cent Aeronautical Progress," referred to the

gliding experiments of the Brothers Wright,
his reference being based on a letter from Mr.
O. Chanute. The idea at the root of the ex-
periments of the Brothers Wright was to soar
with the motion of a bird without any motive
power or propeller.

The idea sounded like a paradox, but Major
Baden-Powell, quoting the letter he had re-

ceived from Mr. Chanute, said "Wright is now
doing nearly as well as a vulture," and was
confident in maintaining that soaring flight was
almost an accomplished fact.

Major Baden- Powell gave some further facts

about the brothers, supplementing the remarks

of his address. The Wrights are Americans,

and their experiments are conducted in Amer-

WRIGHT'S GI.IDE,

ica. They are now engaged with their flight

tests, and Major Baden-Powell is awaiting a

report of the latest results, which is promised

him by Mr. Chanute.

CHANUTE'S GI,IDB.

We believe it was Mr. F. H. Wenham, who,
in 1866, first suggested and patented supposed
aero surfaces for increasing the supporting

area without materially increasing the leverage.

Commandant Rennard's, in connection with the

dirigible balloon La France, suggested an ar-

rangement resembling an open Venetian blind

which was intended to cause a parachute to

make a forward downward glide. Chanute's

arrangement is a great improvement on all

these, but Irish's glide machine is unquestion-

ably superior in every respect as its super-

posed surfaces are wing-formed, arranged step-

wise, and take the shape of the wings of the

best flyers when in the position of gliding and
alighting. Its stability is as near perfect as is

possible in a mechanical contrivance.

He explained that the Wrights' experiments

make the fourth stage in the history of this spe-
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cial phase of aeronautical enterprise. The first

attempt was that of the German Lllienthal. He
constructed a machine for aerial locomotion

with ibird-iike wings. The inventor lost his

life in dropping with his machine from a great

altitude.

I.II.IENTHAI/S GLIDE.'

Lilienthal discovered and practically demon-
strated that arched wing-like supporting sur-

faces permitted soaring to be performed with

but trifling effort on the part of the flyer. In

his memorable paper, The Flying Man, he

points out that by means of his machine he

was able to put upon a sounder basis the the-

ory of flight, but that for the full solution of

the problem other very important questions

will have to be settled. He says, 'T consider

wings, pre-eminently, as moving organs for

propelling at great speed, and when this speed

has been reached the force necessary for sup-

port may be neglected. I have shown this by

constructing mechanical birds with flat wmgs
which fly very fast and keep themselves up

very well when flying in the air. I try to make
the wings true planes as far as I can, for the

flatter they are the greater is the speed at-

tained."

The second stage of the enterprise was dis-

tinguished by the experiments of the English-

man, Pilcher, whose machine was not unlike

that of the Wrights'. Pilcher sacrificed his

life in the same way as Lilienthal. Some fatal

weakness in the design spoiled the success of

the invention. The Wrights have taken up the

work where Pilcher left off and Irish has great-

ly improved upon it.

Weight has been able to glide at angles of 6

degrees and sustains 150 pounds perH. P. which
is nearly as good as the vulture. This perfor-

mance caused the President of the Aeronautical

Society of Great Britain to make at the last an-

nual meeting, of that Society, the remarkable

statement that he has changed his views as to

the advisability of applying a Motor to such con-

trivances, thus bearing out the statements made
by Mr. Irish in our August and September issues.

There really seems no reason wh\- such experts

having obtained proficiency in the delicate art

of balancing themselves according to the various

puffs and currents of air, should not be able to

soar away on the wings of the conid and remain

indefinitely in mid air. Mr. Iri.sh's machine ift

unquestionally a more perfect glider than any
of the others mentioned.

Major Baden-Powell illustrated his conver-

sation by showing some drawings represent-

ing the machines at various stages of the tests.

Lilienthal's appears to have been of more com-

plex construction than the Wrights', a distinct

point of contrast being the tail, which in the

German's machine is in front. In the new ma-

chine the tail sweeps gracefully behind.

The remarkable thing in connection with the

history of this work is that while everyone is-

agreed that if a machine is to soar it must

soar like a bird by perfect adaptation to air

currents, so far no one has been able to say-

precisely what the quality is whereby that

adaptation is secured.

The Aeronautical Society of \

Great Britain.

The opening meeting of the new session of

the Aeronautical Society of Great Britain wa^ -

held on Dec. 4 at the Society of Arts, when 1

the President, Major B. F. S. Baden-Powell

(Scots Guards), gave an address on "Recent

Aeronautical Progress." The president re-

marked that during the past three years—which

he had spent on active service in South Africa

—many great events had taken place in the

aeronautical world. Count Zeppelin's monster

airship, built on sound scientific principles, had

made successful ascents, though it had not suc-

ceeded in traveling through the air at a suffi-

cient speed to warrant its being considered a

practical success. M. Santos-Dumont's many
more or less successful trips in his navigable

balloons, if not demonstrating any new princi-

ples, had shown what perseverance and atten-

tion to detail could achieve. Though we had

learnt some useful practical lessons, and had

been given data of great value for future ex-

perimenting, the actual results attained carried

us so little beyond Avhat was accomplished

twenty years before by MM. Renard and

Kribbs that one began to wonder whether we
had not nearly reached the end of the tether

as regarded the propulsion of balloons. One

result of recent experiments was that it seemed

quite practicable to build a navigable balloon

to go, say 15 miles an hour. This, however,
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was not quite fast enough. As the wind so

often blew faster than this, it was unsafe to let

the balloon out on afiy but a very calm day.

It looked,, however, as if they might improve

so far as to get the balloon to travel 20 or 25

miles an hour, which would be sufficient to

stem ordinary light breezes. Passing from the

balloon, that was to say any apparatus which

displaced a volume of air weighing as much
as or more than its own weight—and many
inventors were apt to neglect their definition

—

we found several dififerent types of machines

which gave promise of success. Beginning with

the simplest, we had the gliding or soaring-

machine. There were inventors who hoped to

be able to emulate the albatross, and soar away
into the heavens without any motive power or

propeller. It seemed so paradoxical that many
laughed the idea away; but the hard fact re-

mained that birds could do it, and, therefore,

why not men? He received a letter only a

few days ago from Mr. O. Chanute—and there

was probably no greater authority living on
soaring flight—who said that he had just re-

turned from witnessing this season's gliding

experiments of the brothers Wright, and that

"they have made a very considerable advance

since last year, and now glide at angles of 6

degrees to 7 degrees, sustaining 125 to 160 per

net horse power. Wright is now doing nearly

as well as a vulture, is not far from soaring

flight, and I am changing my views as to the

advisability of applying a motor." This was
a most remarkable statement, and there really

seemed no reason why such experts, having

attained proficiency in the delicate art of bal-

ancing themselves according to the various

pufifs and currents of air, should not be able

to soar away on the wings of the wind and re-

main indefinitely in mid air. The aerial ma-
chine which seemed to promise the best re-

sults was that known as the aeroplane. Sir

Hiram Maxim brought this promiently for-

ward many years ago, and both he and Prof.

Langley had proven theoretically that it was
the most economical form of apparatus. Large
flying machines, giving practical experience of

their construction, had been built. Good-sized

models had flown well through the air. Glid-

ing machines, balanced and controlled by hu-

man effort, had been maintained in the air

for considerable periods and had descended at

very gradual angles. And, what was of the

greatest importance, small engines, giving

great power for their weight, had steadily im-

proved year by year, leaving but little to be

desired in that respect. To attain practical

flight, the only thing needed was to make a

machine slightly better than those already in

existence. Speaking of the uses of flying ma-

chines, he said that they would form an in-

calculably valuable engine of war. Another

important purpose to which flying machines

could be applied was the exploration of un-

known lands. With a rapidly traveling appa-

ratus the North Pole could be reached in a

few hours. What was looming in the future

was the introduction of a new invention form-

ing an invaluable and all-powerful weapon of

war, an important aid to science and the prac-

tical knowdedge of our globe, and a speedy,

economical, and pleasant mode of getting from
place to place. As in most other things, what
was wanted was money. Many clever inven-

tors and engineers were quite ready with their

plans, but had not the means to complete them.

He would like to see a solid fund built up such

as would enable them to get really useful work
done, and he felt sure that it would not then

be long before the British nation would owe
a debt of gratitude to the Aeronautical So-

ciety.

Dr. W. N. Shaw, F. R. S., (secretary to the

Meteorological Council), afterwards read 2.

paper on "The Contributions of Balloon Inves-

tigations to Meteorology," illustrated with a

number of diagrams.

Sir Hiram Maxim, in moving a vote of

thanks to the president, said that engines had
been developed to a sufficiently high degree for

flying mLachines, but to mak^ the machines re-

quired an enormous sum of money. In the

experiments he carried out he spent fully £20,-

000. With £100,000, and such an engineer as

Major Baden-Powell to conduct the experi-

ments, the Empire might possibly possess a

practical flying-machine within two years, that

such things should not be used for carrying

passengers, they would be dangerous play-

things at the best, but for war and other pur-

poses they would be most useful. It had oc-

curred to him that he might spend the next
two years in the United States, and while there

he hoped to find the time and opportunity for

making further experiments with regard to fly-

ing machines.

An Eagle's Lifting Power.

An eagle having a weight of sixteen pounds
can carry away a lamb weighing sixty pounds.

To do this it must develop about two-horse

power and must put a strain of more than I,i00

pounds on the muscles of the wings. This

leads one to think that "birds are stronger

than mathematics."
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Bacon's Balloon Voyages.

On the subject of "Adventures in the Air"

the Rev. J. M. Bacon talked to a crowded audi-

ence recently at the Birmingham town hall.

The lecture, which was under the auspices of

the Birmingham Sunday Lecture Society, was
of a most interesting character, the aeronaut

relating some of his most thrilling experiences

in a racy fashion. People who do not travel

about in balloons have, generally speaking, he

said, quite a wrong idea of our large towns.

The popular idea was that they consisted al-

most entirely of bricks and mortar, and that

the "country" was shut out by miles and miles

of habitation. It certainly did appear so as we
walked about the pavements of a big city; but

it was not until one got aloft that one realized

the many clearances of various kinds that ex-

isted. His hearers might, therefore, he said,

take away at least one refreshing thought, that

in the large towns there were more breathing

spaces, and far less of bricks and mortar, than

appeared to the ordinary pedestrian. He ex-

plained the leveling-out process which appeared

to take place as the balloon shot into the air,

and showed a number of interesting photo-

graphs taken as the balloon ascended, depicting

the gradual diminishing size and final disap-

pearance of the many colossal structures in

London. His views of the Midlands had a

striking resemblance to the late Henry Moore's

pictures of billowy seas, and Mr. Bacon stated

that many a time he had observed breakers

ahead, and had not seen a way of avoiding

them. Li cloudland the aeronaut had little or

nothing to guide him as to the direction the

balloon was traveling, and more than once,

after a pilgrimage several miles aloft, he had
peered into the clear air with the threatening

prospect of dropping into the sea or across a

church steeple. He had been generally fortu-

nate in his descents; but on one occasion his

car turned upside down in a tree, and he still

remembered tlie toughness of the English oak
and the prickly character of the holly, to which
he was also introduced before he became finally

lodged in a ditch. His grand old balloon was
torn into ribbons ; but he had it reconstructed

on a smaller scale, and in it he hoped to have
many more flights. On one occasion, when
three miles from land, he was without ballast

and trail-rope, and it was purely a question of

luck where he would fall. 'J'he fates were with
him, and said he, jubilantly: "I fell in North-
amptonshire, in one of the nicest marshy mead-
ows you could find in all England." Beyond
a rather boisterous sort of bump there was
nothing to complain about. Mr. Bacon after-

wards spoke of the balloon as a scientific in-

strument for meteorological purposes, and as a

valuable weapon in warfare. He concluded by
an allusion to his recent aerial exploits across

the Irish Sea, and of the various experiments

now being made by the Admiralty.

Mysteries of Aerial Navigation.

By Prof. E. Knowlton.

To clear the way for a better understanding

of several points to come let us have a bit of

threshold talk about air and water.

Over three-fourths of the surface of our

earth the top of the water is the bottom of the

air. Over the other fourth the whole human
family lives upon the bottom of this vast invis-

ible sea.

Looking down into the water we may dis-

cover fish swimming about • in every visible

part. In the Caribbean Sea I have clearly seen

the bottom at the depth of twenty measured

fathoms and at half that depth in our own
Lake Tahoe.

As far as our senses give evidence, water has

vastly the advantage of air. We can see and

taste and feel and hear it, weigh it, sail upon

and through it, swim in and through and

under it. But we cannot breathe it. Nor
can we see or taste the air, though we may
sometimes hear and feel and smell that.

Though invisible, we have evidence enough that

it is quite as real as the water.

Now if we can imagine a creature that could

see the air as easily as we can see the water,

and then suppose him placed above the air as

we are over the water, crown it all by fancying

him able to see clear down to the very bottom

of the more than one hundred miles of the

depth of that vast aerial ocean, which would

roll and heave below him, he would see birds
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flying about in his ocean as we see fish swim-
ming around in ours. But there would be this

difference, among others : he would never

—

could never—see any bird flying about any-

where near the surface or in the middle or

even in the lower depths of his sea. Only in

the very lowest depths, seemingly at the very

bottom, would he behold any flight of birds.

Moving slowly about in the lowest depths, up-

on the very bottom, he would see ourselves.

DEEP-AIR CREATURES.

Were he asked to name us, he would very

likely call us deep-air creatures, as we have

named our deep-sea animals.

But that is not all. Worse than that, if Ke

had a hundred-mile line so that he could fish

for us, could catch us and begin hauling us

up, we should gasp and die for want of air

long before he had got us even a tenth part of

the way to the surface.

Then, too, he might see streams of air and

currents of wind as men may see our gulf

stream and the great Kuro Siwo of our own
Pacific, could some friendly balloonist take us

high enough above it on some clear day, as it

is not all impossible that he may do quite early

in this rushing twentieth century.

Besides all this, very much as we see . the

depths of the water roiled up in places by the

movements of fish burrowing in the muddy
bottom, he might see mists and fogs and clouds

far down in the very bottom of his vastly

deeper aerial sea.

Our atmosphere is, scientifically considered,

a part of the earth itself. We may regard it as

a stupendous gaseous husk, a huge shell, a

vast hollow sphere, completely enveloping our

whole globe. Its inside diameter, of course, is

the same as the outside diameter of the earth,

while the outside, straight through from sur-

face to surface, would be at least two hundred

miles greater.

INVISIBLE RANGE OF HILLS.

The top of the water and the bottom of the

air are the same. They unite in one far-reach-

ing, roughened, undulating, varying surface.

The features of each exactly reverse those of

the other. A long valley of the earth would
cause, directly over it, an invisible range of

hills or, possibly, aerial mountains, bottom up

or standing on their heads, while our mountain

peaks would cause enormous gullies, pits or

sinks in the air, also reversed.

Our highest known mountains rise less than

half a dozen miles into this prodigiously deep

overlying sea of air. Gigantic as they seem to

us they pierce only its lowest depths though.

even so, they lift themselves far above the

habitual limits of the earth's physical life. Yet

even at this comparatively trivial elevation the

strongest-lunged mountaineers find the vital

air so thin or rare that their greatest strength

becomes weakness, they wisely pall a life-sav-

ing halt and forthwith beat their speediest re-

treat lest they "die for want of breath."

Nor -have even the most successful balloon-

ists safely risen higher. The few who have

attempted it did so at their deadly peril. Some,

still more ambitious, have fallen senseless un-

der the combined attack of asphyxia and in-

tensest cold unknown below. Others, still, haye

left their physical lives in that far upper air

and gone on higher only with their souls which

have never 3^et reported back, as far as known.

Andre's disaster.

As far as we now know three-quarters of

the earth's surface is water. But if, as Borch-

grevinck predicts, farther exploration shall

prove Antarctica larger than all Europe, science

will first have to revise her geographical frac-

tions, and then betake herself with renewed

energy to the construction and development of

airships and aerial navigation that the twen-

tieth century may successfully accomplish what

poor Andre so disastrously undertook.

'there can be little question that the ice-

barriers of either pole, present obstacles in-

superable to any means of transit confined to

the surface of the earth, whether rocks or snow
or ice or water.

The successful solution of the great geo-

graphical problems of the frigid zones demands

balloons or airships combining greater light-

ness, yet strength, with easier and more cer-

tain dirigibility. Much has been done—more
remains to be accomplished.

Aerial Torpedo.
Prof. C. Myers has announced the comple-

tion of his "Electrical Aerial Torpedo," a ma-
chine which promises much in the solution of

the problem of aerial navigation. The aerial

torpedo flies like a thing of life, driven by two
aluminum screen blades making 2,000 revolu-

tions per minute, and rotated by an electric

motor which obtains its power from an ordi-

nary incandescent lighting current of no volts.

The movements are directed by two aero-

planes acting as rudders, moving the vessel up,

down, right or left, in circles, spirals, or cy-

cloids, in all directions in midair as freely as a

bird flies. All these evolutions are under con-

trol of a distant operator, who moves an index

over contact points on a dial switchboard, to

which the vessel instantly responds.
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A Novel Airship

A new dirigible balloon has been invented

by M. Leclere-I\Liry, a Belgian- engineer. In

form it is entirely novel, being a gigantic hol-

low cylinder, with funnel-like ends. When
complete it will be 170 feet long and about 30

feet in diameter. The gas will be carried ac-

tually in the walls of the cylinder. The utility

of the invention lies in its peculiar shape, which

will allow the free passage of air to its interior.

By establishing a rapid current through the

aerostat, the inventor claims that the latter will

attain a stability which must necessarily in-

crease with the speed of the machine—a sta-

bility which is lacking in former 5tiventions

of this nature, to which the sligh'',est wind is

sufficient to impart a dangerous ?waying mo-

tion. The framework of the n^w aerostat will

be supported to a central axi'j by steel wires,

joined obliquely to five bamh;Oo girdles. Over
all will he extended a covering of silk. The
aerostat will be fitted with two helices ; one in

front of the cylinder, whi^li will serve as a pro-

peller; the other in th'>' 6ody of the aerostat,

serving to create a current of air through the

cylinder. Each helicr m\\ be actuated by a pe-

trol motor of 50 hcfse-power. There will be
three cars ; one at the center for passengers, and
one at each end for vhe captain and mecanicien
respectively. The •«gcensional power of the bal-

loon will be equal to 3,700 lbs. M. Leclere-
Mary intends carrying out his first experiments
at Louvain shortly.

fly-

ac-

re-

Prof. Graham Bell

Some interesting developments in kite

ing have recently been made by Prof. Bell

cording to the Montreal Gazette, which
ports the professor as saying: 'T have made
some interesting developments, but I do not
care to speak of these matters in detail until

I have imparted the results of my work to the
sdentific publications."

When the conversation turned upon the pro-
fessor's discoveries, which the newspapers have
said may some day lead to important inven-

tions m the nature of flying machines, he said

that come of his late experiments had been
made in order to satisfy himself on the point

o! a kite coming down to earth, and he had
just seen a kite twelve feet long arranged
with a small boat underneath, weighing perhaps
twelve pounds, settle down as steadily as possi-

ble and drop in a field without sustaining the

slightest injury.

It is very seldom, he said, that a hig-h wind
prevails at Bhreagh, but this particular day on

which the experiment was made, was an excep-
tion, and as they were preparing to let the kite

off into space, two men were lifted off their

feet and a three-eighths of an inch manila rope
was snapped as quickly as a pipestem.

Up to quite recently the professor said that

scientific men thought very little could be
learned through the instrumentality of kite-

ilying, yet it should be remarked that in China,

Jai)an and through the Malay Peninsula, the

natives had reached a hundred years ago a con-

siderable degree of expertness in the flying of

kites.

Their utility, however, is now very generally

recognized on this continent, and Mr. Bell said

that it was Hargrave, the Australian, who more
than any one else brought the kite to the no-

lice of practical and scientific men. Hargrave
designated the kite as a tethered flying ma-
chine, and this was likewise the name given it

bv Prof. A. Graham Bell.

Sea Gull Flying Machine
Mr. D. B. Snow says that he confidently be-

lieves his Seagull Flying Machine will as near
solve the problem of mechanical flight as any-
thing yet produced. Unfortunately Mr. Snow's
appears to be in the same boat with the ma-
jority of aerial machine inventors, handicapped
for want of capital. He desires to obtain U. S.

patents and to make a full sized machine ac-

cording to his working model but until this is

done he will be cautious in giving particulars

of his invention.

Meteorological Investigation

Mr. A. Lawrence Rotch, director of the Blue

Hill Observatory, has received from the Ger-

man government a proposition to collaborate

in his cherished scheme of sounding the at-

mospheric depths of the equatorial regions by

means of kites flown from the deck of a mov-
ing steamship. Germany, in effect, offers to

furnish a vessel for a three months' cruise if

the American scientists will supply their own
scientific apparatus and defray certain inci-

dental expenses. The offer is of the nature of

a personal tribute to Mr. Rotch, who, on Nov.

JO. received from the German emperor the in-

signia of the Royal Order of the Crown. Mr.

Rotch was in Germany last spring at the meet-

ing of the Liternational Aeronautical Commit-
tee and succeeded in arousing among scien-

tific men a high degree of enthusiasm for his

])roiect.

The present proposition appears to be emi-
nently fair. For some time the American
meteorologists have cherished a vague hope
that a United States naval vessel might be
put at* their disposal, but this country, espe-

cially during the Venezuelan crisis, has no
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ship and no naval officers to spare. Co-oper-

ation between the two nations will serve to

emphasize the 'entente cordiale' that has always

existed among their men of science. It

onght in some degree to make for interna-

tional comity.

Mr. Rotch stated, directly after receiving the

ofter. that it will undoubtedly be accepted if

only the mone}' needed for conducting such an

expedition can be raised. Part of the expense

he is willing to bear from his private resources,

"but not all. The total cost, including rental of

a ship, was some time ago calculated at $15,-

000. Germany's ofifer will reduce the neces-

sary amount by at least one-half. There ought

to be no difficult}^, Mr. Rotch thinks, in getting

together that sum. The German meteorolo-

gists are intensely interested, among the most

enthusiastic being Dr. Richard Assmann, di-

t-sctor of the Aeronautical Department of the

iRoyal Meteorological Institute at Berlin.

]Mr. Rotch's plan in brief is to explore, by

2.;eans of kites, the direction, velocity and tem-

perature of the tropical anti-trade winds, great

currents of air which blow perennially far

above the trade winds and in an opposite direc-

tion. Regarding these upper currents the me-

teorologists have little definite information.

The only place in two hemispheres where one

can observe anti-trade winds all the year

through is at the top of the peak of Tenerifife,

upwards of 12,000 feet high. Elsewhere they

appear to circulate at a greater height, and

may possibly be separated from the trade winds

by a stratum of practically stationary atmos-

phere, through which a kite will not ascend

when ilovrn from an immovable station. The
main point in ^Iv. Rotch's scheme is to utilize

the forward motion of the steamer in lifting

the kite through the quiescent stratum and

into the antitrade zone. Then a stiff breeze

will carry it nobody knows how high. Records

at Blue Hill have been brought down from an

altitude of three miles ; it is hoped with the

help af the unvarying winds of the tropics to

go yet higher.

The Modesty of Science
With a becoming modesty in pleasant con-

trast to the boasts of the Brazilian and others,

Prof. A. Graham Bell does not pretend to

have conquered the difficulties in the way of

-practical aerial navigation; for that very rea-

son, perhaps, much confidence is placed in

his cautious statements, and his future experi-

ments will be awaited with extreme interest.

It is evident that Prof. Bell, while not con-

fining himself to "floating," as did Lilienthal,

has yet scorned the assistance of gas or lighter

substance, and has devoted his experiments en-

tirely to testing the resistance and supporting

power of the air itself. Unlike Lilienthal, too,

he has apparently successfully solved the prob-

lem of utilizing these forces for raising pur-

poses ; and, like the German aeronaut, has

found the aeroplane best adapted for his ex-

periments.

When men of the ability of Bell and Lang-

ley seriously undertake a problem of this sort

they are sure to advance it, and that materially,

whether they succeed completely or not.

Bell and Langley are both scientific and it

^i\\ be interesting to note and watch the prog-

ress thev make in their investigation.

Travels by Balloon.

Ever since November 21, 1783, when the

Marquis d'Arlandes and Pilatre de Rosier

gained everlasting fame by being the first hu-

man beings to ascend in a balloon, the thoughts

of balloonists, both amateur and professional,

have constantly been turned on the subject of

long distance balloon voyages, and the success-

ful attempt made by the Rev. J. Bacon and Mr.

Percival Spencer to cross from the Isle of Man

to the Scotch coast recalls several famous

aerial voyages which loom large in the history

of ballooning.

The first serious attempt at a long distance

voyage was made in 1785, when, on June 15, M.

Pilatre de Rosier, accompanied by a young gen-

tleman named Remain, ascended at Boulogne-

sur-Mer, with the intention of crossing to Eng-

land, but unfortunately the attempt failed

through the balloon catching fire and the ad-

venturous occupants of the car were dashed

to pieces and killed on The rocks between

Boulogne and Calais. The first long distance

voyage, however, took place in England three

months before M. Pilatre's attempt, when Sir

Edward Vernon and Count Zambeccari made

an ascent in London, and succeeded in travel-

ing over thirty-five miles, landing at Korsham

in a little over an hour after leaving LondoK.

A Man Lifting Kite.

Mr. F. S.. Cody, who hopes to adapt his kite,

the ''Viva," to military requirements, has re-

cently been, conducting a series of experiments

in England with this end in view. In one in-

stance a successful ascent took place from, the

military depot at Bury-St.-Edmonds. The

apparatus consists of four box-kites attached to

a rope, from which a wicker chair, forming the

scat for the passeng-er, is. suspended. To each
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of the four kites, the uppermost being the pilot,

steering ropes are attached. When Mr. Cody

had taken his seat, the kites were liberated, and

he ascended, and having tested the steering

gear, descended safely to the earth again. A
second ascent was made, while the wind was

blowing at the rate of i8 miles an hour, and

during a sudden squall the supporting line from

the main kite snapped. This threw the entire

weight of the passenger on the descending line,

with the result that the kites took a rapid down-

ward course and landed Mr. Cody in the

branches of a leafless tree. However, he suc-

ceeded in reaching the ground safely, and sub-

sequently stated that the steering arrangement

worked wonderfully well, and that he expected

to be able to regulate the rate of ascent and

descent, which at present is somewhat too rapid.

This performance appears to be old in America,

for Lieutenant Wise, of the United States

Army, who has made hundreds of experiments

with kites, raised a tandem about six years

ago, and on the rope to which it was attached

he suspended a basket in which he was lifted to

a height of several hundred feet.

Balloon and Auto Race.
Under the auspices of the British Aero Club

another experiment took place recently ,to test

the ability of motor cars to follow the flight

of a balloon. The ascent was made from Pros-

pect Park, Reading, at i o'clock, the balloon be-

ing occupied* by Messrs. Butler and Bucknall

and the Hon. C. S. Rolls. Twelve motor cars

took part in the pursuit. The balloon disap-

peared immediately in the clouds, and, on at-

taining a height of 4,500 feet, the aeronauts

found themselves in brilliant sunshine and
great heat. There was a clear deep blue sky,

and some magnificent cloud effects were ex-

perienced, several photographs being taken.

The whole run, however, was not performed
amid such genial conditions, for, in the clouds

beneath, 14 degrees of frost were registered,

and the ropes of the car became frozen. The
balloon came down near Pewsey, on the bor-

ders of Salisbury Plain, eight miles from Marl-
borough, the descent, which was made at 3
o'clock, being, successfully accomplished. Two
cars, belonging to Messrs. Mayhew and Clift,

were in the neighborhood, and their occupants

reached the balloon after considerable diffi-

culty, being compelled to run across ploughed
fields and ditches, and also to negotiate a quan-
tity of barbed -wnre. The 14 Guinea Prize wa.s

awarded to Mr. Mayhew. The other cars

which had taken part in the competition went
to Marlborough and Devizes.

Prof.^MannJ on Aereal Navigation.

P
f The Profsssor of Physics at Chicago Univer-

sity says the college is not interested in the prin-

ciples of the operation of airships. We are,

therefore, poor authorities on the subject as to J
whether the balloon devise or the aeroplane will 1

succeed. Hiram Maxim, the inventor, experi-

mented with aeroplanes of every design and de-

clared that this scheme would never work. His
experiments shoAved, I believe, that it required

200 horse power to lift one man.

"Now, here is a man, perhaps not a great

scientist, yet a very practical planner and suc-

cessful inventor, who says that the aeroplanes

will not do.

"On the other hand Professors Bell and

Langle}^, great scientists, say they will do.

"So far as the use of these aeroplanes alone

are concerned, I believe Lillienthal of Berlin

was the only man who succeeded in flying with

the use of the planes alone. From an elevation

he could fly about a hundred feet or more. He
finally was killed, however. The planes 'were

attached to and operated by his arms, after the

fashion of the wings of a bird, I believe.

"It seems that those who support the state-

ment that the aeroplanes will solve the prob-

lem of aerial navigation have yet to prove their

side, while, on the other hand, Santos-Dumont

and others have demonstrated that the gasbag-

balloon machine can fly."

Sea-Bottom Investigation from
Balloons.

In his balloon experiments, Rev. J. M. Bacon

has been able to see the sea-bottom under clear

water from a height of 500 feet, all waves

seeming to be blotted out, with no apparent

scattering of light from the surface. At 1,000

feet or higher, all water—whether deep or not

—seemed opaque. Photographs taken during

the ascent on a clear day became gradually

blurred until at 4,000 feet good pictures were

made impossible by the dust particles that re-

flected the sunshine, the definition over water

being better than over land.

The Aero Club of San[Francisco.

Mr. S. T. Jacobs, the secretary of the Aero

Club of San Francisco, informs us that they

have 63 local members, all greatly interested in

the subject. What other city in America can

boast of an aero club with over 60 greatly in-

terested members?
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Notable Aerial Voyages

Charles Greeiij the most famous aeronaut of

his day, and the father of modern ballooning,

made an ascent from the Vauxhall Gardens, in

company with ]\Ionck Mason and Robert Hol-

land, M. P., in 1836, which established a rec-

ord that stood for many years. The ascent

was made at half-past one on November 7, in

"The Great Nassau," a balloon which had been

specially built by Green, and which was the

largest balloon in existence, being sixty-five

feet in height and over forty feet in diameter,

and holding 85,000 cubic feet of gas, whilst its

lifting power was about a ton and a half. The
voj-agers were supplied with provisions enough

to last them a fortnight, and some of the best

scientific instruments of the day were also car-

ried. After a journey devoid of all unpleas-

antness, but full of variety and interest, they

made a most successful descent at Weilburg,

in the Duchy of Nassau, the following morn-
ing, having traveled over 500 miles in less than

eighteen hours.

In 1846 a Frenchman named Arbau made a

voyage from Paris across the border, landing

near Turin, but. the details of his journey are

lacking.

The highest ascent ever made was that by

Jam_es Glaisher, a Fellow of the Royal Society

and the superintendent of the meteorological

department of Greenwich Observatory, and

Henry Tracy Coxwell, on September 5, 1862,

when they ascended from Wolverhampton, and

reached the enormous altitude of nearly 37,-

000 feet, or upwards of seven miles, in less

than an hour. Glaisher had become insensible

from the cold and the rarity of the atmosphere

at a height of 29,000 feet, but his instruments

clearly proved that the greater height had been

attained. Coxwell's hands were frozen, and he

had to grasp the valve-line with his teeth in

order to descend, and both he and Glaisher suf-

fered considerably from their long exposure.

The voyage from England to France was
first accomplished on New Year's Day, 1786,

by Blanchard, the celebrated French aeronaut,

accompanied by an American named Jeffries.

Their journey was most exciting, and so crit-

ical did the situation become at one point that

the intrepid voyagers had to cast away a large

proportion of their clothing in order to pre-

vent the balloon falling into the sea. Ulti-

mately, hov/ever, they succeeded in reaching

the French coast in safety, and effected a de-

scent near the forest of Guines. Blanchard
was commanded to appear at court by the

king of France, and was awarded a pension of

fifty pounds a year for life.

In 1804 Count Zambaccari made an ascent at

Bologna, with the idea of reaching Milan, ac-

companied by a Dr. Gassetti and Pascal An-

dreoli. The ascent was made at night, and

through some strange miscalculation was a

great deal more rapid than had been antici-

pated, and the balloon soon reached an enor-

mous altitude, and both Dr. Grassetti and the

count lost consciousness through the extreme

cold. Signor Andreoli almost became insensi-

ble, but his labors in restoring his companions

to consciousness prevented any serious effects

in his case. When the count regained his

senses he was at a loss to know where the bal-

loon had drifted to, but he was not long left

in doubt, for on attempting to descend, the

sound of the sea was heard, and before ballast

could be thrown out the car was dragging

along the surface of the Adriatic. Casting out

ballast, they managed to ascend again, but only

for a short time, and the balloon was soon

once more dragging along in the water. Luck-

ily the now almost empty envelope served as a

sail, and prevented them sinking, and after h.^-

ing dragged hither and thither for some hours,

they were ultimately rescued by a passing ves-

sel.

An Improved Meteorological

Balloon

An improvement in registration balloons,

was reported by Professor Assmann, director

of the aeronautical observatory at the Prus-

sion Meteorological Institute, at a congress

in Europe, recently. A silk or paper balloon,

when it approaches the equilibrium far up in

the atmosphere its velocity of ascent decreases

antd the effect of insolation ©n the thermo-

graph becomes greater, without it being pos-

sible to determine afterward where the solar

disturbance began in the ascent, or where it

disappeared in the descent. Hence, only in

certain cases can we distinguish between the

insolation influence and curious thermal ano-

malies, described by Teissenc de Bort and Her-

gesell. The use of a closed balloon made of

elastic material has an advantage over the

other kind described that, in proportion as the

inclosed gas expands its ascentional force is

increased, so that the balloon rises faster with

augmenting height, until it bursts and falls to

the ground with its velocity diminishing, be-

cause checked by a parachute. The time of

equilibrium is, therefore, increased to an in-
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stant, and, although the higher the altitude

the more intense the solar radiation and its

effect on the thermograph, yet the speed of as-

cent and descent is also increased, and conse-

quently the ventilation, which counteracts the

radiation, is likewise stronger. The least pos-

sible weight of balloon envelope and of regis-

tration is required ; for the lighter the appar-

atus the less gas is needed; and the smaller

the quantity of gas the more it can expand, be-

fore the envelope bursts at a proportionally

greater height.

Prof Bell's Experiments

Dr. Bell recentl}' made the following state-

ment in connection with reports that have ap-

peared in the public prints that he has invented

a. flying machine :

"The newspapers have been premature in an-

nouncing that I have been at work on a flying

machine. I haven't any flying machine at all

and have not been trying to make one. I am,

of course, interested in the problem and have

come to the conclusion "that a properly con-

structed flying machine should be capable of

iDcing flown as a kite, if anchored to the

ground, and that conversely a properly con-

structed kite should be capable of use as a

flying machine if provided with suitable means
of propulsion.

"My experiments have had as their object the

building of a kite of solid construction, cap-

able of carrying up in a moderate breeze a

weight equivalent to that of a man and engine

and so formed that it could be suitable for use

as the body of a flying machine and with sup-

porting surfaces so arranged that when the

l<ite is cut loose it will come down gently and

steadily and land uninjured. I have success-

fully accomplished this, but do not care at the

present time to 'make ptiblic the details of con-

struction."

blown out to sea whilst making an ascent for

scientific purposes.

M. George Latruffe, a Frenchman, crossed

the channel in November, 1901. He ascended

at Dunkirk and descended at Southminster in a

little over six hours.

The Count de la Vaulx, whose attempts to

cross the Mediterranean in a balloon will be

fresh in the pitblic's memory, holds the record

for long-distance voyaging—1,193 miles in

thirty-five hours and forty-five minutes. He

descended at Korosticheff, in Russia, 350 miles

ahead of the nearest competitor in the race.

Over twenty years ago the late P. T. Bar- J

num provided funds for a Captain Donaldson 1

to make an attempt to cross the Atlantic in a

balloon. The ascent was made from Philadel-

phia, but Donaldson abandoned the balloon on

reaching the coast, and no other attempt has

since been made.

Some Aerial Excursions

The first woman to attempt to cross the

channel in a balloon was Mme. Durnot, who
started from Calais in July, 1873, accompanied

by her husband. Their voyage, however, ended

in failure, and after many narrow escapes and

exciting adventures, they were rescued in the

North Sea by a fishing smack. Andree, who,

it will be remembered,' started off in a balloon

with the idea of reaching the North Pole, on

July 23, 1896, made a Wonderful aerial voyage

across the Baltic in October, 1893, but it was

not premeditated, and resulted from his being

Japan looking for Aerial Wsrships

American and European armies have used |

balloons for some years, and they were notably |

successful as employed by the British during

the South African war for spying out the en-

emy's oosition and for the opporttinity they

gave the British engineers to study the diffi-

culties of the land for defensive and offensive

operations. In the Spanish war the United J

States army was not so successful, because the \

balloon was sent up too near the enemy and

from the center of the invading army, and the

lives of both the regiments and the occupants

of the balloon were in much greater danger

thereby. Japan, keeping up, as usual, with the

advanced modern methods, has assigned this

specialty to one of the seven military officers

she is sending abroad this year to study mod-

ern warfare. Captain Tokunaga, who has long

made ballooning his specialtj , is the officer sent

by the Japanese government to study all forms

of aerial navigation. He is in Germany at

present pursuing his studies, and the Japanese

government, it is said, will give him every op-

portunity to further his researches and exper-

iments. The department of strategy of the

Japanese army is especially interested in this

matter, and will have constructed shortly an

experimental building where the balloons and

apparatus can be tested, with the view of

adopting, or perhaps inventing, some form of

airship for the maneuvers of the imperial

army.—Japan and America.
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Lebaudy-Dumont Airship Race
The challenge addressed by M. Santos-Du-

inont to the Lebaudy brothers has been gladly
^velcomed, says M. Emmanuel Aime, by all

the French aeronauts, who are ever of the be-
lief that spirited contests are just as necessary
to progress in aerial locomotion as they are to
progress in automobiling.

^
In accepting in the name of the Aero Club

irom ]\I. Santos-Dumont the deposit of 25,000
fr., M. Henry de La Vaulx delivered to the
aeronaut a receipt reading:

'-Received from M. Alberto Santos-Dumont,
as a deposit, the sum of twenty-five thousand
irancs (cheque on the Credit Lyonnais).

"AI. Santos-Dumont proposes to MM. Le-
l)audy an aeronauts' match of speed, with stake
of loo.ooofr., the conditions of which shall be
fixed bv the Aero- Club de France in case of
an acceptance on the part of MM. Lebaudy.
"The sum of twenty-five thousand francs de-

posited with the Aero- Club represents the quar-
ter of the stake of M. Santos-Dumont.

''Paris, December 16, 1902.

"(Signed) Comte Henry de la Vaulx."
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M. LEBAUDY^S REPLY.

M. Paul Lebaudy, being immediately notified,

replied as follows

:

'"I can make no statement during the ab-
sence of my brother, :\I. Pierre Lebaudy. I will
say, however, that we have never aimed at con-
structing a racing airship, but rather a prac-
tical machine. Furthermore, what purpose
would this match serve? We would be the
first to applaud M. Santos-Dumont in his suc-
cesses, and if his airship is faster than ours
the fact can be established without recourse to
a kind of contest that is of no benefit to im-
provements in aerial locomotion."

It is none the less probable, however, says
AT Aime, that the Moisson aeronauts are dis-

posed to accept this challenge, which, in the
section of aeronautics at the Automobile Show
yesterday, was the leading topic of conversa-
tion.

The only difficulties standing in the way of
the match seem to be of a material nature. Ev-
idently, in order to compare the relative speeds
of the airships, they should be made to; fly at
the same time, and over the same course, as
atmospheric conditions are so variable from
one day to another, and differ so much in dif-
ferent localities, that the results under differ-
ent conditions; would prove nothing.

,

If the match is to take place it will necessi-
tate the construction of another balloon-shed
at Moisson,

MAIN POINT IS SPEED.

The main question in view is which of the

two airships is faster—that is to say, the "bet-

ter" one—for all progress in aeronautics has in

view a rate of speed sufficient to cope with
strong winds, up to the point of practical move-
ments in the air under all conditions of

weather, excepting, of course, stormy periods.

It is hoped that, to add to the general inter-

est and to the utility, of the contest, other air-

ships, now fully constructed, such as those oJ

Mr, Spencer and M. Henry Deutsch de la

Meurthe, will also enter the arena.

M. Santos-Dumont announces that, since

MM. Julliot and Surcouf claim superierity for

their system, he is willing to compete with a

balloon of half the "tonnage" of the Moisson
balloon. This would be the Santos-Dumont
VII., the envelope of which was finished a year

ago, although the rigging is not yet complete.

This balloon, of 1,250 cubic metres, is, in

fact, of about half the "tonnage" of that of

Moisson. It is forty-nine metres long and

seven metres in diameter at the middle point.

Its car is thirty metres long, with the aero-

naut's basket placed in the middle and a forty-

five horse-power motor at each end.

Each motor will operate on a two-winged
propeller of five metres diameter.

Aerial Contrivances for Scouting
Purposes.

Different national governments appear to fa-

vor different aerial contrivances for the pur-

pose of scouting. The American government

gives the preference to the Australian or Har-

greaves box, sometimes called the Blue Hill

Observatory Kite. The British authorities are

divided between the Cody and Hargreaves kites

and captive balloons. The French consider the

balloon the most suitable for military scouting

and have little use for the kite in any form.

While the Russians think that nothing answers

the purpose so well as an aeroplane drawn
through the air and such they extensively em-
ploy in their navy. Their contrivance, which
is something between a kite and a parachute,

is called a Flying Dragon. Three of these con-

nected in tandem when hauled through the air
by a steamboat at a speed of 12 knots per hour
will raise and steadily maintain a man at a
height of I,GOO feet. Flying Dragons are ex-
tensively employed on all the torpedo craft of

navy.the Russian

International Kite Competition
It is announced that the international kite

competition will take place next June.
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Notes and Jottings.

THE WORLD'S AERIAL NEWS
BRIEFLY TOLD

Santos-Dnmont has lost Nerve
A famous English aeronaut says that San-

tos-Dumont, the Franco-Brazilian aeronaut,
has lost his nerve.

Since his narrow escape at Monte Carlo,

when his airship collapsed, arid the horrible

.death of Severo, who was dashed to pieces on
the pavements of Paris by his dirigible bal-

loon collapsing, Dumont has struggled vainly
against the dread of again risking his own life.

The aeronaut has promised his friends on sev-

eral occasions to make an ascent on a certain

date, but at the last moment has always been
obliged to make some excuse.

This is not cowardice, but an unconquerable
physical disability, similar to that experienced
in railway engineers.

The Sahara Experiments
M]\I. De Burax and Castilleon De Saint Vic-

tor purpose to send up two small balloons for

the purpose of ascertaining whether the winds
which prevail in winter will carry airships

across the Sahara desert. If this experiment is

successful the two explorers propose to at-

tempt to cross the unexplored portion of the

aesert in a balloon.

This plan has received the support of the

French government, which supplies the bal-

loons. The airships to be used first are fur-

nished with automatic registering instru-

ments and carry requests written in several

languages asking the finders to return them
to the authorities at Tunis. Major Marchand
of Fashoda fame is to meet the explorers at

Gabes, at which point the two balloons will be
sent off.

Utilizing Air Resistance
In Philadelphia an elevator car weighing

nearly 2,500 pounds was recently allowed to

fall 400 feet onto a cushion of air. Although
the journey occupied but two seconds the car

stopped with such gentleness that the eggs,

glasses, rats, etc., were undisturbed and unin-

jured.

This wonderful test may suggest to some of

our readers air cushions, etc., for aerial craft.

Air recently made solid was found to be as

elastic as rubber, and when struck the ham-
mer used rebounded with great force.

Marceau's Flying Machine
Emilien ]\Iarceau, a French Canadian, be-

lieves he has finally solved the problem of

aerial navigation. He says his machine is

made after the old familiar bird model. If it

should work it will be a really creditable

achievement, inasmuch as it derives, or will de-

rive, its buoyancy from itself and not from a

gas bag, as is the case with the miscalled "air-

ships" of Santos-Dumont and his many rivals.

Mytton's Flying Machine.
In reply to our inquiry relating to further

particulars of Mr. R. G. Mytton's aerial ma-
chine, he informs us that his idea is not to

take any steps which might jeopardize the ob-

taining of patents to cover the novel and valu-

able features which simply await the results of a

a practical test of the engine.

He considers the most valuable feature of

his machine, outside of the engine, to be the

peculiar form of the aero-curve which he be-

lieves is patentable and therefore does not de-

sire at present to make public.

Current History
Current History for January summarizes the

world's history for November and does so with

praiseworthy conciseness and clearness. Read-

able today and permanently valuable for ref-

erence is this well-known magazine, which is

now completing its twelfth volume.

This magazine is a happy combination of the

entertaining and the useful. Professional peo-

ple and students in general of the times in

which we live find it of peculiar assistance and

value. Sample copy free on application. Ad-
dress Current History Co., Boston, Mass.

Lebandy's Airship Frozen.

Jack Frost has been up to his tricks with Le-
|

bandy's dirigible and spoiled a demonstration.

Attempt was made recently to profit by favor-

able atmospheric conditions to make an ascent

of the Lebandy airship, but it was found that

water in the motor had frozen. Efforts to

thaw it resulted in flooding the sparking ap-

paratus. These troubles were overcome, but

when the machine was ready it was too late

for tfie ascent and the trip was abandoned.

The airship has gone into winter quarters.

Number 1 7 Balloon Found.
A balloon having the number seventeen on

it was recently found lying on the ground near

Luxomni, Que., by a boy named Claud Kelly.
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Airships'at Madison Square.

The World's Novelty Exhibition, which

opened on Dec. 15, and lasted ten days, included

a variety of aerial machines, ranging in size

from tiny toys to giant airships capable of

carrying several passengers.

Aeronaut Stevens.

Mr. Leo Stevens called upon us a few days

ago and very kindly suggested ways, which if

carried out, he believed would improve the

Aeronautical World and increase its circula-

tion. We would be very glad if other sub-

scribers would show the same interest, as we
are always open to consider, and grateful to re-

ceive, such suggestions.

]\lr. Stevens said that although in New
York Santos-Dumont was credited with his,

Stevens', successes he did not go to the trouble

of correcting the outside impression created by

some newspapers, for he felt that with his

many years of practical experience and over

1,000 ascensions, he could afford to let some of

liis laurels go to the amateur novice who had

done so much to stir up public interest in

aeronautics.

In his terrestrial explorations Mr. Stevens

has discovered in New York state an uninhabi-

tated island not easily accessible to the mad-

ding crowd, on which he will construct his new

airship and make ready to win the St. Louis

World's Fair prize.

Benbow,s Airship.

X. C. Benbow confidently predicts that his

dirigible airship will prove vastly superior to

that of Santos Dumont. It is the purpose of

the company owning this airship to make the

initial tests in Montana, and this test would

have been made before now had not a vex-

atious delay been caused by reason of the non-

arrival of the gasbags, which were ordered

some time since, but which have not yet been

received.

Altitude and Temperature.
Mr. C. Hubbard, the aeronaut, says that he

usually goes up from 3,000 to 4,000 feet before

he cuts the parachute loose, and that it is a

mistaken idea that the higher up from the earth

the colder it gets. During the winter the air is

much warmer at 4,000 feet than at the earth's

surface; the cold winter air only rises at)0ut 500

feet, and it is very noticeable in coming down
in the parachute as it nears the earth.

World's Aerial Navigation Co.
This company is erecting a new building to

be utilized as a workshop for the construction
of the airship designed by Mr. R. H. Botts.

French Airship Prize.

It is announced that the prize offered by the
Academy of Sciences for the best work in the
construction of airships will be divided between
the brothers, Colonel Renard and Major Ren-
ard, the well-known aeronauts.

Balloon for the Swedish Navy.
A monster balloon or airship has been or-

dered for the Swedish navy. It will be cylin-
drical in form, about 100 meters in length, and
will have a carrying capacity of 165 kilograms.
The crew will consist of two men, who can
make themselves useful in various ways.

Adventures of a Balloon.
On coronation day, Aug. 9, a number of bal-

loons filled with natural gas at Heathfield, near
lunbndge Wells, were dispatched by the man-
ager of the works there.

A postcard has just been received by that
gentleman from Singen notifying that on Aug.
10 one of the balloons was picked up at Ulm,
in Wurtemberg. It had therefore traveled
about 600 miles in 24 hours.

The writer of the postcard apparently could
not read English, for he copied the wording on
the medal attached to the balloon, "Natural gas
carried me from Heathfield, Sussex." With
this for the address, the postcard eventually
reached Heathfield, and was duly delivered.

A Flying Machine of 1700.
There are hundreds of people at work at

present upon the perfecting of a flying machine,
and Santos-Dumont's steerable balloon has at-

tracted an enormous amount of attention. There
is still in existence a letter written to the king
of Portugal in 1709. 'T have invented a ma-
chine," the writer says, "by means of which one
can voyage in the air more rapidly than on land
or sea. It will travel more than 200 leagues in

a day and be invaluable to send dispatches to

armies in the most distant countries. Thanks
to aerial navigation, we may discover the north
pole and such remote regions." Perhaps the

most remarkable fact about this early na'w-

gator of the air is that not only was its writer

of the same nationality as the present Santos-

Dumont, but his name was also Santos.
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Height of Spencer's Flight.
Mr. Stanlc}^ Spencer, whose brother recent-

ly accompanied the Rev. J. Bacon on his voy-

age, reached an altitude of 27,000 feet during

his ascent from the Crystal palace on Septem-

ber IS, 1898.

He Ain't Went Yit
When the people git to flyin' in the air, I s'pose

they'll say,

As we long have been a-sayin", that the horse

has had his day.

And I s'pose that some old feller jist about like

me'll stand

Where it's safe and w^atch the horse haulin'

stufif across the land.

And he'll mebby think as I do, while the clouds

above him flit,

"Oh, thev say the horse is done for,

But

he

am t

went

yit.'

-S. E, Kiser.

A Medal for Dumont.
The President of Brazil has awarded to

Santos Dumont a medal as a reward for his

aeronautic experiments and the souvenir of

the ascension in which he won the Deutsch

prize, has just been received by the inde-

fatigable aeronaut. The medal is of gold. On
one side Santos Dumont is represented con-

ducted by Glory, while above his head two
soaring figures hold a crown. On the margin

is the phrase from the "Lusiade" of Camoens,

which is Santos Dumont's motto: "By unex-

plored seas." On the reverse is the following

inscription: "Sendo Presidente de Republica

dos Estrades Unidos do Brazil, Dr. Manoel
Ferraz De Campos- Calles, Mandon Gravar c

Cunhar Esta Medelha en Homenger a Santos-

Dumont, XIX de Outubro MCMI."

The Cloud Piercer.
The illustration represents Mr. Proc-

tor's Cloud Piercer, which embodies a radical

method and means of navigating the air with-

out the use of either gas, aeroplane or wings.

The picture is taken from a scale model of a

machine which is in course of construction and
which is intended to carry three persons at a

speed of 56 miles an hour. The Cloud Piercer

will measure 100 feet long and 18 feet wide. A
full description of this novel aerial machine we
give on another page.

Rapid Transit Machines.
"The next step in improvements in rapid

transit automobiles," says the president of the
Paris Automobile Club, "will be a machine that

no longer rolls along the ground, but flies

through the air. Some of the 1903 machines are

already so light that they look as if made to

solve the problem of aerial flight. I regret that

more foreign manufacturers do not exhibit;

nevertheless the United States is well repre-

sented."

Marquis De Dion, the vice president of the

club, said:

"The exhibition is the most important indus-

trial manifestation of the year. The strides

made in a relatively brief time are marvelous.

When I first became interested in the industry -

I scarcely imagined its tremendous future."
j

From Pike's Peak in a Balloon.

H. H. Buckwalter has an idea for a moving
picture that will be put into effect as early as

possible next summer. Several months ago he
made a balloon ascension at Elitch's gardens^

Denver, and made motion negatives from the

basket. Now he wants to take an immense
hot-air balloon to the summit of Pike's peak

and drift off the summit toward Manitou and

make a moving panorama of the scenes below.

The film, if successful, would help wonderfully

to advertise the peak and vicinity, and as there

would be no expense connected with the under-

taking there can be no objection. Mr. Buck-

waiter's Elitch garden balloon pictures are be-

ing shown in eastern theaters with good re-

sults.

Airships at Madison Square,

The managers of the Novelty exhibition

arranged with Prof. C. E. Meyers to exhibit

and operate his airships during the ten days

of the show.

One of the aerial machines to be exhibited

during the show is the sky-cycle airship or

aerial automobile. It is 49 feet long and sup-

ports an aluminum frame half that length, in

which is placed the mechanism and seat of

the operator, who propels the balloon by the

use of bicycle pedals.

Another of the Myers' exhibits will be the

"Electric Aerial Torpedo," a little airship that

goes any height or distance. A small electric

wire connects the motor with a switchboard

which is manipulated on the ground by the

operator.
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Free Balloon Records.
In October 1895 a free balloon, or "balloon

sonde," sent up from Paris reached the height

of 46.000 feet—nearly nine miles, and at this

point a temperature of ninety-four degrees be-

low zero Fahrenheit was recorded probably

the lowest natural temperature ever recorded.

A German balloon, in 1894, reached the unpre-

cedented height of 60,500 feet, shown by a bar-

ometer column of two inches length. The low-

est temperature recorded was eighty-eight de-

grees below zero, F., probably a false record

due to heating of the instruments by the sun.

This balloon traveled 560 miles in a northeast-

erly direction from Berlin, at an average rate

of eighty-three miles an hour.

A Record Balloon Trip.

By years of experimentation the English and

Germans have developed great proficiency in

the manufacture and operation of war balloons.

The inflated part of the British balloon is made
from the intestines of bullocks. The skins are

received in their natural state and are scraped

thoroughly, washed and cleaned. They are

then fitted together and stretched out on a long

table. When thoroughly dry they are peeled

off in strips, which are fitted together to form

the balloon. It takes the intestines of about

74,000 oxen to make a full sized balloon. The
skins are put on in layers. These overlays are

not stuck together with any substance, for by

the exhaustion of the air and the peculiarity of

the substance one sticks to another by itself.

Beside being the toughest and strongest of bal-

loons it will retain its charge of gas for weeks

at a time. This it will do in any climate.

When the balloon is struck by bullets and

shrapnel the rents close automatically and the
leakage is very slight.

Wing Strokes.
Mr. W^nham says the wing strokes of a

pelican were counted during direct flight as

seventy per minute. But the way in which this

large, clumsy-looking bird performs soaring

flight is remarkable. It throws back its head
so that its great bill rests on its breast, and
floats about easily in the air in the same atti-

tude as it does on the water, with almost mo-
tionless wings.

The flamingo, another large bird, is also

found in the haunts of the pelican, and like it,

flies easily, but in a constrained attitude, as it

extends its long legs and extraordinary length
of neck during flight. I have never seen this

bird circling in soaring flight; its progress ap-

pears to be dirtcl

The Mellin Airship.
The Mellin Airship was undoubtedly the

chief item of interest at the recent Blackpool

Carnival. Mr. Spencer, the aeronaut, in con-

versation with an interviewer, said he classed

the Blackpool experiments as amongst the

most successful he had made. The Mellin air-

ship is expected to take part in the projected

long distance competitions.

Kites for Otbservation.

Russian naval officers are experimenting with

aeroplanes for use in scouting in time of war
just as balloons are used by armies on land ta

look within the lines of the enemy. These

aeroplanes are made of several kites which

when bound together are capable of supporting

the weight of a man. They are launched from

the decks of torpedo boats to which they re-

main attached by means of light but strong

ropes. Men have been sent up to great heights

by means of these kites, and with the aid of

powerful glasses have been able to discern

ships approaching from far away. In time of

war these scouts would be able to inform their

commanders of the number and character of

approaching fleets long before watchers aboard

the ships could discern them. The aeroplanes

bearng the scouts skyward are forced upward

by the torpedo boats moving rapidly on the wa-

ter under steam just as smaller kites are sent

up by boys running at top speed.

To Circumnavigate the Globe.

Scientists, aeronauts and inventors continue

to wrestle with the problem of aerial naviga-

tion. The accidents which have occurred re-

cently do not appear to discourage or appal

them. They are rapidlv advancing, and the

time is drawing near when they will think less

of circumnavigating the globe in the air than

they now do of crossing the water of the At-

lantic.

M. Pardy's Airship.

The latest invention in the way of airships

is the vessel being constructed in Paris by M.
Pardy, a Chilian, in the shape of an immense

quilt. The squares of the quilt, instead of be-

ing filled with eiderdown, contain hydrogen.

The airship will have a capacity of one thou-

'sand cubic metres and will be held flat by a

wooden frameworks There will be a propelltr

at each corner.
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World's Fair.

One of the chief contestants for the St. Louis

fair aeronautic prize of $100,000, is to use an

airship which is shaped like a butterfly, and has

wings which measure 30 feet across. Paris is

the center of preparations for the contest, the

assumption being that ballooning has reached

its highest development there. But Americans

are making preparations for winning that prize

without making so much fuss about it.

Airship Trusts.

The French aeronauts intend to form an

"airship trust," hoping thereby to capture the

$100,000 Louisiana Purchase exhibition prize.

Burton on the British side wants to be king

of the air, and have the exclusive right to make

and use aerial machines. M. Santos Dumont

did not attend the meetings held for the above

purpose, perhaps thinking he has a "cinch,"

and will go it alone.

Edison's Views on Flying

Thomas A. Edison believes that mankind

ought to be ashamed of itself because the

problem of aerial navigation by human beings

was not solved years ago.

He also makes the statement that, while

Santos-Dumont has done a great thing in

steering airships about through the air, it will

be a long time before any contrivance for air

navigation is commercially possible, because

no inventor will be able to secure any reward

for his labor in this line of work under the

present patent laws.

To make this great possibility practical he

thinks it will be necessary to establish a sort

of protective academy of invention, which shall

reward the successful inventor of the commer-

cial airship.

"When you get your balloon part smaller

and yet smaller, until it is so small that you

cannot see it with a microscope, then you will

have it. Then you will have solved the prob-

lem."

Only with the machine, says Mr. Edison, can

air navigation ever be made either safe or com-

mercially profitable. This will be clear to the

reader when it is explained that in Mr. Edison's

vocabularly the term "airship" applies to a

contrivance that, being lighter than the air,

floats in it as a ship floats in the water.

"Take the case of the vulture," he said.,

"Here is a natural flying ijrachine which is a

thousand times as heavy as the air it displaces.

In a few seconds of leisurely flight it can

sweep o\-er a distance which man finds encum-

bered with all sorts of obstacles and there is

scarcely a flutter of its wings in the operation.

"There is nothing there but a machine and a

small brain, and it is not a very remarkable

machine cither. Why is it that a man cannot

make a flying machine as efficient as the bird?

"You cannot control a balloon in a gale of

wind. In order to make a commercial possi-

bility of the airship, it will be necessary to

make its operation absolutely sure and its use
safe. The flying machine is bound to come,
but it will take "some time at the rate we are
progressing now."

Precursor of Modern Dirigibles
It may be a matter of considerable surprise

to many people to know that as long ago as

1843 there existed a flying machine which was
in many respects a counterpart of the Santos-
Dumont type of aeroplane. This was the in-

vention of Mr. Monck Mason and was exhib-

ited at what was then the Adelaide Gallery,

Strand, in 1843. The machine was inflated in

the interior of the building, where it was
driven along at the rate of five miles an hour.

A flying machine on a huge scale was de-

signed by a Frenchman named Petin in the

early part of last century. Whether the ma-
chine ever made an actual ascent is unre-

corded; at any rate, the inventor seemed san--

guine as to being able to accommodate a large

number of passengers.

The cigar-shaped balloon is almost identical

with the modern ones, and the only real ad-

vantage over the flying machine of sixty years

ago is in the engines for driving the propeller.

The modern motor made on such a small scale,

and yet capable of great energy, is the most

promising side of airship construction.

It is in obtaining great energy from a com-

pact and light motor that one sees the ultimate

prospect of the gas-bag giving place to some
form of wings or propellers capable of being

driven through the air, instead of being at the

mercy of the wind.

H. W. Dressler's Machine.

Hiis airship is provided on each side with

a propeller and aeroplanes as wings, arranged

so as to catch and utilize the air driven back

by the propellers. Mr. Dressier says that in

consequence of his not having the time or

money to spare to carry the airship to an early

successful issue, he oiifers to give it to anyone

willing and able to complete it. Stamped let-

ters sent under cover, care Aeronautical World,

Glenville, O., will be forwarded.
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France to Win the St. Louis Prize.

A meeting- of French aeronauts has hccn held

in Paris to discuss the raising of a fund with

which to compete for the air-ship prize at the

St. Louis Exposition in 1904. Perhaps l)y the

time the fair opens at itsvgates there wih be one

or more American inventors ready to enter the

hsts.

About Aeronaut Burnetts.

Burnetts, who recently was unfortunate

enough to get into a little fix through his chiv-

alry, and who claims to have made no less

than 9,684 balloon ascensions, is co-operating

with another aeronaut at New York City to

build an airship which will outdo anything of

the kind that has ever been attempted. Bur-

netts considers himself a veteran with sound

ideas, while he thinks ]\L Santos Dumont a

mere novice, burdened with impractical ideas.

\\q would very much like to take a peep at the

professors diary, wdiich doubtless would be

found very interesting, for he must have had

many thrilling adventures on earth and air,

and enjoyed many delightful aerial excursions

during his 10,000 aerial trips. Perhaps the

professor will be kind enough to give our read-

ers the benefit of some of his experiences.

Aeronauts Beware*

Under any conditions ballooning is exceed-

ingly perilous, but the aeronaut in Russia

would annear to be exposed to danger of sud-

den death from an unusual quarter. Recently

a large military balloon left the fortress of

Osoverte, on the western frontier of Russia,

and after a voyage of 450 miles descended in

the government of Smolensk. The journey

lasted nineteen and a half hours. Passing over

Vitbsk the aeronauts came near to the earth to

obtain some photographs of the town, when
two bullets whistled close by the car. To es-

cape this danger a rapid ascent was made, but,

later, on again coming down to a lower level,

fifteen or twenty bullets flew' by them in un-

pleasant proximity. I'he descent accomplished,

inquiries were set en foot, when it was ascer-

tained that the balloon had been repeatedly

fired at by peasants and inhabitants of the dis-

tricts passed over; by some because it was be-

lieved to be an evil spirit, by otTiers because

it was taken for a flying fish and Ijy others

again because it was regarded as a harbinger

of approaching misfortune:

The London Publishers' $20,000
Prize.

We trust American inventors of aerial ma-

chines will find the necessary financial support

to enable them to contend for this English

prize. There is undoubtedly in this country

the most perfectly designed aerial craft in the

world, but, unfortunately for every one, their

designers' means have invariably been ex-

hausted in constructing and demonstrating

with models the practicability of their contriv-

ances. Where are the American sports? Are
none of her many millionaires courageous and

patriotic enough to help along one or more of

these good things? We regret to say it looks

so, to our cousins across the Atlantic. Amer-
ica can boast of no such aeronautical patron

as England, France and Germany, and, al-

though her St. Louis exposition ofifer of $ioo,-

000 prize has aroused universal discussion, it

is doing little to help the poor plodding inven-

tor.

Mr. Botts and the Worlds Aerial
Navigation & Construction Com-
pany's Air Shipbuilding Yard

Whenever any individual steps forth into

the world with some new invention that is an

innovation upon old time methods, the popu-

lace are ready to cry "White Elephant," and
the more ignorant they are of the basic princi-

ples involved, the louder they cry. But the

turn of the tide always comes, and after months
of weary waiting, during which time hope
drags anchor between the "devil and the deep

sea," success at last crown's persistent efTdrt.

Mr. Robert H. Botts, inventor of the neu-

tralizing air propellers has proven no exception

to this rule, but, nevertheless, he is forging

ahead, and before long he hopes to be in posi-

tion to prove his claims.

He has now matured his plans and is pre-

paring for actual work on his improved ma-
chine.

A factory is nearly completed wherein he

will construct his air-ship and his work will

be carried forward as rapidly as material can

be secured and mechanical skill can execute it.

We recently gave a description of Mr. Bott's

first machine and hope shortly to be in a posi-

tion to publish some very important modifica-

tion and improvements which are being in-

troduced into his new machine. The name of

his company is the World's Aerial Navigation
& Construction Co.
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What J, P, Morgan might do
An experimenter in the art of constructing

air ships says that the problem of navigating

the air is simply one of money, and adds that

if J. P. Morgan or some other weakhy man
would offer sufficient funds a machine would

soon be constructed that would do the busmess.

It may be some time before Mr. Morgan will

go into this. At present he has most of the

things on the earth pretty well under his con-

trol, but there are a few things to be straight-

ened out, and there is a possibility that some

of the things that seem to be well cornered

may slip away. There is always the danger

that some congress not alive to the importance

to our prosperity of a commercial despotism,

may get fractious. . The control of the air will

come in due time, but there are a few loose

ends on the earth to be picked up yet.

Temperature Tests
The results of recent experiments to test

the temperature at very high altitudes have

just been published by the university authori-

ties at Berne. A paper balloon burst at a mod-

erate height, an india rubber one passed 36,-

000 feet, at which height the instrument to

gauge the altitude stopped working. The tem-

perature at the start was one degree centigrade,

it rose to a degrees in the first 980 meters,

from 980 to 3,300 it gradually fell to minus

six, at 3,800 meters a region of uniform tem-

perature was traversed for 300 meters. After-

ward the cold was intense. At 11,500 meters

it registered minus 58. Above 13,000 meters

the mercury in the theremometer was frozen.

Mr. Henri Her^e's Esp3rim3ib
Ballooning at Sea

The problem of travel by balloon at sea has

been studied by M. Henri Herve since 1886.

his experiments—begun in the North Sea—be-

ing now carried on in the Mediterranean. His

balloon is provided with a conical tcp to avoid

flattening by showers, an:l instead of a single

guide rope a sysicm is used consisting of ri

trailer floating at the end of a long rope behind

the balloon and a balance weight hanging in

the water by a nearly vertical and shorter rope.

Two deviators are employed for changing the

balloon's course through the action of the

water, one giving changes of about 30 degrees

while the other is claimed to produce deflec-

tions as great as 70 degrees or eighty degrees.

Water is used for ballast, and is drawn as

needed through a suction hose into a cylin-

drical reservoir hung above the balance weight.

A Prognostication
Now that the air ship is gradually rounding

into shape as a means of transportation, it

might be interesting to know of a prognosti-

cation, made about 10 years ago by the late

Delos E. Goldsmith, who was a well known
newspaperman of this city. Mr. Goldsmith's

inspiration was seemingly brought about

through his ascension in a balloon from Bos-

ton Common, and its subsequent fall into

Boston harbor, as the result of which two lives

were lost, he being the only survivor. Among
other things in his report of the accident, he

says:

"A steamboat explodes, and the lives on

board are lost.

"A yacht is overturned, and the men meet

death prematurely.

"A rider pitches headlong from his bicycle

and his neck is broken.

"A lineman touches a live electric wire, and

is roasted to death.

"You do not abolish steamboats.

"You do not put a stop to yachting.

"You do not relegate the bicycle to the junk

shop.

"You do not light your streets with candles.

"A balloon drops 300 feet and two men are

killed.

"Why should you abolish balloons ?

"It need not be said that steamboats, yachts,

bicycles and arc lamps have become almost

indispensible to mankind. That is undeniable.

But is it preposterous to suppose that the bal-

loon—the air ship—will one day become a

most valuable means of conveyance from one

place to another? If the management of bal-

loons and their making is ever to become an

art, must there not be a beginning, a season

of experiment? It is but one of my experi-

ments : that is all."

Man with an Airship Scheme mis-
taken for an Anarchist

Great excitement was recently caused in

Paris by a report that an anarchist had suc-

ceeded in entering the Elysee palace. Upon
investigation it was learned that the man in

question was an inventor named Romain, who
arrived here a short time ago from Laon.

He managed to enter the court yard of the

palace and then tried to obtain access to Presi-

dent Loubet to explain to him the design of an

airship, as he was convinced the President

would furnish the $200,000 necessary to com-

plete the invention. Romain was easily induced

to go to the police hospital.
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Another Record Balloon Trip

Mr. Frank Butler, of the Aero Club, has just

performed a balloon voyage which was unique

in its way. Without a companion or assistant,

he traveled through a sea of fog 115 miles in

extent, and throughout the journey did not

gain one glimpse of the earth.

"I have made many ascents," said Mr. Butler

to a representative* of the Commercial Tribune,

"and this was my fifteenth this year, but never

before have I had such an unusual experience.

Indeed, I doubt if any aeronaut has.

*'At II 130 I ascended alone from the Crystal

Palace in a Guadron nondirigible balloon.

From that moment until 3 o'clock I saw neither

earth nor sun. At a speed of thirty-two miles

an hour I traveled to Corby, in Lincolnshire,

through a dense fog which hid everywhere

from sight.

"The depth of that ocean of fog was amaz-
ing. It was as thick at a height of four thous-

and feet as it was at four hundred. Fortu-

natel}^ it was not too dark to read, and, there

being nothing to do or see, I made myself as

comfortable as circumstances allowed, and
passed the time by reading a journal devoted

to motoring.

"Was I anxious? Not in the least; for, thick

though the fog was, I knew that I was much
safer up there than I should have been in my
motor car or carriage on terra firma. You see,

there were no omnibuses to collide with at a

height of four thousand feet.

At I o'clock I had a pleasant, if lonely, lunch

of sandwiches and sherry. By 3 o'clock the

tameness and sameness of that dreary, damp
expanse of fog began to operate on my nerves.

I began to feel bored. I wanted to see some-
thing. Even a passing bird would have proved
a real friend. If I had had some one to talk

to I should have been quite happy. For three

hours and a half I endured this monotony, and
then the craving to look upon something except

fog grew overpowering. I opened the valve,

and the balloon began to glide downward. I

saw the earth as suddenly as if a curtain had
been drawn aside.

"I had to act promptly to check the descent.

I threw out one bag of ballast—the only bal-

last I used during the voyage—and called for

some one to seize the rope. There was no re-

sponse—not a being in sight. For quite ten
minutes I called for assistance; at last an as-
tonished yokel appeared on the scene, and I

landed quite comfortably.
"Another feature of the journey was the

small amount of ballast I used. The fog seemed
to keep the balloon up."

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR,

Editor Aeronautical World:

Dear Sir:—The well known scientist. Pro-

fessor Alexandre Graham Bell and F. S. Cody
(England) are experimenting in aerial naviga-

tion on the kite plan. The name of Prof. Bell

has been before the public some time, but the

other was unknown to me. The strange part

of the matter is that both have arrived at the

same results. I cannot go into details of their

respective apparatus, but would like to say a

few words as to the results.

Prof. Bell states (and his words are true)

that a properly constructed machine (kite) will

take his man and machine up, and keep it

afloat, but when the string or rope of the kite

is cut, it will come dozun with ease and grace,

and Mr. Cody has given the proof for the same.

Now comes the point, which I have always

claimed as the only way to success—the con-

trol of gravitation. It must be understood that

as long as the string or rope is held on the

ground, gravitation has its centre . there, but

when cut, things take a sudden change. The
weight of the machine or man is no longer con-

trolled by the first centre but becomes immed-

iately an independent body, and must follow

the law of nature. The position of the string

or rope at once comes from an incline to that

of a perpendicular, and the man or machine the

centre of gravity. The whole contrivance be-

comes changed in the same manner, and the

kite will no longer expose its broad surface to

the air current, but to the centre of its gravi-

tation, and now becomes a kind of parachute,

and will sink more or less rapidly, according to

its size and weight. These are facts which no

one can dispute, and which our great scientist,

Prof. Langley, has proved and explained long
ago.

Now let me ask you and the readers of your

paper if it is not better to have a machine which

acts from the start independent and is able to

elevate itself, than to be raised by a kite? If a

machine can raise itself, it is manifest that the

come dozun is surely in its power. Let the

readers of your very valuable paper, and es-

pecially the members of the Aero Clnh, give

this their serious consideration, and if such a

machine is found let them encourage and as-

sist the inventor and do all they can to pro-

mote and perfect the same. But there exists a
great jealousy and self-interest which always
comes to the surface as soon as a stride for-

ward is made in the great problem. To that

jealousy' you can with certainty lay the blame
ior so many unsuccessful experimenters and
failures to a solution of aerial navigation.

Veritas.
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Ne^w Bird-Like Flying
Machine.

By Raimund Nimfuhr (Vienna), Secretary
of the Aero Club.

I consider that the air-ships have reached

the height of their capacity—that they may
do all right in very light weather, but that

the resistance which the large inflated bodies

have to carry, for the purposes of buoyancy,

is so great that much practical progress

scarcely seems possible.

I have studied the bird as the example of

flight. But it seemed to me a mistake has

been made in following the bird too closely,

in shape, or in the flight.

The body of the bird imitated in a flying

machine, as has been done in several cases,

makes the instrument too heavy. What is

needed is lightness.

My machine does not weigh more than 300

pounds. I need only two-horse-power at

most. The motor and the machine are all

one, entirely dependent upon another. In

this point I follow the bird very closely. The
bird obtains the power from its body, to

which its wings are attached. The wings of my
flying machine are attached to the motor,

which thus becomes the body, the two acting

in unison. Owing to that, I do not require

nearly so much force as would otherwise be

the case.

Particular about the wings are the great

lightness combined with strength. I have

studied to this end, and lay the greatest im-

portance on that particular point. The whole

machine is what may appear to be phenome-

nally light. But I only wish to show its possi-

bility of carrying one man to begin with.

Nor do I care to obtain, at first, any great

height. It is sufficient if the flight is main-

tained, even a few metres above the earth,

in order to prove my theory to be right.

Were the do>llars forthcomiing I could com-

plete my machine in, say, three months from

now. But here in Austria there is not that lively

interest in problems connected with the

navigation of the air that so honorably dis-

tinguishes America, England and France. I

hope, however, that some wealthy patron of

aeronautics may be found, whose interest in

the subject may induce him to' bear the cost

of completing the flying machine, and of the

experiments connected therewith. About a

thousand dollars would be necessary.

The principal reason why, up to today, no

practical flying machine has been found to

work without balloon, is because, till now, it

was not possible to learn how to navigate

it without danger. A few years ago this

question of learning to fly was brought up,

but no importance was attributed to it. Fly-

ing machines, unsupported by balloons were

designed, weighing thousands of kilo-

grammes, which were to be worked with

astounding motors of fabulous strength and

lightness, designed to travel through the air

at storm-like rate.

The fatal falls of Otto Lilienthal in Berlin,

and of Sinclair Percy Pilcher in M^irket Har-

borough, the accidents with the Dragon fly-

ing machines of Herr Kress in Vienna, and

im and Aokr, have led to the conviction,

now very generally held by experts, that

the problem of human flight (as distinguished
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Raitnund Nimfuhr's

from balloon traveling) will be s()lved

when a metliod, free from serious danger of

acquiring by practice the necessary dexterit>,

confidence and muscular training has been

discovered.

If a balloonless air machine is to have any

practical significance, the dangers and risks

should not be any greater than those inci-

dental to bicycling or automobilism. In my
flying machine my idea has been, firstly, to

eliminate that great danger in learning to

fiy it which has been the cause of the down-

fall and the discrediting in the public mind

of all previous machines of the kind. I have,

with that purpose in view, reduced the

weight of my machine to the very lowest

proportions. In this respect my machine has

analogy with the bicycle, or, to be more cor-

rect, the motor wheel for propulsion through

the air. It weighs, all told, 300 pounds. This

exceptional lightness is given owing to the

unique construction of the wing propellers

and of the motor. In the greater number of

air-machine screws half the power of the

motors has been lost. This is avoided in

mine. Mine combines the flight of the bird

Flying Machine.

and that of the bat. It stands on a frame of

the best steel tubes over which is a net of

steel wire. The upper and the lower parts

of the wing frames are spread with solid

close-woven, yet fine, material. In this man-

ner I get wings very strong and smooth,

tapering into lightness at the extremities.

The wing has a breadth of one and a half

and a length of seven metres.

On account of a quite original construc-

tion, concerning the details of which I can-

not speak now, the wings, while having great

lightness, are exceptionally strong. By

means of specially constructed machinery

the wings, instead of being held horizontally

all the time, can be very quickly vibrated,

and by such vibrating brought to the same

changes of bearings which are seen in the

flight of the bird and the bat.

Just as by a few swift and strong strokes

of the wing the bird gives itself sufficient

impetus and at the same time remains at a

required altitude by wings and body, and is

taken forward horizontally, in like manner

will my flying machine. The body of the en-
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tire machine, is balanced by means of the wing

propellers.

In consequence of the effectiveness of my
wing propellers compared to that of all other

systems of balloonless frying, machines, it so

follows that the motor power needed is re-

markably small. My flying machine conse-

quently requires not a power of forty, as has

been erroneously stated in many papers, but

it suffices for all calls to have a motor of

a maximum four-horse-power. For the nor-

mal energy no more than two-horse-power

is needed.

Further the scheme does away with all

transmission of power, which requires a

heavy flywheel. That does away with a lot

and very novel and much improved machine.

My models Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6, were all

more or less combinations of ualloon and

parachute, which did not act as satisfactorily

as I had expected; therefore, I resolved on

making some radical changes in my plans so

as to entirely do away v/ith the balloon,

which when inflated with hydrogen I found

altogether too bulky and dangerous to con-

veniently handle.

In my more recent machine, the one at

present under construction, I depend entirely

upon a system of revolving parachutes for

ascensional or lifting power, upon gravity

for descent, and upon a system of novel and

efficient aeroplanes for sustainment. When

Heintz's Aerial Machine.

of weight. My whole motor although de-

veloping^ if necessary, over four-horse-power,

does not weigh more than seventy kilo-

grammes. What I claim for my motor is

lightness and absolute simplicity. It is the

harmonious portion of the whole machine.

Heintz's Nevsr Flying Machine.
By Henry Heintz.

It appears to me that the problem of

aerial navigation will be solved very shortly,

if it is not already, but it will never be

accomplished on the lines of a dirigible bal-

loon.

I have worked considerably in this field

and am at present engaged on my seventh

the desirable altitude is reached and hori-

zontal flight is to be maintained, the ascen-

sional parachutes are thrown out of gear so

that they cease to impart lift.

For starting the machine from the ground
I will have 36 parachutes in operation, each

one tending to raise the system on the air,

and together imparting a lifting effect equal

to 6,000 pounds. The machine is not de-

signed after and in no way resembles a bird,

further than the aeroplanes are employed to

furnish the necessary support in the air, as I

maintain that the successful flight of man
will never be attained by any such means,
but that it certainly can be by a good, sound
mechanical contrivance, such as my experi-
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ments lead me to believe my machine is.

I have also provided my contrivance with

means for directing or guiding it without a

rudder, as according to my experiments and
experiences, a rudder is of no value what-

ever on a flying machine, and if time and

space would admit I would be glad to ex-

plain why.

My machine is provided with a safety ap-

paratus which can be used in event of the

motor for any reason failing to work, which

will act so as to cause the machine to

gradually descend as directed, and lightly and

safely land without injury to itself or cargo.

C. W. Hoffman's Aero-Curved
Wing Machine.

Mr. Hoffmann says: T have been work-

ing and experimenting for over twenty years

on the problem of flight. The late Mr. Li-

lienthal's success and my own experiments

have now brought me to the belief that the

only successful flyer will be a machine with-

out a balloon. Lilienthal's principles have

shown me the way, and the only way to suc-

cessfully solve the question, and I hope soon

to be in a position to thoroughly demon-
strate on my bird-like machine, with its novel

and powerful aero-curved wings, that the

flight of man is possible.

Hoffmann's Flying Machine.

Lilienthal only succeeded in flying short

distances, simply because by his means he

was unable to renew at will the power
previously given by the combined action of

his wings and the air, and therefore could
not maintain its buoyancy.

But how is it possible to overcome this

lack of buoyancy and make the instrument
of the bird, the wings, strong enough to
maintain their shape under the very high
air pressure, which they must encounter, and
make motions quick enough to successfully

fly? The machine must be light and strong
and able to make the best use of the air re-

sistance for support.

Hoffmann's Machine.

These are the main questions to be solved.

Hundreds of other experimenters have built

wings. I have myself modeled out more
than a dozen different kinds and tested them
experimentally, but not with satisfactory re-

sults. If they made the required motions

quick enough, thiey failed, through want of

strength or through want of lightness, and

when strong enough, they proved so heavy

and clumsy that they could not be made to

sustain themselves in the air. Such was my
experience until I conceived the idea of

building the wings in the way shown in my
patent, and imparting motion to them, which

is entirely new.

The motion of my new mechanical wings

have proved, experimentally, as satisfactory

as the wings of a bird, while the wings are

strong enough to resist the greatest air pres-

sure and their movements can be made as

quickly and evenly as those of a bird.

By my wing motion the air pressure, or

resistance, is used in such an advantageous

manner, that it is difficult to conceive how
any improvement on my machine can be

made.
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Each wing is -connected with a wheel, and

so arranged that the air pressure is divided

equally on every part of the 'system. An up-

ward turn of the wheel will cause a down-

ward stroke of the wings, while the down-

ward turn of the wheel simply empties the

win^s of the dead air, so that it may receive

renewed air pressure, or lifting power.

If the reader will study my wings he will

observe that great lifting power can be ob-

tained from them, and this is clearly shown
by my experiments, which have proved my
curved surfaces to be six to twelve times

more effective than fiat aeroplane surfaces of

like area.

Hoffmann's Machine.

As motions of the wings can be instantly

made the machine may be caused to rise

from the ground or rise higher and higher in

mid-air, as desired. By means of these wings
the resistance of the pocketed air enables

them to glide forward until the force of the

air is expended, then the wings can be turned

so as to again press upon sufficient air to

rise to the necessary height to glide for-

ward again.

It has been said that in the development
of the motor lies the secret of mechanical

flight, but I claim that the secret lies in the

form of the wings. I look upon a bird's

body as a motor and its wings as a machine,

although many birds take their power by

means of their wings, from the air, as my
machine is intended to do. The bird obtains

power from the atmosphere by means of its

wings, which enables it to overcome the at-

tractive force of gravity or lack of buoyancy.

It does not fly by its own power. A swallow

has not one-third of a horse-power in its

body, but by means of its wings it can make
use of the air pressure so as to enable it

to perform work equal to one-third horse-

power and carry its weighty body through

the air at great speed.

Figure 1 shows my machine with open

roof, ready to start in an upward direction,

with every wing extended and in full action.

Fig. 2 shows the machines with closed roof,

gliding forward in mid-air at great speed.

Fig. 3 represents the machines with open

roof, turned sideways, with wings fully ex-

panded in an upward direction, so as to alight

in safety at the will of the operator.

I have carefully experimented without

mechanical power, and know that my ma-

chine solves the question of flight.

A one-man machine, operated by muscular

power, to lift 250 pounds, will have a wing

surface of 160 square feet.

The right and left wings differ one from

the other, as shown in the figures, and the

operator is located as low as the second

pair of wings; or, in a two-winged machine,

lower than the frame, so as to maintain the

required stability and influence by his move-

ments, more or less, the direction. As I

hope to get the features in connection with

maintaining the equilibrium of my machine,

under all circumstances, patented, I am un-

able to give the details here.

My machine will extend as much surface,

at the operator's will, as will overcome any

lack of buoyancy, and therefore will be per-

fectly safe. I consider it, first, desirable to

build a machine with a safe and sure lifting

power, and leave the question of speed to

be settled later, when the experimenter will

have acquired some proficiency in its opera-

tion.

Experiments with my machine go <o phow
that with acquired knowledge the speed may
be greatly increased and made to attain, car-

rying double the intended weight, from forty

to one hundred miles an hour.

It is intended to equip the machine with a

two-horse-power motor.
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Pointers on Mechanical Flight
By Engineer.

A man can only put forth about one-fourth

horse-power steadily for, say half an hour.

This is only equal to raising himself, say, 150

pounds and a 50-pound machine about eight

inches per second. Now, the best equipped

of birds probably expends sufficient energy

in steady flight to raise itself three feet or

four feet per second. The great Penaud in

1876 put this figure for the raven at four feet

five inches. It often happens that the wind

in certain positions has an upward element

equal to or exceeding this amount. In those

positions well-equipped birds can soar or sail

on fixed wings. In those same positions a

well-equipped man should be able to sail

without any exertion; but for flying in still

air or in a horizontal wind, power will be

required at least equal to raising man and

machine three feet or four feet per second,

even with an equipment equal to that of the

bird, and in the case of Mr. Wenham's pro-

posed machine, energy will be required in

excess of this to compensate for the follow-

ing deficiencies in comparison with the bird's

apparatus: Head resistance of cycle wheels

and frame, and of cyclist's legs, body, head

and arms; the loss in slip of screw (in any

case, perhaps 30 per cent—in this case, far

more, because of small size of screw, only

two feet diameter); and for back push of jet

of air from screw on body of man through

screw being in front instead of behind.

Last February I had a favorable opportun-

ity of measuring the vertical element of the

wind in the exact position where a herring-

gull was just able to hover or sail, and found

it to be 3 feet per second; and, as Penaud

pointed out in 1876, this is a measure of the

work in steady flight, as well as of the speed

of fall in a glide through still air.

A few weeks since I gave a list of the

weights of some of the heaviest flying-birds,

and amongst them was the golden eagle, 12

pounds, on the authority of Goldsmith. In

reply, a correspondent quoted a German
authority, giving the weight six pounds. A
golden eagle was shot a few weeks since at

Kettlewell, near Skipton. A rabbit-trap was

found attached to one foot, which it had ap-

parently carried about with it for a fort-

night. This would hinder its procuring food,

and in consequence it was very lean yet it

weighed nine and one-fourth pounds. It was

a young bird in immature plumage, so that

the weight given by Goldsmith will not be

far wrong for an adult bird in good con-

dition. This bird measured eight feet, two
and one-half inches across its wings.

I do not doubt at all that a light car can

be driven by a screw but can it be driven at

40 miles per hour by the unaided efforts of a

man? I can raise a 30-pound bar-bell from
my shoulder 18 inches high, 60 times, then

change to the left hand and raise it 40 times.

This takes two minutes, but I could not keep

it up. According to my calculations, this

represents one-eighth horse-power, but this is

with the arms. I should think the legs could

keep up the above power for several hours.

I note you recommend fitting the screw in

front. I should be glad if you would give

your reasons, as, in my opinion, a screw

sucks in air from any direction, and delivers

it in a cylindrical column |:)ehind it. If fitted

in front, this column would meet with the

resistance of the machine and the man's body. J

Would you kindly say what area the wings ^

should have to support 200 pounds? Is it

absolutely necessary to travel at such a high

speed? For instance, when going against

the wind the screw would have to go twice

as fast as when going in still air; but when

going with the wind, if the angle of wings

was altered and the screw reversed so that

it would tend to pull the machine against the

wind, I should think the wind would support

the machine. Will Mr. Wenham kindly give

his address—as I wish to place before him

a design of airship which, taking the wind

pressure as a standard, according to my
calculations, it v/ould lift 2,000 pounds easy?

It has neither wings nor screw, would travel

on water or land as well as in the air. I

have not heard of anyone else working on

my principle. One suitable for lifting the

above weight, including its own, would be

about 50 feet long by 24 feet wide, and would

weigh, less engines and people, about 500

pounds.

T. Moy's Aerial Machine.
This machine is supported by a series of

curved aeroplanes, and is propelled by a pair

of feathering wings, operated by the move-
ment of a heavy steam cylinder, which works
over the fixed trunk piston. An important

feature of the machine is the upward recoil

of the machine produced by the rapid down-
ward movement of the heavy cylinder. The
exhaust from the cylinder passes through
the jointed pipes, which guide the cylinder;

the rod operates the feed pump. Spring legs

can be moved to one side or the other to

alter the centre of gravity for steering pur-

poses; they also assist in starting.
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Aerial Machines and Air
Scre^ws.

By F. H. Wenham.

I have always avoided adve-rse criticisms

of designs provided with sustaining wings,

as most of the knowledge we possess has

been the result of failures. I am also disin-

clined to give mere suggestions of my own
that have not bee-n the outcome of actual

experiment; but as "Engineer" seems to be

coming to the point, I venture to make a few

remarks. In the first place, the form of the

surfaces in the propelling-screw is of the ut-

most importance, as success may depend up-

on that alone. In the year 1839 I was in the

drawing-office of an engineering and ship-

building firm at Bristol, who borrowed the

first screw steamboat (the Archimedes) for

trial. This led to the construction of a small

river steamboat of shallow draught propelled

by four screws; these were driven by leather

belts, which worked smoothly. Since then I

have constructed and experimented with

various forms of screw propellers for marine

and aerial purposes, for which the two bladed

form is the most efficient.

The air-screw should have an increasing

or expanding pitch from the forward to the

leaving edge in a much greater ratio than

with a water-screw, and as it is found that

much air is thrown ofif centrifugally this loss

should be counteracted by an increasing cur-

vature radially. This will give the surface of

the propeller a hollow, or as it is termed, a

"conchoidal" form. It may be supposed that

to make a screw-blade of this form would be

a difficulty, but, in fact, it is a very easy

matter.

Not any of the experimental screws that

I have made exceeded 24 inches in diameter;

they were all cast from wooden patterns; the

true surface was carved by a rotating drill

cutter to which the screw was guided on a

sliding axle-rod against a circumferential and

radial template.

It would occupy too much space to go in-

to the details of this simple arrangement,

which, in fact, is much the same as that used

in forming the large screws of ocean steam-

ers. These are not cast from patterns, but

"strickled" up in sand or loam.

For an experimental arrangement the screw

may be about two feet across, and the

pitch (or advance in one turn) about one and

a half times the diameter, and be mounted in

front of a very light tricycle with spider

wheels, and make about 1,000 revolutions per

minute (more or less). To avoid resistance

the driving-wheel that gives this speed must

not face the wind, but meet it edgeways, and

be provided with two treadles like a bicycle-

wheel, but grooved to contain a round driv-

ing-band. This is carried over an idle pulley

above, adjustable for tension. The band on
its return takes one turn round a small driv-

ing pulley on the screw-shaft. This arrange-

ment is precisely that of the "Anglo-Swiss

turn" used by watchmakers as a hand bench

lathe. This band or gut with one turn round
the driving pulley has a strong grip, which

increases with the pull. I have employed
this arrangement on a large scale for many
years. It has given no trouble.

"Engineer" expresses a doubt whether an

aerial screw will draw a light car on land.

This I have seen it do. One of the early

members of our Aeronautical Society had a

model with a screw in front driven by a

rather heavy, clumsy, spring-clock movement.
When started, it ran forward at a surprising

speed till the spring unwound. Also some
years ago I received a pamphlet recording

some experiments tried on the Thames with

a small steamboat driven by an air screw,

which, according to the account, seemed as

effective for the vessel's speed as the water

one (unshipped for the occasion). This

document I cannot at present find. If you
can, by the means that I have here named,

get your screw to drive your little tricycle

at 30 or 40 miles per hour, and can main-

tain this speed with super-added aeroplanes

which will so far take the weight that the

machine will ride on the air in preference to

the ground, and skim the surface. But a

word about the so-termed aeroplanes. Flight

is impossible with flat supporting surfaces, as

nearly all the lift is confined to a narrow por-

tion of the front edge, which, for lack of

area, must be set at an obtuse angle in order

to give any substantial lift, thus increasing

the forward resistance. Neither should the

planes be directly one above the other, but

set in steps backwards. All this I have pub-

lished elsewhere. I still believe mechanical

flight to be practicable with very much less

power than has been stated. Gliding flights

have not gone much further than to solve

the problem of equilibrium; a flying machine

must travel on the level. When descent be-

gins, acceleration occurs, and it is not an

I
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easy matter to rise against this accumulated
force.

It miciy he asked why I have nut carried

these ideas into practice myself? In experi-

mental machines I have been in the habit of

constructing the greatest part of them with

my own hand. This is fatiguing work, as I

am now in my eightieth year, and would pre-

fer to be an observer of acrobatic perform-

ances rather than engage in them person-

ally."

POWER REQUIRED FOR FLIGHT.
Estimating the power required for flight

b3' comparison with a weight raised is er-

roneous; there is no constant raising re-

quired. As with a large bird, it is only the

first excessive eiTort on leaving the ground
that great exertion is needed. When the alti-

tude for clearing obstacles is reached, then

the excessive force consumed during that

time ceases when on the level, after which
no power should be lost by any acclerated

speed of descent. Of course, in any case

there must be the forward resistance of the

body and parts of the machine. In an ex-

periment I should place the screw vanes in

front, but not in a position facing the man's

body, but above it, in a line with the sup-

porting air surface. Any backward current

would then meet the incline of the planes,

tending to raise the weight. I do not assert

that such would be the case; but as yet

experiments must be tentative, and it would

be preferable to have the screw in front, for

the convenience of observing the action,

facility of steering, and also for belt driving.

All such conditions have yet to be learnt.

Paper criticisms I have avoided, however ab-

surd the schemes may have appeared to be.

Discussions on this subject have been going

on during the past forty years without re-

sult. I have found the most satisfactory de-

ductions from models placed in a current of

air of known velocity from a fan-blower. I

have some further experiments in view which

I will try, as every condition is so clearly

under observation and measurable.

I see that the old fallacy of a flying ma-

chine "with the wind" or "against it" is still

kept up. There is no such condition. The
current of air is only relative to the eartii.

Within the flowing body of air the resistance

in this in all directions is the same, whether

it is an aerostat or mechanically-propelled

flying machine. Independently of earth, the

speed and resistance in the body of air is

alike.

Cody's Kite and North Pole
Proposition.

The British war office and the National
Meteorological Society are both interested in

a new style of kite invented by S. F. Cody,
with which the inventor hopes he may dis-

cover the North Pole, spy on the enemy in

war times and add valuable data to the
weather office about clouds, storms, winds
and the like. He says:

"I have such confidence in my new kite

that I am prepared to try to reach the North
Pole by it. That, in fact, was my main idea

when 1 set out to invent the 'Cody' kite.

Nansen's progress towards the pole was
stopped by a huge wall of ice 125 feet high.

He could not surmount an obstacle of that

size, and had to turn back. With my kite I

could fly over that or any other wall we
might meet. In the same way I would lift

over the sledges and the provisions. Nan-
sen's dogs died and transportation became
almost impossible. With my kites I should

be independent of dogs; for in favorable

winds the kite would draw the sledges along.

Three or four kites would drag a ton weight

of material, including three men. If the wind

blew at the rate of twelve miles an hour we
should travel about five and a half miles in

that time; a twenty-five mile wind would

send us along at a speed of ten miles an

hour, providing, of course, the surface of the

ice was moderately smooth. This rate of

traveling would break all Arctic records.

"I and my two sons are willing to join the

next Arctic expedition and demonstrate the

utility of my kite in reaching the pole."

Mr. Cody mentioned that the Scottish Ant-

artic expedition had taken with it to the far

south one of his kites. For other purposes

the Meteorological Society has also bought

one, while Mr. Cody is in communication

with the war office with a view to his in-

vention being adopted for reconnoitering in

time of war. He claims, further, that it would

be found of immense service in naval war-

fare.

Mr. Cody, announcing his election as a fel-

low of the Royal Meteorological Society, ex-

plained that his invention consisted of a series

of kites of an unusual shape, and constructed

of linen or silk, with frames of bamboo or

aluminum tubing.

In making a high ascent a pilot kite at-

tached to 3,600 feet of piano wire is first

sent up. Then three or four other kites
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called "lifters" are dispatched along the same
wire, which ultimately gives place to a stout

cable. Last of all, there ascends the "car-

rier" kite with a basket made to hold one
man. The kites stop at different heights,

their progress skyward being arrested by a

notch arrangement on the wire. As , much
as three-quarters of a mile of cable can be

paid out. As the man in the basket is driven

upwards along the cable, he by means of

three ropes manipulates the sails of the "car-

rier" much in the same way as a steersman

tacks a sailing ship. By raising or lowering

the sails he can increase or diminish the

speed of the kite while, if necessary, he can

put on the brake and come to a dead stop,

even if he is being blown up the cable at the

rate of ten miles an hour. The average

wind in England. Mr. Cody stated, is about

sixteen miles an hour, and that would send

the man up at a speed of five miles.

"The highest ascent I have made," he add-

ed, "was 1,200 feet at Birkenhead. The sen-

sation is like going up a swift hotel lift

which is badly worked; you get jerked some-

what. Then the speed takes away your

breath, for the kite ascends quicker than any

balloon I have been in. When you have

risen to a good height and there happens to

be a stifif breeze, you feel like a shipwrecked

mariner. The wind screams through the

wires, and the sails flap wildly about your

head, and you feel rather lonely up there

with nothing between you and the earth ex-

cept a line of cable at an angle of perhaps

forty-five degrees."

The danger of the kites assuming a too-

acute angle is carefully guarded against. Mr.

Cody, however, has had few accidents. His

most thrilling experience occurred at Bury

St. Edmunds, where a squall caused the sup-

porting line to snap. Mr. Cody fell sheer

for sixty feet, the wire rushing through his

hands with such speed that all the fingeris

of his right hand were burned right through

and fearfully lacerated. He alighted in a tree,

surprised that he had escaped death.

To make the series of kites required to ele-

vate a man costs $400, in addition to which

Mr. Cody requires a royalty of $500.

Get up a Club.
Invite your friends, who may be interested

in aeronautics, to join you in getting up a

local club, at which things being done and
attempted by man, in the aerial world, may
be discussed. But first subscribe to the Aero-
nautical World and get posted on the sub-
ject.

Prof. Hele-Shaw on Aerial
Navigation.

In a recent lecture given at the Roval Geo-

logical Society, London, the professor having

briefly sketched the early attempts of men to

fly, he gave, by means of a number of wall

diagrams, pictures of flying men and their

machines since the time of Leonardo da Vinci.

An actual parachute in which many descents

had been successfully made by Mr. Gaudron

was suspended in the theatre. A large num-

ber of experiments had been made by men,

who had employed the gliding and soaring

principle of a plane in the air, and Prof.

Hele-Shaw gave photographs of such ac-

tual flights, those in Germany being made
by Lilienthal, whose tragic end in one

of his flights was recounted, and also by

Mr. Pilchen who was killed m the same

way in England. The lecturer next gave t.n

account of a balloon ascent and pictures

showing the nature of the experiences of

aeronauts, and the sights which they were en-

abled to witness. He mentioned the y.scents

which were being made at the present time

by many in this country, notably Messrs.

Baoon and Spencer. Sp'eaking of dirigible

balloons, the lecturer gave an account of M.
Santos Dumont's machine, in which the inven-

tor had successfully circled round the Eiffel

Tower in Paris, and so won the prize which

had been offered for that achievement.

Through the kindness of Dr. Buchanan, F.

R. S., he was able to show a number of slides

of the most recent flights of M. Santos J)u-

mont at Monaco, including that of the flight

in which the aeronaut had a very narrow es-

cape of his life. When the velocity 01 the

wind was considered, it was obvious that

anything like a regular service of navigable

balloons for commercial purposes or pas-

senger traffic seemed very like an impossi-

bility. As to the passage of the ocean by

large aerial ships, whether tiiey thouglit of

the difficulties of retaining the air or gas

balloon or of extended flight with a flying

machine, the accomplishment of the task

might well appear hopeless. But after what
he had shown them of the progress of loco-

motion even in the last century he would not
be so rash as to suggest a limit to the powers
and possibilities of mechanical science. The
navigation of the air was simply a mechani-
cal problem, and as such he, for one, would
not venture to say that some day or other it

would not be an accomplished fact, and the
airship be as familiar as the locomotive, steam-
ship, bicycle, or motor car.
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The Skin of the Atmosphere.
Recent researches made by means of bal-

loons and kites which have been equipped

with self-registering thermometers, and have

been sent up to great heights, reveal the

existence of a layer of comparatively warm
air at altitudes of between 36,000 and 56,000 ft.

This layer, which we have ventured to call the

skin of the atmosphere, consists of strata

of air that do not follow the usual rule by

which temperature dimmishes with the

height above the earth's surface. It has been

found that the decrease of temperature with

height becomes slower between 26,000 ft. and

30,000 ft. and ceases entirely at 36,000 ft.

Above this height the temperature may act-

ually begin to increase. Meteorologists, Dr.

Shaw among them, who recently referred to

these investigations, may have begun to won-

der what were the inferences to be drawn

of this upsetting of all preconceived opinions.

But some later balloon investigations have

shown that this paradoxical reversal only oc-

curs through a layer of atmosphere—a layer

which is higher up in summer than in winter,

and higher in an anti-cyclone than in an at-

mospheric depression. Its thickness is as

much as 21,000 ft. Above this warm layer

of oscillating temperature, at heights of 56,-

000 ft. the decrease of temperature has been

found to set in again. The greatest height

reached by the balloons was registered at 65,-

000 ft. and there the temperature appeared to

be about 75 degrees C. below zero.

Balloons and kites have done much to elu-

cidate the conditions of humidity at great

heights. As a general rule the percentage

humidity of the air increases with the height

until the first cloud layer is reached; beyond
that the air becomes dry, sometimes very dry,

but humidity increases again to a second
cloud layer and some of the Blue Hill kite

records show that the process might be re-

peated a third time.

Yerno (?) Churchill's Airship.
Verno believes that the immediate solution

of the airship problem lies in the dirigible

balloon, but he prophesies for the future an

entirely different type of machine for aerial

navigation. This he beheves will be a con-

trivance built on such powerful lines as to

enable it to raise itself without the support

of gas. The motive power, he thinks, will be

electricity, derived from the upper atmos-

phere. In other words, the vast aeroplane of

the future will collect electrical waves from

the surrounding ether through which it is

driven. The most perfect dirigible balloon.

Verno declares, is at best but a mere toy

blown about by the winds. To successfully

combat the strong air currents something
more durable and at the same time more
capable of maintaining its flight in any di-

rection against adverse conditions must be

evolved by the mind of man. Verno does

not know when the new airship will make its

appearance—possibly within a hundred years,

probably not before five hundred. But that

it will eventually come and that its source of

propulsion will be electricity gathered from

the clouds, he is firmly convinced. In the

meantime, like many others, Verno has to

content himself by planning an airship con-

structed on the principle of the dirigible bal-

loon.

After his successful tour of the world in a

motor car, Verno expects to enter the St.

Louis Exposition triumphantly, and, if pos-

sible, add to his laurels by making an sir-

ship flight and carrying off the prize which

will be awarded to the most successful com-

petitor.

It will be remembered that Mr. Churchill

is Verno, the noted globe trotter.

Landing Balloons and Airships

For effecting a landing a balloon is

equipped with a drag-cable, an anchor with a

suitable cable and an arrangement which en-

ables the aeronaut to quickly release the

gas contained in his balloon in case the hold

of the anchor should prove insufficient to

hold the strain. The valve of the balloon

serves to let part of the gas escape so as to

descend gradually.

Scanning the country carefully in the direc-

tion toward which the balloon is drifting, the

aeronaut chooses a suitable place for the

landing. The valve is opened and the balloon

begins to sink. When it has reached a dis-

tance of about fifty yards from the surface

the drag-cable is dropped. The progress of

the balloon becomes a great deal slower, ow-
ing to the friction of the cable and the ae-

ornaut can now decide where he wishes to

land. A convenient creek or ditch, with high
banks, offers a suitable hold for the anchor,

and the latter is allowed to slide down. For
a short distance it is dragged over the

ground, but finally it takes a firm hold and
the wind lays the balloon on its side, the bas-
ket resting upon the ground. Then the mo-
ment has arrived for pulling the "ripping
cord," a device for ripping the covering. One
strong pull and with a sigh the gas escapes
from the balloon. The voyage has reached
its end.
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Villard's Aerial Automobile.
M. Villard hopes to create a type of auto-

mobile that will remain suspended in the air

at a height of two or three meters, in such

a way as to be able to benefit in speed by

the diminution in the resistance of the

movement. The reasoning is that resistance

is less on a steel surface than on the ground,

less on water than on steel, and still less in

the air than on water.

It is said that this "aerial automobile" can

be raised over obstacles, such as hedges,

houses or trees. M. Villard will not, how-

ever, make use of this ascensional power,

except in rare cases, his desire being not to

raise himself very high, but to be able to

move rapidly forward.

The exterior aspect of the machine pre-

sents two large discs, made like two flattened

lamp shades, turning on pivots fixed to the

extremities of a horizontal bar, which, at the

middle, is attached to the perpendicular bars

supporting the propeller and rudder, and

also the car, with its motor of 14 horse-

power. The motor acts upon the propeller

(placed in front) and the two discs. The
propeller will make from 10 to 15 revolu-

tions per second.

The discs are constructed on the principle

of an American windmill, the wings being of

cloth, triangular in shape. The discs, which

are five meters in diameter, turn in oppo-

site directions at the rate of 80 revolutions a

minute.

The aeronaut sits in a chair constructed

of steel tubes attached to the framework, or

car. He has directly in front of him all

the levers and apparata necessary to con-

trolling the movements of the propeller and

the discs.

The actual weight of M. Villard's "aerial

auto" is 740 kilograms, but the initial trials,

made with a motor of only two horse-power,

showed that the force of the discs in move-
ment produced, after 50 revolutions, a sav-

ing of 140 kilograms.

Summed up, says the inventor, this aviator

presents a type of automobile much faster

than the kind that runs on the ground, for

the reason that it encouners but few ob-

acles, and, accordingly, the dangers of col-

lisions are minimized, and public traffic is in

no degree interrupted.

M. Villard has devoted five years to his

invention, which is so nearly perfected that

he expects to begin his trials in public with-

in a few days. His first experiments were

conducted in the courtyard of the Hotel de

Ville of Schaesbeck, near Brussels. He con-

structed the various parts of the machine in

the cellar of the Mont de Piete of Brussels,

using candles for lighting. Recently he es-

tablished his headquarters in the big hall of

the Pare du Cinquantenaire, where the final

assembling of the machine has been accom-
plished.

Kites and Aeroplanos.
Prof. Alexander Graham Bell, known to

all the world as a scientist and an inventor

of useful and practical things, announces that

he has devised an apparatus which will lift

a man into the air and then let him down
again uninjured. Although he has long been

interested in Prof. Langley's experiments,

the new discovery of his does not resemble

in any important respect the Langley aero-

plane. The explanation was hardly neces-

sary, for, as we understand the Langley
aeroplane, that remarkable triumph of mech-
anism does not lift a man, if, indeed, it lifts

anything at all. Prof. Bell's apparatus, as

he describes it, is merely a kite on a large

scale. It must be anchored to the ground,

exactly like the kite of boyhood's happy

hour, the only departure from first prin-

ciples consisting in a device that will secure

the safe, easy and unerring descent of the

aeronaut when he cuts the rope.

The professor refuses to enter into par-

ticulars. For the present he will say noth-

ing more than we have indicated above. It

is very probable that he will consult with

Prof. Langley during the winter, comparing

the virtues of the two contrivances—also

comparing their defects, if they have any.

Conceivably, it may end in a judicious com-
bination of the more valuable qualities of

the kite and the aeroplane. The former

seems to possess large possibilities, for it

will ascend to any desired altitude, provided

the rope be long enough, whereas the

latter boasts the merit of absolute safety,

since it does not ascend, and could not lift

a man if it did. These are two great ends

that have been sought by students of aerial

navigation—the capacity to soar and the ab-

solute inability to hurt anybody. Prof. Bell
seems to have achieved success in one of
these respects. Prof. Langley appears to
have accomplished wonders in the other. It

seems to us (Washington Post) that in pool-
ing these virtues science would solve the
problem.
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Construction of a Modern Kite.

As some of the readers of this paper may
desire to build and fly a good tailless kite

of modern type, a simple method of con-

structing a small-sized cellular kite for plea-

sure purposes is given in detail. Figure 53

shows a perspective view of the kite com-

plete.

THE STICKS.

The sticks are best made of straight-

grained spruce, but white pine also answers

very well. Either lonsdale cambric or

calico may be used for the covering. Some
small tacks and coarse, waxed linen thread

The long sticks are three-eighths of an inch

square. At bh inches from each end a slight

notch is formed on one side to receive the

uprights. A notch is shown at n, and its

depth should not exceed one-sixteenth or

an inch. The notches may, indeed, be

omitted entirely. The uprights must be cut

perfectly square and true on the ends, and

are then cut to the form shown at B. These

are seated squarely in the notches of the

long spines and firmly lashed in place with

coarse, waxed, linen thread, as shown en-

larged in fig. 57. Waxed shoemakers* or

harness makers' twine is the best material

m>

Haegeari'

are also required. The sticks should be cut

to the following dimensions:

Four longitudinal corner spines, one-fourth

of an inch thick, five-eighths of an inch wide,

and 40 inches long.

Two central longitudinal spines, three-

eighths of an inch square by 40 inches long.

Two short vertical struts, one-fourth of

an inch thick, 1 inch wide, and Hi inches

long.

Four diagonal struts, one-fourth of an inch

thick, five-eighths of an inch wide, and 373

inches long.

The real backbone of the kite consists of

a central truss, which is made up as shown
in fig. 54.

s Kite.

for this purpose, but any coarse thread or

fine string, thoroughly waxed, will suffice.

Fig. 55 shows the form to which the cor-

ner longitudinal spines should be dressed, the

long, straight edge being slightly rounded,

as shown in the end view. Notice that the

notches at the opposite ends are not at the

same distance from the end.

THE CLOTH, THREAD, ETC.
The covering of the kite is made of two

long strips of cloth. Both edges of the

strips should be hemmed, even if one edge

has a selvage, and when so hemmed, the

width should be just 12 inches. The totai

length of the strip, when stretched about as

it will be on the kite, should be 96h inches,
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the half-inch being allowed for the lap of

the goods in sewing the two ends together.

It may be remarked here that it is generally

better to carefully tear the cloth to the

proper length and width, rather than try to

cut it, as more accurate results will be gained

by the first method. The opposite ends of

each cloth strip should be carefully and
evenly lapped the one-half inch and strongly

sewed together with a double seam, thus

forming two endless bands.

The next step is to mark the cloth bands at

the places that are to be fastened to the frame.

Stretch each cloth band out smooth and
straight over two thin sticks run through
inside the band. It is well to make the seam
in the band come over or near the edge of

one of the sticks. When the band is smooth
and evenly stretched, draw a pencil line

across the band exactly in the middle, where
it turns around the edge of each stick. Let

the line near the seam be marked A and the

opposite line B. l^ow shift the cloth around
the sticks so that the lines A and B ap-

proach each other, but do not pass. Care-

fully adjust the band so that when evenly

stretched the line A is just 12 inches from
B, and mark the cloth, as before, where it

passes over the edge of each stick. Shift the

cloth again still farther around the sticks;

this time let the line A and B pass each

other, and, when they are again separated

just 12 inches and the cloth evenly stretched,

draw pencil lines at the edges of the sticks

as before. Time and care spent in laying

out these lines accurately on the cloth, so

as to divide it into equal portions when
stretched, will be well repaid in the even

flying of the kite.

The cloth bands are now ready to be

tacked to the sticks. Put one of the bands

over the central truss and tack the line A
down with five or six small (2-ounce) tacks

to one of the sticks; for example, as shown
from a to b, fig. 54. The opposite line, B,

must be tacked to the opposite stick from c

to d. The remaining band is similarly tacked

to the opposite end of the truss. Finally,

the four corner longitudinal spines are passed

within the bands and the appropriate lines of

the cloth tacked to the sticks. The only

point needing special attention at this step

is to arrange the corner spines so that their

notches will stand in proper relation. Re-
ferring to fig. 55, it will be recalled that the

small notch at one end of each spine is

nearer the end than at the opposite end. In

tacking the spines to the cloth, all that is

necessary is that one pair of spines in op-

posite corners shall have the notches the

shorter distance from the end and the notches

of the other pair be at the longer distance.

In other words, for example, tack short-

ended spines in the C and D corners, as

they appear in fig. 53; then the long ends of

the remaining spines must occupy the E and

F corners of fig. 53. When so arranged, one

diagonal strut stepped in the notches will

pass in front of and the other behind the

uprights of the central truss.

All that now remains to be done is to fit

up the diagonal struts. Fig. 56 shows a

finished diagonal strut. It is difficult to de-

termine beforehand the exact length these

should be, because the amount the cloth

bands will stretch is uncertain. The length

indicated in fig. 56 is about right, if all the

other dimensions specified herein are care-

fully adhered to. Make up a pair of the

struts about a half-inch too long at first,

then, by trying them in the kite and cutting

out the notches deeper and deeper, a per-

fectly satisfactory fit can be secured and the

cloth braced out smooth and taut. Care
must be taken to keep the two struts of the

same pair the same length. This fitting had
best be done before reducing the cross sec-

tion of the sticks between the ends. The en-

larged ends, when finished, should have about

the dimensions shown in fig. 56; then, to pre-

vent the forks from splitting off, it is quite

necessary to lash the ends just back of the

notch with a serving of good, waxed thread.

Instead of cutting these struts out of a solid

piece, as described above, some may prefer

to build up the enlargements at the end by
gluing on small cleats, finally lashing the

waxed thread over all as before.

It is understood, of course, that the diag-

onal struts are to be inserted within the cells

of the kite, so that the notched ends enter

the shallow notches of the corner spines,

shown at a and b, fig. 55. One diagonal

strut passes in front of, and the other behind,

the upright of the central truss in each cell,

and the three sticks are firmly bound to-

gether at the point of crossing with waxed
thread.

METHODS OF BRIDLING.
Two methods of bridling the kite will be

described. Cut ofT about six feet of stout

cord and tie one end to the central truss

at A, shown in fig. 54, the cord passing

through small holes pierced in the cloth
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covering. The knot employed at this point

is shown enlarged at A, fig. 57. The flying

line should be tied to the free end of this

cord by means of bowline knots, as shown

at B, fig. 57. This knot is strong, never

slips, and can be easily untied, no matter

how much the line may have been strained.

The one-point attachment of bridle, de-

scribed above, is better suited to strong than

light winds, and sometimes in lighter winds

it may be more satisfactory to employ the

two-point attachment of bridle shown in fig.

58. In this the free end of the six-foot piece

of cord is shown tied to the central truss

at b, thus forming the bridle, a, b, c; the

main line being attached at the point c by

a kind of knot shown enlarged at one side.

This will not slip of itself, but the point of

attachment can easily be adjusted as may be

desired.

To be perfectly safe, the flying line for this

kite should have a tensile strength of from

50 to 60 pounds and be equally strong

throughout. During light winds a finer line

will answer, but strong currents are fre-

quently encountered as the kite ascends, and

a weaker line than specified above is likely to

be broken.

FLYING THE KITE.
If the wind is favorable for flying, the best

way to start the kite in flight is to run out

150 feet or so of twine while the kite is

held by an assistant. When all is ready, the

assistant may toss the kite upward a little

in the direction in which it is to go. It will

take care of itself afterwards. It is impor-

tant the kite be cast ofif directly in line with

the wind, otherwise it may seem to dart

badly. When fairly up the kite may sweep a

little from side to side, but if it ever darts

or turns over, there is something radically

wrong, probably due to an uneven distribu-

tion of the cloth surface, or some permanent
distortion of the framework. Sometimes the

weight of the wood varies, and one side is

heavier than the other. This should be cor-

rected by weighting the light side with a

small strip of sheet lead, or otherwise.

If the wind is very light, a finer twine may
be used in flying, and it may be necessary

to run a little with a long string out, in

order to get the kite into upper and more
rapidly moving currents.

When the wind is very strong, drop the

ball of twine on the ground so that the cord
can pay out rapidly, and let the kite go up
directly and quickly from the hand.

TANDEM KITES.
Several kites can be sent up on the same

line. When an additional kite is to be sent

up, it must be first carried out, say, 100 feet,

attached to a separate line of that length,

the end being tied to a loop formed in the

main line. When all is ready, the kite is

tossed up, as already described.

Aerial Machine Builders.
Many auto-car builders appear anxious to

become aerial machine builders, as no less

than four in America, two in England, and

one in France have intimated their intention

of ultimately embarking in the business.

It is needless to say that these wide-awake

companies are subscribers to the Aeronaut-

ical World, and that they are among the

foremost and most anxious of its readers to

acquire knowledge on aeronautical subjects.

They want to be prepared, so that, when the

race for business does commence, which is

certain to be in the very near future, they

may be far ahead of their competitors and

ready to meet any sudden call which may
be made upon them. One American com-

pany is already clearing out and making

ready a section of its vast factory, for the

construction of these ideal rapid transit ve-

hicles.

There are over 700 different types of aerial

machines now in course of construction, and

in England alone over twenty applications

have been made for patents relating to aerial

machines, within the last two months. Both

France and Germany are even more prolific,

so that there is in the world a vast army

of inventors of aerial contrivances who are

seeking material for the construction of their

machines and suitable motors for driving

them.

Those who manufacture and supply, and

those who require such goods, should make
known their wants in the advertising col-

umns of the Aeronautical World. And those

who wish to glean knowledge or those who
have knowledge to impart on the subject of

aeronautics will find the Aeronautical World
the ideal medium.

Enestroem's Attempted Balloon Voyage
Lieutenant Enestroem, the Swedish aero-

naut, who attempted to make a balloon voy-
age from Stockholm to England, has failed

in the attempt. His balloon descended at

Randers, Jutland, owing to the gale, anii the

aeronaut was compelled to abandon the

trip.
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The Sahara Pilot Balloon.

The lonely balloon Eclaireur was sent adrift

at Gabes on January 27. At this date, con-

trary to what might have been expected

from the persistence of the sirocco, an east-

northeast wind commenced to blow at Gabes,

and, the aerial current being rather favorable

for an attempt to cross the Sahara, Captain

Debureaux considered it advisable to start

his balloon, which he had been preparing for

a fortnight. The completion of the work of

inflation was rendered easy by reason of the

supply of hydrogen at hand in steel tubes

at a pressure of 150 atmospheres, and the

whole operation was effected in a quarter of

an hour.

The balloon was let go at four o'clock on
Wednesday afternoon, and in an hour had
disappeared in the direction of Senegal. It

has a capacity of 980 cubic metres, and was
placed at the disposal of Captain Debureaux
by the military engineers.

It has been christened the Eclaireur by its

inventor, to indicate that it is destined to

mark out the route to be followed in the

real experiment by a balloon of very great

capacity, which will carry several passengers,

numerous instruments, a load of ballast and

sufficient provisions for the crossing of the

Sahara, which will require at least a week
even under the most favorable circumstances.

The large balloon, the construction of which

is not yet completed, is to be called the Leo
Dex.

The Eclaireur carries an automatic ap-

paratus for discharging ballast in order to

compensate for the gradual loss of hydrogen

in travelling, and thus assure the equilibrium

of the balloon. This apparatus replaces the

aeronaut.

If this preliminary experiment should

prove that an unoccupied balloon is capable

of successfully crossing the Sahara from

Gabes to Senegal, and that consequently the

aeronauts who are to travel in the Leo Dex
can attempt the journey without too great

risk, the sensational experiment will be made
in the course of the year.

It is hoped that the inhabitants of the Sa-

hara oases will report the passage of the

Eclaireur, which will be an astonishing and
terrifying sight for them; but it is also

feared that they may stop its progress by
seizing the ropes as they trail over the

ground.

Objects of Aerial Explorations.
A very few remarks will show the great

importance in meteorological studies and
weather forecasting of such observations as

can be obtained by means of kites. These
give the conditions prevailing in the free at-

mosphere, often in and above the clouds

themselves, at points far removed from the

disturbing effects of great cities, forests, the

earth's surface, etc. In fact, observations

thus obtained are truly characteristic condi-

tions of great masses of the atmosphere, and

when regularly and completely determined

they afford far more exact and probably

earlier indications of important forthcoming

atmospheric changes than the most elaborate

observations taken at the surface. The tops

of our highest buildings are, after all, but an

insignificant distance up in the free air, and

all surface conditions are always modified as

a result of the actual contact of the air with

the earth and the immediate effect of the

latter upon adjacent portions of the air.

Aeroplane Development.
Attention is called by Col. G. Espitalier,

writing in Le Genie Civil, to a proposed plan

to develop the possibilities of the aeroplane,

which, he says, is generally admitted to pos-

sess greater scientific possibilities than any

form of dirigable baloon. "If an aeroplane,

constructed upon such scientific lines as the

machines of Langley or of Maxim, were sup-

ported by a dirigible balloon, it might be

altogether possible to obtain such a degree

of experience in its manipulation as to allow

the degree of support to be gradually dimin-

ished and finally withdrawn altogether. The
operation would resemble the use of the in-

flated belt in swimming instruction, the belt

being gradually deflated as the pupil gains

proficiency."

The Kite, the Future Instru-
ment of Aerial Navigation.
The Honorable Secretary of the Aeronauti-

cal Society of Great Britain, in his annual

report, says:

"The kite is fast becoming a most valuable

means of extending the boundaries of me-
teorology by giving facilities of observation

in the free air at considerable heights. The
kite is, after all, the base of what we, with

reason, expect will be the future instru-

ment of aerial navigation—ihe aeroplane.
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"The more the sunaces or Icitcs are im-

proved so as to give greater sustaining

power to the kite in the air, the nearer we
shall be coming to the day when wo "h:A\

sever the string and trust alone to the in-

telligence, motor and propeller for balanc-

ing the aeroplane midst the diverse currents

of the atmosphere."

Flying Era Near.
"It appears to me we are coming very near

the era of successful fiying machines," said

Sir Hiram in a recent interview.

"I have always thought the State of Con-
necticut as a most excellent place for con-

ducting flying machine experiments, and
there are also parts of Long Island which
are admirably suited for the purpose, the land

being low, free from roads, houses and trees,

while the ground can be bought cheap, as

it is practically worthless for agricultural pur-

poses. It is not necessary for me to say if

one is to build a real flying machine many
experiments will be necessary before one can

hope to tafke free flight high in the air. One
must learn to maneuver the apparatus on
or near the ground, and for this purpose it

is absolutely necessary that a large and level

field should be available.

'T think there are about 100 different per-

sons experimenting at the present moment.
The greater number of these, however, are

experimenting with balloons, but balloons, in

the varying nature of things, can not suc-

ceed. To propel a balloon in the air at

the velocity that the wind blows on 200 days

in every year would tear it to pieces. On
the other hand, flying machines must travel

fast, otherwise the wings get no grip upon
the air. Up to the present, except with small

apparatus, which may be considered as toys,

no true flying machine has succeeded."

He intends to remain in this country at

least two years. Although American born.

Maxim has made his home in England for

many years, and practically expatriated him-

self when he accepted knighthood. His return

to the field of his mechanical triumphs is,

therefore, all the more significant at this

time.

Professor Bell's guarded announcement of

the progress he has made in using the aero-
plane principle as the basis of his work Is

taken by those who appreciate his conserva-
tism as presaging, if not a successful flying

machine in the near future, at least so great
an advance toward that goal that the prob-
lem will not long remain unsolved.

Nicholas Mechanical Bird.
The problem of aerial navigation has been

solved at last according to Mr. Jack Lloyd
Nichols. On his ranch he has constructed a

machine which soars on the same principle

as a bird. Numerous experiments have fully

demonstrated, he says, that the machine he

has built will successfully navigate the air at

any speed from twenty-five to fifteen miles

an hour. The sustaining power is the

velocity of the machine through the air, and
the upholding action of the air on a pair of

slightly deflected wings. A propeller fur-

nishes the speed. In appearance the machine
is not unlike a bird.

Wetterhan's Flying Machine.
Charles Wetterhan has recently made a

model of a flying machine which he is con-

fident will prove practical. The model is

about five feet long and weighs about twenty

pounds. It is so constructed that a prac-

tical test can be made of the machine, to

ascertain whether or not the invention will be

practical. The model is built of wood and in

the carriage supported by the machine there

is a wooden miniature of a man. That such

a machine would sail into the air there i-b

no doubt, as it has a balloon, but the question

which has not been solved is whether it could

be controlled when in the air. The balloon

of the model is about four feet long and

cigar shaped. The ballon terminates in front

in a fancy eagle's head bowsprit and at the

rear there is a rudder which turns upon a

pivot. The rudder is fan shaped and is com-

posed of wood covered with light cloth. The

steering apparatus is fastened to a sort of

whiffletree which is under the operator's feet

by means of which it is manipulated. The

fan on the model is about nine inches long

and about a foot wide at its widest point.

On either side of the machine is a large

wing, which on the model is about two feet

wide and two feet long. The wings are made
of light wooden framework, over which cloth

is stretched. The cloth runs back from the

wings to the platform over the car and forms

a sort of parachute. The wings are helrl

upright by strong springs, but are hingea

and may be pulled down by means of a pul-

ley. By the use of the wings it is intended

to make the machine sail as well as rise

from the ground, and in descending the wings

may be manipulated to act as a parachute

and wings also.
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Notes and Jottings

THE WORLD'S AERIAL NEWS
BRIEFLY TOLD.

International Balloon Ascents.

During April, May, and June last, twenty-

one balloon ascents were made. France, Ger-

many, Russia, and Austro-Hungary taking

part in the experiments. The greatest height

attained by the balloon-sondes was shown
by the record of the balloon sent up from
Berlin on May 1, when 19,564 metres were

reached. The temperature on the ground was
6 degrees 8: lowest reading during as-

cent, 58-°. 5. The next highest ascent is also

recorded from Berlin, on June 5, when 16,750

metres were reached. Temperature on the

ground, 18'^.4; lowest reading, SS'^.S. Next

to this came the balloon sent up from Vienna

the same day when 10,480 metres were reach-

ed. Temperature on the ground, 15 degrees;

lowest reading, 62 degrees 8.

The Atmosphere Above London.

Rev. J. M. Bacon, after exploring and test-

ing the atmosphere above London, for sev-

eral years, with the aid of balloons, gives

a strange picture of the skyward extension of

the world's greatest city. Somewhat fanci-

fully, and yet with a certain degree of truth,

London might be said to be 6,000 feet high.

or deep, for up to about that level the air

over the vast town is unmistakably London
air. Between 3,000 and 5,000 feet above the

housetops is a region where dust resembling

chaff, filaments and woolen fiber, such as

would arise from thoroughfares and from the

sweeping of houses, seems especially to ac-

cumulate. At least there is more there than

nearer the ground. In calm weather aerial

London becomes to a certain extent strati-

fied. From above 6,000 feet one can often

look down upon the surface of the haze,

as if it had a definite limit.

Major Baden-Po^«^ell's Opinion.

The aeroplane is the most promising solu-

tion of the flight problem, in the opinion of

Maj. Baden-Powell. Models have flown,

light-weight engines are now available, and

a successful machine awaits the liberal use of

money.

A War Correspondent's Yie^zvs.

Among the prominent visitors to Cleve-

land recently was Shang Hy Lire, the world's

best known war correspondent. Shang had
come to Cleveland to witness Leo Stevens'

experiments with an airship, and to report

them for Most Anything and the London
Times. He was much disappointed by
Stevens' decision not to make any experi-

ments in Cleveland, but to conduct them on

Cayuga island, near Buffalo.

"Mr. Stevens is wise for a man in his busi-

ness," said Shang. "He wishes to conduct

his experiments secretly, so he will not be

hounded by newspaper men and a curious

mob. Therefore he is going to a place near

Buffalo. But I fear he will be bothered

some. If he wished absolute secrecy he

should go to Buffalo itself."

"Isn't this airship business something out

of a war correspondent's line?" was asked.

"You might think so, at first glance, but it

is directly in my line," replied Shang. "The
balloon is such a big factor in war—or will

be at no distant date—that an expert like

myself is needed to describe properly their

strong or weak points."

"The world seems to be at peace," was
suggested.

"Yes, much to my sorrow. There are one
or two small fusses on, but peace prevails

practically over the whole world. The trusts

have made war an expensive pastime."

Maxim's Opinion.
Sir H. Maxim has written a letter to

President George F. Parker, of the Louisi-

ana Purchase Exposition, in which he states

that on account of an affection of the throat

he is compelled to postpone his midwinter
visit to St. Louis until next August or Sep-

tember.

Concerning aerial navigation, which the

public of the United States generally be-

lieved Santos-Dumont had practically solved,

he writes:

"A true flying machine large enough to

carry one man has not yet been made. A?
far as- dirigible balloons are concerned the

French government has already spent a vast

sum, and found that it is quite impossible

to build one which will make headway
against even a slight breeze. Santos-Dumont
has, perhaps, done better than the French
government experimenters, and I think, per-

haps, he has gone as far as it is possible for

any one to go in that direction.
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FAILURE OF BALLOON.

"Still, if we look the matter squarely in the

face, I think we shall see that even Santos-

Dumont's balloon is not able to travel fast

enough through the air to hold its own
against even a slight breeze.

*T am of the opinion that if there is an ex-

hibition of dirigible balloons at St. Louis,

very few of them will be able to return to

the point of departure. It will be found, I

think, that when these balloons ascend they

will travel with the wind exactly like any

other balloon."

The fact that Sir Hiram has expended $70,-

000 upon experiments in aeronautics empha-

sizes the importance of his views on this

subject.

Making Money by Exhibiting Airships

The English are fond of alluding to Amer-

icans as hero worshipers and faddists. In

reality, we can not compare in these respects

with our cousins across the water. London-

ers, for instance, will flock to look at the

survivor of some great train wreck and,

what is more, will pay money to see him. In

this country we do not go quite so far.

Every one remembers how young Mr. Spen-

cer recently startled the staid Londoners by

cavorting about for hours in his airship

over their smoky city. Inasmuch as Mr.

Spencer was paid nothing for this exhibition,

many persons wondered where, to use the

vernacular, he would "come in." Well, this

man whose airship out-Dumonted Santos

Dumont's vessel very quietly put the work-

ing parts of his airship on exhibition and

netted something like $5,000 in American
money therefrom. And this is not the end,

for it is reported that he will repeat in the

various large cities of Great Britain what
he has already done in London.

Benbo^wr's Initial Attempt at Plight.

T. Benbow hopes shortly to make his ini-

tial attempt to traverse the ethereal regions

in his airship. To finance the project a com-
pany was recently formed. Now it is claimed
that the plans of the company have been de-

layed by the failure of the makers to deliver

the 30-foot gas bag, ordered for the purpose
of floating the airship in the upper regions.

When ready, invitations to witness this air-

ship maneuver between earth and sky are to

be generously extended to the press.

Langley's Machine on a Rampage.
Our readers will doubtless be interested to

learn that Prof. Langley's aerodrome has
taken upon itself the duty of demonstrating
its capabilities by getting on a rampage and,
after breaking the n\oor:ngs. dragging with
it on its wild career the boat, on which it

was lashed.

The flying machine was moored to a house
boat in the Potomac, at the Eighth street
wharf. During the heavy gab recently the
machine arose from its usual recumbent posi-
tion and tried to soar, but it was securely J

fastened to the house boat and finally be- 1

came so violent that it snapped the mooring
lines of the house boat and took that along.

River men say the flying machine test that
followed was remarkable. The aeroplane
dragged the house boat around the Potomac
for a while, but hampered as it was by the

boat, the machine's flight was rather erratic.

Finally after a number of peculiar maneu-
vers the flying machine and boat smashed
into the steamer Harry Randall, lying at her

'

dock, the boat smashing twenty feet of the

steamer's guard rail and the aeroplane sitting

on the flag pole. Langley arrived in time

to view the wreck and listen to the congratu-

lations of those who saw his flying machine

in successful operation.

A Neizv Shipyard.

Mr. Leo. Stevens has concluded negotia-

tions for Cayuga island, a lonely little spot

in the Niagara river. Mr. Stevens said:

"The problem of aerial navigation was solved

long ago. What we need now is power. In

my old ship, which is 85 feet long, 22 feet

in diameter, with a frame of 35 feet long and

a motor of eight horse-power, I sailed seven

and one-half miles, turned circles within 250

feet, raised it or lowered it at will, and only

desisted when I lost my sparking plug.

"I know now that I must have more pow-
er. So I have bought a 82 horse-power Re-
gent auto for my new ship. This one will

be 65 feet long, 18 feet in diameter, with a

frame 53 feet long, covered with Japanese
silk, and will weigh 412 pounds. I will have
four cylinders to do away with the vibra-

tion, and aeroplanes to sustain 1,150 pounds
of weight. The propellers will be 19 1-2 feet.

"I am backed by Austin Corbin, the New
York banker, and I think I will put up the
first practical American airship. I have en-
tered the contest at the St. Louis exposition
and hope to win."
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The Late Mr. James Glaisher.

,It is with deep regret we have to record

the death of this famous veteran aerial ex-

plorer and balloonist, who passed away on

February 8th in London, after several times

narrowly escaping death in many of his

perilous adventures as an aeronaut and

meteorologist.

Mr. Glaisher was one of the oldest aero-

nauts, as more than forty years ago his

daring exploits in the air gave him a public

character. He had few equals in intrepidity

or zeal for utilizing the balloon for scientific

observations.

In 1862 he achieved great fame by a series

of ascents. He and Mr. Coxwell endeavored

to ascertain how high it was possible to rise

in a balloon which had a capacity of 95,000

cubic feet of gas. They wished to register

the decrease of temperature and the distri-

bution of moisture throughout the atmos-

phere. On the first occasion they attained

a height of 26,177 feet, or nearly five miles,

at which the temperature was 16 degrees.

On September 5, in an ascent at Wolver-

hampton, the air voyagers were nearly frozen

to death, the temperature at five miles being

2 degrees Fahrenheit. Mr. Glaisher became

unconscious after registering observations up

to a height of 36,000 feet. Mr. Coxwell, who
was also his partner in this ascent, con-

trived to pull the valve string with his teeth

and to cause the balloon to descend, the ad-

venturers gradually regaining full conscious-

ness as they neared the earth.

In this intrepid voyage in the air, at an

altitude of nearly seven miles, where life

hangs by a slender thread, these men ven-

tured for the purpose of requiring knowl-

edge for the advancement of science.

A Long Aerial Voyage.

The Royal Aeronautical Institute says

that the long-distance balloon trip, aban-

doned last year, will be executed without

fail during the summer. The balloon is

nearly ready and it will take 35,000 square

feet of gas to fill it, its capacity being twice

that of Andree's and nine times that of the

ordinary military balloon.

The covering weighs 2,000 pounds, the net

half as much and the basket, without con-

tents, 800 pounds, the carrying capacity be-

ing 28,500 pounds. The trip will last seven

days at the very least, but provisions for

20 days will be taken; also 100,000 pounds

of baked sand as ballast and electric accumu-

lators for furnishing light during 300 hours.

Neither the Baltic, the Mediterranean nor

the Black sea will cause the balloon to turn

tail. The expedition will be under the

guidance of Aeronaut Zekeli, who will take

along three scientific men and a physician.

An Original Method of Balloon
Propulsion.

At the last meeting of the Aeronautical In-

stitute and Club, papers by Dr. T. D. Cooke
and Mr. Edward Mote were read. In his

paper entitled, "An Original Method of Bal-
loon Propulsion," Dr. Cooke described the
manner in which fish propelled themselves by
the use of the tail and head, a stroke of the
tail from side to side furnishing them with
sufficient force for forward progress, tHe
tendency to turn out of the direct line being
counteracted by the use of the head, their

progress thus being in a wave liije. He pro-
posed to construct a navigable balloon some-
what on the lines of a fish as regards the
method of propulsion, two propellers placed
one on each side and toward the back serv-
ing the same purpose as the fish's tail, and
a rudder placed on the nose of the balloon
acted as a head. The propellers being alter-

nately set in motion, and the balloon being
prevented from turning aside by the use of

the rudder placed in front, it would progress
forward in a wavy line much as a fish does,
and so not meet with the resistance it would
otherwise encounter if propelled in a direct
forward line. In the discussion that followed
Dr. Cooke's paper it was pointed out that
the balloon on turning alternately from left
to right would be likely to prove dangerous
to the occupants of the car. Mr. Edward
Mote's paper, entitled, "Aerial Navigation,
Past, Present and Future," which followed!
dealt with the progress which had been made
up to the present date in aerial machines,
and also briefly outlined what in his opinion
would be the ultimate development of these
machines. He considered that the navigable
balloon was not destined to play the
important part in the navigation of the
air which some inventors anticipated, by
reason of this being lighter than the me-
dium in which it floats, rendering them diffi-

cult, if not impossible, to propel at even a

moderate speed. He advocated the heavier-

than-air-type of machine as the only one
likely to solve the problem with permanent
success.
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French Aeronautics.

The fine weather and rising barometer have

given the aeronauts increased confidence, the

result being that several air-ship trials arc

announced "for the early part of March. M.

Emmanuel Aime, the well-known authority

on aeronautics, says that the constructors

of steerable airships, who are becoming

more and more numerous, and among whom
may be mentioned MM. Cassard, Eray, Des-

jardins, Tinel and Smitter, are actively en-

gaged in putting the finishing touches to

their different productions in order to take

advantage of the first fine days of early spring.

An important communication on the sub-

ject of the airship models and projects, as

shown in the Grand Palais, will be made by

MM. Wilfred de Fonvielle and Armengaud
shortly.

The Santos-Dumont No. 9, inflated two

weeks ago and remaining in the shed at Vau-
girard, will be taken out on the first fine day

for an attempted flight over Paris. The pro-

peller again has been successfully operated.

The volume of the balloon, at first too- small,

has been augmented, and now the required as-

censional force is assured.

M. Turr, son. of the late General Turr, is

finishing an airship, which he will call the

General Turr. This airship will soon be

taken out of the shed at Courbevoie, near

the monument of the Defense, for evolutions

over the plain of Nanterre, which presents

as many advantages as Moisson in regard

to space and conveniences.

The General Turr has a balloon fifty metres

long, containing 2,000 cubic metres, and is

fitted with a twenty horse-power motor. Tt

is very carefully constructed in all its mech-

anical details. The promised speed is not

less than twelve metres a second.

M. Ferdinand Quenisset, director of the ob-

servatory of Nanterre, has installed in his

cupola two powerful field glasses, by which

he expects not only to follow very closely

the evolutions of the airship but also to

obtain photographs at the different stages

of the trials, showing the various move-

ments and positions. He hopes to be able

to record, with a precision heretofore un-

known, the horizontal and vertical move-
ments of the airship.

With the same purpose in view, M. Borde
has constructed a photographic apparatus on
the "tele-objectif" principle for obtaining

photographs of the airship at all distances,

so that he can make a record of all gyra-

tions, pitchings or other movements, as well

as of the action of the rudder.

M. Henri Herve's Balloon.

A brief account of the Mediterranean No.

2, and the methods adopted for directing it

at sea. In order to prevent the balloon

from being depressed by a shower of rain,

its top part terminates in a cone. Instead

of trailing a single guide-rope, M. Herve
proposes a system of "triangulation," con-

sisting of a trailer floating at the end of a

long rope behind the balloon, and a balance

weight hanging in the water by a nearly ver-

tical and shorter rope, the resistance of the

latter body being necessarily smaller than

that of the former. The sea itself furnishes

an inexhaustible supply of ballast, and this

can be drawn up into a cylindrical reservoir

suspended above the balance weight, a suc-

tion hose being used for filling the reservoir

when required. This "compensator" is fixed

near the surface of the water. M. Herve em-

ploys two deviators for diverting his balloon

by the action of the water, one, which he

calls a "minimum deviator," for angles of

about 30 degrees, and the other, the "max-

imum deviator," for angles which are alleged

to reach as much as 70 degrees or 80 de-

grees. M. Herve first experimented in this

direction on the North Sea in 1886, and last

year he transferred the seat of his operations

to the Mediterranean.

All May Fly.

So says Aeronaut Leo Stevens.

At the American Institute recently, before

the Polytechnic Association, Balloonist Stev-

ens, told of his aerial trip at Manhattan

Beach on the first successful airship built in

America.

He said: "My successes have assured me
that airships will in the near future be the

most popular means of transit tor excursion-

ists, as these craft will afford a most delight-

ful, safe and novel means of voyaging on the

aerial ocean above the skyscrapers of New
York. I consider my last flight, on my pio-

neer airship, was justly pronounced a great

success by all who witnessed it, as I success-

fully steered it and covered fully seven miles,

with a light wind, at the rated speed of 10

miles an hour, and against the wind at 6

miles, while I altered the horizontal direc-
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tion as well as the vertical course, which

ranged from an altitude of 400 feet to over

one mile above the earth's surface.

"Altogether, I consider there is good cause

for my feeling elated, as I do, over my
achievements, for this successful trip assured

me that the practical aerial machine must be

a dirigible balloon, and my belief is that no

aeroplane can ever fly with human freight.

It is claimed by many that birds are aero-

planes, but to my mind they rnore closely

resemble dirigible balloons."

Mr. Stevens then told of his plans for the

future and gave some interesting accounts

of adventures he had experienced during his

1,800 ascensions. Aided by illustrations he de-

scribed the construction and working of his

new airship, laying stress upon the advan-

tages he claims for his forward propellers,

sliding water ballast and the aeroplane, or

parachute arrangement, which he proposes to

employ only in event of descending too ra-

pidly.

He believes the successful airship of the

future will be one having a sheet steel envel-

ope filled with hydrogen gas, supporting a

framework on which will be mounted a pow-
erful gasoline motor for driving the propell-

ers.

It was further remarked that a properly

constructed parachute would drop 3,000 feet

in three minutes and that a safe drop could

be effected at 75 feet, with a live weight, 'but

with a dead weight the parachute would not
open as readily or act as perfectly.

Finally Mr. Stevens stated that Mr. Austin
Corbin, Jr., had backed him through his late

successful experiment and he trusted this

gentleman would do the sam.e for his new
machine No. 2.

Dumont's Ship Heavier Than Air.

In describing his airship Dumont points to
a fact which may be new to the general public.
Although he employs a balloon filled with
hydrogen, yet his machine is so ballasted as
to make its total weight heavier by some
pounds than the weight of the volume of air
it displaces. Consequently it cannot rise by
the unaided effort of the spindle-shaped bal-
loon. The aeronaut is able to shift the center
of gravity, and when he wishes to rise he
cants the forward end upward and sets the
propeller in motion. The airship thus ascends
on an inclined atmospheric plane, and if the
propeller is stopped it descends gently to-
ward the earth by its own weight. The in-
ventor avers that he has thus combined tlie

principles of the balloon and the aeroplane.

Polar Message Balloons.

Mr. Evelyn B. Baldwin, the leader of the

Baldwin-Ziegler Polar Expedition, which has

returned to Norway after 15 months' work

in the North Polar seas says that during the

expedition fifteen pilot balloons were des-

patched, by means of which three hundred

messages were distributed. To each of these

balloons was attached a string of buoys

which, by means of automatic contrivances,

were released as they touched ice, land, or

water. As the prevailing winds were north-

easterly, it is likely that these balloons were

driven on to the great ice field which last

year blocked up the entire eastern coast ot

Spitzbergen to such an extent that no ves-

sels were able to navigate, during the entire

summer, the western waters of the Barents

Sea. It is expected that as the ice drifts

southwards along the eastern coast of Spitz-

bergen the buoys will be released, and when
found will furnish valuable testimony con-

cerning both air and sea currents. Every

buoy is numbered, and contains a detail rec-

ord of all conditions prevailing at the time

of- its being sent off. Every buoy is addressed

to the nearest American consul, who will duly

advise Mr. Baldwin of its discovery.

Aeronautical Terms.

Some nomenclature in aeronautics which
have been approved by the Commission Per-
manente Internationale d'Aeronautique.
A non-steerable balloon is called an "aero-

stat," and a steerable balloon is an "aeronat."
An apparatus that is heavier than air is an
"aeronef," or "appareil d'aviation." An "ae-
ronef" with one or more propellers pn an
axle which is vertical, or nearly so, is a "heli-

coptere."
An "aeronef" formed of one or more sus-

taining planes, with one or more propellers
on a horizontal axle, is an "aeroplane." An
"aeronaut" propelled by two or more wings
is a "mechanical bird."

Toy Airships.

These are many and various. One of the
best hangs by a string, and when propelled
it flies in large circles at great speed.

To the Reader.

You will confer a great and lasting favor

if you will kindly send us the names and
addresses of all your friends and acquaint-

ances who are in any way interested in aero-

nautics. We want to send them, as a pres-

ent, a specimen copy of the Aeronautical

World.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR.

Editor Aeronautical World.

Dear Sir:—Please let me compliment you
on your very interesting and valuable pub-

lication, "The Aeronautical World." It will,

no doubt, be a great help to those interested

in aeronautics, and will do much to advance

the progress in flying machines, for by read-

ing such a publication as the "Aeronautical

World/' men will become more interested

in the subject, and consequently there will

be more experimenting, and very likely the

flying machine will soon be a great suc-

cess.

Now I am very much interested in the fly-

ing machine problem, and have been think-

ing of building and experimenting on a ma-

chine, whereby I could attain flight by means
of wings operated by tread power, after the

manner of a bicycle. My idea has always been

that if a man could only make the right kind

of wings and then learn to operate them
properly, it would not be a very hard mat-

ter to fly by muscular strength. Birds do

not seem to exert much strength in flying

and, therefore, I have been thinking that

the secret of flying is in handling the wings;

but in reading one of your articles on flying

machines I have gotten in doubt if it would

be wise to experiment without a motor. In

your article on Peterson's flying machine, it

says man will never be able to depend on

his own muscular strength alone to attain

flight by means of flapping wings, for it re-

quires about 4 H. P. to operate them so as

to support and lift a 150 pound man. Now
this is what I can not understand. If this

is so there is no use trying to experiment

without a motor. According to the above, a

goose weighing ten pounds must be capable

of exerting one-fourth of a horse-power

while flying. Please explain in your valuable

paper why this is so, and how the figures

are obtained. A good article on this would

be very interesting and of great help in ex-

perimenting.

Wishing your publication a hearty suc-

cess, I am, yours truly,

Theo. Stromberg.

See "Pointers on Mechanical Flight," and
"Aerial Machines and Air Screws," this is-

sue. They practically answer your queries.

—

Editor.

Editor The Aeronautical World.

Dear Sir:—The copies of the A. W. were "

received all right. I like them very much.
I am one of those deluded, or visionary,

mortals that believe the time is near at hand
when man will navigate the ocean of air

with as much safety as he does the ocean
of water. Of course, there will be some
wrecks of the aeronauts of the air, but they

will be neither more numerous or more dis-

astrous than those of the argonauts of the J

water. I have devoted many years to the I

study of this great problem. There can be

no solution but absolute mechanical flight

that will be satisfactory. The experiments of

the past few years have proved that the diri-

gible balloon can never be anything more
than a toy, always being the sport of the

winds.

I have at last perfected the plans for an

aviator or flying machine that will actually

fly. I have solved the problem of ascent and
descent which has been the one insurmount-

able difficulty of all other inventors. My ma-
chine will accomplish these feats safely. Its

lateral equilibrium is as stable as a ship. By
devices absolutely original its longitudinal

equilibrium is so nicely and sensitively ad-

justed to change of position of load or gusts

of wind that it will automatically maintain a

horizontal position. Every deviation from a

horizontal position will be met and corrected

in less than a quarter of a second. It will

be possible for the operator to walk back

and forth in the car without seriously dis-

turbing the longitudinal equilibrium. So sen-

sitive is the automatic adjustment of the

equilibrium that the aviator will actually

seem to feel, will and act instinctively, when

it is in flight. The speed and power of these

adjustments are sufficient to meet all emer-

gencies. There will not be any bucking

and pitching done by this machine. The gusts

of wind and billows of air will be pierced by

it like an arrow.

This machine is not to be an air bubble, but

will be built strong enough for safety and

to carry freight or passengers. The machine

complete will weigh five tons and will carry

a load of five tons. It will be driven by

two engines of one hundred and fifty horse

power each. These estimates are approxi-

mately correct. The sustaining devices will

be aeroplanes and another original invention.

This new sustaining device will be epoch

making and revolutionary in the science of
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flight. Its introduction marks the perfect so-

lution of the problem of flight. Nothing like

it has hertofore ever been attempted or con-

ceived. It is absolutely new and will give

startling results. Every problem has some
solution and I feel sure I have hit upon
the long sought mystery. My car will be

about sixty feet long and nine feet in diam-

eter, tapering to a point at each end. It

will be completely enclosed. A four-vaned

rudder will project from the rear end and

a powerful propeller will be on the front end

of the car. It will carry sufficient fuel to

drive it across the Atlantic ocean. In war
it will be a most formidable aerial battleship.

It will be the monarch of the windy realm

and the terror of the dwellers on earth.

Now, as to speed, it will be an annihilator

of time and space. Its speed will be under

perfect control in breeze or gale or storm.

When under full speed, it will pierce the tem-

pests and billows of air like an arrow. Its

motion will be under such perfect control

that it may be held motionless in the air in

any moderate breeze or it may attain a speed

of 150 miles an hour.

These things, I believe, I can realize. First.

Perfect equilibrium, both lateral and longi-

tudinal. Second. Strength. Third. Ample
sustaining power. Fourth. Safety in ascent

and descent. Fifth. Absolute control of

speed. Sixth. Ability to make long jour-

neys. Seventh. May be guided in any direc-

tion. Respectfully,

Another Deluded One.

Cuyer's Airship.

The New York Herald recently published

the following letter:

Dear Sir:—Some days ago you published

illustrations and descriptions of the Cuyer
airship stating the flat bottom and gen-

eral form to be a new feature. This is

a mistake, as over two years ago I sent you
drawings and descriptions of my plans of

an airship, and by glancing at the accom-
panying sketches you will surely remember
and take notice, that with the exception of a

few details, it is the very same thing. The
shape of the balloon is precisely the .<ianie,

only the car is like an automobile provided

with three wheels, which, while on the

ground, are driven by the motor. When a

certain speed is attained the airship will be

raised and the power of the motor is solely

acting upon the two screws, which are placed

like the wings of the bird in the middle, to

the right and the left, and thus permit a

better steering, I don't know whether you
published my letter or not, as at that time

I happened to miss your esteemed paper for

a short while. At any rate I didn't get any

reply to my request for a capitalist, willing

to spend a few thousand dollars on it; more
it wouldn't cost, as the enormous lifting

power of the flat bottom will allow to build

the balloon on a very small scale, being

more for safety than anything else. That the

smallness of the craft would again facilitate

the task of the operator tenfold, is hardly

necessary to state, I am thoroughly con-

vinced that this idea will come out victorious,

and since I, for want of capital, am not in

the field, I wish all success to the airship

of Mr. Cuyer. Your truly,

Albert Staehl.

Munich, 6, 1, '03. Geierstr. 1, I.

Over Ocean Balloon Voyages.

Some of the latest methods for controlling

the flight of balloons in sea voyages. In

order to prevent the balloon from being de-

pressed by a shower of rain its top termi-

nates in a cone. Instead of trailing a single

rope there is a system composed of a trailer

floating at the end of a long rope behind the

balloon and a balance weight hanging in

the water by a shorter, nearly vertical, rope,

the resistance of the latter body being nec-

essarily less than that of the former. The
sea itself furnishes an inexhaustible supply

of ballast and this can be drawn up to a

cylindrical reservoir, suspended above the

balance weight, a suction hose being used

for filling the reservoir. Two deviators are

employed for directing the course of the

balloon, one of which serves for angles of

about 30 degrees, the other for angles as

great—it is said—as 70 or 80 degrees.

M. Sibillot's Airship.

Air navigation on a novel plan is to be

attempted by M. Sibillot, a French aeronaut.

His new steerable balloon, which is expected

to be manageable in all weather, is to be

equipped with a refrigerator and a heating

apparatus, and loss of hydrogen is avoided

by cooling the gas when it is desired to

descend, heating giving the expansion neces-

sary for making the balloon rise again.
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THE FUTURE OE AERIAL NAVIGA-
TION.

By Major B. E. S. Baden-Powell.

It is with feelings of the greatest satisfac-

tion that I am now able, for the first time, to

address the Society in the capacity of its

President, and I must seize this opportunity of

expressing to you my heartfelt thanks for the

Very great honor which you have conferred

upon me by electing me to this position. I

cannot but feel that my labors in the past,

though varied and dipping into almost every

branch of aeronautics, have not been so exten-

sive or so prominent as to warrant my selec-

tion for this important post, but nevertheless,

[ sincerely hope that, with freer opportunities,

I may, in the immediate future, be able to ac-

complish much more in the work we have be-

fore us.

My absence from England during the last

three years, on active service in South Africa,

has prevented my fulfilling many important

duties for the Society during a period of un-

usual activity and importance, but on the other

hand, the time I have spent on the "trackless

veldt," and in the monotony of camp life, has

not, I hope, been wasted, as ample opportunity

has been afforded for careful meditation and

consideration of the whole subject which it is

the object of this Society to study. I ,
therer

fore propose not so much to give a technical

lecture on the various experiments of recent

years—you have had better opportunities than

I of studying these—as to endeavor to make

clear our present position.

During these three years many great events

have taken place in the aeronautical world.

Count Zeppelin's monster air-ship, built on

sound scientific principles, of enormous size

and quite different in design to anything made

before, has been completed, and has made suc-

cessful ascents, although, I much regret to have

to add, has not succeeded in traveling through

the air at a sufficient speed to warrant its

being considered a practical success.

Then we come to M. Santos-Dumont's m'any

more or less successful trips in his navigable

balloons, which, if not demonstrating any new

principles, has shown what perseverance and

attention to detail can achieve. Though we

have learnt some useful practical lessons, and

have been given data of great value for future

experimenting, unfortunately the actual results

attained carry us so little beyond what was

accomplished twenty years before by MM.

Renard and Krebs, that one begins to think

whether we have not nearly reached the end of

the tether as regards the propulsion of balloons.

The unfortunate calamities to M. Severo's

and more recently to M. de Bradsky s balloons,

as well as the absolute failure of M. Roze and

others, only tend to confirm this growing

opinion. The latest accounts of Mr. Lebaudy's

balloon seem to make out that it has accom-

plished more, but we must await the results of

more prolonged trials before we can come to

any decision. Mr. Stanley Spencer's trip over
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London in a navigable balloon, though it

proved nothing as regards the dirigibility or in-

herent speed of the machine, attracted some in-

terest in the matter.

Besides these we have heard of various ex-

periments with flying machines proper. Herr

Kress is said to have risen off the surface of

the water but owing to some mismanagement

the machine turned downwards and fell in the

water again. In Australia Mr. Hargrave has

constructed a large machine. In America, Mr.

Wilbur Wright and his brother have been

making wonderful progress with gliding

machines, and Professor Langley has been

hard at work constructing a large new
machine. He informed me the other day that

in a very short time we might expect to hear

something of this—something big. It might,

he added, be a big smash ! But he wisely in-

tends trying it over water.

Then, too. like the invisible universe of dark

stars that Sir Robert Ball talks about as being

possibly more extensive than that of those

seen, there are probably more inventions being

worked at in private than we ever hear of

publicly, and many of them are doubtless of

great importance. It is only recently that the

results have been published of the valuable

experiments with aerial screw propellers which
Mr. W. G. Walket- conducted for Mr. Alex-
ander.

.
Another sign of progress in the subject of

aeronautics during the last few years has been
the establishment ^in England of two more
public bodies, the Aero Club and the Aeronau-
tical Institute, the former having been estab-

lished for the encouragement of ballooning

(and possibly flying) as a sport, while the

latter aims at interesting the working-classes

in the subj ect.

I may here seize the opportunity of explain-

ing to OUT visitors and others the objects of

our Society, and why it is that we make so

miuch of a study which to them may seem
somewhat chimerical and of no very special

merit, and by explaining these I hope to enlist

their sympathy and support to the movement.
For I have before now been asked, "Why
should it be necessary to have a soeiety for the

study of aerial navigation? Where is the im-

portance of it ? Why not institute a society

for submarine navigation, for wireless teleg-

raphy, or for the encouragement of any other
novel invention for the improvement of means
of communication or warfare? But useful as

many such inventions may be, none can have
the great importance which may some day be

attached to the machine which navigates the air.

.\nd there are two reasons why this subject

is a large one. The first is that the science of

aeronautics is one combining many branches

and spreads into many ramifications. We
have aerial machines as they exist to-day. The
balloon, forming a unique and fascinating mode
of travel, enabling us to mount high into the

skies to obtain glorious views of earth and

cloud-scape, giving us a laboratory for the

study of many intricate problems of the at-

mosphere, and forming a valuable instrument of

war. We must study how this passive buoy

may be improved upon, what new materials

may be applied to its construction, gases,

methods for causing it to rise and sink, and

means of directing it out of the course of the

wind. But we also have the more difficult

problem of how to drive it through the air so

as to make it independent of the wind and go

in any desired direction. Closely connected

with this is the subject of kite-flving, whether

for man' lifting or meteorological observation,

of parachutes, and oif soaring machines. All

these necessitate a certain knowledge of the

various branches of meteorology, which is to

aeronautics as hydrography is to marine navi-

gation. Then we have the study of birds and

other flying animals as a natural sequel to the

science.

The second reason for the importance of this

subject is the vast future which appears open

to it. If such an apparatus can be constructed

as will enable man to make practical use of

the highway of the air, there is promise of the

subject becoming of even more importance

than marine navigation or railv^^ays.

We have, then, mot merely to consider the

broad principles of the general form of the

aerial machine of the future—whether it is to

take the shape of an artificial bird, a propelled

kite, or a dirigible balloon. We have to study

the subject of aerodynamics, the effect of air

pressures on plane or curved surfaces travel-

ing at various speeds and at various angles of

incidence. We have to investigate the efficien-

cy of aerial propellers of different forms, the

strengths of materials, the energy and weights

of various forms of motors. Then we must

also study the natural currents of air, the

variability of air strata, the trends of winds,

and so on.

The great range of subjects to be gone into

by our Society is thus patent. Many of our

members and others are busily at work in some
particular groove making steady progress in

building up their portion of the foundation (?3f
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that great structure which we all hope to see

rise up in the future.

Bu^ to return to the question of the recent

progress in Aerial Navigation, I will now en-

deavor to point out and explain the present

position we hold, and by considering the state

of the subject as it at present exists, to judge

whether or not there is any real probability of

OUT attaining that great goal which most of

us look forward to.

Though it is improbable there are many here

present to-night who do not look forward with

feelings of confidence that artificial flight will

some day be accomplished, yet there are still

some few sceptics, (most, if not all, of whom
have never looked deeply into the subject), who
believe it impossible. For this reason it may
not perhaps be out of place, in such an ad-

dress as this, to point out our reasons for

maintaining this belief.

The first great argument in favor of it is

that birds fly. If we had never seen such a

thing as a bird, many of us might reasonably

argue the thing to be impossible. But there

they are. Not only can they rise in the air,

not only progress at a very rapid rate through

it, but they can continue the movement for

long periods and in almost any weather. It is

quite certain now that birds do not possess any

very extraordinary power; but if they did, we
could probably "go one better" with the modern
very compact and light oil-engines. We have

now compressed the strength of a horse into a

little motor weighing no more than a large

bird. There is the power. Can it be applied?

Many people have argued that the flight of a

bird is dependent on some valvular action of

its feathers. Let it be so, but how do you

account for the flight of the bat, and of the

flying-fox? Others have thought that flight

is only possible up to a certain weight, main-

taining that the ostrich and the emu are be-

yond that limit. But geologists will point you

out the fossil remains of a huge reptile which

they declare flew in the air and weighed far

more.

But leaving Nature, we may consider what

has been done by man to justify our hopes.

Though 1 believe it may be said that nearly

all the authorities on the subject are now of

opinion that the balloon cannot be considered

as much more than an aid, to act as a step-

ping stone, to true flight, yet there are many
workers who consider that very much may be

accomplished by propelled balloons. Some au-

thorities have calculated that a soeed of 44
miles an hour might be practically attained, but
not more.

M. Santos Dumont and others have shown

us what can be done with a little cigar-shaped

balloon. They have clearly demonstrated the

difflculties to be overcome. It is very palpable

that the surface of such a balloon must be stiff

and rigid. Once it gets flabby it cannot be pro-

pelled, the skin will vibrate and add to the

resistance, the nose, unless distended by frame-

work, will be driven in and offer great resist-

ance, the gas will be driven back toward the

after end, and the balance be disturbed. To
preserve this necessary rigidity all the earlier

navigable balloons were kept taut by means of

the ballonet, but Count Zeppelin effected this

by an internal framework.

Count Zeppelin, as I have said, struck out a

new line. By greatly increasing the size of the

balloon, he had obtained so much more lifting

power as to be able to add a complete frame-

work that stiffened iit. But it was probably

solely owing to this great size that the appa-

ratus failed to be practically manageable. It

may be compared to the Great Eastern steam-

ship, but with the difference that at the time

of its construction we had but the most ele-

mentary experience of air vessels propelled by

engines. At the same time this enormous

capacity had its advantages. Had it been of

half the diameter and half the length, though

the resistance to propulsion might have been

only one quarter, the volume and the lifting

power would only have been one-eighth. So
that, instead of carrying engines of 32-horse

power, as was done, it might have only been

possible to carry some of 4-horse power! Dr.

Pole in his most valuable little treatises years

ago pointed out the advantages of very large

volume.

One result, then, of recent experiments is

that it seems quite practicable to build a navi-

gable balloon to go, we will say, 15 miles an

hour. This, however, is not quite enough.

As the wind so often blows faster than this it

is unsafe to let the balloon out on any but a

very calm day, else, though only blowing 16

miles an hour, the machine will inevitably be

carried off and have to descend in strange

fields far from its shed and the difficulties of

transporting it back may be so great that it

may even have to be taken to pieces. Having
successfully accomiplished this much, however,

it certainly looks as if we could improve a little,

and get the balloon to travel 20 or 25 miles an

hour, which would be sufficient to stem the or^.

dinary light breezes.

We have learnt many practical lessons from
these recent experiences. It is necessary to

make efficient provision against the balloon
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caving in or buckling up. It is, of course, most
important that the engihe s'hall be so con-

structed as not by any possible m<?ans to be able

to ignite the gas in the balloon. But especially

we have learnt that, speal^ing in general terms,

for a cigar-shaped vessel some 20 feet in di-

ameter it is necessary to apply a power of more
than 16 horse power (presuming no excep-
tionally efficient propeller be found) for it to

be really efficient. This practically means that

you must have a larger balloon. ^

MM. Lebaudy have now adopted a larger

balloon enabling them to carry an engine of

40-horse power, or more than' double the power
of that of M.- Santos Dumont. Col. Renard
also, is about to build one larger still, of some
90,000 cubit feet. Dr. Barton's proposed air-

ship is also designed to be of great size.

Passing from the balloon, that is to say any
apparatus which displaces a voilume of air
weighing as much as or more than its own^
weight (and many thoughtless inventors are
apt to neglect this definition) we find several
different types of machines which show promise
of success.

Beginningwith the simplest, we havetheglid-
ing or soaring machine. One of the greatest
paradoxes in Nature is soaring flight. I have
said how doubtful many people might be about
aerial navigation if they had never seen a bird
fly, but we can confidently assert that no man
would believe. it possible for a bird to maintain
Itself for hour after hour in mid-air without
the slightest movement of its wings, were the
actual demonstration of it not visible everv day
I will not now enter on a discussion as to how
this IS aocomplished,butwill only say that there
are inventors who hope to be able to emulate
the albatross, and soar away into the heavens
without any motive power or propeller. It
seems so paradoxical that m^any laugh the idea
away, but the hard fact remains that birds can
do It, and, therefore, why not men? I received
a letter only a few days ago from Mr. O.
Chanute, than whom there is probably no
greater authority living on so'aring flight. He
says that he had just returned from witnessing
this season's gliding experiments of the Broth-
ers Wright, and that "they have made a very
considerable advance since last year, and now
glide at angles of 6 degrees to 7 degrees sus-
taining 125 to 160 pounds per net horse power.
Wright is now doing nearly as well as the
vulture, is not far from soaring flight, and I
am changing my views as to the advisability of
applying a motor."

I think this is a most remarkable statement,

and there really seems no reason why such
experts, having attained proficiency in the

delicate art of balancing themselves according
to the various puffs and currents of air, should
not be able to soar away on the wings of the

wind and remain indefinitely in mid-air!

The next general type of apparatus that I

may refer to is that of raising in the air by

means of a screw propeller mounted on a ver-

tical shaft. We all have seen little toys as-

cend in the air working on this principle. A
large machine of this sort was recently con-

structed in Paris, but the experiments of Mr.

W. G. Walker, of carfefully testing the thrust

and lifting power of various screws, have been

among the most important contributions to

this science. He has clearly shown that it is

possible to practically obtain a thrust of 26

pounds per hoTse power. As engines are now
made weighing no more than 10 pounds per

horse power, it is clearly demonstrable that

a machine on this principle could be con-

structed to lift itself, carrying some 15 pounds

per horse power over and above the weight

of the engines. Even if not a practical form

of machine for traveling through the air, it

would be a most interesting experiment to try.

Finally, we come to that variety of aerial

machine which has been adopted by most in-

ventors and which seems to promise the most

satisfactory results. I mean what is known as

the Aeroplane. Sir Hiram Maxim brought

this prominently forward many years ago, and

both he and Professor Langley have proved

theoretically that it is the most economical

form of apparatus, that is. to say, that a given

weight can be supported with less engine pow-

er than by other methods.

Great progress had also been achieved in

recent years in this line. Libienthal pointed

out the greater efficiency of curved surfaces as

compared to flat ones. Phillips and Hargraves

experimented further with aerocurves. Con-

sidering how much more we know about the

subject now than when Maxim first built his

machine, it looks as though we might really

hear of great results shortly from America or

Australia.

Our present position is, then, a hopeful one.
.

Balloons have been gradually improved until

we can practically rely on building one to go

15 miles an hour, and probably more. Large

flying machines, giving practical experience

of their construction, have been built. Good
sized models have flown well through the air.

Gliding machines, balanced and controlled by
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human effort, have been maintained in the air

for considerable periods, and have descended

at very gradual angles. And, what is of the

greatest importance, small engines, giving great

power for their weight, have steadily improved

year by year, leaving but little for us to desire

in this respect.

All that we require, then, to attain practical

flight, is to make a machine only slighitly bet-

ter than those already in existence. To ac-

complish this all that is required is a certain

amount of skill, and a good deal of money.

There has often been a lot of wild specula-

tion about what might happen when flying

machines are introduced into everyday life,

but it may be worth while considering for one

moment what is likely to result, so as to judge

whether the matter is one really demanding

an effort to accomplish, whether, in fact, "the

game is worth the candle."

Whatever the exact form the apparatus may

take, we may assume that it will possess cer-

tain characteristics. The first of these is that it

will travel very fast. There are several rea-

sons for supposing this. Not only must it be

able to stem ordinary light breezes, but to be

really useful it should be capable of going

against any ordinary wind, and to do this at

any useful speed implies a rate of 40 or 50

miles an hour. Then, high speeds are economi-

cal in aerial machines. Langley, by his elabo-

rate experiments, has shown that the faster

our aeroplane is pTOpelled through the air the

less force in proportion is required to sustain

it. Again, the air-ship, unlike its prototype on

the water, is not impeded by skin friction, so

that the power required to drive it at high

speeds does not increase in. the same propor-

tion. A bullet can be propelled through the

air at immense speed, but if it enters the water

its way is soon stopped. One more reason

why we may hope for greater speeds than are

usual in traveling on land and sea is, that in

the latter, pace must be kept within bounds

for fear of collision, both with other convey-

ances and also with irregularities (whether in

rails, embankments, and ridges, or rocks and

sandbanks) which may exist beside the track.

In the aerial highway we have greater lati-

tude. We have height as well as length and

breadth. We can choose our particular alti-

tude and stratum to travel in, so that perhaps

1,000 machines could cross over the same spot

at the same time without colliding. In fact, it

would decrease the chance of collision by one-

thousand fold, in addition to the lateral route

not being so circumscribed. There are no

police traps up there!

Taking into consideration the speed at which

birds travel, that at which models have been

flown, and the theoretical calculations which

have been made, we may reasonably suppose

that a hundred miles an hour will be no ex-

cessive speed for a flying machine.

Those Who think this estimate over-sanguine

may ponder over an extract I recently came
across, from an old newspaper published 78

years ago, referring to the railway then about

to be constructed from London to Woolwich.

In this reference is made to the possibility of

the train being able to attain the terrific speed

of 18 to 20 miles an hour; but it concludes,

with sarcastic incredulity, "We should as soon

expect the people of Woolwich to be fired off

on one of Congreve's rockets as to trust them-

selves to the mercy of such a machine going

at such a rate."

Once a practical flying machine existed, the

uses to v/hich it might be applied are varied

and important.

Primarily, it would form an incalculably val-

uable engine of war. One can scarcely imagine

any invention which could have a greater ef-

fect on the conduct of warfare.

We can now appreciate, much more than we
could three years ago, of what vast importance

such a machine would be. It is worth dream-

ing for a moment tO' realize what might have

happened had we in 1899 had some machine

capable of traveling rapidly through the air.

First of all, for mere reconnoitering, how much
could have been done! In Natal, on the out-

break of war, such a vessel, ascending at Lady-

smith, could have cruised around up to Laing's

Nek, noting every Boer and every gun within,,

sav. five miles of the track passed over, taking

a turn round along the frontier, and have been

back to report within a few hours. We would

then, at "one fell swoop," have had certain,

reliable, and full information of what was do-

ing, instead of going on mere rumors and the

vague observations of a few scouts. Another

machine at Orange River could have moved
forward, noted the position of the enemy at

Belmont, Modder River, and Magersfonjtein,

could have gone into besieged Kimberley and

heard their news, and could have run back to

report to Lord Methuen. I need not repeat

the many instances that occur to me of the ex-

treme value of such an apparatus for recon-

naissance. We might really say that none of

those awkward reverses which we suffered in

the early part of the war would have occurred

had we known the exact whereabouts of the

enemy. Latterly, how easily the evasive com-
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manders could have been located and followed

up. Reconnaissance by captive balloon may be

considered dangerous, but an apparatus travel-

ing 150 feet a second runs an infinitely smaller

chance of being hit by projectiles. If the drop-

ping of explosives on the heads of an enemy
is not now considered "fair pJay" (though it

is difficult to see why this should be less hu-

mane than throwing lyddite shells from a

howitzer), yet there are many more uses to

which the aerial fighter might be put.

He could blow up the railway lines and
bridges, even if he had to descend to do so.

He could cut all the telegraph wires in the

country, and could set light to stores and do
other damage. A machine soaring about over

a town or camp occupied by the enemy would
certainly have a very decided moral effect on
him. Communication could be kept up with,

and even, perhaps, a few stores introduced into

a besieged place.

I need not go further into the possibilities

of the future. The more we think the matter

over the more can we realize the extraordinary

effect such an innovation would produce in war.

I do not think anyone would deny that, had we
been in possession of such apparatus during the

late war, the operations would have been so

greatly facilitated that the campaign would have

been ended in a comparatively short time, and
that we should have been saved an expenditure

of many millions of pounds.

Even in naval warfare, if such speeds as I

have mentioned were possible, the aerial

machine should prove of infinitely more value

than a submarine or a torpedo boat. If the in-

vention of the Brennan torpedo was considered

worth 110,000 pounds sterlins-, how much more
would be the value of a dirigible aerial torpedo

!

Another important purpose to which flying-

machines could be applied would be for the

exploration of unknown lands. With a rapidly-

traveling apparatus, the North Pole could be

reached in a few hours. From the north of

Norway it is about 1,300 miles to the Pole.

It would then be almost possible to go there

and back in 24 hours ! When we think of the

large sums which have been devoted to Arctic

and Antartic explorations, and remember that

very possibly a tenth of this amount might

produce a machine capable of thoroug'hly ex-

ploring both these regions in a few weeks, it

seems really worth considering whether such

money is not wasted. The trackless deserts of

Asia and Africa could be traversed and re-

traversed, the mysteries of Mecca and of Lassa

laid at our feet.

But over and above these most important and
far-reaching possibilities of aerial navigation,

there is the likelihood of a revolution in our

ordinary modes of travel by one infinitely more
rapid, cheap, and convenient. I have already

given my reason for supposing that such a

means of travel would be rapid. There is also

good reason for supposing it would be eco-

nomical. No rails of permanent way need be

laid on the billows of the clouds. No roads

need be constructed or kept in order through

the realms of blue. Even expensive harbors,

dredged channels, lighthouses and beacons, need

not be maintained by the owners of air-ships.

Going from place to place "as the crow flies"

shortens the route and adds to the economy.

The convenience of the system is also evident.

Already we are beginning to appreciate the

value of the motor car going from door to door,

instead of our having to get to the train at a

fixed moment. But when we can order round

our aerial motor to take us straight to our

destination, passing equally well over land or

water, towns or cornfields, independent of

traffic and roads, then only shall we realize

what real convenience of travel is.

Speed, economy, and convenience are big

factors in a new mode of travel.

But there is one consideration, which I

believe is greatly responsible for the tardiness

with which this subject progresses. Perils and

dangers loom before us as a skeleton contam-

inating and haunting our castle in the air. The

mere idea of being poised high up in the sky,

and of falling from the machine through thou-

sands of feet to Mother Earth, is so terrible to

contemplate. But the aeronaut of to-day soon

gets accustomed to being at a giddy height, and

without doubt the people O'f to-morrow will

have no qualms. Imagine the feelings of the

savage who for the first time sees an express

train rush through a station at 60 miles an

hour, banging and clattering with fiendish up-

roar, shaking the very ground, and darting

along at a speed incomparable to anything he

has ever seen before. Would he trust himseli

to travel by that means? Though to flit through

the air with the speed of a swallow may seem

highly dangerous to our inexperienced minds,

how often do we see a bird fall headlong to

the ground?

What we see, then, looming in the future,

more or less near, according to the energies of,

and the encouragement we give to, those push-

ing the matter forward, is the introduction of

a new invention forming an invaluable and

all-powerful weapon of war, an important aid
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to science and the practical kn'owledg'e of our

globe, and a speedy, economical, and pleasant

mode of getting from place to place, such as

will probably completely revolutionize our pres-

ent methods of travel. Is this to be hastened

and encouraged? If so, how can we help to

further the cause? Like most matters in this

world, what is most wanted is money. Many
clever inventors and engineers are quite ready

with their plans, but have not the means to

complete them. We see millions of pounds

spent on equipment for war. Hundreds of

thousands devoted to the building of small war-

ships. We see thousands subscribed for geo-

graphical exploration. But for the encourage-

ment of that invention which may be para-

mount over all these, we see practically noth-

ing devoted. When I say "practically nothing,"

I am not forgetful of a certain few who have

devoted much to this cause. We do not for-

get the very generous donations which Mt.

Alexander has given to this Society, nor the

valuable time and energy which our worthy

Secretary has devoted so gratuitously tO' further

the objects of the Society. Others, too, are

helping as best they can with limited time and
money; but what we would like to see would

be a real solid fund built up, such as would
enable us to get really useful work done. Then
I feel sure it would not be long before the

British nation would owe a debt of gratitude

to the Aeronautical Soeiety of Gredlt Britain.

Balloons and Meteorology.
Lecure by Dr. Wm. Napier-Shaw, F. R. S.

I do not propose to give an exhaustive view

of the subject. To do so would require more

leisure than the exigencies of a more or less

laborious office allow; but no one who is in-

terested in the progress of Meteorological

Science can fail to form^ some estimate of the

valuable results which have been already ob-

tained by the organizers of researches in the

upper air, nor to speculate upon the still more
valuable results which further prosecution of

such researches may be confidently expected

to yield in the future. Such speculation as to

the future is particularly natural to any one

who has to deal with the Meteorology of vari-

ous parts of the British Empire; for it must
be admitted that if any Meteorologist were in-

vited to take a map of the world and put his

finger upon the sp'Ots where the investigation

of the upper atmosphere would seem to be

most interesting and most urgently demanded,
he would point first of all, perhaps, to some

part of the ocean as being free from the per-

plexing uncertainties attaching to land obser-

vations, and, if restricted to terra firma, he

would select the Eastern shores of the North

Atlantic Ocean, the nearest shores to that great

atmospheric laboratory, the generating station

of traveling depressions; to the peninsula of

India, the home of the monsoons, the most
characteristic of the settled phenomena of peri-

odic atmospheric change ; and to certain remote

islets in the wide oceans for the investigations

of the general laws of the interchange of air

over the ocean surfaces.

But who should investigate the upper atmos-
phere over the sea if not the greatest maritime
nation on the earth; and when at the same
time that nation possesses the most western

outposts of Europe on the shores of the North
Atlantic Ocean, when it controls the Indian

peninsula, and when the remote islets where
observations are desirable also fly the Union
Jack, there seems good reason to express sur-

prise and possibly some other emotions that

the British nation is at present contributing

hardly anything to an investigation that is so

actively pursued in France, in Germany, in

America, in Russia, and in Austria under con-

ditonis of far less cogency than apply in our
case.

It is true there are difficulties. I do not
suggest that the open ocean or a remote islet

is a suitable place for ballooning. Our own
islands are small enough to present difficulties

and even dangers. On that account and on
loithers the investigation is expensive; and
though the results may be scientific, to be quite

frank, there is no guarantee that they will be
of immediate public utility. But if you allow
me without protest to tell you that the difficul-

ties, whatever they are, are such as British en-
terprise and British pluck cannot overcome,
and that the expenses are such as British pov-
erty eannot afford, I shall take your acquies-

cence merely as an example of undeserved tol-

erance that I do not think you would extend
to one of our neighbors across the seas if he
were so rash as to express the same opinion.

In that case you would, I feel sure, wish to

find other and more cogent reasons for our
inaction in such a. matter or take the alterna-

tive course more natural to a Society devoted
to Aeronautics and demonstrate the contrary
with appropriate vigor.

I am, however, wandering from my subject.

I wish to say that I am intending to limit my-
self to-night to those aspects of the investiga-

tions which have struck me in the ordinary
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course of my work without making any very

special study.

First, there are many things in meteorologi-

cal records of which we can give no sufficient

explanation. Let me give you an example.

This slide shows the recorded phenomena dur-

ing a thunderstorm on July 27, 1900. You will

notice very curious variations in the barometer

curve and associated rainfall and other changes.

These changes probably represent a very turbu-

lent state of the atmosphere with great verti-

cal displacement of air. Balloon observations

confirm' the hypothesis of turbulence, but they

have not given sufficient quantitative results to

afford an adequate explanation. I will cite a

description of a balloon voyage in a hail storm

by Prof. John Wise, the well-known American

aeronaut, on June 17, 1843, taken from "Blasi-

us on Storms," p. 141, which gives a thrilling

account of the turbulent motion experienced.

Such experiences are perhaps too hazardous

to be intentionally repeated and the description

is too general to go further than to indicate a

possible relation between the tufbulent state of

the atmosphere above and the instrumental

change at the surface.

My next example of general observation is

a picture of the upper development of a cumu-

lus cloud taken from the magnificent publica-

tion of the Aeronautical Society of Berlin.

Mr. Bacon could probably add many other

examples of contributions tO' what I may call

descriptive Meteorology from the favorable

point of view above the lower clouds afforded

by balloon) voyages.

Among the subjects of observations with in-

struments in balloons the most conspicuous

are the determination oi the vertical distribu-

tion of temperature and humidity. Some re-

sults as to the general direction and force of

winds have been obtained, and observatioms of

solar radiation and of electrical potential dif-

ference have been undertaken occasionally, but

not to the same extent as observations of tem-

perature and humidity. Without following

any particular order, I propose to group what

I have to say under the following heads:

(1) The British Association inquiries con-

ducted by Welsh and subsequently by Glaish-

er;

(2) The observations of M. L. Teisserenc

de Bort at Trappes;

(3) The German establishment at Berlin;

(4) Mr. Rotch's Observatory at Blue Hill—

and to add some other observations.

The British Association has taken up balloon

investigations for meteorological purposes on

at least two occasions—in 1852, when Mr.
Welsh carried out four ascents for the Kew
Observatory Committee of the Association in

Green's Nassau balloon ; in 1862 and 1863 when
Mr. Glaisher made thirteen ascents for a special

Committee of the Association in Coxwell's

Mammoth Balloon. Last year the Association

returned to its old enterprise and appointed a

committee to co-operate with the Royal Me-
teorological Society in the investigation of the

upper air by means of kites.

Welsh's results are represented in four ex-

cellent plates included in the Philosophical

Transactions of 1853. They show observations

up to a height exceeding 22,000 feet and the

corresponding temperature and humidity.

The instruments employed were a siphon

barometer, two pairs of wet and dry bulb ther-

mometers, one pair being provided with means
of aspiration, for causing a continuous current

of air to pass over the bulbs, the other pair

free, and a Regnault's hygrometer. The pur-

pose of the aspiration arrangements was to

avoid or at least to diminish the effects of so-

lar radiation upon the readings of the ther-

mometers. The results are similar in general

form to those obtained by later observers, of

which I hope to show you some reproductions

on the screen. The temperature differences

are approximately

:

(72° - 10°) = 62 foT 19,400 feet.

(68° - 15°) = 53 for 19,000 feet.

(60° - 27°) = 33 for 12,500 feet.

(50° - 2°) + 48 for 22,500 feet.

The humidity results are peculiar in that

they show as a rule very considerable diver-

gence from saturation when the observations

are taken in actual clouds. To this point I

shall return later on.

Glaisher's results for his thirteen ascents are

given in the Reports of the British Association

for 1862 and 1863. His instruments were

generally similar to Welsh's, but after break-

ing the aspirated thermometers he discarded

the use of the aspirator and trusted to polished

metal screens for the protection of his ther-

mometers against radiation. He also carried

with him electrical and optical apparatus as

well as ozone papers.

I give on the screen a general representation

of his results for temperature, which have re-

mained until quite recently the uhimate authori-

ty for the accepted numbers expressing the

average vertical temperature gradient. From

the slope of the curve, you will see that the

tendency is towards a limiting minimum tern-
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perature at heights within the reach of bal-

loons.

The interval between Glaisher's observations

and the more recent ones to which I shall

allude is chiefly conspicuous for the develop-

ment ot portable self-recording apparatus.

With purely mechanical multiplication very

delicate aneroids, thermometers and 'hair hy-

grometers, particularly by the well-known firm

of Richard Freres, of Paris, are made to read

the pressure, or height, the temperature, and

humidity upon a revolving drum, and this in-

strumental development has given rise to ex-

tensive use of unmanned balloons and kites

for meteorological purposes. The manned bal-

loon is, of course, an indispensable adjunct as

furnishing a means of comparing the indica-

tions of these self-recording instruments with

the eye-readings of standard instruments simi-

larly exposed; but I shall now turn your at-

tention to results obtained by the other type of

instrument, the self-recording, as distinguished

from the eye-reading instruments used by

Welsh and Glaisher.

M. Teisserenc de Bort's establishment at

Trappes, near to Paris, is a laboratory of At-

mospheric Physics on a large scale. Balloons

of all kinds and kites of the highest lifting

capacity are constantly employed in making

observations.

The representative diagram from this ob-

servatory, which I shall show you, gives the

temperature of the air over Paris for a con-

tinuous period of six weeks in the early part

of 1901.

By way of supplement to this I place before

you a corresponding diagram) of the hourly

variation of temperature over Berlin from a

series of ascents made at the aeronautical es-

tablishment there by the balloonkite, a mon-

strous instrument which is inflated with gas

and yet keeps its equilibritim in a wind when it

is held captive. For this I exhibit also a re-

production of the actual record showing the

long duration of the ascent of the balloonkite.

I have introduced these diagrams as falling

naturally into comparison with that by M.

Teisserenc de Bort without any account oi the

institution that furnished them. But I now
repair that omission by calling attention to

some points in connection with it. It is a very

fully equipped establishment upon the Tegler

Schressplatz, near Berlin, and is, at the same

time, the most active center for the investiga-

tion of the upper air. Its best known aero-

nauts, Berson and Suring, have accomplished

the most adventurous ascents in free balloons.

Its unmanned balloons have reached the unex-

ampled heights of upwards of 60,000 feet, while

its balloonkite and its Hargrave kites are con-

tinually exploring the more accessible regions

of the atmosphere.

Two years ago it contributed three magnifi-

cent volumes of results of the investigations

carried out under its auspices entitled "Wis-

senschaftiche Luftschifif fahrten," and recently

it has published an additional volume of re-

sults of the more recent experiments. From
these volumes I have already taken the illus-

tration of the development of cloud above the

first cloud layer and the diagrams representing

the results of the kite balloon observations. I

will now exhibit some additional diagrams

taken from the same source.

The first shows the temperature results at

Berlin compared with Glaisher's results, and
the second, a comprehensive summary of the

results of the Berlin observations for vertical

temperature distribution at different seasons.

With regard to this question of temperature,

it will be remembered that the inference from
Glaisher's observations was that the tempera-

ture approached a limiting minimum at a com-
paratively moderate height. This conclusion

was questioned by Berson and the other Berlin

investigators, who found no indication of a

slackening of the fall of temperature, indeed,

rather the reverse; but on prosecuting the re-

searches in still higher altitudes the indication

reappears. At the Aeronautical Congress at

Berlin in May 1st, M. Teisserenc de Bort ex-

pressed the opinion (quoted from Mr. Rotch's

report in the Monthly Weather Review) that

in the layer between 8,000 and 9,000 metres

(26,000 to 30,000 feet) the decrease of tem-

perature becomes slower, ceasing entirely at

11,000 metres (36,000 feet) ; above that height

a warming may set in with fluctuations of 1

to 3 C, making the temperature on the average

nearly constant. In the summer this isother-

mal is higher between 13,000 and 14,000 me-
tres, lower during the prevalence of depres-

sions, but 4,000 metres higher during a high

pressure. These results are confirmed by the

more recent results observed at Berlin, from

which it appears that above 10,000 metres (33,-

000 feet) temperature oscillates and does not

appear to decrease, although beyond the vari-

able stratum at 17,000 metres (56,000 feet) and

recently as high as 19,500 metres (65,000 feet),

the temperature was again found to decrease

so that the possibility of an absolute minimum
of temperature is by no means excluded.
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Among the services rendered by the Berlin

establishment must be reckoned some important

contributions to our knowledge of the condi-

tions requisite for obtaining accurate meteoro-

logical measurements, particularly of temper-

ature. The exposure to radiation in the upper

atmosphere makes the observations of tempera-

ture particularly liable to error. A great step

in advance is marked by the introduction of

the convenient ventilation psychrometer, the in-

vention of Dr. Assman, the chief of the Berlin

establishment, but accuracy in measurement re-

quires not only suitable instruments but suitable

mounting in, or rather outside, the car of the

balloon to avoid the influence of the body of

the balloon itself. Dr. Assman also claims our

thanks for having introduced for the purpose

of automatic reading a self-recording instru-

ment for pressure and temperature without

clockwork, which is a considerable item in the

weight to be carried by an unmanned balloon.

The motion of the drum, or rather disc, carry-

ing the paper is actuated by the temperature

changes, while the aneroid needle records on

the, disc the corresponding atmospheric pres-

sure, and there is thus recorded a curve of di-

rect relation between temperature and height

without any time record. This arrangement

reduces recording gear to the minimum weight,

and it is used by Dr. Assman in conjunction

with unmanned rubber balloons which are al-

lowed to expand as they rise and ultimately

burst, Leaving the instruments to be carried

down by a parachute. In this way enormous

heights are comparatively easily attained.

To the investigation of the behavior of in-

struments the international simultaneous bal-

loon ascents have largely contributed. These

are held on the first Thursday in each month

and ascents are generally undertaken with them

at Paris, Berlin, Strasburg, Vienna, St. Peters-

burg, Blue Hill, U. S. A., and now in Italy.

The ascents may be either of manned bal-

loons, ballons-sondes, or kites, and for these

ascents a special form of self-registering ther-

mometer introduced by M. Teisserenc de Bort,

is prescribed. While in consequence of the diffi-

culty of recording accurate temperatures in a

floating balloon in sunshine it is suggested that

ballons-sondes should be sent up an hour be-

fore sunrise.

I have incidentally mentioned Blue Hill. I

ought to point out that the observatory under

the direction of Mr. Roth is largely responsible

for the development of kite investigations. I

give one of the earliest diagrams of kite

records, which was published by that Observa-

tory.

I have also much pleasure in placing upon

the screen a reproduction of the records ob-

tained when I was present on August 20th of

this year from the deck of a steam tug near

Crinan Harbour, off the west coast of Scotland,

by Mr. Dines, in the course of the investiga-

tions to which I have already referred, as the

third enterprise of the kind in which the British

Association has taken part.

I now wish to return to the consideration of

the measurements of humidity. This quantity

is subject to very great irregularities of vertical 1

distribution. As a general rule the percentage ^
humidity of the air increases with height until

the first cloud layer is reached ; beyond that the

air becomes dry, sometimes very dry, but hu- ,

midity increases again to a second cloud layer

and the process is occasionally repeated a third

time, as illustrated by the Blue Hill diagram.

When the apparatus passes into a cloud, satur-

ation should be recorded by the instruments.

In the earlier experiments this was not the case,

as will be seen from the reference to Welsh's

diagrams and Glaisher's tables. Glaisher also

frequently speaks of the transition from dry fog

to wet fog, but I think the dryness indicated in

a cloud must be attributed to defective meas-

urements of temperature, for any cloud, that is

not merely of a transient character like the

puffs of steam from an engine, must indicate

saturation of the atmosphere. You will notice

that saturation is indicated in the Blue Hill

diagram where the kite passes into the clouds.

In London it appears that we may really have

dry fog, but fog in that case is a mixture of

water particles with smoke and the products

of combustion coat the globules of water and

protect them from evaporation. In the clean

air dry fogs cannot be accepted as reasonable.

With kites the wire generally comes down
loaded with condensed moisture when a cloud

has been traversed. The registration of satur-

ation when the balloon or kite passes into the

clouds may be regarded, indeed, as a means of

testing the instruments.

I will not detain you longer by considering

the measurements of radiation and atmospheric

electricit}' in balloon voyages ; measurements of

electrical potential especially have contributed

most materially to the recent almost phenom-

enal development of a satisfactory basis of ex-

planation of the electrical phenomena in the

discovery of electrons or charged ions and their

properties. And with regard to the winds I

will only say that it is clear from such observa-
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tions as have been made that the cyclonic

storms and variable winds which are the most

conspicuous feature of our experiences are con-

fined to a comparatively low stratum O'f the at-

mosphere above which the atmoispheric currents

are persistent and regular. I do not think that

more conclusive evidence of the difference of

meteorological experience at different levels can

be cited than the case quoted in the Berlin

reports, where a manned balloon and an un-

mianned' balloon started together from Berlin.

The manned balloon, with a southeasterly wind,

made its way to Jutland, whereas the un-

manned balloon, rising eventually to a height

exceeding 60,000 feet, found an upper current

and descended in the Balkan Peninsula.

The Meteorograph.
The instrum.ent sent up with the kite to se~

cure the automatic record of the conditions

of the air is called a meteorograph. It is

quite a complicated and remarkable affair,

and withal, is very light, weighing only about

2.1 pounds. The instrument is attached tO' the

kite and inclosed within its light, aluminum
case. The cut shows the mechanism inside the

case.

The sheet upon which the record is pro-

duced is wound around the cylinder seen at

the bottom of the figure. A clock-work in-

KITE METEOROGRAPH.
side the cylinder causes it to revolve at a

slow and uniform rate of one revolution in

twelve hours.

Four different meteorological conditions

are recorded by the four pens of this instru-

ment. The pen on the right traces a line

on the paper which shows the humidity of

the air, the pen being actuated by a strand

of human hairs stretched inside the long

tube seen at the top of the figure. These

hairs have the property of lengthening when
subjected to moist air and shortening in dry

air.

The next pen toward the left traces a line

upon the record sheet, which shows the press-

ure of the air, the pen being actuated by

the gang of five round, thin objects seen

between the pressure and humidity pens in

the figure.

Kites in Air Exploration.

By Professor C. F. Marvin.

Ever since man began to observe and
measure the conditions of the atmosphere
around him a good deal of effort has been
expended to find out what sort of conditions

prevail high up in the free air. From what
is known at present it seems that kites,

vvhich are so old that history does not tell

us certainly of their origin, were the first

things employed to gain this information.

Nearly one hundred and fifty years ago Dr.

Alexander Wilson, an astronomer in Edin-
burgh, Scotland, attached thermometers to

kites which he flew to great heights, and
thus ascertained the temperature in the

clouds. Two years after this, but without
any knowledge of Dr. Wilson's work, our
own Franklin drew the lightning from the

thunder clouds by means of a kite, and dem-
onstrated its likeness to the electrical sparks

produced by the laboratory machines.
Balloons were unknown at this time, and
over fifty years elapsed before scientists

began to use them for conducting researches

in the upper air.

In 1895 Prof. Willis L. Moore, the present

Chief of the Weather Bureau, decided to

undertake, by means of kites, the most com-
plete survey of the free upper air ever before

attempted. The plan adopted was to equip
a number of stations distributed over the

United States with kites and to make daily

ascensions, sending up automatic instruments
to a nearly uniform height of a mile if

possible, the object being to secure a record
of the meteorological conditions in the free

air. Prior experiments made at the Weather
Bureau and by others elsewhere had demon-
strated the possibility of using kites for such
a purpose, but very much remained to be
done to bring the whole kite apparatus to

that state of efficiency required in securing
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a successful execution of so difficult an

undertaking.

While the Weather Bureau has been con-

ducting this work, which comprises almost

daily observations in a free horizontal air

stratum about a mile high, independent kite

ascensions have been made by several private

individuals, the most important of which in

the United States are the ascensions made

at the Blue Hill Observatory, near Bos-

ton, under the direction of Mr. A. L. Rotch.

The results from a single station of this

sort serve to show only the change in at-

mospheric conditions as the kites pass up or

down through successive strata; or, if the

kites are kept continuously at a fixed eleva-

tion, the observations show the change in

conditions from hour to hour.

In Europe small balloons, equipped with

automatic instruments, have been cast free,

from time to time, and have ascended to

very great heights before losing their buoy-

ancy, when, slowly falling to the ground,

they have thus brought back records of the

conditions at extreme heights in the atmos-

phere which were never reached before.

Lately European meteorologists have em-
ployed both kites and balloons for atmos-

pheric explorations, so that we may fairly

say that kites are now no longer toys only,

but are highly valuable pieces of scientific

apparatus as well, the use of which will no
doubt be greatly extended in the near future.

Dr. T. Byard Collins on
Aerial Navigation.

Dr. T. Byard Collins recently gave a

lecture at the art gallery, Brooklyn, on "Me-
chanical Flight and Aerial Navigation," illus-

trated by lantern photographs and practical

demonstrations.

The outline of the lecture was as follows:

The introduction mentions, in brief, the

evolution of transportation by land and sea,

thus leading up to the question in hand,—
transportation by that other element, the

atmosphere.

Then follows Nature's use of this medium
as seen in the birds and the motion, of a bird's

wing is demonstnated.

Man's desire to fly is next discussed, then
his imitations of flight as shown in the kite.

The evolution of the kite is then shown and
Zimmerman, box and Eddy kites of large
size are used in demonstration and the uses
of the modern kite,—pleasure-giving, com-

mercial and scientific, are briefly dwelt upon.

Then follows in order: The Montgolfiers

and the hot air balloon; Hydrogen gas, its

discovery, properties, etc.; M. Charles and
the gas balloon; Scientific and other uses

of the gas balloon—rain-fall experiment.^.

Andree's attempt, etc. ; Novel and thrilling

balloon experiences; The limitations of the

balloon; The screw, its definition and multi-

tudinous uses; The aerial screw, its discovery

and the development of the idea; The aero-

plane—Penaud and his models—models in

flight; The Stringfellow model; Mr, Maxim
and his air-ship; Mr. Langley's investiga- J

tions and a model of his aerodrome; The ^
experiments of Tissandier, Renard, Santos-

Dumont with model of the dirigible balloon;

Difficulties,—stability, help of motion in ob-

taining,—the bicycle and the gyroscope; The
Villard machine, its principle,—model in

flight; Conclusion, the future of mechanical

flight.

The lecture was under the direction of the

Institute department of physics and the lec-

turer was introduced by Wallace Goold Levi-

son, B. Sc. Dr. Collins began by showing

the action of a bird's wing in flight, demon-
strating that it revolves around a cone, the

apex of which is formed by the juncture of

the wing to the bird's body. In this special

field the doctor has made many original ex-

periments employing novel means for the

obtaining of photographic records of the

gyrating wing, not only when the bird is in

flight and the member is beating rythmically,

but also its action in starting, stopping, as-

cending and descending. The flying models
were especially interesting and instructive,

and were made after designs by Pinaud, Tis-

sander, Stringfellow, Maxim and Langley,

showing with striking effect the efforts man
has made to fly. The sensational part of

this demonstration was the showing how
objects heavier than the air may be made to

fly.

-Other experiments illustrated the nature

of hydrogen. One seeming paradox was the

fact that a light suddenly forced into a tube

of that most inflammable gas would be im-

mediately snuffed out, while in opposition to

this was the ignition of hydrogen bubbles,

which exploded with great violence. The
study of these bubbles introduced a discus-

sion on the hydrogen balloon with its fore-

runner, the hot air balloon, which was then

shown, and finally the Santos-Dumont di-

rigible balloon. Dr. Collins did not advocate
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this type as a solution of aerial navigation,

but favored the aeroplane instead? The bal-

loon he considered of great importance in

warfare, and cited the fact that the French

and German governments have been making

exhaustive tests along this line. He thought

the time ripe for the commercial advent of

small airships for pleasure purposes. (Dr.

Collins has invented, developed and con-

structed an aeroplane of which public test

will probably be made in the coming sum-

mer.)

Aerial Machine Propellers.

If I was going in for experiments relative

to the above I should, says "Jack of All

Trades," not make a screw either after the

Archimedes or one that was put upon Jenny

Jones—i. e., the .boat that ran against the

old Talliessen. That, I should say, was all

fifty years ago, since I went from Bristol to

Cardiff by one and returned by the other.

It is a strange thing that in all these experi-

ments in aerial navigation they will stick 10

the oW obsolete fan propellers. I herewith

forward a sketch for making propellers for

the purpose that can be made of one-tenth

of the weight that you can cast one and

work out. It is a modification of the Grif-

fith screw. Variable pitch can be made out

of sheet brass, No. 22 gauge—i. e., the blades

and the boss struck up or spun __out of 18

or 16 gauge. This is made to the scale of

J 1-2 in. to the foot, the bosses are one-

fifth of the diameter and globular with fiat

poles, where the shaft goes through ; but I

should not put them upon a shaft to drive

them, but upon taper pins, a pulley behind

the boss, to drive by a gut band. In refer-

ring to sketch, Fig. 1, AA, diameter of screw

2ft., B is the pitch line, equal diameter at

foot B, pitch line equal diameter at boss B,

pitch line at point equal diameter, that is 2ft.

pitch all through. But we do not want that

;

we want a hollow blade with an augmenta-

tion of pitch— i. e., pitch variable, so we give

the point of the blade a lead, as shown at C.

Now if we carry our lines as shown, we get

a curved surface like FF, what the artists call

the line of beauty and grace or wave line, is

it not? Now these lines are very near the

same, see Fig. 2, diagonally F.F.F.F., and
across the blade, midway. Transverse FF
the same, see FF in Fig. 1. In the view

looking down upon the blade referring to

Fig. 3, is the section of blade through centre,

and Fig, 2 is looking broadside on. Fig. 4

shows how the boss is constructed, and as a

sectional view of axle-box and boss spun

or struck up or spun in two halves, and the

blades are put between two angle-pieces, and

when building these may be sweated togeth-

er and then drilled and riveted. The blades

have a flute chased in them to stiffen them
(see EE); these letters refer to the same
parts. The boss. Fig. 4, is returned on the

inside, I; the axle-box, J, is a tube made
taper and driven in and sweated together.

The blades may be moulded upon a block

of hardwood, endways grain. An ordinary

shoemaker's hammer would be just the thing,

with its round face. The blade is riveted

to the angle-pieces, and the angle-pieces to

the boss, and the two halves of the bosses

riveted together. These can be made with

less trouble, time, and expense than any cast

one, and of one-tenth or less of the weight.

I should put a bush each end of the axle-

box, and bush that bush with bone, after it

is sweated in, and between the bushes in-

side I should put some lard and soapstone;

it is cleaner than blacklead, and will be
cleaner than metal bearings. I should let

the bone bushes project, and run against a

polished steel washer, and that washer
against a bone one, ^nd the bone one take

the thrust; and apply the same to the front.

Square the end of spindle and washer to fit,

then a lock-nut to keep all tight.

Subscribe for the Aeronautical World.
Only $1.50 per year.
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Notes and Jottings

THE WORLD'S AERIAL NEWS
BRIEFLY TOLD.

End of M. Roze's Air-Ship.

M. Roze's air-ship has been broken up. The

shareholders in the company which financed

M. Roze saw no other means of preventing

endless expense. M. Roze was most indig-

nant, and is taking legal proceedings. The

air-ship was to cost $12,000, but absorbed

three times that amount. M. Roze attrib-

utes the length of time occupied in the con-

struction to the fact that funds were given

him irregularly and after the stipulated date.

He has, however, still faith in his ability of

solving the problem of aerial locomotion.

Balloons in Telegraph Service.

Successful experiments in military mar-

conigraphy have been conducted between Al-

dershot and the warship "Vernon" at Spit-

head by engineers who are using a small

captive balloon bearing a receiver consisting

of metal ribbons and connected with the ap-

paratus on the ground by a steel retaining

cable.

The Progress of Aeronautics.

A numerous and distinguished audience

attended the usual annual gathering of the

Vienna Aero Club.

Herr Victor Silberer, the president, in a

speech which lasted over an hour, reviewed

the general progress of aeronautics during

the past year, and with the doings of the

Austrian Club within that period. From what

Herr Silberer said, it could be gathered that

so far as this country is concerned the re-

sults are not as satisfactory as could be

wished.

The most successful long-distance ascent

was made by Herr Herbert Silberer, the son

of the president, in collaboration with M.
Emile Carton, the French professional. It

extended from Vienna to Thuringia, a

stretch of 513 kilometres, which, however,

was considerably behind the best ascent in

the previous year—from Vienna to Cuxhaven,
a distance of 828 kilometres.

Referring to the development of aeronautics

abroad Herr Silberer characterized the bal-

loon ascents in France during the past year

as very moderate in comparison to those

of the preceding twelvemonth, the best long-

distance flight within the period under notice

being that of Comte Castillon de Saint-Vic-

tor, from Paris to Culmbach, in Bavaria

—

a journey of but 700 kilometres.

Herr Silberer also entered into details

concerning steerable airships, explaining the

most recent experiments of M. Santos-Du-

mont and Messrs. Lebaudy. The catastro-

phe resulting in the deaths of Senhor Se-

vere and Baron von Bradsky were also fully

discussed.

After the lecture a series of highly inter-

esting photographs was displayed, among
them being two taken by Herr Silberer him-

self during an ascent more than fifteen years

ago, and which today are somewhat of a cu~

riosity, as they are the oldest of their special

kind in Austria.

Scientific Ballooning.

At a recent meeting of the scientific com-

mittee of the Aero-Club, held under the pres-

idency of Prince Roland Bonaparte, M. Teis-

serenc de Bort acquainted his colleagues

with a part of the communication he intends

to send to the Academic des Sciences before

returning to the Franco-Scandinavian aero-

nautic station in Jutland.

He relates that, during his experiments

with kites, sometimes the kites have been

blown away by the wind, some of them hav-

ing been recovered from the sea near Copen-

hagen and others found in the north of Nor-

way, but that the curves traced by the reg-

istering apparatus have always been deciph-

erable.

For the first time, the experimenters have

been able to note the instant of atmospheric

disturbances, and they hope to arrive at lo-

eating the causes and thus establish scientific

predictions.

Curiosity of Ballooning.

If, when riding in a balloon at a heigh't

of, say, 2,000 feet, a charge of guncotton be

fired electrically 100 feet below the car the

report, though really as loud as a cannon,

sounds no more than a mere pistol shot, pos~

sible partly owing to the greater rarity of

the air, but chiefly because the sound, having

no background to reflect it, simply spends

itself in the air. Then, always and under all

conditions of atmosphere whatsoever, there

ensues absolute silence until the time for the
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echo back from earth has fully elapsed.

When a deafening outburst of thunder rises

from below, rolling on often for more than

half a minute.

Nathan Oliver's Flying
Machine.

The nation that first masters the problem

of flight through the ethereal ocean is des-

tined to become the greatest in the universe.

The science of flying through the air has ex-

ercised the minds of the greatest men in the

world, but there remains much to do before

the science can be reduced to practicability.

There are two schools that teach different

methods of aerial navigation—those who
navigate the air with the assistance of bal-

loons and those who employ the air-ship.

Imagination has made much out of the latter,

but there has also been some practical work
by the leading scientists of this and every

other country.

A great deal has been accomplished, from
small beginnings, and men have been laughed

at for their pains. Every little while one
hears of new theories, and while many of

them are crude, yet there is a base in most
of them on which something practical is

founded. After much exhaustive study, Na-

than Oliver concludes that he has arrived at

a point where he is prepared to promise that

he can build an air-ship that will not only

sail through the air, but it will be able to

stay there as long as the strength of the

genius who controls the mechanism holds out.

Mr. Oliver is an ardent believer in the theory

long since advanced that man will yet become

the master of the upper regions as well as he

has mastered the problems that are to be

found on the earth and those under the earth.

The inventor would tell but little about his

theory of the manner in which the propell-

ing part of the ship is going to be made.

*T am working on the bird theory," he said,

"for that to my mind is the only one from

which practical results are to be obtained.

If nature has fixed things so that a bird can

fly through the air I do not see why the

inventive genius of man should not think up

some similar contrivance.

"My machine will be propelled by a con-

trivance similar to that of the bicycle. I shall

have pedals on it, and as long as these are

kept in motion I do not think there will

be any trouble in staying in the air. By
slanting my canopy I can rise to any height

desired, and when I want to descend all that

I will have to do is to pedal slower and keep

the canopy drawn flat. This will act as a

parachute. The ship will have a rudder, and

the steering gear that controls this I can

work with my hands.

"Of course, I do not know how the air-

ship will act in different currents of air, but

I think that is something I can work out

when the time comes. SantO'S Dumont r.ould

only go up when the weather was calm, and

then the time that he was in the air depend-

ed on his supply of naptha that was used as

a propelling power. He couldn't carry

enough naptha to last for a very long time,

but with me I can go as far as my strength

will carry me. I also propose to have wings
on the sides of my machine that will move
as those of a bird. Just how these will be

constructed I wouldn't want to say, but 1

have worked the problem out in my head,

and I think there will be no trouble in sur-

mounting this difficulty."

Kite Life Saving Station.
The first kite life saving station on the

Western coast has been erected at Forty-
Ninth avenue, San Francisco, Cal., by Dr.

W. Riehl. Dr. Riehl says that his kites are

to a certain extent under control and that

they can be deflected sixty degrees from the

direction of the wind. The doctor is confident

that in time his system will be in general use
in the life saving stations.

Traveling- by Balloon.
It is one of the peculiarities of travel by

balloon that you do not feel anything; all is

still with you, no matter how fast you may
be going. You see, you are riding with the

wind; you move as fast as it moves; you
are part and parcel of it, whether you wish
to be or not. It takes you in its embra.ce

so firmly, yet so softly, you do not know it

is there. You may be in the teeth of a hur-

ricane, but you never know it; all is calm
and placid with you.

The Sahara Balloon Trials.
The Aeronauts Preparing for Another At-

tempt.

Captain Debureaux, Comte de Castillon

Saint-Victor and M. Legrand have returned

from Gabes, where they were unsuccessful in

the over-Sahara trials with the balloons

"Eclaireur" and "Leo Dex," and will imme-
diately begin preparations for another at-

tempt of a similar character.
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M. Emmanuel Aime. the well-known aero-

nautic authority, announces that their third

balloon, to be used in an attempt to cross

Africa from the east to the west, will have

a capacity of 1,000 cubic metres and will be

inflated with pure hydrogen.

The point of departure will be an oasis to

the south of Gabes. Captain Debureaux, in

no degree discouraged by the failure of the

recent attempts, hopes that the new balloon,

favored by the spring winds, v^^ill, in a

week's voyage, reach the French territory of

Senegal.

The new balloon, as in the cases of the pre-

ceding ones, will be provided with a heavy

guide-rope trailing on the ground for reg-

ulating the altitude of the balloon, and the

losses of hydrogen will be compensated by

means of automatically-regulated quantities

of ballast.

The aeronauts, exhibiting great persever-

ence and prudence, are desirous of continu-

ing the trials by means of non-occupied bal-

loons until it is shown that they can with

safety undertake to manage a balloon them-

selves in an attempt to cross the Sahara.

M. Santos' Commercial Knter-
prise.

Santos-Dumont seems tO' be once more

very wide awake in the steerable balloon line

of business, after a decidedly quiet period

in that line of activity, and that his aerial

enterprises are not altogether unconnected

with the cold commercialism of gate money
is shown by the announcement that the general

public are to be allowed to visit his new bal-

loon sheds on the Seine, at Paris, opposite the

Isle de Puteaux, which is just outside of Paris,

"on payment of a small fee, the money beir^g

collected for the purpose of building future

air-ships."

To the Casual Reader.
The Aeronautical World is devoted to the

vastly grand, universally interesting and sur-

passingly important art of aerial navigation,

and we want all who are interesited in the

subject to have their names recorded on our

subscription list. If you wish to become bet-

ter posted, or to impart information to oth-

ers, we shall be pleased to have you com-
municate with us.

hydrogen balloons at the exposition grounds.

the World's Fair, St. Louis. The occasion

being the dedication and inauguration on
April 29 and May 1, 1903. All the eight bal-

loons are to be supported in the air at the

same time. These balloons bring to the

manufacturer a pile of solid dollars.

Koch's Plying- Boat.

Herr Gustav Koch, of Berlin, proposes to

construct a boat w'hich will be able to fly.

The experiments, he says, will be conducted

on water, by means of which the dangers of

cross-country trial trips would be avoided.

He recently showed to the German Society

for Aerial Navigation his invention, which

consists of a low, flat and light motor-boat

floating on the surface of the water. It has

adjustable steering apparatus and horizontal

sails. He states that in his experiments with

the boat he found he could lift it entirely

out of the water by aid of the motor and
horizontal sails. He also said he could steer

it in any direction and attain a great speed

as it skimmed over the surface of the water.

House Air-Ship the Latest.

A habitable air-ship seems to be the next

project which the French aeronauts desire

to realize, says a Paris cable dispatch to the

New York World. Mr. Broet, a member of

the Aero Club of France, has designed and

is having constructed an air-ship which will

have a room covered in with mica and fur-

nished with couch, wardrobe and table. The
air-ship will be lighted with electricity.

The Solidity About Balloons.
Aeronaut Leo Stevens informs us that he

has just closed a contract to furnish eight

Dumont's Passenger Balloon.

The Paris authorities have decided to treat

the Santos-Dumont passenger balloon just

like any public vehicle and M. Santos-Du-

mont will be compelled to prove the safety

of this method of transportation before he

will be permitted to receive fares from pas-

sengers.

The action of the authorities of Paris in

requiring M. Santos-Dumont to prove that

his aerial vehicle is safe will put upon a dif-

ficult task of deciding as to the meaning of

safety. One or two trips might be made
without injury, prior to a drop from the

clouds, just as one or two trips over a rail-

road might be followed by a dispute between

two trains for, the use of one set of rails.

Santos-Dumont would certainly have no dan-

gers on that score.
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Ancient Aerial Machines.
Balloons were used millions of years be-

fore man invented them, says Dr. Dalinger.

Late studies have shown that the long glist-

ening threads of gossamer seen in fields on

early autumn days are due to spiderlings,

whose first silk is woven into balloon bas-

kets in which they float away. They cut or

extend the threads trailing from these bal-

loons as the pressure of the atmosphere may
dictate.

Passenger Air-Ships.

Santos-Dumont says : "Paris will soon see

the first of the union air-ship depots, and

then we will have races. My depot will have

room for seven air-ships and my fleet next

summer will consist of three, I could, there-

fore, at any time, invite the owners of four

other air-ships, stable them, supply them
with supplemental hydrogen or illuminating

gas and other conveniences. When all was

ready the maneuvering trucks, rolling on

their miniature railway tracks, would haul

them all out, hold them parallel to each

other at the starting line, till the word 'Go
!'

was uttered—and then a race would begin!"

"My union air-ship depot," he continues,

"will be furnished with every possible con-

venience of modern science. It will permit

experimenters to pursue their work in a

more rational way, more economical and

less dangerous. Especially it will suppress

the periods of unprepared departures and

landings. At each corner of the facade, in

the plan, you see an observation tower.

These will serve for meteomlogical observa-

tions."

It has been announced that M. Santos-Du-

mont will have his air-ship, for the convey-

ance of passengers, ready for trial this

month.

Andree, the Lost Aeronaut.
Nearly five years ago S. A. Andree, the

Arctic aeronaut, ascended from the north

coast of Spitzbergen at Advent bay and wa:^

soon lost to sight forever. On the morning

of his ascent he drew up his will, which he

signed just before stepping into the car and

ascending.

The will declared that he left all his prop-

erty to his brother, Captain Ernst Wilhelm

Andree, of the Swedish army. It added that

his brother would devote a part of the estate

to specific purposes, which he had indicated

to Captain Andree by word of mouth. The

will was taken back to Sweden and delivered

into his brother's hands.

Andree's brother now seeks to have him

declared legally dead so that the estate can

be settled.

It is not believed that the ill fated party

were alive many days after they rose into the

air from Spitzbergen. It is possible even yet

that relics may be found which will give

some clue to the exact nature of the disaster

that befell the three men and approximately

locate the region where it occurred.

Testing- Plying Machines.
Captain Ferber has erected an aerodrome at

Nice, not merely for his own experimients with

flying machines, but to allow the use of it to

any inventor who may want to test an air-

ship.

The arrangement consists of a 60ft. mast
supporting a cross piece on top nearly 100

ft. long balanced to freely revolve. The machine
to be tested is secured to one end while the

other is counterbalanced so that the new
craft can more freely maneuvre and with

little danger.

W. L. Tanney's Plying Machine
For sixteen long years, Mr. Tanney has

been at work upon the construction of his

flying machine and never once has lost heart

in the thought that some day he would wit-

ness the fulfillment of his dreams. He has

kept his own advice and no one outside of

a few intimates were acquainted with the in-

ventor's ambitions, and ha;s now secured the

privilege from the West A'^irginia State Fair

Associaltion to use the grounds foir experi-

mental purposes in the flying of his immense
air-ship, which he is building and which he

expects to have completed in a few weeks.

The fruition of his many years of hard la-

bor upon the sky scaler are not far off,

in the opinion of Mr. Tanney, and he hopes

to have a machine that will surpass any-

thing so far constructed by Santos-Dumont,

and he believes, furthermore, that he is on

the right course for the solution -of aerial

navigation.

Mr. Tanney is endeavoring to build his

machine so as to get into competition for

the $200,000 prize offered by the management
of the St. Louis exposition for an aeronaut

ica] exhibition. The engine is to be cooled by

water instead of air, the water being used

partly for ballast.
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Mr. Taniiey has gone over his invention with

U. S. Chemist Frederic Haffelfinger, whose

father spent a fortune in trying to solve

aerial navigation, and be believes he has a

machine that will outdo anything so far

brought to the attention of the public.

W. Reiferschudt's Air-Ship.

It is reported that this hard-named gentle-

man has begun work on his air-ship to carry

two persons. It is to excel all others. Be-

yond this we have no information.

Parker's Life-Saving Balloon.

Lewis Parker, manager of the Grand

Opera House in Brooklyn, has patents in

the United States, Great Britain, Germany

and France on a balloon for sending a Ime

from a wrecked or stranded vessel ashore,

communicating at sea or for taking a mes-

sage from a foundered or disabled ship in

mid-ocean.

Mr. Parker's invention is so simple that a

well known naval official expressed surprise

that it had not been thought of before. By

means of a small balloon, which the inventor

says can be inflated and started on its jour-

ney in three minutes, he sends a line ashore

and drops it there. Since the balloon is not

required to carry the weight of the line,

but only to lead it as it pays off a reel

on the vessel the inventor claims that it can

carry a line almost any distance that it is

likely to be necessary. Of course, the wind

must be in the direction of the shore for

the balloon to take the line there, and this

is why som.e people scoff at the balloon life

saver. Mr. Parker says there is only one

answer to this objection.

"If the wind is not blowing toward the

shore, as a rule, the ship will not be there,"

he says. 'T have learned the business of

navigating myself and have been a sailor in

the West Indies just for the love of it, and

I know that in ninety-nine cases out of a

hundred vessels are wrecked on lee shores.

That is natural as it is the wind that drives

most vessels ashore. Navigators do not often

go in so close to a weather shore to get

stranded nowadays."

Cyreth's Captive Balloon.

Going up in a balloon is a feat that the

majority of people do not care to perform,

but if the balloon were captive, with no

chance for it to escape, it would make little

difference at what height it was anchored;

the higher up it was the greater would b€

the temptation to ascend and view the

scenery. The intention of the inventor is

to provide a car of sufficient buoyancy to

carry cables of great length, with means for

drawing the balloon down to anchor it close

to the ground when not in use. The gas

reservoir is divided into sections, with an

equal amount of gas in each, and in case

of puncture in one of the sections the re-

maining pockets would have sufficient buoy-

ancy to support the car until repairs could

be made.

Tt is already common practice to attach

a balloon to a single cable wound on a drum
and allow a few persons to ascend at a time,

but the amount of power required is much
greater than that necessary to raise the ele-

vator in this case. There is a central open-

ing in the observation platform, through

which the car rises to discharge and take

on passengers, with a single cable to operate

the car.

Insurance for Aeronauts.
A French insurance company has offered to

issue policies to aeronauts, a premium of $4 se-

curing a payment of $1,000 in case of death and

$1 a day until recovery in the event of disable-

ment.

An Air-Ship over Liverpool.
A YANKEE SENSATION.

An extraoTdinary amount of interest was ex-

hibited in Liverpool recently in the appearance

of an "airship" suspended over the city. The
comments made upon it were remarkable. It

was regarded at first as a navigable balloon

proceeding somewhere adventurously and at

a considerable altitude. It was found later,

however, that it was a "captive." The airship

floated in grand style; it was cleverly rigged.

Seen through a telescope, it appeared to con-

sist of two dummy barges, made of silk or

other light material, filled with gas. These

were braced together with a crosspiece, sur-

mounted by another bag, looking like a sail.

The craft was very graceful, and its move-

ments attracted much attention. Ilie side view,

as seen from Dale street or the Exchange

Flags, was the most satisfactory. Curious peo-

ple observed, or thought they observed, two or

three men in this aerial boat. T^hat was the

result of imagination. Others thought the

craft had been driven across Channel and up

from France. Some wags said the ship con-
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tained ambassadors from Mars, and some po-

litical critics even expressed the belief that Mr.

Chamberlain had come over from South Af-

rica in quite an out-of-the-way manner. The

puzzle was complete, and thousands tried to

solve it. A clever Yankee caused all this spec-

ulation and sensation by a very happily-con-

ceived advertisement in connection with the

visit of the "Klondyke Nugget Company" to

the Grand Theatre. An American once wanted

the moon upon which to advertise his pills,

and the nearest approach to that probably un-

reachable hoarding was obtained by the use of

this Yankee "airship."

Aerial Adventurers in Demand
Santos Dumont's latest airship is intended

to carry ten persons on pleasure bent, but it is

reported that there is a dirth in France of

hazard takers willing to risk the experience.

It is reported that one by one the enthusi-

asts who, when the project was visionary,

promised to take the voyage, have withdrawn

now that the ascent is certain.

Nevertheless the young Bmzilian intends, if

necessary, to put sand bags averaging a man's

weight in the place of the volunteers who have

shirked the danger, in order to prove the prac-

ticability of his latest improvements. Invita-

tions meantime have been extended to aero

clubs elsewhere to furnish the first batch of

travelers. Santos Dumont's enormous airship

shed, covering 3,000' square yards of ground,

is now being roofed.

Balloons and Wireless Teleg-
raphy.

The German military administration has be-

gun exhaustive experiments with wireless

telegraph. The balloon battalion is establish-

ing stations between Berlin and the Harz

Mountains. An apparatus mounted on wheels

is easily moved by four horses.

Air-Ship Possibilities.

Santos-Dumont, in a very long interview,

does not sound a single uncertain note and he

is going ahead with the construction of ma-

chines that will carry passengers and prepar-

ing for the commercial phase of the invention.

He affirms that the accident at Monte Carlo

is attributable to the inefficient landing facil-

ities and he declares that a properly equipped

starting point is as essential to the success of

ship flying as any part of the ship itself. The

correspondent voices his impressions in this

parascraph :

"The thing is bound to come, and there is

every indication that it will be with us in the

coming summer season. There is no lack of

airship experimenters in Paris, though they be-

long to two great classes—those who have con-

structed already full-sized airships and those

whose plans are still on paper or who have

got as far as the small model stage. These are

more numerous, and there are those to whom
the airship depots will offer the most advan'-

tages. Nevertheless it is likely that the more
advanced experiments will be the first to profit

by them."

Dumont is not the only inventor working

with success in Paris, as the correspondent in-

forms us. At the present time there are more
than a dozen full-sized and thoroughly

equipped airships ready to mount in the air.

That they will make successful voyages and
that the chance for accident has been eliminated

in the fullest measure, seems assured. The
ships have got beyond the experimental stage

and their permanency is guaranteed.

The World's Aerial Machine
Contest.

OPEN TO ALL.

NO MACHINES NECESSARY.
We only want to know which of the ma-

chines on the front page of the Aaeronautical

World our readers consider the best, and we
will gladly pay $10.00 to learn. The machines
have all been described in previous issues.

It is simply necessary to record 100 votes

against one or more of the names on the printed

slip below, and mail it to The Aeronautical

World, Contest Department, with your name,
address and date thereon; nothing more is re-

quired.

The person recording the greatest number of

points nearest the choice of the majority, will

receive a gold certificate for $10.00. Reader,

you try and invite your friends to try ; it's only

those wlio try that can win.

Number of Votes.

Montgolfier

Santos-Dumont

Von Zeppelin

Barton

Langley

Irish-Alexander

Nami(

Address

Date
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Aeronautical Literature.

Mysteries of Aerial Navigation.

By Prof. E. Knowlton.

When a sensible scientist seeks the solu-

tion of some difficult problem he studies the

works of God for hints and guides. Professor

Loomis—perhaps our most notable American
aeronaut—tells us that he had studied bird-

flight for years before attempting the con-

struction of his own laying machine. Others

before him had also studied the animals

which fly after a fashion and which man may
more immediately hope to rival.

Of all animals which make a pretense of

flying, perhaps the simplest is the flying fish,

but in the sense of raising itself into the air

or of flying upward the flying fish is not a

true or complete flyer. It can fly only out-

ward and downward and does even that

very imperfectly. It must start from the

crest of some wave which has lifted it into

the air or must give itself its utmost swim-

ming speed with which it can "shoot" out

of the water some distance up into, or along

in, the air and thence sail or skim or "scoot,''

as the boys phrase it, still farther, but always

in a downward direction and for a very

limited distance.

THE FLYING SQUIRREL.
Even some land animals, the flying squir-

rel and the lemur, can do something along

this line. The squirrel runs swiftly up the

trunk of a tree, springs from the top, stretch-

es out the thin membranes between his fore

and hinder legs on either side, using them

as a sort of parachute, and so slides down
a kind of invisible, aerial inclined plane to

the foot of another tree, on which he re-

peats the operation at will. Among the for-

ests of Maine I have had one fly into the

open chamber window in the early morning,

fall upon the rug at the bedside, quietly

submit to be taken in hand, examined and

petted, then, when placed upon the window

sill, fly straight out down to the foot of a

neighboring pine and resume his usual up-

and-down, saw-tooth-like progress. While

watching them I have often thought that the

little fellows must practice their odd method

for pure sport, as it certainly appears that

they would get on faster by simply running

straight along over the surface of the ground.

True, in case of streams or of rough, rocky

gorges or ravines, this membraneous para-

chute enables them to "squail" themselves,

as the boys used to phrase it, across places

where they could neither run nor climb.

THE FLYING FISH.

And, in this case, the imitation is not only

the "sincerest flattery," but it is often an un-

conscious compliment or tribute to his Cre-

ator. His parachutes and his "aeroplanes"

merely follow and imitate by human science

Divine methods of construction and the ac-

tions which animals perform in obedience to

unfailing and uneering instinct.

Neither the flying fish nor the flying squir-

rel nor the flying lemur—which far outdoes

the squirrel—can start flying upward. Each
gains the desired or necessary elevation by

swimming or climbing, thence glides outward

or slides down an invisible aerial chute or

plane of air, only to repeat again and again.

This, too, men had to copy or attempt to

rival as long as they foolishly believed that

the strength of their unaided arms could

suffice to actuate wings large enough to

safely sustain them in the air. Quite a num-
ber lost their lives before others learned that

man's arms, in their present stage of develop-

ment, can not actuate wings wide enough or

strong enough to bear him safely through

the air. Some such accidents have happened

even within the last half decade. No matter

how scientific their "hypothesis," nor how
robust their faith, few met with any greater

success in their attempts to fly with wings

than Trowbridge's immortal "Darius

Green."

THE DARWIN THEORY.
It may come to pass that, when we have

learned to use our arms as much as our legs

and made them as strong as our legs—as is

the case with our simian ancestors, according

to Darwin and Huxley—they may gain the

power requisite to actuate wings large

enough to bear us whither we wish, but the

first successful experimenter in that direction

—if he exists—has not yet flown out into

public fame.

At the very outset of all efforts to make

either a steerable flying balloon or a dirigible

floating or sailing or electric m.otor airship,

two very great difficulties challenge the ex-

perimenting would-be inventor. The first is
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the extreme lightness of the air compared

with the weight of any material which he can

use in the construction of his machine. One
of the elements—the hydrogen—is the. light-

est substance yet known, seemingly too light

to be called a substance at all. It is more

than fourteen times as light as the common
air of which it forms a part. And our com-

mon air, itself, is more than eight hundred

times as light as common fresh water. These

tw^o facts mean that hydrogen gas, with which

they fill the balloon part, the supporting part,

of the modern airship, is more than elev^on

thousand times as light as common fresh

water. Think what follows: The imperative

necessity of finding and using in the construc-

tion of every part of a proposed airship all

those substances which unite in themselves

the indispensable qualities of lightness and

toughness and strength in the very highest

degrees yet known to science.

And the higher we rise the lighter the

air becomes so that all the difficulties en-

countered near the surface become greater

and greater as we rise above it. Forty years

ago this very year Messrs. Coxwell and

.Glaisher went up in their balloon five miles

and a half. There the air was so light—only

one-third the weight of ours at the surface

—

that Mr. Glaisher's veins swelled nearly to

bursting, he became so dizzy that conscious-

ness left him and he fell in a dead faint with

blood streaming from eyes and ears. Had
not Mr. Coxwell instantly let out enough of

the gas to lower the balloon into denser air

Mr. Glaisher would have presently died.

LIGHTNESS OF UPPER AIR.
How much lighter the upper air is than

that of the surface was proved nearly one
hundred years ago when the famous Gay
Lussac in his balloon, at the height of four

miles and a half, securely enclosed vessels

full of the upper air, brought it down to

earth and accurately and scientifically weigh-
ed it, proving it only two-fifths as dense as

the air in which we live at the surface.

So we know beyond question that no mat-
ter what successes we may achieve in the

way of the flotation and the dirigibility—in

plain, everyday talk, the steerability—of our
best balloons and airships, the limitations of

our own hearts and veins and lungs must
forever hold us very near our dear old
mother earth, who loves us quite too well
to let us beyond the apron strings of her
own all-powerful restraining gravity, at
least thus far.

Having thus achieved the feat of getting

our balloons and airships up within the five-

mile limit and keeping them there as long

as we can stand it, we have now to solve the

far more difficult problem of driving them
in whatever direction we wish, at whatever

speed we choose and steering them at will.

Failing in these our airships have compara-

tively little value. Succeeding in them we
can presently solve the mysteries of the poles

and of the upper Himalayas and, better far,

we can soon cause "wars and fightings to

cease."

Toward this consummation, so "devoutly

to be wished," the ablest aeronauts of the

earth are now bending every energy. Nearly

every month witnesses some discovery which

tends to diminish the second great diffivnilty,

the full consideration of which, as far as

science enables us now to understand, will

forrn the subject of the third paper.—Mer-
cury, San Jose.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR.

The Editor :—I received the January an'd

February numbers of the Aeronautical World
and looked them over in haste to see the new
ideas advanced. There is great activity in this

field of invention, but it is almost pathetic to

see how many of us poor deluded fools think

we have discovered the long-sought secret.

Each one is confident he is the lucky genius.

Yet great names are threshing old straw and

will give the waiting world but chaff. The
world's thoughts run in ruts and progress is

slow. This I ask you to remember, that 1 have

something new, both as to theories and appli-

ances. I told you that my theories and devices

were radically new and revolutiona'ry. I have

either discovered something or I am one of

those poor deluded failures whose ideas were

nothing but the mirage of a strong desire re-

flected from the atmosphere of an over-heated

imigination. Emerson, the sage of Concord,

says greatness is nearly allied to madness.

Progress is the result of departure from beaten

paths. The wisdom and methods of the past

must be discredited and discarded. The steam

engine., the steamboat, the telegraph, the tele-

phone, the phonograph, the sewing machine, the

bicycle, the automobile and wireless telegraphy

were all radically new and were all laughed to

scorn by the wise. So let Langley, loaded

down and saturated with Smithsonian wisdom,

employ his time and genius in studying the

huge antedeluvian Ptewdaclyls of the fossilized
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past and let him employ the resources of the

government in building aerodromes to imitate

their flight. The time is near at hand when
the dead past shall bury its dead. The only

objection I have to most that is written on
the problem of flio-ht is that it is just a rehash

of the same old ideas in ten thousand different

forms—^balloons, kites, aerodromes, wings,

aeroplanes, etc., etc.—without one really bright

new idea to relieve the blank monotony of their

stupidity. I have said enough now to make
you understand that I am cranky on this sub-

ject and perhaps have said enough to call down
on my devoted head the wrath of ye editor. I

hope you will spare the mark. This much I

have ventured for the entertainment of the edi-

tor in his sanctum sanctorum in the hope that

it will assist him to preserve his sanity in the

midst of the whirl of whirling nothings

launched at him. You will perceive that out

here in the wild west we haven't much respect

for antedeluvian monsters or stufifed gods. We
want them to say something or get off the

throne.

I want you to understand that I have

great respect for Langley, Maxim and the

other great experimienters who have done so

much to popularize this subject and keep the

attention of inventors fixed upon it. Only I

believe that their theories and methods are ab-

solutely wrong and that along those lines of

work no satisfactory success can be achieved.

From my point of view, all that has been

done is only secondary and preliminary to the

real solution of the problem of flight. My the-

ories are radically new and revolutionary, and
the devices are the same. If my plans are

right and my theories true, the air will be-

come a public highway, as reliable as a rail-

road and as safe to travel as a paved street.

The problem of flight could not be solved

till the present time because it is the most
complex and difificult problem man has yet

attempted to solve. It requires the highest

mechanical skill and the lightest and strongest

materials. It demands that mechanical in-

vention should have attained almost to per-

fection in several widely different fields. The
scientific knowledge of mechanics and the laws
of physical forces and phenomena must be fully

demonstrated and under control. Lastly, its

solution requires that some mind of wide
knowledge of all these conditions, and of suf-

ficient inventive power, assemble all these in-

ventions and forces in proper proportions and
arrangement to form that complex, complete
whole, a flying machine. The flying machine,

in my estimation, is the result or product of the

mechanical skill, the scientific knowledge and

inventive power of an age—the age of machin-

ery. No one mind could ever have invented

the subordinate parts or perfected their details,

nor could one mind have ever investigated the

phenomena and laws of nature and brought

them to the state of scientific accuracy that is

required. But, fortunately, all this has been

done for me; all I have had to do is to modify,

assemble and arrange. As our present civiliza-

tion is the result of all past thought, so the

flying machine (whether I have found it or

not) must be the result of all past progress in

mechanical skill, scientific knowledge and cre-

ative power of invention. The inventor of to-

day stands on the shoulders of the achieve-

ments of the nineteenth century peering down
the vistas of the twentieth century with eager,

fixed gaze, striving to discern the possibilities

and coming glories of the future. Each mind

is but a link in the great chain of intell

gence that reaches from the oblivion of the

past to the darkness of the unknown future.

Restlessly the waves of the present sea of life

and light beat against the dark shores of either

eternity.

No man can prove the mendacity of his own
reasoning to himself, for this would be self-

stultification. Each mind must have faith in

its own intuition and judgments. This must

be in order that the mind may have convic-

tions, creative power and efficiency to act or do.

Everyone must believe in his dream till it is

proved false by someone else ot by an actual

concrete test. I want you to understand just

how much confidence I have in my plans and

theories. They are my mature conclusions.

The surest products of my reason and creative

imagination, and as such I shall hold them true

till they are proved to be false. I have used

due care and diligence in scientific research and

concrete observation of phenomena, t have

also tried to give due weight to the opinions

of others, so far as I have been able to find

any bearing on my plans and theories. If I

am mistaken, I am so honestly, and have no

desire to deceive anyone. As to whether I am
competent to grapple with sa difficult a prob-

lem will have to be determined by my results

in the coming test. WILTON.
Our readers, as ourselves, will anxiously

await your promised revelations'.—Editor.

iS

To the Editor:—Mr. Knabenshue joins with

me in suggesting that all aerial machine de-

signers submit complete drawings and descrip-
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tion of their respective imachines to a com-
mittee, elected by the inventors, who s'hall

judge of their merits.
We think all parties entering shouM agree

to co-operate to the best of their ability to
build the machine which is awarded the high-
est number of points, and during such time
abandon their own contrivances unless theirs
is the winner. I for one would gladly agree
to this.

I hope you will look favorably on this sug-
gestion and formulate some plan whereby the
idea may be successfully carried out.

ALANSON WOOD.
As well as being a pleasing duty it is always

to our interest to do all that is possible to fur-
ther the projects of all attempting to solve
the problem of aerial navigation, but we regret
to say, doubts arise within us as to the prac-
ticability of such a plan as suggested. Few in-
vestors can help with money and it is doubtful
if the scheme would interest capital. We ad-
vise Mr. A. Wood and others to organize local
aerial clubs and then interest the members in
their contrivances. Try it. San Francisco
boasts of an aerial club having 70 members
and an airship well on its way to completion,
which is said to have cost $200,000. If one is

found to help along the other in San Francisco
why should they not in Toledo and other
cities?—Editor.

Editor:—Among the number of persons in-

terested in the subject of aerial navigation, and
of those engaged in the construction of their
various models, there are no doubt 90 per cent,
if not all, working on the wrong principle.
Some have adopted ideas if, had they looked
into the matter, would have found had been
patented, or given up on account of some defect,
mechanical or otherwise, that rendered the
scheme impracticable.

We are all, more or less, interested in this
problem, and I feel confident that no one man
will solve it : but that it will be the result of the
combined efforts on the part of all parties
interested.

I know of one person who thinks he is on
the risrht idea and is determined to build his
machine, the hck of cash alone prevents him
from buildinar it. and I have no doubt such is

the case with many.
I would sugeest to those of your readers who

have ideas and who contemolate the construc-
tion of their various machines to first draw
clear and comprehensive diafrrams and have a
two-column cut m^de from them, then send
to you, together with a srood descriotion, and
have it printed in the Aeronautical World.
There are many arguments in favor of this

;

first, if the inventor is working on the wrong
principle, someone who has been over the same
ground, or who may see the defects, will at

once write to you his reasons for tbinkinig
it will not work (which will be n^i^it^d in the
next issue of the Aeronautical World) amd
thus save time, much trouble and considerable
expense on the construction of a machine that
would prove useless. Thf^re are many other
reasons, such as the loss of life to the operator,

or to the general public, accidents due to too
frail a machine, ignorance on the part of the
operator, etc., etc.

'there are many who, by this method, will

find they are working on an original idea (that
belongs to some other party) or that is being
worked by parties who have the necessary
cash to complete the construction of their ma-
chine ; they will also find, providing their ideas

are correct, that they will receive more financial

aid than by the present method.
I would be glad to lend aid to construct a

machine, on what I considered to be the cor-

rect principle, or for a machine that had re-

ceived favorable criticism from the majority
of your readers, and I have no doubt there

are many who- feel the same.
A poor inventor, alone and unaided, will not,

if he persist in hiding his idea, ever receive

the financial support necessary to construct his

machine, and he had better spend a little time
finding the faults than go ahead alone, and in

the dark, when there are many who, providing
he be correct, would be "-lad to assist him.

A. R. KNABENSHUE.
Mr. Knabenshue's plan is excellent, and we

trust all our readers will agree with us and act

accordingly. Experimenters thus get their ma-
chines broadly advertised, their claims publicly

recorded and the benefit of the best obtainable

advice and help free of all cost.—Editor.

To the Editor :—I notice in your last issue,

on page 183, Col. G. Espitaleer's suggestions as

to an aeroplane having a balloon attached, fits

my invention very closely. Patent No. 678114,

July 9, 1901. My balloon is very flat and with
a great plane surface, so arranged to inflate

or deflate, as conditions warrant. The balloon

being flat, does away with the great air resist-'

ance, which seems to trouble them all. In my
opinion the large balloon and the winp^s have
got to succumb to the aeroplane with flat bal-

loon assistance.

E. M. FARR.

Balloon Pass^enger Traffc.

M. Santos-Dumont proposes to carry in

his new balloon twelve passengers, who must
pay 10 cents per pound.

Presir'ent Loubet has become a patron of

the Aero Club, which is now erecting a mon-
ument in honor of the aeronauts who worked
for the French cause during the Franco-
Prussian war. Only eight survive, and the
monument, it is hoped, will be erected early

in the summer.
In honor of the president's patronage,

many extra ascents are being projected.

Poor Weary Willie's Dread.
Trouble ahead: Weary Willie

—"I'm get-
tin' a little nervous about dese here flying-

machines!" Ploddinof Pete—"Why nervous?"
Weary Willie

—
"Well, as soon as dey gits

flying machines dey'll be gittin' aerial freight
trains, and it won't be no cinch gettin'

chucked off an aerial freight train, lemme
tell yer!"—Puck.
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Wanted.—1-8 H. P. electric motor and bat-

tery for driving aerial model. Must be very

light and battery capable of running two
hours at least, developing this power. Par-

ticulars to Model, care Aeronautical World,
Glenville, O. •

Wanted.— Up-to-date photographic appa-
ratus for taking pictures from kite line or

from balloon. Makers please write "Photo,"
care Aeronautical World, Glenville, Ohio.

Wanted.—Subscription solicitors every-

where for the Aeronautical World. Liberal

terms. Address Manager, Aeronautical
World Co., Glenville. O.

Wanted.—Good mechanic for amateurs
workshop. Must be competent to make pat-

terns, construct engine and build aerial ma-
chine. One having had experience in autos
preferred. Address "Amateur," care Aero-
nautical World Co., Glenville, O.

Wanted.—3 B. H. P. petroleum motor
suitable for flying machine, must be light,

complete, efficient and in perfect condition,
preferably with all accessories ready to in-

stall. State price, weight and give all par-
ticulars, with cut if possible. F. Slatter, care
Aeronautical World Co., Glenville, O.

Wanted.—All kinds of Mss. relating to
Aeronautics, and articles recounting exploits
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& C o., publishers, Burton ave., Glenville, O.
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mobile outfit complete; must be light, strong,
simple and efficient. Address "Airship,"
care Aeronautical World, Glenville, O.
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having proved the practicability of his aerial
machine seeks financial assistance to public-
ly demonstrate that he can navigate the air.

Write "Practical Airship," care Aeronautical
World.

Wanted.—A kinetoscope camera, constructed
of aluminum, especially adapted to photograph-
ing movinor objects from a flying machine.
Address, World's Aerial Navigation Co., Pt.
Richmond, Cal.

Wanted.—By a fitter. 28, general work in

airship construction. Three years experience
with autos. Good references. Write "Me-
chanic." care Aeronautical World Co., Glen-
ville, O.

Wanted.—5 H. P. electric motor with bat-

tery complete, capable of driving an air pro-
peller taking a mean of 4 H. P. continuously

for six hours. Must be very light and not

liable to get out of order. Full particulars to

J. Wood, care Aeronautical World, Glenville,

a
Wanted.—Clever performer with good hot

air outfit is open to book engagements. Write
Balloonist, care Aeronautical World, Glenville.

o
Wanted.—Fair and resort managers to

know I am an operator with a fine new cap-

tive passenger balloon seeking engagements.
Write "Passenger Airship," care Aeronautic-
al World, Glenville, O.

FOR SALE.
For Sale.—Blue Prints and casting for 5 H.

P. gasoline motor. Just the thing for an
airship. Only $10. Stanley, care Aeronaut-
ical World Co., Glenville, O.

For Sale.—Exceedingly light, strong and
powerful gasoline motors, specially designed
for airships, and made to order in five sizes.

Price reasonable. W. Head, care Aeronaut-
ical World, Glenville, O.

For Sale.—Several new and good second-
hand gas and hot air bags and parachutes or
made to order. "Maker," care Aeronautical
World, Glenville, O.

For Sale.—Hot air and gas balloon bar-
gains. Bag for street ascension with inflater

and parachute, used in cannon act. $100.

Two similar outfits "in serviceable condition,
each, $75. First-class and nearly new outfit

$140. Scores of other great bargains in new
and second-hand outfits in stock ready for

delivery. State your wants to "Balloon Man-
ufacturer," care Aeronautical World, Glen-
ville, O.

Wanted.—To purchase balloons, kites, ma-
chines and aerial novelties of utility, also all

kinds of aerial toys or kites, balloons and
special flyers. Address with particulars "In-
vestor," care Aeronautical World.

Wanted.—New or good second-hand auto
motor, 15 H. P., with all appurtenances. State
weight, make, condition and price. Address
"Engineer," Aeronautical World.

Wanted.—Gasoline engine, complete 5-6 H.
P. outfit, must be very light and suitable for
driving air propellers and navigable balloon.
Address "Airship," Aeronautical World.
Glenville, O.

Wanted.— Light mechanical work exe-
cuted by a skilled man, understanding gaso-
line motors thoroughly, and living in or near
Chicago. Address "Aerial," care Aeronaut-
ical World Co., Glenville, O.

Wanted.—The name and address of a good
American airship builder. One able to make
a novel form of gas bag. Address Aerostat,
care Aeronautical World Co., Glenville, O.
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electrical engineer and in-

ventor, having proved the

practicability of his simple aerial ma-
chine, now seeks financial assistance

to enable him to make an unques-

tionably satisfactory public demon-
stration of the fact, secure additional

patents and manufacture and place

the article on the market.

Address

"SIMPLE AERIAL MACHINE,"
Care Aeronautical World,

GLENVILLE, OHIO.
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The Conquest of the Air.

By JOHN ALEXANDER
With an intnduction by SIR HIRAM MAXIM.

l^rao. Cloth. Illustrated. 75 Cents.

"We have in 160 pages the whole history of the sub-
5t, in fact, everything that is worth knowing—in a
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A New Rapid Transit Conveyance,

(Sixty miles an hour guaranteed.)

It affords the most simple, safe, rapid, reliable,
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under the instinctive and intelligent control of operator,

it may be caused to glide through the air as a bird, navi-
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AERIAL MACHINE EXHIBITION
AERONAUTS, ATTENTION.

THE management of a famous pleasure resort

contemplates making a great and special
feature of operative aerial contrivances

and all kinds of aerial attractions, as well as aerial

machines, and models for exhibition purposes
only. All having passenger and other balloons,

airships, flying machines, kites, models or any-
thing of this description are requested to send
full particulars at once, addressed,

COMMITTEE, AERIAL EXHIBITS.
Care AERONAUTICAL WORLD,

GLENVILLE, OHIO, U. S. A.

BAUUOOINS.
AERONAUT LEO STEVENS,

Leading Balloon manufacturer of America. Bal-
loons from 20 centimeters to 50 passengers. Models
of every description made at shortest notice. U.
S. Signal Balloons a Specialty.

I also manufacture improved hydrogen gas
generators. For particulars send 2c stamp.

Box 181 Madison Square, New York, U. S. A.

AERONAUT LEO STEYENS.

Aerial Advertisings
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M. DUKE & CO.,
i45 Burton Ave. GLENVILLE, O.
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Wrede's Scre^^r Balloon
Air-Ship.

This very interesting dirigible SCREW-
BALLOON-AIRSHIP is made fairl> explan-

atory by the illustration below, alone, but the

following brief statement will make its con-

struction and modus operandi perfectly clear.

"d" is a cylindrical, sectional balloon con-

tained in a safety cover, which is encircled

by the spiral or .propelling screw k. A shaft

which passes longitudinally through the cen-

tre of the balloon system, projects at both
ends to find support in the frame aa, in

ball bearings at ee. The motor g in the car,

by simple means, revolves the screw-bal-

loon, which, when balanced, imparts hori-

zontal progressive motion, but when the

centre of gravity is shifted back of the axis

of the system the forward end of the bal-

loon will be inclined above the horizon pro-

portionately, and the craft will be drawn up
a corresponding sloping course; or if the

direction of rotation of the screw-balloon is

reversed, by means of the reversing gear, the

/,r'^t-\m
—r— y^^""-

Y?j
K\^^^^V/

S ^fi^
I .-/

The rudder i is for changing the direction

horizontally. Dillon-Gregg also employs a

similar arrangement of screw on his ma-
chine.

Balloon vs. Automobile.
English automobile emthusiasts have form-

ed a volunteer corps to be used by the gov-

ernment in time of war, for carrying dis-

patches and bringing into communication

distant points not reached by the railroads.

Of late, to get themselves in training, they

have organized several balloon pursuits. In

these novel chases an aeronaut starts sky-

ward in a balloon, carrying some dummy dis-

patches, while at the same time the automo-
biles start in pursuit 'of the huge gas bag on
terra firma. If a good breeze is blowing
the aeronaut gives the automobilists a lively

chase; while if he is aided with clouds in or

above which to hide himself he keeps tbe

modern "knight of the road" guessing as to

his whereabouts. The one who reaches^ him
first after his descent is declared the winner
of the chase, which is said to be much more
exciting than "hare and hounds" or a fox
hunt.
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MammothAluminum Air-Ships
In our September issue we gave a des-

cription of Stanley's mammoth aluminum
airship, which is now in course of construc-

tion at San Francisco. The idea of construct-

Schwartz's Air-Ship 1,000 ft. High.

ing metallic balloons is by no means new,
as even prior to the construction of M.
Mares-Monges' balloon in 1842, several in-

ventors had suggested the employment of

metal envelopes, or gas holders, and Herr
Schwartz, in 1897, designed an aluminum
cylindrical airships of colossal dimensions,

which, unfortunately, he did not live to com-
plete and test, or the trial which took place

later would, in all probability, have ended

differently to the disastrous way it did. The
body of Schwartz's airship, which we illus-

trate below, was 135 feet long and 45 feet

in diameter, and complete with car weighed

5,700 pounds; whereas the body of the San
Francisco mammoth airship measures 228

feet long and 56 feet in diameter, and will

weigh 13,000 pounds.

The trial trip of Herr Schwartz's metal air-

ship was made on November 3, 1897, under

the direction of the officers of the Royal

Prussian Aerial Navigation Department,

and "Le Monde Ilhistre" says the test would

probably have been quite different if the in-

ventor and constructor of the balloon had

been in the car; but, unfortunately, Herr

Schwartz died before the tests could be

made. The press at the time made altogeth-

er too much of the unfortunate, but entirely

unnecessary, wrecking of this airship, with-

out setting forth the cause thereof; although

the ascension, in spite of the unlooked for

ending, demonstrated all that the inventor

claimed.

Schwartz's Aluminum Air-Ship Starting.
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This is the professional opinion, which
was obtained only after some delay. Schwartz

had never been able to persuade the officers

of the Aerial Navigation Department that

his ship had sufficient lifting power to rise

from the ground with its motor and pas-

sengers; and they maintained that, even if

the exceedingly delicate operation of filling

the balloon with pure hydrogen by /Herr

an ascension of the apparatus from the

Luftschififer Park, under military protection,

and the officers of the department afforded

her most efficient aid; but she could not

overcome their doubt of the lifting power of

the ship, and, therefore, in constructing the

apparatus, they did away with everything

that seemed to them to be at all superfluous.

Unfortunately, in this category were included
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Schwartz's Wrecked Air-Ship.

Schwartz's method could be successfully per-

formed, it would be found that the ship was

so constructed as to be too keavy to rise.

Upon the sudden death of Herr Schwartz

it seemed that his work had been in vain, but

his wife, inspired by an unswerving faith in

her husband's theories, undertook to com-
plete what he had begun. She obtained per-

mission from the Minister of War to have

the arrangement employed by Schwartz for

securing the driving belt tor the air pro-
pellers, the device for regulating the descent
and the device for lengthening the four feet

of the car to lessen the shock when landing.

After careful investigation the conclusion
arrived at was that if Schwartz's plans had
been adhered to and he had lived to make
the tests, the results would have been quite

different.

^miamimimismimmimm

Stanley's Air-Ship.
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A Novel Balloon Farm.
Although the existence of the "Balloon

Farm" of Prof. Carl E. Myers, at Frankfort,

N, Y., is as yet unknown to many readers

of the World, who have lately focused their

views toward the practical realization of

aeronautical desires and the facilities exist-

ing for conducting pioneer work with readi-

ness and despatch, it has already been for

over a quarter century the sole typical insti-

tution in this country devoted wholly to
aeronautical experiment, adventure and pro-
fessional needs.
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The balloon farm consists of about seven

acres, set apart from a dairy farm, organized

on a grand scale, occupying a few square

miles, with barns hundreds of feet in length,

beautiful Mohawk valley and four crowding

villages of Frankfort, Ilion, Mohawk and

Herkimer, threaded by the Mohawk river,

the Erie canal, New York Central and West

f

Testing U. S. War Balloons with Kerosene Motor Windlass for U. S. Signal Corps at the Farm.

Space for hundreds of cattle and ten enor-

mous silos for cut corn fodder.

The independent balloon farm fronts the

crest of a plateau closely overlooking the

Shore railways and a rapid trolley line con-

necting with Utica City, nine, miles west. The
double tracks of the trolley line cross the

mouth of Glen Aerial, a tree-bordered gulf

Testing and Constructing U. S. Signal Balloons.
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in the rear of the balloon farm, ensconced in

which are the open air works of Prttf?

Myers, sheltered from wind storms by the

high green banks and surrounding groves of

trees. Here are the varnish works, machin-

ery and bleachery for applying very numer-
ous thin films of varnish, producing an even,

homogeneous, light-weight, gas-proof fabric,

absolutely impossible to rival by hand
brushes and the old systems of balloon

building.

Though these works and processes have

been in operation nearly half a life-time, first

in secret and later patented, the outer bal-

loon world has labored with the obsolete

methods, much slower and more expensive,

while there were produced here fabrics ot

at the balloon farm this is entirely avoided,

and as many as ten large size signal service

balloons have been created in the space of

three days during our late war with Spain,

instead of requiring as many weeks or

months to produce infinitely inferior results

by hand work only.

The use of such signal balloons has thus

far been confined to the United States Army
Signal Corps, and all have been made at the

balloon farm. Last summer a detachment

of signal balloon corps under Col. Rebur

visited Frankfort, assisting in the construc-

tion, inspection and operation of their bal-

loons there, of which eleven were built, and

otherwise practically familiarizing themselves

with the Carl Myers system, of which they

The First Skycycle Airship, with Bicycle Screw-sail Propeller,,

and Universal Jointed Rudder.
Folding Wing Aeroplanes

half the weight and infinitely more imper-

vious to penetration by the microscopically

invisible molecules of hydrogen gas. This

one invention has been mainly the key to

Prof. Myers' unusual success, as it enables

him at any time to immediately create hydro-

gen gas vessels of any size or design from

ready varnished fabric only needing to be cut

into shape and united.

It is well known that an oil varnished bal-

loon, whose drying is incomplete in parts or

hastened by addition of driers or oxides, has

usually only a short and sticky life, the dry-

ers literally oxidizing or combusting the ma-

terial, slowly rotting its substance and pre-

venting further use of the bag after storing

away. With the system exclusively in use

made copies, notes and plans. Prof. Myers
later supplied his patent portable gas gener-

ators and personally directed the practical

balloon work of the corps during the army
and navy manoeuvers along the Atlantic

coast, at Point Judith, R. I., Narragansett

Pier, and earlier at Fort Myer, Va., near

Washington, D. C.

Following the close of operations at

Point Judith, he, next day, with his portable

gas generators, filled the Santos Dumont
airship No. 6, at Coney Island, N. Y., with

23,000 cubic feet of hydrogen in nineteen con-

tinuous hours, and left it ready for flight;

while upon the following day he filled and

operated his motor windlass captive balloon
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for passenger observations at Clinton, Wor-
cester county, during the fair there.

These rapidly succeeding operations at

points widely distanced give some idea of

the celerity and variety of the practical

work in aeronautics originating at the bal-

loon farm.

eight course, just a little above ground.

Various facilities and portions of the bal-

loon farm lend themselves conveniently to

these sports.

Aerial Hall, the farm mansion, is a quite

conspicuous sight for miles around. It is

an unusually large and complete country

The Gas Kite, the First Flying Machine "Heavier than Air," rising by Man's Efforts and
Navigating Space.

The home work is chiefly constructive and

experimental. At intervals a "flying school"

is conducted, and from a captive balloon,

anchored a thousand feet in the air by three

house, having all the interior fittings, facili-

ties and conveniences of an elaborate city

residence. It has its own water works, and
hot and cold rain water, spring water and

t

The Skycycle in St. Louis' Coliseum, the first airship navigated freely by man power indoors.

diverging guy ropes, an electric cable is

hung like a giant pendulum, at the bottom

of which any machine with a man may
swing comparatively free, and fly in safety

over a straight, oval, circular or figure of

artesian well water reach all parts of the

house and outbuildings. A water wheel with

bellows supplies air for inflating and testing

vessels under construction. It has its own
gas works, lighting five floors, including the
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immense cellars, stored with portable gas

generators and tanks, and a large attic filled

with kites, flying machines and odds and

ends of experiments and materials for con-

struction. The floor beneath this attic has,

in the front of the building, a central work-

room of large size, one whole side of which

has large pigeon holes or compartments

filled with twine, cord and rope of the var-

The Electric Aerial Torpedo, which ran 700
miles, controlled in all manner of evolutions
by distant switch on the ground.

ious sizes used in net construction. In this

room are the tools and machinery of many
trades and sciences, with storage rooms on

each adjoining side. The rear half of this

floor is one large balloon-room for exclusive

work in this line, building and setting up

airships, etc.

The two lower floors are arranged for

family residence and entertainment of guests.

Here are seven complete bath-rooms ac-

companying suites. On the ground floor

very large sliding doors connect a reception

room, parlor and library into one expanse

across the front of the house, giving space

for projection of lantern slides, embracing

thousands, including one considerable sec-

tion on aeronautics which has been exhibited

at the Brooklyn Institute, N. Y., Cooper

Union, New York City, Cornell University,

Ithaca, N. Y., and elsewhere. The library

is alcoved for extra space, and contains on

shelves and in cabinets and drawers the col-

lection of a life-time, embracing the most

complete information to be found in this

country on aeronautical subjects, a single sec-

tion being filled up with scrap-books report-

ing Prof. Myers' own work in many states,

from Maine to California, and Canada to the

Gulf. Brief reference only can be made in

this paper to the various airships of Prof.

Myers, shown as pioneers in the illustrations.

The Gas Kite was the first vessel known to

have raised by a man's own eflforts, carry-

ing a weight of forty-five pounds in excess

of its gas buoyancy. One type of the Sky-
cycle illustrated has successfully flcwn over

portions of thirteen states, and performed
any desirable evolution, at about the speed

of a walking or running man, according to

effort made. Another type of the Skycycle

is the only one which thus far has been suc-

cessfully navigated by a man in all directions,

within a roofed building. Its companion,
the Electric Aerial Torpedo, ran about 700

miles, during alternate periods of thirty

minutes, eight times daily, during five con-

secutive weeks, at the St. Louis Exposition

of 1900, each vessel describing all the evo-

lutions possible to any bird.

The Torpedo was subsequently shown at

Cornell LTnlversity last spring and at Madi-
son Square Garden last winter. Space pre-

vents more than simple reference to another

work of the balloon farm—the self-flying

kites supplied in large numbers to the rain-

fall expedition in Texas, where in one in-

stance the kite arose to three miles elevation,

The New York World Airship, which flew from
Brooklyn Navy Yard to New York and re-
turned, thence again to and over New York
City's length, 12 miles, to Yonkers.

and with a thousand feet of cord attached,

disappeared at a distance of about ten miles,

slowly rising and drifting backwards.

To Our Readers.

We want to improve the Aeronautical

World so as to make it still more interest-

ing, useful and instructive, and would be

pleased to receive any ideas to this end which
may suggest themselves to our subscribers

and readers.
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Gustave Whitehead's Ne^w
Machine.

This improved machine, which somewhat
resembles in appearance the Herring-Cha-

nute multiple glide, is clearly shown, minus
the screw propellers, in the illustration be-

low. It is equipped with three superposed

concavo-convex aeroplanes, arranged 10' inches

apart, measuring 18 feet long by G feet wide,

which afford a total aero^surface of 300 square

feet, while the tail or rudder offers horizont-

ally and vertically 80 square feet of surface.

The motive power is a marvelous 12 horse

wonderful motor. A good, strong, simple,

light and powerful motor, free from vibra-

tion and requiring a minimum amount of fuel

is one of the chief desideratums in practical

aerial navigation, and this is what Mr. White-

head appears to have. The gliding part of

this machine without the body or boat weighs

38 pounds, and the body weighs 60 pounds.

The two propellers, which are not shown in

thfe illustration, are arranged in front, one on

each side of the body and six feet apart.

They measure 4 feet 6 inches in diameter and

when revolving in opposite directions exert

a pulling or drawing effect on the m?.chine

WHITEHEAD'S NEW MACHINE.

power gasoline motor of the two cycle, two
cylinder type, specially designed by White-
head for the purpose. It is built entirely 01

steel for strength and lightness, and is de-

signed for high speed and hign compression,

and, complete, weighs with propellers, only

45 pounds. This air-cooled motor occupies

a floor space of only 6 inches by 12 inches,

with a height of 16 inches, and consumes only

2 1-2 gallons of oil for a run of 12 hours. If

Mr. Whitehead has made no mistake in his

calculations, he certainly possesses a most

and not the pushing effect a utilized by

steamships. This method of drawing into

the air by means of propellers placed near

the front of machine has been found to act

much more effectively in aerial craft than like

propellers placed near the stern and exert-

ing a pushing effect.

The machine, which is securely stayed from

every point with steel wires, will be first test-

ed without the body and as a simple glide,

but it is not quite clear as to what such a

demonstration will lead, as the weight will
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be about 70 pounds, and this for a man to

run with at top speed so as to launch himself

on the air may prove a somewhat difficult

undertaking. The aero-surface is so great

that light puffs of wind may cause it to tilt

and flutter about considerably and thereby

shift its center of gravity and otherwise still

further increase the difficulty.

Those who, like Mr. Whitehead, have test-

ed similar ideas experimentally, know how
difficult it is to handle such a craft during a

t)reeze.

Landing is also a matter of no small diffi-

culty, for the operator invariably reaches the

earth at a speed considerably greater than he

can run and the result is that he tumbles

and he and his machine suffer in con-

sequence. Birds have the power to lift them-

selves on the air just as they are about to

alight and so can land gracefully, but a man
is not able to do likewise with an aeroplane

system; he may, however, by fixing wheels

on his boat or body and by lengthening to the

utmost his path of descent, safely land at high

speed by allowing the machine to run along

the ground until stopped by its own tractive

resistance. With the frame on wheels the

operator might stand erect and thus be in an

excellent and advantageous position for

handling his machine, whereas, if the opera-

tor hangs supported by a simple glide he is

practically powerless to apply his own muscu-

lar power in opposition to the force of grav-

ity.

The construction of a practical flying ma-
chine is simply a mechanical difficulty, which

should and will be shortly overcome, but it

will require the skill and ability of a mechan-
ician and scientist, and a man of sound gen-

eral knowledge and good judgment. Among
the dhief points for consideration are light-

ness, strength, great self-contained power and
perfect stability. Of course, there are many
other points, but they all can undoubtedly be
surmounted. The hard-headed engineer, the

specialist, the profound mathematician or the

eminent scientist are by no means the best

qualified to solve the problem of flight, or

design and construct a practical aerial ma-
chine. Successful development may be look-

ed for, more from the plodding mechanic or

^'Jack of all Trades." Many of those who
simply have their ideas in their heads, or on

paper, little realize how different from their

anticipations their designs would prove in

practice. It is a comparatively easy thing to

design and sketch out an aerial machine on

paper and mentally see it travel through the

air fast enough to find support and fly, but it

is not so easy to make^a machine on a large
enough scale to be practical. It is in attempt-
ing this that most of the aerial machine in-

ventors find unexpected snags and eventually
get stuck, for, as they advance with their

ideas, many other difficulties keep cropping
up, as, for instance, the weight becomes ex-
cessive, the machine loses its stability, parts
become weakened, the propellers prove inef-

fective and do not draw or push the ma-
chine fast enough to maintain horizontal sup-
port to overcome the force of gravity, etc.

Inventors who believe they can obtain a J
200 pound lift per horse power expended, and 1
build their machines accordingly, will surely
fail, for the most we should expect to do
practically, excepting at very great velocity,
is to carry 25 pounds per horse power, for j
our first aim should be to fly, regardless of I

cost, which is a matter for after considera- 1
tion. I
Another thing often overlooked by aerial

machine inventors is the horizontal resist-

ance, although one of the greatest factors in

mechanical flight, but for this it is quite like-

ly the problem would have been solved long
ago. As the horizontal resistance increases

so must the motive power be increased and
this means a heavier and stronger machine
which brings in its wake new difficulties.

These are facts which the practical experi-

menter realizes and the theorists often do
not.

Practically all the difficulties in the way of

mechanical flight have been removed and

man will shortly be able to sail on the air

far more safely than he now sails on the

water, and when he does the whole course of

events will suddenly change for the better. If

Mr. Whitehead fails, with this machine, to

demonstrate the practicability of aerial navi-

gation, he Will have the satisfaction of know-

ing that with his very limited means he has

done much more to bring about its realiza-

tion than others who have spent hundreds of

thousands of dollars on contrivances for the

same purpose.

Have You An Air-Ship Idea ?

If you have a good idea of an aerial ma-

chine, don't hide it under your hat or act the

part of the dog in the manger, but benefit

yourself and fellowman by sending it to the

Aeronautical World and have it published

free.
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p'Aerial vs. Railroad Flyers.

The illustration below is' not such a fanci-

ful dream as to many it may at first appear.

We have stated our belief, in previous is-

sues, that the time is not far distant when
the aerial craft will supersede the locomo-

tive and aquatic steamer, and we see no

reason for changing our opinion; but we
very much doubt if it will ever be accom-

plished by such aerial contrivances as pic-

tured in the illustration. The New York
Central officials say they have no fear of

being beaten in speed by anything that flies,

Some time ago, a subscriber who describ-

ed his aerial contrivance, informed us that

he was prepared to race and beat any other

transit contrivance constructed, whether it

traveled on air, land or water, and we have

some degree of confidence in his ability to

do as he claims, and would be glad if a con-

test could be brought about.

Our correspondent now offers to race on
his machine, in air, the New York Central 20th

Century Limited, the fastest long-distance

train in the world, or any other train for any

distance, and he says he is wilHng to race the

fleetest steamer across the Atlantic. Some few

AIRSHIPS VERSUS RAILROADS.
Copyrighted 1892, by G. H. Daniels, Gen. Pass Agent, N. Y. Central.

walks or rolls, but we predict that when the

airship does materialize the railroads will

soon cease to be dividend paying. The pic-

ture shows the relative position of the

world's fastest train racing across the con-

tinent with the fleetest aerial craft, as they

would appear at the start and end of the

fifth mile, according to the light of railway

engineers.

of our readers will say this is a rash challenge,

and while others will consider it nothing but

a lunatic's fanciful dream, there will be a few

others less skeptical. When Robert Steven-

son, who proved to be no fool, offered to race

his locomotive against the most rapid pacer

that could be found it was generally consid-

ered he was making a very wild proposition,

and one which at the time appeared far more
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preposterous than our correspondent's of to-

day.

A well conceived aerial machine in transit

would meet with only a fractional part of the

resistance of a locomotive, or a steamship, but

its minimum speed in horizontal flisrht would

have to be over 20 miles an hour, whereas the

locomotive and steamer could, at will, move at

snail's pace. There are many good reasons

for believing the loco at 60 miles an hour

reaches its maximum, except for short spurts,

and there are equally as good reasons for be-

lieving that the maximum horizontal speed of

the aerial craft will not be reached at 200 miles

an hour.

The Aeronautical Society of
Great Britain.

At a meeting of the Aeronautical Society of

Great Britain, held on March 24, at the So-

ciety of Arts, John street, Adelphi—Major B.

F. S. Baden-Powell, the president, in the chair

—Mr. John Anderson contributed a paper on

"The Kite Equipment of the Scottish National

Antartic Expedition," which, in the absence of

the author, was read by the Hon. Secretary.

Lantern illustrations were produced, showing

the construction of the kite and the steering

apparatus used to control its movements. One
of the slides was from a photograph taken in

the kite, but the picture—a road through a

plowed field—was somewhat marred owing, it

was believed, to a shock caused in mechanic-

ally opening the shutter of the camera. Mr.

Patrick Y. Alexander briefly described the

aerosac, with which he is experimenting. A
paper on "Observations and Experiments

Relative to Equilibrium in Air of a Body

Heavier than Air," was read by Major L. S.

Blackden, of the West India Regiment, par-

ticulars of which will be given in our next

issue.

The Holmes Machine
By J. P. Holmes.

While I have faith in man's ability to navi-

gate the air "as the bird flies," I do not

believe it will ever be possible to make the

dirigible balloon a commercial success. I

believe the day is not far in the future when
man will be able to travel through and upon

the air at the rate of 100 to 200 miles per

hour as easily as he can now travel 10 miles

on a bicycle, and I believe that in so doing

he will have to depend upon the aeroplane,

using the same principles by which the

birds fly, as far as the same can be done.

The load will have to be properly ad-

justed to the aeroplane so as to secure an

automatic balance and the least possible

friction. In my invention, which was pat-

ented February 12, 1889, No. 397647, the aero-

plane should be made of a frame work, rigid

in the center and flexible at the rear of the

wings, the three rods of each wing, extend-

ing rearward, should be of light flexible

material, so that when resting upon the air

the rear end of the wings would be curved

upward, the weights suspended, centre of

gravity would hold the rods in this bent or

curved position, and the tension of the rods

acting continually in their endeavor to

straighten would assist in driving the ma-
chine forward.
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J. HOLMES' AEROPLANE.

In the above figure, bb represent flexfble

rods; aa the rigid centre; oo are points

where cords attach to regulate the inclina-

tion, while X represents hinged connections

of aeronaut's support.

The aeronaut's support, which is fully

shown in the patent, is so arranged that it

secures an automatic balance, permitting the

operator to adjust the incline of the aero-

plane to suit and fix it rigidly, making slight

changes by means of the rudder or tail-piece,

which he manipulates with his legs or feet,

and which is fully also shown in the patent

and is the same as the bird uses, and will

almost come natural to man when he is in

'the air. The wheel or propeller, as shown
in the patent, is worthless, as at a reasonable

speed the feathering of the wheelblades

would destroy the wheel, so I have to change

the wheel to one that will utilize the ten-
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sion of flexible arms to obtain the necessary-

pull, the motion of the machine through the

air not affecting the pull of the wheel, which

will impart whatever force is applied to it.

Now, when moving through the air with

the wind blowing a stiff breeze, the aero-

naut wishes to rise to a higher altitude, he

will face the wind, i. e., go against the wind

as long as his force or power to pull holds

out, then he circles so as to go with the

wind until he gets a good motion or speed,

then comes against the wind again and util-

izes his momentum or stored force to assist

him in holding the machine against the wind,

changing the incline of the aeroplane by

means of the tail-piece or rudder tO' give

him more rise. The wind driving under the

aeroplane wedges the machine upward, and

his momentum aiding his own force applied

by means of the flexible arms of the wheel

will give him any desired altitude, and this

momentum or stored force will tell the aero-

naut the direction of the wind, even though

he were above the clouds and could not see

the earth; for as the force of gravitation at

all times pulls directly toward the center of

the earth, he has only to observe on which

side of the circle he rises to know the di-

rection of the wind.

Air -Ship Kxcursions

People who enjoy novel and exciting ex-

periences will soon have an opportunity to

gratify their tastes in this direction to the

fullest extent, provided the plans of M. San-

tos-Dumont, the intrepid young airship in-

ventor, prove to be as successful as he an-

ticipates. M. Santos - Dumont announces

that he is now having constructed a large

airship, patterned after the same models he

has heretofore used with so much success,

and he intends- to go into the excursioin busi-

ness, taking people for a spin over trees and

housetops, and contracting to return them in

safety to the starting point—if nothing hap-

pens. But even the danger of this latter con-

tingency is reduced to a minimum, accord-

ing to the claims of the young experimenter,

who declares with great enthusiasm: "There

will be no grade crossings, no trees to run

against, no mudholes to get stuck in, and

the danger will be no greater than in an

automobile."

Really, that should be reassuring enough

to calm the fears of the most timorous, for

when he says the airship excursions will en-

tail no more danger than a trip in an ordi-

nary automobile he dissipates the scruples of

the average person against attempting so

startling an innovation. To be sure, the au-

tomobile is not supposed to be the safest

kind of amusement in the world, and nearly

every day accidents more or less serious are

recorded as a result of their use, but still the

people have taken to them, and the faster

and more dangerous the so-called "devil

wagons" are, the better they seem to suit a

certain class of persons who care not for the

risk they undertake so long as it brings the

desired thrill of excitement. And what could

be more alluring in this nature than a breezy

ride through the upper atmosphere, with no

one to dispute the right of way, and no rocks

or trees, or other obstructions to prevent

the highest speed attainable up to the limit

of mechanical ingenuity. And people who
daily risk their necks in an automobile, as

well as in various other ways, will have little

hesitation in making the same risk in an

airship, so that M. Santos-Dumont will have

no difficulty in securing plenty of patronage

as soon as he demonstrates that his plan of

amusement is no more dangerous than the

others.

According to the plans of the airship ex-

cursion promoter, the car of his new device

will hold about fourteen persons, so that a

full complement of passengers would mean
a very jolly party up among the clouds. And
the further very interesting fact is announced

that the rates to be charged for these trips

will be based according to the weight of the

respective passengers. For instance, the

tariff for a short excursion being fixed at

two cents per pound for each person, includ-

ing clothes. Of course this is in the nature

of discrimination against the fat man or

woman, but under the circumstances the ar-

rangement seems a fair one. Of course the

young man with a slim and willowy girl will

have something of an advantage over the

one with a plump and substantial companion, /

but even the latter may get his money's

worth in the trustful snuggling which such

an experience would be sure to bring. So

come on with the airship excursions and give

the people a chance to patronize the new in-

dustry. It will furnish plenty of amusement

for even the people who have no desire to

try their luck in flying so high.
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International Kite
Competition.

The concluding meeting of the thirty-

eighth session of the Aeronautical Society of

Great Britain will be held probably on the

Sussex Downs on June 25, to witness the

International Kite Competition for the

Silver Medal of the society, which will take

place on that day (wind and weather per-

mitting).

Due notice will be given to members of the

exact site selected and other arrangements.

The following are the general rules drawn
up by the council of the Aeronautical Society

of Great Britain:

1.—^The competition is for the highest

flight attained by a single kite beyomd 3,000

feet.

2.—Duration of flight to be one hour, and
kites must be sustained in the air during

this period.

3.—Each kite must carry a weight of two
pounds. The weight to be placed within 100

feet of the kite.

4.—The height to be determined trigono-

metrically from the ground.

5.—The competition is open to all ap-.

proved by the council of the Aeronautical

Society of Great Britain, without limit of

form of apparatus, and each competitor must
provide his own apparatus, winding gear,

etc.

6.—Each competitor is to be held respon-

sible for any damage or accident that might
occur to or by means of his apparatus.

7.—^Members of the Aeronautical Society

of Great Britain will have to pay no entrance

fee, but for non-members there will be an
entrance fee of half-a-guinea.

8.—Not less than two competitors can en-

ter for the competition.

9.—The jury will have the decision whether

the medal is to be awarded.

10.—The decision of _the jury must be ac-

cepted as final.

In issuing these general rules the council

reserves to themselves the right of making
any additional regulation which may tend to

facilitate the carrying out of the competi-

tion.

Amongst those who have kindly consented
to act on the jury are: Mr. C. V. Boys,

F. R. S., Mr. E. P. Frost, J. P., D. L., Sir

Hiram Maxim, Dr. Hugh Robert Mill, LL.
D., F. R. G. S.. Dr. William Napier Shaw,
F. R. S., Mr. Eric Stuart Bruce, M. A.

Members of the Aeronautical Society of

Great Britain and others who wish to take

part in the above competition should com-
municate with the Honorary Secretary of the

Aeronautical Society of Great Britain, 53

Victoria Street, Westminster, London, S. W.
Competitors are requested to make their

weights of lead and fix them so that they

may be easily detached for weighing.

Lebaudy's Air -Ship Test.
On April 11th the Lebaudy dirigible bal-

loon made two ascensions.

The first time the airship started at a quar-

ter past eight and returned to the starting

point by a quarter to nine, having covered

nineteen kilometres at an altitude of two
hundred metres.

The second ascent was made at a quarter

past nine, the airship returning by a quarter

past ten, at three hundred metres altitude.

The aeronaut met with a fairly strong

northeast wind, which he sailed against with-

Liebaudy's Air-Ship.

out difficulty. The airship was steered about

in all directions, and for some time followed

the course of the Seine, between Vertheuil

and Guerns.

The dirigible balloon of the Lebaudy
brothers dififers essentially from those of M.
Santos-Dumont and the late M. Bradsky.

It is cigar shaped, but not as regular as the

others, somewhat resembling in outline the

keel of a yacht. The envelope, instead of

silk, is made of thin rubber, between two

layers of cotton. It is 190 feet long and 32

feet in diameter, weighs 1,100 pounds, and

has a capacity of 2,284 cubic metres.

Mentioned in Petitions to the
Seventeenth Congress,

"Some day in the very near future an Am-
erican inventor will produce a perfect flying

machine, and when that day comes all danger
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of war will pass, because every improvement

in the line of defense tends to increase the

power of arbitration, and no country would

want to war against the country that owned

a covey of armed flying machines," said an

old employe of the patent office. "Our

government, I am sorry to say, has never

done anything in the way of encouraging the

ambition of flying machine inventors, and the

records will bear me out in making this as-

sertion. Amiong my papers I have the

record of the first appeal to Congress by an

American, who, in his petition to the Con-

gress, claimed to have solved the problem of

aerial navigation. But Congress turned a

deaf ear to the petitioner.

"This happened during the first session of

the Seventeenth Congress. On Monday,

March 25, 1822, Representative Milnor of

Pennsylvania, presented to the House the

following petition, which was read for in-

formation: 'James Bennett, a mathemati-

cian of the city of Philadelphia, to the hon-

orable the Senate and House of Representa-

tives of the United States of America in

Congress assembled, most respectfully show-

eth:

" That your petitioner having invented a

machine by which a man can fly through the

air—can soar to any height—steer in any

direction—can start from any place, and

alight without risk of injury; and whereas a

like machine has never been invented in any

country or age of the world, so as to be ap-

plied to purposes of practical utility, and as

it is more than probable that artificial fly-

ing would not, for a thousand years to come,

be brought to the same degree of perfec-

tion had not your petitioner under Provi-

dence accomplished it, and as it must be evi-

dent to all that 'letters patent would be of

little use to the inventor in consequence of

various modifications or improvements

which might be made, and which never

would have been thought of had not the way
first been opened by your petitioner: He
therefore solicits a special act of the Con-

gress of the United States to secure to him
and his heirs for the term of forty years, or

for such other term as in their wisdom may
be deemed just, the right of steering flying

machines through that portion of earth's at-

mosphere which presses on the United

States, or so far as their jurisdiction may ex-

tend.

" 'By granting your petitioner's request

the honor of the invention shall be conferred

on the United States.

"'J. BENNETT, A. and M.
"'Philadelphia, Feb. 13. 1822.'

"After the petition had been read Mr.
Milnor moved to refer it to the committee

on judiciary, but this motion was opposed

by Mr. Sargent on the ground that his com-
mittee did not undertake to soar into re-

gions so high; that the duties of the ju-

diciary committee were nearer the earth.

Mr. Walworth thought the petition should be

referred to the committee on roads and

canals. But the House refused to do this.

The petition was finally laid on the table.

"About a week later, to be accurate, the

first of April, Representative Keyes present-

ed a petition from David B. Lee of Phila-

delphia, in which the petitioner claimed to

be the original inventor of the flying ma-
chine mentioned in a petition from James
Bennett. Lee, in his petition, prayed that

no right or privilege may be granted to said

Bennett om account of said invention, but

that Congress grant him (Lee) exclusive

right and privilege of navigating the atmos-

phere either with flying machines or with

navigible balloons throughout the United

States.

"The two petitions were referred to a

special committee, but there is no record that

the committee ever made a report on the

merits of flying machines. If Congress had

taken the matter up at that time there is no

telling but that we would have by this time

been flying through the air instead of making

speed with automobiles."

Balloons at Dedication
of World's Pair.

Mr. Carl E. Myers informed us that he

shipped to St. Louis, for the dedication

ceremonies, a car-load of balloons and para-

phernalia, as well as a dozen of his portable

gas generators, with which to make the 100,-

000 cubic feet of hydrogen to inflate the bal-

loons. Mr. Myers was in charge of the

balloon features of the dedicatory cere-

monies, which took place on April 30th and

May 1st.

Life Saving by Kite.

The French Minister of Marine has placed

a vessel at the disposal of a M. Zuchowiecki,

of La Rochelle, for the continuance of some
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interesting experiments he has been making

with a new and very simple life-saving ap-

paratus. The apparatus is, in all simplicity,

but a large kite of oiled cloth. There are

four air bags in the head to maintain equilib-

rium, and the kite's tail consists of six

cloth pockets of the form of fire buckets,

suspended one above the other. At the end

of the tail-rope there is fixed a strongly-

built paddle. The great difficulty in case of

shipwreck near the shore has always been

the getting of a rope on board so as to se-

cure means of communicatio^n with the land.

Owing to the strong wind, which almost in-

variably blows inshore in such cases, com-

munication from land to a sinking vessel is

often well-nigh impossible. M. Zuchowiecki

suggests—^and M. Pelletan is very much in-

clined to adopt the plan—the carrying of a

life-saving kite on every ship, whether great

or small. The wind, which makes it difficult

to get a rope from land to vessel, will natur-

ally simplify the carrying of one from the

vessel to land. If there are rocks which

make the risk too great for a man with the

rope and a lifebelt to travel to shore, steer-

ing himself with the paddle, a dummy takes

his place. If there be no dangerous rocks

between the vessel and the land a man,

drawn by the kite and guiding himself in by

means of the paddle, can reach the shore

with great rapidity. M. Zuchowiecki, to

show the excellence of his simple apparatus,

threw himself into the water with it eight

times, a few days ago, during a gale of wind,

and came safely to shore, pulled by the kite

from "distances of 500, 1,000 and 1,500 yards

from the Quai La Pallice at La Rochelle.

M. Pelletan had sent one of his secretaries

down from Paris to see the experiments,

which, both with the inventor and with the

dummy, were entirely successful, and before

very long the Zuchowiecki kites will be

adopted on all the vessels oi the French

naval service, and upon fishing boats and

merchant ships as well.

Mr. Chanute Entertained by
Austrian Aeronauts.

The Vienna Society for Aerial Naviga-

tion gave a banquet at the Hotel Bristol, in

honor of Mr. Chanute, the American aero-

naut, who arrived there a few weeks ago.

The object of Mr. Chanute's visit was to get

into touch with aeronautical circles in Aus-

tria and ascertain their views relative to the

competition for balloons and flying machines,

which is to take place during the exhibition

at St. Louis.

Mr. Chanute has been accorded a highly

gratifying reception by his Austrian col-

leagues. As regards the St. Louis compe-
tition, however, opinions in this country are

divided. The majority of persons interested

in the subject who have been consulted incline

to the view that the heavy expense entailed

by the journey to the United States will pre-

clude the numerous participation of Austrian

aeronauts.

Moreover, the prescriptions under which

the competition is to be held are. criticized

and are considered unsatisfactory as offer-

ing too slight inducements to foreigners. All

this, however, did not influence the sympa-
thetic reception granted to Mr. Chanute.

Exciting Adventures.

M. Auguste Gaudron read a paper to the

members of the Aeronautical Club on 24 years

of ballooning, and although he had several

unpleasant experiences to relate, his adven-

turous career should nevertheless fire the en-

thusiasm of youthful aeronauts. The society,

which meets at St. Bride's Institute, Fleet

street, London, E. C, was started 18 months

ago to promote the science of aerostatics, and

they have organfzed an exhibition, which will

take place in the summer at the Alexandra

Palace. Considerable interest has already been

evinced in this exhibition, when the air-ship

which Dr. Barton, president of the club, is

building will be on trial there.

M. Gaudron's interest in ballooning dates

from 1878, when the balloons at the Paris In-

ternational Exhibition first fascinated him.

Since that time he has won renown as a clever

aeronaut and inventor, for in 1898 he made an

ascent from the Alexandra Palace in a bal-

loon equipped with an oil-motor which he had

designed.

In the year 1888, when Baldwin's parachute

achievements were the talk of the town, M.

Gaudron turned his attention to the subject,

and decided to make a parachute descent at

Hastings. The day was most unsuitable, but

the aeronaut decided that he would sooner

break his neck than his word, and he made

the ascent. In a very short time the clouds

hid the earth, and the desertion of the balloon

for the parachute had to be made in the spirit

of hope rather than certainty as to the success

of the venture. When the clouds were left be-
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hind he saw that he was falling into the sea,

Fortunately, he could swim, and although two

miles from the shore, he managed to keep

afloat until a steamer picked him up.

While on his wedding tour the aeronaut pro-

posed to make an ascent and parachute descent

at Trieste, Austria. An assistant misunder-

stood a direction, and the balloon suddenly

went up without the parachute, but carrying

the parachutist. It traveled rapidly up and out

to sea, and as this kind of balloon possesses

no valve, it was quite beyond control. It would

probably be two hours before it would come

down of its own accord, and M. Gaudron cal-

culated that by that time he would be about

70 miles from the coast. There was only one

alternative, to climb up the net and turn the

balloon over. This required delicate man-

agement, for if turned over too quickly or too

far all the gas would rush out and the appara-

tus would drop like a log. Fortunately, things

went well, and the 4,000 feet descent into the

sea was accomplished without accident. He
was 3 1-2 miles from the shore, but was

picked up ten minutes afterwards by a tug.

On one occasion the aeronaut descended

through the glass roof of a railway shed, and

ahghted on an engine, and at another time he

was descending rapidly upon an express train.

The driver was undecided whether to stop

or go on. and blew his whistle vigorously, but

of course the parachutist was helpless. Very
fortunately he passed over the train at a

height of 30 feet, and descended on the next

set of metals. At Constantinople the Sultan

refused him permission to ascend, giving as

reasons that he might see the gardens of the

Palace and possibly the ladies of the harem!

While in Glasgow some time ago, M. Gaud-
ron took up passengers in a captive balloon.

On one journey with two middle-aged Scots-

men the rope broke and the balloon, suddenly

freed from restraint, shot aloft at tremendous

speed. The aeronaut climbed into the hoop
to open the valve, and looking down saw the

passengers huddled together, praying with all

their might, and thinking that their last hour

had com.e. He tried to persuade them that

they were having a five pounds' trip for half-

a-crown, but they were not in a condition to

appreciate the bargain. However, they were

landed safely at Paisley, and the aeronaut re-

turned to Glasgow in time to re-ascend the

-same day.

A Free Pass to the World's
Fair.

An interesting feature of the fireworks pro-

gram during the dedication ceremonies at the

World's Fair, St. Louis today, May 1st, will

be the release of a large silk balloon filled with

hydrogen gas. This balloon will carry a safely

secured notice directed to the finder, request-

ing him to return the notice, with particu-

lars as to finding of balloon, to the Exposition

officials, who will send in exchange a free

season pass for the exposition. Under fair

conditions, it is estimated that the balloon will

travel one thousand miles before descending

to the earth. It is anticipated that much in-

terest will be displayed on the night of the

balloon's release, and considerable speculation

as to its course, distance traveled and where-

abouts of descent. This dedication would have

offered a favorable opportunity for an aerial

"Derby" and if several balloons of equal size

and form had been sent up at the same time

and place, the race would have created much
speculation, greatly interested people every-

where, broadly advertised the fair and done

much to stimulate aeronautics. Let us hope

the hint may soon be acted upon, and a gen-

eous prize offered for the longest balloon

flight accomplished in the shortest time by
contestants starting together from one point

somewhere in the United States. Such is be-

ing done in most of the countries of Europe,

and we think America's pleasure seekers

would find this the most delightful source of

enjoyment; infinitely more so than is af-

forded by the automobile and at far less risk

of injury. America is not as much awake,

and does not yet appear to realize the vast

importance of aerial navigation as other na-

tions.

London's Aeronautical
Institute and Club.

A general meeting of the Aeronautical In-

stitute and Club was held at St. Bride's Insti-

tute, Fleet street, London, E, C, on Friday,

March 20, 1903, Dr. F. A. Barton presiding.

There was a large attendance. Col. York, R.

A., and Major Berthon being among those

present. Dr. Barton announced that the In-

stitute was organizing an exhibition of bal-

loons and aerial machines to be opened at the

Alexandra Palace in July next. The exhibition

was to be of a comprehensive nature, with

different sections for balloons, air-ships, para-

chutes, kites, models, light motors, submarine
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boats and other apparatus. Ascents from the

Palace grounds would be made during the ex-

hibition, and the trials of his new air-ship, now
in course of construction for the War Office,

would then take place. The president also

announced that Lord Maitland had joined the

Institute and consented to act as a vice-presi-

dent, and Dr. W. H. H. Hutchinson and Mr.

F. L. Rawson had joined the committee. Dur-

ing the past month the executive had made ar-

rangements with the following gentlemen and

firms for the purpose of giving members and

associates of the Institute special facilities in

the designing and building of inventions: Mr.

F. R. Rawson, the well-known consulting en-

gineer, of Budge-row, E. C, to be consult-

ing engineer; M. Benj. T. King, of Queen
Victoria street, E. C, patent agent; the South

East London Engineering Works, Blackheath

hill, Greenwich, model and constructional en-

gineers, and Messrs. Gaudron and Spencer,

aeronauts. He hoped that the opportunities

now placed before members would be produc-

tive of substantial progress in aeronautical

science.

M. Aug. E. Gaudron read an interesting pa-

per on "Twenty-four Years of Ballooning."

M. Gaudron was apprenticed to an aeronaut in

Paris, and on his second ascent he had a thril-

ling experience. The balloon was not suf-

ficiently inflated by the appointed time, but in

order not to disappoint the spectators, M.
Gaudron detached the car from the balloon,

which, thus being freed, slowly ascended, with

the youthful aeronaut hanging on the ropes.

The gas was escaping from the balloon, and

before he ascended far M. Gaudron became

unconscious. He was found, still unconscious,

on a haystack some distance from Paris. M.

Gaudron's paper, from which we elsewhere,

in this issue, give copious extracts, was fol-

lowed by an exhibition of lime-light pictures,

some beautiful specimens of balloon photog-

raphy being thrown on the screen.

Balloons to the Fore.

Balloons will be very much "in the air"

during the coming summer.

The Aero Club's fixtures include experi-

ments to be conducted by Mr. Marconi in

wireless telegraphy.

The inventor himself would have liked to go

up in the balloon, but an insurance company

has dissuaded him. His life is so valuable to

science.

Arrangements are being made by the Auto-

mobile Club for motor-cars to pursue the bal-

loons at some of the meetings at the Crystal

Palace, and prizes will be offered for their

capture to members of both clubs.

At the Gordon-Bennett motor race in Ire-

land a captive balloon will be anchored near

the "grand stand" of the course, and attempts

will be made to take photographs—a feat

which, owing to the swaying and tugging, is

said to be far more difficult in a captive bal-

loon than in one in full flight.

Meanwhile there are no less than four great

air-ships building or about to be commenced,
one of which may settle once for all the prob-

lem of aerial navigation.

Spencer Bros.' ne^w Dirigible.

Mr. P. Spencer says that he and his broth-

ers are building a bigger, speedier, ^and more
durable navigable balloon than that in which

Mr. Stanley Spencer sailed over London last

year. The balloon is of elongated design, of-

fering the least possible resistance to the air,

quite rigid, with a six-horse power motor

which under ordinary conditions can attain a

speed of 25 miles an hour over and above the

pace of the wind, and will be able to carry two

passengers. A safety-band around it will auto-

matically act like a parachute in the event of

disaster, and the ballast will be of water, serv-

ing the double purpose of ballasting the ship

and cooling the cylinders of the engine. The
maiden voyage is intended to take place on

or about May 1 from the Crystal Palace. -

Journeys are expected to be longer than they 1

were last year. The preliminary trials will be

made in comparatively open country.

Air-Ships for the British
War Office.

Dr. F. A. Barton, president of the Aero-

nautical Institute, gave some particulars re-

specting the air-ship which he has just begun

building at the Alexandra Palace under con-

tract with the War Office. It was a combina-

tion of the "lighter than air" and "heavier

than air" systems, that is to say, it was a ma-

chine in which a system of movable aero-

planes was placed between the car and the

balloon. The new air-ship would be fitted

with motors developing 150 horse-power. If

the results obtained by this machine are sat-

isfactory, the War Office will have another air-

ship built larger and stronger, with probably

600 to 800 horse-power engines. The size and

number of the aeroplanes would then be in-

creased. The balloon would be strengthened^
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but its proportions would be diminished. Thus,

he hoped to progress, step by step, gradually

increasing the size and power, but diminish-

ing the balloon, until he arrived at a practical

commercial air-ship. Dr. Barton estimated

that an air-ship such as he had described

would have an independent speed of 60 to

80 miles an hour. The purposes for which such

an air-ship would be useful in the cornmercial

economy of the world were infinite and
obvious, particularly in the cases of those hav-

ing a speed of twenty-five to thirty miles an

hour only. His own machine, he thought,

would be especially useful in the work of ex-

ploration of such countries as the hinterland

of the West African coast, the interior of Bra-

zil and Australia, the country on each side of

large rivers like the Amazon and the Congo,
which were almost inaccessible to mankind,
owing to the difficulty of crossing the fever-

laden swamps and dense forests. As to sport,

he rather thought that an air-ship regatta

would be almost as exciting as a Gordon-
Bennett motor-car race.

The British War Office, which is about the

most conservative institution on earth, only

went into the scheme after being convinced
that a practical ship has really been discov-

ered. The officials regard the efiforts of San-

tos-Dumont as unconvincing and his ships

mere toys. The present experiments are to be

worked on a new principle.

Air-Ship Dispute. \M
Le Jaune, the steerable air-ship which^ was

successfully manoeuvred over the Moisson
plain, under the supervision of the Lebaudy
brothers, is to be "called into court."

The complainant is Signor Simoni, who in-

vented an air-ship known as a "semi-aeronef."

This system conforms very closely to the trap-

ezoidal pattern, which is a characteristic of the

Lebaudy, Julliot and Fauchon, and complains

that he was systematically prevented from ob-

taining any information during the building

of the Jaune and its trials at Moisson. He
particularly accuses the persons cited of having

posed as the originators and inventors of the

air-ship system in question.

International War Balloon
Tests.

The ministers of war of the great powers of

continental Europe arranged an interesting in-

ternational balloon race recently to ascertain,

if possible, the reliability of these adjuncts

of warfare on a larger scale than ever before

attempted. The result, as now officially an-

nounced, was not altogether satisfactory. It

proved that, despite the efficiency of the bal-

loon divisions of the various armies, wind and
weather and other elementary contingencies

are still playing an important part in deciding

the fate of aeronautic enterprises, whether the

balloon be manned or not.

Balloon Treatment.

Physicians in New York say that this meth-
od of treatment, while appearing somewhat
fantastic, is quite likely to come into common
use as navigation of the upper air becomes
easier and less expensive. It is generally ad-

mitted that two or three hours' inhalation of

the air far above the fumes and gases of a

great city would be more beneficial in certain

cases than any other treatment that could be
given.

Airships Coming".

Wireless telegraphy has not yet reached the
acme of perfection, although messages are
readily sent and received by this wonderful
system. And yet the world already takes the
invention of wireless telegraphy as a matter
of course. In this age of great achievement
and discovery it seems as if nothing is too
stupendous for man to undertake and that
failure to evolve something useful as well as
wonderful is the exception, not the rule. Some
things that have been attempted have not been
brought to perfection yet, but there is noth-
ing discouraging in this. Obstacles serve only
to spur human genius to renewed action and
greater exertion. We travel by land and sea
at a rate of speed that a hundred years ago
would have been called the result of witch-
craft. We do not travel through the air with
equal facility at present, but we may do so
within a few years, as the efforts of men of

brains along this line are certain to gain the
mastery of the air as they have of the land
and sea.

Those who scoft at the student of aerial nav-
igation and scout the idea of success attend-
ing the efforts of the men who seek to discov-
er the secret of flying may live to see the
heavens dotted with ships sailing as placidly
through the air as vessels now navigate the
seas. In the opinion of United States commis-
sioner of patents the dirigible balloon or the
aeroplane will be successfully evolved during
the year 1904. This prediction may be based
on false premises, but there can be no gain-
saying the fact that great strides in the direc-

tion of aerial navigation will be made during
the present year. The spirit of inventors will

be quickened by the offers of a large reward
by the St. Louis exposition managers for the

most successful exhibition of a flying machine.
There will be many competitors for this prize,

and Yankee ingenuity will vie with foreign
in an effort to produce an airship that will not
only travel at a good rate of speed with the
wind, but be perfectly controllable.

Pat—"Oi say, Moik, phat makes thim legs

av yours so sthumpy-"

Mike—"Faith, an' it wuz brought erbouth

by a suddin' sthop in me travels."

Pat—"Phoy, how wuz thot?"

Mike—"Oi rode oop in a balloon wan toim
and* walked back, b'gorry."—Chicago News.
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Ode to the Air-Ship.

Gone are the days of sail and steam!

Vale the bark, and the brigantine,

Ocean greyhound and naval ram,
Chinese junk—the wierd Sam-pan—

,

Sub-marine craft, birch bark canoe,

Stern-wheel "tubs" which skim the sloughs,

Whale-back "tramp" and all that floats,

In metal or wood, in shape of boats,

Sail into the Past, silent and brave,

In a grand Armada to a common grave.

—P. E. D.

Kite-Plying and Aeronautics.

One of the most interesting statements at

the last meeting of the Aeronautical Society,

at the Society of Arts, John street, Adelphi,

where Major B. F. S. Baden-Powell presided,

was that made by Mr, Percival Spencer, the

well-known aeronaut, who promised in the

near future startling developments in the navi-

gable balloon.

The members of the Scottish National Ant-

arctic Expedition who recently sailed for the

South Polar regions under the leadership of

Mr. W. S. Bruce took with them a large kite,

which was referred to in a paper compiled

by Mr. John Anderson and read at the meet-

ing by the secretary of the society, Mr. Eric

Bruce.

This kite has lifted into the air a meteoro-

graph weighing 3 lbs to a height of over 6,000

feet, and carried it steadily for many hours,

bringing back a record of the temperature and

moisture which prevails at that height.

The sail area of the kite is 80 feet, oi which

70 faces the wind. It is 6 feet 8 inches in

height, and being of equal breadth is a square.

It has a depth of 2 feet 8 inches. The frame-

work is of bamboo. The weight of the kite is

10 lbs., and the length of the wire used in

bracing is nearly 400 ft. Piano wire forms the

flying string of the kite, and this is manipulated

by a 2 1-2-h. p. motor.

WANTED, A FLYING MACHINE.

A third paper, read by Major L. S. Black-

den, which was exceedingly interesting and in-

structive, had reference to observations and

experiments relative to equilibrium in air of

a body heavier than air. The major described

the soaring and gliding of gulls and vultures,

and upon observations he made in Sierre Le-

one and Jamaica as to the methods adopted

by these birds he attempted a number of ex-

periments with paper models, which he called

"gliders." His object was to do something

towards "winning the empire of the air."

That really is the object of the Aeronautical

Society, and the major protested against en-

thusiasts immediately they alighted upon an

idea rushing off to patent it. "When," he

said, "a man really is successful in producing

a flying machine it is almost certain that he

will find he has infringed somebody's patent."

(We will more fully deal with this very inter-

esting paper in our next issue.)

Mr. Percival Spencer, the aeronaut, although

congratulating the major on his paper, re-

marked that the theories about flying were all

very well, but up to the present they had never

lifted a human being one yard from the

ground. Any aerial machine capable of ac-

complishing that had been supplied with the

lifting power of gas. Mr. Spencer pins his

faith to the navigable balloon which his

brother, Stanley, steered over London last

year. "That," he said, "is the first successful

flying machine ever demonstrated in the cap-

ital of the British Empire." He promised

shortly to introduce to the public a flying ma-

chine that would be a distinct advance in aero-

nautics.

A Ne^w Use for Kites.

It is a matter of common observation that

the implements for saving life are infinitely

less elaborate, extensive, and showy than those

for destroying it. A large and shining piece

of ordnance, in an exhibition, for example,

will attract ten interested spectators where the

latest model of a lifeboat will attract only one,

and a rocket apparatus makes but a poor show
in comparison with a Maxim gun, or even a

sheet or armour plate which has been pierced

by a shell. The latest invention for establish-

ing communication between a vessel in dis-

tress and the shore suffers from the same

drawback, being nothing more than a clumsy

but efficient form of kite, intended to be flown

from shipboard towards the shore, whereas a

rocket is aimed in the reverse direction. In

case the shore is not too remote, a man can

make his way thither by this means, guiding

himself through the waves by means of a

paddle. There are, of course, many cases in

which it would not apply, but the inventor, a

Russian, gave several demonstrations of its

utility during the recent heavy weather at La
Rochelle, and so impressed the French author-

ities that its adoption on a large scale is said

to be contemplated. Some have gone so far

as to use kites in place of balloonrj for re-

connoitering purposes, but to allow a ship-

wrecked man to be hoisted into the air in this
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way would almost look like inviting him to

change one form of death for another. There

seems no reason, however, why the plan de-

scribed should not be successful, especially as

its claims are modest.

McGregor's Aerial Machine.
Aerial navigation has been engrossing the at-

tention of Bradford McGregor, for some time

past. He has built a model of an air-ship,

which he says will be a success. He ex-

pects to compete for the prize which has

been offered by the commissioners of the

Louisiana Purchase exposition at St. Louis,

in 1904, and says he will have his craft com-

pleted by that time. In fact, he claims he

will travel through the air from Covington

to St. Louis to show that his plan of aerial

navigation is successful.

In speaking of his invention Mr. McGreg-
or, among other things, said: "My device

for air navigation does not show new me-

chanical movements, nor new principles, but

is built on old and approved principles. It

is a combination of several well-known me-

chanical movements and forces. It is well

known that a certain number of cubic feet

of a certain kind of gas will lift a certain

weight. The gas bag is made to contain

sufficient gas to no more than balance the

determined weight. Its form is globular, in-

asmuch as that form has less resistance in

all directions and is less unwieldy in travers-

ing cross or adverse currents of air. A
rigid girdle with rigid quarter circle sup-

ports concentrate at the top of the gas bag
to preserve the spherical form of the upper

hemisphere of gas bag, which is covered

with thin sheet metal and is provided with

a large valve under control of the operator.

In case rapid descent is necessary, the valve

is thrown open, as the gas rapidly escapes,

a suction is created and the lower hemi-

sphere, being made of " pliable material, is

drawn up into the upper hemisphere, clos-

ing the opening made by the loosening of

the valve, a parachute capable of safe descent

with great weight is this formed. It is well

known that discs or blades set at certain

angles in a shaft and exposed in a proper

manner to a current of air will cause a ro-

tary, motion. This is called a wind wheel

or mill, and great power is obtained. The
same ratio of power may be utilized in

forcing objects through the air or liquids by

rotating the same wheel in the ^air, if rotated

in the air instead of by the air, may be

termed a rotating aeroplane. Four of these

aeroplanes are placed in the rigid girdle

circling the gas bag for elevation, depres-

sion and propulsion. This placed at a point

where the greatest resistance is encountered,

tends to preserve the upright position of the

device. Two of these aeroplanes for the

purposes of steering are placed on either

side, with shafts parallel to the girdle, and

are operated from the engine cab by means

of sprockets and chains, and may be re-

versed in motion, on either side, when used

for steering. By reversing one the device

may be made to revolve without making
headway, when the two aeroplanes, one in

the rear and one in front, are motionless.

Another Ne^w Air-Ship.

At the establishment of M. Louis Godard,

near the pont de Saint-Ouen, work will soon

be begun on a new airship, to be known as

the Santa Cruz, designed by Senor Jose de

Patrocinio, to whom the Brazilian govern-

ment has accorded a subsidy for this pur-

pose. The new airship will be 45 metres

long, 21 metres wide and 9 metres high. Its

capacity will be 3,900 cubic metres, and all

dirnensions considered, it will be the largest

"dirigible" ever built.

Air-Ships as a Possibility.

The subject of aerial navigation is one of

never-failing interest, particularly at this

time, when many engineers agree that the

problem is one whose solution may be ex-

pected in the near future. Almost all engi-

neers, however, further agree that the solu-

tion will never come along the lines of the

dirigible balloon; and that the many inter-

esting experiments with so-called airships,

which rely upon the gas bag to overcome
the attraction of gravitation, while drawing
popular interest tO' the subject of air navi-

gation, do nothing toward advancing the

time when real airships will become a pos-

sibility.

The Bigg^est Air-Ship.

The largest air-ship yet constructed is to

be built at St. Guen. It has been designed

by Senor Jose de Patrocini, who has received

a subsidy from the Brazilian government for

the purpose.
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Man Must Fly like Fish,
Says Mr. Maynard.

According- to Mr. C. J. Maynard, who
claims to have studied flying creatures, the

successful flying airship will be modeled af-

ter the flying fish ,and not after the bird, as

so many predict. Mr. Maynard believes that

man can never fly like a bird, because the

bird's structure is so radically different from

his, while in several ways it might be found

much easier to imitate the flying fish.

When man can make feathers that shall be

as large in proportion to his weight as bird's

feathers are, and still retain all the char-

acteristics of strength, elasticity and light-

ness of feathers, he will have made one step

towards flying. Even then he must see that

these feathers can exert a heavy pressure on

the air downward, while they offer hardly

any oppo'sition to the cushion of air which

they have to push up against.

There will still remain the vastly more
difficult problem of miotive power, and this

motive power the bird possesses in the most

remarkable system of muscles known to

anatomy. First, there are the powerful

breast muscles, which give the downward
stroke, and under these are the muscles that

raise the wings. It is a unique design of

nature to have all the weight of muscles as

ballast underneath the bird.

"Winged angels is a pretty conceit ol

poets or artists," said Mr. Maynard, "but

the idea of any creature flying with wings

arranged as artists represent them is, of

course, utterly impossible. A man cannot

fly like a bird, ,and when he tries to make an

apparatus to carry him in the air, he should

choose some other model.

"On the other hand, the flying fish is

much heavier in proportion to its wings than

the bird, and its so-called wings, which are

simply abnormally developed pectoral fins,

are moved in a way which man might imi-

tate. How can he possibly imitate such a

delicate and wonderful piece of mechanism
as a bird's wing?"

prior to eliminating the gas factor by de-

grees, does not seem to be so irrational, bas-

ing this remark on the recent development
of the Aeronautical Institute and Dr. Bar-

ton's immense steerable balloon with its 150 J

horse power engines. Continuing these opin- 1

ions, this principle compares very favorably

in the main with that I have so strenuously

advocated in these pages, viz., to employ I

screws for elevation and propulsion plus

suitable supporting surfaces of concave-con-

vex form. The same remarks apply also to

that of Messrs. Spencer's views of ultimate-

ly subjugating the realms of space by cau- 1
tious and scientific experiment, and experi-

ence in the air with the despised yet still use-

ful aid of the balloon. Will aeronautical

controversialists please note that I do not

for one instant imply that I alone am the

originator of this principle—all I claim is to

have been an advocator pure and simple.

With Spencer Bros.' great experience in

the air one must consider their chances of se-

curing a dynamic air-ship much more in fa-

vor of them, especially when their well-

known, sober and cautious method of work-
ing is taken into consideration, even with

Santos-Dumont's working precisely in the

same line as theirs, and Dr. Barton's, the

outcome of which we will all await with in-

terest.

One, however, is tempted to indulge in

mild speculation as to why, with such effec-

tive power as 150 horse power, as in the lat-

ter air-craft, and the striking experiments of

Mr. Walker, of the Aeronautical Society,

who secured a lift of 25 pounds per horse

power with an engine of only 10 pounds

weight, it should not be more in accordance

with true aerial navigation to dispense with

such an enormous balloon envelope with its

consequent drawbacks, both aloft and in in-

itial cost of construction, inflation and equip-

ment. E. WILSON.

The Flying Craft of the
Future.

To the Editor:—^After all, my proposition

of a pioneer Aeronautical Association and the

principle of an initial balloon envelope adopt-

ed for preliminary experiment in the air

Balloon Carried Awsiy
Diamonds.

Diamonds and other jewels have been lost

in all sorts of queer ways, but in none more

unusual than the .accident mentioned in the

Boston Transcript, by whidh a diamond

brooch was snatched from the owner's dress

and left somewhere on the great plains.

A young woman was traveling by rail

through Kansas. At Knisley, where the
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train made a consideralble stop, a fair was in

progress. Here the young woman bought of

a peddler a toy balloon for a little girl who
had won her fancy.

The child was delighted with the plaything,

and as they rode along she chatted with her

new friend and pulled the balloon up and

down. At length she playfully fastened the

string to the lady's diamond brooch. ,

The train was rounding a curve at the mo-
ment, and a strong gust of air came through

the car. The balloon was carried out through

the open w'indow. The sudden jerk on the

string loosened the brotoch, and away it

sailed.

The jewel was so valuable that the young
woman offered a reward of $500 for its re-

covery. Spurred by this incentive, cowboys
scoured the plain for days in all directions,

but without success.

NEW BOOKS.
Die Luftschiffahrt der Gegenw^a^rt

(Aeronautics of Today).

By Von Hauptmann Hirman Homes.
A. Hartleben, Wien.

This is one of the best handbooks on aero-

nautics published. It devotes considerable

space to general experiments and their re-

sults and to wind pressure and resistance.

The dirigible balloon is generally dealt with

and in an interesting and scientific manner,

as also many of the best forms of aerial ma-
chines, kites, etc. The book of 264 pages is

well filled with illustrations and among the

portraits we find Dr. Suring, Gaston Tis-

sandur. Major Moedebeck, Dr. Birson, An-
dree, Patrik Alexander, Chaunto and many
others. If the book was in English we be-

lieve it would find a much more ready sale.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR.
Ta the Editor:—^The copies of the Aero-

nautical World were received and carefully

read. I found a number of things that were
interesting from an archeological standpoint

and also some things that were modern.
Some men of note intimate that they are

trying to do something, but they do not tell

us how. I am always interested in knowing
that some one is trying to do something. I

think the Aeronautical World represents the

best thought that has been made public on
the subject of flight, but as I wrote you be-

fore, the work that has been done is only

preliminary, merely the tentative steps that

must lead up to the real solution. Many of

the plans seem to be devised without any

true realization of the nature of the atmo-

sphere when at rest or of its instability or

tremendous power when it is impelled by a

storm. For these reasons I have abandoned

most of all that has been done and work on

lines that are radically new and revolution-

ary. You will understand from this why I

have so little sympathy for much that Is be-

ing written or done experimentally. As com-

pared with other machines, mine will be a

powerful athlete, stripped for a contest with

the subtlest and strongest forces of nature.

Its mighty swift-throbbing heart will be en-

tirely enclosed and its steel arms and mus-

cles will reach out to lay hold of the invisible

medium in which it moves. And this brings

me to what I want to say. T think that ar-

ticles by the builders of motors or engines,

giving their size, weight, horse power, con-

sumption of fuel and reliability, would be

a great addition to the Aeronautical World.

I notice by the last issue that several makers

of automobiles are getting ready to build

flying machines. This was the most import-

ant item of news in the Aeronautical World.

To make it useful you should have given the

addresses of those factories. ' Another very

valuable feature of the Aeronautical World

would be a directory of the various aero-

nautical societies of the world, giving the

names and addresses of their secretaries.

This would bring all those who are interested

in the problem of flight in touch.

"MILTON."

Queries to Readers.

All communications should be brief and ad-

dressed to the Editor, the Aeronautical World,
Glenville, O., U. S. A.

Please prefix all questions with a title and
all answers with their number and title.

In answering please give the number and
title of query referred to.

Hydro-Carbon Compound.

I would like to get the address of any dealer

or manufacturer of the above. I notice

reference to this compound in a work by

Sal-Verda, "Aerial Navigation." I think it

is some highly expansive or explosive com-

pound, intended to furnish power for air

machines, the advantage being in the high

potential per unit of weight as compared

with steam or gasoline power motors.

S. R. S.
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Advertisements.

Ordinary Rates.
Inside pages, each insertion, per line $ .25

Inside Cover 50

Back Cover l.OO

Count seven words per line.

Engravings heading advertisements at the same
rate per agate line measure.

Wanted, For Sale, Position.

Under the above headings, 3 cents each word.

Advertisements must be received by the 20th
for the following month's issue.

Wanted.—All kinds of Mss. relating to

Aeronautics, and articles recounting exploits

of successful aerial navigators. A. Weedon
& Co., publishers . Burton ave.. Glenv ille, O.

Aerial Machine.—A successful inventor

having proved the practicability of his aerial

machine seeks financial assistance to public-

ly demonstrate that he can navigate the air.

Write "Practical Airship/* care Aeronautical
World.

Wanted.—A kinetoscope camera, constructed
of aluminum, especially adapted to photograph-
ing moving objects from a flying machine.
Address, World's Aerial Navigation Co., Pt.

Richmond, Cal.

Wanted.^—To purchase balloons, kites, ma-
chines and aerial novelties of utility, also all

kinds of aerial toys or kites, balloons and
special flyers. Address with particulars "In-
vestor,*' care Aeronautical World.

Wanted.—Clever performer with good hot
air outfit is open to book engagements. Write
Balloonist, care Aeronautical World. Glenville, O.

Wanted—Aerial performer for season, or
Dreferably, aeronaut with captive passenger
balloon. Address with terms, etc.. "Grove/'
care Aeronautical World Co.. Glenville. O.

FOR SALE.
For Sale.—Blue Prints and casting for 5 H.

P. gasoline motor. Just the thing for an
airship. Only $10. Stanley, care Aeronaut-
ical World Co., Glenville, O.

For Sale.—Exceedingly light, strong and
powerful gasoline motors, specially designed
for airships, and made to order in five sizes.

Price reasonable. W. Head, care Aeronaut-
ical World, Glenville, O.

For Sale.—Hot air and gas balloon bar-
gains. Bag for street ascension with inflater
and parachute, used in cannon act. $100.
Two similar outfits in serviceable condition,
each, $75. First-class and nearly new outfit

$140. Scores of other great bargains in new
and second-hand outfits in stock ready for
delivery. State your wants to "Balloon Man-
ufacturer," care Aeronautical World, Glen-
ville, O.

For Sale.—1 3-4 horse-power Marsh motor
cycle, used about four months, in good con-
dition. Price $65. W. W. Herrick, Stam-
ford, Conn.

Carl E.Myer's Balloon Farm
FRANKFORT. Herkimer Co.,

NEW YORK.

Only Aeronautical Institute and Manu-
factory for Hydrogen Tight Balloons and
Gas Airships in America. 25 years operat-

ing. 108 Captives, and the only U. S. Sig-

nal Balloons made. Only patent portable

hydrogen gas generators in use anywhere.

Enclose Stamp. Patented machine var-

nished gas fabric a specialty.

ALUMINUM CASTINGS
Especially adapted to airship construction.
Castings will be free from imperfections,
true to patterns, strong and as easy to ma-
chine as brass. Write for estimates.

THE U. S. ALUMINUM CASTINGS CO.
Cincinnal:!, Ohio

We are the largest manufacturers of

Laminated Wood Guards
in 1:his Country,

and we make a specialty of intricate shiapes or bends.

A-merican Veneer Co.
449 to 455 Pacific Ave. Jersey City, N. J.

Something IVew

Seamless Steel Tubing
We carry in stock over 300,000 feet seamless and electric

welded tubing. Our prices will astonish you.

The Cleveland Distributing Company
Incorporated.

Jobbers of Bicycle and Automobile riaterlai

288 BANK ST., CLEVELAND, OHIO

Gasoline Bicycle Motors
Finished Motors or Castings

with Dra-wings.

LOWELL MODEL CO.
Box S9S. LOWELL, MASS.

Ignition Apparatus
AMERIC^IV COIL CO.

Write for Catalog W. SOMERVILLE, MASS.

Everything in the way of

Photo = Supplier
^ ^ always in^stock:.^

^>vle;xaivde:r bros.;
Established 1891 , «

|6SS Arch St., Philadelphia, Pa.^—
Mill receive immediate and care- 0011^1)0
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Observations and Experiments Relative

to Equilibrium in Air of a Body
Heavier than Air.

BY MAJOR L. S. BLACKDEN.

On the 2nd of April, i8g8, I went out to

Sierra Leone on board the Cabenda, and after

spending six months there I crossed to Ja-

maica, where I remained till 1902. During the

whole period I took every opportunity of ob-

serving the phenomena of soaring.

On the voyage, from Liverpool we were

followed for some distance by gulls. The
wind during that time was on the starboard

bow. The gulls flev/ all around the ship, but

remained chiefly in a position a little astern of

her. They constantly gave examples of steady

soaring, but the soaring was always done in

one place, namely nesr the port quarter, at a

point where there must have been the crest of

a rising wave of wind flowing over the ship.

They showed no signs of any ability to do

more than glide at any other place.

In Sierra Leone T was quartered at Mount
Auriol. a hutment on a long ridge of hill

'^l oping down from the end of the high ground

that culminates in Leicester Peak. The wind

often blew straight across this ridge, but the

vultures* soared only on the windward side of

it. I once saw a vulture, which was soaring

steadily above the crest of the ridge, get to

leeward of the hospital roof, where one might

expect broken currents with a downward trend.

His difficulties were obvious, and he had a

violent struggle to retain his balance, and. to

regain a position in the steady updraught that

followed the slope of the hillside.

I did not look out specially when in Africa

for examples of soaring in a horizontal wind,

but Sierra Leone is mountainous, and, there-

fore, from whatever quarter the wind may
come, there is little likelihood of its being

horizontal. My hut was on the seaward side

of the hill, and my observations from it took

place when there was a sea breeze blowing,

and, consequently, there was always a pre-

sumption in favor of an updraught whenever

I saw a vulture soaring.

In Jamaica I was quartered just north of

Kingston in the plain of Liguanea, which rises

gently from the sea to the mountains, at the

rate, roughly, of a hundred feet a mile, and

going due north from Kingston, the foot of

the hills is reached in about six miles. Every

day in summer a strong sea breeze blows which

must have an upward trend over the whole

plain and the southern sides of the hills. At

night a land breeze blows, which certainly has

a downward trend, coming down, cool and re-

freshing, from the mountains, and flowing

southwards to the sea. Sometimes, in winter,

a north wind blows over the whole island,

which, like the night breeze, must have a

downward trend over the plain of Liguanea.

I have seen vultures* and large hawks soar-

ing on both sides of the hills, north and south,

but always on the windward side, never onc«

on the leeward side. Until early in 1902 1

never saw a vulture soaring over Kingston 01

the Liguanea plain during a north wind or a

land breeze, neither have I ever seen a vultun

soar in what was undoubtedly still air. I

have also never seen a frigate bird or pelican

soaring continuously when well away from the
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land, witlaout a few occasional beats of the

wings, though I have read that the albatross

soars continuously over the sea, where ap-

parently there could have been no upward
trend in the wind, but I should like to see it

myself. Every ship and every wave may form

a wind break, with an updraught on its wind-

ward side, and there might also be rising

columns of air over considerable areas of sea.

I have, however, seen a vulture soar when
the air appeared to the senses to be absolutely

still, but in every instance the sight of a

soaring vulture over the plains was followed

in a few minutes by the rising of a breeze from

the sea. One hot and sultry morning when
the air was so still as to be almost stifling near

the ground, I noticed a vulture circling round

and round on outspread wings just clear of

the tree-tops behind my house. He was evi-

dently trying hard to rise, but each completed

circle left him no higher than he was at its

commencement. I watched him for some

minutes, till at last one of his circlings brought

him out with a distinct gain in elevation, and

almost at the same moment T f'-''*- upon my
cheek the first breath of the coming breeze.

The sea breeze soon was blowing over the

plain, and the vulture soared easily aloft.

Early in 1902 I saw what I had never seen

before, namely the soaring of a vulture over

the Liguanea plain, which slopes from the hills

southwards to the sea, when a north wind was
blowing. As far as I could see there was not

a bird in sight, except near a particular barrack

building, where, to my own great surprise, I

saw two vultures circling on the windward side

of the roof. Where they were the wind had

evidently an upward trend, but I had never

before seen any soaring done unless the general

trend of the wind over the whole plain was a

rising one. The two birds were evidently try-

ing hard to rise and get away. I watched

them for a long time, during which they failed

entirely to get any higher than where one

might presume the crest of the wave of wind

flowing over the building to be.

At last one of them gave it up as a bad job,

and gliding off to a large tree, settled among
the branches ; but the other kept it up, and

finally, by slow degrees, so far improved his

position as to be able to enlarge his circlings,

to show less appearance of effort, and then to

soar away till he was only visible as a speck in

the distance, and at a great height in the sky.

There was no immediate change of wind, so I

have nothing to go upon to account for his

success ; but in view of all my other observa-

tions, I could only suppose that there was a

stratum of wind from the sea at no great

height above the roof of the building. Neither

bird attempted to rise by beating his wings.

As a result of these observations I came to

the conclusion that soaring was impossible un-

less there was a rising trend in the wind, and

that the angle at which the wind must rise

in order to make soaring possible depended on

the strength of the wind and the head-resist-

ance offered by the bird. I thought that possi-

bly the separated pinions of the vulture might

offer greater resistance to the air than the

pointed wing-tip of the gull, as each primary

feather of the vulture was bent to a different

extent, so that each separate feather had to

force its own way through the air, and that,

therefore, the vulture was better fitted for

soaring over the irregular surface of the land

than over the more level sea, but I have seen

nothing to support that idea.

On the voyage to Sierra Leone I found that

the gulls invariably soared with the tips of the

wings depressed to a point at least as low as,

and generally lower than, the roots. The

rough sketches I made at the time show wings

rising from their roots, but with the ends for

more than half their length depressed till the

tips were as low as the centre of the body, or

even lower. The extreme ends of the wings

were bent upwards so far as to make them

horizontal. Vide Figs, i and 2.

In Sierra Leone the vultures showed exactly

the same thing, but having longer and more

separated primaries, the upward bend of the

wing-tip was more pronounced. Only when

making a sharp turn were the wings thrown

back a little so as to make a slight dihedral

angle. Vide Figs. 3 and 4, which show the

Sierra Leone vulture.

In Jamaica, on the other hand, the vultures

held their wings straighter from root to tip,

and the two wings thrown back at a distinct

dihedral angle, the tips, as in the vulture of

Sierra Leone, being bent sharply upwards.

Vide Fig. 5. Hawks in Jamaica appear to

soar with their wings held in an absolutely

straight line from tip to tip. Vide Fig. 6.

Swallows have their wings depressed, and all

non-soaring birds glide with depressed wings.

I was in Jamaica three years and a half,

against six months only in Sierra Leone, so it

is possible that I may have missed seeing in

Sierra Leone what was really there, and only

noticed it when it happened in Jamaica, but I

had ample opportunities in Sierra Leone, and

my impression is that the soaring of the Sierra
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Leone vulture, with his depressed wings, was

much steadier, and the equiHbrium apparently

more easily maintained in a gusty wind than

was the case with the Jamaica vulture, whose
wings were thrown back at a dihedral angle.

I refer chiefly to transverse equilibrium. Mo-
tions of transverse balancing were constantly

to be seen in Jamaica. I have seen a gust

from the side bring one wing into a nearly

vertical position, when its owner rapidly half

folded it to get it down again. It seemed

to me that raised wings made balancing more
difficult in a gusty wind, and I personally

always, accounted for the dihedral angle be-

tween the wings of the Jamaica vulture by

presuming that his skill was so great that he

could afford to let his muscles lie rather slack,

his wings being thrown back owing to natural

laziness, a fault not unknown in the West
Indies. The vulture that gave up its attempt

to rise in the north wind was too lazy to give

its wings a single beat in order to accomplish

its object.

The gulls on the voyage did not appear to

make use of their heads or feet in balancing;

whenever either head or foot was moved it

seemed to be to serve some immediate purpose

other than that of maintaining equilibrium.

The head turned this way and that to look out

for scraps of food, etc. A splash would be

followed at once by every gull turning his

head in that direction. I never saw the feet

move from under the tail except immediately

before settling down on to the water or on to

a perch, or else for some obvious purpose, such

as scratching the head, which I have seen a

gull do while soaring. I could not detect any

motion obviously meant for fore and aft

balancing. The tail was only spread and

distinctly made use of when making a sharp

turn, or in stoppmg headway prior to settling.

I must add, however, that owing to the gulls

always soaring a little astern of the ship, I did

not get a very good view of their tails.

Among the gulls I occasionally saw one wing
give a single beat, the other remaining steady.

This I saw also among the vultures of Jamaica.

Both in Sierra Leone and Jamaica I saw
distinct movements up and down of the tail of

a vulture, and also occasionally a slight re-

volving motion so as to bring the plane of the

tail on a slant transversely while remaining

apparently horizontal fore and aft.

In Jamaica, in a high wind, I frequently

saw a vulture, when (owing to a sharp turn, or

a gust from the side), one wing became very

greatly elevated, slightly shorten the raised

wing, the result being a rapid return to the

horizontal.

Just before alighting, vultures and gulls,

would bring the wing-ends a few inches for-

ward, and this had the effect of tilting them
up in front, and so stopping their way. This

movement suggests that horizontal fore and aft

balancing may be always effected by slight

movements forward or back horizontally of

the wings. Such a movement would certainly

have the desired effect, and need only be slight.

I looked out for, but could not detect, such

movements when the birds were under way.

It was always difficult, if not impossible, to

estimate the angle of the wing to the relative

wind. I contented myself, therefore, with ob-

serving the relative angle of different parts of

the wing.

The angle seemed to be greatest across the

middle of the wing in all the soaring birds I

saw, that is, across what I might call the

wrist, where the carpal bones come at the

further end of the radius and ulna. Near the

body the wing-chord seemed more or less hori-

zontal, and at the tip the primaries seemed to

be brought almost edgewise through the air.

There was one noticeable thing about the

under surface of the wing of the Jamaica vul-

ture, and that was that the short soft feathers

underneath the leading edge of the wing were

of a much darker color than the bulk of the

under surface of the wing. Vide Fig. 7.

Now, I had read, in the Aeronautical Jouniat

for July, 1899, of some experiments by Mr.

A. A. Merrill, of Boston, U. S. A., which

tended to show that the short feathers on the

under surface of the wing in the forward half

of it seemed to assist the forward movement
of the wing through the air. In the Jamaica

vulture they cover the whole under surface

close to the body, and only a very narrow strip

at the wrist. I am inclined to suggest that

the dark-colored portion, where the small

feathers are, is that part of the under surface

which has a negative inclination. Vide Fig. 8.

If I am right, then obviously the chord close to

the body is wholly negative, and that as one

recedes from the body and approaches the

wrist one finds the chord, gradually, and with

a helical twist, becoming positive, and the

hollowness of the under side apparently be-

coming less. The angle decreases again with

the separated primaries, which, as I said be-

fore, appear to be drawn almost edgewise

through the air. That they are not quite

edgewise is only shown by the fact that they
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are always bent up.

Both in Sierra Leone and Jamaica I had a

vukure caught for the sake of measurement

and weighing.

The Sierra Leone vulture weighed 3 lbs.

8 ozs. His wings measured 5 ft. i in. from
tip to tip, but only 2 ft. 6 in, from wrist to

wrist. The width of wing varied from 10^
ins. to II ins., being widest at the wrist. The
thickness of the front edge at the elbow was

almost the same as the height of arc, which

was lYz ins. The width of the spread tail at

its widest part was equal to its length, namely,

II ins. The supporting area of the wings

was roughly, 4 sq. ft., showing a weight of less

than a pound to the square foot. The Jamaica

vulture two specimens) weighed less, being

3 lbs. 2 ozs. and 3 lbs. respectively. The
stretch of wing was almost the same as m the

African bird, namely, 4 ft. 10 nis. and 5 ft.

respectively. The width, thickness, and height

of arc of the wings were the same in all

three specimens, but the tails of the Jamaica

specimens were only 9^ ins. long and wide in

one case, and 9 ins. in the other. Altogether

the Jamaica vulture seemed to be a lighter

bird in proportion to the supporting area than

his African brother. The cross section of the

wing at the elbow in all three cases was as

shown in Fig. 8. This shows a height of arc

equal to one-seventh of the chord. The high-

est part was a little behind the greatest thick-

ness, and altogether the section agrees wonder-

fully with Mr. Merrill's most successful experi-

mental section. Across the wrist the section

v\^as simpler, rather fish-like, and with a much
flatter curve. Vide Fig. 9.

The outline of the wings of a soaring vulture

as seen from directly beneath him, differs ac-

cording to the strength of the wind, but in

every case the wrist-joint is considerably in

advance of the elbow-joint, and of the point of

junction of the front edge with the body.

Figs. 10 and 11 illustrate the effect of strength

of wnnd on the posture of the wings. In both

cases the flatter portion of the wing at the

wrist, which has the greatest angle above the

horizon, is well in advance of the more deeply-

curved portion, whose chord has a smaller

angle with the horizontal, and, in parts, a

negative angle. When the wind is strong, the

wing is shortened, and the wrist placed more

forward in comparison to the deeply-curved

part betw^een the shoulder and the elbow than

is the case in a light breere. The flattest

angle at which a vulture could glide in still air

was very difficult to determine. Before alight-

ing, even when there was no perceptible breeze

near the ground, a vulture would sail along

close to the ground, on an absolutely level

course for twenty or thirty yards. This was

accomplished, I presume, by increasing the

angle of its wings as his speed diminished, by

gradually bringing his wings-ends more for-

ward. After much watching, I came to the

conclusion that a descent of about one in

fifteen might represent a fairly approximate

estimate of the best a vulture could do, but I

am not at all sure about this point.

Both in Sierra Leone and Jamaica I tried

experiments with small gliding models. There

was no skilled labor available. I had no ade-

quate accommodations, my own manual skill

was not great, and I was shy of publicity in

making my experiments. Each model had to

be thrown from the hand, and had to have

many falls before its centre of gravity was
properly adjusted, and the resistance and lift

of the wings equally balanced on either side of

the centre of gravity. Under these circum-

stances I got the most satisfactory results from

little gliders of paper or thin card, weighted

first with a pin, and later, with a wire nail.

There was little of a quantitative nature

about either my observations or my experi-

ments. My object, in both, was to acquire

some idea of the proper principles to go on in

order to best attain a safe equilibrium in a

larger machine.

My first little gliders were made of note-

paper weighted with pins; I found that in

such small models, generally less than six

inches across the wings, the resistance to ad-

vance was very great in proportion to the lift,

and, consequently, in proportion to the weight

carried, and so, perhaps, I attached undue im-

portance to the results of simple head resist-

ance. In fact, this was so much the case, that

my first experirhents led me to think that

equilibrium depended entirely on head resist-

ance, but I soon began to recognize the results

of many different components of the pressure

received from the air.

My wings were plane surfaces, having a dihe-

dral angle, and the tail was horizontal, and

had the same dihedral angle. In fact, the

whole glider was cut out of one piece of paper

and folded down the middle. Pins were stuck

through the fold, near the front edge, so that

the heads rested on the paper, and the body of

the pins being below it. They sometimes flew

excellently, but as a rule flew in a curve,

circling to one side or the other, in fact, re-

volving on a vertical axis. The causes soon
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revealed themselves to be either want of sym-

n;etry in the wings, that is, want of equality

of lift and drift, especially drift, on either

Hide of the central fold where the pins were

hung, or a want of transverse parallelism

between the wnngs and tail, or else simply from

the pins not being exactly in the central fold,

which had the effect of making the wings un-

symmetrical.

I once stuck a small weight of wax on

to one of the wings, expecting to weight it

down and make the glider circle towards the

weighted side ; but, to my surprise, every time

I tried it, the glider circled towards the un-

weighted wing, with the weighted wing con-

siderably raised. This showed that in such

.'•'mall gliders drift was of greater importance

to equilibrium than lift.

In gradually increasing the proportion of

weight to surface the tendency to turn on a

vertical axis increased, and a tendency to re-

volve on a fore and aft horizontal axis also in-

creased. Owing- to the increased speed neces-

sary to carry the extra weight, the effects of

air-pressure were intensified. As the revolu-

tion on a vertical axis commenced, its inertia

tried to carry the glider a little farther on its

original course, the result being that the rela-

tive wind came a little from the side and

initiated a revolution on a horizontal longi-

tudinal axis. It came, in fact, to this, that

the little glider was blow over by the wind of

its own advance.

A dihedral angle between the wings was
evidently a disadvantage when the relative

wind came a little from the side, as it always

did when the glider began to turn out of a

straight course.

I then tried straight wings and slightly de-

pressed wings, and found the equilibrium, as

a rule, well maintained with either. With
straight wings usually better.

I then tried a vertical keel below straight

wnngs with the weight attached to the bottom

of the keel (I thought at that time that equili-

brium would be helped by placing the centre

of gravity well below the centre of supporting

pressure, on the principle of giving a boat a

heavy keel), but found the results worse than

without a keel. One of the keel gliders was
then tried with the weight attached to the

upper surface of the wings, over the keel. This

gave better results, but when I opened a

window and made the glider move across the

draught, instead of heeling over to leeward,

and circling sharply away from the window, it

simply plunged straight down to the floor.

I soon found that this was caused by the

pressure of the air on the side of the keel below

the centre of gravity heeling the wings over

to windward so that the air impinged on their

upper surface, and threw the glider down.

It was now getting pretty obvious that the

balance of a glider in the air had nothing to

do with that of a floating body, and no likeness

eitlier lo that of a boat in the water or a

balloon in the air.

From whatever direction the relative wind

happened for the moment to come, if it exer-

cised a force that was unequal, or dissimilar

in direction or effect, on any opposite sides of

the centre of gravity, it set up revolution of

the whole machine about the centre of gravity,

which continued until such force had become
equally balanced on opposite sides of the centre

of gravity, and the result was the same
whether the force considered was direct press-

ure, or any component of pressure.

A tendency to revolve on a transrerse hori-

zontal axis, from a small difference of pressure

from the front in the direct line of motion

above or below the centre of gravity, could

tendency to revolve on the same axis, but in

tendency to revolve o n the same axis, but in

an opposite direction, by moving the centre of

gravity further forward, or further back, or by

altering the setting of the tail, so as to increase

or decrease the pressure on its upper surface,

so that if the rule given above showed the true

principle of aerial equilibrium,it followed that

the centre of gravity, might, within smaller

limits, be safely raised above the plane of the

wings instead of hung below it, and that with

a proper placing of the centre of gravity in a

fore -nd aft direction and a proper adjustment

of the tail, the equilibrium would be main-

tained in one case as well as in the other. In

fact, for horizontal flight, there was no neces-

sity whatever to place the centre of gravity

low down with reference to the supporting

surfaces.

I now made my little gliders absolutely flat,

and with a wide and short tail, similar in

shape to the wings, but on a smaller scale.

Vide Fig. 12.

I had found, previous to this, that when a

glider persistently circled to one side, a slight

crumple of the edge of the advancing wing

would make the glider go straight by adding

to the resistance of that wing. In the new

shape the tail was made similar in outline to

the wings but on a smaller scale, and the fold

or crumple, when required, was applied to one

or other side of the tail. I found that when
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both sides of the tail were so folded as to bring

the pressure entirely on one surface of the tail,

the glider would only fly with the pressure on

the upper surface of the tail.

Having, therefore, reached the conclusion on

the subject of equilibrium given above, I pro-

ceeded to stick a pin into the upper side of the

flat glider, with only the point in the paper,

and the head nearly the whole length of the

pin above the plane of the wings. The glider

so treated, with the tail bent slightly up to the

same side as the pin, flew perfectly, gliding as

steadily with the pin standing above it as ever

it had done with the pin hanging below it.

I tried the same thing with a wire nail, and

after the usual trouble in adjustment for

symmetry and fore and aft balance, the nail

was carried upright across the room as well as

the pin had been. The only drawback to the

raised centre of gravity during horizontal flight

appeared when I caused the glider to cross a

draught. The glider with the raised centre of

gravity was liable to be thrown straight down,

while that with the lowered centre of gravity

heeled over to leeward, and circling rapidly

away from the window generally came down in

a spiral. This was a confirmation of the theory

that force should be equal and symmetrical on

any opposite sides of the centre of gravity, for,

in the first case, all the lateral pressure was

felt below the centre of gravity, with the result

that the wings were, so to speak, blown away
from under it, so that the glider heeled with

the windward wing down and received pressure

on the upper surface of the wings.

In still air, having once fixed the weight,

either above or below the wing plane, I could

make the glider go either way up, by simply

altering the setting of the tail. It would

always fly, no matter which side the weight

was, with the tail turned up.

(To be Continued.)

The Rotaflier.

BY F. F. BOWER.

The Rotaflier is the name of a flying ma-
chine herein illustrated and described. The
basic principles of which are its revolving pear-

shape globe and vibrating wings. Its motive

power is gasoline. It is a well known fact

that a top takes a vertical position when
spinning. This spheroid is in a vertical posi-

tion when at rest, being put in an oblique di-

rection by means of a small pinion turned by

an endless rope, which extends downward
through the hollow shaft to the steering room
which is in the forward end of the car. At the

head end of the spheroid as the pear-shape

globe is designated, are two smaller spheroids

one within the other, the inner contains the

gasoline, the outer is really an extension of the

hollow shaft or axis of the spheroid which ex-

tends from the gasoline tank to the vertical

shaftings or hollow columns of the car. This

shaft contains the pipe from the gasoline tank

to generator. Around the axial shaft is the

gas cylinder chamber, larger at the bottom.

About the extended gas cylinder are three ex-

plosive chambers one above the other and en-

veloping the gas and explosive chambers is an-

other cylinder extending from the top of the

first chamber to the bottom of the gas cham-

ber, at the lower end of this enveloping cham-

ber are outlets to the turbine tubes which are

fastened to the outer circumference of the en-

veloping cylinder. These turbine tubes are

shaped like an awry horseshoe. These tubes

are in series one above another. The same is

duplicated on the inside of the revolving

spheroid.

There are two hinged valves between each

explosive chamber and the enveloping chamber,

connected to the valves are rods extending to

the gasoline pipe within the axial shaft, where

they are fastened to springs exerting a power a

little greater than gas and air before an ex-

plosion.

From the axial shaft to each explosive cham-

ber are two tubes which are screwed into the

shaft. Within these tubes is another one with

four branches at the bottom leading to the

gas chamber and within the gas tube is the in-

sulated wire fromi the inside of the axial shaft

to the explosive chambers. Connected with

these injectors or mixing tubes of the gas and

air is an open cylinder, within which is the

valve fastened to the insulated wire, the wire

extending through it, where it meets another

pointed wire connected to this open cylinder.

The other end of the wire is. connected with an

electrical battery in the car or a small dynamo
attached at the junction of the lower end of

spheroid and axial shaft by friction pulley of

dynamo or spheroid or by wires from wings.

Just above the explosive chamber in the plane

of the equatorial diameter is a plate with holes

in it about shaft for outlet of vapor from tur-

bine. Around shaft is a cogwheel resting

upon plate, which cogwheel meshes on upper

side with cogs on end of hollow arms that sup-

port wings, thereby keeping wings from os-

cillating one faster than the other. The hol-

low arms contain the connecting rods of vibrat-

ing wing arms, being connected by spreading
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rods that articulate in knuckle joints about a

shaft over the oscillating wheel and at right

angles to connecting rods of vibrating wings.

When one vibrating arm goes outward it

draws the connecting rod also, which pulls to-

gether the knuckles on shafts, thereby push-

ing other connecting rod outward. These rods

are fastened within cylinders of the vibrating

arms after making a knuckle joint to allow mo-
tion up and down.

Round the horizontal arms are the cylinders

to oscillate them, which allows no vapor to

pass through them until vibrating arms are

m nearly a vertical position. These oscillating

cylinders project into the buoyancy chamber.

Over and enclosing oscillating wheel, rods and

cylinders is a hemisphere which is bolted to

plate, which is designated as the vapor chests.

of the wings, which are of steel plates en-

closing wood. They are perforated by numer-

ous little compound injectors, through which

the vapor draws the air from above and ejects

it at the under side of wing in an obliquely

downward and backward direction. There are

twisted wires within the holes of the wood that

form the lower parts of the injectors, one

end of these wires conjoin and lead to sparker.

This is a dogmatic assertion that electricity

will be produced by the varying temperatures

of the currents of vapor and cold air against

these twisted wires, which are so placed to

give a twisting motion to the exhaust without

regard to the thermal electricity that possibly

may be harnessed. The cylinders of the vibrat-

ing arms allow no vapor to pass to wings until

about forty-tive degree position outward of the

THE ROThfUER
The vibrating arms are propelled by oscil-

lating cylinders, although they exert a power

but one way— outward— the exhaust of va-

por from wings and resistance of air returning

them. These arms articulate with wings by

ball and socket joints. From these joints, ex-

tending spider fashion, are four or five tubes

to wings attached as strings are to a kite

,

in fact, these wings, are, as it were, kites used

as wings.

The drawing itself explains the general shape

arms are made. There are grooves in wood
of vibrating wings to allow transmission of

vapor to the injectors. All the wings have a

hole through its center as some kites are made
and for the same purpose. These wings

would act as parachutes should the turbine

stop and the rotaflier gravitate.

The car is fish- shape wholly encased by

light metal supported by columns at center and

sides from a cross section bar, to which the

axial shaft is attached by hinged joints, al-
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lowing an upward and downward motion when
desirable to travel in different planes.

Stationary frames project from car for-

ward and backward, and at the sides attached

to the supporting columns are swinging frames

which are turned backwards when in flight.

On the under side of car these swinging^ frames

have a quadrant gear, to which are attached

ropes or another gear to swing the frames.

Casters are on end of frames to enable pro-

pelling on ground if necessary to get a start.

The aeroplanes are attached on the upper

side of axial shaft and cross section bar from

a point immediately behind the spheroid to

outer ends of cross section bar and from end

of axial shaft. These planes take an oblique

direction from axial shaft, though they are

always in the same plane as the axial shaft.

The vane projects upward and backward from

axial shaft. These planes assist in keeping

head of spheroid down and in raising car,

vertically, also in retarding the tendency of

axial shaft to turn.

The steering rudder is attached upon hol-

law framework at latter end of car. A tum-

bling joint at the front end of rudder arm
supported by the upright column and cross

shaft, to each of which are attached by hinged

and hollow joints two semicircle frames at

right angles to each other. Ropes run from

rudder arm in outer groove of semicircle

frames to upright hollow frames, thence

through them to steering wheels at head end

of car. To the outer upright semicircle is

attached a pulley with screw to turn rudder

and is manipulated by endless rope passing

down rudder arm to hollow frames as the

other ropes do.

A shaft across front end of steering room
supports five wheels with ratchets connected

with foot lever to hold them from turning

when not in use and around each is an endless

rope; one leading to pinion on central column

ot car ; one to pulley on rudder arm ; one

each to and about semicircle frames also to

rudder ; one to raise or lower, and the other

to swing sideways the rudder.

The generator is a continuation of the gaso-

line pipe through axial shaft at the latter end

of spheroid, making a coil of pipe which ends

into lower part of gas chamber cylinder close

to axial shaft.

Another pipe connected above the foregoing

ones to gasoline pipe extends further down
and through shaft, attached to which are

common gasoline stove burners under the coils

of pipe.

Within the axial shaft just above elbow of

coil pipe is a cross section plate to stop trans-

mission through shaft. Just below this plate

is a combining gasoline, gas and safety valve

regulator.

This regulator being a hollow cylinder con-

taining a piston which extends upward into

gasoline pipe ending a hollow cylinder at con-

junction of gasoline pipe and pipe leading to

burners, though at no time does this cylinder

completely cut off supply of gasoline to bur-

ners. A little lower is a conical valve with

corresponding seat at elbow of coil pipe, which

enables piston to regulate supply of gasoline

into coil pipe, where it is changed into gas

by passing through this heated coil into the

gas chamber.

Another pipe leads from gas chamber into

regulating cylinder and an inch above this pipe

is another pipe leading from regulating cylinv

der, also to burners. At lower end continued

piston rod is attached a coil spring, which ex-

erts an upward force and closing conical valve

when burners are not lighted. The lower end

of spring is attached to a small lever, which

lever is connected to a stop cock and

a rod leading downward to crank shaft

across inside of axial shaft and extending

through it and forming another crank. This

outer crank being connected to sliding collar

about the cross section bar by a rod. By
pushing collar with a rod from steering room
the crank turns and the lowering or raising

axial shaft does not change its relative posi-

tion. This rod is operated by a lever in steer-

ing room.

The buoyancy chamber has on one side the

inner cylinder of spheroid, which is the out-

side of the turbine, and the vapor chest hemis-

phere, the outside of buoyancy chamber is the

spheroid. This chamber contains the braces

or frame work of the machine and fumes from

gasoline burners, an outlet for these fumes

are at equatorial diameter, while there is lit-

tle pressure from within, sheet steel is used.

The spheroid is broad at front end, its equa-

torial diameter being two-thirds of axial di-

ameter, giving it great lifting power when rap-

idly revolved, which it will be by this form of

turbine being a new idea, at least to the inven-

tor.

The centrifugal force of spheroid as it throws

the air off at equatorial diameter causes a

whirlwind about machine which creates a rarity

at head of the Rotaflier. This centrifugal ac-

tion of the air by friction with spheroid de-

velops some heat, which expands or disinte-
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grates the nioiecnles of ilic air, which the

centripetal or inward direction of air exerts a

pressure against wedge shape parts of spher-

oid are causes which make a rapidly revolv-

mg top have its center of gravitation at right

angles to its axis.

The rudder would have a downward pitch

Avhen going against the wind acting as an aero-

plane. All of the wings are convex on under

The Airship Ezekiel.

Rev. B. Cannon clanns that the ideas used

in the construction of his airship are not his

own, but those of Ezekiel, which he has taken

from the Bible. He says that by carefully fol-

fowing the plans and specifications laid down
by the prophet Ezekiel in chapters L and X.

he was able to construct the machine illus-

trated below.

i
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The Ezekiel

side, also slightly the aeroplanes.

The air to mix with gas comes from head

of small spheroid, through axial shaft to in-

jectors, which are made to allow about ten

to fifteen parts of air to one of gas, this propor-

tion being necessary for a quick explosion.

After being ignited the vapor immediately

forces the valve over injectors then passing

to enveloping chamber to turbine tubes, os-

cillating arm cylinders, then to vibrating arm
cylinders, then to wings.

The pressure of gas controls regulator and

should pressure be greater than. pull of spring

it would allow an escapement of gas from reg-

ulating cylinder through the pipes leading to

burners. Also closing conical valve, thereby

insuring comparative safety.

The inventor makes gratis his ideas to the

public as extreme pecuniary circumstances de-

bar him from any further steps beyond draw-
ing at the present time. He hopes any ideas

herein given will be freely made use of in

whole or in part, though he would not, having

the welfare of fellow-man at heart, appropri-

ate them for patent rights.

It is up to persons of means if they desire to

construct a Rotaflier, so named as it flys by
turning around.

Air Ship.

Mr. Cannon intends to build a larger ma-
chine in time for the world's fair, hiving no

doubt of its being a success, as he believes it

is beyond criticism, and he says the Ezekiel

vvdieels are superior to anything known for the

purpose of aerial navigation, as a twenty foot

wheel at eighty-five revolutions strikes the air

with 6' X 8' fans one mile per minute, and

four wheels at that speed figures to exert a

propelling force of over 9,000 pounds either

forward or upward, or any other way, without

stopping wheels. By merely changing the po-

sition of internal wheels the direction of force

is changed. The wheels can make 255 revolu-

tions or three miles per minute, and the gyro-

scopic force of wheels being in line of flight

will steady the machine. Again no airship

can plunge down as some birds do but must

drop down like a parachute and alight on long

pistons actuated by compressed air to receive

the shock.

Successful experiments have assured me
that the mechanical wonders explained by Eze-

kiel, and all who have seen admit the wonder-

ful performance of Ezekiel's wheels, are far in

advance of methods in use. Just think of it,

a submerged propeller that can act on the ele-

ment in which it is submerged at the speed of

three miles a minute w^ich may be instantly

changed to any other direction without check-
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ing the motion of the wheels. To effect this it

IS simply necessary to change the position of

the internal wheels. Elder Cannon does not

claim to be inspired, but reasons^ that Ezekiel

was a natural man trying to describe a won-
derful machine that he sees fly up from the

earth. He had to use comparisons, as that is

the only way a man can describe anything in

this age. By it Ezekiel was carried several

trips and if he does not describe a flying ma-
chine Mr. Cannon would like to know what he

does describe. Nahum H. chapter, describes

locomotives, and Ezekiel describes an air ship.

Rev. Mr. Cannon is going ahead but would
like to organize a stock company to build a

larger machine for the St. Louis contest, in

spite of the " irreligion " of flying.

This machine is well worth careful consider-

ation.

Puncheon's Machine.

Mr. D. C. Puncheon sends us a photograph

of his aerial machine, which consists of a large

box kite. Below the kite is a small guarded

deck or platform for the aeronaut. From the

four corners of the platform run wires which

are attached to the four corners of the box kite.

On the platform or deck is a small motor that

turns a drum, around which the cable makes

four turns. As the drum revolves it draws the

machine to the end of the cable, which is 400

yards long and attached to stakes driven in

the ground. Mr. Funcheon built one kite

that carried his boy as high as the ground line

would let him go in face of a strong wind.

Has Prof. Bell Solved the Problem?

At the last meeting of the National Academy
of Sciences, Dr. Alex. Graham Bell, inventor

of the telephone, announced that he had dis-

covered a new kind of kite which, in his opin-

ion, would go far toward solving the airship

problem. The kite is distinguished by its light-

ness and lifting power. It has already demon-

strated its ability to serve as the basis for a fly-

ing machine, by lifting a man and a weight oi

200 pounds in addition. Inasmuch as a 20-

horsepower motor can be constructed weighing,

with fuel and all accessories, no more than

200 pounds, the inventor has practically raised

into the air a machine carrying a man and a

propelling apparatus of 20-horsepower strength.

All that remains now is to have a motor built

and to install it in the kite which Dr. Bell has

invented, and the problem of aerial navigation

— the problem which has bafifled the world for

so many years— will be solved.

Bell's Kite Machine.

Fig. I shows the lifting kite, made up oi

four tetrahedrons. Fig. 2 shows how the origi-

nal four-cell kite may be built up by the addi-

tion of 12 more cells. In this way it may be

built up to any required size. Fig. 3 shows

where the propeller will appear when it has

been added. The passenger will ride on a

platform suspended below the center of the

kite.

The fact that a motor can be built of the

power and weight above described will not be

denied by experts or scientists. The motor

which furnished power for the Santos-Dumont
balloon ship weighed only 197 pounds, with

all accessories and including five gallons of

gasoline, which is sufficient to run it for three

hours. It was of 16 horsepower capacity.

Dr. Bell describes his new kite as being

made up, in its frame, of a number of tetrahe-

drons. This triangular shape afforded the ad-

vantage, over the ordinary Hargrave box kite,

in that it is self-braced in all directions. The
ordinary kite, when built on a larger scale,

increases its lifting surfece in proportion to liie
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square of the new dimensions, while its weight

meieases ni proportion to the cuhe. For this

reason it has always heen considered impossible

U) get a large kite of lightness properly pro-

portioned to its lifting power. The telrahe-

dral kite of Dr. Bell does not increase its

w-eight in so great a ratio, but remains a very

light structure, while buildmg up a wonder-

ful lifting power with its multiphed triangu-

lar planes. Meantime all the strain is concen-

trated at the center, where the kite's bridle is

attached, or where the motor would be applied

in a flying machine. The new kite may be con-

ceived of as a great number of triangular-

shaped tubes bound into a bundle. The gen-

eral outline of the whole may be almost any

shape, depending upon the purpose of the kite

and the experience of the operator in securing

the most manageable type. On the whole Dr.

Bell's experiments have convinced him that the

best type is that formed by four of the tetra-

hedral kites placed surface to surface.

The weight of Dr. Bell's built-up kite is

understood to have been something over 300

pounds, and its height about 25 feet. Its lift-

ing power was roughly speaking, 700 pounds.

Of this 300 was its own weight, 150 pounds the

weight of a man and 200 (the equivalent of a

motor) v/as sandbags. It was held by heavy

steel piano wire, which would stand a strain of

2.000 pounds. The kite pulled fully half this

amount. The wind at the time was blowing at

an average speed of 18 miles an hour. The

only problem, as Dr. Bell now figures, is to se-

cure for practical working purposes a motor

and propeller which will drive the kite forward

at a rate equal, in any event, to 18 miles an

hour, and more than this if the machine is to

make any progress against a wind of that

strength. An engine of 20 horsepower strength

driving two powerful aluminum propellers at a

rate of 200 revolutions a minute— all of which

has been demonstrated as possible— he thinks

should furnish the velocity desired and enable

the machine to travel against the wind. In

running with the wind the machine would

doubtless make 140 miles an hour with little

effort.

Dr. Bell is not prepared to give out all the

results of his labors and declines to say whether

he will be a competitor in the St. Louis ex-

position contest for the $100,000 prize.

Military Ballcons and Kites.

In all fuuire military operations balloons;

will be very extensively employed for the

l)urpose of reconnoitering, visual signalling,

wireless telegraphy and photographic surveys.

Ixlost of the h^uropean nations are well aware

of the vast importance of such aids in war

and h.avc equipi)ed themselves as well as pres-

ent knowledge of the art admits.

If you want to make a good investment,

send $1.50 and receive the Aeronautical

World for one year.

Big I. and 2. Wireles Telegraph Station and

vSection on the Mareh.

The illustrations. Fig. i and 2, show a mili-

tary portable wireless telegraph outfit in the

field. One wagon is employed as a temporary

station and carries the receiving and trans-

mitting app?.ratus, including a battery of 40

Leyden jars. While the other contains a reser-

voir of compressed hydrogen for inflating the

• balloon, a gasoline motor and an electric gen-

erator and oil fuel reservoir. They are both

further well equipped with various apparatus,

tools and appliances likely to be of service in

the field.

It IS an exceedingly interesting and exciting

spectacle to witness the establishment of a

wireless telegraph station. On a signal the

horses are put ta the utmost speed until they

reach and are halted at the place selected.

All the men then suddenly and simultaneously

dismount from the horses and wagons and rap-

kllv but smoothly perform their various duties.

In an incredibly short time the horses are

unhitched and moved under cover by their

drivers, the captive balloon is unpacked and

inflated and allowed to ascend to the desired

altitude, by balloonists, and the telegraph op-

erators, who in the meantime have been pre
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paring for work by starting their engine and
electric generator and arranging and adjnsting

their r.ppnratns, commence calHng by working
a Morse key and repeating the call signals un-

til answered.

:^

IMilitary Balloon Rsady for Accent.

On shifting the position of station the bal-

loon, by means of suitable tackle, is drawn
down by the balloon men, who after pumping
the gas back into the reservoir, stow it away.

The operators replace their apparatus and stop

the motor, while the drivers hitch up the

horses, when as one man they all remount in

their old positions, and are ready to march

forward again.

Figs. 3. and 4. show a British and a French

military balloon equipment, the first with bal-

loon ready for ascent, the latter with balloon

ascended and signalling.

Balloon signalling is quite distinct from
wiireless telegraphy. Signalling is performed

by means of flags, horns or lights, which are

caused to produce the same symbols or char-

acters to be read by ear or eye from a long

distance.

^^'
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Signaling from a IMilitary Balloon.

A Scouting Balloon,

The areronaut of a signalling balloon is gen-

erally in telegraphic communication with a

commander below and as he receives his in-

structions he communicates them visually by

means of flags, lamps or by. sound by means
of horns, etc.. to the forces spread out many
miles around and under him
For reconnoitering purposes both balloons

and kites are used after the manner shown in

Figs. 5. 6. and 7.

American and European armies have used

balloons for some years, and they were notably
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successful as employed by the British during

the South African war for spying out the

enemy's position and for the opportunity they

gave the British* engineers to study the diffi-

culties of the land for defensive and offensive

operations. In the Spanish war the United

A Military Scout Supported by Kite.

States army was not so successful, because

the balloon was sent up too near the enemy

and from the center of the invading army, and

the lives of both the regiments and the occu-

pants of the balloon were in much greater dan-

ger thereby.

Japan, keeping up, as usual, with the most

advanced of modern methods, has assigned this

specialty to one of the seven military officers

A Scouting Kite,

she is sending abroad this year to study mod-
ern warfare. Capt. Tokunga, who has long

made ballooning his specialty, is the officer

sent by the Japanese government to study all

forms of aerial navigation. He is in Germany
at present, pursuing his studies, and the Jap-

anese government, it is said, will give him
every opportunity to further his researches and
experiments. The department of strategy of

the Japanese army is especially interested in

this matter, and will have constructed shortly

an experimental building, where balloons and

apparatus can be tested, with the view of

adopting, or perhaps inventing, some form of

air ship for the maneuvers of the imperial

army.

Cody's Kite.

Mr. S. F. Cody, after years of experimenting

has at last succeeded in making a kite of di-

mensions sufficient to carry a person high in

the air for reconnoitering or making meteor-

ological observations. For military purposes

t is considered a great acquisition and the

weather bureau now looks upon it as an essen-

tial part of their equipment' as it has been sub-

jected to severe and exacting tests in which it

invariably proved to be practicably successful.

The Scientific Sun says: The most salient

characteristics of the Cody apparatus is that

a greater weight can be lifted than has hereto-

fore been possible ; the facility and celerity with

which the apparatus may be collapsed, packed

away in a small company for transportation,

and re-erected for use ; and also the improved

mechanical arrangements for controlling the

movements of the kite while in the air and reg-

ulating both its ascent and descent. This lat-

ter action is accomplished by means of an in-

genious brake or retarding device connected

with the drum or mechanism, upon which the

cord or wire attached to the kite is unwound

or wound respectively.

As will be seen from the accompanying dia-

gram (Fig. i) a series of kites are attached to

the main cable. The first kite (a) attached to

the extreme end of the cable acts as a pilot

or initiatory kite to raise the series from the

ground. Two or more kites, according to the

weight to be lifted, atmospheric conditions, etc.,

are attached to this cable at predetermined in-

tervals, and lastly comes the carrying or trav-

eling kite (d) which can be attached to the

main cable at any point as desired by means of

a special controlling mechanism.

The kites are of an improved box type, con-

sisting of double ends or cells separated by a

central lattice work partition, thus giving the

appearance of two box kites placed side by side.

The united kites are connected by four stays

or rods, the ends of which fit into sockets at
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each end of llie cells, while each end is further-

more tied to the canvas. This latter arrange-

ment dispenses with nails, tacks, or similar

fastenings to secure the rods to the canvas.

This framework of the double box is built up

of hickory, aluminium, or some other similar

light and flexible albeit rigid material, and is

sion upon the four supports of the frame, when
the latter are in position, is attained. To the

upper edges of the duplex box, two large aero-

planes are attached, extending the full length

of the frame, and two smaller aeroplanes are

fitted to the bottom edges of the framework.

The side aeroplanes are shaped so as to resem-

J''i/^e A;IU

Fja. i.—HKTIIOC m PfcVIne- THfi COPY KITES, SHoWl&'« THE ATfACH^ruNT OF
THE TRAVEUxSe K,iTR.

m-t

fti.

.^''

Coddy'

braced by means of diagonal stays at the ends,

being held firmly in position by means of string

like cords passing from one to the other.

These tightening members are arranged in pul-

ley block form. i. e.. one cord passes over and

around pulley-like surfaces, by which means a

purchase is obtained wlien the free end of the

cord is pulled by the hand. The interior cord

attachment enables the four diagonal members
to T)€ extended until the desired degree "of ten-

s Kite,

ble as closely as possible, when distended, the

wings of a bird. The bottom aeroplanes, on

the other hand, are of triangular form, and

their scope is principally to afiford footrests

for the kite when resting on the ground. On
some of the kites Mr. Cody has arranged an-

other aeroplane on top of the apparatus, this

latter conforming somewhat with the shape of

the body and head of a bird.

Mr. Cody has carried out several f^'ghts with
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his kites, which have been attended with con-

spicuous success. Great aUitudes have been

attained, and m^ny vakiable meteorological ob-

servations obtanied thereby. For this latter op-

eration the orthodox self-recording meteoro-

logical instruments for such work are em-

ployed. He has also made many important

ascents, which have conclusively demonstrated

the lifting capacity of his apparatus.

Mr. O. Chanute in England.

At a general meeting of the Aeronautical

Institute and Club, held at St. Bride's Institute,

an address was given by Mr. Octave Chanute

on the progress of aeronautics in America.

Dr. Barton, v/ho presided, drew attention to

a forthcoming exhibition of aeronautical ma-

chines and apparatus, at the Alexandra Palace,

in July next. He recommended members of

the Institute to take advantage of the oppor-

tunity to ascend in a balloon, assuring them

that they would be elevated both in body and

mind. The peace and quietness which reigned

in the air were, perhaps, a near approach to the

serenity which it was hoped would be found in

the hereafter. So far the Aeronautical Insti-

tute was progressing favorably, and was rap-

idly increasing in numbers.

Before the address was given, Mr. A. Alder-

son gave a review of past experiments with

aeronautical apparatus, instancing particularly

those of Sir George Cayley, Mr. Wenham, and

Messrs. Henson and Stringfellow. For the

late Mr. Stringfellow it was claimed that his

was the first self-propelled machine that ever

flew. It was driven by steam and made a free

flight. The machine weighed only sixteen

pounds, including an engine of one horsepower,

giving three hundred revolutions per minute.

Mr. Stringfellow's son had now another ma-
chine in course of construction. Mr. Har-

greaves in Australia, Professor Langley in

America, and M. Ader in France had made
successful flights by mechanical means.

Mr. Chanute glad to be able to tell Eng-

lish friends what Americans were trying .to

do. At the exhibition which it was proposed

to hold in 1904 at St. Louis it was intended to

offer £30,000 for aerial performances of a kind

which did not now exist. Instead of balloons

it was essential that the machines should be

heavier than air. The authorities of the exhi-

bition had formulated rules which were purely

tentative. They invited advice, suggestions,

and co-operation by experts of other nations.

In America there were comparatively few men

interested in aerial navigation. Practical men
thought it a thing to be pooh-hoohed. But

there were a few who believed that aeronautical

science was in process of evolution, and that

there was some possibility that mechanical suc-

cess, though not cgmmercial success, might be

achieved. Very little had been done in Amer-
ica in the way of navigating balloons, but

with machines heavier than air Professor

Langley and others had made some progress.

Latest about Dr. Barton's Airship.

It is natural, perhaps, that the possibility of

any practical use being made of air ships-

should appear to the average mind in some-

thing of the same light as did the possibilities

of railway traveling to our great-grandfathers.

Nevertheless the progress made m aerial navi-

gation, if slow, has been sure, and it seems

probable th^^t before long we shall have some-

thing like a definite result from the years of

thought and experiment that have been given

to the problem. The utility of aerial navigation

in warfare has been made the object of many
experiments. To the importance of this the

war office officials are fully alive, and when it

had been proved to them that discoveries had

been made by Dr. Barton v/hich could be of

definite use in times of war, they lost no time

airship on the lines of his invention. A build-

in giving orders to Dr. Barton to construct an

ing is now being erected in the grounds at the

Alexandra Palace in which the parts of the

airship are to be put together, and this will be

finished in about a fortnight. The ship, it is

expected, will be ready for use by the end of

June, nr.d during July and August trials will

be made under the supervision of the war office.

The fitting together of the ship will be car-

ried on in public at the Alexandra Palace, and

the trials will be made during the exhibition

held by the Aeronautical Institute and Club.

When seen by a representative Dr. Barton ex-

pressed himself confident that the trials would

prove satisfactory. " The war office," he said,

" did not take the matter up until they had

completely satisfied themselves upon every

point. There is no doubt whatever that they

will adopt the invention, for the trials can

hardly prove anything but entirely successful.

The ship, however, is to a certain extent ex-

perimental, and a test of the possibilities of

the principle. Th-t ^^-- road to the perfect

airship has now been found I thoroughly be-

lieve, and I am sure that in future it will be

possible to construct airships on the same plan
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of much larger dimensions, and consequently

capable of carr3^ing a greater weight, while im-

provements will, of course, be introduced after

experience."

Dr. Barton explained that his airship con-

sists of a cylindrical balloon large enough to

support a suspended deck, while on a frame
between the two are fixed movable aeroplanes.

The length of the airship is i8o feet and its

width 50 feet. The deck is 120 feet long, and
the depth from the bottom of the keel to the

top of the balloon is 60 feet. Six propellers

are used, each pair being driven by a separate

oil engine. Ascents and descents are accom-
plished by the aeroplanes so that it is not nec-

essary to adopt old methods.

Another important feature of the ship is the

means by which it is kept in a horizontal po-

sition. A water tank is fitted at each end of

the deck, and these are connected, so that by
water being pumped automatically from one
tank to the other the center of gravity can be
altered as required. The absence of the neces-

sity for tilting the airship when it is desired to

ascend or descend, which is a grave drawback
to airshins of the Santos-Dumont type, and
has been the cause of many accidents, is also

one of the advantages held by Dr. Barton for

his invention.

For the working of the airship a crew of five

is necessary. This will consist of an aeronaut,

a steersman, and a man to look after each of

the three 50 horsepower motors. Under favor-

able conditions a speed of from 25 to 30 miles

an hour will be Dossible, and it is expected

that the ship will be capable of remaining in the

air for 48 hours at a stretch. For such a pur-

pose it will be necessary to carry petrol to the

weight of i,6oc pounds, and this will be stored

in small cylinder tanks arranged round the

deck. In the improbable event of an emer-
gency arising, this petrol could be used as bal-

last, and thrown out to lighten the ship. For
journeys of a shorter duration the quantity of

petrol required will necessarily be less, and so

a greater weight, either in passengers or cargo,

can be carried. For voyages of from 20 to 30

miles it will be possible to carry six or seven

persons in "cldition to the crew.

Since Dr. Barton's airship is being con-

structed to the order of the war ofiice, it is

from a military point of view that the chief

interest. in the undertaking at present lies, and

when one remembers the great use that has

been made during warfare in the past of bal-

loons of the ordinary captive type, it is evident

that the introduction of a steerable air.ship ca-

pable of carying twelve men at a great rate of

speed will be nothmg short of epoch-making.

The chief uses Dr. Barton thinks, will be for

purposes of reconnoitering, photographing fort-

resses, detecting ambushes, and signalling; but

by reason of its capability of carrying a com-

paratively great weight it could also be suc-

cessfully used as a means of conveying provi-

sions to a besieged town, and of removing

women and children and wounded to places of

safety. In naval v/arfare, too, the airship

should prove invaluable for discovering sub-

marines and for sighting distant vessels.

It is 20 years since Dr. Barton began to ex-

periment with airships, and the knowledge

gained during those years as the outcome both

of failures and successes is embodied in his la-

test invention. It has been exhaustively ex-

amined by many of the foremost aeronautical

experts, who are confident of its complete suc-

cess.

At all evQuts, the trials which commence in

July will be followed with great interest, and

if they prove entirely satisfactory'-, a great and

astonishing advance will have been made in

the construction of airships, and a new era

begun in aerial navigation which must have

revolutionary lesults.

—

St. James' Gazette.

How Far Are We From Flying?

How far, exactly, are we from being able to

fly? An answer to this question is given in

the new number of the Edinburgh Revieiv.

The position is this. It is proved beyond doubt

that great weights can be supported and moved
rapidly forward in the air without the help

of anything in the way of a balloon. The germ

of this proof may be found in the common
trick of throwing a playing card from one end

of a large hall to the other. If the card can

be made to lie flat on the air and remain so,

an infinitesimal starting impetus will carry it an

incredible distance at or about the same height

above the earth. If at the start it slants slight-

ly upwards, it will, also with a very slight ini-

tial impetus, rise with a rapidity that seems

scarcely respectful to gravitation. Twelve

years ago Otto Lilienthal applied to human
flight the principles accounting for this beha-

vior of thrown cards. He placed his body as it

were, between two thrown cards of great, size.

He put on two great planes like outspread

wings and a third like a tail, made them slant

a little upward from back to front, and then

ran hard down the side of a low mound. He
thus reproduced the mechanical situation of the,
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card thrown with an upward slant. Like ef-

fect duly followed like cause; the pressure of

the air on the under side of his wings lifted

him off the earth, and the initial impetus of the

run sufficed to send him soaring for very re-

spectable distances through the air. Prof.

Langley now went into the thing seriously,

and worked out " Langley's Law," which is,

in short, that the faster a flying machine trav-

els the less energy will be needed to keep it

afloat. As it is safest to skate fast over thin

ice, so it is safest to glide fast over thin air.

As the thrown card travels fastest and furthest

when all but absolutely parallel to the earth, so

when an " aeroplane " or flying machine of the

wide, thin, card-like type is started at an angle

of two degrees to the horizon—in other words,

almost parallel to the earth's surface— an en-

gine of one horsepower will drive it through

the air at the rate of more than 65 feet a sec-

ond, though it weigh with its load 209 pounds.

So far, then, the possibility of flight is assured,

even to the fairly corpulent. There is no

doubt either that the air will keep them up or

that they can move through it very fast.

But now comes the difficulty. We can rise,

we can go forward, but we cannot keep steady.

We are like birds that could never make sure

of not falling over on their backs in the air,

and so putting their wings out of action, like

the legs of an inverted black beetle. " What !

"

a poet has said,

'* A little, sassy, chatterin' wren.

No bigger than my thumb, know more than

men !

"

But beyond doubt the wren and its friends

have a knack of balancing which no man ha-?

yet acquired. For lack of it Lilienthal was
killed in 1896, being upset by a sudden change

of wind when flying with a new machine about

100 feet above ground. For lack of it, too.

Sir Hiram Maxim is compelled to keep teth-

ered to the ground in Kent a flying machine

which, it (is morally certain, could fly very

well if it were allowed. It is very expensive,

and its owner does not care to risk a capsize

which would smash it. It is, we gather, al-

lowed to move, but not to sever its connection

with a guiding line of ground rails, along which

the poor thing hurries, like a minor poet trying

to soar but not able to get its feet of? the

earth. The situation is keenly interesting.

The only parallel we can remember to the fly-

mg machine, as it now stands, is the ancient

warship, of which Thucydides said that to

make it work at all you must have a great

many pieces of good luck put together. Pos-

sibly the bird's skill in adapting itself to the

constant changes of pressure and direction in

the countless small separate currents of air

that make up what we call a wind may in

some measure be learnt, but only, the Edin-

burgh Rcvici.vcr believes, at a great cost of

life in experiments. Put shortly, as things

stand it is nerfectly possible to fly after a fash-

ion, but extremely dangerous. But perhaps

this will popularize the sport ; one cannot ex-

pect that the needs of the ardent connoisseurs

of danger will forever be adequately met by

automobile racing or by the Col du Lion, the

Zmutt Ridge of the Matterhorn, and a few

other public shower-baths of polygonal rocks.

Balloon Ascents at London.

The Aero Club recently inaugurated their

1903 season by a double ascent from the Crys-

tal Palace Grounds and a voyage across South

London.

Two balloons, each of 45,000 cubic feet ca-

pacity, constructed by Messrs. Spencer and Co.,

the well known Crystal Palace aeronauts, were

filled on the balloon ground, and were ready

for ascent about half past two. One of these

was the '"Graphic," v^hich has made several

previous ascents, the other being a new bal-

loon which made her maiden trip yesterday.

The " Graphic," otherwise Aero Club No. i,

was steered by Mr. C. F. Pollock, the hero of

three voyages across the Channel, who was

also accompanied by Professor A. K. Hunt-

ingdon, Mr. Martin Dale, and Dr. F. W. H.

Hutchinson. In the Aero Club No. 2 balloon

were Mr. Frank H. Butler, Mr. A. Leslie

Bucknall, and Mr. Percival Spencer.

Some difficulty was experienced in getting the

'Graphic" readv for sailing. She lifted vigor-

ously, and once appeared likely to sail away

with only Captain White, Messrs. Spencer's

manager, who ^'^''<= nt^ the hoop adjusting the

rigging, aboard her. The crowd of volunteers

holdinp^ rhe rope, however, succeeded in pre-

venting her escape. Several false starts were

made before eventually, during a few moments
of calm, Mr. Pollock cast off, the balloon ris-

ing at once straight upwards and sailing away

to the southwest.

Nearly a quarter of an hour elapsed before

balloon No. 2 was ready for flight. She, how-

ever, was not so full as the "Graphic," and the

envelope was steadier while Captain White was

adjusting the car and gearing. Mrs. Percival

Spencer cast her off at the third "lift," and she

also rose clear in the air, following the di-
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rection taken by the "Graphic," the latter being

by this time about four miles distant.

A steady ten miles an hour breeze was blow-
ing in a west -southwesterly direction, which it

was calculated would take the aeronauts across

the Thames somewhere about Gravesend, and
owing to the closeness of the open sea would
necessitate a descent about that point, and
consequently a very short trip.

After pleasant voyages they descended some
miles apart. 1 he first balloon came to ground
a mile or so beyond Rochester.

The second balloon, however, had an adven-

ture. It was only by means of skilful manip-
ulation that the aerial car was steered off the

fighting to^- of a man-of-war in Cnatham
Dockyard. The excitement of the tars was
great as the balloon loomed overhead.

Mr. Arthur Spencer said the Aero Club was
really an offshoot of the Automobile Club.

"Wealthy gentlemen take up ballooning as i

hobby, and combJie it with motoring. It is

possible to travel quicker in a balloon than on a

motor, and with greater safety."

Successful Airship Experiments.

The airship constructed for the Lebaudy
brothers has recently made several successful

trips under Pilot juohmes and Engineer Re>

durinof a lio-ht rain, with a brisk wind blowing.

The dirigible craft passed over a number of

suburban towns. At Mantes she made a circle

around the cathedral spire and left that town,

going diagonally against the wind. Over Li-

may, Mantes and Rosny the airship was put

through a series of evolutions and answered

her helm and maneuvered to the perfect satis-

faction of all interested in her.

THE RESUIvTS NOTABEE

She then returned to her point cf departure,

where she descended without accident. The
distance covered" was 23.1 miles in one hour

and thirtv-six minutes, against Santos Du-
mont's record for the Deutsch prize of 7.2 miles>

in thirty-seven minutes.

The Temps says in view of the rain and

wind the results obtained were notable, makinj:^

erial navigation in dirigible balloons appear

to enter the domain of practical reality.

M. Juohmes furnished a report of the trip,

in which he said the airship obeyed perfectly

and was under perfect control. The screws

revolved 800 times per minute, a speed which

was increased to i.ooo revolutions when sailing

rgainst the strong current of wind on round-

ing the Chateau d'Rosny. The population of

the towns which the airship passed over gath-

ered in crowds to witness the sight and cheer

the aeronauts.

In another performance she covered slightly

over seven miles and a half in twenty-five min-

utes. Part of the course was against a brisk

wind. A slight accident to the ventilator did

not prevent the success of the trip.

Dumont Made Another Trial.

In addition to the successful trial of the

Lebaudy airship, Santos Dumont made his first

free ascent of the season in his new airship

No. 9 from the balloon park at Neuilly, where

the aeronaut has constructed a vast shed in

which are several of his airships. Upon leav-

ing the park No. 9 was conducted by a guide

rope to the Bagatelle drill grounds in the Bois

de Boulogne; here a^series of maneuvers rt

the height of thirty years and lasting half an

hour were made. During the evolutions thfe

guide roDC rested frpf on the ground. As
Santos-Dumont did not have permission from

the authorities to make use of the drill ground

for his purposr^s, the guards interfered and he

had to ston the maneuvers. The airship was

returned to its shed.

Santos-Dumont is satisfied with his ascent

of to-day, which shortly will be repeated.

When questioned he said No. 9 was the smalb

est airship he had constructed, the cubes be-

ing of only 234 meters and the motor of three

horsepower. No. 9, however, had a rudder

surface of twelve square meters. This ship

is only intended for experiments leading up

to tests of No. ID, which has cubes of 2,100

meters and which is intended to carry twelve

persons. The aeronaut expects to be ready to

make the No lo trials in a month.

In the sh'^d at Neuilly is airship No. 7, with

cubes of 1,200 meters' capacity, which has been

especially constructed with a view to entering

the contests at the St. Louis exposition.

Cloudland.

Ever since there have been poets there have

been people whose delight in looking up ac

clouds has bred a consuming desire to look

down unon them. Many children, no doubt,

must hair^ dog-eared their geography book at

ihc page whicli te'ls hov/ you may climb Ten-

eriffe or Atlas till you are past cloudland and

can survey it. and vouches for the tale by a

boldly imaginative print of what you may
see when you get there. But the mountain-

eer is not the ideal cloud explorer, because the
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clouds that live upon mountains arc not the

typical clouds — not much more than ivy ,md

clematis are the typical trees. It is ohviously

from the balloon, and the balloon only, that we.

can see the upper sides of everyday clouds ; and

obviously also these must be more brilliant

and more minutely interesting thr.n the under

sides, because the sunlight is always on them

instead of being always off them, and their

normal state 'n the daytime must have a glory

to which we only see anything comparable

when the sim is very near the horizon and kin

dies our clouds sideways. Some notes upon

these visions, illustrated froiri matter-of-fact

photographs, may be found in the May Knowl-
edge, by tht Rev. J. M. Bacon, the war balloon

experimentalist. He shows how much more
picked out with lights nnd shadows and rip-

ples and ridges are the upper cloud surfaces.

The air above them is so clear thpt your dis-

tance from them as you rise is scarcely percep-

tible as distance; the cloudland seems always

near you, only its ruffles look smaller, sharper

and closer uogether as you recede from them:

the effect becomes less like the separate puffs

from a railway engine and more like the rip-

ples on a sea. Of course you may be floating

over one level stretch of clouds, while around

you cumulus clouds rise like mountains to

vastly higher levels. Or you may be winging

blue air, and what on earth appear foreshort-

ened as small round cloudlets will pass you as

pillars of white vapor, their heads nodding for-

ward with the wind. On their filmiest of

sreens you will see the shadow of your balloon

outlined with strange firmness and ringed with

iricescences of great beauty. On days v/hen

the sky is uniformly overcast you may find

yourself passing through a thousand feet of

cloud and emerging on a plateau of it without

limit. As the day wears on and air currents

rise, the plateau will be interrupted here and

there by a maivellous dome or pyramid; or

sometimes instead by an appearance of a vast

wave breaking into spray, with veritable spind-

rift vanishing on the gale. On other days the

sky from belov/ may appear covered by an in-

definite cloudless haze. Ascend a mile, and
you v/ill look down out of clear sky on a haze

lake, the unner limit of which is as well de-

fined and as level as the surface oi still water.

A Musical Kite.

A novelty in the toy line and a new thing

in kites has recently been submitted to our in-

spection. It is provided at the head end of

franjc with a concavity and a vibrator, which

extends across tiie kite adjacent to the con-

cavity. The vibrator is adapted to be vibrated

by the action of the wind to cause a humming
sound, thus pioducing a musical kite. The
vibrating wire and upper portion of the apron

is located above the curved or bowed head-

strip, so thit the apron is exposed on either

side to the ac ,ion of the wind curents without

interfering with the free action of the wind on

the kite proper.

We have tested a small specimen of this

musical kite as illustrated and found that as

soon as it got into Vv^orking trim it proved a

perfect buzz-!^aw hummer. It will rise from

a standing position, like a box kite, in a breeze

strong enough to keep it afloat without the

operator running.

This toy which will amuse all, has l^eeii Pat-

ented by H. R. vSounders, New York.

A New Patent.

G. W. Wade has -'^^i---! for a natent on a

flying machine, which he says will carry him
to the Cadillac celebration July 4.

Conte Bernardi's Machine.

Conte Bernardi calls his maciiine an "aero-

planostat," a compound of the word "aerostat/'

as applied to machines having a gas-inflated

balloon, with the word "aeroplane," as indi-

cating a flying machine in wh.ich the balloon

plays either a secondary part or is eliminated

altogether. Conte Bernardi has taken steps to

patent his invention and is naturally indisposed

to reveal too minutely the details upon which

it is h-^or./\ tintil the necessary protection of

his ideas is assured.

From what he sivs however, it can be
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roughly gathered that while endeavoring to

buccessfiilly combine the two principles sug-

gested in the name, he, in addition, makes use

of a dynamic principle as motive power which

iieretoiore has not been employed in aerial

navigation. Conic Bernardi contends that up

till the present all attempts to solve the prob-

lem have failed, owing to the motors of the

fiymg machine being either too heavy or too

light tor the work for which they were in-

tended. As m.^tters stand it has hitherto been

impossible to construct a motor which, by its

Tveight, does not counteract the speed it is

capable of developing.

Conte Bernardi asserts that with his aero

planostat this difficulty has been overcome, and

that without the sacrifice of ballast or the es-

cape o^ '~-^^. he is able to regulate the lifting

power of his machine as exigencies may re-

quire. He says that the trials already carried

out with his model have given satisfactory

results, and that the full-sized machine which

he proposes to build will clearly demonstrate

the soundness of his theories.

Balloons at World's Fair Dedication.

The great sensation was the ascension of

seven great gas balloons controlled by ex-

perienced aeronauts. At a great altitude the

operators f\rec\ a salute of aerial guns, the

largest vessel dropped a huge flaming American

flag- m pyrotechnics, 400 feet long by 200 feet

wide. An aerial salute of 20 guns greeted

the appearance of the stars and stripes. This

was tiie signal for the dropping from the six

other balloor.s the pyrotechnic flags of the six

other greatest powers. Each flag was 150 by

100 feet.

Balloon Beats the Autos.

Another interesting contest between a bal-

loon, supposed to be carrying despatches, and

five automobiies entrusted with the duty of

capturing it. has been decided.

The balloon ascended at Teddington, and

was carried at a great speed to Cranleigh,

where the descent was made. The automobiles

pursued as far as Guilford, where the Balllon

entered a cloud, and the "chaufi^eurs" saw it no

more.

The trial was therefore decided in favor of

ihe balloon.

The Pittsburg Airship.

T'ittsburg manufacturers are to take a hand

in the contest for the prize for the best air-

ship exhibited at the St. Louis world's fair next

year. There are a good many of these airships

under construction at the present time by in-

ventors who believe that they have solved the

many problems that must be overcome before

human beings can fly at will through the air,

some of which are being constructed in the old

world and not a few along the Pacific coast.

It remains for a Wheeling man to take up

the subject for local sections.

W. L. Tanne, of Wheeling, has an idea to

work out, the plans of which have evidently

met with approval on the part of others. He
has begun preparations to build his airship

along certain lines, and expects to have it

ready in time for the show with the firm belief

that even if he does not take the first prize

he will have made a successful machine.

The new ship is to be constructed of alumi-

num by the Pittsburg Reduction Company, at

New Kensington, Pa. Tanne has awarded a

contract to this company for the manufacture

of the necessary plates and shapes of aluminum

to construct his ship and it will likely be fitted

together before it leaves the works of the

local company.

All told, the amount of aluminum to be used

in the ship will be 2,500 pounds, and this will

be sufficient to make an unusually large ves-

sel. In addition to the aluminum, the other

equipment of the ship will make it weigh an

additional 1,500 pounds, making the entire

weight about a ton and a half.

An aluminum ship for the same contest is at

present being constructed in California, which

will be of about the same weight.

We gladly answer all questions, where pos-

siljle, when return postage is enclosed.

The Aeronautical Institute.

The meeting of the Aeronautical Institute

and Club at the St. Bride's Institute

was of particular interest, dealing as it did

at once with *.he extreme infancy of the flymg

machine and with its most up-to-date possibil-

ities. Mr. F. Stringfellow's paper dealt with

the first genuinely successful flymg machine,

the steam-propelled machine built by his fa-

ther iji 1848. The lecturer briefly referred to

the first of historical flying machines, Gerard's

birdlike model of 1784, to Sir George Carey's

efforts of 1810, and to the bill introduced into

Parliament by Mr. Roebuck in 1843 sanctioning

the flotation of the Aerial Steam Transit Com-
pany. In the same year, for seven weeks.
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Messrs. Hen son and Stringfcllovv attacked the

piobleni on the Cliard Downs. Finally in 1848

the modern Diedaiiis Mr. Strnigfellovv found

success. Before the meeting to-night were ex-

hibited the framework, the propellers, the tail,

and the car of his historic machine. Mr.

Stringfellow's success was sixty years ago,

but there have only been three successful fly-

ing machines since. The most recent and suc-

cessful of all is, of course, Professor Layley's

machine of 1896, which eovered a distance of

one and three quarter miles. At the conclusion

of Mr. Stringfellow's paper Mr. Octave Cha-

nute. presumably the greatest living expert on

I he history of aeronautics, briefly described the

mtentions of the aeronautical section of the St.

Louis exposition. He also set forth the experi-

ments now being carried on in the United

States, particularly the successful efforts by

the brothers vVright to secure gliding flight.

/Ml tlie evidence went to show that we have

made little advance in principle. Only we
have improved motors and lighter and better

construction.

LETTERS TO EDITOR.
Aerial Possibilities.

On land and water there are already im-

mense conveyances for travel and traffic. We
are all —-^^l aware of the great facilities for

their speed and capacity. It now remains to

utilize the air in a similar way. As for aerial

photography, it were immaterial whether a

balloon be propelled by wheels or not, pro-

vided it will reach habitable land. The writer

has a time valve so invented as to lower the

balloon or airship at any required distance by

letting out the gas, or, if propelled by wheels,

to reverse the wheels so as to return to or

near the place of starting. Then a vertical

camera, facing the stars, and a pendent one to

photograph ihe landscape below, are so set

as to act simultaneously, the first to photo-

graph the constellation or group of stars over-

head, the second the landscape below. This

will give the right ascension and declination of

the stars, and thus the latitude and longitude

of the landscape. In this way an entire chart

of the unexplo.ied regions of the earth may be

obtained instantaneous, photographing being

principally used with clear or favorable hei^ghts.

It will be noticed here that no human life will

he endangered, for no human being need ac-

company the voyage.

Secondly, aerial wire telegraphy is not only

possible, but very probable. The writer could

construct a stationary one. or nearly stationary,

for one-third the cost required for a subma-

rine telegrapli from New Yoik to Queenstown.

Thordly, we believe it possible to construct

an aerial railway, thus conveying people and

traffic across the sea in cars. We think it could

most easilv be done by construction and laying

a large tube or hollow cylinder or a scries of

short ones coupled together and kept full of

hydrogen, with enough drawing force to re-

tain the whole track and train in the air. The
frame work supporting the ties and rails to

be attached to and hung from the "tube" in the

form of the Greek delta, or at least, an isosceles

triangle, the tube being fixed on che apex, the

triangles to be placed at the required distance

apart, for the placement of the rails. For a^---

special force 10 render the track sufficiently

stationary, a series of wide metal vessels might

hang down, being lowered into the ocean

waters, both as ballast and counter force

against strong winds.

—

A. S. Russell.

Imitating Bird's Flight.

I have read with great interest Dr. T. B.

Collins' paper describing his researches on the

mechanics of a bird's flight.

It seems profitable to suggest, however, to

those v/ho may address themselves seriously to

the problem of mechanical flight, that if we
consider the other methods of locomotion in

which man has attained a certain degree of

success, we can hardly expect to solve it by

attempting to imitate the mechanism of a bird's

wing. It will doubtless be found that nature's

fiying machines, jike her walking, running,

and swimming machines, -^re far too compli-

cated and delicately constructed for imitation

with n?eans now at our command.

It is amusing to note that, with all our

boasted proficiency in mechanics and chemis-

try, if we consider animal life merely as ma-

chines, these machines are not only unapproach-

able in efficiency, but man had to take a long

kindergarten course in these two branches be-

fore he recognized in these designs the applica-

tion of very simple principles.

The study of the flight of birds may give

valuable results in demonstrating how such

flight is accomplished ; and when these princi-

ples are known, we may, with our cruder ma-

terials of steel and canvas, find a way to ap-

ply them after our own rude fashion ; but if

the first successful flying machine has beating-

wings, its development will form a notable con-

trast to the past history of applied mechanics.

—D. G. Eaton.
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Soaring.

To tlv: Ediior:

As the turkey-buzzard is one of the most
common and one of the best of soaring birds

with us, we will use it for the object of con-

sideration in this letter. We will suppose that

one of these birds in a strong wind and high

above all obstructions. Now the bird will nat-

urally go with the wind, and by descending at

an angle in the same direction as the wind is

blowing, the weight of the bird will cause it

to go more swift than the wind. We see now
that the buz/ard has gained momentum, but

lost elevation. It has gained more momen-
tum m proportion to the fail than it could by

descending in a calm.

Momentum, can at any time be turned into

elevation.

The momentum that the bird now possesses

can be turned against the wind, this causes it

to ris^ in the air and the rise in the air is

greater than if the m.omentum was spent in a

calm.

When going with the wind the bird gains

momentum and when going against the wind

it gains elevation.

There are five primary feathers on the end

of each wing of the buzzard that stand out

separately like fingers when the wind goes

through them they let the air escape on the

back edge which causes them to produce a

forward motion as saws produce on a wind

mill.

When the bird goes across the wind the air

is caught in the hollow of the wing, cannot

bend the mflexible bone and muscles of the

front marginal, but curves the ends of the

elastic feathers upward, causing them to give

a forward motion to the bird. When going

with or across the wind the bird gains mo-
mentum and when going against the wind it

gains elevation. .

If a buzzard can gain momentum by sailing

across the wind and elevation by sailing

against the wind, it is not necessary for it to

go with the wind to gain momentum enough to

soar, but it is able to tack against the wind

like a ship. Wind and weight as.'^ist a bird in

his flight, wifile man considers these things

hindrances in solving the problem of aerial

navigation.

—

R. K.

Aero Club's Opening Event.

The Aero Club's usual balloon ascents at the

opening of the season, which took place at the

Crystal Palace recently, were attended by an

unusual kind of enthusiasm. Close to the

balloon ground the Ashanti village has been

built, and there was almost enough excitement

there to float the balloons without gas. The
natives shouted and sang and danced and beat

tom-toms and generally made the pretty large

crowd of English spectators feel flat and unin-

spired. Two balloons went up, the first giving

a good deal of trouble. It was the Graphic,

which made her maiden ascent in one of the

races between balloons and motor cars which

were promoted for more or less military reasons

last autumn. She "lifted" vigorously, and at

one time seemed likely to clear off with no one

aboard but Captain White, Messrs. Spencer's

manager, who was on the hoop adjusting the

rigging. But a crowd of hangers on persuaded

her to wait for her crew. The second balloon

was '--— tractable, and eventually the two,

each with four members of the club on board,

got clear, and made off towards the mouth of

the Thames. The descents were made about

Chatliam,

This i=; a good time to send in your subscrip-

tion to the Aeronautical World.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

Ordinary Rates.

Inside pages, each insertion, per line....$ .25

Inside Cover 50

Back Cover i.oo

Count seven words per line.

Engravings heading advertisements at the

same rate per agate line measure.

Wanted, For Sale, Positions.,

Under the above headings, 3 cents each word.

Advertisements must be received by the 20th

for the following month's issue.

Everyone interested in the solution of the

problem of mechanical flight or aerial navi-

g.ation should read the Aeronautical World
regularly.

Wanted.—All kinds of Mss. relating to

Aeronautics, and articles recounting exploits

of successful aerial navigators. A. Weedon
& Co., publishers. Burton ave., Glenville, O.

Wanted.—Several experienced hands, all de-

partments, in balloon manufactory. State ex-

perience and remuneration expected. Balloon

Manufactory Co., care of Aeronautical World.
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Wanted.—To buy and sell new and service-

able second-hand balloons of every descrip-

tion, form and size. Send photos if possible.

Aerial Machine Construction Company, care

of Aeronautical World.

Aerial Machine.—A successful inventor hav-

ing proved the practicability of his aerial ma-

chine seeks financial assistance to publicly

demonstrate that he can navigate the air.

Write "Practical Airship," care Aeronautical

World.

Wanted.—A kinetoscope camera, constructed

of aluminum, especially adapted to photograph-

ing moving objects from a flying machine.

Address World's Aerial Navigation Co., Pt.

Richmond, Cal.

Wanted.—To purchase balloons, kites, ma-

chines and aerial novelties of utility, also all

kinds of aerial toys or kites, balloons and spe-

cial flyers. Address w^ith particulars " In-

vestor," care Aeronautical World.

FOR SALE.
For Sale.—Blue Prints and casting for 5 H.

P. gasoline motor. Just the thing for an air-

ship. Only $10. Stanley, care Aeronautical

World Co., Clenville, O.

For Sale.—Exceedingly light, strong and

powerful gasoline motors, specially designed

for airships, and made to order in five sizes.

Price reasonable. W. Head, care Aeronautical

World, Glenville, O.

For Sale.—Hot air and gas balloons bar-

gains. Bag for street ascension with inflater

and parachute, used in cannon act. $100.

Two similar outfits in serviceable condition,

each, $75. First-class and nearly new outfit,

$140. Scores of other great bargains in new
and second-hand outfits in stock ready for

delivery. State your wants to "Balloon Man-
ufacturer," care Aeronautical World, Glen-

ville, O.
«

For Sale.—A large line of shop-worn and

second-hand Automobiles, comprising many
celebrated makes. Miller-Mundy Motor Car

Co., Utica, N. Y.

U. S. Aerial Machine Construction Co.

ADVERTISERS.

Novv? is -'^- time to let our readers know you
have goods they want. An advertisement in

the Aeronautical World will bring the re-

sults you desire. Try it and be convinced.

We manufacttn-e Balloons, Airships, etc.,

and undertake the complete construction and

testing of Aerial Machines and Motors to the

specification of our patrons. Inventions de-

veloped and put into practical shape. Advice

and criticisms given. Work confidently exe-

cuted and with despatch. Terms reasonable.

U. S. AERIAL MACHINE CONSTRUCTION CO.

Care Aeronautical World.

ALUMINUM CASTINGS
Especially adapted to airship construction.

Castings will be free from imperfections, true

to patterns, strong and as easy to machine

as brass. Write for estimates.

THE U. S. ALUMINUM CASTING CO.
Cincinnatit Ohio.

We are the largest manufaturers of

^•^Laminated Wood Guards in this Country. «^«^

and we make a specialty of intricate shapes or

bends.

American Veneer Co.

449 to 455 Pacific Ave. Jersey City, N. J.

Somthing New
Seamless Steel Tubing

We carry in stock over joo,ooo feet seamles and electric

welded tubing. Our prices will astonish you.

The Cleveland Distributing Company
Incorporated.

Jobbers of Bicycle and Automobile Material
288 Bank St., CLEVELAND, O.

GASOLINE BICYCLE MOTORS
^ Finished Motors or Castings with Drawings ^

LOWELL MODEL CO.
Box. 292. Lowell, Mass.

AMERICAN COIL

COMPANY.

W.SOMERSVILLB
MASS.

Write for Catalog.

Everything in the way of

Photo = Supplies
always in stock.

ALEXANDER BROS.
Established 1891.

622 Arch St., Philadelphia, Pa.

MAIL receive immediate and careful at- ORDERS
tention and are filled at lowest

prices.

PERFECT Permanent Binder ^^^ Magazines and

Books. Lasts a lifetime. Sample magazine size>

postpaid. T5C. AeronauTicaIv Wori^d.

Igfnition

Apparatus
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Mittheilungen
Revue Trimestrielle Illustree

De L'Aeronautique

Organe de la Societe de navigation aerienne

de Munich et de Strasbourg

PUBLIfiE AVEC LA COLLABORATION
DES PRINCIPAU^ SAVANTS

de TAllemagne, de I'Autriche et de I'Etranger

Redigirt von DR. ROBERT EMDEN
Price per annum, $2.00.

Send orders to publishers Aeronautical World,

Glenville, Ohio.

CAPITAL WANTED.

A successful mechanical and electrical engi-

neer and inventor, having proved the practica-

bility of his simple aerial machine, now seeks

financial assistance to enable him to make an

unquestionably satisfactory public demonstra-

tion of the fact, secure additional patents and

manufacture and place the article on the mar-

ket.

Address

"Simple Aerial Machine."
Care Aeronautical World, Glenville, O.

Revue Mensuelle

ILLUvSTREE, DE

L' Aeronautique
Et des Sciences qui s'y rattachent.

Publiee avec la collaboration des principaiix

mvants francais et etrangers.

Redaction et Administration:—14, Rue des

Grandes-Carrieres, PARIS.
Telephone 503-24

C. C. spencer & Sons
Balloon Mfg's.

Gas Balloons, Hot Air Balloons, Air Ships.

Balloon Ascends

Parachutes, Captive Advertising Balloons and

Balloons of every size and discription.

Highbury Grove, London, N England.

The Captive Flying Machine Company, or-

ganized for amusement purposes; capital,

$200,000; incorporators, John M. McClintock,

John \V, Glcnnan and Ralph Warmellc.

The Aeromobile
A New Rapid Transit Conveyance,

(sixty miles an hour guaranteed.)
It afforts the most simple, safe, rapid, relia-

ble, graceful and smooth means of traveling
known, and under the instinctive and intelligent

control of operator, it may be caused to glide
through the air as a bird, navigate the waters as

a boat, or travel the highways as an automobile
In the air it iinds a smooth, level and elastic

course, free from obstructions. We are pre-

pared to book a limited number of orders for our
Aeromobile of one man capacity.

Empress of the Age.
Do you want one? If you do order at once,

PRICE, $600.

Payment on delivery. No cash need be paid
which until after pratically tested on air, water
and land. Don't waste time asking questions,
for obvious reasons will not be answered, but if

you mean business and command the cash, send
along your order, address.

Aeromobile Mfg. Co.,
Care Aeronautical World, Glenville, O.

GEORGES BESANCON,
Officicr d'Academie,

INGENIEUR AERONAUTE.
Experiences et ascensions scientifiques.

Voyages aeriens d' amateurs.
Exploration des hautes regions del'atmosphere

par ballons sondes et Cerfs-Vo!ants.

Construction de tous les appareils concernant
la locomotion aerienne.

14 Rue des Grandes-Carrieres

14, Paris, Montmartre.

Addresse telegraphique ;— Besancon
Ap:ronaute, Paris.

Man=LiftJng and other KITES..
( Baden-Powell Patent

) 1^

In various sizes. Usual size 12 ft. X 12 ft. (of

which 4 to 6 will lift a man) price |i2.oo each
;

6ft. X 6ft. (for registering instruments,) $7.00,

each. -

JOHN J. JACKSON,
Yacht and Canoe Sail Maker.

NORTHWICH, CHESHIRE. ENGLAND.
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and FOREIGN.
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A Mechanical Machine.

BY W, H. BALDWIN, D. D. S.

Having been Aerially affected for half a dozen

years, with new symptoms constantly develop-

ing, I shall present my case without reserve

to the tender mercies of your readers for a

diagnosis, hoping that with consultation I

may be cured — or else fly.

I believe that with united thought and effort

—and purses—the knotty problem of practical

mechanical flight can be solved. I would sug-

gest this motto,— United we fly ; divided we
stand.

My contribution embraces no great amount
of scientific research, but I submit it on account

of its novelty and possible ingenuity. You
see I hope to gain admittance to the aero-

nautical arena by inheritance rather than by

study and research, for they say, "Genius is

born, not made." (Although Edison's difi-

nition for genius is, "Two per cent inspiration

and ninety-eight per cent perspiration.")

When I say that I believe my plan for flight

differs quite radically from all others, the

Langley theory included, perhaps I will have

said enough to convince the "Shining Lights"

that I do not know my lesson, but if my plan

was just like Prof. Langley's then it would

not be mine and I would have nothing to

offer.

Prof. Langley's research and writings in-

spire me with much hope, though my plan

and theory both are quite at variance with

his. However, he and his numerous follow-

ers are abundantly able to demonstrate all

the good features to be found in his line of

research ; but in the meantime while awaiting

developments would it not be well to work
along another line in case their principle

should prove to be not entirely practical. There

might at least be a rivalry created which

would tend to inspire to greater effort where

now there is practically none, unless the gas

balloon is to be considered a rival.

The principle which I propose to employ is

either new, or else has apparently been aban-

doned. In either case I feel called upon to

defend it by argument. The reader must fully

understand the principle upon which the ma-
chine is to work, as well as the mechanism, or

he, of course, will see no merit in it. For

instance, do not jump at the conclusion that it

is supposed to paddle itself sideways from its

real course, for it is really not built that way.

Flight is made possible to all flying creatures

by the earth's power of gravity. No flying

creature, constituted as he is, could actually

fly one foot of distance forward, if he was de-

prived of his bodily weight. His efforts to fly

would simply lift him upward and backward,

as the wing stroke is actually downward and
forward. The very force that man is striving

so hard to neutralize in his efforts to fly me-
chanically is positively essential to all living

flight. Now can we afford to ignore the bene-

fit that we may derive from the force of

gravity when we can take full advantage of

it precisely as do the birds, so as to attain any
forward speed we may desire without the ex-

penditure of an ounce of energy on our part,

nor the addition of an ounce of extra material

to our machine?

As nature has so kindly provided us and
our machine with such an abundance of the
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power, I propose that we make full use of it

and depend upon it entirely for our horizontal

speed.

All flying, creatures are provided with mov-
able wings, and they all move- them, at times

at least, in flight; even though the albatross

and some others are sometimes able to take

advantage of certain wind currents, and ap-

parently fly with, ease with, very little wing

of the body, or the power of gravity attempt-

ing to draw the bird to earth. As the bird is.

thus projected into undisturbed air, he feath-

ers or inclines the front edge of the wing,

upward (as he tifts the wing for another

stroke), which inclination assists him tcs

maintain nearly an even altitude.

Now it seems to me that there are at least

three elements that are quite indispensable fcr

Top Yien.

motion, as when in the wake of a swiftly mov-
ing steamboat.

The variety of stroke used by the various

species is very great, but the general principle

of all is the same. The wing is depressed by

muscular exertion with the front edge slightly

the lowest ; the result is an uplift to the body
and as the air is allowed to escape at the

back of the wing, there also results a sliding

forward on the atmosphere due to the weight

living flight, and I think that the same will

apply to practical mechanical flight, namely:

—

Weight for the forward speed; wings or sails

for sustaining surfaces, and sufficient internal

power to properly manipulate the wings or

sails to procure, if not the true wing thrust,

then its equivalent. It has been thoroughly

demonstrated that the precise motion of the

bird's wing is not practical in a mechanical

machine; the reasons can be found elsewhere.
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But can we not produce the same quality of

down stroke and nearly the same quality of

up stroke with very little difficulty? I think

so. And without the slightest trouble to main-

tain the equilibrium, which seems to be so dif-

ficult with many forms of machines.

The mathematicians will make haste to tell

us that the best possible form and construction

of any style of wheels, and wings, and feath-

ering vanes, and sails, when operated in a fixed

location, and in a calm, with no allowance for

friction of parts, will yield but eighteen or

twenty pounds lift per horse power. We are

sorry this is so, but must agree with them.

But why be confined to operating these

various methods in a fixed location, when
Prof. Langley is allowed all the space and

speed he wants,— and perhaps a little more

speed than he really desires? Allow one-half

^4 Z
Ftont ot Redt

or one-fourth of Prof. Langley's necessary

speed for a running start and I should not be

greatly surprised, if under these conditions,

a hundred pounds, or perhaps much more,

could be supported to each horse power.

When the down thrust of wings, and wheels,

etc., showed such poor results, when working

in a fixed position. Prof. Langley turned his

attention to sailing flight, which is equivalent

to the up stroke of the wing. And although

this is far the weaker portion of the wing

stroke, which includes the head resistance,

even then he finds that he can support from

six to thirty pounds weight with one pound of

lateral pressure. Just what portion of a horse

power this represents I am not able to say,

but it shows quite conclusively that if we are

ever to fly we must engage undisturbed air

for our support and not stand still and churn

the same air with our wheels, or wings, or

sails.

Now that we have found that sailing flight

or the up stroke of the wing will produce such

flattering results, when undisturbed air is en-

gaged, why not now produce a machine that

will give both the down, as well as the up

stroke, and manage to engage undisturbed air

with wings that will make a large circular de-

tour, and engage much undisturbed air, though

the machine itself might move just moderately

or very fast, at will.

After the full flat down sweep, instead of

feathering the wing forward and back, and

stopping its motion to return, let us complete

the circle without the stop, and feather side-

ways to the line of flight, and thus get a de-

cided uplift during its return except an in-

stant as it passes the neutral point where the

sail jibes or reverses.

With such a smooth motion, great speed of

sail through undisturbed air could easily be at-

tained, if the machine was moving forward,

and the equilibrium difficulties, so marked

where feathering forward and back, would

with this motion entirely disappear, regardless

of any wind condition, provided the engine

and burden were suspended well below all

lifting surfaces. With the wheel motion and

sails thus automatically feathered, it would

seem as if we would have a very desirable

substitute for the troublesome, jerky wing

motion. The wheel makes an excellent sub-

stitute for leg motion for land, and for fin

and tail motion for water, and why not for

wing motion in air, especially as the atmo-

sphere is so very thin and light, great speed

is absolutely necessary to acquire supporting

force.
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The smiple turbine wheel works admirably

in water, but I beHeve it is insufficient and

wasteful of power, in the thin atmosphere;

the sh'ght pitch and exceedingly rapid follow

of blades makes it chop the already disturbed

air and it is impossible to get it in contact

with but a limited supply of undisturbed air,

no matter how it is placed, and a moderate

speed forward wilt help its faults but little.

It seems to me that an infinitely more effective

wheel can be produced for atmospheric pur-

poses. From my observations I believe that

no mechanical flying machine will ever seri-

ously compete with the common carriers, for

freight, or even passenger traffic, but I do be-

lieve that a practical machine for special pur-

poses can be made, that will be able to start

itself from the ground, and travel in any de-

sired direction, in any altitude, and at practi-

cally any speed ; and all this regardless of or-

dinary wind conditions ; and alight in safety

to operator and machine.

I am inclined to believe that the most prac-

tical all-round machine will be of one-man
capacity, with possibly a little extra burden

;

though of course larger ones may be success-

fully flown.

The crude drawings, Fig. I and Fig. II, may
be useful to show the wing motion and gen-

eral plan of construction.

Fig. I represents a view, looking square down
on the machine from above. Fig. II is a

square front or rear view. A brief descrip-

tion of the principal parts should make the

whole scheme quite clear.

A. Two long, widely separated, parallel,

horizontal shafts, placed endways towards

front and back of machine, with a middle

section at least composed of steel tubing, so

as to stand great tortion strain, with ball bear-

ing journals near middle, so that it may re-

volve on its longitudinal axis. The right hand
shaft revolves towards the right, while the left

shaft revolves to the left, or down the out-

side and up the middle. The shafts are con-

nected to the eri^in,g,^by means of sprocket

wheels and chains, or otherwise.

B. Four frame standards carrying the afore-

said main journals at upper ends and all con-

verging to a point sufficiently below the sail

sweeps to afford perfect stability to the ma-
chine in flight. And here it is attached to a

bicycle structure with a connection that would
allow a variation of pitch forward to the ma-
chine.

A ^ight powerful engine J is also to be

placed here, probably just in front of the oper-

ators' seat. The seat should have easy for-

ward and back motion.

C. Four long cross arms or spokes, two ort

each sliaft A set quartering and firmly at-

tached to shaft A. Each end of each cross

arm has a ball bearing to accommodate a sail

swivel.

D. Eight sail booms or stifFencrs with sail

E attached.

E. Eight sails, triangular in shape, or per-

haps five-cornered, as shown in Fig. I, with

strong wire drawn tight for the other edges.

All ths sails when 'under pressure will be con-

cave on under surface, and will much resemble

aerocurves, or under surfaces of a bird's.

wings. The lighter cross arms carry the point

ends of the sails and are fastened firmly ta

shaft A, and all well braced with wire.

Two parallel spreaders to keep shafts A
apart,- and strong wires crossing from main

journals to keep machine from warping, etc.

Wires or other braces might connect shafts at

ends. The unique method for governing or

feathering the sails is as follows: Each sail is

provided with a light sprocket wheel made
fast to the rod or tube on which the sail swiv-

els, as shown in both Figs. F. Just outside

the four main journals, and made solid to the

journal is a double rowed sprocket wheel G
(or thimble, as the shaft revolves through

the same without touching), that is: two rows

of sprockets side by side, to engage two chains

at the same time. Thus one light endless

sprocket chain H engages one of the rows of

sprockets G and extends out around a sprocket

F attached to sail. The other row of sprock-

ets is for the other sail or mate. The rigid

double rowed sprocket wheels G are just one-

half as large as the sprocket wheels on sail

swivel F, or say ten sprockets or teeth in

each row, while the sprocket wheel on sail

contains twenty teeth.

Now as the sail revolves around the main

shaft, the shaft of course revolving too, the

governing chain winds up on one side of the

stationary sprocket G, but unwinds on the op-

posite side, so that in one revolution of shaft

and sail the governing chains will have moved
lengthwise just ten links only. As the sail

sprocket F has twenty teeth, -the sail will then

just be reversed, or upside down, and so on.

Fig. II shows by dotted lines just the positions

the sail assumes during an entire revolution.

The movement is perfect and silent, except

the whiz, even at the jibing point where th? =ni.I

reverses. The lengthwi.se run of governing
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chains is very slow. Every sail is perfectly

controlled automatically and there is no possi-

bility of its getting out of time except by

breakage. As for the desirability of this mo-

tion we will let the reader judge for himself.

A front view of the machine shows not a

square inch of canvas that is not perfectly

edgewise to the line of forward motion,

whether the sails are at rest or in motion,

except for the bellying of the sails from pres-

sure, and also unless the front of the machine

is depressed to* acquire forward motion.

But in this case, instead of there being any

head resistance, as in the upslant stationary

aerocurve, from the fact that the sails are

travelling through space much faster than the

whole machine, there would result, instead of

head resistance, a constant forward pull; this,

together with the force of gravity, endeavoring

to draw the whole to earth, supported as it is

on sails whose front ends are all slightly lower

than the back, who can estimate the speed that

might be possible, with sails revolving to main-

tain the altitude, and with no head resistance

except the skeleton frame, and the body of the

operator.

My principle and vital mechanism can be

worked into many varieties of machines. Thus
Fig. I might be a good style for model prac-

tice. Or if the rear sails described a consider-

ably larger circle than the forward ones, it

would probably be still better, as they would

reach into air not greatly disturbed by the

forward ones. And still another plan would be

to use the four rear sails only, with suitable

connecting framework, etc.

If it was desirable, the sails of one side or

circle could alternate with those of the other

and thereby.mesh into each other's circles like

cog wheels. As the air would not be greatly

disturbed at the center between the two cir-

cles this arrangement might make the machine

more compact and yet allow of a very large

c-ircle or orbit for sails to sweep.

The larger the sail orbit, the wider and

larger the sails can be and less power will be

required. Also all journals and chains will

run slower and it would be possible to attain

and maintain flight, at a less rapid forward

speed, while the large orbit would in no wise

hinder an excessively high rate of speed.

Therefore the machine should be wide side-

ways and comparatively short forward and
back, as the atmosphere offers far greater lift-

ing power when first attacked.

Thus a one-man machine would consist of

a skeleton frame, several movable sails, a light

and simple, but powerful engine, and a bicycle

base for land support. To this might be added

a rudder for sideways steering, provided it was

needed. But I am inclined to think that the

steering can be done by swaying the body side-

ways as in gliding flight. As for the car for

passengers and burden, there is no urgent need

until much experimental work has been done,

then the parachute attachment and a hundred

and one other accessories will suggest them-

selves.

If the machine was in readiness and worked

as desired, the duties of the operator to make

a journey would be as follows: Head ma-

chine either with or against the wind— if any

— pitch the front of machine considerably

downward in relation to the bicycle (or this

could be its normal position), start engine

slowly, mount, balance, and steer the machine,

increasing the speed until sufficient force is

obtained to lift it into the air. The operator

can assist the initial run with pedals if neces-

sary, but the action and lift of the sails should

be sufficient.

To acquire the desired speed while in the

air, tilt the bow downward sufficiently by slid-

ing the seat forward, thus changing the center

of gravity. For sideways steering, lean side-

ways until sufficient sweep is accomplished.

To gain a higher altitude, slacken forward

speed by sliding backward, force the engine,

and when the desired altitude is reached then

one may travel faster forward until the speed

and power of engine to maintain the altitude

balance.

When the operator desires to alight, bring

the sails to a horizontal position by moving

seat well back, and the machine will probably

settle down in spite of the utmost exertions

of the engine, for as soon as it came to a

standstill it would be paddling in disturbed

air ; but if the descent is too rapid, glide for-

ward again and alight on a run, same as the

start.

It might be desirable to skim only a few

feet above the ground, especially in the early

stages of practice.

It is possible that the ability of such a ma-
chine might far exceed our expectations, for

the principle is precisely that of the bird, and
the wing motion, possibly an improvement.

Such a machine ought not to be very expen-

sive after the necessary experimental work
was done. Probably the materials best adapted

to it would be : spruce, steel, and cloth. Every

advantage should be taken to procure the ut-

most strength for the materials used, and all
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should be scientificaHy made and braced, and

all journals should be ball bearings.

I have left the very important work of sup-

plying a suitable engine to others, as I am not

posted in that direction. Bevel gears and tor-

tion tubes might be substituted for alt sprocket

and chain movement if it was desirable, on

the principle of the chainless bicycle.

It will be said, "There is too much bulk and

weight of frame." But every style of machine

must spread over considerable of supporting

atmosphere, and be strong enough to sustain

the whole weight.

The frame of a still aerocurve, whose sail

area will yield but from one-half to one pound

pressure per square foot would naturally have

to be much larger than mine, where the small

sails are powerfully animated. As to the

weight increasing as to the cube while the sails

increase only as to the square this will apply

to any style of machine.

It will also be said that my sail area is

much too small. If a wild goose flies all day

for pleasure, sustaining three pounds to each

square foot of wing surface, how many pounds

per square foot of canvas ought a modern
high speed engine to produce under compul-

sion ?

It is true that I have several movable jour-

nals, but the advantage of animated sails, and

the full use of gravity for forward flight, over

stationary sails with head resistance, and

driven with ineffectual turbine wheels is to be

taken into serious consideration.

While my machine, of course, may not do

all these beautiful stunts, it would seem to me
that the scheme is worthy of fair actual trial.

N. B.—This photograph of a section of an

unfinished model is presented by request, sim-

ply to assist in showing the feathering mechan-
ism and principle employed; but the frame and

general construction can be so greatly im-

proved in weight and efficiency, rigidity, di-

mensions, etc., that I rather hesitate to show
it.

Its dimensions are about 8x8x14 feet. Ir

contains eight sails 2^x8 feet (instead of only

four as it should). Each sail by actual test will

support more than fifty pounds of sand evenly

spread. Material used, spruce, steel and cloth.

Adjustable ball bearings throughout. Weight
as it stands, sixty-five pounds. The feathering

chains are very cheap and poor. For that rea-

son and others, including lack of engine, it

vv-as never put to hard test. However, it shows
the movement and working scheme to be

unique.

The model, can be inspected.

Whitehead's Experiments.
Mr. J. Whitehead sends us the explanatory-

pictures of himself and his new experimental

machine, taken during tests.

While Mr. Whitehead held and was har-

nessed to the machine so that it balanced on>

his shoulders in the position shown, his as-

sistant, who held a rope, connected to the ma-

chine after the manner of a kite string,

when the word was given, ran dowit

the hill with Mr. Whitehead in hot pur-

suit and in the teeth of the. wind. Then he

would raise the front of the machine a trifle

from the horizontal so that the wind would.

strike the under side of the planes, fold his

legs up under him, and resting his weight on

two' cross sticks that ran under each arm, he-

had no difficulty in flying as long as the man
with the rope kept pulling.

To ascend, the front of the machine was

elevated, so the wind struck the planes under-

neath. To descend, the front was dropped so

the wind struck the top of the planes. Consid-

erable care had to be observed in these ma-

neuvers, else the machine and operator would

be dashed to the ground with great violence.

The height to which Mr. Whitehead flew was

from four to ten feet above the ground. A
fuller description of the flying machine may
be of interest.

The height of the machine is six feet. The-
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distance between the planes is one yard. The
length is sixteen feet and the width five feet.

With the tail attached, the distance from

head to tail tip is twelve feet. In the present

machine, which is of the aeroplane type, there

are 240 square feet of mnslin that cost 10 cents

a yard. The wood used in the framework is

white pine and ash. This is firmly braced by

wires. The total weight of the machine is

forty-five pounds.

The motor that Mr. Whitehead has in course

of construction is a kerosene motor of the two

cycle type, and weighs thirty-five pounds. It

will be of twelve horse power, with a speed

of 2,'oo revolutions a minute. This will be

the motor that furnishes the power for the two

300 pounds. As the entire head resistance mea-

sure of the machine and the operator is but

twenty-eight pounds, as calculated by the in-

ventor, there will be a considerable margin

of power left to fly the machine. One gallon

of kerosene can be carried with the motor

which will run the machine for three hours.

As to the speed at which the machine will

travel Mr. Whitehead figures that the mini-

mum will be in the neighborhood of eighteen

miles, for the machine will rise from the

ground at that speed.

The kerosene in this new motor ignites by

its own h-^at and compression. It has a com-

pression of 150 pounds to the square inch.

The scheme is that the piston of the com-

propellers that will be placed in the machine.

The motor will be stationed in front of the

operator. There will be shafts running vertically

to a point where they will connect with a

horizontal shaft, midway between the lower

and middle aeroplanes to either side of and

about on a level with the operator's head

The propellers will revolve in opposite direc-

tions. Mr. Whitehead has figured that the

propellers, furnished with power from his

kerosene motor, will have a lifting force of

pressor comes in contact with a very fine spray

of kerosene, such as is ejected through a

common perfume atomizer. This spray strikes

against the hot-head and explodes.

It is quite likely you are losing a good

thing by not advertising in the Aeronautical
World, ai:d we respectfully solicit your ad-

vertisement for the next issue as a trinl.
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(Continued from June Issue.)

Observations and Experiments Relative

to Equilibrium in Air of a Body
Heavier than Air.

BY MAJOR L. S. BLACKDEN.

As I have already stated^ in order to prevent

a glider circling, to one side^ that is, in order

to obtain practical symmetry of the two wings,

I used to make a slight fold in the edge of the

advancing wing, or of the tail on the same side

as the advancing wing, to add to its resistance.

I now found that, while keeping the resist-

ance on both sides as low as possible I could

always make the glider go straight by slightly

twisting the upturned tail so that one side,

either the right or the left, was slightly higher

than the other. Fig. 13 will show what I

mean. This did not add at all to the resist-

ance of the tail, but it added a small lateral

component to the pressure received on the

upper surface, and which necessarily acted in

a direction normal to that surface. After this

I could decrease the resistance by doing away
with the wide tail, made in imitation of the

wings, and return to a shape more like a bird's

or fish's tail. Vide Fig. 14. The setting of

the fore and aft position of the centre of

gravity was rendered much easier by the use of

the upturned tail, as a small error could be at

once rectified by altering the angle at which

the tail was turned up. , In fact, in still air the

tail could be made to largely govern the equili-

brium, but when a draught struck the glider

the equilibrium depended entirely on the posi-

tion of the centre of gravity with reference to

the force exerted on the whole glider by the

wind.

I have already mentioned the increased diffi-

culty of getting a good glide when I increased

the proportionate weight carried. The only

remedy to this was found in bending the wings,

so' as to give them a curved fore and aft section

with the hollow side on the under surface of

the wings.

As the weight carried per unit surface was
increased, so the curve of the wings had to

be increased, showing that the deeper the

hollow on the under surface, the greater was
the carrying power. The extreme load to

which I finally attained, and to which I shall

refer later, was on a little glider of smaller

dimensions than any of those which had hither-

to carried a single pin, but which, with a

hollow wing, whose rise of arc was about a

quarter of the length of the chord, carried a

nail weighing 28 grains. I found that the effi-

ciency of the tail appeared to be increased

by curving that also, with the hollow side up.

At any rate I constantly made gliders, with

the length of the tail, from the posterior edge

of the wings to the end of the tail, no greater

than the width of the wings from front to-

rear, which was usually from a fourth to a

sixth of the tip to tip spread.

I found just as good carrying capacity from

a flat wing with the front edge bent sharpl>

down, as from a wing having a circular curve

in the fore and aft section, but later experi-

ments with rather large gliders do not bear

out this conclusion.

With reference to the shape of the wing sec-

tion some of the gliders seemed to show that

the right place for the centre of gravity in a

fore or aft direction was about in line with the

highest point of the arc. With a circular

curve, one of the gliders flew best with the-

fore and aft balance about in line with the

centre of the wings. Another glider, with the

wings so curved as to bring the highest point

of the arc to a place a third of the way back

from the front edge, required the point of bal-

ance to be brought forward till again in line-

with the highest part of the arc. I only tried

that question on two or three gliders. My
smallest and heaviest glider seemed to belie-

that conclusion, which was suggested by the

performances of two larger and very light

gliders. I only mention it because it seems

reasonable to suppose that a current of air-

flowing over the under surface should exert its.

greatest lifting effect where its course is forci-

bly deflected downwards.

I now made all my gliders perfectly straight

transversely, from tip to tip of wings, with a

curved fore and aft section of both wings and

tail as described already, and with the weight,

which was a wire nail with the head cut off,

lying horizontally fore and aft between the-

wings so as to bring the centre of gravity as

near as possible, vertically, to the centre of

supporting pressure.

Having made the glider as symmetrical as-

possible, and then having, if found necessary,,

slightly twisted the tail, as already described;

so as to make the glider fly straight in still air,

I next proceeded to open the window, and

stand opposite to it, and some distance from it,

usually the opposite side of the room, so that

the glider, being thrown towards the window,

could not pass through it unless I had thrown

it evenly, and it was gliding straight and

steadily. On these occasions there was gener-

ally a good breeze blowing. In Sierra Leone-
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the breeze came straight up the hillside and

into my window. In Jamaica it usually blew

across the window from right to left. I can-

not say what the speed of the wind on an

average was, but in Jamaica, when the sea

breeze blew, there were crests of foam upon
the waves and dust clouds blown up from the

roads, and it was that breeze, broken by trees

and houses, which crossed my window as I

flew my glider.

In every instance, when the glider, made on

the principles described, flew straight and clear

through the open window, it flew almost like

a thing of life outside. Now, rising, now fall-

ing, circling a little to one side and a little to

the other, but ever making headway against

the breeze, except in the strongest gust, and

gradually losing elevation till it settled to the

ground. Once, so strong a gust caught the

glider square on the right side the moment it

cleared the window, that it was carried bodily

some thirty feet to the left in a fraction of a

second. I, of course, lost sight of it at once,

but I rushed to the window, and there it was,

a long way to the left, but gliding steadily on

an even keel, heading into the wind and rising.

Its course soon brought it close under the

branches of a tree, where a downward eddy

brought it at once to the ground.

The fact seemed to be that a glider made on

the principles of offering equal and similar re-

action to air pressures on opposite sides of the

centre of gravity flew as well in a strong and

gusty breeze as in still air, and that automatic

equilibrium was practically achieved, with no

moving or movable part.

Carrying the loading still further, and at

the same time increasing the fore and aft

curvature of the wing, I reached at last a little

glider which had about 1.4 square inches of

supporting surface, and carried a nail weighing

28 grains, which made the load nearly half a

pound per square foot. The weight of the

cardboard v/ings and tail, and of the little

piece of thin paper and glue used to fix the

nail, was not ascertained, but the nail alone

weighed, in proportion to the surface, at the

rate of 6^ ozs. to the square foot. The total

weight, therefore, was probably from 7 to 8

ozs. to the square foot. This load on so small

a glider was enormous. I have got no record

of the height of arc of the wing curve, but it

was, as far as I can remember, something like

•a quarter of the width of the wing.

I spent half a day indoors trying to make it

fly, but adjust it as I would it turned a somer-

<^au]t within six feet of my hand every time I

threw it, and so rapidly, that I could hardly

see on what axis it turned, but I think it was

always on a horizontal fore and aft axis.

Next day I tried dropping it from a height

of twenty feet, so as to obviate any risk of an

unskilful throw. Luckily it was a very still

day, so I could drop it from an upstairs

verandah out of doors, but still it was no good,

and I spent the day in failure. It struck me
that some new cause of upset might be present,

and that probably that cause lay in the deep

curvature of the wing. Remembering that

birds whose wings are deeply curved near the

body, like vultures, always soar with the flatter

part, at the wrist, well in advance of the re-

mainder, I thought that perhaps a small aero-

plane attached to each wing-end, in front of

the wing, and having a greater angle above the

horizon than the rest of the wing, might pre-

vent the deep curvature from upsetting the

glider. I tried it, and though it seemed to

assist a little, I recognized at once that it was

practically impossible to ensure that the two

little planes should retain under pressure that

exact synimetry, and equality of upward angle,

which was necessary to ensure equilibrium.

I accordingly removed them and placed a

single plane in front of the centre. It was
inclined so as to get pressure on the under

surface, the angle being greater than that of

the wing chord anywhere. The first throw was

successful, and the little heavily-loaded glider

flew steadilv to the opposite end of the room.

The small front plane helped, of course, to

support the weight, but as it measured a little

less than a quarter of an inch square, it could

not make much appreciable difference in the

proportion of weight to surface. By twisting

this forward plane or rudder so that the trans-

verse section was not quite parallel to that of

the wings, as I had previously done with the

tnil, I found I could cause the glider to go

straight or circle to the right or left as I liked.

There is one effect of air pressure that I

have omitted to mention, namely, that when
I used wings curved fore and aft, but straight

transversely (as I always did latterly), if for

any reason the glider flew at a worse angle

than usual (such as from the tail being turned

up too sharply, and receiving in consequence

too much pressure) so as to bring the relative

wind too much under the wings, it would rock

constantly from side to side. When such rock-

ing was slight it seemed to do no harm. I

have had a glider pass out of my window into

a fairly strong breeze, and keep its balance

perfectly, rocking all the time, although in
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extreme cases, and with very deeply-curved

wings, the rocking may be so bad as to upset

the ghder altogether in still air.

In theory I liken a gliding machine to an

arrow. The heavy head, which has great

inertia and little surface, is least affected by

the wind. The feathered shaft, which has less

inertia and greater surface, is always kept, by

the wind of its own movement, behind the

head. It would be impossible to make an arrow

fly sideways through the aid. A gliding ma-
chine with the centre of gravity much above

or below the centre of resistance, is like an

arrow going sideways, its point upwards in the

first case, downwards in the second.

If the centre of gravity is to one side of the

centre of resistance, it is like an arrow going

sideways through the air with its shaft hori-

zontal. If the centre of gravity is to one side

of, or in front or behind, the centre of lifting

effect, the machine is like an arrow falling side-

ways through the air, and in a large machine

the lift is far the most important of the forces

to be balanced. The simile may be considered

a little exaggerated, but it helps one to under-

stand the necessity for balancing all forces and

impulses received from the air on any opposite

sides of the centre of gravity if revolution is

to be prevented.

There is, of course, one permissible revolu-

tion, and that is, that as the centre of gravity

is necessarily in front of the centre of surface

of the wings, to say nothing of the tail, a per

fectly balanced machine will always tend to'

head into the wind — like an arrow.

The importance of having the centre of

gravity in the plane of the wings is especially

evident when a gust strikes from one side'. If

the centre of gravity is above or below the

centre of effort of a gust from the side, it must

tend to upset the machine. If, on the con-

trary, it is placed in line with the centre of

effort, the gust will simply carry the whole

machine, on an even keel, a little to one side,

heading it at th'e same time towards the direc-

tion from which the gust came.

Hence it follows that a dihedral angle be-

tween the wings is bad under the circumstance

of a gust from the side, because, in the first

place, the gust will strike the under surface of

the windward wing, and the upper surface of

the leeward wing, and though the forces may
be equal', they are certainly not similar (as one

is up, and one is dbwn), on opposite sides of

the centre of gravity, and in the second place

as the centre of gravity cannot well be much
above the point of junction of the wings, and

is, therefore, below the bulk of the wing strttcr-

tures, the effort of the gust will hot be equally

balanced above and below the centre of gravity.

The centre of gravity will be obliged to move
with considerable rapidity in order to prevent

a complete capsize.

A dihedral angle is, of course, very good
when the relative wind comes from below the

wings, as when falling, or gliding downwards-

at a steep angle, or stopping headway by tilt-

ing the machine back, but when in forward

flight, if we neglect for the moment the effect

of gusts, the relative wind comes from the

front, and if the machine turn till one wing is.

nearly vertical, and the other nearly horizontal,

as long as the line of flight is horizontally for-

ward the pressure on each wing will be equah

and normal to its surface, and there will be

nothing to prevent a complete capsize.

Of course, if such a position of the wings-

was really acquired during flight, the force of

the air pressure, acting normally to the sur-

faces on which it impinged, would now have

three components, namely, lift, drift, and a la-

teral component, and as these components act

through the centre of pressure, they all act in-

advance of the centre of surface. Lift and'

drift are balanced by weight, but the lateral

component is not affected by the fact of the

centre of gravity being at the centre of press-

ure, so that the whole m?ichinc, as long as.

it remained tilted as I suppose, would in-

fallibly circle round towards the depressed

wing, and inertia would cause a greater press-

ure on the raised wing than on the depressed

one. In addition to that the wheeling wing-

would be travelling faster than the pivot wing,

which would bring yet more capsizing pressure

on it. The loss of direct support from one

wing would tend to cause the machine to fall,

and so bring- about the one useful effect of the

dihedral angle, but I fear the machine would

have capsized too soon for that.

An acrocurve straight transversely is not so

good when falling, but it is better when-

travelling. Even when falling, if one end falls

the faster, the centre of pressure will move
towards that end, and right the machine, be-

cause, in falling, the lowest wing-end becomes

the leading edge of an aeroplane moving at an-

acute angle with the relative wind. The great-

est theoretical drawback to an aerocurve being"

straight transversely ought to be seen when a-

gust strikes it from one side and with a down-

ward trend. It will strike on the upper sur-

face, and as the windward wing-tip has become

temporarily the leading edge, the pressure of
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the wind will depress the windward wing, and

cause a very rapid fall of the machine. Practi-

cally, I have never found this happen.

If the outer ends of the wings have a con-

siderable angle above the horizon, a gust that

is not quite square from the side— and such a

gust cannot be of common occurrence — will

still have a chance of striking the under sur-

face, but I would suggest, as the best trans-

verse (tip to tip) section, one of those shown
in Figs. 15 and 16.

In either of these cases a gust from the side

might have a lifting effect, even with a down-
ward trend of 8°, supposing the curve to have

a rise of arc equal to one-twelfth the chord.

Vide table on page 104, Vol. 25, Encyclopaedia

Britannica.

In Fig. 15 both ends of each wing are to be

on the same level, and the centre of gravity,

if any thing a little above the junction of the

wings, but below the top of the arc.

be the manoeuvring and management of the

travel under curved surfaces, there is an ad-

ditional reason for having the wings arched in

both directions.

The longer the tail is, that is, the farther

the centre of pressure on the tail is behind the

centre of gravity, the more power it has over

the equilibrium, but, owing to the increased

leverage of its weight on the body of the

machine, its construction must be lighter than

is the case with a short tail, so as not to inter-

fere with the fore and aft position of the centre

of gravity. Therefore the longer it is the

weaker it must be. The late Mr. Percy S.

Pilcher, and I believe Herr Lilienthal also, lost

their lives through the breakage of the tails of

their machines.

Being then dangerous to give the tail a long

leverage, we should make up for it by giving it

a better grip on the air, and this, I think, is

accomplished by giving it a curved section fore

and aft with the hollow side up.

For the s?me reason, namely, adquate

strength combined with efficiency, the tail

should be fixed rigidly to the machine.

If the centre of gravity is so placed that

gusts have the minimum effect in initiating a

revolution about the centre of gravity there is

no longer such urgent necessity to at once head

the machine into the wind, and the necessity

for a vertical rudder vanishes, or, at any rate,

diminishes.

It seems to me that automatic equilibrium,

obtained by means of automatically-moving

parts, must be, generally speaking, on one of

two principles, namely, mechanism calculated

to maintain the machine always on an even

keel, such as pendulum or gyroscope mechan-

ism, or such an arrangement of movable parts,

that the gusts themselves have the effect of

heading the machine into the wind before it

has time to capsize.

The first arrangement, among other draw-

backs, would have the effect of offering resist-

ance to any attempts to change the direction

of the machine by an alteration of balance, as

has always hitherto been done in gliding ma-

chines, and as seems to be the soundest way.

In the second case, as the commencement

of any change of direction, combined with

the effect of inertia, would result practically in

the wind of advance coming from a new

direction with reference to the machine, the

automatic mechanism would be all the time

trying to bring the machine back to its original

direction. In other words, the more perfect

the automatic equilibrium is, the less easy will

be the manoeuvring and management of the

machine, and in any such machine it would be

necessary for the aeronaut to be able at any

moment to assume control of the automatic

mechanism. Another drawback to moving

parts is their comparative weakness, which is

very serious when it is so necessary to cut

down weight to the limit of safety. Up to now,

so far as I know, no one has been killed in

recent times by an upset brought about by the

wind, a fatal fall has hitherto resulted only

from a breakage.

Still, another drawback to moving parts for

automatic equilibrium would be the great diffi-

culty of so accurately adjusting their mobility

as to make them react, with exactly the right

amount of force to each and any of the dis-

turbing impulses. Mr. Chanute has said

(Aeronautical Journal, October, igoi) that

"the proper adjustments are most delicate,

and would require years of experiments, and

thousands of ' cut and try ' experiments."

In place, therefore, of aiming at automatic

equilibrium, I would suggest that the best solu-

tion of the difficulty is to have a machine so

made that, first, a gust from any direction

should have the least disturbing effect on its

equilibrium, and, secondly, that a small move-

ment of the aeronaut should have the most

powerful effect upon it.

The first desideratum can be obtained, as I

have endeavored to show, by the proper

placing, vertically, of the centre of gravity,

and the proper shaping of the parts most

affected by the gusts, namely, the wings, and-

in a lesser degree, the tail.
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The second desideratum requires the em-

ployment of supporting surfaces of the small-

est possible horizontal dimensions, which can

be effected by superposing small surfaces, or

by employing very deeply-curved ones. Of
these two methods of giving the greatest ef-

fect to a small movement of the aeronaut, the

superposed surfaces would be best, if their

use did not make it almost impossible to prop-

erly place the centre of gravity vertically with-

out bringing the lower surface too I'lear the

ground.

The deeply-curved surfaces have hitherto

been considered too dangerous, but I have

suggested a means, namely, the use of a front

rudder as already described, which I hope

would make their use safe. I do not propose a

greater proportion of height of arc to length of

chord than one in seven.

An additional method of giving greater value

to the movements of the aeronaut would be to

cause such movements to actuate a subsidiary

rudder, or rudders, of small size, and the

breaking of which would not seriously com-

promise the stability of the machine. For

instance, while leaving the greater part of the

front rudder rigid, a piece at each side might

be made movable so as to add to the effect of

the movements of the aeronaut. This last

suggestion was made tentatively and hesi-

tatingly. I have since seen that it is not only

not new, but has been tried with success by the

Messrs. Wright.

In a machine driven by a motor, I think the

principle of superposition would be the best.

The placing of the motor itself sufficiently high

in the machine would help to bring the centre

of gravity into the right position without bring-

ing the lower surface too near the ground. In

a pure soaring machine a single surface as

deeply-curved as would be safe without unduly

increasing the size of the front rudder, would,

perhaps, give the best results. The front

rudder should be smaller than the tail.

In a motor-driven machine, the line of pro-

pulsion should pass through the centre of

gravity, and the latter should be placed as in

a gliding machine, so that, whether the motor

were in use or not, there should be no effect of

driving an arrow sideways through the air. In

other words, all forces of air pressure should

be equal and symmetrical on any opposite sides

of the line of propulsion.

The vulture, as I said before, can, I believe,

glide in still air for an indefinite distance with

a fall of one in fifteen. At any rate, the flatter

the angle of descent, the more numerous would

be the occasions when an up-draught had sufli*

cicnt strength and angle of rise to make con-

tinuous soaring possible. The only means of

improving the angle of fall is to decrease the-

head resistance, as the angle must always be

in the proportion of head resistance to weight

when once the machine has attained soaring

speed. The only conditions of reducing head

resistance are, first, to so shape the supporting

surfaces that they can sustain the total weight.

when opposed to the air at the flattest angle,.

and at a moderate speed ; secondly, to reduce

the framing, struts, stays, etc., to the lowest

limit compatible with adequate strength; and,

third, to reduce the resistance of the aeronaut's,

body.

The deeply-curved wing, and the proper fore-

and aft balancing of the machine would help-

to fulfil the first condition. The use of the

Aving section suggested by Mr. Merrill, already

referred to as being so like the vulture's wing,

and which has such a large enclosed space-

within the wing as to permit of a very strong

construction, no part of which would have any

effect on head resistance, so that the outside

struts and stays could be much reduced, and

possibly in time abolished, would go far to*

fulfil the second condition.

With regard to the third condition, I notice-

in the picture of Chanute's two-surface gliding

machine given in the article on aeronautics irr

the new volumes of the Encyclopoedia, that the-

aeronaut has his knees drawn up to a level with

his body, which is sound, as far as reduction of

head resistance goes, but too tiring for con-

tinuous soaring. Perhaps a stick, free to swing

in all directions, might be hung from the frame.

on each side, and a little in front of the aero-

naut, with a crook at the end long enough to*

support the knee, so as to enable him, when-

well started, to get into a more restful position,

and yet leave him free enough for all balancing

movements. Fig. 17 shows the kind of thing

I mean. Fig. 18 suggests what I consider the-

best position for the aeronaut to assume during

flight — like a cyclist with his feet on the foot-

rests, and his body bent over the handle-bars.

The difficulty with the knee-rests suggested

would probably be more felt, in quickly dis~

engaging the legs from the rests than in getting

them up. All these suggestions are to be re-

garded as suggestions for experiment, and no-

more.

I do not think it would be advisable, in a

practical flying machine, to assume a prone-

position, but everyone who has coasted down

a hill on a bicycle will know the effect of rais-
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ing the feet and bending the back, in other

words, of diminishing the vertical height, in

diminishing head resistance in going through

the air.

Having then, as far as may be found practi-

cable (by means of rests or seat suspended

from the machine or otherwise), diminished the

vertical height of the aeronaut, I would further

suggest adding a light framework, covered with

goldbeater's skin, and formed like a fish with

a pointed nose, and with a large hole above

and a larger one below for the aeronaut's head

and legs, to enclose his body. In this way we
would more or less fuim the third condition foi

so diminishing the angle of fall as to give a

good change of motorless soaring, and also of

reducing, as much as possible, the horse-power

needed for horizontal flight. With reference

to another desideratum for human flight,

namely, l^eing able to start up from anywhere,

I should be quite contented, for the present,

to be obliged to start from the top of a hill, if

I could fly when once I had started, and alight

in safety when I wanted to ; but I should want

to start without assistance, and to alight on

my legs.

In such an " inchoate art " the surest road

to progress is for everyone to put his ideas

into the common stock. It will not be the

first successful soaring machine that will bring

a fortune to its inventor, and I agree entirely

wnth Mr. Hargrave, that every experimenter,

every one wnth opportunities for observation,

should communicate all he has found out, or

thinks he has found out, to all others inter-

ested in the subject, and so by all working to-

gether in a common cause, we shall the sooner

win that empire over the air which it is the

object of our Society to achieve.

That is my excuse for writing this paper.

—

From Aeronautical Journal.

l)y any other similar new methods," but the

validity of this declaration was limited to five

years.

Balloons in War.
Our last issue contained illustrated descrip-

tions of balloons and kites used for military

purposes. Balloons were also extensively em-

ployed during the siege of Paris for carrying

the mails, and by this means about 2,500,000

letters and many notable persons were carried

from the city. They were first employed by

the British forces in 1885 at Suakim.

The question of their utility in time of war

was brought up for discussion at The Hague
peace conference, with the result that a reso-

lution was signed, "prohibiting the launching

of projectiles and explosives from balloons or

A Topsy=Turvy Balloon.
The picture shows a rather remarkable ac-

cident which occurred to a balloon and bal-

loonist without serious injury to either. The
accident occurred through the balloonist's as-

sistant neglecting to release the rope that
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A TOPSY-TURVY BALLOON.

Steadied the top of the balloon. The result

was that the balloon turned over, throwing the

aeronaut and parachute into the trees. It will

be noticed in the picture that the bottom of the

balloon is on top.

Small Spring for Models.
It has been claimed that 15 pounds of rub-

ber cord stretched to seven times its normal

length will in returning yield a power equal

to one horse for one minute.
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The Aerosac.
At the recent meeting of the Aeronautical

Society of Great Britain Mr. Patrick Y. Alex-

ander in describing his " Aerosac " said :

" It has been the custom in Japan for the

last 500 years to hang these objects, shaped

like fish (referring to diagram on screen) over

certain houses during the month of May.

They are from 30 feet long and about 6 feet

in diameter.. There are several curious points

about them worthy of notice. First, one ob-

serves the fine threads that are holding the

fish. This gives rise to the thought that the

head resistance is small. In fact this is the

case, there are three threads and they are very

fine, indeed. The fresh air blows in at the

mouth. Several of these have been made up

in very simple form, being merely bags with

the end drawn in something like a pillow.

The name " Aerosac " has been suggested by

Mr. Groombridge, and I consider it a good

name. As kites, they do not fly high, but

possess remarkable stability. They are cheap

to make, and have Very little pull, in fact, at

times, they have been observed to float almost

by themselves. They are also extremely port-

able, and are almost instantly extended by the

wind. They are easily packed, and may be

stowed away in a small compass."

It appears that the wind blows into the open

mouth of the sack, which is about 20 feet long

and 6 feet in diameter, and distends it, but on

testing on the inside with* an anemometer it

was found that although the wind blew

straight into the mouth the current everywhere

else appeared in the opposite direction. Mr.

Alexander believes the " Aerosac " can be ap-

,
plied to practical purposes, but does not explain

! how.

Zeppelin's New Airship.
Count Conrad Zeppelin, cousin of Count

Ferdinand Zeppelin, the rival of Santos-

Dumont in airship invention, says that the

report stating his cousin had lost his fortune

in his experiments was untrue. He says that

more flying machines will be built and further

experiments made within the next two years.

The Count has just returned from Detroit,

where he accompanied his wife, nee Miss

Wilkins, on a visit to her parents.

" My cousin hoped to sell his airship to the

government, but the Russian authorities did

not approve the plan," he said. " He had
ofifers from other countries, but is too patri-

otic to sell to any country but his own."

M. Farbe's Military Kite*

M. Farbe recently made a successful ascent

at Vincennes. France, in his new military kite.

FARBE S MILITARY KITE.

which is intended for use on windy days, when
a captive balloon could not be safely em-

ployed.

Santos=Dumont.
During the racing on June 14th at Long-

champs M. Santos-Dumont in his airship No-

9 appeared over the course, and went through

a variety of maneuvers which evoked great

enthusiasm from the crowd. The passage of

two other balloons over Longchamps race

course at the same time added to the original-

ity of the scene. M. Santos-Dumont finally-

descended unaided in the center of the course,

where a great ovation was given him. He-

then reascended, and after executing a second*

series of maneuvers sailed away in the direc-

tion of Bagatelle. A curious coincidence dur-

ing the presence of the Santos-Dumont No. g
was the winning of two races by horses num-
bered 9 on the racing card.

The Aeronautical World wants
more Subscribers.

special subscription rates are offered

clubs and a liberal commission to subscrip-

tion solicitors. While all up-to-date news-

stands everywhere sell the Aeronautical

World, we occasionally get coimplaints from

our readers that they 'cannot obtain it locally.

If such readers will kindly write us, enclos-

ing 15 cents, we will send them the current

copy and the addresses of wide-awake news

agents who handle the journal in their city.
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An Appeal to Yachtsman.

Mr. W. N. Shaw of the Meteorological

Office, London, appeals through the Times, to

owners of steam yachts, for assistance in one

of the most attractive branches of meteorologi-

cal investigation. He suggests that a kite

equipment with self-recording apparatus

should be carried on every yacht and used

when suitable occasions arise for registering

the temperature and humidity of the upper air.

He adds

:

'' Last summer, from the deck of a tug

steaming ofif the west coast of Scotland, Mr.

W. H. Dines reached heights of upwards of

12,000 feet successfully, and obtained very in-

teresting results, that will be duly presented

to the Royal Society. He has arranged the

driving power and winding gear in so compact

a form that they do not occupy more than

about ten square feet of deck space, and the

kites which he has designed are such that they

can be packed flat and do not require much
room for storage. To run out five or six

miles of wire with a kite and instruments at

the end and other kites attached at intermedi-

ate points and to get them all back again with-

out mishap is, of course, not quite so easy as

dropping an anchor and winding it up again

;

but Mr. Dines will bear me out in saying that,

with suitable apparatus and a little practice, the

difficulty is not more than enough to add pleas-

ant excitement to the operation.

" I am moved to make this request by con-

sidering— regretfully, I must add, because the

aspiration seems unattainable — how much
could be added to our knowledge of the atmos-

phere by a ship equipped for and devoted to

atmospheric research, a floating experimental

observatory. But the kite observations are of

peculiar interest and importance, and I believe

they can be organized without serious diffi-

culty. The cost of the equipment is not by

any means prohibitive ; indeed, in making plans

for continuing the experiments off the west

coast of Scotland in the coming summer, the

cost of a ship to carry the apparatus makes all

the other expenses appear almost ridiculous.

For the very best of reasons I cannot offer,

on my own behalf or on that of the Meteoro-

logical Council, to defray the cost ; but, if any

benevolent yacht-owner would make the at-

tempt, I can promise him not only the gratitude

of meteorologists all over the world, but as

many interesting hours as he is willing to de-

vote to the experiments. The meteorological

observations will only add to the interest

which attaches to the sending of a kite up to,

and beyond, the clouds.

" There need be no limitation of the locality

of the experiments. Records from anywhere

over the sea, from the Antarctic ice to the

Arctic ice, would be gratefully welcomed. The

equator, the tropics, the British or any other

seas offer suitable localities. The only differ-

ence that could be drawn between different

localities may be fairly represented by the dif-

ference, if there is any, between ' most desira-

ble ' and ' urgently necessary.'

" This country is sadly behindhand in its

knowledge of the upper layers of the air over

its many lands; that knowledge, I hope, may

come in time; but, even if it be unattainable,

we shall make up our leeway, and take the

position that we ought to take in such matters,

if we present to the scientific world a knowl-

edge of the upper atmosphere of the sea.

" I need hardly add that I will gladly give

any additional information to any one who is

disposed to take up the suggestion."

Irish's Dihedral Kite.
This kite consists of a series of superposed

and dihedral formed concavo-convex aero-

planes, mounted on a light steel diamond-

shaped frame. It is readily transformed into

a self-contained flying machine by adding a

novel means of propulsion..

Prof. Bell in his recent experiments, appears

to lean to the dihedral step principle first ad-

vocated by Mr. Irish several years ago.

Irish's large kite, which has an aero surface

of 350 square feet, is one of the largest in the

world, and is universally admitted by author-

ities as being based upon sound lines and to

be the most perfect of all kites. An illustra-

tion of this kite and machine will be found on

the right of the front cover of this journal.

The Auto and Airial Machine.
Mr. Jarrott of the London Automobile Club

at a recent Chamber of Commerce meeting,

descant eloquently upon the pleasures of

aerial trips. He concluded by heartily wish-

ing success to all aerial navigators. There is

room for enterprising American auto enthusi-

asts to embark in this vastly more fascinating

pleasure. We, who talk so much about the

slow progress of other nations, should look

more at home. In the field of aeronautics we
are far behind. Why?
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Lilientha! Glide.
The illustralion 1)el(nv is from a photograph

of llic machine from which the late Otto Lili-

.enthal fell to his death in i8g6. The present

:W^-^^§^kr

possessor of this relic, Mr. W. Reichm and his

wife, are seen in the foregronnd. It appears

to us that this relic should find sanctuary ir>

some museum.

The King Edward VII Balloon
A new departure in steerable balloons, the

invention of Capt. Smallbones, of Kensington.,

recently made its maiden ascent from Stamford

Bridge grounds. There is no motive power in

the new balloon, so that it cannot go against

the wind, but by the aid of two triangular

sails attached to the sides its course can be

directed, and when descending, obstacles such

as church spires and large trees, can be

avoided. Capt. Smallbones, accompanied by

Capt. Williams and Mr. Cove, ascended, trav-

eling over Putney, Hammersmith. Barnes and

Mousley. At Hampton Court the balloon

was steered round the park and across the

Thames. At Guildford the balloon was navi-

gated round the town before a course was set'

for Godalming, the objective of the trip.

The Progressive World
We are striving hard to make the

AiiKONAUTiCAL WoRLD progressive, interesting,

useful and profitable to our readers, and by

the number of 'letters we receive each mail,

containing " l)est wishes," etc.. we are greatly

encouraged. Our great aim will ever be to

improve and better in every way. each succeed-

ing issue. To this end we ask the co-opera-

tion and substantial support of our subscrili-

ers and readers, who are cordially invited to

send us ideas, opinions, criticisms and sug-

gestions, vvhiclf will be highly appreciated, and
for wdiich we beg to thank them in advance.

Balsan's Aerial Expedition.

M. Jacques Balsan, the balloonist, who re-

cently returned to France, lias furnished a

short account of his aerial voyage from Paris

to a small town in Hungary beyond Lake

Balatcn, which is 55 miles southwest of Buda-

Pesth. He accomplished this sky trip with

M. Abel Corot, the distance traversed being-

estimated at something over 1,300 kilometers,

or 807 miles. The time taken was 30 hours.

This voyage does not beat the record made

by MM. De la Vauix and de Saint Victor,

who went to Kieff, in Russia—a distance of

1,900 kilometers, or 1,179 miles—in 36 hours.

This daring aerial expedition was accom-

plished in midwinter, and without fear of

frost, fog or snow. M. Jacques Balsan is 35

years old, ric'h, and has bad many adventures

by land arid sea. He once commanded a

Chilian gunboat, and m.ade several voyages

of exploration for the Chilian government.

After having traveled all over the world M.

Balsan returned to Paris and took part in

the aeronautic competitions organized in con-

nection with the exhibitiion in 1900.

He was in the long-distance trip in which

MM. De la Vauix aud De Saint-Victor dis-

tinguished themselves, but he had to de-

scend in Prussia, near the Muscovite fron-

tier. The failure did not discourage M. Bal-

san in the least, and he see.nis determined to

go on ballooning until he ac'hieved something

wonderful in the line. His present aero'stat,

the St. Louis, was constructed for him in

1900 by Louis Godard, and he has already

made thirteen trips in it and received many

prizes. Last year, for instance. M. Balsan

won the Lebaudy prize at B'ordeaux.

Balloon Photograhy.

John F. Byrnes, the official photographer,

has just made ^arrangements with James F.

Graham, of the Pain Pyro Co., for the use

of the largest balloons of that company in

taking birdseye views of the Exposition

buildings and grounds. Mr. Byrnes will use

an 11x17 inch plate in the work. The bal-

loon is to be captive, raised and lowered by

means of the windlass. The hydrogen gas.

which will fill the balloon, is to be prepared

on the grounds from iron filings and sul-

phuric aric, in a plant specially devised for

the purpose.
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The Holland Airship.
Mr. J. P. Holland of the submarine boat

fame sa3^s :
" There is no reason why a man

should not fly as easily as he rides a bicycle,"

and he intends this summer to devote his time

to perfecting a flying machine that will fly.

He will proceed on the idea that wings offer

the solution of the problem of aerial naviga-

tion and time devoted to airships is time

wasted.

The flying machine of the future, the in-

ventor asserts, will be little more or less than

a pair of artificial wings of light but strong

construction. With these strapped to his

shoulders, any man of ordinary strength and

intelligence will be able to rise above the

ground and fly. There will be no gas bags, no

rudder, no motor or complicated apparatus.

He says

:

" A man's muscular energy, properly applied,

is sufficient to operate successfully a flying

machine and to propel himself through the air

at a speed of thirty to forty miles an hour

with the same amount of energy he expands

when walking at the rate of three and a half

miles an hour along a level road."

Before attempting to build a flying machine

Mr. Holland made a long study of birds and
their methods of flight. His conclusion was
that there was nothing mysterious or occult in

the flight of a bird, but that it was simply a

mechanical wing action that was not impossi-

ble of reproduction.
"' A bird's wing," said the inventor, " is the

most perfect propeller in existence. It is a

screw that vibrates instead of revolving, as

does that of a ship, and except for the small

portion wasted in friction, all the power is

successfully employed, whereas in the ship's

propellers only 45 per cent of. the power is

utilized."

Bastin on Flying.
Airships, said Mr. Bastin, fall into two

main group.s, according as they are constructed

upon the heavier than air or lighter than air

principle. I do not expect that airships of the

latter type will ever succeed, since from the

very nature of their principle they are bound
to be controlled by the air instead of controll-

ing it. The balloon, which is the embodiment
of this principle, offers a great resistance to the

air, owing to the necessarily large size of the

gas-bag, and is therefore totally incapable of

making any headway against a stiff breeze.

All the experiments of Santos-Dumont and of

Spencer are carried out without any wind or

else down the wind. Again aeroplanes, on ac-

count of their structure, cannot perform evo-

lutions at a great speed and yet remain under

control. Now, if we consider how nature

has dealt with the problem of flight we see that

she uses only wings, and has done so since the

time of those great flying creatures, each of

which must have weighed as much as an ox,

of which you can see examples in the Natural

History Museum. Anything, therefore, which

is not built upon this model is in the experi-

mental stage, and cannot be properly con-

trolled. Now birds cannot sustain their

weight by their wings alone; in order to sus-

tain themselves birds must acquire a certain

impetus. It is motion upon which all flight

depends ; thus when the necessary impetus has

been imparted to it a cannon ball flies through

the air, and similarly in the case of birds the

impetus is provided by nature by means of

wings.

Aerial Experiments.
On June 4th another international scientific

balloon expedition st^^-ted when occupied and

unoccupied balloons . ascended simultaneously

from Paris, Strassburg, Ziirich, Vienna, Ber-

lin, St. Petersburg, Rome, Bath, Madrid, and

Bluehill, in the United States. They all car-

ried scientific instruments ; and the finders of

unoccupied balloons will be rewarded.

Four balloonists made an ascent on June

14th at Marseilles ; when a gale arose and

swept them out to sea. They were picked up

off Toulon uninjured.

A New Method of Inflating a
Balloon.

Mr. J. N. Maskelyne and the Rev. J. M.
Bacon, the well-known balloonist, have been

for some time past carrying out a series of

important experiments so as to improve the

method of inflating balloons. The new prin-

ciple used is ingenious and highly effective.

It consists of the inflation of balloons by

means of hot air, the air being heated by the

vaporization of petroleum. The apparatus for

generating the hot air is carried in the car of

the balloon, being very compact and easily con-

trolled. A trial was made recently at Cold

Ash, near Newbury, and it completely dem-
onstrated the success of the invention of Mr.

Maskelyne. A large balloon of nearly 70,000

cubic feet capacity was inflated by patent

burners in less than an hour, the burners

vaporizing only a few gallons of oil. The
balloon was then tested for its lifting power,

and the test proved most satisfactory. The
trials mark a definite and important depart-

ure in the progress of ballooning.
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The Stevenson of the Air.

Where lives he?—that inventive one

For whom the world is waiting—where?

The ether's future Stephenson,

The coming conqueror of the air?

And has he found the secret yet,

The solvent thought, whate'er it be?

May the explorer not forget

That mystic Open Sesame!

And will he sail with mighty wing,

Or vast balloon, or whirling fan?

Or will it be a startling thing

On some unprecedented plan?

And when the deed is brought to pass

And men are taught the way to fly,

Must all our railroads go to grass

And all our commerce seek the sky?
;

I do not know ; but this I know,

—

Whatever bulk the thought attain.

It must begin and slowly grow
From one wee notion in the brain

;

Some quick idea swiftly caught

And stoutly held with iron grip

While patience labors on the thought

And firmness will not let it slip.

For never on a gale of luck

Shall his fine air-ship come to port;

Its keel is grit, its sails are pluck,'

The hurricane it dares to court

!

Its captain, whosoe'er he be,

Has counted cowardice a sin,

Has found the air a stormy sea.

Has learned to struggle and to win

!

Amos R. Wells.

Observation of Monsoons.
It is reported that Mr. Walker, of the

Indian meteorological service, is about to es-

tablish experimental stations in India for the

observation of monsoons by means of kites

and kite balloons. The first station will be at

Simla, in the Himalayas. Mr. Walker is a

Fellow of Trinity College, Cambridge, where

he took high mathematical honors and taught

mathematical physics since 1895. He has

studied meteorology and astronomy in the

American observatories and Weather Bureau,

and made himself acquainted with the methods

©f the Berlin aeronautical observatory.

Several huge kites which Dr. Fassig is tak-

ing along with him make bulky freight even

when packed in pieces. These will be used

to carry self-registering instruments up above

the trade winds and into the anti-trades. The
windlass, about which the wire rope to govern

these kites will be, weighs 500 pounds. Mag-
netic instruments to measure the dip and in-

clination of the needle at various stations

throughout the archipelago are also on the

schooner. Little is known about the magnetic

conditions in that part of the world, and these

observations will be valuable as furnishing a

link between the observations made by the

United States Government in Florida and in

Porto Rico.

Airships and Free Trade.
It is not unlikely that airships will soon be

made in job lots of 100 or more and that

light freight of great value will soon be trans-

ported through the air.

This is sad news to the " stand-patters,"

who believe it is a sin to trade across national

boundary lines and that every country should

be surrounded by a wall of fire, as one of

them put it. With airships crossing and re-

crossing national boundary lines at all hours

of the day and night and regardless of cus-

tom houses and officers, what horrible night-

mares some of our protectionist friends will

have. What kind of fits will not the Protec-

tive Tariff League throw when the lawless

airship begins to dump down in our midst

cheap foreign goods— that is, goods of our

own manufacture, probably sold abroad at

one-half the home price— minus the high

tariff duty, which all good protectionists are

anxious to pay? We shudder at the conse-

quences. If airships are allowed to roam un-

molested and are not absolutely restrained it

is easy to phophesy more smuggling, in the

near future, than was ever dreamed of by our

army officers in Porto Rico, in their palmiest
" rough-house " days.

No, airships must never be permitted to sail

in our boundless ethereal main and disturb

our protection and prosperity—for the trusts.

The people must never know the taste of free-

trade goods—if the trusts can help it. Gently,

but firmly, as Senator Allison is doing with

the " Iowa Idea," we* must suppress the air-

ship before it punctures more holes in the

Dingley tariff than was ever conceived by all

of the " Iowa Idea " Republicans. The air-

ship is un-American. It is a foreign anarch-

ist. Our immigration officials should never

permit it to Innd.

—

Democrat, Bloomiield.
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Mat Cohn's Flying Machine.
Mr. Cohn, who believes his plan is a great

improvement on machines others have tried,

says

:

'' All inventors have tried to imitate the con-

struction of birds. This is quite natural, al-

though erroneous. The result of their experi-

ments is that fixed planes have thus far been

found to be the best means to gain the de-

sired end— mechanical flight — and from that

to my principle of adjustable revolving planes,

realization. 1 1 fixeb planes accomplish flight,

preferably disks, is just one step, I think, to

isn't it almost certain that adjustable revolv-

ing aeroplanes will make flying machines a

reality? In my opinion the house fly sur-

passes any bird of flight, and I ascribe it to

the fact that they produce a bed of resistance

of air with their wings, which sustains them

just the same as my revolving planes do.

Their wings weigh about lOO times less than

their combined weight of both body and

wings.
" I intend to make the first machine in the

form of a bicycle foi- the sake of experiment

simply. Rigidly connected to the bicycle, in-

cluding the propelling, soaring and steering

mechanism is a cigar-shaped balloon sixty

feet long and about fourteen feet in its largest

diameter. The object of this balloon is to

reduce the weight of the whole machine, in-

cluding passengers, baggage, etc., to a few

pounds, thus ensuring easy manipulation.
" I will place a vertical steering disk in

front where it will revolve at a high speed

with power from the feet of the operator,

while he changes its direction with his hands

just on an ordinary bicycle. This will

enable the machine to reach any desired point

of the horizon. Two horizontal disks are

placed between the rudder and propeller and
are also revolved and tilted up and down for

going from and to the earth or soaring for-

ward in a straight line, by another operator by
the sam.e means and manner as the front disk.

The propeller is situated in the rear of the

machine and is operated only by the feet of a

third operator who can rest his hands on the

handle bars or perform some other duties

which may develop later.

"A man, with the force he can impart from
his hand, can make a piece of cardboard twirl

or revolve for some time in the same place,

in the air. This is identical with the flight

of those birds and flies which soar under the

foliage of trees. The propeller gives these

disks the forward motion which the hand im-

parts to the cardboard, while the high velocity

of the disks while revolving forms beds or

walls of resistance between which they glide

to any desired point, namely up or down or

to any direction of the compass or to any

intermediate point. I will admit this may
seem ' cranky,' but it seem to me to be as near

to the solution of mechanical flight as James

Watts' tea kettle did to his steam engine."

A Balloon Adventure.
At the Carmarthen Sports meeting on June

1st the chief item of the program was a

balloon ascent and parachute descents. Mr.

Gaudron, Miss Maud Brooks, and Miss Ada
Mansfield went together, the intention being

that the two latter should make parachute de-

scents and Mr. Gaudron go " right away."

The balloon had gone to a great height when
it was seen there was something wrong, as the

bulk of the canvas quickly lessened, and theie

were no signs of the parachutes being loos-

ened. All kinds of rumors were circulated,

when the balloon was seen to alight with

great velocity. Dozens of cyclists mounted

their machines immediately and rode away.

They found the trio being cared for by Mrs.

Davies, of Croesyceilogfawr Farm.

Miss Brooks, although inclined to make
light of the matter, had had a severe shaking,

and lost some blood by falling out of the car

on her hand during the dragging of the grap-

pling iron over trees. Miss Mansfield lay on

a sofa with her left leg sprained and ban-

daged, whilst Mr. Gaudron walked about non-

chalantly with a bleeding nose. The latter

said that the balloon got into a very strong

current of wind, and as the consequent im-

petus was so great he gave orders that the

parachutes, which were becoming entangled,

were not to be freed. The course of the

balloon was also towards the sea, which ap-

peared appallingly near. He therefore

opened the valve sharply. In his opinion this

was done none too quickly, as the pace was
about a mile a minute.

A Parachute Adventure.
A serious accident attended the balloon as-

cent and double parachute descent at the

Pontypridd sports. These descents have

proved very attractive features during the

past two years, and as usual the event was
watched by many thousands of people. The
aeronauts were Captain Smith and Countess

S , and the huge balloon contained 25,000

feet of gas. The ascent was made without

the slightest hitch. Captain and Mrs. Smith
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being seated side by side, the parachutes being

on opposite sides of the balloon. There was

very little wind at the time, and the atmos-

phere was very clear.' The balloon rose al-

most perpendicularly to a considerable height,

then the Countess was seen descending by the

parachute, and in a few seconds Captain Smith

also left the balloon. Both steadily descended,

and in about three minutes they disappeared

from view. The balloon took an opposite

course, and dropped shortly afterwards amid

the spectators. The Countess was the first to

alight, her parachute dropping on one of the

high trees on the bank of the river Taff. She

held to the tree, and with assistance regained

terra firma, none the worse for her adven-

ture.

Captain Smith, however, was not so fortu-

nate, for as he came nearer to the ground a

few yards from where his wife had alighted

his parachute fouled the telegraph wires, and

he was suspended about 50 feet high right

above the river. From the wires the un-

fortunate man fell into the river and sustained

serious internal injuries.

The Anarctic Kite.
The illustration shows one of the kite:r^

taken out by the Scottish National Antarctic

Expedition. It has a sail area of about 80 feet,

of which nearly 70 feet always faces the wind

for lift, while the remainder faces the sides

and serves to steady the kite. It stands 6

feet, 8 ir.ches high, and the s?.mc in l^re.'^.dlli,

and is 2 feet, 8 inches deep. Practically it is

tv/o kites arranged 2 feet, 8 inches apart, one

end to tlie other, to impart steadiness..

The kite has lifted meteorological apparatus

weighing three pounds to a height of over

behind the other on the bamboo frame, with

the sails extending along the sides from one
6,000 feet, and carried it steadily for many
hours at this height. The apparatus was hung
in a box 100 feet from the kite.

T. C. Benbows Airship Tests.
A trial of T. C. Benbow's airship was re-

cently made at Red Lodge, Mont., which was
not very encouraging to the promoters of the

enterpiise. Great difficulty was experienced in

manufacturing- the hydrogen gas, and after

two days' work the balloon failed to lift until

considerably lightened. During the last night

the balloon became entangled in electric light

wires and was ripped and rendered useless.

It is doubtful whether another trial will be
made at Red Lodge, although it is claimed the

promoters are not greatly discouraged. The
one-quarter horsepower electric motor, weigh-
ing 40 pounds, or about two-thirds the weight,

of the entire model, imparted some motion to-

the fans wl^en the current was turned on, and
this was the only test which was in any way
satisfactory.

The Jap Boy and his Kite.
The Japanese boys, with such kites as they

have, consider kite-flying the sport par ex-

cellent. American boys would open their

eyes if they could see them. Not only are

they of all shapes and sizes, but some actually

sing—that is, they make music lilce that of

an aeolian harp as they float in the air.

Others look like animals, but the oddest

of all are the fighting kites. These have

their strings soaked with glue, into which

powdered glass has been dusted, for a dis-

tance of thirty feet from the kite. When the

glue hardens the string becomes as sharp as
a file.

The boys try to get their strings crossed

while in the air. Then each pulls his kite

this way and that until one of the strings

tuts the other in two.

In such a case the owner of the victorious-

kite is entitled to the one that has been cut.

The Leboudy Airship.

The Lebaudy airship proved superior to that

of Santos-Dumonts, and Santos-Dumonts' is

vastly safer and more enjoyable than any-

high-speed auto.
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Balloon Trip to the Pole.

p. Nissen wants not only to perform the
feat the late Andree lost his life in attempt-
ing, but he further wants to sail away from
Chicag^o in his airship, and after making a
bee line to the pole on a photographic sur-
vey, return laden with his spoils. He says:

"It is well known that there is a vast ex-
panse of over ,a million square miles of the
northern hemisphere of the earth of which
we know absDlutely nothing, except that it

is co'ld. Yet under favorable circumstances
it is within one day's travel from our own
country, and material for making an ac-
curate map of the greater part of it may be
gathered in a week. In the present advanc-
ed state of practical arts, it is not only pos-
sible to make a map of that part of the
earth, but it can be made with absolute
certainty. To confirm this statement I will

cite the following facts:

"First. Count Zeppelin, Santos-Dumont,
Lillient'hal and others have shown uis the
possibility of aerial navigation.
"Second, Andree, by remaining suspended

in the air in the north polar region for at

least three days, has demonstrated that bal-

looning m.ay be carried on in the far north
as successfully as anywhere on earth.

"Third, Percival Spencer says in the Aero-
nautic Journal for October, 1901, 'in a clear
air photographs are practicaible as high as a
balloon can ascend.'

"Fourth, there is a science that is known
in Germany as Thotogrammetrie.' It con-
sists of the laying out of maps from balloon
photographs, when the height and location
are known.

"I propose to combine these principles,
take photographs of the entire north end of

the earth, and reduce them to a map.
"An engineer named Von Thiele has

mapped a great part of the Transsiberian
railroad from balloon photographs, and, ac-

.

cording to 'Aeronautische Mittheilungen,' he
has laid out from eightv-three photographs
a set of maps showing 172 kilometres of the
route, with an accuracy of detail that would
be hard to accomplish in any other way, and
at a cost of less than one-third of a regular
survey.

^"Lieutenant Colonel Joseph E. Maxfield.
United States Signal Corps, who had charge
of a balloon corps in Cuba, says in his of-

ficial report to headquarters: 'Experiments
made abroad in photography from balloons,
using a telephoto lens, have shown that in

this way objects that could not be seen even
with strong glasses, can be located, thus en-
abling the making of a very complete map
of sections of the country.'
"A radius of 500 miles would take in the

greater part of the perpetual ice. Balloon
ascensions have been made to a height of
rver seven miles. Fro-m a height of less
than half of that it would be possible to take
photographs of both Chicago and Cleveland
at the same time. With facilities as planned

by me it would mot only be possible to

photograph these two ^cities, but it would
be easily practicable t'o include Cincinnati,

Buffalo, Toronto and Sault ,Ste. Marie. Take
a strip like that across the United States and
it would include its most important fea-

tures, but take it across the ice from the

northern end of Alaska and it could not fail

to includ^e the greatest geographic discover-

ies since the time of Columbus."

Air Ship for the Timid.
Egbert Von Simon, a German cavalry offi-

cer, has invented an aerial railway with bal-

loon attachment which he wishes to buiM
on the World's Fair grounds.
He explained his plans to Director of

Works Taylor, recently, and says he will re-

main in St. Louis until the Fair, organizing
a stock company to develop his ideas.

Mr. Von Simon's aerial railway differs

from others of the sort in that the main
weight of the car is supported by an elon-

gated balloon, the single elevated rail being
used merely as a guide and a second rail

along the side of the car conducting the elec-

tric current to propel the car.

In this way, Mr. Von Simon says, the ne-

cessity of erecting a heavy framework to

support the track will be done away with, as

there will be no weight for it to bear.

The balloon will be so regulated that only
enough weight is thrown on the track to pro-
duce the friction between the wheels and the

rail necessary for propulsion.
Mr. Von Simon says he has explained the

plan to engineers in Germany and in New
York, and that they indorse it as feasible.

His plan, as concerns the World's Fair, is

to erect a circular track a half mile long, with
a station at each end. A car will make a
trip over this in five minutes, carrying 24
persons. The cars will -be constructed of

iron and papier mache.
Mr. Von Simon has applied for patents for

his invention in the United States and in

Europe.

An Improved Airship.

Spencer Brothers are busy with the con-

struction of a new airship which is to be a

great improvement on last year's.

As compared with its predecessor, it is one-

third larger and much more powerful. In-

stead of the eight horsepower motor used last

season, a tvv^enty-four horsepov/er is being em-

ployed.

Compared with the ten miles an hour rate

against the wind, which was the speed attained

by the last airship, the new one is capable of

doing over twenty-five miles an hour against

the wind. This means that if the wind is

blowing at thirty-five miles an hour, and the

ship is sailing with it, it will appear to pass at

the rate of sixty miles an hour.
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Alexandra Palace.
In the grounds of the Alexandra Palace, Lon-

don, towering above the ordinary pleasantries

of popular holiday is a shed for the construc-

tion of Dr. Barton's air-ship, approved pro-

visionally by the War Office, which will be

i8o feet long and of 140 horse-power, as

compared with the following dimensions of

Santos-Dumont's navigable balloon, namely,

130 feet long and of 20 horse-power. Colonel

F. S. Cody, a relative of the Colonel of that

name, makes occasional ascents on his war
kite.

Airships in War Times.
Henri Rochefort asks in his newspaper, the

Intransigeant: "What will the government
do when man controls the air well enough for

amusement and promenades over the bois, but

in time of war is capable of producing the

most formidable consequences? Unless the

governments sign treaties forbidding the use

of balloons for warlike purposes it should be

easy to retake Alsace and Lorraine, through
the medium of dynamite, without risking the

life of a single French soldier, by simply

dropping quantities of the explosive from bal-

loons over Metz and Strasbourg. We even

might make Berlin capitulate, the only danger
being that the Prussians would have no diffi-

culty in learning the secrets of the French
military devices, and propably would destroy

Paris in the same way."

The Vorhees Airship Co.
The Vorhees Airship Company is the name

of a new institution recently established in
Havelock. The proprietor of the firm has
rented a new building for a factory and after
a few additional experiments will place his
ship in "commission" and make an effort to
"fly" the clouds. Mr. Vorhees is a genius
and has gained an enviable reputation be-
cause of his work in mechanical appliances.
His automobile, which attracted considerable
attention, has been undergoing some im-
provements.

Airships a strong Feature at
the Exposition.

In the opinion of the fair managers the

air-ship competitions will furnish far and
away'the best feature of the fair. They have
canvassed the situation thoroughly, and have
come to the conclusion that the navigation

of the air will be the most novel process of

m^odern science and invention.

Sure of Success.
"I- discovered the true method of propulsion

through space years ago while putting up one

of my ventilating fans at the Simpson mine at

Lafayette, Colo.," says inventor Morris. " This

is acknowledged to be one of the best fans in

the world. The World's Fair Board will

finance my scheme I will agree, if I take the

first prize of $100,000, to. return all the money
advanced to the state with interest and thanks.

I propose to exhibit at the World's Fair one

airship, three different ventilating fans and
blowers, and nine equipments, such as hoisters,.

car couplers, etc., all of my own invention.

I am the inventor of a new rotary snow plow,

also railroad points and frogless switches.

"If your board will consider my plan favor-

ably, I will visit Denver and build the airship

at Elitch's Gardens, making several flights in

the air. I am sure I can speed through space

at from 60 to 100 miles an hour, and can out-

shine Dumont in controlling the ship, as I

will demonstrate that I can go at great speed.

stop quickly, reverse like a locomotive, and

go backward as fast as forward, downward or

upward, or circle around in any direction. I

can soon convince any man that I have a world

beater. Please let me hear from you as soon

as possible."

It is probable that the World's Fair Board

will take up the Morris proposition at its next

meeting and offer him inducements to give a

demonstration in Denver, as he suggests.

To Fly over the Atlantic.
Louis Godard, the French aeronaut, is pre-

paring to cross the Atlantic ocean in a balloon

which he is constructing. It is 94 feet in

diameter with a capacity of 13,000 square

meters and will support a weight of 28,000

pounds. He is to start from New York at a

time of year when the Atlantic is swept by

west, northwest and southwest winds and ex-

pects to move at a velocity of 30 miles an

hour. Provisions will be taken for 40 days

for fear of adverse winds. An aluminum boat

with a kerosene motor will be carried.

M. Capazze's New Airship.
A Belgian aeronaut, M. Capazze, is building

an airship in which he will attempt to cross

the Atlantic from Lisbon to Buenos Ayres in

the spring of 1904. It is stated that M. Elisee

Reel us, the famous French geographer, and
others v/ill accompany him.
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Notes and Jotting^s.
ar»THE WORLDS AERIAL NEWS

BRIEFLY TOLD.

Sustaining Power of Kites.
The sustaining power and durability of pat-

ent box kites rsed for meteorological observa-

tions have been well illustrated by the beha-

vior of strings of kites sent up in Denmark in

connection with a study of the meteorological

elements in the middle strata of the atmos-

phere. On one occasion the string holding the

kites broke, allowing them to escape. Owing to

their unusual type they were readily recognized

and were found '2 miles distant, 48 miles of

which was over the sea. Another time the

kites escaped and were picked up in Norway,
lO improve the Aeronautical World we

wil esteem it a great favor if our readers will

suggest improvements which they think would

advance the usefulness of the Aeronautical

World.

Beam=Kline Flying Machine.
Samuel J. Beam, of Derry, and W. P. Kline,

have built a flying machine which they claim

will rival the mvention of Sant03-Dumont.

I'hc machine is nearitig completion and trial

trips are scheduled for next week. The ma-
chine consists of a cig^ar-shaped balloon, 63

feet long and 30 feet in diameter. It is made
of oiled silk and will contain about 30,000

cubic - -^ o-as. The basket is suspended

20 feet below the balloon. It is six feet long,

two feet wide and three feet deep. The pro-

pelling power will be furnished by a three and

one-hilf horsepower gasoline engine. It is

made of alumrnuiu and steel and weighs only

£0 pounds.

It IS estimated that a' quart of gasoline will

last for 24 hours. The propellers will be made
of blades 12x24 inches in dimensions, and

when revolving at a rate of t,ooo times a minute

will exert a pulling power of 500 pounds.

What Maxim Says.

As Maxim says, public opinion has now
changed so that an inventor of serious stand-

ing can experiment as much as he chooses on

flying machines without being regarded either

as a crank or a charlatan, and in his opinion

everything is working in the direction of an

early solution of the great problem. How
early this solution will be, it is impossible even

to guess.

A Friendly Act.

If you find the Aeronautical World inter-

esting and useful, mention it to your friends

and so help along a good thing.

Aerial Information.

If you are building an aerial machine and

want to know where to purchase material, write

Information Bureau, Aeronautical World, en-

closing stamps for reply.

Stanly Spencer's Airship.

The exhibition of Stanley Spencer's airship

in the provincial towns of England is creating

considerable interest and greatly increasing

its owner's bank account. Can't some of our

American experimenters try the same game?

News.

We crowd the most important information

into the Aeronautical World, but as much

is left over we contemplate increasing the

number of its pages.

Reconoitering Experiments,

At Aldersbot recently Captain Norfolk as-

cended in a balloon to test the practicability

of balloons for reconnoitering purposes. The

experiment and the trip were both pronounced

as very satisfactory.

W. J. Griffiths Flying Machine.

This machine which is built on the aero-

plane principle consists of several superposed

adjustable aeroplanes supporting a car below

for the aeronaut and machinery which drives

the six propellers.

Balloons as Astronomical Observatories

Captive balloons are seriously recommended

by French scientists as astronomical observa-

tories. One of the chief advantages claimed

is that by getting above the clouds better ob-

servations can be taken.

Your Wants Filled.

Somebody has what you want to buy, and

somebody wants what you have to sell. State

your wants in our advertising columns and

get them quickly filled.
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Cheap Gas for Balloons.

The Rneil gas works has made an arrange-

ment by which aeronauts can be suppHed with

eoal gas cheaply. Three balloons took advan-

tage of this arrangement last Sunday. This

is the' record from one gas works in one after-

noon. The gas supplied at Rtieil is specifi-

cally manufactured for balloons, which are

nOw filled so cheaply that ascents will be

numerous from Rueil this season.

Aerial Trips by Night.

^ • Criticise World Fair Contest.

Criticisms have been made by Victor Sil-

berer, the famous aeronaut-sportsman, on the

methods of the St. Louis committee in the

proposed balloon contests. He says Chanute,

who came to Europe on purpose to secure

competitors, will fail to get a general reprc

sentation. and. also that the entire arrange-

ments in St. Louis are in the hands of laymen

who display much naivete. He thinks it

probable that Santos-Dumont, Lebaudy, and

Deutch in steerable balloons may be seen there,

but few others.

Ziegler Polar Expedition.

. Charles E. Rilliett has joined the Zieglcr

polar expedition. He is an aeronautic engi-

ncjer and an accomplished machinist in many
lines. The balloon to be used by the expedi-

tion was manufactured at Quincy, 111., under

the direction of Rilliett. The sledges which

will be used by the expedition were also made
under his direction. Rilliett is 27 years of

age, and has long been prominent in amateur

sports in this city.

Perspective Airship Contestants.

- Colorado will be represented at the St. Louis

fair in the great airship contest if its World's

Fair Board can be induced to finance the aerial

schemes of William M. Morris of Monte
Vista.

Ml-. Morris declares he has a world beater

in aerial ships, and has offered to demonstrate

the. practicability of his invention at Elitch's

gardens in free exhibitions during the sum-
mer. He is in comrriunication with Acting

Governor Haggott relative to entering his

machine in the world contest for $100,000.

Among other promoters who have flying

n^achines to exhibit are Charles Hess of

Lockett, Colo., and William. T. Jamison of

Pueblo, Col. .

The claim that he has invented an airship-

which he sails over Wilkesbarre r.i^ night is

made by George W. Dress. He refuses to.

show the machine or describe it in detail, say-

ing he keeps it hidden and will not show it

until his patents are perfected.

He says he will make a public flight on

June 15th, by which time he hopes to have
his patents. He operates it, he says, without

gas, rising by a system of aeroplants' operated

by powerful twin motors, and ascending and
descending within a space of 160 feet. He
says he has been working on the machine for

18 years.

New Balloon Record.

Doctor Valtentin of the Vienna Aero Club
made a new world's record for height of as-

cension June 4th. He reached an altitude of

22,000 feet in his balloon Jupiter.

War Kites,

Col. S. F. Cody is carrying out a series of

man-lifting kite experiments for the British

War Ofifice. which arc proving remarkably-

successful.

The Inevitable.

An airship having obtained a speed of fif-

teen miles an hour, we must bow to the

inevitable and admit frankly that the day of

the old horse car is over.

The utility of a practical flying machine
could have been well tested in the sections of

the country which have recently been so over-

whelmed by floods.

Kite Flying from Ship.

Mr. W. H. Dines delivered an address at

the last meeting of the Royal Meteorological

Society on kite flying from a steam vessel

for meteorological observations. He stated

that as long ago as 1749 Dr. A. Watson of"

Glasgow suggested the use of kites for this

purpose.

Cheap Balloons.

At an execution sale in London recently

six balloons, one of a capacity of 37,000 feet,

and three parachutes, all in good condition,

sold, for $175.00..
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Military Balloon Target.
Experiments to disable a balloon in the aii

by rifle or field gun fire have been carried onl

by the Austrian army. A balloon 7,000 feet

high, was held at anchor, and the gunners, kept

ignorant of the range, were told to disable it.

Twenty-two shots were fired before the ap-

proximate range was found, and it was only

at the sixty- fourth round that the balloon was

hit. -^--^ 'b-t slightly, but the small rupture of

the gas-bag made it slowly descend.

Letters to the Editor.

Editor Aeronautical World:

In looking over a copy of your "World,"

I find quite a number interested in the aero-

machine. Perhaps your readers would like to

know of my experience. In the year of 1884

I made a number of ascensions on a kite

24 X 36 feet, six corner, raising from 300 to 500

feet from the earth. The kite was made fast

to a tree by a wire. These rides were very

nice. After that I tried hot air balloons two

seasons, then experimenting with hydrogen.

One of my methods of applying it was as fol-

lows :

I took heavy tin, made it into a drum, 2x2
feet. The heads of this drum were stayed, a stay

to every square inch, running from one end to

the other, of No. 12 wire. This drum was also

divided into two parts, the partition running

from one end to the other. In the partition

there was a 1-32 hole to allow the gas to bal-

ance. This drum or cylinder was pumped full

with fifty pounds hydrogen gas. At each head

there was an axle. At one of the axles a

small engine operated by compressed air. The
whole machine was put on a balance, and a

place on the lift end to receive shot to the

amount of the lift. After all was balanced the

cylinder was put in motion. As the engine

was small a speed of 800 was reached. Thus a

cylinder 2x2 feet= 6 cubic feet of gas. If the

cylinder revolves at 800 revolutions per minute

you multiply by six cubic feet of gas by 400,

as the lifting power of the cylinder is only on

one side of it. This gives you 2,400 cubic feet

of gas buoyancy, when you only have six

cubic feet, and lessens the air resistance.

I am now building one under my late patent,

the cylinder being five feet in diameter, five

feet face. Have 62 cubic feet of hydrogen

gas, 30 pounds pressure, and at t,ooo revolu-

tions it will have a lift of 1,800 pounds, or the

same as a balloon with 31,000 cubic feet of gas.

This new machine will have two gasoline mo-
tors, one at each end of the cylinder, of 3^
H. P. each, which will control the lifting

power of the machine— 7 H. P. There will be

one 314 H. P, motor for the propelling of

the machine, making three motors, air cooled

t3'pe, total horse power, io>2. Weight of ma-

chine with fuel for 100 mile flight, 775

pounds ; height from top of drum to bot-

tom of car, 10 feet, 3 inches ; length of

beam, clearing propeller, 7 feet ; breadth of

beam trestle, 9 feet. The car is round. Gas-

oline tanks are under the seats. Aluminum is

used every place that it can do the work. This

car will be completed in a short time if fi-

nances will permit of it. These has been quite a

large sum of money expended, but the hopes

are still embracing. All there is to do to

raise or lower the machine is to change the

speed of the down motors. Slow speed would

lower the car ; higher speed would raise the car.

This car will make better time against the

wind than a balloon, as the surface exposed to

the air is very small. I am a machinist of sev-

eral years' experience, and want to get after

that $200,000 at St. Louis, as well as to fly

;

it is so refreshing to get up in the air.

The numbers below refer to the following

parts: -/lu^o Supply.

Dear Sir:—

"How far are we from flying?" An inven-

tion showing that we can fly has lately been

made, and is now being patented. The prin-

ciple is the screw, and the pressure of the wind

is involved. Success will depend upon mak-
ing the screws revolve ,1,000 times in one

minute. If this can be done, success is cer-

tain. Four screws are to be used, and the

superficial area of the four screws exposed to

the atmosphere will travel at the rate of 125

miles per hour, which gives a pressure of

about 50 lbs. per foot super. This is shown
by the following figures : If the screws re-

volve 1,000 times per minute— that is, 60,000

times per hour— this multiplied by 11, the

normal distance traveled by one revolution

of the screw, gives 125 miles per hour. The
superficial area of the four screws is 360 feet.

This multiplied by 50, the number of pounds

pressure per foot, gives a lifting power of 8

tons, and the weight of the machine is esti-

mated at 314 tons.

D. Haylock.
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Safe Navigable Balloons.

Commandant Renard has formulated the

conditions of safety for navigable balloons.

One is that a secondary gas bag, or balloon-

ette, which can be inflated at need by a power

fill ventilator driven by an independent motor,

should be provided.

Their Last Flight.

We regret to report that Mr. J. Hodsman,

who crossed the Irish Sea in a balloon in

1867, and Mr. F. W. Brearey, who during his

long life strenuously and consistently pro-

moted the cause of aeronautics, recently took

their last flight, but we hope to the better

land.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

Aeronautical Apparatus.

It is announced that an exhibition of aero-

nautical apparatus and accessories, including

models both heavier and lighter than air,

parachutes, kites, aeroplanes, motors, propel-

lers, etc., will be opened in London on July

i8th, and close on Aug. iSth. Medals and

certificates will be awarded. The exhibition

will be under the auspices of the Aeronautical

Institute and Club, London.

M. McGary's New Airship.

Mr. M. McGary has recently been demon-

strating the wing-power of his new machine,

by carrying the weight of a 200-pound man
through the air. His belief is that the suc-

cessful means of locomotion must be wings

operated after the manner of living examples.

When the large balloon which he is now
building is completed he is confident the ma-
chine will carry several persons.

Spencer Airship.

Stanley Spencer will make a trial trip with

his new airship from the Randolph Club

grounds, London, on July nth. With its 24-

H. P. motor this craft is expected to be able

to overcome any unfavorable weather condi-

tions and attain a speed of 30 miles an hour.

The cigar-shaped balloon measures 90 feet

long and 22 feet at center.

Convinced.

Inventor — I tell you, the time is coming
when all mankind will forsake the earth and
travel entirely by flying machine^.

His Friend — Oh, pshaw ! You're building

air castles.

Inventor— No. They'll come later.

—

Times, N. Y.

Ordinary Rates.

Inside pages, each insertion, per line....$ .25

Inside Cover 50

'Back Cover i.oo

Count seven words per line.

Engravings heading advertisements at the

same rate per agate line measure.

Wanted, For Sale, Positions.

Under the above headings, 3 cents each word.

Advertisements must be received by the 20th

for the following month's issue.

Wanted.—To buy and sell new and service-

able second-hand balloons of every descrip-

tion, form and size. Send photos if possible.

Aerial Machine Construction Company, care
of Aeronautical World.

Aerial Machine.—A successful inventor hav-
ing proved the practicability of his aerial ma-
chine seeks financial assistance to publicly

demonstrate that he can navigate the air.

Write "Practical Airship," care Aeronautical
World.

Wanted.—A kinetoscope camera, constructed
of aluminum, especialh' adapted to photograph-
ing moving objects from a flying machine.
Address World's Aerial Navigation Co., Pt.

Richmond, Cal.
,

Wanted.—To purchase balloons, kites, ma-
chines and aerial novelties of utility, also all

kinds of aerial toys or kites, balloons and soe-

cial flyers. Address with particulars, "In-
vestor," care Aeronautical World.

Wanted.—All kinds of Mss. relating to

Aeronautics, and articles recounting exploits

of successful aerial navigators. A. Weedon
& Co., publishers. Burton ave., Glenville, O.

Wanted.—Several experienced hands, all de-

partments, in balloon manufactory. State ex-
perience and remuneration expected. Balloon
Manufactory Co., care of Aeronautical World^

FOR SALE.
For Sale.—Blue Prints and castings for 5 H.

P. gasoline motor. Just the thing for an air-

ship. Only $10. Address "Stanley," care
Aeronautical World Co., Glenville, O.

For Sale,'—Hot air and gas balloon bar-

gain. Bag for street ascension with inflater

and parachute, used in cannon act. $100.

Two similar outfits in serviceable condition,

each, $75 ; and nearly new outfit, $140. Scores
of other great bargains in new and second-
hand outfits in stock ready for delivery. State

your wants to "Balloon Manufacturer," care

Aeronautical World, Glenville, O.
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For Sale.—Exceedingly light, strong and
powerfnl gasoline motors, specially designed
for airships, and made to order in five sizes.

Price reasonable. -W. Head, care Aeronautical"

World. Glenville,J3. ________
U. S. Aerial Machine Construction Co.

We manufacture Balloons, Airships, etc.,

and undertake the complete construction and
testing of Aerial Machines and Motors to the

specification of our patrons. Inventions de-

veloped and put into practical shape. Advice
and criticisms given. Work confidently exe-

cuted and with despatch. Terms reasonable.

U. S. AERIAL MACHINE CONSTRUCTION CO.

Care Aeronautical World.

ALUMINUM CASTINGS
Especially adapted to airship construction.

Castings will be free from imperfections, true
to patterns, strong and as easy to machine
as brass. Write for estimates.

THE U. S, ALUMINUM CASTING CO.
Cincinnati, Ohio.

We are the largest manufaturers of

Laminated Wood Guards
In this Country,

and we make a specialty of intricate shapes or

bends.

American Veneer Co.

449 to 455 Pacific Ave. Jersey City, N. J.

Something New

SEAMLESS STEEL TUBING
VVc carry in stock over ^oo,ooo feet seamles and electric

welded tubing. Our prices will astonish you.

The Cleveland Distributing Company
Incorporated.

Jobbers of Bicycle and Automobile Material
288 Bank St., CLEVELAND, O.

GASOLINE BICYCLE MOTORS
(^Finished Motors or Castings with Drawings«^

Lowell Model Co.
Box. 292. Lowell, Mass.

Ignition
Apparatus

AMERICAN COIL

COMPANY.

W,SOMERSVILLE
MASS.

Write for Catalog.

Everything in the way of

Photo = Supplies
always in stock.

ALEXANDER BROS.
Established 1891.

622 Arch St., Philadelphia, Pa.

MAIL ^^ceive immediate and careful at- ORDERS
tention and are filled at lowest

prices.

Carl Meyers
BALLOON FARM.

FRANKFORT, Herkimer Co,, N. Y.

Only Aeronautical Institute and Manufactory

for Hydrogen Tight Balloons and Gas Airships

in America t^ ^ ^ ^^ ^ ^ ^ S

25 years operating. 108 Captives,

and the only TL S. Signal Balloons
made. Only patent portable hydro-
gen gas generators in use anywhere.

Enclose vStamp. Patented machine varnished
gas fabric a specialty.

Baldwin Bros.
MANUFACTURERS OF

BALLOONS i^ AERONAUTIC
apparatns of every description.

60VERMENT AERONAUTS, AERONAUTICAL

ENGINEERS-
Scientific, Private, Exhibition, Passenger and
other Ascents conducted. Experimental Ap-=

paratus Constructed and Experiments under-
taken. We can make or furnish anything
required for aeronautical purposes, and will

gladly .submit estimates when requested.
Address

BALDWIN BROS.
Box 112 Aeronautical World, Glenville, O.

TO REACH ALL INTERESTED
IN

BALLOONS. KITES. AIRSHIPS. AERIAL
MACHINES.

Advertise in the

Aeronautical World.

BALLOONS.
Captive Balloons, Torpedo Balloons, Military
Balloons, Signaling Balloons, Pilot Balloons,
Passenger' Captive and Dirigible Balloons

Gold Beaters Skin and Silk Balloons
Advertising and Exhibition Balloons, Figure
and Animal Balloons, Model and Experimental
Balloons.

A. Weedon, & Co.
BOX 105 GLENVILLE, O,
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ROOk^Q A COMPLETE PRACTICAL HAND-DV/V/rVO BOOK ON

SELF PROPELLED
VEHICLES

J. E. ROMANS. A. M.
Popular Edition $2.00. A Timely Book.

The Aeronautical World. Glenville, O.

^^miki^ Aeronaut Leo Stevens.
nHHH Leading balloon Manufacturer of America. Twenty years of experience.

^H|r Airships for passengers with latest improvements. Balloons and Sails, balloon cloth

^!^^ all widths and weights. Hydrogen Gas Generating Plants, ^latest improved, al.SQ

'^'
--'"J Hot Air Balloons and Parachutes, Balloon Cars. Anchors, Nets, Ropes, Valves, etc.

send stamp for prices. BOX J8J MADISON SQ, New York, N. Y,

Progress in Flying Machines
By O. Chanute, C, E.

And Proceedings of the Conference on

Aerial Navigation

Helt in Chicago, August J, 2, 3, and 4, J893,

The two best books on Aeronautics in the Eng-

lish language. Sent by mail on receipt of

price, which is $ 250.

The Aeronautical World. Glenville, O.

Aerial Advertising.
BY MEANvS OF

Balloons, Kites and Banners.
Contracted for or Complete Outfit Furnished.

GAS BALLOONS.
Representing Man. Beast, etc.

Special Kites Made to order.

All Kinds of Kites and Apparatus for Kite
Flying,

Wholesale and Retail.

M. DUKE & CO.
145 Burton Ave. GLENVILLE, 0.

The Conquest of the Air.

By JOHN ALEXANDER.
With an introduction by SIR HIRAM MAXIM

(i2mo. Cloth. Illustrated. 75 cents,)

"We have in 160 pages the whole history of
the subject in fact, everything that is worth
know^ing—in a word, the exact book that is re-
quired at the present moment."

Sir Hiram Maxim.
Sent postpaid on receipt of price.

AERONAUTICAL WORLD Qlenville, Ohio,

Qold Beater's Skin

Balloons for Experiments

Round or Elongated Shapes.

Round from I " dia. - - - - | i.oo

Elongated from 4 long - - - 8.00

Gold Beaters Skin Sheeting

for Aeroplanes etc. |3,ooperSq, Yard.

M. DUKE & CO.
145 Burton Ave. Glenville, O.-

Now Ready
The Aeronautical World,

Vol. I.

Handsomely Bound, Price $2.00 Cloth $2.50,.

Post Free in U. S.

Containing many importend illustrated ar-

ticles and much useful information of Special

interest to Aeronautical experimenters and oth-

ers interested in the subject. Can be obtained

of Bookseller and News Agents, or direct from

The Aeronautical World,

Glenville, O.

A BINDER THAT YOU NEED
It holds 12 Issues of the Aeronautical World.

You place each issue as received without

disturbing the others. Heavy board cover.

Lettered Aeronautical World. Post Paid 60c.

THE AERONAUTICAL WORLD.
Gi^ENVii^ivK, Ohio.



lllustrirte Aeronautische

Mittheilungen
Revue Trimestrielle Illustree

De L'Aeronautique

Organe de la Societe de navigation aerienne

de Munich et de Strasbourg

PUBLIfiE AVEC LA COLLABORATION
DES PRINCIPAU> SAVANTS

de TAllemagne, de I'Autriche et de I'Etranger

Redigirt von DR. ROBERT EMDEN
Price per annum, $2.00.

Send orders to publishers Aeronautical World,

Glenville, Ohio.

CAPITAL WANTED.

A successful mechanical and electrical engi-

neer and inventor, having proved the practica-

bility of his simple aerial machine, now seeks

financial assistance to enable him to make an

unquestionably satisfactory public demonstra-

tion of the fact, secure additional patents and

manufacture and place the article on the mar-

ket.

Address

"Simple Aerial Machine."
Care Aeroriautical World, Glenville, O.

Revue Mensuelle

ILLUSTREE, DE

V Aeronautique
Et des Sciences qui s'y rattachent.

Piihlicc avec la collaboration des principaux

zavants francais et etrangers.

Redaction et Administration:—14, Rue des

Grandes-Carrieres, PARIS.
Telephone 503-24

C. C. spencer & Sons
Balloon Mfg's.

Gas Balloons, Hot Air Balloons, Air Ships.

Balloon Ascends

Parachutes, Captive Advertising Balloons and
Balloons of every size and discription.

HIGHBURY GROVE, LONDON
N ENGLAND,

The Aeromobile
A New Rapid Transit Conveyance,

(sixty miles an hour guaranteed.)
It affords the most simple, safe, rapid, relia-

ble, graceful and smooth means of traveling
known, and under the instinctive and intelligent

control of operator, it may be caused to glide
through the air as a bird, navigate the waters as

a boat, or travel the highways as an automobile
In the air it finds a smooth, level and elastic

course, free from obstructions. We are pre-
pared to book a limited number of orders for our
Aeromobile of one man capacity.

Empress of the Age.
Do you want one? If you do order at once.

PRICE, $600.

Payment on delivery. No cash need be paid
until after pratically tested on air, water and
land. Don't waste time asking questions,which
for obvious reasons will not be answered, but if

you mean business and command the cash, send
along your order, address.

Aeromobile Mfg. Co.,

Care Aeronautical World, Glenville, O.

GEORGES BESANCON,
Officier d^Academie,

5NGENIEUR AERONAUTE.
Experiences et ascensions scientifiques.

Voyages aeriens d' amateurs.
Exploration des hautes regions de 1'atmosphere

par ballons sondes et Cerfs-Vo!ants.

Construction de tons les appareils concernant
la locomotion aerienne.

14 Rue Ses Grandes-Carrieres

14, Paris, Montmartre.

Addresse telegraphique;— Besancon
AERONAUTE, Paris.

Man=Ufting and other KITES..
(Baden-Powell Patent)

In various sizes. Usual size 12 ft. X 12 ft, (of
w^hich 4 to 6 will lift a man) price $12.00 each

;

6ft. X 6ft. (for registering instruments,
) $7.00,

each.

JOHN J. JACKSON,
Yacht and Canoe Sail Maker.

NORTHWICH,. CHESHIRE. ENGLAND.

BOOKS AMERICAN
and FOREIGN.

AERONAUTICAL SUBJECTS
Sent postpaid on receipt of price.

ProcrEvSS In F1.YING Machines, $ 2.50
aeriaIv navigation, - - - - 3.00
the conquest of the air, - - - -75
Self Propelled Vehicles - - - 2.00
Aeronautical World Vol. i. - - - 2.09

THE AERONAUTICAL WORLD.
Glenville, O., U. S. A.
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